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HAPPY NEW YEAR.

THE Home Journal sends the greetings

of the New Year, to its patrons. It

fondly cherishes the hope that during the

year upon which they have entered, Hea-

ven's richest blessings may rest upon them.

It utters also the language of sincerity,

when the desire is expressed that the friend-

ship of the past may be continued in the

future. As the beginning of the New
Year is the turning over of a fresh page

in the book of life, the Home Journal

desires to review what has been written

upon the pages of its past existence, that

it may clearly ascertain what defects can

be remedied and what improvements for

the future be made, in order that nothing

but what is beautiful and good may be

written during the coming year, upon that

page as yet untouched and unsullied.

Lamenting the former tardiness of its

monthly visits and the fact that resort has

been had too frequently to articles taken

from the well cultivated gardens of others

instead of supplying them with that origi-

nal matter which was faithfully promised,

it hopes to do better for the future, and is

determined to do it. The main cause of

this dependence upon foreign material has

been the failure upon the part of many
promised contributors to supply it regular-

ly with matter, shall it not say Lutheran
matter, that would adorn its pages and in-

terest its readers. Many of these pledges
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have beenunfulfilled;butrenewed promises
from some of the best men of the Church,
and of wliomthe Church may well be proud,

giveaddi tionalmeans for promises ofamend-
mentonthepartof the Home Journal itself.

Henceforth, therefore, no effort shall be
spared to render the Home Journal a plea-

sant companion, and one whose periodical

visits shall be anticipated both by young
and old with gladness; and this, notwith-

standing past remissness, our readers may
expect.

Now having honestly confessed its own
faults, the Home Journal hopes it will not

be taken amiss if it inquires of its patrons

whether there are no delinquencies of

which they have been guilty, and which

should be redressed by them also, and

humbly submits the following questions

:

How can a Journal, even though its edit-

ors are faithful and laborious, be expected

to have its pages furnished with original

articles, rich, racy and brilliant, when

those who have promised their assistance

are, when "weighed in the balance found

wanting?" How can even the life which

it does possess, be longer retained, when so

many whose names are on the subscription

list seem totally unconscious of those

Scriptural injunctions, "Owe no man any-

thing," and "Pay that thou owest?" HuW
too, can it go forth cheerfully and merrily

when it feels, that by many it will only be

rigidly scrutinized for the purpose of being
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condemned, who, for an unintentional

word or expression will accuse it of heresy

and then sternly forbid its future visits,

without even thanking it for any past en-

joyment given, or remunerating it for ser-

vices already rendered? The Home Jour-

nal disclaims all intention of offending

any, and has only addressed these simple

questions to the guilty, in order that an
opportunity might be given to test their

courage by honorably acknowledging their

errors and the sincerity of that acknow-
ledgment by a i^'^'oper atonement in the

shape of a dollar a year henceforth and the

prompt payment of all money due. The
Home Journal flatters itself that by a pro-

per patronage, it will be able to make its

future career more productive of good than

its past, and now earnestly looks to its pa-

trons for an increased and more efficient

support. It believes that by a little effort,

all indebtedness to it can be removed, and

the Journal placed upon such a basis, as

its want in the Church demands. That a

periodical like the Journal is needed for

our homes and firesides, none will dispute.

Its mission is emphatically a loving and

peaceful one. It comes as much to cheer

as to instruct, to scatter the flowers of in-

nocence and hope around the pathway to

the tomb, and allure by that which is beau-

tiful and true and good to a happier and

better'world beyond ! It trenches not upon

the ground of the weekly press, or the

Quarterly Review: they have their appro-

priate work, and in that work let all wish

them God speed. They are the tillers of

the soil, the Home Journal seeks to beau-

tify it. Let their's be the golden grain

and the ripened fruit, whilst the latter is

content with the sunshine that gladdens

the harvest and cheers the "Home circle,"

both useful in their spheres and both as-

sisting to form one glorious whole. With

an earnest desire, therefore, to please, and

an equally earnest expectation of being

henceforth better appreciated, the Home
Journal enters upon another ^-ear of its ex-

istence. May its every wish be realized,

as well as the wishes of those of its pa-

trons, who with all its faults have still ad-

hered to it, and who, amid every discour-

agement have nobly cheered and sustained

it. L.

LUTHER.

II.

A continuation ofpromiscuous paragraphs from Arch-

deacon Hare's "Vindication of Luther."

BY REV. M. SHEELEIGH.

THE best vindication of Luther is, in-

deed, that supplied by his own works,

—by the volumes which he sent forth du-

ring thirty years, at one period almost like

flights of birds, in assertion of God's truth,

and to destroy the strongholds of false-

hood,—and still more by that which he was
enabled in jGod's strength to write on the

page of history, and on the hearts of his

countrymen, and of so large a portion of

Christ's Church. Hence, the most satis-

factory apology for him is his life, the fullest

and most faithful record of it. Such apol-

ogies are found in several books written of

late years, both of English growth, and

exotics which have been naturalized. It

is the intense interest of Luther's character

that has given such wide popularity in

England to D'Aubigne's History of the

Reformation, notwithstanding the great

vices of its style and manner.—p. 7.

This deep interest in the education of

the people, abode with Luther through life,

and is continually expressed; nor did he

ever shrink from exhorting and expostu-

lating with the princes and nobles, to pre-

vail on them to fulfill their sacred duty in

this matter.—p. 71.

His intense love of truth revolts those

who dally with truth, and play tricks with

it, until they cease to discern the distinc-

tion between truth and falsehood. His

straight-forwardness finds no sympathy in

those who walk in crooked ways. His

hunger and thirst after that which is spirit-

ual, and his comptirative indifference about

outward forms, are mortal offences to those

with whom forms, institutions, rites, ordi-

nances are the main thing, and almost

PPiU
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everything. Hence the contest about La-

ther's character now has a peculiar interest

and importance.—p. 74.

The blind admiration for the Fathers,

the servile deference to their authority,

have wrought much harm in former ages,

and are no less mischievous now. In Cole-

ridge's Remains we find several instances

noted of the injury done to our divines of

tlie seventeenth century, by their exagge-

rated reverence for the Fathers ; he remarks,

"Luther was too spiritual, of too heroic

faith, to be thus blinded by the declama-

tions of the Fathers."—p. 80.

If it was Luther's fate that his name
should be borne by a large branch of the

Church, even though it should be falsely

deemed heretical or schismatical, is not a

school. Seeing too that the name was

originally imposed on his followers by their

adversaries,—seeing that it was a great

trouble and grief to him, which he often

expresses, to hear his name attached to

th(jse who ought to bear no name save that

of their crucified Lord,—seeing that from

first to last his desire was ever to decrease,

and that his beloved Master might in-

crease,—the name may so far be accepted,

as a testimony to all generations that Lu-

ther was the man of God, sent with the

power and spirit of Elijah to cast down the

altars of Baal, and to re-establish the true

spiritual worship of the Father, in hearts

reconciled to Him by the Incarnation and

Sacrifice of His Only-begotten Son.

—

p. 84.

You can hardly read a prayer of Luther,

either in the four folio volumes of his Latin

works, or the twenty-two thick, double-

columned German quartos,—you can hardly

read a single letter, however slight and

short, among 2324 in Dr. Wette's Collec-

tion,—without being impressed with the

conviction that religion with Luther is not

a thing of habit or custom, of convention

or tradition, not a thing of times and sea-

sons, but an intense, vivid reality, which

governs the pulses of his heart and the

motions of his will.—p. 89.

Indeed this is superstition, to seek and

lose the reality in the form, in the symbol,

in the outward work, in the outward ordi-

nance: and this superstition was pervading

the whole Church, from the crown of the

head to the sole of the foot, when Luther

arose to call it back from the worship of

forms to the worship of realities. It was

because he saw hardly anything but shad-

ows and masks and empty forms, the

spawn of the limbo of vanities, moving to

and fro in the death dance around him,

—

because the spirit of life had slipped away
from institutions and ordinances, which

may once have had life and meaning and

a practical purpose, but which were now
become purposeless and hollow and cavern-

ous for all manner of evil lusts to revel

in,—and because, when, in his yearning

after realities, he threw his arms around

these hollow forms, they crumbled to dust

in his fervent embrace,—because he could

not bear to live in a world of shadows

and fictions, amid a swarm of " unreal

mockeries,"—because he felt through all

the depths of his heart and soul and mind,

that God and Christ and Salvation and

Grace and Holiness and Righteousness are

not words and shadows, but realities,

—

while at the same time he felt no less

strongly that Sin and Evil and Condemna-

tion and Hell are also terrible realities,

which have thrust their iron fangs through

our hearts,—it was because of this yearning

after realities, and of his deep conviction

of this twofold reality, that, as one shadow

after another revealed its hollowness to

him, he bade it avaunt and vanish.—pp.

89, 90.

Whatever Lutheranism may be, seeing

it has exercised a vast power over man-

kind, its principle or form, the kernel of

its true definition, must be something posi-

tive, not something negative, an assertion,

not a denial. The assertion will indeed

invoke a denial, or, it may be many deni-

als; and these will be the limits of the

definition : but a No has little poj\?er, un-

less it be the rebound of a Yes, the thun-

derclaps following the lightning-flash,

Erasmus's No, Voltaire's No, merely awa-
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kened echoing Noes in the hollow caverns

of men's hearts, dried up the fountains of

tears, and turned their smiles into sneers.

Luther's shook the wui-ld, hut shook it in

order to steady it. It burst the chains of

death, to set free the spirit of life.—p. 110.

SACRED LOCALITIES.

WE introduce specimen wood-cuts, and

brief accompanying descriptions, of

only a few of the many interesting sacred

localities that embellish the pages of the

"City of the Great King," for the benefit

of the readers of the Journal.* The Pool

OF Hezekiaii, surrounded by houses, and
supplying the bathing establishment of

the Greeks on Patriarch Street, derives its

supply of water entirely from the Manilla

Pool, outside of Jerusalem, and usually

has from two to six feet of water, though
it sometimes becomes entirely exhausted

late in the fall. The water is drawn up

to a considerable height, at great expense

of labor, by two stout Fellaheen, and sent

across the street over a large stone arch to

supply a bathing establishment; which,

being lower than the pool, might easily be

supplied by a small leaden pipe, acting as

POOL OF HEZEKIAII.

a syphon. But such a device as this, em-

anating from Christians, the Simon-pure

Moslem spurns.

The "Wailing-Place of the Jews,"

occupying a space of forty yards, from a

point about one hundred yards north of the

southwest corner of the Temple Area, is a

place of constant resort by the poor -Jews,

who purchase the right from the Turks to

approach thisboundaryofthe Temple, to wail

over the desolation of Judah, and implore

the mercy and forgiveness of God. This
touching custom was observed by the Jews
as early as the twelfth century, and is men-

* This splendidly illustrated work is just issued and
for sale at the Lutheran Publication House, 732 Arcli

Street. Price, cloth $3 50, morocco $j 00.

tioned by Benjamin of Tudela, in connec-

tion with this same spot. On the capture

of Jerusalemby Adrian, they were excluded

from the city and forbid the sight of it, even

from the neighboring hills, till the age of

Constantine ; when they were allowed to

enter the city once a 3^ear, on the anniver-

sary day of its captivity by Titus, that tliey

might wail over the ruins of the Temple,

a privilege purchased then, as now, at the

hands of their oppressors. In the shadow

ofthewall, the-Jew, with bare feet, will bring

his Talmud and Bible, and spend a large

portion of his declining days at tliis place;

questing an early burial with his fathers, in

the mournful valley of Jehoshaphat. The

women resort here, too, in their long white
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WAILING-PLACE OF THE JEWS.

robes, and kiss the sacred stones of the Tem-

ple wall, and insinuating their heads into

the crevicesof the wall,offer up their prayers

of deep devotion, that may frequently be

heard at quite a distance from the place. It

is deeply affecting, thus to see a handful of

this people under such circumstances, still

identified with the ruins of their Temple,

whose stones in the hands of the conquering

Romans, are "poured out on the tops of

every street," amid them, yet lifting up

their prayer to that God who endowed them

with the proudest and most exalted nation-

ality on earth, when the nations around

them lay sunk in idolatry.

On the western side of the Haram enclo-

sure, numerous fountains, of exquisite Sara-

cenic architecture, adorn the streets leading

to this tabooed locality. Adjoining the

"House of Dives," is one of ornate finish,

that will not fail to attract the eye of the

traveller, as well as the devout and hyper-

credulous pilgrim, who halts at this spot to

cross himself at the bowl of Lazarus, from

which tradition says the " poor man" was

wont to eat, eighteen long centuries back.

Another very beautiful fountain, similar in

appearance to the one here represented,

adorns the Lower Pool of Gihon, which,
however, is not dry, as are most of those

within the city.

Leaving the city, with its mosqued domes
and peering minarets, intermingled with
church turrets and a confused mass of ter-

raced roofs, and threadingour way through
the narrow streets and thronged bazaars,

we pass under the frowning Hippie Tower,
from whence the blood-stained crescent

banner of the Moslems now waves, and
making our exit through the Jaffa Gate
enjoy the luxury of pure fresh air from the

Mediterranean.

A lively and gay scene here presents

itself in the afternoon, when the Frank re-

sidents come out in mass to "shoon el

howah," drink in the wind; which is very

acceptable, in exchange for the heat and
confined atmosphere within the walls. On
effecting a passage through the crowd of

two-legged and four-legged nondescript

animals thronging the gateway, all alike

intent and eager in forcing their way in
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and out, you observe to the right the Cus-

tom-house and Cafe, patronized by a crowd

of Jews, Turks, and Christians, engaged in

smoking and gaming. Every basket of

vegetables,fowls,or whatnot, is taxed on en-

tering the city. To the left is the present

SARACENIC FOUNTAIN.

quarantine station for pilgrims from Egypt.

Following the aqueducts along the road

to the Convent of the Cross, for a quarter

of a mile, we reach the Upper Pool (.i'

VALl.EV OF JEUOSHAPHAT.

Gihon—a pvi})lic resort in the afternoon for

all sexes and conditions, and affording in-

finite sport to the lookers-on, who encourage

rather than abash the nude Arabs in their

aquatic feats of indecent exposure.

A funeral procession may now be seen
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passing, in the centre of which is a bier, car-

ried on a litterby fourmen, covered with dra-

peries, and surmounted by thegreen turban

of the Osmanlis, the color of royalty. Arab
women, naked to the waist, with long hair

dishevelled and flowingover their shoulders,

their faces and breasts bruised, with their

arms thrown up in the air, precede the

corpse, shrieking and singing the most

lugubrious songs, accompanied by a funeral

dirge from the musicians on the tom-tom.

In front are the veiled women, near rela-

tives of the deceased, who go to the grave

and utter their piercing death songs. This

doleful pantomime, funeral pomp, and

hymns of despair, are but slightly varied

in the circumcision and marriage ceremo-

nies.

Following the gentle slope of this valley,

we pass the Greek Gardens, on the right,

and its convent of Saint George—having

also a silk factory beyond. We now cross

the Bethlehem Road, an aqueduct from the

Pools of Solomon, which may be observed

on the southern end of the Lower Pool of

Gihon (at present dry,) and observe on the

hill the veritable tree on which Judas is

said to have hung him-self. Standing on

the ruins of Caiaphas, solitary and alone,

it is easily distinguishable, though unim-

posing, rather, to the credulous, in its slow

growth, of eighteen centuries. If it be

possible to concentrate yourself in such re-

flections as the route we are now travelling

and the surrounding objects, consecrated

by tradition, give birth, then we have quite

an interesting field before us for this sight-

seeing stroll, without the wall of the Holy

City.^

Immediately above, overhanging the

deep gorge of the Hinnom Valley, is the

Field of Aceldama, whose earth is said to

consume the flesh of the bodies committed

to it, in forty-eight hours. A portion of

the field is called the Hill of Evil Council,

where Judas and the betrayers of our Lord

consulted as to the manner in which they

might take him. Many interesting tombs

may here be seen, of very fine workman-
ship.

Squads of Turkish women and children

may be seen along this road, and above

the valley, enjoying a fantasia, or gala day,

and are making the valley resound with

their joyous songs, that give a peculiar

sound, at a distance, particularly in the

instance of one in which they constantly

interrupt the song by throwing their hands

to their mouths, rising from the lowest

tone to the highest pitch.

At the end of this valley, turning to the

left a few paces, we descend a few steps to

the Pool of Siloam, with its fragments of

five columns, indicating the remains of five

porches, which seem to identify this pool

with the Bethesda of old—where the blind

received their sight.

We here change our course, and proceed

northward up the Valley of Jehoshaphat

—

the former bed of the brook of Kedron,

Perched on the western side of the Hill

of Scandal, is the romantic and sepulchral

village of Siloam, built literally into the

tombs of the Jews that were chiseled here

two thousand years ago, many of which,

in their secret crypts and niches, contain

the bodies of the dead as well as of the

living, even at the present day.

A dirty Arab, with his feet touching the

ground on either side of the donkey which

he rides, may be observed ascending the

hill, while his poor wife is compelled to toil

and almost faint under her heavy burden,

in making the tiresome ascent, which leads

from this fountain up the foot-path to the

southeast angle of the Temple enclosure.

We pause here and gaze with wonder-struck

admiration at the immense stones laid in

the angle of the wall at this point, undoubt-

edly placed, just as they now appear, dur-

ing the Solomonic reign in Jerusalem.

Immediately above, jutting forth from the

wall, is the traditional seat of Mahomet in

the final day of reckoning, when he is to

judge the assembled universe in the Valley

of Jehoshaphat below. Every Mussulman,

by virtue of his true faith, will walk over

this valley on an iron wire, which admits

him on the other side of the Gulf, into the

Gates of Paradise ; but the Infidel Chris-
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tians and Jews are to be telegraphed to

the world of punishment by the fiat of his

omnipresent will.

Opposite the southeast angle of the Tem-
ple wall, one hundred and twenty feet below,

in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, is the beauti-

ful monolith, said to be that of Hezekiah,

which is defaced by the Hebrew inscrip-

tions. Opposite, but a few steps to the

north side of this tomb, is the entrance to

the tomb of James the Apostle, which ap-

peal's to much better advantage below.

The pillar of Absalom, immediately in

front .of the tomb of Jehoshaphat, is one

of the most symmetrical and beautiful

pieces of Eastern architecture. And as you

pass this tomb notice the accumulation of

stones at its base, which is daily augmen-
ted by the devout pilgrim of every creed,

who casts a stone with a curse at the mon-
ument of the undutiful Absalom. But we
hasten our walk to the small inclosure of

stone wall now surrounding the Garden of
Gethsemaue. This spot, beyond a doubt,

is hallowed ground, and fraught with soul-

stirring emotions. If appearance of age
be admitted in evidence of high antiquity,

then the old olive trees in the inclosure

are the very ones which sprung from the

roots of those which witnessed the bloody
sweat of our adorable Saviour. Their great

spreading boughs and thick foliage flood

the spot with a deluge of delicious shade

for the weary pilgrim from distant lands.

CITY WA),L ON BEZETHA HILL, OVER "COTTON MEGARA, THE GREAT CAVERN QUARRY.

Immediately Avithout the Garden is a large

rock, where, tradition says, the Saviour

prayed before his l)etrayal. A few steps

beyond is the subterranean Church of the

Virgin Mary, said to contain her tomb,

scarcely observable in the view here pre-

sented.

Dr. Barclay, having heard vague rumors

of an immense cave beneath Mt. Bezetlia,

covering a large area of nether Jerusalem,

was constantly on the alert to gain informa-

tion that might lead to its discovery. In

taking a stroll around the northern wall of

the city, immediately opposite the Cave of

Jeremiah, his attention was attracted by

his dog, apparently on the scent of game,

for which he forthwith commenced active

mining operations, and soon effected an

entrance at the point immediately under

the highest part of the city wall, represented

so fixithfully in the sketch of this most

interesting and romantic spot. The Doctor

was so fortunate as to cvaile the watchful-

ness of the guard at Damascus, and effect

an entrance through a round liole, l)aroly

large enough to admit his body, and now
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discovered a gigantic Cavern Quarry, which,

during the night, vs'ith torches, tape line,

and other apparatus, he fully explored.

The plat showed it to be about a thousand

yards in circumference, following its irreg-

ularities, with immense labyrinthian halls,

their roofs supported by pillars, left for

that purpose, and galleries and crypts; in

the end of which were visible the mai'ked

blocks, to be cut, also many large masses

prepared, but never moved. Here he found

petrified stalactites, numerous stalagmites,

crockery-ware, and a pellucid pool of vile

brackish water. In the southren end of

the quarry, in a deep pit, he picked up a

most singular skull of a man, of gigantic

size- Imagination is left free, in assigning

to this person a locality, lie may have

belonged to the age of Solomon, and, for

aught we knew,
" Held by his owa invitation,

A torch at the Great Temple's dedication."

On comparing some of the chippings

of the blocks in the quarry with tlie huge
i

stones in the Temple wall, the place from

Avhence they wereobtained atoncewas seen,

and the ease with which, on an inclined

plane, Hiram and others, could have put

them in their appointed places,—a fact that

has hitherto puzzled all the antiquarians

who have speculated on this subject. Doubt-

less this is the very quarry in which the

chisel and hammer wrought out so skilfully

the materials for the silent growth of the

Great Temple of Solomon.

Ain Yalo is generally supposed to be that

celebrated "fountain uf waters," on the

boundary line between Judah and Benja-

min, called Nephtoah ; but it is very evident

from Joshua's indication of the dividing

line between the lots of these two tribes,

that the present Ain Lifta is identical with

the Nephtoah of the Scriptures; and a more
beautiful and inviting camping-ground

during the warm summer months, is no-

where to be found in the environs of Jeru-

salem. The Anglican Bishop has spent

his tenting season for two or three years at

AIN LIFTA NEPHTOAH.

this delightful retreat, distant a mile and a

half from the city; and is not unfrequently

visited by the lawless and rapacious Arab
chief, Abu Ghaush, who for the last half

century, by his exactions and robberies, has

been the terror of travellers and defenceless

pilgrims, upon whom he has levied taxes

and extorted buckshish, to the amount of

thousands of piastres. His family is quite

numerous, amounting to sixty or seventy

males. He is represented as seated at the

foot of the large olive tree, above the pool,
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with his numerous body-guard. The tardy

vengeance of the Turkish Government has

at length overtaken them, and confined

some in Constantinople, another is in exile

in Bosnia, and a third died in banishment

some years since.

A passage occurs in Genesis, xxiv. 11,

seq., -which groups together several particu-

lars, that make up an oriental scene entirely

unique. The age is that of the Patriarchs

:

the actors are Eleazer, Abraham's servant,

and Rebekah, the destined bride of Isaac;

the place is a well or tank, in Mesopotamia,

outside of the city; the time nightfall.

"And he made his camels to kneel down

without the city, by a well of water, at the

time of the evening, even the time that

women go out to draw water. And, behold

Rebekah cameoutwith her pitcher upon her

shoulder, and she went down to the well

and filled her pitcher, and came up."

An Eastern guide-book of customs, would

not furnish a more graphic picture of what

occurs at the close of every day, in the vici-

nity of Eastern cities, than this account,

written so many thousand years ago. The

drawers and carriers of water are the women
and donkeys, carrying the water upon their

heads and backs. The burden of bringing

water for domestic purposes is performed

almost entirely by females.

" A man bearing a pitcher of water," is a

rare sight; and the manner in which the

Saviour refers to such a circumstance (he

speaks of it as a sign,) implies that it was

an uncommon occurrence at that time.

Morning and evening the wells and foun-

tains are most frequently resorted to by

the people bringing their flocks; and skin

bottles and earthen-ware pitchers and jars,

which having filled, they place on their

heads, shoulders, and backs, together with

their little ones, and with merry songs re-

turn to their homes.

THE RAINY DAY.

THE day is cold, and dark, and dreary

;

It rains, and the wind is never weary
;

The vine still clings to the mouldering wall,

But at every gust the dead leaves fall,

And the day is dark and dreary.

My life is cold, and dark, and dreary;

It rains, and the wind is never weary
;

My thoughts still cling to the mouldering past.

But the hopes of youth fall thick in the blast,

And the days are dark and dreary.

Be still, sad heart ! and cease repining

;

Behind the clouds is the sun still shining

:

Thy fate is the common fate of all

—

Into each life some rain must fall,

Some days must he dark and dreary.

Longfellow.

What greater instance can there be of

a weak and pusillanimous temper, than

for a man to pass his whole life in opposi-

tion to his own sentiments ; or not to dare

to do what he thinks he ouirht to do ?

THE AGED PASTOR.

HE stands In the desk, that grave old man,

With an eye still blight, though his cheek iswau,

And his long white locks are backward rolled

From his noble brow of classic mould,

And his form, though bent by weight of years.

Somewhat of its pi-imal beauty wears.

He opens the page of the Sacred Word

—

Not a whisper, nor low nor loud is heard
;

Even Folly assumes a serious look,

As he readeth the words of the Holy Book;

And the thoughtless and gay grow rev 'rent there,

As he opens his lips in fervent prayer.

He stands as the grave old prophet stood,

ProclaimiDg the Truth and the living God

—

Pouriug reproof on the ears of men

—

Whose hearts are at ease in their folly and sin.

With a challenge of guilt still unforgiven,

To the soul unfitted, unmeet for Heaven.

0, who can but honor that good old man,

As he neareth his three score years and ten

—

Who hath made it the work of his life to bless

Our world in its woo and wickedness;

Still guiding the few which were wont to stray

In paths of sin, to the narrow way.

With a kindly heart, through the lapsing years,

He hath shared your joys, he hath wiped your tears.

He hath bound the wreath on the brow of the bride.

He hath stood by the couch when loved ones died,

Pointing the soul to a glorious Heaven,

As the ties which bound it to the earth were riven.

Methinks ye'll weep another day,

When the good old man has passed away.
When the last of his ebbing sands have run.

When his labor is o'er and his work is done

:

Who'll cai'e for the flock and keep the fold,

When his pulse is still and his heart is cold ?

We'll miss him then : every look and tone

So familiar now, forever gone,

Will thrill the heart with inward pain,

And ye'll long and listen for thoni in vain
;

When a stranger form and a stranger face

Shall stand in your honored pastor's place.
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THE CASTLE OF CHILLON.
BY REV. DANIEL GARVER.

HO visits Geneva, the city of John
Calvin, and neglects to sail over

its enchanting lake, deprives himself of

one of the richest ti-eats in European tra-

vel. The day most remarkable in the six

weeks! have been on the continent, has

been the 21st of July, which I spent on

the bosom of Lake Geneva, the Lacus
Lemanus of the Romans. This lake has

nearly the shape of a half-moon, its horns

being turned towards the south. It is the

largest lake iu Switzerland, being fifty-five

miles long, measured close to its northern

shore, and about forty miles along the

southern; it is six miles wide at the broad-

est part, and its greatest depth is nine

hundred feet. This lake is perfectly clear,

although it is fed by the muddy waters of

the Rhone that come rushing down from

the summits of the Alps. " Mon lac est le

premier,^' (my lake is the first,) are the

words in which Voltaire, who lived in

Ferney, near its shore, has vaunted the

beauties of the Lake of Geneva. Although

it may be surpassed by the sunny softness

of the Italian lakes, yet it has high claims

to admiration. The vine-covered slopes of

Vaud contrast well with the abrupt, rocky

precipices of Savoy. Near Geneva the

hills subside, admitting an exquisite view

of Mont Blanc, whose snowy summit,

though sixty miles distant, is often reflected

in its waters.

" Lake Lemaa woos me with its crystal face,

The mirror where the stars and mountains view
The stillness of their aspect in each trace

Its clear depth yields of their far height and hue."

At its eastern extremity, it extends to

the very base of the high Alps, which, by
their nearness, give its scenery a character

of indescribable magnificence. A new
world seemed to open before my won-

dering eyes. Am I still on earth ? Is all

this real, or am I dreaming? Surely, I

am now enjoying that I have long desired !

Strange to tell, along this glorious little

sea, this jewel in the ring of the world.

lived Voltaire, Gibbon, Rousseau, Byron,
infidels!! What infatuation could have
possessed the souls of these gifted men, to

render them dumb when the lakes, the

mountains, the fields, shouted :
" Glory to

God in the highest !" Byron appears to

have heard the voice of a heavenly mes-
senger from the waves calling him, but he
heeded it not :

—

" Clear, placid Leman ! thy contrasted lake,

With the wide world I dwell in, is a thing
Which warns me with its stillness to forsake
Earth's troubled waters for a purer spring.

This quiet .sail is as a noiseless wing
To waft me from destruction ; once I loved
Torn ocean's roar, but thy soft murmuring
Sounds sweet as if a sister's voice reproved,
That I with stern delights should e'er have been

so moved."

But I must not dwell upon the Lake, or

I shall never get to the Castle, of which I

set out to tell you. Leaving Geneva in

the "Bateau a vapeur," Aigle, at five

o'clock in the morning, we reached Ville-

neuve, at the other extremity of the lake,

at eleven, having halted at the principal

towns and villages along the northern

shore. As we neared the end of the lake,

a very large, peculiar white building rose

up before us. It was the Castle of Chillon,

rendered famous in its old age by the

poems of Byron. As I had some three

hours before the boat would return to Ge-
neva, I immediately directed my steps

thither. It is about half an hour's walk
from Villeneuve. The castle stands on an
isolated rock nearly surrounded by deep
water, but within a stone's throw of the
shore and of the road, with which it com-
municates by a wooden bridge. " It was
built in 1238, by Amedeus IV., of Savoy,

and was long used as a state prison, where
among other victims, many of the early

Reformers were immured. When Byron,
in the Prisoner of Chillon, described the

sufferings of an imaginary captive, he was
not acquainted with the history of the real

prisoner, Bonivard, prior of St. Victor,

who, having rendered himself obnoxious
to the Duke of Savoy by his exertions to

free the Genevese from the Savoyard yoke,
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was seized by the Duke's emissaries, and

secretly carried off to this castle. For six

long years he was buried in its deepest

dungeon, on a level with the surface of the

lake."

On my way to the castle I fell in with a

number of others who were also going

thither. On our arrival, we were con-

ducted through the massive gateway into

this strange building, which, if walls had

tongues, might tell some wondrous tales.

Our course was first into the monstrous

kitchen and dining-room of the Duke.

Thence into the hall of justice (^justice)
;

and then into what was once tlie magnifi-

cent drawing-room, and through a number

of the private chambers. But now we

come to a sight ! Here is an oublicite, an

opening in the flooi*, under which was a

pit eighty feet deep. At the top are three

steps, but no more. Hither prisoners

were brought, and, in the dark, required

to walk down those three steps, and, as

may be imagined, those prisoners gave no

further trouble. As more than three hun-

dred years have passed since the castle

was wrested from the Duke of Savoy, this

" cachot" has been partially hlied up m
the progress of centuries. We were next

taken to see the chapel, yes, that devilish

prince even had a chapel, in which he

pretended to worship the " Prince of

Peace!" Before we leave we must go

down into the loiocr regions, into the dun-

geon of Bouivard. We first pass tiirough

a room for the servants, and thence into

the place of execution, where is the beam,

black with age, extended across one of the

dark vaults, to which the condemned were

formerly hung. On the opposite side are

traces of an opening through the wall

where the bodies were pitched out into the

lake, which is said to be eight hundred

feet deep along side the castle. Imme-
diately above the place of execution is the

" Hall of Justice." (?) These places were

very intimately related, and there was a

passage from one to the other. We now
pass on through another doorway, and

come into the dark place where the con-

demned passed the last night before hia

execution. There is the rough bed, quar-

ried out of the solid rock, on which he was

compelled to lie ! iV'ext we come into the

dungeon of Bonivard, which is " aiiy and

spacious, consisting of two aisles, almost

like the crypt of a church ; its fl'ior and

one side are formed out of the living ruck,

and it is lighted by several windows,

througli which the sun's light passes by

retiection from the surface of tlie lake up

to the roof, transmitting partly, also, the

color of the waters. I'ormerly it was sub-

divided into two small cells by partition

walls between the pillars," of which there

are seven in number. Uii the third of

these pillars Byron inscribed his name.

His examjjle has been followed by Dickens

and a multitude of others. Attached to

the Jijth pillar is still remaining the ring

to wJuich Bonivard is said to have been

fastened, and the stone Hoor at its base is

worn by his constant pacing to and fro.

His chain allowed him to walk back and

forth about four feet, within one foot of the

pillar. To sleep he must sit upon the floor

and lean his head against the solid pillar,

and thus for six years. Byron afterwards

wrote the sonnet on Bonivard, in which he

says :-—

"CliilloLi ! thy prison is a holy place,

Aud thy sad floor an altar ; for 'twas trod

Until his very steps have left a trace

Worn, as if the cold paveiueul were a sod,

By Bouivard ! May none those marks eliace-i

For they appeal from tyranny to God."

But the dark night did not continue

always. The morning at length dawned,

and with it came joy and rejoicing. " In

1530, the Swiss wrested the Pays do \'aud

from the hand of Charles V., of Savoy.

Chillon was the last place which held out

for him ; but an army of seven thousand

Bernese besieged it by land, while the gal-

leys of the Genevese assaulted it by Avater,

soon compelled it to surrender, and Boni-

vard, with other captives, was set free,"

and lived many years thereafter. Oreat

and astounding were the changes which
had occurred during the time of his ini-

prisoumeut. Healmost realized the legend
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of the seven sleepers. He had left Geneva

a Roman Catholic state, and dependent on

the Duke of Savoy ; he found her free, and

a republic, openly professing the Reformed

faith.

The castle has, of late, been converted

into a magazine for military stores. "It

is by this castle that Rousseau has fixed

the catastrophe of his Ileloise, in the res-

cue of one of her children by Julie from

the water ; the shock of which, and the

illness produced by the immersion, is the

cause of her death." The infamous Duke

of Savoy has long since gone " to his own

place," but his castle still stands a witness

of his cruelty.

Basel, Switzerland, August 15th, 1857.

The Battle Field.
—

"We met recently

in an ancient author a few sentences which

called up to us, with horrid power, the

appearance of the battle field.

" Finally the enemy were routed on

every side. Then was a horrid spectacle

on the wide spread fields
;
pursuit, flight

;

slaughter, capture ; horses, men stricken

down ; and many wounded, neither able

to fl}' nor to lie quietly ; now struggling to

rls'?, and in an instant falling ; finally,

everything, as far as sight would reach,

strown with weapons, armor, bodies of the

slain ; and between them the ground dyed

with blood."

This battle took place more than a hun-

dred years before Christ. " The times of

this ignorance God winked at, but now
commandeth men everywhere to repent."

When we would take aim, or see most

exquisitely, we shut one eye : thus must
we do with the eyes of our soul. When we
would look most accurately with the eye

of faith, we must shut the eye of reason
;

else the visual beams of these two appre-

hensions, will be crossing each other, and
hinder our clear discerning ; yea, rather

let me pull out this right eye of reason,

than it shall offend me in the interruptions

of my happy visions of God.

IS IT TRUE?

IS
it true that there are In the world

670 000,000 of our fellow creatures who
are still bowing down to stocks and stones,

ignorant of the living and true God ; and

all this in a time emphatically called " The

age of missions ?"

Is it true that in our own land the Sab-

bath is openly, legally desecrated by liquor

and other traffic, open railway and excur

sion parties, with many other habitual

customs ?

Is it true that there are every year at

least 8,000,000 of quarters of grain used in

making spirituous liquors, the bane and

curse of the people ?

Is it true that the issues of the infidel

and immoral press are far above the reli-

gious ; and that while the land is flooded

with worthless and immoral publications,

sound religious papers are comparatively

rarely met with ?

And finally, is it true that by far the

greater portion of professing Christians

never efi"ectually aid in the work of evan-

gelization, save by an occasional subscrip-

tion or temporary efi'ort ?

Reader, what are you doing for Christ ?

You have now entered upon another year.

Is it not well to call yourself to account for

the manner in which you have spent the

last ? Have you lived for yourself or your

Saviour? Have you got nearer to heaven

or nearer to hell than you were at the

beginning of the year? Answer to God

and your own conscience, in view of the

judgment seat of Christ.

Things that I like "powerfully."—
I like to hear candidates for office agree in

politics with every man they converse with

—it looks so much like principle.

I like to see a parcel of young men stand

before a church door, at the close of ser-

vice, and stare every female full in the face

as she passes out—it looks so much like

good breeding.

Forget not in all your plans and opera-

tions that there are two worlds.
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REMINISCENCES OF A PASTOR.

1

BY REV. M. J. STOVER.

T was in the village of W

—

•, State of

New York, in the fall of 1844, that the

Miller excitement, (as it was called) was

at its height. The time being set for the

coming of Christ, and the destruction of

the world; the subjects of that delusion

became very zealous in propagating their

peculiar views. In their zeal they came

to the -village ofW and in the absence

of the Pastor, they applied to the Church

Council for the use of the Lutheran Church,

to hold forth their views.

As the Pastor was expected to be at

home in the evening, and to occupy the

pulpit himself, (it being his regular weekly
evening lecture,) they gained their consent

conditionally, provided their Pastor had
no objections. The Pastor, of course,

could consent to no such thing. The con-

sequence was, that the Church and Pas-

tor, received a liberal share of denuncia-

tion and abuse. The following week was
the appointed time for the descent of Christ.

On the Sabbath previous to the time ap-

pointed, the Pastor announced from the

pulpit, that in the evening he would preach

on the subject of Christ's second advent,

and show the dangerous tendencies of those

views.

In the evening a large crowd assembled.

Infidels were there. The friends and ene-

mies ofthe gospel were there. The believer,

full of faith and hope, fathers and mothers

in Israel were there. Fervent prayers

ascended to the Master of Assemblies, that

He also would be there.

After the preliminary services, the Pas-

tor announced his text. "And I, if I be

lifted up, will draw all men unto me."
The theme from the text was, Christ and

his cross the only hojte of a lost world.

From the scriptures, and from history, he

showed, that the views of these modern
disciples of Miller were antagonistic to

the doctrines of the cross, and always in-

jurious.

In that audience was an intelligent infi.

del, Mr. L whose daughter was a

teacher in the Sabbath-school, and a mem-
ber of the Lutheran Church. He was a
decided opposer of the gospel. And from
his intelligence. Christians generally avoid-

ed contact with him. He had for some-

time been denouncing Christian ministers,

for not exposing the Millerites. When he

heard that the Lutheran minister was
going to preach on that subject, he re-

solved to go and hear him.

In the following winter, in the month of

January the Pastor received a message that

Mr. L was sick, and a wish expressed

that he would come and see him. It was
the request of a friend, not of Mr. L-

The minister called to see him, in fear and

trembling, not knoAving what reception he

might meet. The usual salutations being

passed, the Pastor inquired particularly

about his health, and his hopes of recovery.

Mr. L said frankly that he did not ex-

pect to get well. What then, said the Pastor,

are your feelings in view of your situation ?

How does death appear to you ? What are

your hopes of the future ? What are your

views on these subjects ? Mr. L was

silent. He was deeply moved. But whether

it was anger, or other emotions, the Pastor

could not divine. But lifting up his heart

to God in silent prayer, that he would di-

rect and bless the interview, he silently

awaited an answer. The silence was bro-

ken by Mr. L in the declaration ; "J
believe that Christ and his cross is the only

hope of a lost ivorld." He wept, the Pastor

wept with him. Becoming more calm, he

said, " the evening that you preached in

the Lutheran Church, and exposed the

views of the Millerites, I was there, a

boasting infidel, but opposed to the Miller-

ites. In hope of gathering arguments to

refute them, I went to the Church. I was

glad that you had taken your position, and

announced your subject. I respected you

for it. I wished, and I contidently expect-

ed that you would fully meet the expecta-

tions of the audience. It was in my
judgment a successful efTort, and appre-

ciated by the community. But one thing

made an impression on my mind, it was
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the announcement of your theme, Christ

and Ids cross the only hope of a lost world.

0, sir ! I cannot describe my feelings, when

you made that declaration. It seemed to

pierce my inmost soul, I cannot forget

it, and since my sickness it is continually

in my mind. And now, sir, as I look for-

ward to the spirit world, the cross of Christ

as the sinner's only hope, looms up in the

distance. But is their hope for one so vile,

for so great a sinner as I am ? I have had

pious parents. I was carefully instructed

by a pious mother ; but as I grew up in

life, my associations were unfortunate. I

became an Intidel. I have ridiculed the

church. Christians, and ministers. I

have thrown every obstacle in the way of

my own children, that hellish malice could

invent. And now I must die. My infidel

friends cannot help me. Their comfort is

mockery. It affords me no comfort now,

for them to tell me that Jesus was an im-

postor, that the apostles were deluded, or

knaves. Now it appears to me that infi-

delity can do no more for me in the world,

than to rob me of the last ray of hope."

" Infidelity," said the pastor, " involves

its disciples in inextricable difficulties in

life, and deserts them in death. The pic-

ture that you have given, is a true picture

of multitudes, who have been similarly

deluded. But Christianity never deserts

the believer in the dying hour
;
yea, more,

its promises of grace and mercy, are unto

the eleventh hour, to great sinners. Who-
.soever will, may partake of the waters of

life freely. The broken heart and contrite

spirit will never be despised. It is the

office of the Spirit to convince the world of

sin and righteousness and a judgment to

come. It is by the influence of that Spirit, I

trust, that you have been led to see and

feel your sinfulness. If that Spirit be not

grieved, and you are truly contrite, broken

hearted, then look to the cross of Christ in

the prayer of the publican, "God, be merci-

ful to me a sinner." After reading a portion

of the scriptures, the Pastor commended
him to God in prayer."

Subsequent visits were made at Mr.

L 's own request. In another visit

made by the Pastor he found him in deep

distress, on the borders of despair. " I

fear," said he, " that I have sinned against

the Holy Ghost. I never was an infidel

from conviction, but from inclination. I

hated God and Christ. My conscience

and the example of a pious mother, con-

tinually reproved me. Yet I persisted.

0, said he, I have sinned against great

light."

"Butsuppose," said the Pastor, "thatGod

should not hear your praj-er, and you

should finally be lost. Would God be just,

to leave you to perish, to punish you for-

ever, for your sins?" "Yes, God would

be just. Justice I cannot bear. It de-

mands my death. I plead for mercy. Is

there hope?" "Icame, s Tesus, not to

call the righteous, 'bwtsinnersto . opentance ;

the broken hearted, contrite, humble suppli-

ant Jesus came to save. Look to him and

live," said the Pastor.

[To be Continued.]

Love, though the sweetener of life, can-

not constitute its business. In whatever

relation we may stand to society, we are

bound to the performance of certain active

duties, inconsistent with a life of contem-

plative indulgence. The world is our

creditor, and a hard one, for it will re-

lax nothing of its claims. A life de-

voted to love, though one of the staple

fictions of poets and romance writers, is

incompatible both with the natural cha-

racter of man and his social relations. Our

bodies and our minds are alike framed for

action, and he who could merge all his du-

ties, in the indulgence even of the purest

passion, would, in so doing, prove himself

to be an object, not of love, but of contempt.

Since the days that are past are gone

forever, and those that are to come may
not come to thee, it behooveth thee, man,

to employ the present time, without re-

gretting the loss of that which is past, or

too much depending on that which is to

come.
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COUNTRIES AND RACES OF INDIA.

WHOEVER thinks of India as one

country, occupied by a homogeneous

population, errs quite as much as he would

in taking all P]urope to constitute a single

nation, in ignorance of such varieties of

race as the Saxon, the Sclavic, the Magyar

and others. There is in India quite as

much diversity of native governments, re-

ligions, social institutions, and popular

characteristics.

But, in the first place, let us take a brief

fflance at the territorial divisions of the

region now under British sway. Most are

familiar with the fact that their possessions

include the three Presidencies of Bengal,

Bombay, and Madras—each having its

Governor—but the whole being under the

Governor-General, who is Governor of

Bengal, and resides at Calcutta. Of Ben-

gal, the most extended and populous of

these provinces, there are four great sub-

divisions. Bengal proper, lying about the

lower Ganges, and reaching from Calcutta

to Benares, has a population of more than

fifty millions, and is the centre of British

power in India. The North-western Pro-

vince, belonging to the Bengal Presidency,

embraces the regions of the upper Ganges,

and has a population of twenty-five rail-

lions. This province, having Agra for its

capital and Delhi for its arsenal, is the

seat of the recent mutinies, and was sub-

stantially held, at the last accounts, by the

rebel Sepoys. The ancient kingdom of

Oude is in the same province. Still further

to the north-west, in the rich region of the

five convergent rivers which form the In-

dus, is the Punjaub, with an exceedingly

vigorous population of five millions. The

territory on the east of the Bay of Bengal,

including the recent acquisitions from

Burmah, completes the sub-divisions of

the Bengal Presidency. But it should be

borne in mind that they are mainly En-

glish divisions, and cover what were once

many ancient kingdoms of unrelated dy-

nasties. The entire population of this

Presidency is not less than seventy-six

millions.

The Presidency of Bombay lies on the

west coast of India, and has a papulation

of ten millions. The Presidency of Mad-
ras includes the eastern coast and the

whole southern portion of the Peninsula,

and numbers a population of twenty-two

millions. Adjoining these two provinces

are several dependent kingdoms, governed

by native princes, who arc substantial

rulers to a certain degree, maintaining

armies of their own, and keeping up a

contingent for British service. The most
important of these is that of the Nizan,

with its capital Hyderabad, and a popula-

tion of ten millions. This kingdom is the

chiefremainingfragment of theold Moham-
medan empire, and is in the Deccan, or

central portion of Southern India. As we
go north, Ave come to Nappoor, another of

these dependencies, with five millions

—

Gwalior, with three millions—the Rajpoot

states, with eight millions—the Sikh states,

Cashmere and Nepaul. The ancient boun-

daries of these kingdoms have been blotted

out, except so far as might suit the conve-

nience of the British government. We
have enumerated only a part of what, in

some time in the past, constituted different

countries, as we usually understand the

word, inhabited by different races, indi-

genous or foreign, and characterized by

diverse dialects, governments and religions.

In looking to the present population of

British India, we are met with great di-

versity of estimates. Hamilton put it

down at 13-I:,000,000, and Elphinstone at

140,000,000. As these estimates were

made before the acquisition of Scinde and

the Punjaub, Ave may safely assume the

entire population at 150,000,000. Of these,

the Mohammedans number, according to

various estimates, from 10,000,000 to 18,-

000,000. All the rest ave Hindoos, ex-

cepting tAvo or three millions of the

indigenous races, knoAvn by the most

frequent name of Coolies, and 75,000 Par-

sees. The latter are the "firc-AVorshippers,"

an intelligent and enterprising race, Avho

came into India from Persia. The Coolies,

or natives proper, under many names,
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have their history in obscurity, and it is

not known whether they were originally

one people or several. The Hindoos, with

their singular institution of caste, came

into India from the north-west, twelve or

fourteen centuries before Christ, overcame

the natives, and set up distinct sovereign-

ties. The Mohammedans invaded the

country—or rather began their series of

invasions—in the tenth century, A. D.,

from Persia, Afghanistan, and Arabia. It

is estimated that about one-half of the

present Mohammedans are descendants of

these invaders, and the remainder of prose-

lyted Hindoos. They are most numerous

in the valley of the Ganges, where their

power was first established. The Nizam
is at present the most important remnant

of their power, which, for a long period

ruling all of India that was deemed worth

ruling, began to fall to pieces on the death

of Aurungzebe, in 1760.

—

Boston Journal.

"THE AGE OF REFORM."

IN fact the reform-call may be pronounc-

ed absolutely universal. One malfeas-

ance and defect after another has been

vigorously assaulted, till there is no moun-

tain slope but has echoed back, and no

remotest valley that has not been startled

by the vehement challenge of new and bet-

ter life-conditions.

Thus Governments, which once kept

afar the inquiries of the popular mass into

their procedures by pompous awes and

terrors, have at last felt the veritable pres-

sure of the common hand upon their shoul-

ders, and have so been compelled to render

at least some plausible reason for their ex-

istence and authority.

The Church too—no longer, in the pop-

ular faith,^ bearing a character, like that

of the Hebrew Ark, which it was death

even to touch—has been not only gener-

ally, but even rudely handled, and has

been constrained to admit, that its sole

title to veneration, or to existence must be

its palpable bestowment of great and con-

tinuous blessings upon the world.

Nor have social institutions alone been

thus thoroughly probed, but social usages

no less.

For example :—intemperance, that mon-
ster curse, coeval well nigh with the globe

itself, which has nearly decimated every

successive generation of the race for a

doom bitterer than death, and whose rav-

ages men had almost ceased to resist, even

in the case of their best beloved or them-

selves, so palsied were they by its terrors

—even this has been bravely, and in a

multitude of instances, triumpliantly as-

saulted, and thus assaulted, too, not only

by the people at large, but by its own self-

emancipated slave, and the old, parched

earth grows green in expectancy of even-

tual complete redemption.

Madness, too, that hideous mystery, in

which former generations, bewildered and
horror-stricken, beheld a veritable diabolic

possession, and around which, in their ir-

rational agitation, they multiplied fetters

and dungeons, and barbarous stripes—even

this has been found to melt like snow in

the sun, beneath the irresistible warmth
of simple kindnsss ; and " the sweet bells,

jangled out of tune," have responded ac-

cordingly to the striking key-note of love!

Nor has the " prisoner," in bonds, been
forgotten. The cordon, once rigorously

drawn around the judicially doomed, as if

tainted with leprosy or plague, and there-

fore communicating death by their contact

or proximity, has been broken through or

overleaped by the spirit of philanthropy.

The principle has been affirmed, that the

criminal is yet a man, retaining entire the

responsibilities, and destinies, and hopes

of a man ; and that society owes him the

duty of making his incarceration a means
of fitting him to issue forth healed (if pos-

sible,) of the moral malady, that gave oc-

casion for it, and qualified for the efficient

service of God and Humanity. Most mar-
vellous, indeed, the change in the prison-

er's state, commencing with that hero of

philanthropy, Howard ! It might almost
seem as though that penitent, doomed one
of old, who, on the cross proffered allegi-

ance to the " King of the Jews," who had
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been rejected by the world's "honorable

ones," had bequeathed a blessing to those

afterwards to share his lot. For as he found

the " freedom of the soul" even in the hid-

eous confinement of the " accursed tree,"

so has many a prison of our day witnessed

its bondman delivered from the " bondage

of corruption" into the glorious liberty of

the children of God."

This spirit of reform finds, perhaps, its

culmination in the Missionary enterprises

of the age. These, within the last half-

century, have assumed a magnitude and

completeness of organization, which make

them an exceedingly imposing spectacle.

Their projectors undertake, not merely to

reform one or another class of people, or

to amend this or that institution or usage,

but to regenerate the whole ybrma^iwe prin-

ciples, religious and secular, with their re-

sultant institutions and life-customs, of

entire nations and continents ! Witness the

missionary crusades to Asia, Africa and

the multitudinous isles of the seas, and

note too the higher than chivalrous quali-

ties of the actors therein! What knightly

enterprise of either ancient or mediajval

times can be named, which parallels, in

boldness and persistent hardihood, not to

mention philanthropic disinterestedness,

that of the modern Missionary to a sav-

age, a barbarous, or a semi-civilized popu-

lation! To break assunder the ties of

home and kindred, and " fatherland"—to

surrender all the prerogatives of civiliza-

tion and refinement—and ivithout the

"pride, pomp and circumstance" inflaming

the senses, or dreams of glory dazzling

the imagination, to wage wearisome, life-

long conflict Avith grossest ignorance and

vice in all their repulsive varieties

—

here a

spectacle is exhibited which no feats of

arms, how brilliant soever, can either

match, or even approximate.

One interesting feature in the Reform

movements of the age, is the largely va-

rious .application of the principle of associ-

ation or combination. The principle which

had been found so useful in building turn-

pike and railroads and canals, in creating

means of communication and transporta-

tion between sections of the same country,

and between ocean-sundered countries, and
for the kindred purposes, has also been ap-

plied to a great variety of objects, greater

and smaller, in almost every sphere of life.

In Fire, Marine, and Life Insurance Com-
panies—in associations like the "Odd Fel-

lows," the " Good Fellows," the " Sons of

Temperance," the "Rechabites," and num-
erous others, that might be named, we have

examples of the principle in question. By
these means the evil efl'ects of casualties, of

sudden reverses, and of those manifold ca-

lamities and disappointments to which all

are alike subject, are greatly mitigated, if

not entirely remedied.

In all these associations we witness

simply the extension of that fundamental

natural principle, which not only prompted

but constrained men to unite their forces,

and thus constitute neighborhoods, com-

munities and nations. Not merely is it

" not good for man to be alone,'' but it is

not possible for him thus to be—at least to

any of the principal ends for which he was

manifestly created.

For ourselves, we believe that for extir-

pating the evils of all kinds, which, after

6000 years experience, still so burden and

infest, and darken man's earthly condition,

and for ushering in that " better day,''

which all wish and hope, and which reve-

lation would seem to predict as lying in the

futui'C, our principal secular reliance must

be upon association—upon the union of

numbers, alike to remove evils, and to pro-

mote ends cif good.

That mistakes havebeen made—and that

mistakes will be made—and visionary

things attempted by this moan^, neither

do nor can invalidate the importance and

utility of the principle. It still remains

true, that to combination, wisely made and

under the Divine guidance, we must look

for the redemption of man's estate.

Be it frankly conceded, it was a noble

impulse, that urged the crusading hosts to

the rescue of their Christian brethren in

Palestine from Saracen oppression. From
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those brethren, however, at all events, they

might count on sympathy and cordial wel-

come; whereas the missionary toils for

those who regard hira, at best as a stranger,

and sometimes as an enemy. lie must

brave the arousing of that most pitiless of

human passions, religious hate. He must

ofttimes "do his devoir," not in the pre-

sence of applauding j^eers, but of covert

ill-willers, or patent contemners. With
his sweat and his tears, and not unfre-

quently his blood, he must moisten a soil

which, after all, may not, to his eye, show

a solitary green blade in remuneration of

his toils. Amid all imaginable sacrifices

and privations, obstacles and discourage-

ments—in perpetual jeopardy of falling

uncompassioiiated and unsung—this peace-

ful " soldier of the cross" must fight

through his long battle-day, content if he

hear, not the inspiriting shouts of his fel-

low men, but the low whispers of approv-

ing conscience! Nor are men the sole

actors in this stupendous undertaking.

Women also—yea, delicate, cultivated and

refined women—are, in large numbers,

the full participants in whatever is done

and endured therein.

WHAT WE SEE FROM THE WINDOW.
tj TREET gazing has been called an idle

O practice, and yet one may moralize

from an open window as well as in some

hermit cell. The day is heavy and sun-

less. A small, thin rain comes silently,

perseveringly to the ground, slowly bath-

ing the wet pavement, and swelling the

mud pools that deform the crossings, and

roll turbidly along the gutters. Yet many
are abroad this day, called out on affairs

which doubtless do not admit of procrasti-

nation.

An aged woman crawls past with infirm

step and bending form. Carefully she se-

lects her way, for her feet are ill defended

from the water, and her weakness renders

her liable to tumble over the least obstruc-

tion. Care and want are written on her

shrivelled features. Her garments are,

like her countenance, time-worn and faded.

A tattered hood covers her head with its

scanty white locks, and the cloak about

her seems a remembrancer of defunct

fashions. Life must long since have be-

come a sad pilgrimage to such as she ; and

yet the world, or some objects that the

world contains, must still retain a strong

hold on her alfections. Perhaps it is for

others that she defies the dark atmosphere

and threatening skies. Perhaps, the stern

demands of hunger allow her not to pause.

Alas for poverty and helpless age ! Alas

for those who outlive the delight, but can-

not escape the miseries of life

!

Following her is a brisk shopman, in

comfortable costume, with umbrella, cloak

and furred gloves. " Action seems," in-

deed, " the condition of his being ;" and if

his action be more unpoetic than that of

the noble lord whose language we have

here quoted, yet the probabilities are that

it is more useful. He has the look of being

ever on the alert, of losing no time, and of

" getting on," as the saying is. Well ! he

certainly gets forward famously through

mud and rain.

But a wan child succeeds him, and on

that object the eye of compassion turns,

remembering his words, who said, " Of

such is the kingdom of heaven." Child-

hood should be innocent ; but this face is

marked by precocious cunning and sus-

picion. Fearful is world-hardened youth

—ominous its prophecy ! Conjecture is at

fault, when we attempt to follow that ne-

glected and miserable child to his home of

destitution—if, indeed, there is any obscure

spot in this great city which he can dignify

with a name so hallowed. A waif, he

seems, on the ocean of life—a chance atom

in the world of humanity! Yet, we know
that the sleepless eye of an ever-watchful

Providence notes even such as he.

But a gay young lady treads fast in his

steps. It seems that rain, wind and clouds,

cannot deter her from her daily walk in the

street, so accustomed is she to go forth,

gaily attired, and meet the admiring gaze

of the crowd. True, there are not many

,
abroad on whom she can make an impres-
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sion in such -weather, yet there are some.

One of these may chance to be a fashion-

able friend, and therefore she must be

dressed with her usual elegance. It is of

little consequence that a rich silk dress,

absurdly long, is dragged in the inky mire.

What signifies the perfect destruction of a

superb pair of French gaiters, besides the

wetting of her feet, or the injury which a

tiny bonnet of exquisite materials sustains!

She must have her walk, she must dress in

a certain style, and a fig for the conse-

quences. She does not consider what a

charm appropriateness adds to dress ; al-

though this nameless grace is fully illus-

trated by her successor— a pale, modest

looking girl, who wears a simple straw

bonnet, a grey plaided shawl, and thick

soled morocco bootees, cased in India rub-

ber overshoes. — Consistency, good taste,

and prudence, we readily ascribe to the

latter, while the former impresses with the

idea that we are contemplating a vain and

reckless person—one who is willing to sa-

crifice everything to appearances, yet has

not the discrimination to know what, after

all, produces the best effect.

Here is an organ player, bending under

the weight of his instrument, followed by

a woman thinly clad, bearing in her arms

a sallow child. All three have a foreign

aspect ; and wha,t their history, and how
they subsist, we know not. On they pass,

and a sturdy man with rubicund face, stout

woollen vestments, and boots of most pro-

tective thickness, steps briskly forward,

armed with door mats, strapped over his

shoulders and breast. He rings persever-

ingly at every door, and, though often un-

successful, yet sometimes effects a sale.

The day is one certainly demanding mats,

and tho dripping condition of the steps on

which he stands while recommending a

purchase, adds force to his suggestions.

He seems a very honest man, very much
in earnest, and we wish him success.

A rumbling omnibus goes slowly and

heavily over the stones with its crowd of

passengers, who, by force of contrast, en-

joy their snug quarters, and eye the less

fortunate pedestrians with the self-compla-

cency we are apt to feel when we find our.

selves in better condition than our neio-h-

bors. The driver enjoys his elevation

above the crowd, and cracks his whip com-

posedly above the heads of those ensconced
within, and splashing through mire with-

out.

Plodding on in silence, yonder goes one

on whom the plague-spot of poverty rests,

— that plague-spot from which men flee

with such trepidation. To him is denied

the cheerful light of day, and the majestic

charms of night. For him Spring blooms

in vain, and her bright winged birds

spread vainly their plumage in the clear

sunshine. He sees not, and many a long

year has passed, perchance, since the night

closed around him that shall never be dis-

pelled. A little boy leads him by the

hand. Note his exterior ! An old hat, no

longer black, covers his head, and, partly,

thin grey hairs. Before his sightless balls

is placed a pair of green spectacles, pro-

bably to conceal the deformity of their as-

pect. Time-worn garments envelope his

rather slender form. His face is placid,

wearing that peculiar look of resignation,

said to belong only to the blind. Afflic-

tions produce patience, and habit recon-

ciles man to almost any state of existence,

short of actual torment in this world. We
thought, as the unseeing solitary went

past, some of us might learn a lesson of

calm endurance from his example.

A troubled banker, with rapid strides,

marches after the blind man. The skies

are not more clouded than his brows. Ap-

prehension and dismay sit on his features.

He little recks of the stormy weather, for

a commercial storm wraps him in its fury.

Perplexed and vexed, his toiling mind

seeks to avert the crisis, which may strip

him of power, crush his expectations, and

reduce him to a level with the insignificant

passenger that precedes him.

But they, and we, and all the world, are

traveling ever to tliat dark inn, the grave,

where there is no more feasting and re-

velry ; where the voice of merriment and
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the groan of sorrow come not ; where the

courted and the slighted, the high-minded

and the base, the solitary and the man of

many friends, the envied and the despised,

the clown and the scholar, lie down toge-

ther and are forgotten. Like the autumn

leaf and the flower of spring, like the

fading rainbow and the mist of morning,

like the dreams of night and the hopes of

day, they pass away, and nothing can re-

store them.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA.

THE earliest historical records trans-

mitted to us of the discoveries in elec-

trical science, independently of its familiar

appearance in the form of lightning, are

contained in the writings of the ancient

philosophers of Greece, about six hundred

years before the date of the Christian era.

The fact was first announced by one of

them, that " if a piece of amber be rubbed,

sparks and flashes of light become percep-

tible, and straws or feathers become at-

tracted thereby."

It is probable that these same pheno-

mena of sparks were familiarly known to

the race of hunters, who first peopled the

earth, and clad themselves in the soft furs

of the animals captured in the chase. The

least friction of these furs during dry,

frosty states of the atmosphere, whilst worn

as garments, and the mere change of them

from the warmth of the body to the cold

air, must then have excited electric action,

as they still continue to do, under similar

circumstances.

A recent traveller. Col. Emory, on cross-

ing the range of the Rocky Mountains, in

an expedition in the service of the govern-

ment of the United States, noticed, that

" at night, passing my arm over the surface

of the fur robe in which I was enveloped,

electric sparks were discharged in such

quantities, as to make a very luminous ap-

pearance, and a noise like the rattle of a

snake."

Ancient writers have recorded the ap-

pearance of lambent flames on the tips of

the spears borne by sentinels on the battle-

ments of lofty towers, dui-ing the continu-

ance of thunder storms; and similar elec-

trical phenomena havefrequently appeared

on the tips of the masts and yards of ves-

sels at sea, in the form of balls of fire, and

lambent flames, greatly to the terror of su-

perstitious seamen.

These lights appeared to the seamen of

former times as mysterious apparitions of

restless spirits in the air, flitting from spar

to spar, in pale phosphoric gleams, and

hovering about the tempest-tossed vessel

during stormy nights. Many a legendary

tale has been repeated by shuddering sail-

ors, during their nocturnal watches on the

deck, of ominous warnings of impending

shipwrecks and deaths, that have been

forewarned by those imagined supernatural

agencies.

These electrical lights have not been con-

fined to the level expanse of the ocean.

Innumerable cases are recorded where they

have appeared on the land. There are

published accounts of travellers, who have

seen the tips of their horses' ears, and

every point of their equipments, and of the

twigs of bushes on the road-side, lighted

up by lambent flames, during the journeys

in dark and stormy nights.

In a comedy of Aristophanes, called

" The Clouds," there is a description of a

fast young man, who, after having run his

father into heavy debts, had just been

learning from a sophist his " cheating lo-

gic," in order that lie might defraud his

creditors. He is characterized by his

father as always desiring some new thing,

and is pictured as wearing the genuine

Attic look, and using the city's peculiar

phrase, "What have you to tell?" This,

although written four centuries before the

Bible account, is an exact corroboration of

the character given to the Athenians, in

the twenty-first verse of the seventeenth

chapter of Acts: "For all the Athenians

and strangers which were there, spent

their time in nothing else, but either to

tell, or to hear some new thing."
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TELLING STORIES.

•• /"^OME, mother, please to tell us a story

\J to-night," said Jane to her mother, as

they were seated around the fire of a cold

winter evening.

" Yes, a story, a story," the other children

cried
;
and Mrs. Rollinson smiled^as she said

that they had called on her so suddenly she

was afraid she could think of nothing to tell

them.

" yes you can, mother
;
you can always

remember something good," was the ready

answer of Jane ; and Mrs. Rollinson said she

would tell them an anecdote if Jane would
repeat a piece of poetry.

" Agreed," said Jane, " for I have learned

a piece in the magazine that father brought

home last week. I am ready."

Mrs. Rollinson mused a few moments, and
then said she would relate a fact which she

had been readiner.

" Three boys, Robert, George, and Alfred,

went to spend a week with a gentleman, who
took them to be agreeable, well-behaved boys.

There was a great pond near his house, with

a flood-gate, where the water ran out. It was
cold weather, and the pond was frozen over;

but the gentleman knew that the ice was very

thin near the flood-gate. The first morning

after they came he told them they might go

and slide on the pond, if they would not go

near the flood-gate. Soon after they were

goiie, he followed them to see that they were

safe. When he got there, he found Robert

sliding in the very place he had told him

not to go. This was disobedience outright.

George was walking sullenly by the side of

the pond, not so "much as sliding at all, be-

cause he had been forbidden to venture on

the dangerous part. This was sullen obe-

dience; which is, in reality, no obedience at

all, because it comes not from the heart. But

Alfred was cheerfully enjoying himself in a

capital long slide, upon a safe part of the

pond. This was true obedience. Suddenly,

the ice broke where Robert was sliding : he

immediately went under water, and it was

with difiiculty that his life was saved. The

gentleman concluded that Alfred was a lad

of integrity, but that his two brothers were

not to be trusted. Obedience secured him

happiness, and the confidence of the kind

gentleman with whom he was staying ; while

the others deprived themselves of enjoyment,

lost the gentleman's confidence, and one of

them nearly lost his life
;
and yet, to slide on

the dangerous part of the pond would have

added nothing to their enjoyment. They de-

sired it from mere willfulnes, because Jt was

forbidden. This disposition indulged, will

always lead boys into difficulty ; and if they

cherish it while boys, it will go with them

through life."
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"What do you think of that?" asked Mrs.

Rollinson as she concluded.

Jane said, "It seems to me that these boys

were not the sons of the gentleman at whose

house they were visiting, and they were not

obliged to mind him."

Mrs. Rollinson was not a little surprised

that Jane should make a remark of that sort,

and she replied, " If I allow you to go and

spend an afternoon or a week with a friend, I

expect you to regard that friend as standing

in the place of your parent for the time. So

when you are at school, the teacher takes the

place of your parent ; and you should show

your friends and teachers that you regard

them as such. And now, my dear, if you

please, we will hear your poetry."

Jane said it was about a pond and a brook,

and would do very well to come after the

story her mother had just been telling.

THE POND AND THE BROOK.

" Neighbor Brook," said the Pond, one day,
" Why do you flow so fast away ?

Sultry June is hastening on,

And then your water will all be gone."

"Nay, my friend," the Brook replied,

" Do not thus my conduct chide
;

Shall I rather hoard than give ?

Better die than useless live."

Summer came, and blazing June
Dried the selfish Pond full soon,

Not a single trace was seen

Where it had so lately been.

But the Brook with vigor flowed

Swift along its pebbly road.

And the fragrant flowers around

Loved to hear its happy sound.

" Very well repeated, and a very pretty

fable in verse," said Mrs. Rollinson; "but
what is the instruction ?"

" I suppose it means," Jane replied, " that

those who keep all they get, like the pond,

will dry up ; while those who are free and
giving, like the brook, will always be happy

in doing good."

" Happy in making others happy," Mrs.

Rollinson said, "and so we can all make
pleasure for ourselves, if we will. I will re-

peat a story in jingling rhymes, on helping

each other.

MUTUAL ASSISTANCE.

A man very lame

Was a little to blame.

To stray far from his humble abode;

Hot, thirsty, bemired,

And heartily tired.

He laid himself down in the road.

While thus he reclined,

A man who was blind.

Came by, and entreated his aid
;

" Deprived of my sight,

Unassisted, to-night

I shall not reach home, I'm afraid."

"Intelligence give

Of the place where you live,"

Said the cripple, " perhaps I may know it

;

In my road it may be.

And if you'll carry me.

It will give me much pleasure to show it.

Great strength you have got,

Which, alas! I have not.

In my legs so fatigued every nerve is
;

For the use of your back.

For the eyes which you lack.

My pair shall be much at your service."

Said the other poor man,
" What an excellent plan !

Pray, get on my shoulders, good brother

;

I see all mankind.

If they are but inclined.

May constantly help one another."

The children laughed heartily at this, and

asked their mother if she could remember

anything else like it. Mrs. RoUinsoa said

that she would repeat one more that was not

like the last, but she thought it much better.

" let us hear it, please, mother !"

Mrs. Rollinson complied.

" That is the way, my dear children, to

make other people love you : love them, if

you wish to be loved. Dr. Doddridge, one

day, asked his little girl why it was that

every body loved her. ' I know not,' she re-

plied, ' unless it be that I love every body.'

This is the true secret of being loved. ' He
that hath friends,' says Solomon, ' must show

himself friendly.' Love begets love. If you

love others, they cannot help loving you. So,

then, do not put on a scowl, and fretfully

complain that nobody loves you, or that such

or such a one does not like you. If nobody

loves you, it is your own fault. Either you

do not make yourself lovely by a sweet, win-

ning temper, and kind, winning ways, or you

do not love those of whom you complain."
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THE STORY OF A LITTLE LIFE.

ONE cold, still February day a child was

born. Tiiey called ber Clara, because

there was an angel in heaven who had worn

that name, and whom the mother prayed

-might be the young child's guardian angel.

The little one grew daily more lovely in the

eyes of all who saw her. She was so gentle

and sweet that it was a great happiness to be

near her. She had a rosy mouth, and when

she was grieved her lip would quiver so beau-

tifully that it would bring tears to other eyes

than hers. By-and-by she began to play with

little Alice, and when the autumn came she

could step cunningly in her tiny red shoes,

and even walked across the carpet, if her

little sister led her. Then two or three white

teeth shone between the smiling lips, and she

learned to call " Mamma" and " Papa." She

filled the house with sunshine by her lovely

face, and wise old-fashioned ways.

The winter and spring passed away like the

fabled time of fairy-land. The baby was

daily learning something either to say or to

do, and the two little sisters played so mer-

rily and slept so quietly together, that their

mother would often say there was never an-

other family so blessed and happy.

Although little Clara was often sick, she

was seldom fretful. When she grew older,

she often went to ride with her mamma and

sister, and sometimes they were obliged to

wait for the carriage, but the babj' was never

ont of humor with the delay, and was never

unwilling to obey her mamma. She was al-

ways ready to give up anything ever so plea-

sant, if it was forbidden, and would soon be

very happy and busy about something else.

Whenever she was reproved she would come
close to her mamma and put up her little

quivering lips for a pardoning kiss, and then

hide her little tearful face in the loving bosom

always ready to receive it. Beautiful, loving

pet names were lavished upon her. Hours

before the time for her father's return home,

her little feet would patter across the carpets,

and she would stand on tiptoe on the thresh-

hold of the nursery, and call " Papa, papa

;

where's papa?" Her toys would all be laid

aside, and her time divided between watch-

ing for him at the window, calling him at the

door, and sitting in mamma's lap, trying to

express her love for him. And when he did

come, at the very first sound of his latch-key,

she would bound away, and what haste her

father had to make up stairs, for fear his little

one would fall in her eagerness to meet him !

Then she would ride laughing in his arms,

putting her happy face down on his neck.

When the warm weather came the famil}"^

went into the country, and here the little ones

were as happy as birds the whole day long.

Sometimes their mamma would go out into

the orchard with them, and sit down under

the trees while they played about her among
the clover blossoms, and made hay in tiny

stacks, or chased the chickens. Sometimes

they would go—grandma, papa, and all—away

for a ramble in the fields, and then little Clara

was carried in her father's arms; and when-

ever they came to a fence she always would

be put down and creep under, like Alice.

There was a pleasant grove near by, where

they would stay for hours sitting under the

trees, while the little ones made miniature

houses and gardens.

The quiet summer flew away, and they

came back to the noisy town. The mother's

heart was heavy with a shadow of coming

evil when she turned her back on the plea-

sant, flowery country, where the hours had

sung themselves away, full of children's

happy voices. There were a few quiet days

after their return, when the darling baby

could play about her, and climb up to kiss

her ; but one Sabbath morning, long before

the daybreak, the mother was awakened by a

little weak voice calling " Mamma, mamma."

She found her darling standing by her bed,

with her tender hands and feet of an icy cold-

ness. There was no more sleep in the house

for that night. Troubled hearts and tearful

eyes watched her ; and sleepless nights and

anxious days went wearily by. It was heart-

breaking to watch by the little sufferer.

Never had she seemed half so lovely in her

life and health as now, when they saw her

gently and quietly putting aside, one by one,

the toys her sister tried to tempt her with,

and the food her mother offered her. She

only wished to lie still.

At last, after some weeks, they thought she

was a little better. She turned over the leaves

of a picture-book one day while she lay in
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her mamma's arms, and held her china-mug in

her weak hands while she traced the shapes

of the painted flowers on it with her delicate

finger. She watched Alice about her plays,

too, with some interest. But the resting time

was of short duration. That night neither

she nor her mamma slept. The child lay all

night with her face on her mother's bosom.

Once she called " Papa ! papa !" but the

sweet voice was so changed and full of pain

it was agony to hear it, and her mother gently

hushed her.

The next day the mother, who could not

bear* to believe her darling was so much
worse, put a little ivory rattle into her weak
tiny hand, which dropped under the weight

of the toy to her lap. "Ah !" said she sadly,

" ray poor baby cannot even lift it." The
darling looked up a moment into the sorrow-

ful eyes bent upon her, and then, with appa-

rent effort, she raised it and shook it once,

and then it dropped from her feeble grasp—
for ever ! She had done with toj^s and with

life.

That evening the father came home to a

sad and fearful house. All through that

night of agony the parents watched together,

alternately carrying the dying lamb in their

bosoms, without being able to soothe or re-

lieve her distress ; and when midnight had

passed, they put her in grandmother's arms

and sat down to wait.

The mother, on her knees beside the dying

baby, pressed her own cheek against the little

tender one, that had rested for a joyful year

and a half upon her bosom, and gave her

back, as well as she was able, to God ; while

the little weak fingers grasped one of her own
close and lovingly. There was a little time

of quiet, broken only by the labored breath-

ing; and then she laid her head on the kind

arm that supported her, and fell asleep !

Never more will the little blue eyes unclose

— never more the little sweet lips be opened

— never more the little arms be folded round

the mother's neck. What will the poor mo-
ther do without her child ? Ah, she must go

to the gentle Shepherd who holds her lamb in

his bosom

!

It was on a fair Sabbath day when the baby

was laid in a little grave in Greenwood.

There are flowers planted above her, and

there is beauty all around her ; and an un-

seen angel watches over the place, and shall

watch until the resurrection, when the dead

shall be raised, and shall never die.—L. M. P.

LOVE YOUR ENEMIES.

l/TR. PHILLIPPO,inhis " Jamaica " relates

JAX the following striking anecdote as an

accurate description of the spirit and conduct

of the generality of negro Christians.

" A slave in one of the islands of the West

Indies, originally from Africa, having been

brought iinder the influence of religious in-

struction, became singularly valuable to his

owner, on account of his integrity and general

good conduct ; so much so that his master

raised him to a situation of some importance

in the management of his estate. This owner,

on one occasion, wishing to purchase twenty

additional slaves, employed him to make the

selection, giving him instructions to choose

those who were strong and likely to make
good workmen. The man went to the slave-

market and commenced his search. He had

not long surveyed the multitude offered for

sale, before he fixed his eye intently upon an

old and decrepit slave, and told his master

that he must be one. The master seemed

greatly surprised, and remonstrated against

it; the poor fellow begged that he might be

indulged, when the dealer remarked, that if

they were about to buy twenty, he would

give them the old man into the bargain. The

purchase was accordingly made, and the slaves

were conducted to the plantation of their new

master ; but upon none did the selector be-

stow half the attention he did upon the poor,

old, decrepit African. He took him to his

own habitation, and laid him upon his own

bed ; he fed him at his own table, and gave

him drink out of his own cup ;
when he was

cold he carried him into the sunshine, and

when he was hot he placed him under the

shade of the cocoa-nut trees. Astonished at

the attention this confidential slave bestowed

upon a fellow-slave, his master interrogated

him upon the subject. He said, ' You could

not take so intense an interest in the old man,

but for some special reason ; he is a relation

of yours, perhaps your father?'—'No, massa,'

answered the poor fellow, ' he no my fader.'

' He is, then, an elder brother?' ' No, massa,
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he be no my broder.' ' Then he is an uncle,

or some other relation?' 'No, massa, he be

no of my kindred at all, nor even my friend.'

' Then,' asked the master, ' on what occasion

does he excite your interest ?' ' He ray enemy,

massa,' replied the slave ;
' he sold me to the

slave-dealer, and my Bible tell me when my
enemy hunger, feed him ;

and when he thirst,

give him drink, for in so doing, I shall heap

coals of fire on his head.' "

AN INDIAN BOY.

A MISSIONARY in India, passing one day

through the school-room, observed a

little boy engaged in prayer, and overheard

him saying, "0 Lord Jesus, I thank thee for

sending big ship into my country, and wicked

men to steal me and bring me here, that I

might hear about thee ; and now. Lord Jesus,

I have one great favor to ask thee. Please

to send wicked men with another big ship,

and let them catch my father, and my mother,

and bring them to this country, that they may
hear the missionaries preach, and love thee."

The missionary, in a few days after, saw

him standing on the sea-shore, looking very

intently as the ships came in.

" What are you looking at, Tom ?"

" I am looking to see if Jesus Christ an-

swers my prayer."

For two years he was seen, day after day,

watching the arrival of everj^ ship. One day,

as the missionary was viewing him, he ob-

served him capering about, and exhibiting

the liveliest joy.

" Well, Tom, what occasions so much joy ?"

" Oh, Jesus Christ answers prayer. Father

and mother came in that ship."

This was actually the case.

Sunday and Lord's Day.—These were the

only names, in English, for the first day of the

week, before the existence of Puritanism.

The former expression was used by our Saxon

ancestors, with all Teutonic nations. The

latter was adopted from the Christian form of

Southern Europe. Saturday, in Italian, still

retains the name of Sabbato. The word for

Sunday, in Russia, means resurrection, " iden-

tifying the day, as the Southern nations do,

though more significantly, with the great tri-

umph of Christian faith."

—

Notes and Queries.

BEAUTIFUL EXTRACT.

^'T saw a temple reared by the hands of

-I- men, standing with high pinnacles in

the distant plains. The storms beat upon it

— the God of nature hurled his thunderbolts

against it—and yet it stood firm as adamant.

Revelry was in its halls—the happy, the young

and the beautiful were there. I returned,

and the temple was no more ! its high walls

lay in scattered ruins; moss and wild grass

grew wildly there, and the midnight hour,

the owl's cry, added to the deep solitude—the

young, and the gay who had revelled there

passed away.

" I saw a child rejoicing in his youth, the

idol of his mother, and the pride of his father.

I returned, and the child had become old.

Trembling with the weight of years, he stood

the last of his generation—a stranger amidst

the desolation around him.

" I saw the old oak stand in all its pride on

the mountain, the birds were carolling on its

boughs. I returned, the oak was leafless, the

winds were playing at their pastime through

its branches.

"'Who is the destroyer?' said I to my
guardian angel.

" ' It is Time,' said he, ' when the morning

stars sang together with joy, over the new

world, he commenced his course ; and when

he shall have destroyed all that is beautiful

of the earth, plucked the sun from its sphere,

veiled the moon in blood, yea, when he shall

have rolled the heavens away as a scroll, then

shall an angel from the throne of God come

forth, and with one foot upon the sea, and

one on the land, lift up his hand toward hea-

ven, and swear by Heaven's Eternal— Time

is, time was, but time shall be no longer.'"

EARLY DEATH A PLEDGE OF LIFE.

IN a sketch of the life of Rev. John Hum-

phrey, son of Rev. Dr. Heman Humphrey,

whose useful and promising ministry was

suddenly terminated at the age of 38 years,

Dr. Budington says

:

" It was a triumph so noble and beautiful

that perhaps the exhibition of it is one of the

compensations which the loving God, iu whose

sight the death of His saints is precious, has

ordained for such bereavements. It is a good
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thing and blessed to die such a death
;
per-

haps greater and more blessed to us, the sur-

vivors, than even the life it intercepts. A
broken pillar is sometimes more suggestive

of instruction, and appeals more eloquently

to the heart, than a structure completed.

Enough exists to show the beauty of the ar-

tist's conception ; and enough is wanting to

make necessary a future in which that con-

ception shall develop itself. Such a death is

instinct with immortality; it evidently con-

fines its ruin to the body, and prophesies of

another and higher sphere into which the

emancipated spirit shall rise. Apt as we are,

from our earthly stand-point, to exclaim,

Alas ! when such a one dies, yet death coming

in like a sudden eclipse, and hiding the light

of a full-orbed and rising mind, has something

more hopeful about it than when it follows

the decrepitude of age : we feel that death is

only an eclipse— that the character which

began its development here is expanding else-

where, and the work thus intercepted is still

going on."

^ ^ »

^bilorial looIi-S^aH^

The Life of Charlotte Bronte. By E.

C. Gaskell. In two volumes. New York:

D. Appleton & Co.

This biography of Currer Bell, by Mrs. Gas-
kell, is one of intense interest and permanent
value. The name of Currer Bell is associated

in our minds with those of her two sisters,

Emily and Anne, known in the literaiy world
as Ellis and Acton Bell. The three were the

daughters of a clergyman of the Church of

Eng-land, who still survives his wife and all

his children. Genius, as has not unfrequently

happened, was, in the case of the three sis-

ters, associated with the seeds of fatal disease.

Emily Bronte, author of Wuthering Heights,

was, unquestionably, one of the most extra-

ordinary women that ever lived
; indeed, her

genius seemed of richer promise than that of

her gifted sister, Charlotte. Whilst Wuther-
ing Heights contains evidence of transcendant

genius, stores of exuberant mental wealth, we
could neverrecommend its perusal to a youth-
ful friend. It belongs to the horror school of

fiction, and is involved in its unequivocal con-

demnation. Works of Edgar Poe, and this of

Wuthering Heights, tend to blunt, to brutal-

ize, and to enervate the mind. " Its beauty
is allied to that wild loveliness which may
gleam on the hectic cheek, or move while it

startles, as we listen to maniac ravings."

But this biography is of Currer Bell. It is

the nature of that mystic thing called genius
to be, in a peculiar sense, unexampled and
alone. It is justly said that every effect of

nature is solitary. Each star has its own
twinkle, every lily of the field its peculiar and
unshared beauty. The Hand whose touch is

perfection repeats not its stroke. Coleridge
says, somewhere, that one effect of genius on
its possessor is, to perpetuate that fresh gaze
of childhood upon the world; to enable a

man at noontide to see the same freshness

over the earth as when it lay under the dewy
dawn. One of the peculiar charms in this

author is her real, honest sympathy with na-

ture's beauty. Uncalled for, and to her un-

consciously, at the smile of sympathy, the

flowers and dew-drops come to soften and
adorn her page. Her style is genuinely and
nobly English, with a clearness, force, honesty,

that is worthy of study. You are at a loss to

account for the charm which breathes around,

filling the air as with the fragrance of roses

after a shower. Allied with this power of

original and loving observation of nature, her

imaginative faculty was altogether new and
remarkable. The peculiar strength of Currer

Bell, as a novelist, is the delineation of one

relentless and tyrannizing passion. We may
compress all we have to say into one critique

on the writings of Currer Bell, when we say

that their central doctrine for the reconstitu-

tion of sacred ethics, their own remedy for

the cure of social ills, is the permission of

free play to the passion of love, and the abo-

lition of its counterfeits. We must say, that,

with all that is stirring and healthful in her

works, the region in which her characters

move is not the highest and purest. The
truth she proclaims is one-sided—her scheme
of life is too narrow.

But we have transcended our usual limits,

and conclude by saying, that those fond of

biography, at once novel, exciting, and in-

structive, will find all these elements of at-

traction in this admirable work ofMrs. Gaskell.

Christ our Example. By Caroline Fry.

With an Autobiography of the author. New
York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

This book has been for some time before

the public. It is now presented in a new and
an attractive form. My first wonder in read-
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ing this work was, that I had never read it

before ; and, upon inquiry, my wonder was
increased by finding so few of the Christian

community who knew anything about it, or,

at most, knew it only by name. The auto-

biography is one of the most remarkable in

the history of the Church. The dealings of

providence and the processes of divine grace,

in the conversion and Christian experience of

this gifted woman, are among the most re-

markable we have ever read. It sets one's

mind working upon the great questions of

experimental piety and the divine life in the

soul. To the minister, who is expected to be
acquainted with the diversified operations of

the Spirit, in the work of conversion and sanc-

tification, this autobiography is invaluable.

Christ our Example, in all the relations and
conditions of life, is original, suggestive, prac-

tical. It is none of your commonplace, hor-

tatory works on practical piety with which
our religious literature abounds. It is strong,

direct, searching, forceful. It makes one
think and pray, and awakens an aspiration to

be like Jesus. In short, it is worth a whole
library of the diluted, almost childish, works
that are often given to the J'oung Christian

to help him on in the divine life. We heartily

wish that all the young, with noble aims in

their divine life, might possess this guide and
stimulus, in their efforts to run the race set

before them, looking unto Jesus.

Mabel Vaughan. By the Author of " The
Lamplighter." Boston : John P. Jewett &
Company.

This is a novel. But what is a novel? The
question is more easily asked than answered.

The novel is a work of Art, and in every work
of Art there are two principal elements—the

one is the original type in nature, the other

the modification, or transformation effected

by the imaginative faculty of the artist. In

every true novel there must be some realistic

groundwork on which it is constructed. By
this it is connected with the world of fact. If

the novelist proceeds without such realistic

basis, his work must of necessity be vapid

and worthless. If the novelist ignores fact

and trusts solely to fancy, his production will

wear a sickly aspect, and abound with Aveak

sentimentality. This one essential element of

the true novel, that it must have a realistic

basis, establishes its claim to our respect and

attention. " The nominally fictitious author

becomes the recorder of Providence in domes-

tic life, the historian of the fireside, the phi-

losopher of the family circle."

The theme of this novel—as of every true

novel—is domestic life. It is sometimes

sneeringly said, It's nothing but a love story.

And yet, is there any story like that of love

—

love divine—love human.

"Loves filial, loves fraternal, neighbor-loves,
And civic * * * all fair petals, all good scents,
All reddened, sweetened, from one central heart."

Of all the feelings which belong distinc-

tively to the world of living men, the mightiest

is love. " The fountain of life rises sunward,
and the light that falls on its white foam at

the highest point is love. The hill of life is

climbed in the dewy morning ; in the light of

noon, on the green, unclouded summit, the

loved one is met; as evening steals on, and
the de.v begins again to fall, the descent is

slowly made towards the grave at the foot."

The novel, scientifically defined, is a domestic

history of love. " A biographic strain of

which the key-note is love." This Mabel
Vaughan is a sweet story of sisterly and filial

love. It is beautiful in style—chaste in its

imagination—moral, purely moral, even reli-

gious, in its tone and tendency. The occa-

sional reading of such a book of fiction will

be promotive of good. And as the novel oc-

cupies an important and legitimate place in

literature, it is not the province of the moralist

and critic to utter an indiscriminate interdic-

tion of all novels, but to warn the young against

what is pernicious, and point them to the pure

and wholesome. Such is Mabel Vaughan.

Philosophy at the Foot of the Cross.

By James Augustus St. John. London

:

Longman, Brown & Co. Also, Lindsay &
Blakiston.

This is a pictorial representation of the pro-

gress of the soul from darkness to light. It

abounds in pictures—allegorical, imaginative,

poetical, scriptural. It is a work unique in

plan, style, and execution. It is epigramma-

tical, like Tupper ; allegorical, like Bunyan

;

and poetical, like Wordsworth. It is a book

the like of which one seldom sees—full of

gems of beauty—full of poetry in prose—in-

stinct with heavenly devotion—sparkling with

the glory of God.
There are but few copies in this country,

and those few will not long remain in the

stores. We have urged a publisher to issue

an American edition, which, we have reason

to believe, will be done in the spring.

The Saint and his Saviour. By Rev. C.

H. Spurgeon. New York: Sheldon, Blake-

man & Co.

This work, on experimental religion, has

been so extensively noticed in the religious

papers, that we regard a simple announce-

ment of its reception as all that is necessary.

After reading the greater portion of the work,

we can express, intelligently, our concurrence

in the views of all the notices we have seen

—that it is the best we have yet seen from this

great preacher. It is Spurgeon's " noblest off-

spring," but we hope it will not be " the last."
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Cljiirtlj IntrIHgnue.

FrpTH Report of General Arent.—On Monday,

the twenty-first of September, I left home with a

view to attend the synod of West Pennsylvania,

which held its annual meeting on the 24th in Brother

Fry's church, Carlisle. Of the transactions and doings

of that Synod I need say nothing, as a full account has

already been given. That it alforded me much plea-

sure to be lodged with my old friend, Philip Messer-

smith, in company with Brother C. F. Heyer, our aged

missionary, just returned from India—and to have the

duty enjoined upon me to preach the sacramental ser-

mon, and then after, in connection with Brother H., to

administer the Holy Supper of our blessed Lord, first

to the members of the Synod and then to the congrega-

tion, over which we both many years ago successively

presided—I need not here give assurance. All that

were present on that occasion have not yet forgotten

that it was a day of high festivity and of great spiritual

refreshing.

On the Saturday evening preceding, the Synodical

Foreign and Domestic Missionary Societies celebrated

their anniversaries. The addresses were delivered by

the Brethren Lilly and Hill, and both were very good.

But of the pleasing little incident that occurred that

evening, there was not anything said. And as I think

it was too good to be passed over in silence, I will take

occasion very briefly to relate it. After the principal

exercises were over, and the officers, I think, were

counting the collection, and while the whole congrega-

tion was sitting in silent meditation, all of a sudden,

silence was broken, and a very clear, silvery-toned

voice sounded tlirough the spacious building—it was
the voice of a very nice little boy (son of Mr. Saxton)

who was appointed to represent the Lutheran Sunday-

school before the Missionary Societies. " If," (thus the

manly little fellow began,) " if the big people can do

good, we thought little people may do some good too,"

and stepping forward to the table, and laying upon it

his treasure, exclaimed, " Here are $60 from our Sun-

day-school for the missionary cause." The manner in

which this little boy performed the duty imposed upon

him had a thrilling etfect upon the audience, and I hope

that many of the ministers who were present on this

occasion will try to awaken a similar feeling of mis-

sionary enterprise in the hearts of the children of their

respective Sunday-Schools.

Tuesday, Sept. 29th, I attended the first meeting of

the Publication Board in the new house. At this meet-

ing we had the pleasure of seeing several brethren from

a distance present. It was generally regretted that our

worthy President, Dr J. C. Baker, was absent on this

occasion, on account of serious indisposition.

On my way to Carlisle I stopped to finish my collec-

tions in Brother Stoever's and Brother Rightmeyer's

charges, in and about Mechanicsburg. The following

are the subscriptions and cash receipts: In the Tren-

del Spring congregation, in charge of Brother C. F.

Stoever:—John Best and Frederick Gantz, each $10;

Jacob Emminger, jr., Jacob Emminger, sen., M. Louden
John Bobb, C. Schreiner, David Lehn, Daniel and Wil-
liam Michling, each $.5 ; John Albrecht, B. A. Wal-
burn, John Hoover, Jacob Roller, each $2.50 ; and Ad-
am Searer, $2; Susan Emminger, II. Gross, D. Gros.s,

H. Miller, Major Emminger, Peter Eberly, each $1

;

Total subscription, $73 ; Ca.sh, feo.SO.

Messiah's Lutheran congregation, Mechanicsburg:

—

Lewis Bricker, $20 ; Rev. Cyrus Rightmeyer, $10 ; G.
Hummel, Sarah Hoover, S. Senseman, and R. Wilson,
each.$o ; Miss Catharine Hoover, and Mrs. John Riegel,

each $2.50. Total subscription, .$.55 ; Cash, $12.

On Thursday, the 1st of October, I had the pleasure
of attending the East Pennsylvania Synod, which met
in Bro. Crumbaugh's church, Lancaster. The church
edifice is quite new, and is very handsomely finished

;

but it is to be regretted that Bro. Crumbaugh's health
does nut permit him to attend to the spiritual wants of

this people. It is to be hoped that God will soon send
them a pastor after his own heart, who shall break to

them the bread of life, and build them up in our most
holy faith.

On Saturday afternoon, the 3d, I left the Synod, in

company with Brother Kohler, lor New Holland, where
on the following Sunday morning I presented the in-

terests of the Publication Society. After 1 had come
down from the pulpit, several of the prominent mem-
bers of the church came forward and desired me to pat
oif making any effort to collect at that time, fearing that

in consequence of the present general money panic, I

would not be able to obtain any money. I replied that

I would gladiy comply with their wishes, did not cir-

cumstauces compel me to go on. When those brethren

found tbat I was very desirous to make a trial, they very

kindly promised me their assistance. Mr. Wm. Kinzer

then invited me to accompany his son to his house on

Sunday evening, after divine service, which I did, and I

can truly say that I spent a very pleasant night at his

house, with him and his excellent family. The next

morning father Kinzer piloted me around to the mem-
bers in Pequea Valley, and brought me back again to

his house, where I spent another happy evening, and
perhaps the last I shall ever spend with that dear fami-

ly. On Tuesday morning I continued my solicitations

in another direction, being still accompanied by father

Kinzer. In the afternoon, about three o'clock, we bid

each other adieu, expressing the hope that if we should

no more meet on earth, we may meet in heaven, where

parting is no more. Father Kinzer having left n.e for

his own home, I continued my collections in company

with Bro. Kohler and Messrs. H. A. Roland and S. Oil-

ier. To the above named brethren, together with their

excellent and hospitable families, I herewith tender my
heartfelt gratitude. The result of my labors here, not-

withstanding the great money panic, was somewhat

encouraging, as the following list plainly demonstrates

:

William Kinzer and family, $20 ; Rev. John Kohler,
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Isaac Khoads, G. Weidler, Mrs. M Roland, Henry A.

Koland, Mrs. Susan Bard, each $10 ; M. Hurst, B. F.

"Weaver, Miss M. Khoads, J. Worst, J. Eauck, R. Cil-

ler, A. vjr. Smolier, Isaac Smoker, S. Diller, Smoker &
Mentzer, J. H. Roland, S Davis, J. Sweigart, each $5

;

J. Huber, $3; Isaac Pitzer, B. ¥. Kinzer, Amos Diller,

each .'J2..50 ; and Mrs. M. M. Yandt, $2 ; Mrs. E. Luther,

J. K. Mentzer, D. Roach, F. Schuapp, P. Mentzer, J.

Mentzer, J. Meyer, Christian Frieschmuth, each $1.

—

Total subscripiiou, $165 ; Cash, $87.

Having fiuished my collections at New Holland, Bro.

Kohler brougtit me to Brother Samuel Trumbaur, at

Mechanicstowu, Lancaster County. Brother T. gave

me $10 for the Publication Society, and afterwards ac-

companied me to Lancaster. Thence I proceeded to

Centreville, nine miles west of Carlisle. Here 1 expect-

ed to meet Brother Babb, but he had just left for Mount

Hope school-house, where he had engaged to hold a

series of meetings preparatory to the Lord's Supper
;

Mrs. Babb however, received me very kindly. The

next morning (Saturday) my old friend, Mr. William

Schriver, took me to Mount Hope, where! met Brother

Babb. Here I preached several times, and Sunday

morning I assisted Brother Babb in the administration

of the communion. Brother Babb and my old and es-

teemed friends, Benjamin Peffer and J. Heminger, gave

me every assistance I could desire ; and here too i ob-

tained a respectable subscription, although the congre-

gation is but small and not rich. Rev. A. Babb, Cu'n.

Tritt, B. Roper, ea $10; Sara. Spangler, Phil. Spangler,

Wm. Bower, J. Highlands, S. Long, M. Long, J Hocker,

M. Claudy, Mrs. N Beetem, John beetem, Wm. Schriver,

Benjamin Peffer, J. Barnitz, G. Martin, each $5 J.

Riegle, $3 ; Mrs. E. Beetem, S Kisinger, Peter N. Tritt,

each $2.50 ; John Spence, J. Garman, Juo. Hemmiuge'',

Jacob Hemmiuger, each $2; John Auld, J. King, Jos.

Spence, Mrs. A. Beetem, J. L. Henry, each $i; Je.sse

Meyers and Henry Keefaver, each •$1.51). Total sub-

scription, $12G; Cash, $00. Before I close this part of

my report, I must express to Brother Babb and his ex-

cellent lady my grateful acknowledgments for the hos-

pitable treatment I received at their hands.

My next visit was to Grindstone Hill: where I preach-

ed on Sunday 18lh October, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and at

candlelight I preached in the Lutheran church at Fay-

etteville. Here I took a heavy cold, which was follow-

ed by chills and fever ; still 1 held out until Monday
evening, when 1 became very sick, and was laid up at

the house of Mr. Wm. Reed.

Tuesday morning, Mr. Reed, in compliance to my
repeated and urgent request, brought me to Chambers-

burg, where I took the cars, and under the protection

of a kind Providence reached my home on the evening of

the same day, where I was conliued to bed for some
days. I am now convalescent, thank God, and should

I continue to increase in health and strength, my in-

tention is to leave home again on Thursday or Friday

next, for Greencastle, where I hope to finish my collec-

tions in Brother G. Sill's charge. Being advanced in

life, I fool often as if my labors are almost more than I

can endure. May the Lord be with me, give me grace

and strength sullicient for my day and labor, and thus

enable me to do something for the salvation of my own
soul, the souls of others, and the glory of his name.

—

To Mr. and Mrs. Reed I owe many thanks for the kind
attention they bestowed upon me while sick at their

house. May the Lord richly reward them for it in time

and in eternity. Yours fraternally,

Benjamin Keller.

Sixth Report of General Agent.—In my last, I

informed you, and the Church in general, that I was
overtaken with sickness after having preached at

Grindstone Hill and Fayetteville, on the ISth of Octo-

ber. On the following Wednesday (the 21st) I arrived

at home, where I remained in a very delicate state

of health, until Monday, the sixteenth of November,
when I left home again in the cars for Chambersburg,
with a view to prosecute my agency in that part of

Brother Sill's charge in which I was stopped by sick-

ness, namely. Grindstone Hill and Fayetteville. When
I arrived at Chambersburg, I immediately made for

Brother Sill's house, but oh! how great was my disap-

pointment on being told that he was not at home, and
that, in all probability, he would not be home uniil the

next day. Being very weak in body and mind, 1 could

hardly endure the disappointment. Mrs. Sill, however,

received me so cordially and treated me so kindly, that

by the grace of God, 1 was enabled to hold out till the

next day towards evening, when Brother Sill came
home, and by his presence relieved my mind of the

most painful anxiety. I soon asked him whether he

would, as I was very feeble, accompany me to the mem-
bers of his church ? To which he promptly and kindly

answered in the affirmative.

The next morning (Wednesday) he took me into his

rockaway and drove off into the bounds of his charge

east of Chambersburg, namely, Grindstone Hill and
Fayetteville, where 1 commenced my operations with

the following results:—Jno. Tritle and son Henry, $20
;

G. Overcarsh, D. Greenewalt, J. Stall and Jacob Rn-

chard, each $10: Reverend G. Sill, V. Kechler, C.

Lovvry, W. M. Reed, Catharine Reed, S. Essick, G
Lowry, Rachel Lowry, and M. Reed each $5 ; Jacob

Garver and D. Baker, each $3; Cash, $3.50; and

Thomas Bovey, $4; Susan and Elizabeth Reed, each

$2.50; and Jacob Stonebrake, $2; S. Dougherty, A,

Baker, A. Bonebrake, D. Bonebrake, S. bouebrake

D. llopfer, Samuel Bonebrake, Geo. Tritle, each $1.

—

Total amount subscribed, $133.50; paid, $74. To Messrs.

John Tritle and Michael Reed 1 feel very grateful for

the comfortable night's lodging they gave us, but to

Brother Sill and his excellent lady, 1 owe a thousand

thanks for their kindness shown me in my great weak-

ness. May the Lord reward tliein abundantly for it.

On Friday, the 30th ult., I left Chambersburg in the

stage and arrived at Greencastle between 3 and 4 P. M.

Immediately after 1 was out of the stage, I steered my
course towards the Rev. Mr. Bridenbaugh's residence.

Here 1 met with such a friendly and kind reception by

Bro. Bridenbaugh and his lady, that my heart swelled

with deep emotions of gratitude to God for having again

brought me to a house and family in which I could feel

myself at homo. On Sunday morning, the 22d Novem-
ber, 1 preached in Greencastle, and after the congrega-

tion had been dismissed, the following brethren, name-

ly, Henry Busliey, Alichaol Bushoy, Barned Walter and

Eli Huber, kindly offered to take me round to the mem-
bers of the church, stating however that they feared

that in con.soquence of having just collected for a par-

sonage and the great money pressure, little would be

obtained, but the following subscriptions show that
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their fears were not well-founded:—Rev. E. Briten-

baugh, Bushey, each $20; Henry Bushey and

M. Noad, each $15; J. Daubennan, II. Summers, B.

Walter, Margaret Hawkins and Rosa Kisecker, each

$10; Anna Gordon, Albertus A. Miller, Catharine Phil-

lipa, Lydia Diehl and Eli Huber, each $5 ; John Shra-

der, John Coffey, Peter Young, Elvira Wallace, Mary
Wilson, Elizabeth Glewicks, each $3 ; Elizabeth Ebbert,

and J. H. Tritle, each $2.50; D. Shook, Eli Fuss, J.

Leiuenger, E. Wilhelm, Benj. Palmer, S M. Michael,

each $2; P. Seialer, D. Thompson, Mary Faust, J. Shil-

lito, Mary Yaus, A. Kunkel, J. Clapsaddle, each $1.

—

Total amount subscribed, $187; paid, $102. H. and

M Bushey, B. Walter and E. Huber deserved, and I

herewith tender them my sincere thanks ; but I scarce-

ly know how to thank Brother Britenbaugh and his

estimable lady sufficiently for what they have done to

make me comfortable, during my sojourn amongst

tliem. May the God of all grace be with them to l)less

them and their dear little children. Being in Green-

castle on Thanksgiving day, I availed myself of the

opportunity of hearing a Thanksgiving sermon which

was preached in the Presbyterian church by Brother

Britenbaugh, on Prov. xiv. 3i "Righteousness exalt-

eth a nation, but sin Is a reproach to any people." I

was much pleased with the excellent sermon I heard,

and all present could not but be profited by the whole-

some instruction the speaker imparted on that occa-

sion.

On Friday morning I bid adieu to Greencastle and

rode with Brother Britenbaugh in his rockaway as far as

Chambersburg, where we dined with our mutual friend

and brother. Sill, and his dear family. After dinner he

proceeded on his way to Shippensburgto assist Brother

Ulsick at communion ; and I took the stage to Gettys-

burg where I arrived at half-past 6 o'clock, P. M. My
nephew, A. B. Kurtz, Esq., awaiting my an-ival at the

stage office, kept by Mr. John Tate, escorted me to his

own house, all of whom gave me a hearty welcome and
treated me with the utmost kindness, for which 1 desire

to feel very grateful. I resided in Gettysburg, and

served as pastor of St. James' church for the space of fif-

teen years and three months. I also served Flohr's,

Arendt's and Mark's churches in connection with St.

James' fourteen years, and Christ's church eighteen

months. I left the people so dear to me, with many
tears, on the 27th of October, 1S51, for the purpose of

collecting funds towards the endowment of the German
Professorship in our institution at the above named
place. Since I left the congregation of St James, it was
successively served by the Brethren Anstadt and Hill.

The congregation is, however, now again without a

pastor, Brother Hill having accepted a call from the

Lutheran congregation at Ilagerstown, Md., whither

he removed with his family, on Tuesday, the 8th inst.

But it is time that I should give tlie subscriptions I ob-

tained here:—Geo. Shyrock and And. Polly each $50;
Samuel Weaver and Conrad Snyder, each .j)25 ; Henry
Rupp, $15; John Berocharts, $10; Jacob Culp, Wm.
C. Stattsmitli, H. S. Minnegh, John Ropp, Isaac Dear-

dortr, Henry Culp, and Geo. Chrityman, each $5 ; Geo.

Busliman, J. G. Plaueh, and Cath. Hesman, each $2.50;

Cash, J. Sweikest, H Thomas, D. Shaeffer, Jos. Leas,

sen., J. A. Rindlaub, S. Foot, M. Saltzgiver, each $2

;

A. Faus, H. Gaslack, L Plaup, L. Weipest, E. Pityer,

Jos. Leas, jr., Lydia Human, E. Menchey, Julian Wei-

bel and Mary Chretzman, each $1 ; Samuel Hesbert,

$1.50; Sum total sub.scribed, $2i5; paid, $88.50. My
worthy and esteemed friend, Samuel Weaver, rendered

me great service by taking rae around in the country

two days, for which kindness I am greatly indebted to

him. My subscripfious in Christ church are as follows:

—Dr. S. S. Schmucker, $20; Fahmerloch & Bros., $15;

Drs. Krauth, Baugher, Schaeffer, $5 ; Profs. Stover and

Muhlenberg, each $10; D. Ziegler, M. and W. M'Clean,

D. A. Buehler, Mrs. A. M. Geiger, each $5; Revel P.

Anstadt, $7.20 ; D. Culp and Dr. A. S. Huber, each $2 ;

Wm. Boyer and John Tate, each $1 ; total su))scription

$118.20; paid, $71.70. Sum total subscribed in Gettys-

burg, $363
;
paid, $160.20. I would here state that the

$150 subscribed by my worthy and highly esteemed

friends, Shyroch, I'oUey, Weaver, and Snyder, were

subscribed by them at my request, for the purpose of

furnishing stereotyped plates, in order to enable the

Board to publish a new and handsome English edition

of C. H V. Bogazky's Golden Treasury, translated

from the original German. 'I'his little work I have used

in the German language, every morning, for more than

forty years ; and I can testify before God that it was

often a means, under the influence of his Spirit and

grace, of comforting and refreshing my soul. I could

therefore wisli that it might be put into every house

and every hand, it may prove a blessing to thousands

of souls, when the bodies of the donors are resting in

their graves. Before I clo.se, I must yet add a few

words in reference to our Institutions, and the town in

which they are located. Pennsylvania College is in a

flourishing state, the Professors labor together in har-

mony and peace ; and the students, generally, as far as

I could learn, conducted themselves in a measure cred-

itable to their teachers, as well as themselves. Our

Theological Seminary is also doing well. Dr. Schmucker

told me that they have twenty-thiee students at pre-

sent, and three more are expected, a number larger

than they have had at one time for the last ten years,

and it is still more gratifying that one half study Ger-

man. The Synod of Penn.sylvania has, therefore, no

cau.se to regret that they have placed a German Pro-

fessor in our Institution at Gettysburg. Doctor C. F.

Schaeffer is accomplishing great good in his depart-

ment, as well as his colleagues in theirs, and he is

highly pleased with the number of the students that

attend his instruction in the College and Theological

Seminary. In the town, I observed a remarkable im-

provement. Since the railroad is building from Hano-

ver to Gettysburg, a number of flue houses have been

put up, old ones have been enlarged, improved, and

beautified. And as to regularly graded streets and

good pavements, Gettysburg surpasses any town of its

size I have ever been in. But what is better than all

this, the citizens are religious and church-going people.

This latter consideration, should be a strong induce-

ment for parents to send their sons to Pennsylvania

College, as here they are not exposed to the many and

strong temptations so prevalent in large cities and

towns, besides, when the railroad is finished, Gettys-

burg will be as easy of access as any other place. The
total amount subscribed on this trip is $683.70

;
paid,

$336.20. During the winter, I shall, God willing,

prosecute my agency here in the city; you will, there-

fore, not receive a letter from me for some time. Yours

truly, Benjamin Keller.
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^bilarial Mistellnnir.Cb^*

Time hastens on, and soon will be closed

the lingering dirge of the parting year, bear-

ing on its wings the tears and smiles, the

joys and pains of many of earth's pilgrims.

Some of those who hailed its birth have

passed to that bourne whence there is no re-

turning—and others have come to fill their

places, and taste the mingled cup Time bids

us drink. Such is life !—an ever-changing

scene of sunshine and of shade

!

Scarce heeding this mournful plaint of de-

parting days, the New-born Year, with song

and glee, with the boom of cannon and the

sound of many voices, breaks in upon us

—

striving, with its wild revelry, to drown into

forgetfulness the records of the past, while it

also points, with tempting hand, to fond

hopes—never to be realized—and to joys seen

only in prospective ;
winning U5, by these

fond allurements, to the syren cups,, filled

with earth's pleasures, and which, like the

ruby wine, gives ease for a moment, but in

the end is an ever-springing fount of care and

torment.

We bid thee farewell, Old Year! Would
that the thoughts and feelings thou hast

nursed might, with thee, as easily sink to

rest I And to thee, New-Comer, we give a

welcome : in the hope that, as thou passest

on, we may learn many a lesson of wisdom

—

and, in remembrance of the past, cull but the

flower, and reject the thorn.

"How ABOUT THE EaST InDIA COMPANY?"
" What will be the future policy, socially and

politically, of the British home goverflment,

in regard to its Asiatic Territory?" These

questions may be answered in a few words.

The Company has virtually ceased to exist.

Hindostan will, by royal proclamation, be

erected into an independent "Empire," and

Victoria is its " Empress." The old native

kingdoms, rajahships, and more modern " pre-

sidencies" will be abolished, and tlieir land-

marks removed as effectually and as expedi-

tiously as possible. Dusky kings and their

phantom courts will be swept away. Mysore,

Lahore, Bijapooran, Delhi, Oude, Napaul, Agi-

meer, Asam, &c. &c., each divided and sub-

divided, like other parts of Anglo-Saxondom,

into civil districts, will become, as with the

old provinces of France, mere historical sec-

tions of one national whole. Semi-British

Calcutta, not only the capital of Bengal, but

the metropolis of Imperial Hindostan. In

Calcutta will—not a " Governor-General,"
but a Viceroy, keep his vice-regal court; and
it will not be hazarding too much, to predict

that Queen Victoria, whose peripatetic taste

is almost morbid, will there herself hold court

ere long, and inaugurate the event of a new
and overshadowing dynasty by a "royal pro-

gress," with its most imposing oriental ac-

cessories, through the fair domain of India.

The Tomb of Hippocrates.—An Athens
paper states that near the village of Arnaoutli,

not far from Pharsalia, a tomb has just been

discovered, which has been ascertained to be
that of Hippocrates, the great physician, an

inscription clearly enunciating the fiict. In

the tomb a gold ring was found, representing

a serpent—the symbol of medical art in anti-

quit}'—as well as a small gold chain attached

to a thin piece of gold, having the appearance

of a band for the head. There was also lying

with these articles a bronze bust, supposed to

be that of Hippocrates himself. These ob-

jects, as well as the stone which bears the in-

scription, were delivered up to Housin Pacha,

governor of Thessaly, who at once forwarded
tnem to Constantinople.

Egyptian Curiosities.^—Dr. Abbot has sent

to the Museum in New York another collec-

tion of Egyptian curiosities, among which
there is a mummy supposed, from very strong

evidence, to' contain the remains of one of the

Pharaohs, who lived at the time of Mycernus,

the builder of the third pyramid of Ghizeh,

whose bones are now in the British Museum.
At all events, it is certain that this is the

oldest specimen of the kind in the United

States.

The Frontispiece.—Our readers will notice

the present number is embellished with a

beautiful steel engraving, which will thus

form an elegant frontispiece for the bound
volume. We have gone to this expense, con-

lideutly relying upon the prompt payments
and anticipated sui)j)ort of our subscribers.

We will cheerfully publish as many such as

our means will all'ord. Let every friend of

the enterprise, and we consider every sub-

scriber as a friend, furnish us at least one or

two new paying subscribers. We wish our

list may be suflicicntly enlarged to enable us

to issue one each mouth.
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BANKRUPTCY.

it TTAVE you heard the news !"

JlL " No."
" Blanchard has failed, and they say to

a very large amount. It seems he has been

doing business on credit and buying large-

ly to get in his fall stock and not being

able to collect his outstanding debts it has

swamped him."

" Well, I sincerely pity him, for he is a

very worthy young man, and one whom I

always considered as prudent and upright

in business matters, and exemplary in his

private life."

"I don't know that you need expend

quite so much sympathy on him. I sup-

pose it is his own fault that he is unable

to meet his liabilities, and it seems evident

that he could not have exercised much

prudence, or foresight or he could not have

allowed his debts to accumulate. He is

like hundreds of others who live beyond

their means." So much for the sympathy

of the world.

That evening Mr. Blanchard went home
to his little family sad and dejected—with

the stigma of bankruptcy upon him, he

had tried hard to avert the crisis, had made
every sacrifice possible, but owing to the

failure of others to meet their engage-

ments, he had been unsuccessful, and now
his hopes of future prosperity in business

were blighted for years, if not forever, and
simply because in the opinion of the world
he was a bankrupt.

3

It matters not to others what had brought

about his adverse fortune—friends did not

stop to inquire into the cause that led to

his failure, and those of his neighbors who
had looked with a jealous eye upon his in-

creasing business, took a malignant pleas-

ure in spreading the news of his downfall,

attributing it to carelessness or want of

prudence, extravagancy of living or wild

speculation ; although they knew nothing

either of his circumstances or mode of

life.

And thus it ever is,—those who fawn
and flatter in times of prosperity, are the

first to desert when calamity comes, and

poverty and want threaten. The same

thing that swelled the " Hosanna to the

son of David" at his triumphant entry in-

to Jerusalem, joined in the cry " Crucify

him. Crucify him," when he became un-

popular.

Bankruptcy does not necessarily imply

fraud. We hear one say—in vulgar par-

lance—" I am broke ;" another has sus-

pended; a third has asked for an extension

of credit ; a fourth has taken the benefit

of the bankrupt law, and all these notwith-

standing their misfortunes may be virtu-

ous. God-fearing men, who have endeavor-

ed to act honestly and avert the crisis, but

have had at length to yield to the pressure

under which others have succumbed. The
world—in its cold heartlessness makes no

distinction between the fraudulent insolven-

cy and that which is brought about by the

malpractice of others, and in which the
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honest tradesman is often overwhelmed

and ruined. In either case the hard heart-

ed creditors demand with a Shylock's capa-

city liis pound of flesh, rejecting all pro-

mises to pay, refusing to aid in retrieving

a worthy debtor's fallen fortune, and by
his goading demands, driving ofttimes to

despair and ruin those he should have as-

sisted.

Men are not all of this character, how-

ever, there is still some humanity left;

there are creditors who, actuated by the

principles of the gospel, when they find

honesty coupled with misfortune will stoop

to raise the fallen one and encourage him
to renewed effort—verily the righteousness

of such exceeds that of the Scribes and
Pharisees of the present day, many of

whom perhaps make long prayers and are

very devout and consistent so long as they

are not asked to contribute something or

to deny themselves ; but who would not

hesitate to grind the face of honest poverty

if unfortunate enough to be his debtor for

a bill of goods.

What is bankruptcy? Like some ghost-

ly visitant it stalks abroad felt though in-

visible, through business circles and into

stores and dwellings, with a powerful hand
shutting up shops and vacating counting

house desks, labeling with the placard of
" Sherifl''s Sale" the mansions of the rich

as well as the humbler dwellings of the

poor, casting a shadow over happy house-

holds and rendering even childhood less

joyous.

Under its malign influences banks sus-

pend and savings institutions close their

doors against those who but yesterday en-

trusted all their hard earnings to their safe

keeping.

Penury and want often follow in the

wake of this shadowy reality as it passes

through the land; the sick are unrelieved;

the poor are left to beg or steal or die ; the

rich reduced to poverty or instigated to

deceptions in order to retain in their ava-

ricious grasp a part of that which belongs

to another. Such are some of the conse-

quences of bankruptcy.

It cannot be disputed that in a great

majority of cases, it is the result of over-

trading, of undue speculation or profligate

expenditure, and yet this propensity for

scheming and speculating with means that

are not legitimately their own is wdnked

at by business men, sanctioned by custom,

and encouraged by those who would take

advantage of the downfall of their victim.

But is there no remedy for all this? Yes;

pay cash for all you buy, and buy nothing

that you cannot pay for. What right has

one man to live in a palace, or drive a

handsome carriage or keep three or four

servants when he has not means of his own
to support the establishment?

What right has a poor man to run up a

bill at a dry goods or grocery store which

he has no means to pay and perhaps never

intends to pay?

Here is where all the mischief lies. The

credit system is an evil that has been for

years entailed upon the community until

it seems a necessity in business circles

;

but it is like the vampire that sucks the

blood of its victim at the same time that it

lulls him into a soft slumber. It is this

that undermines credit, destroys confi-

dence, disarranges the wheels of trade and

floods the market with due bills and pro-

missory notes.

Once a man's word was suiEcient to in-

sure the payment of a debt ; afterwards it

required a written promise ; then as these

paper transactions increased in number

and amount, and men found how convenient

it was to give a note instead ofpaying cash,

banks became more scrupulous and men
too, losing confidence in each other, re-

quired endorsements on their notes or ad-

ditional securities in the shape of collater-

als or mortgages to make the promise to

pay effectual.

Besides, as money began to be in demand,

those who had to lend, gradually charged

more and more for its use, until of late it

has been very common, to demand one and

a half or two per cent a month, and in some

instances even more.

Let me ask the candid x'eadcr, the honest
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business man—is this a proper state of

things ? What must be the condition of

that man's affairs, who is compelled to pay

twenty or twenty-five dollars for the use of

one hundred for a year ? Does Tie suffer

—

some one upon whom he is dependent

must suffer correspondingly ; because as

men in business hinge one upon another

like the cogwheel in a piece of mechanism

any derangement of one, of course throws

the whole machinery out of gear or jars its

harmony.

But let us look at this matter in another

light. A man has a thousand dollars to

pay on a certain day but finds when the

day arrives that he cannot raise the money

;

he pays a portion of it and gives a note

with interest for the balance. The holder

of the note cannot wait until it matures
;

he must have money to carry on his busi-

ness ; and hence throws it in bank to be

discounted or has it shaved outside, that

is, pays a premium to have it cashed.

The second holder of it perhaps ex-

changes it for other paper, or uses it in

payment of his liabilities, and thus it

passes from one to another, each time re-

ceiving an additional endorsement, and I

may say continually depreciating until its

maturity, when it is either paid or pro-

tested.

Thus these promissory notes or time

drafts become the circulating medium of

the community, legalized by custom, al-

though unauthorized by law. Men doing a

large business in stock, bonds or real

estate, often deal exclusively in paper;

credits are substituted for gold and silver,

and the whole machinery of trade is kept

under the mysterious influence of per

centage.

In a general sense, " credit is a respon-

sibility extended by a person of wealth

and standing, to one who has character

and business capacity, but no property,

and to whom this responsibility is to serve

as capital. The former does not expect to

part with any portion of his means, but

only to be liable in the contingency of the

ill success of the latter." Such a system is

extremely disastrous in its influence upon

society, enterprise and industry are set in

motion without any adequate basis or

support, and in ninety-nine cases in a

hundred without the possibility that the

fabrics produced, will be purchased and

paid for.

Another prolific source of bankruptcy,

or at at least what tends to promote and

aggravate the causes that lead to it, is the

present defective banking system.

We have now in this country, at the

present time, about 1600 incorporated

banks of discount and circulation. A very

large number of these are got up and man-

aged by borrowers, who get them up solely

for the purpose of horroioing. Of course,

such banks cannot have adequate capitals.

This is largely made up of the notes of the

parties who control them. Their issues,

consequently, are fictions, which, for a

time, perform all the functions of capital,

to be followed by results which we have

already described. In the most prosperous

times, the capital of such banks is almost

entirely monopolized by the directors and

their friends. In a pressure like the one

we have just passed through, they seize

upon the little capital left. If they do not

break the banks, they cripple them to

such an extent as to render it impossible

for them to extend any aid to relieve the

public pressure, and often force them into

liquidation. But I have neither time nor

disposition to talk about banks.

I prefer to consider this subject of Bank-

ruptcy as an individual matter. The

remedy for it as has been stated already,

is simply

—

pay cash for all you buy ; and

do icithout, all you cannot pay for.

"Oh ! there's the rub !—it is well enough

to talk about doing without things, but we
must live"—says one—" we mzist keep up

appearances, and the money will be forth-

coming some day !" Another says—" the

butcher will trust me for a short time, and

I can get goods at the store—with this pass

book ;" and thus to all the ramifications of

society, this evil extends.

Now the principal of trust and confidence
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is not wrong, per se, on the contrary it is

a lovely feature of our common humanity,

that enables one to have faith in another
;

in his word, in his promises ; that induces

one man to relieve another who is in need

—pecuniarily though it may be trusting for

remuneration to his future ability to pay.

This principle degenerates into fraud

only when men resort to deception, and

practice wickedness :—when they purchase

without the means or intention to pay,

when they spend in personal business or

extravagance what belongs to others.

In the broad sense of the term, a man
has no rightto buy for himself food or cloth-

ing even, much less the luxuries of life, if

he have not the means of his own.

If men resorted to no extravagance, all

could live within their means; if a man
whose income was but eight dollars a week,

knew that he could not buy on credit, he

would soon learn to make his eight dollars

last through the week ; there would be no

temptation to spend more than he earned.

If a merchant knew that he could not get

his Spring or Fall supply of goods without

paying cash for it, he would manage to"

save during the year enough to make the

purchase, or else would buy less. The

direct result of all this would be, that each

would do a safe business ; it might be a

smaller one but it would be for cash ; the

mechanic would be sure of his wages,

tradesmen would not want for market

money ; business of all kinds would receive

a new impetus, because it would have a

moneyed basis and a reality instead of a

merely nominal thing, and bankruptcy

would be unheard of.

But what does the Bible say on the sub-

ject of debit and credit ? As it treats of

almost every other relation of life, so it is

not silent here, and if men would but follow

its infallible teachings in their business

transactions, it would save them many a

Bleepless hour, and troubled conscience.

OF CREDITORS.

Ex. xxii. 25. If thou lend money to any of my people

that is poor hy thee, thou shalt not be to him as an

usurer, neither shalt thou lay npon him usury.

Deut. XV. 7, 8. If there be among you a poor man of

one of thy brethren, thou shalt open thy hand wide

unto him, and shall surely lend him sufficient for his

need.

Deut. xxiii. 19. Thou shalt not lend upon usury to

thy brother : usury of money, usury of victuals, usury of

any thing that is lent upon usury.

Matt. V. 42. Give to him that asketh thee, and from

him that would borrow of thee, turn not thou away.
Luke. vi. 34, 35. And if ye lend to them of whom ye

hope to receive, what thanks have ye, for sinners also

lend to sinners to receive as much again. But d" good

and lend, hoping for nothing again, and your reward

shall be great.

OF DEBTORS.

Fs. XXXvii. 21 The wicked borroweth and payeth not

again; but the righteous showeth mercy and giveth.

Rom. xiii. 8. Owe no man anything but to love

one another.

Christian, let me exhort you to follow

these simple precepts, try the experiment

if you have not already done so, and see if

greater prosperity will not mark your

career.

To you it belongs to create and maintain

a correct public sentiment. Let all your

business transactions, therefore, be con-

ducted upon the broad principles of right,

leaving the plausible theory of expediency

entirely out of view, and rest assured you

will prosper in this world, and be at the

same time laying up treasures in heaven,

where no thief approacheth, neither moth
corrupteth.

L. L. H.

Advantages of the Diffusion of Know-
ledge.—An intelligent class can scarce

ever be, as a class, vicious ; never, as a class,

indolent. The excited mental activity op-

erates as a counterpoise to the stimulus of

sense and appetite. The new world of

ideas ; the new views of the relation of

things ; the astonishing secrets of the

physical properties and mechanical powers

disclosed to the well informed mind, pre-

sent attractions, which, unless the character

is deeply sunk, are sufficient to counterbal-

ance the taste for frivolous or corrupt

pleasures ; and thus, in the end, a standard

of character is created in the community,

which, though it does not invariably save

each individual, protects the virtues of the

mass.
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SATURDAY evening, October 3d, eight

o'clock, the steamboat landed me on

the quay of the city of Pesth, rendered

especially memorable as being the scene

of the most desperate conflict between pa-

triotism and oppression, when in the year

1849 the eyes of the world were fixed upon

bleeding Hungary. Sad is the remem-

brance of that unsuccessful struggle for

liberty. Is it true that I am really here

on this sacred soil ? The full orbed moon
calmly looks upon the city and the rolling

Danube, and the imposing prospect makes

me feel as though I saw a " vision of the

night." But as I step on shore, a violent

attack on my trunk by the Pesth porters

soon puts to flight the delusion and with

my three companions I repair to the hotel

" Zum Tiger."

The Lord's day following was a most

lovely day, full of beauty and sunshine.

My first desire was to find my esteemed

Hungarian friend, Rev. Dr. Szekdcs, (pro-

nounced Saycatch,) whom I had learned to

know and to love in Cassel and in Berlin.

I had received a pressing invitation to

visit him in Pesth, and now I hoped to

hear him preach in his native tongue, but

in this I was to be disappointed for in the

morning his church was occupied by the

Sclavonians and in the afternoon by the

Germans. Therefore, after a pleasing in-

terview with my friend, I concluded to at-

tend the Lutheran (German) church in

Buda, (called by the Germans Ofen,) op-

posite Pesth across the river. These cities

are united by a suspension bridge that was

begun in 1840 and finished in 1849. It

was opened on the 5th day of January to

allow the Hungarian army of Kossuth to

retreat when pursued by the Austrian

forces. The Hungarians passed over in

the greatest disorder, closely pursued by

the imperialist squadrons and cavalry at

full gallop, supported by thousands of in-

fantry, in fact, the whole platform was one

mass of moving soldiers. During the first

two days 60,000 Imperial troops, with 270

pieces of cannon passed over. The

strength of the bridge was, therefore, at

once most severely tested. These two

cities, from their intimate relationship,

are ofttimes called Buda-Pesth. Pesth

itself is situated on a plain rather low

and subject to inundations of which it has

experienced thirteen since the beginning

of the last century, caused by the swelling

of the Danube and the stoppage of the ice

a little below the town. In 1848, in Pesth,

Buda, and the environs, 3988 houses were

destroyed and 1000 others seriously injured.

The greater part of Buda, however, lies on

a high blufi", especially that called the Fes-

tung, (fortification,) which encloses a good

part of the city. The population of the

two cities is about 160,000, of whom about

40,000 belong to Buda. But I was about

to tell of my going to church in the Hun-

garian capital. The Lutheran church in

Buda is up in the so called Festung. As

I was wending my way thither I was at-

tracted by soldiers and oflScers splendidly

uniformed and to the sound of music march-

ing into a large Romish church, and yield-

ing to the charms of the music and the

persuasion of curiosity, I was drawn in

with the multitude and witnessed the cere-

monies of High Mass performed by the

Bishop. It was the grandest display of a

religious kind I have ever witnessed. The

so called Bishop entered the church arrayed

in glittering, gilded vestments, crowned

with his mitre and holding in his hand a

richly ornamented crozier, followed by a

retinue of about a dozen priests and atten-

dants. The process of bowing at the

altar, before the crucifix and at the side,

to the Bishop when he sat in his episcopal

chair, continued for an hour and a half.

All that was uttered was in the Latin

tongue. The music in the choir was by the

most accomplished musicians accompanied

by the organ, trumpets, violin and other

instruments. The sweet full tones of seve-

ral female voices made me forget the un-

profitable ceremonies before me and carried

my thoughts far away amid the ecstatic
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joys of the celestial world. Oh ! how cun-

ning is the scarlet robed harlot of Rome,

to have in her train one of the fairest and

loveliest of the creatures of Infinite Wis-

dom. Who can estimate the power that is

wielded by music ? And this power the

Church of Rome has understood but too

well how to appropriate. A heathen, hav-

ing come into this assembly, would have

been led to believe that no God was wor-

shipped, except the Bishop and the little

image on the crucifix. This extraordinary

performance was in the presence of the

Archduke Albrecht, who was attended by

a great number of officers, military and

civil, and several regiments of soldiers,

who filed into rank upon leaving the

church, bearing a banner riddled to pieces

in 1849. Up here in the heart of this Fes-

tung fell General Hentzi, who made most

dreadful havoc in Pesth by opening upon

it his 100 cannon and pouring down for

several days a hail storm of 24 pounders,

causing universal panic and death to thou-

sands. A proud monument stands erected

to the memory of him and his companions.

It is a Gothic cross, or pinnacle of bronze,

under the canopy of which lies the figure

of a wounded knight over whom Fame is

bending. On the front is the inscription,

" General Ilentzi, mit ihm Oberst Allnoch

sammt 418 Tapfern starben hier den Op-

fertod fiir Kaiser und Vaterland 1849."

On the remaining three sides are the

names of the 418 " braves" who fell with

Hentzi, " a sacrifice for Emperor and Fa-

therland," or rather in obedience to the

requirements of insatiable despotism.

From the Festung I could overlook Buda

and Pesth and many miles of the rolling

river. On a hill still higher than the Fes-

tung, a new and formidable fortification

has been constructed since 1849. It is

called Blocksberg, and is the hill which

was held by Gorgei and his forces, from

which, for five successive days cannon

balls were showered upon the army of

Hentzi in Buda, utterly demolishing many

of the houses, and among them the Pala-

tine Palace which has since been re-built.

As my friend Bishop S., from P., and my-

self wandered through this unfortunate

city, how could we but sympathize with

down-trodden Hungary that breathes with

difficulty under the crushing weight of an

almost countless Austrian soldiery. But

the fire is only buried, it is not extinguish-

ed. Many of the proud spirited Hunga-

rians cannot entirely restrain their discon-

tent. On inquiry of one what the Hun-
garians thought of Kossuth, his reply was,

" They thought him a God." They con-

sider him a poor soldier and general, but

an unequalled orator. An incident was

related to me concerning an Austrian gen-

eral who came to Pesth during the revolu-

tion and expressed to a citizen the desire

of hearing Kossuth. The man inquired

whether he would hear him alone or at the

head of his (the Austrian general's) army?

Upon which the general asked whether it

made any difference. The citizen replied,

"If Kossuth speaks at the head of your

army, you'll be left alone." Near the hotel

in which I lodged is the house occupied

by Kossuth when he was Governor of Hun-

gary.

Pesth, though one of the oldest towns in

Hungary, was a place of slight consequence

until the reigns of Maria Theresa and Jo-

seph II; its previous history is little more

than a series of misfortunes, as it was five

times taken by the Turks and only res-

cued from their hands in 1686 by the Duke

of Lorraine. Since that time it has risen

rapidly into prosperity and importance.

It is now the finest, most populous city of

Hungary, the seat of manufactures and

improvements, and before the late insur-

rection, was constantly increasing in ex-

tent and prosperity. It is differently laid

out from most European cities, its streets

are wide and regular, many of them cross-

ing each other at right angles. Along

the water side runs a wide quay, which is

highly ornamental now that it is terraced

and well paved; not long ago the greater

part of it was no better than a ploughed

field, half mud and half filth. It was little

else than a rush-covered marsh. Now it
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is lined by a row of really handsome build-

ings a mile and a half in length. In Pesth

is the only Hungarian University, and it

is usually attended by about 1500 students.

Its library contains 75,000 volumes. The

churches of Pesth and Buda are few in pro-

portion to the population. There are here

United or Catholic Greek, Separatist Greek,

Roman Catholic, Lutheran and Calvinistic

churches with services in German, Hun-

garian, Sclavonic, and Greek languages.

There are also several Jewish synagogues.

Pesth also has a public library of 120,000

volumes, and a museum particularly rich

in minerals ; but I had not time to visit

them, as I left with my company early on

Monday morning en route for Constantino-

ple via the Danube and the Black Sea.

The evening of the 4th I spent at the

house of my friend the Rev. Dr. Szekdcs,

where I had the pleasure of meeting some

of the pastors and professors of Pesth.

This meeting was specially interesting, as

Dr. S. is pastor of the church (Lutheran,)

to which the Kossuth family belonged. In

our company was Professor Dr. Ballagi,

Secretary of Gbrgei, in the revolution of

1849, Rev. Mr. Lang, tutor of Kossuth's

children, who showed a pipe sent to him

by Kossuth during his exile in Asia Minor,

and the Rev. Mr. Bauenhofer from Buda,

and his son, professor in Pesth, who were

in the Festung during its bombardment in

1849. You can imagine that four enthu-

siastic Americans and five Hungarians

with warm republican hearts, would have

a good time together. Professor Ballagi

defends the character of Gorgei, (who,

even in Hungary, is generally regarded as

a traitor,) and declares that he was a pa-

triot, a true soldier, who foresaw the utter

uselessness of leading out 18,000 Hunga-
rians to be slaughtered by 300,000 Rus-

sians, backed by half a million more. He
says, that as soon as Gorgei learned that

England would not interfere, he saw that

the efforts of Hungary must be in vain,

and to avoid the shedding of blood, he at

once gave up the contest. Professor B.

saw the letters that passed between Kos-

suth and Gorgei and says he knows the

latter to have been no traitor. Gbrgei

now lives in retirement in Tyrol.

The Protestants in Buda-Pesth are to

the Romanists as 1 to 10, being about 16,

000, of whom the majority are Lutherans,

who have preaching in the German, Hun-
garian and Sclavonic languages. In Hun-
gary, as a whole, however, the Reformed

party, is much larger than the Lutheran.

The Protestants labor under many and

great disadvantages. In regard to mixed

marriages the laws of the land require

that when a Protestant marries a Roman
Catholic woman, the sons may become

Protestants, but when a Roman Catholic

marries a Protestant woman all the chil-

dren must become Roman Catholics. In

various ways have the rights of Protes-

tants been curtailed and taken from them.

But the Concordat between the Pope and

the Emperor of Austria, has taught the

Protestant churches of Hungary to feel

that there is danger ahead and has had a

tendency to wake them up to watchfulness

and more diligent attention to the ordin-

ances of their Holy religion.

I have written this letter amid great

confusion on board the steamboat, on the

Danube, while passing between Bulgaria

and Wallachia. D. G.

Turkey, Oct. 9, 1857.

The Goodness of the Holt Saviour.—
Often in the midst of our greatest trials

and afflictions, in the deepest distress, when
apparently bereft of Hope, our Lord per-

mits a ray of sunshine to dart through the

black clouds of adversity to cheer the

drooping heart of the sufferer. Vainly do

we seek for comfort from the world—Alas

!

their sympathy is only momentary, and
flies from the object presented to their

view. Nowhere shall we find aid or secu-

rity, but in the promises of our Divine

Redeemer. Seek him, and you will find

the goodness and benevolence of a kind,

indulgent parent.

Birds are the poor man's music, and

flowers are the poor man's poetry.
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PAUL BEFORE THE AREOPAGUS.

Acts 17: 16—34.

Eev. W. M. Baum.

THE visit of the apostle Paul to the city

of Athens, has the appearance of an

episode, a side piece, in the eventful drama
of his missionary life. He seems to have

been compelled by circumstances, wisely

ordered by an overruling Providence,

rather than as a matter of choice, in his

departure from Thessalonica and Berea,

and his journey to this renowned centre

of false religions, art, philosophy, and

literature. Driven from Macedonia by the

unrelenting hatred of his kinsmen, accord-

ing to the flesh, he finds a comparatively

safe retreat, in the renowned capitol of

Attica, whilst awaiting the arrival of his

fellow laborers, Silas and Timothy, to

whom he had sent an urgent message to

lose no time in following him. His ap-

pearance, however, in this place, leading

as it did to his most successful vindication

both of himself and of his glorious cause,

before the august tribunal on Mars Hill,

has always been regarded as an important

and interesting event. It is true, the im-

mediate results were not such as had

accompanied the preaching of the gospel

in some other cities, but there was here

presented a golden opportunity for the

intrepid herald of the cross to declare his

gracious message, in the very midst of the

most learned and influential teachers and

philosophers of the age. We see in this

most thrilling incident, the contact and

conflict of Christianity and Paganism.

Here were arraigned against each other

Polytheism and Monotheism, nor need we
regret the occurrence, or feel ashamed of

our champion. From the course of the

narrative in the Acts of the Apostles, it

does not appear that Paul intended to de-

vote any special labor for the conversion

of the Athenians. But once in their midst,

he was not long idle. Like his great Mas-

.

ter, Jesus, " he went about doing good."

He sought to direct their devotions to a

proper object, and proclaimed the salvation

which is of God, in Christ. Although not

at once believed, he is, nevertheless, most
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attentively regarded by the inquiring and

speculative people. Their longing for

" some new thing," was measurably grati-

fied, and they desired to hear, at length,

what this stranger had to say. His teach-

incrs, however, were soon found to be

totally subversive of their whole system of

a plurality of Gods, and his philosophy

equally destructive of their epicurean and

stoical sentiments, so that it was speedily

arranged to bring him before the court of

their city, so famous for its justice and

wisdom, and so distinguished for its decis-

ions upon all religious questions. Paul

appears before the Areopagus, whether to

undergo a formal trial for the daring crime

of setting forth new Gods, for which oifence

Socrates suffered death, or whether merely

to have opportunity to declare his views

and doctrines, has never been satisfactorily

decided. A more interesting and respon-

sible position can scarcely be imagined.

Upon the result depended not only the life

of the apostle, but also the honor of his

cause. His defence was triumphant. Never

did his combined excellences shine forth

more brightly than upon this imposing occa-

sion. However unprepossessing in appear-

ance, or disliked because of his nation, and

of his religion, his superiority must at once

have been felt. His simple and unosten-

tatious, yet astounding and convincing

address, must have taken all by surprise.

He soon showed himself complete master

of his subject, and an adept in the art of

reasoning. In the excitement of exaspe-

rated prejudice, and of conflicting feelings

and opinions, we find some of his hearers,

for they do not seem to have been his

judges, are ready to sneer and scorn, and

seek to overcome him by mockery ; others

more thoughtful, or at least more respect-

ful, hold their decision in suspense, either

desiring, or, at all events, pretending to

desire, another interview, whilst a few be-

lieve, and profess a warm attachment to

the person and teachings of the apostle.

Thus ended his interview with the mem-
bers of the Areopagus, but eternity alone

can unfold the full effect of the oration of

that day. Many and mighty were the

words, which, for centuries, had been

spoken upon that world-renowned hill

;

able and powerful the orators who had

"wielded at will that fierce democracy,"

yet we do not hesitate to say, that in none

of the essentials of true oratory was the

apostle second to any of his predecessors

or cotemporaries before that court or

people.

From the whole narrative as given by
the Evangelist St. Luke, we cannot fail to

perceive, in this incident of the apostle's

life, a most striking exhibition of his piety

and zeal. The ruling passion was soon

apparent. The abundance of the heart soon

manifested itself. Although surrounded by
everything which could enchain and cap-

tivate the cultivated mind, the apostle

seems to have been intent only upon the

salvation of the perishing. " Now while

Paul waited for them at Athens, his spirit

was stirred in him, when he saw the city

wholly given to idolatry." Apparently

unmindful of the splendor of the city, with

its rich store of classic antiquities, its

monuments, temples, altars and shrines,

his heart was moved to see such moral

desolation and spiritual death. As tinsel

decorations and gaudy ornaments upon the

unconscious body of a corpse, were to his

pious soul all the showy grandeur and ar-

tistic triumphs of this doomed city. He
could not, indeed, be utterly insensible to

the claims of the beautiful which were

presented to the delighted eye at every

step ; but these were totally lost in his

burning desire to see the salvation of

men. Nor could he remain silent until

strengthened by the presence of his breth-

ren, but singly and alone did he attack

error and unfold truth. He labored " in

season and out of season." His was an

example we do well to study and imitate.

His wisdom and prudence stand forth in

bold relief, in his address upon Mars Hill.

Suspected of the heinous crime of inter-

fering with the religion of the state, of

setting forth unauthorized Gods, (Jesus and

the Resurrection) he most triumphantly
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points to one of their own altars, and de-

clares '-the unknown God," whom they

had ignorantly worshipped. Desiring to

conciliate, in order to lead to conviction,

he opens his address most adroitly. Com-

mendino; what deserved commendation, he

yet carefully avoided any appearance of

approval of their sad polytheism. His

language was most happily worded, so as,

on the one hand, not to give unnecessary

offence, nor yet, on the other, in any way

to compromise his apostolic character, or

dishonor his holy cause. In this we see a

most wonderful self-command, which pre-

vented an unadvised assault upon his

opponents, whom he sought to deliver from

the dangerous errors and delusions of Pa-

ganism. He was equal to every emergency,

and could adapt himself to the require-

ments of every occasion. As a minister,

and as a missionary, what a glorious model.

Let all be zealous to imitate.

Turning from the apostle to his audience,

we see an illustration of the different effect

which the same address and the same truth

has upon the hearts of men. There was

sufficient light to lead to Christ, and yet

sufficient darkness to blind their spiritual

vision. To those who believed, he became

the power of God unto salvation, but to

those who believed not, he became a stone

of stumbling and a rock of offence. "To

the Greeks foolishness." " Thou hast hid

these things from the wise and prudent,

and hast revealed them unto babes." How
next to omnipotent is the influence of

deep-seated prejudice, when combined with

long cherished error ! Over this, the Gos-

pel alone can triumph. It did triumph,

even in Athens, when proclaimed by Paul

before the Areopagus. From that august

body did it gather its subjects. It is still

the same in its power to give light and

salvation. But finally, we see the folly of

postponing the discharge of 'present duty.

How many are undone by saying :
" We

will hear thee again of this matter." Vain

presumption ! The apostle appeared no

more before that triliunal, nor ever again

visited that city. The troublings of the

awakened conscience gradually subsided

into the quiet of unbelief, lulled to repose

by the siren voice of indulgence and sin.

" To-day, if ye will hear his voice, harden

not your hearts."

MORTAL BEAUTY.
BY DORA E. RICHARDS.

^^HOIT wast so splended in thy peerless prime,

-L Thy jasper throne was reared unto the skies,

Unmarked, sped by the eagle feet of time.

The mocking hectic of the Autumn dyes.

Thou wert exultant in thy lofty pride,

Throughout the earth, thus vaunting echoes rang

—

" I am more lovely than the morning stars,

That when black chaos perished, joyous sang."

little space! little, empty might!

Where art thou now? The early withered leaf

Tossed helplessly to atoms in a night.

Had cause as much for boast, so vain, so brief.

1 know thy home, the vapors damp and vast,

Enfold it in a dim and awful cloud

;

The hollow murmurs of a wan dead past,

Are hushed so gratefully upon the shroud.

There will the pale faint lily lift its head

—

Saying, " The pureness of the vanished brow
Covered and hid within this chilly bed,

Outshines the silver of my robe e'en now?"

Or, will the sunbeam's lips of gold.

Touching the shadows on the marble chill

—

Sigh forth, "The dazzling eyes are closed and cold

That pierced Love's heart with such a wondrous thrill ?"

Or will the lulling wind with tender care,

Rocking the myrtle's leaves to some sweet tune

—

Make moan, " Thou wert so fair, so nobly fair

!

Thy cheek's soft blush, no damask bud had known?"

No .' breaking from the portals of the tomb,

These clear, full accents, stir the mystic air,

—

" The poor dusCs beautiful lifs lost in gloom,

The spirit's only, blossoms ever fair."

Immortal soul! baptized and sanctified.

Who firmly hast temptation's lure withstood,

Thou hearest smilingly Death's coming tide,

Keeping unsoiled thy vestment by His blood.

Thou art the beautiful! beyond decay.

Beyond Earth's wailing sea and thorny shore

;

Oh, never! never! melting gorgeous day

Sank in such glories as shall gem thee o'er.

And art the changeless, the eternal breath

Of God's. His arms shall clasp thee, ye are one;

Then through the holy years which know no death,

Oh ! blissful feast ! redeeming love upon.

Never be forward to teach or inform

others without being invited to do it : no

man, thou<i:h ho be ignorant, likes to be

thought so.
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ITALIAN WANDERERS.

WHAT a variety of ''study indures,"

daily oiFer themselves to the obser-

vation of him who vi^alks the thoroughfares

of a crowded city. We have read some-

where that sermons are found in rivu-

lets and streams, in the foliage of trees,

and in the changing seasons. So is it

with our city walks, subjects abounding

with materials suited to the meditative

mind present themselves, at the turn of

almost every corner of the street. Fre-

quently have we returned to our home,

after enjoying an hour's recreation,—

a

wiser if not a better person, as the reward

of our perambulations. The attention of

our readers has doubtless often been di-

rected to that class of " caterers to the

public," whose accomplishments are made
up, by playing organs, accompanied with

rude songs and feats of legerdemain

;

exhibiting monkeys and mimic warriors,

whose field of conflict is comprised within

the small surface of an elevated plane

three or four feet in diameter.

Then we have the vender of images, who
is pleased to supply his customers with

plaster casts of men, whose deeds are

recorded in the hearts, as well as the books

ofthe nation. This numerous class is found,

and generally in greater numbers than

than with us, in France, in Germany, even

in Russia, and in other countries distant

from their homes.

The venders of images come almost

without exception from the Territory of

Lucca, in Tuscany, not many miles from

Florence. They form themselves in little

companies of twelve or fifteen, arrange

their stock of implements, and thus leave

their native valley, cross the Apennines
and the Alps, travel to the different towns

and villages, never remaining for any
length of time, except in large cities. They
are in a manner compelled thus to emigrate

;

for a great part of the Territory which

they inhabit, is occupied by the rude

Apennines, where the poverty of the soil

and the severity of the climate, are such as

are hardly expected to exist in Italy. On

the side of these mountains the crops are

late in ripening ; and frequently, when
they have escaped the effect of the heavy
rains and torrents which occasionally wash
away the soil, and the ridges and walls

which are built to retain them, the grain

never comes to healthful maturity. In some
seasons the rush of waters down the sides

of these precipitous mountains is so treinen-

dous that the terraces are destroyed and
the soil washed away to the bare rock.

At other times hurricanes whirl the earth

and its produce in the air. In both cases,

years of labor and ingenuity, to render

their mountainous territory susceptible of

cultivation, are destroyed, and families

and whole districts reduced to extreme

misery.

To procure, therefore, that subsistence

which their own country does not afford,

these people emigrate in various directions,

and in the exercise of various callings.

The emigrations of most of them are very

temporary. The sobriety, the abstemious-

ness of these men—the privations to which

they submit to save a little money—the

wonderfully little on which they live, fill

us with astonishment. Their sole object

is to return home with their savings.

Some of those who wander from home
with animals, resort, to what seems to us

a ludicrous method of business. Their

extreme poverty, puts it out of their power

to provide animals, for themselves. Four

of these poor fellows Avill buy one bear

among them, and hold the property on the

tenure of what they call " a paw a piece."

Two of them leading it from one country

to another, and showing it together, divide

the profits equally, and then save or remit

given proportions of the profits to the

two proprietors at home. In their na-

tive mountains, if you inquire of their

families or their wives, whom they always

leave at home, where an absent relative or

husband is, the almost infallible answer

is, " he is wandering about the world with

the comedy."

The most interesting trait in the charac-

ter of these inoffensive wanderers, is their
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never-failing attachment to their mountain

homes. Go where they will, let them be as

fortunate as they may, they rarely or never

think of a permanent settlement, but look

back to Italy, and the Apennines as the

place of their rest. The object of all their

toils and travels, their great and their sole

ambition, is to become the owners of a

house and a little bit of land, if not on the

precise spot, at least in the immediate

neighborhood of the villages where they

were born. Notwithstanding the vicissi-

tudes of life, to which they above others are

subject, there are continually, instances

of these men, after years of wandering,

returning to their native villages in the

possession of a comfortable independence.

The returned wanderers, become the

oracles of their neighborhood. They can
talk of foreign countries, and cities, and
habits of life, and relate all the adventures

they encountered on their travels.

The fame and the magnificence of cities,

the characteristics of the people among
whom they have spent their years of ab-

sence, have been thus sounded from one
end to the other of their mountain homes.

There are many harmonizing points, in

the description of these wanderers, and
the experience of the Christian. Like

them, he has a zealous ambition to be-

come the happy occupant of a mansion,

but it is beyond the skies. Like them, he
is naturally poor ; and in his efforts to

become rich in love, and joy, and peace as

it is in Jesus, Oh what mountains of

difficulties has he not to climb ! what
happy circles of relatives and friends he

is compelled sometimes to leave behind

him, to gain the object of his heart's desire.

Often does it happen, that the fruits of his

business labors, are swept away by encoun-

tering the ^'ti'ade wmd," just as he is

Hearing the haven of retirement. As a

compensating element for all his crosses

and reverses and submissions in life, he

takes to himself the sanctifying influences

of Christ's sufferings in the flesh ; the

Christian is thus buoyed up—yea, his

journey is made pleasant, by the liope, that

he will sooner or later make his permanent

home in that land to which his steps are

wending ; the theme of his reflections is

even now in sentiment:

—

Oh, the transporting, rapturous scene,

That rises to my sight

!

Sweet fields arrayed in living green,

And rivers of delight.

There generous fruits that never fail.

On trees immortal grow
;

There rock and hill, and brook and vale,

With milk and honey flow.

Filled with delight, my raptured soul

Would here no longer stay :

Though Jordan's waves around me roll,

Fearless I'd launch away.
W.

BEDOUIN COURTESIES.

TAKING our way along this valley we
met some Bedouins of the same tribe

as our escort, and the gentle courtesies of

civilized life pass as duly between our

Arabs and their brethren as between the

most polished of our own age and country.

They kiss hands and touch their hearts and

foreheads—that most graceful form ofEast-

ern salutation. Thus exchanging compli-

ments they pass on. The special rule in

these salutations is always observed. If

an inferior salutes a superior he takes his

superior's hand, and kissing it, puts it to

his forehead ; but the superior, unless he

is rough and rude, snatches away his hand

as soon as the inferior has touched it, and

then the latter puts Ids own fingers to his

lips, and afterwards to his forehead. It is

usual also for the superior, in turn, to put

his hands to his lips. This takes twice as

long to describe as to practice. It is a most

graceful act accomplished in a moment.

It was customary among the ancient idol-

aters, and still among the ]Mahometans, to

venerate the Unseen whom they cannot

touch, by kissing their own hand and put-

ting it to their foreheads. And so we have

an illustration of the words of Job, himself

an Arab—" If I beheld the sun when it

shined, or the moon walking in brightness,

and my heart hath been secretly enticed,

and my mouth hath kissed my hand."—
Journal in the East.
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UTI

REMINISCENCES OF A PASTOR.
Concluded from last No.

'T grieves me," said Mr. L., "to think

of my past life. I never had such a

view of the goodness and mercy of God as I

have had of late. The more I think of it,

the more sinful does my life appear. My
base ingratitude, my wilful rejection of

Christ, my malicious opposition to the gos-

pel, causes me to feel that for one so vile

there is no hope." Said the pastor, " These

views are the result of the enlightening in-

fluences of the Holy Spirit operating upon

the heart, and afford the best evidence that

God is still waiting to be gracious. The

Spirit enlightens, he points you to Christ

and his cross as your only hope, your re-

fuge from coming wrath. But you must

submit yourself unreservedly to Christ.

By unbelief you grieve the Spirit. It is a

form of rebellion." Said Mr. L., "I think

I see my error. the blessedness of those

who can believe, ' Lord ! I believe, help

thou mine unbelief.' Pray for me." The
pastor united with him in prayer.

At another visit, the pastor found him
rejoicing in the hope of eternal life. The

language of his heart was, " Bless the

Lord, my soul, let all that is within me
bless his holy name." Still, there was one

thing that troubled him. It was the in-

fluence of his past life. "What shall I

do? My example will live after me."
" From this sick bed," said the pastor,

" you may do much to counteract that ex-

ample." How he might most effectually

counteract that example, now became the

object of prayer and serious thought. On
one occasion, he requested, if consistent

with the rules and regulations of the

Church, to be admitted to the communion.
Said the pastor, " Do you think that would
make your salvation more certain ?" "

no," said Mr. L., "I have thought much
of my past life. My infidel friends and
others may think and claim that I died an
infidel. I want to prevent this. I want
to say as emphatically as I can say, that I

die in the full belief of the Christian reli-

gion, and I do not know how to do so more

effectually, than by uniting myself to the

people of God, and by partaking with
them the emblems of the broken body, and
the shed blood of our common Lord and
Saviour." The pastor replied, that it

might be done, that the pastor and coun-

cil might meet at his house and admit him
to church-membership, and administer the

sacrament of the Lord's Supper to him.

It would be necessary for him to be bap-

tized, that our mode of baptism was by
sprinkling. Said Mr. L., "I have always
inclined to the belief that baptism should

be performed by immersion." "But,"
said the pastor, " in your case would it be

prudent to administer the rite by immer-
sion?" " No, I think not," was his reply.

The pastor replied, " In instituting the or-

dinances of the Church, did not the Sa-

viour design that their application should

be as general as the gospel, and as immer-

sion cannot be administered in all cases,

can it be that he prescribed it as the only

mode?" " True," said Mr, L., "it is rea-

sonable to conclude that he did not. The
pastor then gave him the views of his

Church, together with the scriptural proofs

in favor of the validity of sprinkling, and

left him with the request that he should

reflect upon it.

At the next visit, Mr. L. said his mind
was settled, and he renewed his request to

be received into the Church according to

its usages.

On the following "Wednesday evening,

the pastor invited the council to accom-

pany him to the house of Mr. L.—and

after singing a hymn, and prayer, and the

usual examination of fitness for church-

membership, he was baptized and partici-

pated with us in the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper. It was a solemn scene.

We all felt that it was good for us to be

there. Angels, no doubt, rejoiced in hea-

ven and shouted aloud, " the dead is alive,

the lost is found."

Mr. L. enjoyed great peace of mind in

view of what he had done, and until his

death he manifested a consistency of char-

acter that commended itself to all who
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knew him, and he died in the triumphs of

the Christian's hope. We followed him to

his grave, and felt that he was a brand

plucked from the burning.

This narrative is recorded not to encou-

rage, but to warn those who are deferring

the work of their repentance until a death

bed. To crowd into such narrow limits

that for which the whole of life is given,

is hazardous, and will plant the dying

pillow with thorns. It is recorded as a

monument of grace, to the efficacy, the

praise and the glory of the cross of Christ.

Danville, Pa., November, 1851.

MUSIC.
BY CORA WILBURN.

IT
is not only in the Concert room, nor

in the festival, that the power and

beauty of music is made manifest: it is

like light and air and sunshine, universal,

and, alas, as little appreciated as these

common blessings. It must be surround-

ed by all the pomp of outward adornment

and display, and earth's great names must

be affixed to its hallowed inspirations be-

fore music becomes fashionable. Passing

by the music utterance of Nature's myriad

voices, we hasten to the crowded assembly,

under the delusion that music can there

alone be heard.

True, it is beautiful and soul-satisfying

to listen in rapt attention of heart and ear

to the overwhelming grandeur and impas-

sioned power of music's language, as given

from the full-toned orchestra, the master-

ly performance of the great works of ge-

nius ; but not for all this, though duly hon-

ored and appreciated, should we neglect

its beautiful and varied expression through-

out Nature's far-spread domain.

In the ocean's upheaving waves, when

foam-crested and storm-darkened they war

as it were, against the impending clouds
;

or when in hoarse threatening murmurs

they break along the sanded beach, there

is music, sublime, powerful, heart-awake-

ning strains of solemn warning; recording

voices, whose burden is eternity

!

When softly flowing beneath the gentle

breeze's touch, illumined by dancing sun

gleams, or the moon's silvery track of light,

what sweeter, holier music can earth prof-

fer to the dreaming heart and poetic fancy?

A fairy lullaby that aerial strain of breezy

melody sweeping across its tranquil bosom,

to the murmuring wavelet's accompanying

harmony ; and the dip of oars, the leisure-

ly recurring flap of sails, how musically,

how dreamily beautiful.

Melody holds reign within the domain

of waters, whispering the cradle-song of

peaceful rest, and the tempest's sublime

love sigh of the treasure-laden South, to

the North wind's tones of howling victory

and devastating fury. Deep toned music

in the rolling thunder, in the rain-drop's

fall of sorrowing continuance, or mournful

soothing music, pp,ttering upon the grass

and thirsting leaves. Music in the salu-

tation of tree and flower to the passing

breeze ; in the rustling leaves that " sere

and yellow," then the autumal earth. Music

in the familiar bark of the welcoming

house dog; in the pet bird's fluttering re-

cognition ; in the rustling of garments, be-

tokening the approach of one we love.

Sweetest melody in the " one dear voice ;"

and a strain of heart-treasured sadness,

tender and soft and low, in the farewell

spoken long years agone. In the heart's

fervent prayer. Heaven's accents of per-

suasive eloquence, and in the truth-seek-

ing, forgiving soul dwells its charmed

power and spell of beautifying might. In

music's tones lies hid the soul of prophe-

cy ; angelic revelations of future blessed-

ness and completed life. Its strains en-

wrap the heart in dreams that are fore-

shadowed glimpses of the Future's glory,

not vain, fantastic imaginings, but soul-

given anticipations of immortal love and

joy. Its lofty inspirations thrill the soul

with consciousness of its powers to achieve

all noble ends, to 'overcome the besetting

tyrannies of worldly cares and false allure-

ments. Music, the angel guide to the soul's

best aifections and holiest aspirations, ever

dwells with Faith and Hope, and with ce-

lestial touch ever leads the soul aloft.
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For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE APOSTLES' CEEED.
A HYMN OF DOCTRINE.

Father Almighty, God of all,

Creator of the earth and heaven,

Believing on thy name, we call

In childlike trust, which Thou hast given.

II.

Jesus, Saviour, glorious Lord,

Christ, our Prophet, Priest and King,
Redeemer, the Incarnate Word

!

To Thee, in humble faith we cling.

O'ershadowed by the Holy One,

The Virgin Mary gave thee birth,

The Son of Man, God's only Son,

The child of heaven, the child of earth,

Who meekly stood mid Pilate's bands
Calm to the cross the victim gave

His spirit to his Father's hands.

His body to the garden-grave.

Thy Spirit is not left in hell,

No change thy sacred body knows,
But dungeoned spirits hear the swell

Of triumph o'er th' infernal foes.

Three days and nights, then like the morn,
All beaming, didst Thou burst the tomb.

Undying life from death new born,

And glowing with immortal bloom
;

Up to the heavens ascending high,

Up to th' Almighty Father's side.

At God's right hand in majesty
Enthroned till heaven and earth have fled.

Thence with Thine angels shalt Thou come,
To judge the living and the dead.

On brows accursed to seal their doom,
And glory on the blessed head.

III.

In faith, Holy Ghost, we bow

:

Gift of the exalted Saviour's love,

Come make our hearts within us glow,
Thou Comforter, Celestial Dove.

One holy church, Thy work sublime.
Though worn and weeping never faints,

But keeps through every age and clime,
The pure communion of the saints.

Grant us the trust in sins forgiven.

The faith that triumphs in the strife,

That soul and body raised to heaven.
Shall share in everlasting life.

Amen ! sealing word of faith,

Faith fades in sight. Thou fad'st not then,
The voice of prayer grows mute at death.
But heaven still shouts, Amen, Amen.

In God the Father Almighty,

Maker of heaven and earth,

I believe.

and in Jesus, onr Lord
Christ,

who was conceived of the Holy Ghost,

born of the Virgin Mary,

(God's) only Son

suffered under Pontius Pilate,

was crucified,

dead

and burled

:

He descended into hell

:

the third day

He arose

from the dead

:

He ascended into heaven,

and sitteth at the right hand

of God, the Father

Almighty

:

from thence He shall

come to judge the

quick and the dead.

I believe in the Holy Ghost,

the holy church

Catholic

;

the communion of saints,

the forgiveness of sins,

the resurrection of the body,

and the life everlasting.

Amen.
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INFINITE SPACE.
" Without bound,

Without dimension ; where length, breadth and height.

And time and place are lost." Milton.

THE idea of absolute space, unoccupied

by a single living being, and by a

single particle of matter, suggests such a

state of cheerless vacuity, of unbroken si-

lence, of absence of all movements, and of

all enjoyments and sympathies of sentient

beings, that the principle of intelligence or

mind recoils from the contemplation of the

supposition of a universal void ; and re-

joices in the relief afforded by the contem-

plation of the occupancy of space by other

kindred intelligences, and by a First

Cause, or Creator, and also by the beau-

tifully arranged mechanism of the uni-

verse.

The presence throughout all space of

a supervising inteUigence, to plan and

sustain the beautiful systems, and the or-

derly arrangements of matter, and their

orderly workings as mechanisms, is one of

the first and most sublime truths recog-

nized by human intelligence.

Although all space must be considered

to be pervaded by an omnipresent power,

yet it has not been deemed expedient by

the Great First Cause to endue subordinate

intelligent beings on this earth with or-

gans of perception adequate to discovering

the actual occupancy of any portions of

space by his presence therein. This re-

markable fact manifests an apparent de-

sign to leave the discovery of the existence

of an omnipotent power to the reason of

the intelligent beings, who are thus left to

act as free agents on this planet, without

being immediately overawed by his over-

whelming presence.

Whenever we attempt to form a concep-

tion of infinite extent of space, we feel our

limited faculties of intelligence to be in-

competent in every way to embrace the

idea of infinity. We very naturally com-

mence the attempt, by adding together a

series of linear admeasurements of the

most extensive known intervals of space,

such as the distance of the remotest visi-

ble stars, the light of which only reaches

our planet in the form of a nebular haze,

like that of the "milky way" in the hea-

vens.

Astronomers have calculated that, with

the ascertained speed of the transmission

of the influence recognized by the action

on the material nerves of the eye as the

phenomenon of light, (at the rate of

12,000,000 miles per minute,) a period of

several hundreds of years must elapse for

this influence to be extended through the

wide interval of space that separates this

earth from the remotest visible stars. We
may imagine similar huge intervals of

space to be extended beyond the remotest

of these dimly visible stars, in a successive

series, each equal in number to the inter-

vening miles between such distant stars

and our planet. After grasping the idea

of this sublime extent of space, it remains

still to add series to series of similar ex-

tents of space, continually, until, whilst

thus occupied, we may imagine our heads

to become blanched with the silvery hairs

of age ; and still the task of computation

of infinity would be only begun.

Thus this attempt becomes finally di-

rected to the calculations of the series of

ages requisite for continuing the computa-

tion, until another infinity, the infinity of
time,—eternity, becomes a prerequisite for

estimating infinite space.

Finite beings realize that they have the

command of only brief periods of finite

time; and with reasoning powers bewil-

dered, and aching heads, they draw back

from the attempt of estimating both the

extent of infinite space, and of infinite time;

impressed with the overwhelming idea,

that all the space occupied by the solar

system is actually too minute to be noticed

as an element of the computation of infi-

nite space.

A circle formed by the figure of a ser-

pent, with his tail recurved to his mouth,

was a favorite emblem adopted in Egyp-

tian hieroglyphics to represent eternity, or

continuity without beginning and without

end. Although this illustration is suffi-
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ciently distinct to convey an idea of a line

without beginning and without end, yet it

is only the artifice of the circle of signa-

tures, denominated the round rohin, pur-

posely devised to conceal the beginning

and the end.

If none of the material or immaterial

existences of the universe had been created,

still we cannot help supposing that time

would have continued to go on unceasingly,

like a river in a desert, although no sen-

tient beings existed on the shores to note

its progress.

Thus in every attempt to grasp at the

idea of infinity, we fail of winning a

glimpse of the ever-receding bourn; and

if the attempt be persisted in, the intellec-

tual powers may become wrecked amid

metaphysical speculations.

A MOTHER'S LOVE.

Happy is he who knows a mother's love

!

WHAT is SO pure? The patriot ex-

pects fame, the friend sympathy,

and the lover pleasure. Even religion,

while she waters her faith with tears, looks

forward to the best of her labors and her

love. But maternal affection springs from

the breast uninvoked by the wand of hope,

unadulterated by the touch of interest.

Its objects are the weak and woeful. It

haunts the cradle of infantile pain, or hov-

ers near the couch of the faint and the for-

saken. Its sweetest smiles break through

the clouds of misfortune, and its gentlest

tones rise amid the sighs of suffering and

and of sorrow. It is a limpid and lovely

flow of feeling which gushes from the foun-

tain head of purity ; and courses the heart

through selfish designs and sordid pas-

sions, pure and unsullied.

What is SO firm! Time and misfor-

tune, penury and persecution, hatred and

infamy, may roll their dark waves succes-

sively over it—and still it smiles unchang-

ed ; or the more potent allurements of for-

tune, opulence and pride, power and splen-

dor, may woo her—and yet she is unmov-
ed ! a mother " loves and loves forever !"

4

What is SO faithful? From infancy to

age ;
" through good report and through

evil report," the dews of maternal affection

are shed upon the soul. When heart

stricken and abandoned ; when branded

by shame and followed by scorn, her arms

are still open—her breast is still kind.

Through every trial that love will follow

—

cheer us in misfortune, support us in dis-

ease, smooth the pillow of pain and moist-

en the bed of death !

Happy is he who knows a mother's love !

TRIBULATION.

TO my thinking, the term " tribulation,'

contains a beautiful comparison. It

is the Latin tribulatio, or the thrashing of

grain to free it from the husk, as anciently

performed by means of the tribulum or

heavy roller armed with spikes, an instru-

ment, by the way, still used in eastern

countries. Early Christian writers trans-

ferred the word from this primitive signi-

fication to its present figurative meaning,

afiliction, calamity, which are the means

in God's hand, of separating in men their

chaff from their wheat, whatever in them

is light and trivial and poor, from the solid

and true, and so of fitting them for the

heavenly garner. Trench, in his Study of

Words, regards it as a concentrated poem,

a grain of gold capable of being beaten out

into abroad extent of gold-leaf, and quotes,

in illustration, the following scrap of poetry

by an early English writer : it will be per-

ceived that it is all only an expansion of

the image contained in the word :

" Till from the straw, the flail the corn doth beat,

Until the chatf be purged from the wheat,
Yea, till the mill the grain in pieces tear,

The richness of the flour will scarce appear

;

So, till men's persons great afflictions touch,
If worth be found, their worth is not so much.
Because, like wheat in straw, they have not yet
That value which in thrashing they may get.

For, till the bruising flails of God's corrections.

Have thrashed out of us our vain attections

;

Till those corruptions which do misbecome us
Are by thy sacred Spirit winnowed from us

;

Until from us the straw of worldly treasures.

Till all the dusty chalf of empty pleasures.

Yea, till His flail upon us He doth lay,

To thrash the husk of this our flesh away,
And leave the soul uncovered ; nay, yet more
Till God shall make our very spirit poor,

We shall not up to highest wealth aspire

;

But then we shall ; and that is my desire."
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IGNIS FATUUS.

THE dealings of God in his providences

are truly mysterious, and his ways

past finding out. How many a stricken

heart has been tempted to murmur and

ask, Why has God afflicted me? But it

is when communities are desolated, and

hundreds of hearths are draped in mourn-

ing because of some public calamity, that

we are startled into the consciousness that

the Almighty is manifesting his power in

our midst.

How apt are men engaged in the daily

round of business, to lose sight of their

responsibility to God : how apt to forget

that even in the minor transactions of life,

they are responsible to him. To see the

man of business straining every nerve in

the accumulation of wealth, wasting his

energies in the pursuit of that which can-

not satisfy the yearnings of his immortal

mind ; so engrossed with the concerns of

commerce and his daily toil, that the bless-

ings of the Sabbath are either overlooked

or unenjoyed, and the affairs of his soul

esteemed of secondary importance, is indeed

sad. And how often too do those who

have professed the name of Christ, and

have taken up the Cross to follow him,

become weary of the self-denial they must

exercise, throw off the burden which the

name of Christ imposes, cast aside the

yoke of the Gospel, although the yoke is

easy and the burden light, and turn again

to the world, pursuing eagerly the phan-

toms of wealth or fame, or worldly happi-

ness which lure them to destruction.

For the substance they seek the shadow;

the real they resign for the unreal ; they

give up eternity for time ; heaven for hell.

Men who act thus foolishly, and their

name is legion, are like the benighted

traveler, who sees afar off the faint glim-

mering of some will-d'tJie-wisp, mistaking

it—in his eagerness—for the kindly light

of some neighboring cottage ; and following

it thoujrh it leads him into the mire.

Many have been thus deceived, and

though assured that the folly or the pleas-

ure they have been pursuing, is but an

ignis fatuus, that will deceive them in the

end and leave them to uncertainty and

perhaps ruin, yet how slow are men to

heed the warning. Oh ! young man, " look

not upon the wine when it is red, when

it givcth its color in the cup, for at last

it biteth as a serpent and stingeth as an

adder." It is an ignis fatuus and will cer-

tainly deceive you.

So too, thou busy one—careful only to

amass wealth, to gain renown, to be glorilied

by man. Know that riches take to them-
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selves wings and flee away,—that a single

breath may sully the fair fame you have

sought to acquire.

There is nothing true but heaven—all

else is but a will-of-the-wisp—a mockery

—

a deception.

Choose then that good part which shall

not be taken from you.

L. L. H.

For the Home Journal.

HOW THEY GET MARRIED.
BT SOMEBODY.

WE believe that almost all who stand

up to get married feel very queer

about it ; and we are perfectly sure that a

great many go through the performance in

a very queer way. Ministers are often in

the presence of exceedingly sad scenes, but

it is also their lot at times to ofiiciate when
it is very difficult to keep a serious face. We
are inclined to think that the last most fre-

quently occurs at marriages.

A minister, who, during a series of years,

is frequently called upon to perform the

marriage ceremony, splices all kinds of in-

dividuals, old and young, beautiful and

homely, well-matched and badly-matched,

rich and poor, bachelors and spinsters,

widows and widowers, etc. Sometimes the

occasion passes oif as grandly and cere-

moniously as a royal reception, or the

carefully rehearsed performances upon the

stage ; and at other times, the whole party

appears to be in a grand state of confusion,

which finally affects the anxious ofiiciating

clergyman himself. Sometimes the com-

pany marches into his presence, opens,

and assumes a position with a tact, pre-

cision and elasticity that would do credit

to the crack military company of the city

of Brotherly Love ; and then again, they

come in and stare and stumble around him

as if they were playing blindman's buff,

and the reverend gentleman was to catch

them. Weddings in the city, or in villages,

or the country, when they take place at the

home of the parties, are generally well-

managed, especially in these latter days,

in which grooms and brides practice^weeks

in advance. But if you wish to appreciate

the risible trials of the parson, follow him
to some country hotel, whither he is fre-

quently called to marry the boys and girls

who pop in from the rural regions round

about.

Solomon says :
—" To everything there

is a season, and a time to every purpose

under heaven," and so these good folks

seem to think, and they therefore reserve

a certain day or days of the week for marry-

ing days ; and it would be rank heresy to

get married on any other day. In some

places they select Sunday, in others Tues-

day, Thursday, or Saturday, but in the

most populous parts of Pennsylvania,

Thursday, and perhaps also Tuesday are

the great days of the feast. If you enter

one of our Pennsylvania county towns on

marrying day, during the marrying season,

especially spring and fall, you may fre-

quently see the dashing horse and fine

buggy of the country boys, flying along to

the principal hotel. You will know what
is going on by the general appearance of

the turn-out, and the flutterino- of the white

veil that adorns the companion of the swain.

Gallantly the hostler seizes the not unwill-

ing head of the foaming horse, whilst the

attentive landlord gaily lifts the bouncing

bride from her seat and condncts her to his

best parlor. Significant grins illumine the

faces of the industrious hangers on about

the tavern, whose countenances and atti-

tudes seem to proclaim "Nothing to do."

Mine host speedily ascertains from the

rosy lips of the awkward groom, that he

and the lady in the white veil stand in need

of the services of the preacher, leaving the

selection of the individual to the host. In

the meantime wine, gingerbread, raisins,

almonds and mintsticks in abundance are

to be placed within reach of the sweet bride

and her bold bridegroom.

And now the landlord in person, slipping

on a less seedy coat, or a Mercury of an

hostler, odorous with the fragrance of his

profession, hastens to the house of the par-

son, who, if he is an experienced hand, is

already sitting in a state of expectation.
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He arose earlier than usual, and his tonso-

rial operations, and other duties of the

toilette were attended to more carefuTly

than usual. He knows it is the magic day
of marriage and nothing is able to draw
him away from his home. For what would
the people do if the parson would be absent

from home at a time like this ?

The messenger enters the clerical pre-

sence. He feels that he is bringing good
tidings of great joy, which shall be to the

reverend gentleman before him, who, per-

haps, gets a very small salary, and that

not very punctually.

Soon after, the parson, in his best coat,

with his liturgy (for we are describing one
of our own faith) and a blank marriage

certificate, (perhaps one of those which the

Board of Publication have published,) pro-

ceeds to the house, and is conducted by
mine host into the presence. So far the

picture may be a general one, and may be

true of most marriages throughout the

State ; but now the scenes begin to vary
much, and his experience from the first in-

troduction to the "Farewell" at the end of

all, is different with almost every couple.

Sometimes he finds the groom with his

hat on sitting close beside his lovely bride

with her bonnet off. They both look scar-

ed. Tlie groom is so scared that he forgets

that he has a hat on his head, or he has

become so accustomed to the weight of his

hat, tiiat he is unconscious of having it on

now. The parson shakes them both by the

hand, and tries to make himself agreeable

;

but there is still a look of suspicion about

the groom, and the bride steals fearful

glances at the man in black.

Perhaps the minister finds a great diifi-

culty in getting their names written cor-

rectly. At times neither the bold groom
nor the rosy maiden are able to spell their

names, and his reverence must try the pho-

netic system.

We proceed. Sometimes they have been

at a great loss how to place themselves,

and we have been obliged to fix them like

the king and queeu on the chess board.

—

We have read the ceremony very distinctly

and then, repeating their names, asked the

question of the gentleman whether he

would have the lady ? and were horrified

at hearing both join in the chorus, Yes!

It was only when we asked the same ques-

tion of the lady that the mistake has been

perceived, and on several occasions remedi-

ed by both chorusing Yes! We recollect that

on several occasions we exhorted our young
friends to join their right hands, but their

confusion was so great that they were under

the impression that we wished to shake

hands with them, and both very politely

held out their right hand to seize ours.

—

Another interesting innovation, which is

not set down in the liturgy, we have also

seen, viz. :—That when the right hands of

the couple were united they began to shake

each other [id est—the hands) very cor-

dially. Woe be unto the clergyman who
is unable to control his facial muscles at

such times !

We recollect another occasion. We
married a widower and widow, both of

whom evidently appreciated the delightful

state far more than they did at their first

marriage ; although, no doubt, both had

promised, he unto his wife, and she unto

her husband, that they could never bear to

enter into the state of matrimony again,

after having been joined to such a dear,

devoted, fine, excellent, adorable, incom-

parable first love, etc., etc.

However, this has nothing to do with

our story. Our widower seemed to be in

rather an ecstatic state, although for the life

of us, we did not see anything so over-

whelmingly attractive in the bride. But

let us not forget tastes differ, and it is well

it is so, for if there was a demand for one

kind alone, what would become of all the

lads and lassies? AVell, they arose, we
read the service and propounded the ques-

tion to the bridegroom. lie ejaculated a

most heartfelt and sonorous Yes! and (we

had forgotten to state that they had taken

hold of each other's hands as soon as they

stood up—Darby and Joaa fashion) draw-

ing her towards him, impressed a most

rapturo\]s kiss upon her lips. Your bum-
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ble narrator was so overcome by this unex-

pected development, not at all called for

by the liturgy, that he could scarcely re-

strain himself, and with a full throat and

quivering fxcial muscles, proceeded with

the second question. The gentleman seem-

ed rather surprised that a second question

was coming, and when the lady responded

Yes ! he looked very much like repeating

his previous assault, which Avould have

overturned the officiating clergyman's grav-

ity completely ; but, fortunately he desist-

ed.

How to convey the fee to the minister,

seems to be another difficult point. We
have been asked more than once, " What's

to pay?" "What does it cost?" "How much
do I owe you ?" and the like. We always,

very politely, leave that to the unbounded

generosity of the groom. Sometimes it is

not the most dignified position for his rev-

erence to stand before the now happy bride-

groom, whilst he fumbles in his purse or

pocket, or even makes a selection from a

handful of coin. We have also been asked

when the same was placed in our hand,

whether that was enough !

On one occasion, after the ceremony was

over, and the beautiful certificate filled up

and politelj^ delivered into the hands of

the bride, the groom stepped up and drew

us aside into a corner, where he confiding-

ly assured us that he was out of money,

and be<2;ged us to trust him for a while.

—

We have not had the pleasure of renewing

our acquaintance with the gentleman since.

We have often wondered whether his bride

ever discovered that her dear husband had
never paid for her.

A favorite mode of handing the fee, is

to shake hands with the preacher, and
smuggle it into his right hand at the time.

We have always thought that it was rather

a difficult job to shake hands and grasp

the little piece of gold at one and the same
time. It has also been our experience, that

the good folks did not know how to get it

into our possession, and suffered us to leave

the place before they have discovered the

proper means. It may be still customary

in some places, where ministers do not in-

culcate total abstinence, for them to drink

the bridal party's health in some splendid

Madeira or Port, manufactured in New
York and Philadelphia, and to eat a few
gingerbreads and to take one or two of the

fattest home for the good woman and the

children.

How happily the married pair walk up
and down the streets after the ceremony !

They look at the lions, stare into the shop

windows, eat and drink lots of srood thino-s,

perhaps go and have their handsome faces

daguerreotyped, and finally return to the

hotel and order the horse and buggy.

Away down the street they go. Theyoung
husband with a long-nine, puffing volumes

of smoke, drives like Jehu, whilst beneath

the flowing white veil, flung upon the top

of the bonnet, reposes the fair countenance

of the newly-made wife, still ruminating

upon some of the wedding cake and ground-

nuts. May they long live happy !

Devotion of a Great Mind to its

Duties.—Milton the poet of Paradise Lost,

who, during an active life, in the most

troublesome times, was unceasing in the

cultivation of his understanding, thus de-

scribes his own habits:—"Those morning

haunts are where they should be, at home :

not sleeping or concocting the surfeits of

an irregular feast, but up and stirring; in

winter, often, ere the sound of any bell

awaken men to labor or devotion ; in sum-
mer, as oft with the bird that first rouses,

or not much tardier, to read good authors,

or cause them to be read, till the attention

be weary, or memory have its full fraught
;

then with useful and generous labors, pre-

serving the body's health and hardiness,

to render lightsome, clear, and not lumpish

obedience to the mind, to the cause of re-

ligion, and our country's liberty."

Bible.—The leaves of the Bible are the

leaves of the tree of life, as well as the tree

of knowledge ; they strengthen as well as

enlighten, and have not onl}"- a commanding
but an assisting office.
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SIGHTS IN CHINA.

A FUNERAL PROCESSION.

THERE is a sound of gongs, and a crep-

itation of small crackers at the north

end of the bund, and the coolies leaving

their work to look on. As it is a day for

sight-seeing, and sight-seeing is our busi-

ness, let us follow the crowd.

It is a burial procession. The mother

of a Chinese opium broker is going to her

last home. She carries with her all her

little comforts and necessities wherewith

to begin life in the next world. Many

palanquins appear at unequal distances,

preceded and followed by coolies marching

four abreast. The litters contain small

joss-houses, and basins holding fruits, and

sweetmeats, and bean cakes, and other or-

thodox Buddhist comestibles. There is

good store also of silvered and gilded pa-

per made to resemble solid ingots of gold

and silver. This is the wealth wherewith

she is to appear in the land of ghosts as a

respectable, well-to-do matron. But if this

bullion pass current among the ghosts,

they have lost the qualities which most

distinguished them in the flesh. In life a

Chinaman can distinguish the exact fine-

ness of a piece of silver by the touch, so

much so that the word "touch" is used as

a technical term to indicate the quality of

each description of bullion ; it must be very

harrowing to the ghost of a Chinese com-

prador to find himself obliged to deal in

these shadowy ingots. On marches the

procession. There are little boys blowing

shrill trumpets and other stranger wind

instruments, men excruciating our ears

with cymbals and gongs, and grave adults

exploding strings of crackers. Then comes

the coffin—a strong wooden case, like a

carved and ornamented trunk of a tree.

It is half covered by draperies, and is borne

by twelve coolies. It is hermetically scal-

ed with that tenacious plaster the Chinese

call " chunam." It will be borne to a joss-

house in the city, and thence to a spot in

one of her son's fields. Here it will rest

on the surface of the ground. After the

time of mourning is past, a few spade-fulls

of earth will be shovelled upon it, then year

by year a few more, till a mound arises,

and rank grass and Chinese lilies spring

up, and this old lady's habitation adds

another unit to the myriads of sacred bar-

rows which cumber the rich soil, and serve

no purpose but a harbor for the pheasants

when the crops are cut. Our English books

upon China say that only hills are set apart

for this purpose.

SMALL FOOTED LADIES.

There are small-footed ladies at Hong
Kong who gain a very fair livelihood by
exhibiting their pedal extremities to sea

captains and other curious Europeans, at

a dollar ahead ; but, as so superficial an ex-

amination of this national peculiarity did

not satisfy me, I had recourse to some of

my good friends among the missionaries.

By their aid, I obtained that some poor

Chinese women should bring me a complete

gamut of little girls from the missionary

schools. Many of these female children

probably owed their lives to the persua-

sion (aided by opportune donations of rice,)

of my missionary friend and his lady, but

their influence had been powerless to pre-

vent the torture of their feet. On the ap-

pointed day they were all seated in a row

in my friend's library, and their feet which

I suspect had undergone a preparatory

washing, were unbound by their mammas.
The first was a child of two years old. Her
penance had just commenced. When the

bandage of blue cotton was taken off I

found that the great toe had been left un-

touched, but the other four had been for-

ced down under the ball of the foot, and

closely bound in that position. The child,

therefore, walked upon the knuckle joints

of her four toes. The toes were rod and

inflamed, and the ligature caused evident

pain. In the next three children (all of

ages advancing at small intervals) the pre-

paration was only to the same extent; it

was confined to the four toes
;
gradually,

however, these four toes, ceding to the con-

tinual pressure, lost their articulations and
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their identity as limbs, and became amal-

gamated with the sole of the foot. In the

eldest of the four the redness and inflam-

mation had entirely disappeared, the foot

was cool and painless, and appeared as

though the four toes had been cut off by a

knife. The foot was now somewhat the

shape of a trowel.

THE MYSTERY OF SMALL FEET EXPLAINED.

In the fifth girl I saw the commence-

ment of the second operation—a torture

under which sickly children frequently

die. The sole of the foot was now curved

into the shape of a bow ; the great toe and

heel being brought together as near as pos-

sible. Take a jujube and double it till two

points of the lozenge nearly meet, and you

will see what I mean. This is done very

gradually. The bandage is never slacken-

ed—month by month it is drawn tighter

—

the foot inflames and swells, but the ten-

der mamma pei'severes—as the bones and

tendons accommodate themselves to the

position constrained by the bandage, so it

is drawn tighter. At last the ball of the

natural foot fits into the hollow of the sole,

the root of the great toe is brought into

contact with the heel. The foot is a shape-

less lump. The instep is where the ankle

was, and all that is left to go into the slip-

per and to tread the ground is the ball of

the great toe and heel. This is the small

foot of the Chinese woman—a bit of toe

and a bit of heel, with a mark, like a ci-

catrice left after a huge cut, running up

between them. Two of the girls were yet

suffering great pain, and their feet were

hot and inflamed, but in the eldest the

operation was complete. She had attain-

ed to the position of a small-footed woman,

and her feet were quite cool, had no corns,

and were not tender to the touch. One of

the mammas, influenced perhaps by a lit-

tle liberality in the article of rice money,

intrusted me with a Chinese mystere de

toilette. Sometimes, it seems, when a wo-

man is expected to have to do hard work,

her toe and heel are not drawn so tightly

together as to produce the true " small

foot." To disguise this imperfection upon

her marriage day she has recourse to art.

—A piece of cork, shaped like an inverted

sugar-loaf, is strapped on to her foot, and

the small part goes into her slipper and

passes for her foot. Thus are we poor men
deceived

!

While we are gossiping about small feet

the old lady's burial procession comes to

an end. The opium broker has done his

duty as a good son. If he keeps his two

years of mourning properly, he will be

esteemed a very respectable man forever-

more.

THE COAT OF MANY COLORS.
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HIGH season loves the Trees the most?

A little one inquired,

Not Winter, with his breath of Frost,

And icicles attired.

Perhaps 'tis Spring. She brings the buds,

And peeping leaf of green,

And sprinkles perfume in the woods.

Where fairy feet have been.

Perhaps 'tis Summer ! No, her beam
Like furnace wilts the bough,

And curls the leaf with fiery gleam,

As if she kept a vow.

It must be Autumn ! cried the child,

Who loves the trees the best,

And yet her whisper is not mild,

When by the wind expressed.

But see, my dear, old Autumn's love.

She knows the leaves must fall.

Her children of the field and grove,

Of lattice and of wall.

She knows that on the turbid rill,

And o'er the darkening heath,

^

Must whirl her chosen offspring still,

Before the misty wreath.

And so, betimes, her love she shows,

Like Jacob to his son.

And Joseph's Coat upon them thiows,

Of gorgeous coloring spun.

That parting gift, the leafy band

Receive ere they retire.

The boon of Autumn's fostering hand,

When Summer winds expire.

And as her offspring fall away.

In numbers from her side,

And well she knows they must decay,

Through all the woodland wide.

She triumphs, that in beauty's dyes,

They each shall sink to rest.

Clad in a robe of sacrifice,

Upon the earth's cold breast.
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THE HOLY GHOST.

The unregenerate world of sinners de-

spises the Holy Ghost, "because it seeth

him not." You tell the worldling, " I have

the Holy Ghost within me." He says, " I

cannot see it." He wants it to be some-

thing tangible—a thing he can recognize

with his senses. Have you ever heard the

argument used by a good old Christian

ao-ainst an infidel doctor ? The doctor said

there was no soul and asked, " Did you

ever see a soul ?" " No," said the Christ-

ian. " Did you ever hear a soul V " No."

" Did you ever smell a soul ?" " No."

"Did you ever taste a soul?" "No."
" Did you ever feel a soul?" "' Yes," said

the man " I feel that I have one within

me."—"Well," said the doctor, "there

are four senses against one ! you have only

one on your side." "Very well," said the

Christian, " Did you ever see a pain ?"

"No!" "Did you ever hear a pain?"

"No." "Did you ever smell a pain?"

"No." "Did you ever taste a pain?"

"No." "Did you ever feel a pain?"

" Yes." " And that is quite enough I sup-

pose to prove there is a pain?" " Yes."

So the worldling says there is no Holy

Ghost because he cannot see it. Well, but

we feel it. You say that is fanaticism,

and that we never felt it. Suppose you

tell me that honey is bitter; I reply " No,

I am sure you cannot have tasted it; taste

it and try." So with the Holy Ghost, if

you did but feel His influence you would

no longer say there is no Holy Spirit,

because you cannot see it. Are there not

many things even in nature which wecannot

see? "Did you ever see the Aviud? No!

but you know there is wind, when you see

the hurricane tossing the waves about, and

rending down the habitations of men ; or

when in the soft evening zephyr it kisses

the flowers and maketh dew drops hang in

pearly coronets around the rose. Did you

ever see electricity ? No ! but you know
there is such a tiling, for it travels along

the wires for thousands of miles, and car-

ries our messages ; so you must believe

there is a Holy Ghost working in us, both

to will and to do, even though it is beyond

our senses.

—

Spurgeon's Sermons.

CHRISTIANITY AMONG THE ES-
QUIMAUX.

THE labors of the Lutheran and Mora-

vian missionaries have been so far

successful among these people, that but

few of them are now without the pale of

professed Christianity ; and its reforming

influences have afi'ected the moral tone of

all. Before the arrival of these self-sacri-

ficing evangelists, murder, incest, burial of

the living, and infanticide, were not num-

bered amongst crimes. It was unsafe for

vessels to touch upon the coast ; treachery

was as common, and as much honored, as

among the Polynesians of the Eastern seas.

Crantz tells us of a Dutch brig that was

seized by the natives at the port of Disco,

in 1740, and the whole crew murdered

;

and, two years later, the same fixte befell

the seamen of another vessel that had acci-

dentally stranded. But for the last hun-

dred years, Greenland has been safer for

the wrecked mariner than many parts of

our own coast. Hospitality is the univer-

sal characteristic, enjoined upon the con-

verted as a Christian duty, but everywhere

a virtue of savage life. From Upperuavik

to Cape Farewell, the Esquimaux does not

hesitate to devote his own meal to the ne-

cessities of a guest. The benefits of the

missionary-school are not confined to the

Christianized natives ; and it is observable

that the virtues of truth, self-reliance, and

generous bearing have been inculcated

successfully with men who still cherish the

wild traditionary superstitions of their

fathers. Some of these are persons of

strongly-marked character, and are trust-

ed largely by the Danish oflicials.

—

Dr.

Kane's Arctic Explorations.

" There is one thing that doth outstrip

the telegraph"—and that is the mercy and

love of God.—" Before they call I Avill

answer ; and Mhile they are yet speaking

I will hear."

—

Spurgcon's Sermons.
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SCENERY OF THE DESERT.

THE distinguished traveller, Bayard

Taylor, thus speaks of the beauties of

the desert. "The mirage presents itself

under a variety of aspects. It is seen on

a gravelly as well as a sandy sui-face, and

often fills with shining pools, the slight

depressions in the soil, at the bases of the

hill<!. Sometimes a whole mountain is

lifted up from the horizon and hung in the

air, with its reflected image joined to it,

base to base. I frequently saw during the

forenoon, lakes of sparkling blue water,

apparently not a quarter of a mile distant.

The waves ripple in the wind ; tall reeds

and water plants grow on the margin,

and the desert rocks behind cast their

shadows on the surface. It is impossible

to believe it a delusion. You advance

nearer, and suddenly, you know not how,

the lake vanishes. I found an unspeak-

able fascination in the sublime solitude of

the desert. I often beheld the sun rise,

when within the wide ring of the horizon,

there was no living creature to be seen.

He came up like a god in awful glory, and

it would have been a natural act, had I

cast myself upon the sand and worshipped

him. The sudden change in the coloring

of the landscape on his appearance, the

lighting up of the dull sand into a warm
golden hue, and the tinting of purple and

violet in the distant porphyry hills, was a

morning miracle which I never beheld

without awe. The richness of this color-

ing made the desert beautiful; it was too

brilliant for desolation. The scenery so

far from depressing, inspired and exhila-

rated me. I never felt the sensation of

physical health and strength in such per-

fection, and was ready to shout from morn-

ing till night, from the overflow of happy
spirits. The air is elixir of life, as sweet

and pure and as refreshing as that which

the first man breathed on the morning of

Creation. This air, even more than its

silence and its solitude is the secret of

one's attachment to the desert. It is a

beautiful illustration of the compensating

care of that Providence, which leaves none

of the waste places of the earth without

some atoning glory. When all the pleas-

ing aspects of nature are wanting, where

there is no green thing, no fountain for the

thirsty lip, scarce the shadow of a rock to

shelter the traveller in the blazing noon.

God has breathed upon the wilderness his

sweetest and tenderest breath, giving clear

ness to the eye, and strength to the frame,

and the most joyous exhilaration to the

spirits. W.

There are many persons who would not

much have blamed Moses for breaking the

tables of the law, had he demolished the

second only ; others, again, would have

saved the second as the more important of

the two ; the former constitute a very nu-

merous body—faith alone requiring few or

no sacrifices of worldly goods or personal

comforts ; the latter are few in number

—

pure and unspotted morality, unsupported

by religious faith, requires uncommon

powers of self-command and a lofty, disin-

terested spirit. The true Christian is in

union of these two—he is pure and holy,

and moral, because he believes he will

thereby please the Great Author of all

things.

Upon Hearing Music by Night.—How
sweetly doth this music sound in this dead

season ! In the day time it would not, it

could not so much afi"ect the ear. All har-

monious sounds are advanced by a silent

darkness ; thus it is with the glad tidings

of salvation, the gospel never sounds so

sweet as in the night of preservation, or of

our own private affliction ; it is ever the

same, the difference is in our disposition to

receive it. God, whose praise it is to

give songs in the night, make my prosperity

conscionable, and my crosses cheerful.

" God puts our prayers like rose leaves

between the pages of his book of remem-

brance ; and when the volume is opened at

last, there shall be a precious fragrance

springing up therefrom."

—

Spurgeon's Ser-

mons.
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LYDIA GIVING UP THE BEST PEACH
TO HER BROTHER.

LAST evening, I took supper with Lydia's

father and mother. Before supper,

Lydia, her parents, and myself, were sit-

ting in the room together, and her little

brother Oliver was out in the yard, draw-

ing his cart about. The mother went out and

brought in some peaches; a few of which

were large red-cheeked rare-ripes—the rest

small, ordinary peaches. The father handed

me one of the rare-ripes, gave one to the

mother, and then one of the best to his little

daughter, who was eight years old. He then

took one of the smaller ones, and gave it to

Lydia, and told her to go and give it to her

brother. He was four years old. Lydia went

out, and was gone out about ten minutes, and

then came in.

" Did you give your brother the peach I

sent him?" asked the father.

Lydia blushed, turned away, and did not

answer.

" Did you give your brother the peach I

sent him?" asked the father again, a little

more sharply.

" No, father," said she, " I did not give him

that:'

"What did you do with it?" he asked.

" I ate it," said Lydia.

"What! did you not give your brother

any?" asked the father.

"Yes, I did, father," said she. "I gave

him mine."

" Why did you not give him the one I told

you to give?" asked the father, rather sternly.

" Because, father," said Lydia, " I thought

he would like mine better."

"But you ought not to disobey your

father," said he.

" I did not mean to be disobedient, father,"

said she ; and her bosom began to heave, and

her chin to quiver.

"But you were, my daughter," said he.

" I thought you would not be displeased

with me, father," said Lydia, " if I did give

brother the biggest peach ;" and the tears

began to roll down her cheeks.

"But I wanted you to have the biggest,"

said the father; " you are older and larger

than he is."

" I want you to give the best things to

brother," said the noble girl.

"Why?" asked the father, scarcely able to

contain himself

" Because," answered the dear, generous

sister, "I love him so— I always feel best

when he gets the best things."

" You are right, my precious daughter,"

said the father, as he fondly an* proudly

folded her in his arms. "You arc riglit, and
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you may be certain your bappy father can

never be displeased with you for wishing to

give up the best of every thing to your afiec-

tiouate little brother. He is a dear and noble

little boy, and I am glad you love him so.

Do you think he loves you as well as you do

him V"

" Yes, father," said the girl, " I think he

does ; for when I offered him the largest

peach, he would not take it, and wanted me
to keep it; and it was a good while before I

could get him to take it."

BETTER THAN THE BIBLE;

OR, WILL THE BIBLE BE BURNED UP TOO?

UT?ATHER, will the Bible be burned up

_L too? said little Emily, as she sat by

me committing a hymn, as she is required to

do every Sabbath. " What do you mean,

my daughter?" I said. " Why, father, when

all the rest of the world is burned up." "Yes,

daughter, I reckon so ; but why do you ask

that question ?" The child making no reply,

I said, " Were you thinking that God would

hardly suffer the fire of the last day to burn up

his own dear precious book ?" " Yes, father,

that was it." " Well, my daughter, we shall

not have the same need of the Bible in heaven

that we have on earth. Heaven, my child, is

our home. While we are away from home,

we revere the Bible, and love its sweet pages,

just as you loved to have the letters read to

you, which your mother and myself wrote to

you while at your grandmother's last summer.

But you do not want me to write you letters

now, whilst you are with me, and I can take

you on my knee, and tell you with a sweet

kiss how much I love you. So, my child, after

this world is burned up, and we get safely to

heaven, we shall there lean gently, as John

did, on the bosom of Jesus, receiving from

his own dewy lips the sweet-breathings of his

love. And this, darling Emily, will be even

better than the Bible."

A QUEER KIND OF REVENGE.

THERE were once two boys in the same

class at school, who were, so far as

scholarship was concerned, pretty nearly

matched. We will call one of the boys

Thomas, and the other Isaac. Thomas got

to the head of his class
;
for some reason or

other—history does not inform us what

—

Thomas got angry with Isaac, and kicked

him harshly and severelj'. At first the in-

jured boy thought he would strike his school-

fellow in return. But he checked his angry

feelings, and hit upon another plan of

revenging the insult. " I will study as hai-d

as I can," thought he, "and get to the head

of my class, and keep there, and look down

on Thomas, and punish him in that way."

Well, the lad carried his plan into execution-

He applied himself so closely to study, that

he not only got ahead of the boy who had

injured him, but of the whole school. And

that is not the whole story. He became, in

after years, one of the greatest scholars that

the world ever saw. Reader, that was Isaac

Newton. What do you think of the way he

took to revenge the insult he received? Don't

you think he showed more wisdom in this

course, than he would have done, if he had

struck his schoolfellow a hard blow ?

ONLY A TRIFLE.

^irpHAT'S right," said I to my friend

X Simpkins, the baker, as the sicklJ

looking widow of Harry Watkins went out of

his shop door with a loaf of bread which he

had given her—" that's right, Simpkins; I

am glad you are helping the poor creature,

for she has had a hard time of it since Harry

died, and her own health failed her."

" Hard enough, sir, hard enough ;
and I am

glad to help her, though what I gave her

don't cost much

—

only a trifle, sir!"

" How often does she come?"
" Only three times a week. I told her to

come oftener, if she needed to, but she says

three loaves are a plenty for her and her

little one, Avith what she gets by sewing."

" And have you any more such customers,

Simpkins ?"

" Only two or three, sir."

" Only two or three ! why, it must be quite

a tax upon your profits."

" no, not so much as you suppose
;
alto-

gether it amounts to only a trifle."

I could not but smile as my friend repeated

these words ; but after I left him, I fell to

thinking how much good he is doing with

" only a trifle." He supplies three or four

families with the bread they eat from day to
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day; and though the actual cost for a year

shows but a small sum in dollars and cents,

the benefit conferred is by no means a small

one. A sixpence to a man who has plenty

to " eat and drink, and wherewithal to be

clothed," is nothing, but is something to one

on the verge of starvation. And we know

not how much good we are doing when we

give " only a trifle" to a good subject.

I CAN DO NOTHING WITH THAT GIRL.

SHE LEARNS NOTHING.

A LADY, an old Sunday-school teacher,

was much struck with the strong faith

and extreme patience of poor Mary M ,
a

young girl of eighteen years of age, whom
she was induced to visit, hearing that she

was in great want, and suffering from a most

painful kind of scrofula.

Finding Mary could read but imperfectly,

and had little knowledge of the Old Testa-

ment, though well versed in the promises of

the New, which were to her a never failing

source of comfort, and always applied when

any one bewailed her sad state, the lady in-

quired, " Mary, who taught you what you

have learned?"

Mary answered, " I had no education ex-

cept two years at a Sunday-school, when I

was about ten years old ; but I had a hasty

teacher, who always said she could do nothing

with me, for I learnt nothing. I was always

slow at answering, I was so often in pain,

but said nothing about it, for I was afraid

the teacher would tell me not to come again,

if she knew how bad I was. She often-

praised the other children, when I would

have answered just the same, if she had given

me a moment's time. After a while, a kinder

teacher came of a morning, then I gave up

going of an afternoon. I did not like to be

so scolded." Mary added, " When I became

to ill to go to school at all, I put in my pence

for a Testament; after what I had learnt at

school, I was soon able to read it, though no

one thought I could do so well."

Mary died in perfect peace and joy two
years since. The hasty teacher, whose name
was not remembered, never knew that she

had been allowed "to do anything with

Mary," and that Mary had learned to be wise

unto salvation.

THE INFANT IN HEAVEN.

aiy/rOTHER! have they little harps in

-LVJ- heaven, all shining, bright and

golden? Brother was so small, you know, he

could not take the harps the angels play."

This was a question which the mother, deeply

interesting as it was to her, might not answer.

But an answer was not then demanded; for

the mind of the young inquirer had wan-

dered far away, and she sat gazing earnestly

into " the blue depths of a summer sky, as if

the green pastures and still waters" of the

better land had opened on her vision.

Believing that our infant children are

among the ransomed in heaven, shall we not

also fully and cheerfully trust in the tender-

ness of the Saviour's love? He who, for our

sakes became an infant, and in his humblo

birth-place at Bethlehem reposed on the

bosom of maternal love, who took little

children in his arms, and of whom it is said,

" He shall lead his flock like a shepherd, and

carry the lambs in his bosom," surely under-

stands their nature. With "Israel's gentle

shepherd," we may safely confide them;

and though we miss the liglit of their smile

and the joy of their love, it may comfort us

to think, that,

" Wliile our silent steps are straying

Lonely througli night's deepening shade,

Glory's brightest beams are playing,

Round the immortal spirit's head."

A Weak mind sinks alike under prosperity

and adversity. A strong and deep mind has

two highest tides—when the moon is at the

full, and when there is no moon.

How TO Treat a Wife.—Mrs. Hale's recipe

on this subject is brief and to the point. She

says :
" First, get a wife

;
second, be patient."

Within thine own bosom are the stars of

thy destiny.

—

Schiller.

It is not the sheet lightning, seen in all

places, that takes effect ; but it is the forked

flash that smites the temple or scorches the

tree." So a concentration of effort, upon one

single point or object, will effect, what a more

general search, or a less earnest application,

may never accomplish.

—

Spurgeon's Sermons.
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Home : A Book for the Family. By the

Rev. W. K. TwEEDiE, D. D.

It is one of the most hopeful indications of

our day^that so much attention is concen-

trated upon Home—its internal economy, its

divine basis and its multiform relations to all

the interests of societJ^ Both in this coun-

try and England—the only two countries in

the world, where the Divine Institution has

full scope for development, the works pub-
lished, are full of promise for the future, and
must gladden the heart of every Christian

philanthropist. One of the most cheering

aspects of our country, is the multiplication

of Christian homes and praying mothers.

Their influence is to a soul what the dew is

to flowers, when they spread their bosom to

the sun. Home influence, home piety and
home example, should be made what they
ought to be, and then upheld in all their pre-

eminence, as vital forces in the souls of men.
All human substitutes for home, except when
a literal home is impossible, are counterfeits

and corruptions. It was a maxim of Matthew
Heury, that wherever we have a house God
should have a Church ; and Howard announ-
ced the same truth when he said, " Wher-
ever I have a home, God shall have an altar."

It is the aim of this book, to enforce and il-

lustrate the economy of the Christian Home.
The first part of the volume is devoted to the

component elements of a complete household

;

the second part to the laws which regulate

the home-life—with copious illustrations from
historical facts. This book should be read
by every parent, who is endeavoring to make
his home a school of Christ—and the vesti-

bule to the Home of many mansions in the
skies.

Life-studies. By the Rev. John Baillie.
New York: Robert Carter & Brothers. 1858.

This beautiful volume, beautiful in its ex-
terior—beautiful in its style and sentiments
—is an effort to illustrate true life, or how to
live, and to all of us, who have but one life

to live, with which life each of us has to face
eternity, there is not a graver problem for our
solution. How is this one life to be lived?
That is the question which the author designs
to answer, by select Biographies of men who
lived rightly and nobly in different spheres of
human life. In these lives, the secret power is

unfolded which enabled them to go up to
life's battle and pass victoriously through its

struggle, erect and unharmed. The Contents
will suggest the idea of the book: John Bun-
yan, the True Soldier. Gerhard Tersteegen,
the Christian Laborer. James Montgomery, the
Christian Man of Letters. Frederick Perthes,
the Man of Business. Mrs. Mary Winslow,
the Christian Mother. In these sketches, you
see Christians of varying idiosyncracies oc-
cupying different spheres of Christian activ-
ity

;
but they all fought manfully the good

fight, and they all have gotten the victory.
We commend this book to all, who like the
young corporal mentioned by Captain Vicars—" wanted to have more of Jesus ot this life.''

Olshausen's Commentary on the New Tes-
tament. Revised by Prof. Kendrick. Vol. V.
New York : Sheldon, Blakeraan & Co.

We gratefully acknowledge the reception
of Vol. V. of this incomparable commentary.
This volume extends to Titus. We presume
the next volume Avill complete the work. It
is hardly necessary to state, that the work of
Olshausen terminates with Thessalonians.
The rest of the New Testament, is the joint
work of Dr. Ebrard, and Aug. Wiezinger both
pupils of Olshausen, men of profound scholar-
ship, and sympathizing thoroughly in the
evangelical views of their venerated teacher.
Every Biblical student will rejoice in soon
having a complete commentary on the New
Testament, so unique and inestimable.

Jonah : His Life, Character and Mission.
By Rev. Patrick Fairbairn, Author of " Ty-
pology of Scripture."

There is scarcely a prophet of the old Tes-
tament, around whose life and labors, there
linger, such lights and shadows, as hover
about the mysterious path of this troubled and
unhappy prophet. There is a peculiar and
mournful interest about the life and mission of
Jonah. Both the friends and adversaries of
the Bible, have united to dishonor his name
amongst men. The object of Fairbairn in
this volume seems to be, to honor the son of
Amittai, yea, to vindicate his title to a dis-
tinguished place "among those who have
done and suffered much for the cause of God,
men of noble hearts and devoted lives, in
whose very failing we still discern the lofty

and self-denying spirit that animated their
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bosom." The author successfully vindicates

Jonah from many of the blemishes of char-

acter which men are accustomed to attach

to much of his behavior. With this vindi-

cation however, which is only incidental to

the main object of the work, Fairbairn gives

a fair representation of the times of the pro-

phet, of the nature and design of his singular

mission, and of the varied instruction which

is furnished for believers of every age by the

mission itself, and the manner in which it

was discharged. To my own mind this little

work possesses a peculiar interest. We con-

fess that, before reading this book, we could

never satisfactorily understand the character

and conduct of this much abused prophet of

the Old Testament—Jonah is altogether a dif-

ferent sort of man, from what we conceived

him to be. To sincere and earnest students

of the Bible, this work will be hailed as a

most valuable contribution to sacred literature.

The New Theology. By Rev. J. A. Brown,

—reviewed by S. S. Schmucker, D. D.

The New Theology. Its Abettors and De-

fenders, by J. A. Brown.

Two pamphlets with essentially the same

title. The history of the phenomenon is

simply this. The Rev. J. A. Brown, reviewed

a work by Dr. Schmucker, entitled American

Lutheramsm,\n which review, he arraigns the

Dr. for heresy, on some fundamental doc-

trines of the Christian faith. The Dr. subse-

quently in the Evangelical Review, vindicates

himself from the charge of unsoundness on

the specified topics, in a series of reasons for

declining any vindication of himself. It is

rather a queer way of doing a thing by giving

reasons for not doing it. This review the

Dr. published in pamphlet form, with the

title of New Theology, and distributed among
his friends. B. was rather startled to see the

New Theology, which he had imputed to the

Dr. transferred to himself. B. then comes

out, with his original article, with additions,

and also an introductory, in which the Ob-

server, is seriously implicated in unfair

dealing.

We cannot trust ourselves in entering upon
the respective claims of these two pamphlets.

The authors are well known to the Church,

and we prefer they should speak for them-
selves. The Doctor's ability as a writer, is

recognized by the Church. Of B. who is com-
paratively a young man, it may not be out of

place to say, that he is one of the most accu-

rate and reliable Biblical scholars of his age,

that we know. He is in the habit of reading the

Bible through in the original languages, which
few of us unfortunately do. His ability to

discuss and vindicate the great doctrines of

our holy faith, no one can question. We will

only say, that every minister and intelligent

layman should get both of these pamphlets,

and read and judge for themselves. It is a

matter in which we are all vitally interested,

as relates to our personal salvation. And be-

sides this personal interest in the discussion,

it has a bearing upon the Church, in which

we feel a peculiar and life-long interest. We
do not pretend to endorse the allegations of

heresy, which B. brings against the Doctor,

but it is surely a grave matter to have even

the suspicion of unsoundness on such fun-

damental doctrines, attached to one who is

expected to conduct the education of our

young men for the ministry. In this aspect,

"it becomes the duty of every minister to ex-

amine these pamphlets carefully and prayer-

fully, and then speak and act in accordance

with his honest convictions.

Cljwrdj Inttllijtnce.

Luther's Memorial in Worms.—The col-

lections received for the purpose of erecting

this memorial had reached on the 19th of

October, the sum of 22,000 Prussian dollars.

This undertaking has met with warm encour-

agement not alone in Germany, but also in

France, and French Switzerland.

We learn that the Rev. W. S. Porr has
been elected as pastor of the German Luther-
an Congregation in Harrisburg. The church
has recently undergone a thorough renovation,

having been beautifully frescoed and painted,

and furnished with new decorations ; and

now forms a pleasing and attractive place of

worship.

The German Evangelical Lutheran Trinity

Church in Columbus, Ohio, was dedicated on
Sunday, December 20th. The editice is spa-

cious and roomy, being one of the largest in

the city. It is built of brick, in a plain but

neat style. Though not entirely coni|ilcted,

it gives the congregation a beautiful and

comfortable room for the worship of God.
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€irit0rial lltisttllang.

Several pamphlets have recently appeared

in which powerfnl arguments are employed
against the use of tobacco. The writer con-

tends that the habit is at war with religion
;

that it is deleterious to health, and that it is

productive of many deplorable consequences.

Among the facts and arguments employed
are the following.

Science says tobacco is a poison, a rank
poison, as really a poison as ratsbane, Prussic

acid, or any other deadly thing, which takes

the name.
The Journal of Health, says. Tobacco is an

absolute poison ;
a small quantity of which has

been known to extinguish life very sudd*»nly.

Rees's Cyclopedia says a drop or two of

the oil, placed on the tongue of a cat, pro-

duces convulsions and death in the space of

a minute.

A college of physicians has said that not

less than twenty thousand in our land annu-
ally die by the use of this poison.

A German periodical says, that of twenty
deaths of men between the ages of eighteen

and twenty-five, one-half originate in the

waste of the constitution by smoking. The
same periodical says. Tobacco burns out the

blood, the teeth, the eyes, the brains.

Dr. Shaw names some eighty diseases, and
says they may be attributed to tobacco.

Governor Sullivan says, " My brother Gen-
eral Sullivan, used snuif, and his snuflf lodged
him permanently in the grave."

The French poet, Santeuill, was killed by a

little snutf being thrown into his wine glass,

at the Prince of Conde's table.

Bocarme, of Belgium, was murdered in two
minutes and a half, by a little nicotine, or

alkali of tobacco.

Dr. Twitchell believed that sudden deaths
and tobacco, among men, were usually found
together, and he sustained this opinion by an
array of facts altogether conclusive.

The foregoing has quite a formidable as-

pect, and yet will be read by the many who
indulge in the use of tobacco, either with in-

difference or contempt. An immense sum of

money is paid in this country for tobacco in

various forms. The weed, has, indeed, be-

come a necessity with many, and life would
be a burden without it. Taste and habit are

at once masters and tyrants, and this is espe-

cially the case in relation to tobacco.

What are you Reading?—There are few

of the present age, who do not read more or

less. Some confine their reading mostly to
novels, others to newspapers, and some read
almost anything and everything that comes
to hand. Each of these cases are not only
unprofitable, but decidedly wrong and injuri-

ous. A few good books or papers thought-
fully and studiously read, are better than
many which are hastily and promiscuously
perused. In order to be benefited, we should
regard method or system in reading, as well
as in our worldly avocations or religious du-
ties. It would be well also to have some de-
finite object in view, one that is calculated to
make us better in heart, and more useful in
life. Without a motive or object of this kind,
we shall receive comparatively little benefit

by our readings.

Again, another consideration demands our
attention. Our land is becoming flooded
with reading matter of every description, and
much of it has a pernicious and ruinous ten-
dency. In view of this fiict, is it not our duty
to aid and guide children and youth in their

readings, and to warn and counsel them
against the perusal of such books as will
exert an immoral influence upon their mind,
character and happiness ? Do parents. Sab-
bath-school and other teachers realize their

responsibility in this matter ? Is it not im-
portant that the pulpit and press should
sound the note of alarm on this subject, more
frequently? Is it not the duty of every one
who loves God and his fellow men to awake
on this theme, and to labor to stay in some
measure the tide of moral death which now
threatens our land and world?

Will the reader ponder this subject, and
follow out its bearings on our welfare, person-
ally and collectively.

The Most Thoughtless of Cities.—At last

in Paris, where, according to a great author-

ity, all the roads in the world do end ! That
wondrous and enchanting conglomerate of
Gothic antiquity and modern dilettanteism

;

everlasting traditions and never-ending novel-

ties ; keen perception and amazing folly ; the

most thoughtless of all cities, that whose at-

tention is most easily caught
;
gay above an

earthquake, merry above a tomb
; to all the

world a subject of delight and distrust ; the

great political pulse which State doctors feel

for symptoms of a disturbed system in the

globe. Where is there aught like it off the
stage ? That grand Louvre, with its art-
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treasures inside and out; the great square

witli tlie Tuileries it encloses, where an

army might muster and parade ; tlie long

vista of woodland, with a bright sun glancing

through plashing fountains—a swarm of life

flitting around green trees, whose quivering

foliage half reveals more palaces beyond, and

a massive arch-portal shutting out the far

distance, like some gigantic barrier against

the common world. Gay Boulevards, where

the stream of human pleasure flows on un-

ceasingly, brilliant temples of glass and light,

crowded by occupants who seem to be freed

by some prescriptive right from the curse of

labor, shady gardens with grand old horse-

chestnuts clustered in spring-time with flow-

ers that nod over savage animals shorn of

half their terrors and unsavoriness.

—

Sketches

in France.

Socrates.—Socrates was a profoundly re-

ligious man. He was, moreover, as we learn

from Aristotle, a man of that bilious, melan-

cholic temperament, which has, in all times,

been observed in persons of unusual religious

fervor, such as is implied iu those monitory

exaltations of the mind which are mistaken

for divine visits ; and when the rush of thought

ca!ne upon him with strange, warning voices,

he believed it was the gods who spake directly

to him. Unless we conceive Socrates a pro-

foundly religious man, we shall misconceive

the whole spirit of his life and teachings. In

many respects he was a fanatic, but only in

the noble sense of the word ; a man, like Gar-

lyle, intolerant, vehement, " possessed" by his

ideas, but unlike Uarlyle, preserved from all

the worst consequences of intolerance and

passion by an immense humor and a tender

heart, liis saturnine melancholy was reliev-

ed by laughter, which softened and human-
ized a spirit otherwise not less vehement than

that of a Dominic or a Calvin. Thus strength-

ened and thus softened, Socrates stands out

as the grandest figure in the world's Pan-

theon ;
the bravest, truest, simplest, wisest of

mankind.— Geo. H. Lewes.

A bill is before the South Carolina Legis-

lature which provides that professional gam-
blers who are found guilty of gambling shall

receive thirty-nine lashes, in addition to the

punishment now provided by law. If this

bill, when passed, does not suppress gambling

in that State, no law can.

Missionary Preaching.—I sometimes im-

agine to myself the unconscious blunders

—

no doubt, often ludicrous enough—nay, the

downright though most innocent errors, here-

sies, and blasphemies, which have fallen from

the missionary's lips in his early efforts. I am
afraid the Gospel, if we were heathens, would

stand but a poor chance of being listened to

with attention if a foreigner came to preach it

to us in broken English, with a foreign pro-

nunciation and a foreign idiom. If one told

us, with the Frenchman, " Dat de evangile was
come from heaven to be a book of revelation

of the will Divine, and to cause to repent a

man of all his sins ;" or, with the German,
"Dat it vos a melancholy ever-by-mau-to-be-
remembered fact dat we vos all but cucumbers

of de ground !'' Correspondence of R. E. II.

Greyson, Esq.

Execution of a Spanish Bishop by the
Chinese.—A letter from Hong Kong states

that the execution of a Spanish bishop took

place at Ram Ting on the 20th of July. His

head was cut off, and his body was carried

through the streets in procession, after which
it was put into mats, rowed away at the stern

of a boat toward the sea, and as the rowers

sat with their backs to the body, the spot

where it was cut adrift is not known. Every
ett'ort was made to prevent the Christians

from obtaining relics of his holiness.

Investigation of Corruption at Wash-
ington.—The Washington Union says that the

Grand Jury of that city are making investiga-

tions which may prove of great public interest.

It is also intimated in another quarter that

charges against Mr. CuUom, late Clerk of the

House of Representatives, have been made to

the Jury, and that a full inquiiy into the mat-

ter which involves allegations of olticial cor-

ruption, is now taking place.

Analysis of Dress.—I never see a person

proud of fine dress but I think, " Well, he has

only cast ofl' clothes, after all ; he has the

jacket of the lamb, and the old great coat of

the sheep ; from head to foot he is dressed in

what the trees or the animals have used be-

fore him. His shoes are made of hides, his

stockings of the cotton shrub, his shirt of the

flax plant, his handkerchief is spuu by the

caterpillar, and his gloves are the waistcoat

of the angola."

Common observation teaches us, that it is

as necessary to supply slices of bread to the

mouths of working men, as it is to supply bil-

lets of wood to the mouths of furnaces of

working locomotive engines, to sustain the

movements of their respective mechanisms.

A Curious Insect.—The Brachyni, or a

genus of insects about the size of a barley-

corn, possesses the singular faculty of eject-

ing an acid humor, accompanied by a putf of

smoke and an explosive noise, when they

want to attack or defend themselves.

A Modern tourist calls the Niagara river

" the pride of rivers." That pride certainly

has a tremendous fall.
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CHRIST IN THE BREAKING OF
BREAD.

REFLECTIONS FOR THE COMMCNION TABLE.

Br Rev. J. K. Plitt.

On the morning of Christ's resurrection,

two of the disciples set out from Jei'usalem

on their way to the village of Emmaus,
about eight miles distant. As they jour-

neyed, they talked together of the marvel-

ous events which had so recently trans-

pired. While they thus communed and

reasoned with each other, the newly-risen

Saviour drew near, and joined their com-

pany : " but their eyes were holden that

they should not know him." He was to

all appearances a stranger to the disciples.

Nevertheless the three journeyed and con-

versed together of the things which con-

cerned Jesus of Nazareth, especially of

his condemnation to death by the chief

priests and rulers, and his crucifixion by

the people. Jesus remained unknown to the

travelers. At length the journey was ac-

complished—the village reached. The
stranger offered to go further. But the

disciples, who had become deeply interest-

ed in him, because of the wisdom with

which he had spoken to them, " constrain-

ed him," or "importunately pressed" him,

saying, " Abide with us, for it is toward

evening and the day is far spent." The
stranger accepted their hospitality : he

went in to tarry with them : but they still

knew him not. " And it came to pass, as

he sat at meat with them, he took bread,
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and blessed it, and brake, and gave to them.

And their eyes were opened, and they

knew him ; and he vanished out of their

sight." Whilst partaking with them of the

evening meal, the disciples made the glad

discovery that the stranger whom they had
received to their hospitalities was none
other than the risen Saviour. It was in

the breaking of bread that he had made
himself known. Acting himself as the

head of the family, he took, and blessed,

and brake the bread, and gave it to the

disciples. And now the veil is taken away
from their eyes—now they see and know

—

now in glad amazement do they perceive

that their Lord and Master is their guest.

Unawares they have entertained more than

an angel.

In all their intercourse with the risen

Lord, on the way to Emmaus ; in all their

mutual questioning and answering ; in all

that grand discourse, (for such it must have
been,) of Christ, in which, " beginning at

Moses and all the prophets, he expounded
unto them in all the Scriptures the things

concerning himself;" in all this, they fail-

ed to see and know the Saviour, because

their eyes were holden. But now as they

sit at meat ; now as the risen Lord by an
act made so familiar to the disciples by
the institution of the holy Supper—reveals

himself in the breaking of bread, they at

once see as they saw not before: their eyes

are opened, and they know their beloved

risen Lord. Yet they are not permitted

long to enjoy his presence. As soon as
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they recognize hiin, in a mysterious way
he vanishes out of their sight—he ceases

to be seen of them.

Taking the thought which is thus pre-

sented—expanding it, and applying it to

the holy Supper,—we have as a most de-

lightful subject of contemplation. Christ

revealing himself to his people in the break-

ing of bread.

The holy Supper was instituted by our

Lord shortly before his death. It was de-

signed to commemorate his sufferings and

his death—to symbolize, to the latest gen-

erations, the great facts connected with the

atonement,—to point believing hearts to

" the hope of their Salvation,"—and to

seal unto all who worthily partake of it,

the forgiveness of their sins and their

adoption into God's family. It is full of

the fragrance of Christ. It fails not to

carry the thoughts of the devout Christian

back to those scenes and events, which,

clustering around Calvary, have woven

into them, an imperishable interest. It

exhibits Christ as the grand object of faith,

hope, and love. And more than this, it

gives to the believer, Christ, as the portion

of his soul. The broken bread and the

poured out wine,—are they not the com-

munion of the body and of the blood of

Christ ? In this blessed feast—in these

visible Emblems—our Lord seems to say

to his children, as he did to unbelieving

Thomas, " reach hither thy finger and be-

hold my hands ; and reach hither thy hand,

and thrust it into my side ; and be not

faithless, but believing." Here may all

doubts and misgivings be taken away

from the believer's mind, and wavering

hearts become established in the holy

faith. Here may the sorrowful find that

comfort which the world cannot give or

take away. And hei'e, amid the touching

memorials of his own sacrificial death,

will Christ ever delight to manifest him-

self as the righteousness, joy, and complete

redemption of all believers.

It was in the breaking of bread, at an

ordinary meal, that the two disciples re-

cognized their risen Lord Much more

shall he be recognized by those who wait

for, and delight in him, at that special sup-

per, which he has provided for their com-

fort and refreshment. It is the Lord's

Supper—and shall not the Lord be there?

It is the sacrament of the body and blood

of Christ—and shall not Christ be there?

Will not the precious promise " Lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the

world," be fulfilled, when the people of

Christ remember him in so solemn and

sacred a service as the celebration of the

holy communion? Yes, in this breaking

of bread, and in this drinking of wine, he

will not fail to reveal himself as the Lord

and Master of the feast. The table is the

Lord's, and the house in which it is spread

is his ; and shall the head of the house re-

main away when his guests come ? Shall

he hide himself beneath an impenetrable

veil, so that no eye can look upon him ?

Shall the visible elements, which speak

so touchingly and so eloquently of him,

speak of him as an absent—a far-distant

Saviour? Ah, this is not the law of the

Master's house! When his guests assemble

to do him honor, he will be present. When
they receive the bread and wine, which,

when he himself dispensed them, were ac-

companied with the soothing words "given

and shed for you for the remission of sins,"

the believing heart will feel him to be near,

the eye of faith will see and know him, as

" the chief among ten thousand and alto-

gether lovely."

The two disciples could not recognize

Christ in the conversation by the way, al-

though he came so near to them in the

words which he spake. Their faith was

wavering and weak. They feared that their

enemies had obtained the victory. And
even when the supposed stranger rehearsed

and expounded to them the Scriptures con-

cerning the Messiah, and especially the

Scriptures which spoke of his dying and

rising again on the third day, they still

could not recognize the person of their

Lord. But when it came to the meal

;

when they saw him blessing, and breaking,

and giving the bread, their eyes were at
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once opened, and their ignorance was at

once taken away.

And thus has the Saviour familiarized

himself to his people. They may be slow

to see and to understand, when he speaks

to them in his words which the Evangel-

ists record, when he teaches them high and

heavenly doctrine, and when he laj's down
to them pure and elevating principles and

precepts ; but when he is presented to

them as the dispenser of the elements in the

holy Supper, Avhen they see him as the

Master of the house, blessing the bread and

wine, and giving them, with the words,

"this is my body—this is my blood," they

at once know who he is. They can think of no

other than Christ, as the all conspicuous

and prominent personage in the holy Sup-

per. This feast is full of Christ. Take
him away from it, and nothing is left but

an ordinary meal, an idle and an unprofit-

able ceremony. The bread which we eat,

the wine which we drink, what significance

have they but that which they derive from

Christ? The holy Supper, what is it but

an outvpard sign, if Christ be not in it, the

"all and in all?" But the day of signs

and ceremonies, of types and shadows, has

passed. Now we have the substance of the

things which were hoped for ; now we have

the very Christ whose coming was so often

prophesied and foreshadowed ; now we
have the true sacrifice, " Christ our Pass-

over," to which the sacrifice of the old dis-

pensation pointed. Yes ; he whom we re-

cognize in the holy Supper, however slow

we may be to see him elsewhere, he is none

other than the crucified and risen Lord of

glory.

But how do we see and know him in the

breaking of bread ? We cannot see him
with the bodily eyes ; we cannot trace his

footsteps around the altar ; we cannot lay

our hand upon his sacred person, and, in

believing accents, say as we touch him
"my Lord and my God." No, it is not

given to the natural eye to look upon such

a sight ; neither could it bear to look upon

it, because of the inefi'able glory which

would envelop it ; for if the children of Is-

rael could not look upon the face of Moses,

(when he came down from the mount,) be-

cause of the glory of his countenance,

which glory Avas to be done away—how
shaH not the ministration of the Spirit be

rather glorious ? Not then with the eye

which looks out upon the landscape, or up
to the starry firmament, or into the famil-

iar face of a friend, does the believer see

Christ in the breaking of bread. But with
the eye of faith—the eye of the soul—the

eye which penetrates the veil that conceals

from worldly gaze the adorable Saviour,

with this eye, the humble Christian sees

and knows his Lord, in the holy Supper.
Faith opens to his view many blessed ob-

jects which remain unseen to mortal eyes.

Faith soon perceives the glorious Redeem-
er, and clasps him in her warm embrace

:

and laying hold of the promise, with ex-

ultant voice she proclaims, they are mine.

O, how sweet to the soul, how cheerins,

how comforting, the objects which a true

and living faith discloses ! How blessed

to the believer is the holy Supper, because
his faith sees Christ there as his Saviour !

AVell may he say to the man of the world,

fix your steadfast gaze on worldly objects,

if you will ; but as for mine, it shall feast

on Christ, in him will I find all my de-

light, he is all my soul can desire.

Christ reveals himself to his people in

the holy Supper, as a loving, steadfast

friend. They see him there as the very

essence and personification of love. Love
constrained him to come. For love of us,

devout hearts can say, he forsook his

throne on high, tabernacled in our flesh,

dwelt among men, was persecuted, tried

and afflicted, sufi"ered, bled and died. Sal-

vation is all of love. Love is its foundation

and its topmost stone.

"Was ever better friend than Christ?

Has ever other shown himself more sure

and faithful? Has ever other done so

much for us ? Friends we have had, who
in times of trial sue -ored us ; but this

Friend came in the hour of our greatest

need. Friends we have had, who comfort-

ed us in distress ; but this Friend has
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brought the balm of all consolation.

—

Friends we have had, who made sacri6ces

for us ; but this Friend has sacrificed him-

self. Friends we have had, who procured

for us temporal good ; but this Friend has

procured for us not only all temporal, but

also all spiritual and eternal good. Is not

this a good Friend ? Is it not most blessed

to come and see him as he reveals himself

in the holy feast of love ? Away ye fleet-

ing joys of earth ; this is better—this is

holier—this seeing and knowing the sin-

ner's friend, in the breaking of bread.

Again, Christ reveals himself to his

people, in the holy Supper, as their suffer-

ing, dying Saviour. The bread of the

feast, Avhat does it show forth but a broken

body? The wine, what but shed blood?

The memories connected with the institu-

tion of this feast are memories of suffering

and of blood. Gethsemane and Calvary

press in their touching, mournful story.

It is the agonizing Saviour we see. It is

" the crucified One" hanging on the ac-

cursed tree. It is the Lord of glory in

his humiliation, awuiting, however, that

complete triumph which he is soon to

achieve over sin, Satan, death and the

grave.

Can believers think of all this impres-

sive story of the Cross, and not feel touch-

ed in the deepest sympathies of their na-

ture ? Can they look upon the wounds,

the bleeding hands, and feet, and side

;

can they contemplate the dying agony, and

linger upon the dying cries, and not feel

drawn toward the holy Redeemer ? Shall

the holy Supper, in impressive symbols,

preach of the dying strife of the magnani-

mous Saviour, and the people of God feel

no sorrow of sin, no joy of salvation ? No,

oh no : seeing here the suffering, bleedina:,

dying Son of God, they will burst forth in

ecstasy of joy and say, " Lamb of God,

was ever love like thine !" They will

charge their hearts to love this Saviour

more. They will throw around him the

arms of a livelier faith, and clasping him
to their hearts in gladsome recognition,

they will exclaim, " My beloved is mine,

and I am his." Transporting sight, to look

upon the Saviour thus ! Enrapturing

thought, to know and love, and believe in

him, as our Redeemer !

Christ, therefore, reveals himself to his

people in the holy Supper, as a complete

and an all-sufficient Saviour. Can any be-

liever look upon him and say,—This, thou

has left undone,—this, thou hast not well

done? Can any show to his brother a

single point in which the scheme of salva-

tion could be improved? Is man's wisdom
competent to find out a single error or de-

fect? Verily, nay. This is a perfect work

;

this is a complete salvation. As our Lord
manifests himself in the breaking of bread

at the communion feast, he is seen and

known to be everything that tongue could

ask, or heart desire, a Saviour both able

and willing to save to the uttermost all

that come unto God through him. how
animating and comforting this sight to the

believer! It assures him that his faith is

not vain, that his hope is not groundless,

that his anticipations of heaven are not

idle fancies. This perfect Saviour will

bring complete salvation.

These are among many sweet and cheer-

ing thoughts that crowd the believer's

mind, as his faith perceives and lays hold

of Christ in the holy Supper. And tlie

enjoyment of them is better to his soul

than the finding of "hid treasures;" sweet-

er are they than honey and the honey-

comb.

But in the words that suggested these

reflections there is yet a concludingthought.

As soon as the two favored disciples saw

and knew their Lord, he vanished out of
their sight. Followers of Christ, in the

holy Supper you are permitted to see and

know your Lord; but you cannot enjoy his

presence here, evermore. In the transport

of your souls you may say, as you gath-

er around the Saviour's board, " It is good

to be here," and your eager hearts may go

out in asking your Lord to tarry with you,

saying, we will make a tabernacle for thee;

but, lo, he vanishes out of your sight. He
says to you, this is not your dwelling-place,
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or mine ; the Father's business demands a

care ; the duties of life remain to be per-

formed ; work, while it is day. He gives

his people only foretastes of those joys

which shall be their's, when they depart

to be forever with him. He only lets them

taste the good things of the kingdom, that

they may be strengthened for the battle

of life, and that their souls may follow

hard after him, panting for him, as the

hart panteth after the water-brooks.

Well, then, let this be for the comfort of

the people of God, when they shall no

more eat and drink Avith their gracious

Saviour in the holy Supper on earth, they

shall sit down at a nobler banquet in

heaven, from which the Master will never

vanish out of sight. There they shall see

him as he is. And becoming like him, as

they shall, a holy rapture shall be their's,

the like to which, it is not given to the

sons of men to know on earth.

Politeness.—Who will not agree with

old Charles Lamb—as thorough, gentle,

quaint and uncouth as he was—to give a

diploma at once to any " Dorimant who
hands a fish-wife across the kennel, or assists

the apple-woman to pick up her wandering

fruit which some unlucky dray has just dis-

sipated ; who will part with his box-coat to

spread it over the defenceless shoulders of

the poor woman who is passing to her par-

ish on the roof of the same stage with him,

drenched in the rain ; who would yield the

wall to the reverend form of female eld,

even though she were an old beggar-wo-

man."

The annals of empire are briefly chroni-

cled in family records brought down to the

present day, showing that the race of men
is indeed " like leaves on trees, now green

in youth, now withering on the ground."

Yet to the branch the most bare will

green leaves return, so long as the sap can

remount to the branch from the root ; but

the branch which has ceased to take life

from the root—hang it high, hang it low

—

is a prey to the wind and the woodman.

For the Home Journal.

A CUP OF TEA.

HOW much the comfort of life depends

on little things! How much of life's

trouble arises from little things ! AVhen
plucking the rose, radiant with beauty, and
rich with fragrance, the little thorn pierces

your hand ; and, if not immediately with-

drawn, it rankles there, and produces a

festering sore, that may give you protract-

ed and severe pain. You gather a nose-

gay, and bring it with the dew still upon
it to the chamber of an invalid, and it is

like bringing the freshness of the morning,

and the beauty and fragrance of thegarden,

to that enfeebled one. A small hole in a

plank, or an opening between two planks,

sent the noble steamer, with five hundred

human beings down to the caves of the

ocean. A little shiny substance adher-

ing to the root of a shrub accidentally torn

up, disclosed the existence of a precious

mine. A few drops of water have saved a

life—even many precious lives. A few

words of kindness have been as cold water

to a thirsty soul. You will recollect the

story of the traveler in the desert perish-

ing with hunger, who espying a small bag
lying on the ground, dropped by some
passing caravan, hastened eagerly to seize

it, hoping to find it a bag of dates ; and lo

!

it was only a bag of diamonds ! Many of

you will call to mind those lines by Tal-

fourd, in his exquisite and classic tragedy

of Ion ;

—

'Tis a little tbiug

To give a cup of water
;
yet its draught

Of cool refreshment, drained hy fever'd lips,

May give a shock of pleasure to the frame

More exquisite than when nectarean juice

Renews the life ofjoy in happiest hours.

It is a little thing to speak a phrase

Of common comfort, which by daily use

Has almost lost its sense ;
yet on the ear

Of him who thought to die unmourned, 'twill fall

Like choicest music ; fill the glazing eye

With gentle tears ; relax the knotted hand

To know the bonds of fellowship again
;

And shed on the departing soul a sense

More precious than the benison of friends

About the honored deathbed of the rich,

To him who else wore lonely, that another

Of the great family is near and feels.
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But more of you I trust will remember

how it is written in the Book of Books,

"Whosoever shall give to drink unto one of

these little ones, a cup of cold water only,

in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto

you, he shall in no wise lose his reward."

And also, " A soft answer turneth away
wrath." And again, "The tongue is a little

member and boasteth great things." And
you will call to mind also how on one oc-

casion, a single look, the look which the

Saviour gave to poor Peter, just as the

cock crew, wrought great wonders, bring-

ing up tears of penitence to the eye, bring-

ing back love and courage to the fainting

heart.

But this is a long introduction and

moralizing for a short and simple story

;

which after all, like the account of the

" needy knife-grinder," may turn out to be

no story at all.

If there is any thing that the city of

Matanzas especially needs for the comfort

of visitors, it is a good hotel. I do not

mean that we should wish to find there a

Girard House, or a St. Nicholas. Travel-

ers make a mistake in desiring in a

strange land to surround themselves with

just the same customs and conveniences

that they find at home. When we go to

foreign places we should wish to see their

modes of life, live in their houses and ac-

cording to their ways, and eat of their

dishes. Still one does like to have a clean

house, and a clean bed, and something

clean and good to eat and drink. Our first

glimpse of our hotel, as our volante drew

up at the door, was not encouraging ; but

our expectations were not large, and though

this fell beneath them, we were not much
troubled. Our calasero discharged, our

bao-o-age arranged, and our toilet some-

what made, my wife and I sallied out for

a walk ; an English gentleman, whom we
had previously met at Havana, and who
was acquainted with the localities, kindly

accompanied us. This walk wc greatly

enjoyed, breathing the balmy air, refresh-

ed by the sea breeze, as we strolled through

the Pasco, which stretches along the bay.

nearly to the fort, with avenues of slender,

graceful Norway pines; which by the way
we were told were about to be cut down,

because their too funereal character did not

comport with the gaiety of that fashionable

drive and promenade.

We had dined early, away up in the

country among the hills ; and had a some-

what tedious journey to the city; and now
we returned from our walk tired and hun-

gry', but elate with the prospect of a cheer-

ing cup of tea. Well, after waiting until

nearly 9 P. M., we were at length summon-
ed by some indications around the table.

A few rolls occupied the centre, and a few

cups and saucers completed the "set out."

Presently a slovenly negro woman poured

from a tin tea-pot, the steaming beverage:

and a few cups were handed to the guests.

But sad disappointment ! A single sip dis-

sipated all cherished visions, and all our

hopes of tea melted away. The beverage
" that cheers but not inebriates," was not

for us that night. What it was they gave

us, I am not able to tell: but of all mix-

tures to which that much abused name of

tea is given, this was the most miserable.

It was not weak " slops ;" it was not herb

tea that tastes like boiled clover ; it was not

the bitter decoction that shatters the nerves

of many a delicate lady. At a hard push,

we could have swallowed a cup of either

of these. But this we could not swallow.

It seemed to have many vile tastes in one

and nothing to redeem it. It was curious

to see the shades passing over the difi'erent

countenances around that table. Of the

dozen there, not one had courage to drain

his cup. We chewed a little on a dry

crust, and retreated to the balcony that

overlooked the Juinarru, and having so-

bered down our ruffled temper, went sup-

perless to bed.

Now this was a trifle; but it was one

of the trifles tliat fix themselves in the

memory, because they are important at the

time. We really wanted a cup of tea just

then ; we were hungry and could have

eaten, but we wanted the tea. There A^-as

water to be had ; there was wine : possi-
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bly, by a grand demonstration of the whole

company, and by waiting an hour or two,

we might have had some coffee made. But
we wanted that cup of tea ; and when we
did not get it, felt that we were wronged

and were suffering. I am now half in-

clined to believe that our landlady had or-

dered the tea, partly out of compliment to

her foreign guests. If so, it was a sad

failure.

But really, we slept none the worse for

our fasting. We rose very early next morn-

ing, the servant brought us a cup of choc-

olate, and mounting our horses, we were

away for a ride. And such a ride ! I can't

stop to speak of that now. It is one of the

treasures of memory. Then in the after-

noon and evening, came that boating ex-

cursion on the San Juan of which I spoke,

when the hawk caught the poor duck, that

at first took shelter under human protec-

tion, and then forgot herself, and strayed

too far.

Our boating party comprised an Ameri-

can gentleman, a resident of Matanzas,

and his sister, a blithe, blooming, spright-

ly young lady, from one of our New Eng-

land States. The gentleman had a little

farm by the river side, occupied at the

time by a friend, or relative. There we
stopped, and walked through the fields, to

the house, just able to discern in the gath-

ering darkness, his beds of vegetables, and
his fruit trees. A noble almond tree near

the house especially attracted our atten-

tion. We spent an hour there, regaled

with a refreshing drink made from the

wild orange, and had a most delightful re-

turn by moonlight. Leaving our boat on

the side of the city opposite to that on

which we had taken it, we accepted the

kind invitation of our friend, and went
with him to his Cuban home.

And there we found Cuban customs

joined with those from our own home ; and
there we had a pleasant chat; and there

we had a real cup of tea I clear, sparkling,

of exquisite flavor! It was in our Cuban
history, a thing to be remembered. The
disappointment of the previous evening

Avas vastly overbalanced by the enjoyment

of this. In that the cup of tea figured large-

ly, or rather the no cup of tea, was a large

sorrow. Here it was a grateful incident

of a very pleasant interview.

And that day in Matanzas will ever be

a green spot in our memory. And with it will

be associated the names of our English

friend J. who planned the boating excur-

sion, and of our American friends Dr. D.

and his sister whom he invited to join the

company, and who contributed so much to

our enjoyment.

Here I have made a long talk about a

small matter. But, to go back to our

moralizing, it shows how little things may
prove great troubles, and how little troubles

may be most annoying ; and how much
little kindnesses and polite attentions, may
add to the comfort of those with whom we
are brought into intercourse. Those friends

at Matanzas, will perhaps never know that

we remember all this ; but their kindness

to us, is one of the fixed things of memory,

that time does not remove.

And the moral of my story is : take dis-

appointments easily, drink freely all the

happiness that comes to you in the little

cup of life. An old East India captain,

that used to drop in to my mother's to tea,

always insisted on having his tea served to

him in one of the smallest china cups, il-

lustrating, that our best enjoyments often

lie in these little things. Let us always be

ready to put little cups of kindness to the

lips of our friends and fellow travellers.

J. F. S.

It is said of Charles V., that " three

popes bending all their priestly wit to the

work, never succeeded in misleading him,'"

and the only power by which Charles can

be said to have been conquered, was the

Reformation—an influence more potent

than thrones or principalities.

Never think it enough to have solved

the problem started by another mind, till

you have deduced from it a corjUary of

your own.
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CHAPTER I.

WHEN death enters a family and re-

moves the mother, the stroke falls

with two-fold severity upon the father, first

on his own account and then on account of

his children. It is by no means a small

matter to commit one's nearest—dearest

bosom friend to the earth. One feels as if

part of his own heart had died and the

other become so utterly desolate and dreary

that it can no longer and in no place be at

rest. And when, in addition to this, he

must listen to the ci'ies of his helpless

children, who cannot yet be made to un-

derstand why any one, and most of all a

kind and faithful mother, should die, it

will not be wondered at, if such an unfor-

tunate and doubly stricken father should

find it difficult, at times, to prevent his

heart from approaching the Lord with un-

seemly questions in reference to life and

death.

Far from intending to off"end any true

mother's heart, or wishing, in the least, to

detract from her merit, I yet feel constrain-

ed to say, that the death of a country min-

ister's wife, if she has been faithful and

active, is not only a sad bereavement to

those more immediately concerned, but

equally so to the congregation in which

she moved. The husband, as pastor, may
be able, by a proper application of the

word of God to raise up what is cast down,

and with the light afforded by the conso-

lations of the Gospel, dispel the darkness

that overshadows the souls of the afflicted
;

he may even succeed in inducing the pro-

digal son to return to his father's house,

and in persuading some of the Lord's ene-

mies to become his true worshippers and

faithful followers; but the pastor's wife

occupies a sphere of activity altogether pe-

culiar. She can, like an aged and vener-

able matron, gather around her the wives

and daughters of the congregation and with

a woman's quick discernment discover the

inmost workings of a woman's heart, much
more readily and with far greater accuracy

than her sterner husband. A glance of

the eye, or even a single word, is often

sufficient to put her in possession of a se-

cret which it would require much circum-

locution and cause, besides, a good deal of

trepidation to explain to him.

When Steff'enson, the faithful and pioua

pastor, stood beside the grave of his com-

panion, his heart bled from a three-fold

wound. Himself had lost the only friend

of his bosom, his children the most amiable

and best of mothers, and his congregation

a helpmate in the work of their salvation.

When her lifeless remains were lowered

into the grave he did not weep, but stood

in silent sorrow, gazing first upon his own
desolation, then upon his weeping children,

then upon his sorrowing people, and from

them turned his eyes to heaven and ex-

claimed, " The Lord's will be done."

Steff'enson was what may be termed a

wealthy man. But he had not become such

in his congregation, for he obeyed his Mas-

ter's injunctions, " To the poor the Gospel

is preached," and " Freely ye have receiv-

ed, freely give," in such a way, that when-

ever any of his parishioners became in-

debted to him for services rendered, a few

explanations on their part sufficed to con-

vince him that duty in most cases did not

only make it incumbent upon him to cancel

the debt, but even sometimes to pay them

a gratuity. Immediately on entering upon

his charge, he assigned the entire proceeds

of his accidental fees to his faithful wife,

to be expended by her in the purchase of

weekly supplies of provisions for the poor
;

but many weeks had not elapsed before

his careful helpmate found the amount ap-

propriated altogether inadequate to the

demand, and was, in consequence, obliged

to inform her husband that, if the poor

should not be deprived of their allowance,

he must place at her disposal, instead of

acrnleiiiul fees, a fixed and more certain

sum.
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Steffenson had inherited his fortune from

his father, and it yielded him, in spite of

his poor qualifications as an accountant, a

handsome income. His sainted father, an

opulent merchant, had bequeathed to him

his entire estate, personal and real, as it

were with the dying injunction, " Deal thy

bread to the hungry, and bring the poor

that are cast out to thy house," and since

he like a dutiful son did not only cheer-

fully respond to the wishes of his father,

but derived, besides, a heartfelt pleasure

from drying up the tears of poverty, it

very naturally happened, that he had

scarcely taken possession of his charge in

the quiet village, when he saw the lame,

the halt, the blind, the deaf and the poor

of every description enter his house and

leave it too with a " God bless you," never

forgetting to return.

Three whole years had now elapsed since

Steffenson had become a widower. He
was, by this time, a man numbering some
five and thirty summers and had, in a

manner, become reconciled to his lonely

condition. His children, too, had ceased to

inquire after their deceased mother; and
instead were rendering obedience with filial

affection to the aged housekeeper, Hannah;
who, though verging already on sixty, ex-

hibited so much sprightliness and activity

in the management of her household, that

no one not enlightened by herself on so

important a subject, which, by the way,

she was rarely known to introduce, would
have supposed her so far advanced in

years.

But though the children had ceased to

speak of the departed mother, there were

those who had not. First among these was
Steffenson himself, who still continued to

regard the place once occupied by his be-

loved Martha with a saddened look, and

who whenever speaking of her to his chil-

dren, never raised his voice above a whis-

per, as if his tongue lacked the power to

give utterance to his words. But there

were also those in the congregation, and
among these more especially the wives and
daughters, whom time had not reconciled

to the inconvenience to which her death

had reduced them, namely, that of minute

and circumstantial narration, in cases

where they were obliged to communicate

any of their little private troubles to him,

and who could not, at such times, keep

back the exclamation, "0, how much bet-

ter it would be, if our sainted pastor's wife

was still among us \"

Soon after having settled in his charge,

Steffenson had introduced the custom of

devoting two evenings in each week, at

his own house, to such of his people as

might feel a disposition to consult him on
anything that might specially concern
them. These visits gradually assumed the

character of a regular assembly, where
subjects of general interest were discussed,

Mr. Steffenson either addressing them on
the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

or imparting to them some information in

reference to events that were transpiring

in the world at large, or going back to

ancient times, relate to them what had
happened long ago in Church and State.

Since the death of his wife, however, he
had noticed with regret, that the number
of the usual attendants at these nieeting-s

had somewhat diminished, and that the

women especially, with the exception of a

few matrons and aged grandmothers had
almost entirely deserted it. And when he
would, on occasions, inquire of one and
another why they no longer made their

appearance, they would either remain al-

together silent or give him all sorts of

evasive answers, or freely tell him, that

owing to the absence of his sainted wife,

they no longer regarded their attendance

proper.

To all this Steffenson had listened re-

peatedly without being sensible of anything

but a painful feeling of loneliness, which

he continued to endure in silence. But
when at the expiration of another year his

little social meeting presented a still further

diminution in numbers, he said one morn-

ing to himself, " It seems, after all, to be

the will of Providence that I shall have

another helpmate in the vineyard of the
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Lord !" This idea occupied his mind for

many weeks, for he could not, at first,

bring himself rightly to favor it, and his

own heart continued to urge objections

against it. Accustomed, however, as he

had always been to lay all that concerned

him before his Lord and God in prayer, he

approached him daily with the question

and petition, " Lord, is it thy will that I

shall have another helpmate ? And if it

be thy will, wilt thou show unto me whom
thou hast chosen for me ?"

At length he felt a joyful inclination for

taking such a step, and it even seemed to

him as if his departed Martha was saying

to him, " Let my work not remain unfin-

ished, but entrust it to faithful and loving

hands, that it may resume its growth and

prosper."

Yet all this, it must be remembered, was

far from being easy of accomplishment.

—

At the time when Stefi'enson lived, the con-

venient mode of ofi'ering one's hand and

heart in the columns of a newspaper, so

generally resorted to in our day, was not

as extensively known and as fashionable

as it is with us, else Stefi'enson might

greatly have facilitated the matter, by

simply inserting in conformity to the

" popular custom," an advertisement for a

a wife, in the columns of the " Universal

Advertiser," or the "Regular Weekly."

But Stefi'enson was far too inexperienced a

man for anything of this kind, and alto-

gether unable to take a popular view of

modern enlightenment and progress. It

is true, he believed with others, that

matches are made in heaven, but then he

could not get himself to understand, how
that, after heaven having formed a decree,

it should employ the columns of the " Uni-

versal Advertiser," or the "Regular Week-

ly" to make it known. Thus it happened

that he, at least, found it somewhat difficult

to make a choice. lie turned the subject

over and over in his mind, called to remem-

brance the days of his youth, took a survey

around the narrow circle of his fiimily ac-

quaintances and even cast a stolen look

from his closet, into the bouses and cot-

tages of his own village. But all in vain,

and he began once more to be in doubt as

to whether it was after all the will of God,

that he should take another companion to

himself.

While in this state of doubt and uncer-

tainty, it happened that on a certain morn-
ing, after a sleepless night spent in earnest

and believing prayer to God, there appear-

ed to him, as if in writing, the words, " Go
to the metropolis, there I will show you
whom I have chosen for you."

"To the metropolis?" he mentally ex-

claimed, "surely the metropolis is an un-

known world to me !" But Stefi'enson was
not the man to confer long with flesh and

blood, when the will of the Lord had once

been revealed to him. He therefore set out

on his journey already on the following

day, and passed over the two leagues, the

distance that lay between him and the

capital, with a heart full of confidence and

joy. Having arrived there, he put up at

a small inn and retired to his room.

But what was he to do next? What
further steps were to be taken for the ac-

complishment of his end ? The simple-

minded and unsophisticated minister should

at once have repaired to the intelligence

office, opened expressly for the benefit of

those intending matrimony, and examined

the long list of spinsters and maidens, the

registration of whose names left no longer

any room to doubt their entire willingness

to enter into a perpetual alliance of love.

The list was, moreover, arranged with an

eye to convenience, and contained a gene-

ral summary of the physical and mental

qualifications of each candidate ; and as to

the charge made by the agent to those in-

specting it, that only amounted to the

small and consequently very reasonable

sum of ten dollars. But the simple-minded

reverend Stefi'enson was not only altogether

unacquainted with, but did not even suspect

the existence of this popular arrangement

for procuring wives. Hence it came that

he kept his room, overcome by a feeling of

sadness, until he, at length, had recourse

to the universal remedy provided for the
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relief of every troubled heart, by taking

counsel in silent converse with the almighty

and merciful Disposer of all our affairs
;

and whilst he did so, his mind became sud-

denly enlightened by the thought, "Go
forth into the street, and the first person

you meet, who, consistently with the laws

of God and man, may become your wife,

she it is whom the Lord has chosen for

you."

And what did Steffenson do ? He put on

his three-cornered hat, took his large yel-

low cane, and confidently and calmly walk-

ed out into the street.

Now there are doubtless some who will

smile at this, and if any such there be, we
would advise them not to imitate the sim-

ple-minded Steffenson. But if, on the con-

trary, there should also be those who, like

this faithful servant of-the Lord, will sur-

render themselves unconditionally and un-

reservedly to the Divine guidance, not

doubting in the least, that nothing can by

any possibility befall them, except and only

what God has appointed for them, and who
have, consequently already beforehand re-

ceived, with a cheerful mind, what God
hereafter proposes to send, they need not

fear to venture and will never have cause

to complain of mistakes in the choice of

their destiny. Such, however, whose faith

is yet wavering and who would only try

the experiment with the view of ascertain-

ing what success will attend it, hoping, if

need be and in case events should point to

an unfavorable issue, to be able to relin-

quish the attempt at pleasure, such, we
say, would do better not to tempt the Lord,

but in the fear of God and with a pious

mind endeavor by some other mode, to as-

certain what would be best for them to

choose ; or if this too should weary their

patience, well then, let them go and pay ten

dollars to the gentleman who keeps the

matrimonial bureau. We dare say the poor

man wants to make a living as well as

others.

Steffenson went his way and turned

into the first street he came to. Now one

might suppose that in the streets of a pop-

ulous city, one need not have walkedfurther

than afew steps M'ithout encountering some

person who, if only willing, might have

given her hand to a man in marriage. But

it was not so in this instance. Many pass-

ed him on his right and left, but they either

belonged to his own sex, or were children,

or pussy and withered matrons, who seem-

ed as if on their way to the undertaker,

for the purpose of bespeaking their own
coffins.

But see, here comes a young lady. Look

!

how gracefully she walks ; her step is like

the measured tread of a dancing master.

What a glare and glitter of costly silks,

and shining gold, and sparkling diamonds !

Her leghorn hat presented the appearance

of a floral fair and her auburn hair was

dressed in the latest fashion prevailing at

that time. In her left hand she carelessly

carried a fan, from which the rays of the

sun were refracted in dazzling brightness,

whilst her rosy cheeks and dark eyes plain-

ly indicated that her heart was silently

asking every passer by to look at her in ad-

miration of her beauty.

This splendid lady swept past poor Mr.

Steffenson, as the poets would say, like a

sylph floating in celestial ether, or like the

first among the Graces that descended from

Helicon, or like a veritable goddess, or like

the wonderful queen of the fairies.

Steffenson on seeing her shook his head

and, with a painful smile, exclaimed, "No,

this is impossible ! How could such a vain

child of the world ever become a quiet and

humble pastor's wife? Surely the Lord

means only to prove me, whether the pride

of my own heart has been entirely sub-

dued."

Saying which, he turned, still shaking

his head, into a quiet side-alley, spent a

short time, unseen by men, in earnest re-

flection, and then passed on till he entered

another principal street. Here he walked

several paces so completely occupied with

his own thoughts, that he, for a time, ne-

glected to notice any of the passers by ;

but when he again raised his eyes, the

first object that met their gaze startled him.
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The s;x^ph-like beauty with the gold em-

broidered fan, and the flower garden upon

her head, was coming directly towards

him. The recognition was mutual, for the

extremely old-fashioned cut of his gar-

ments, which were in striking contrast

with those generally worn, made the quiet

and grave gentleman an object of particu-

lar notice, and at once pointed him out as

a simple-minded country clei'gyman. In

token, however, that she felt herself scan-

dalized at this meeting, as well as to let

the poor and innocent man know that it

had been brought about by the merest ac-

cident, she slightly pushed out her rosy

lips as if in contempt, contracted her pret-

ty eyes and vigorously plied her fan.

Then she passed him taking care that

not even a single thread of her silk robe

should come in contact with the despised

man.
" thou, my Lord and God," said now

Steffenson to himself, "surely this can never

be possible. What a vain and proud thing

must this heart of mine still be, since the

Lord finds it necessary to put me to the

proof a second time ! I came forth in search

of a faithful Martha or a pious Mary, and

behold I find a Magdalene who has not

even a presentiment of repentance ! No,

no, the Lord means only to try me, whether

I have really, fully renounced the foolish-

ness of this world."

Now although Steffenson was fully con-

vinced that this dancing sylph could not

be the woman whom God had chosen to be

hia wife, he was still unable to banish her

image entirelyfrom his mind. However, he

remained unshaken in his trust in the Lord,

and continued his walk with the confident

expectation that the 7-ight one would now
cross his path.

For this purpose he turned aside a second

time from the main street into a narrow

alley, where he encountered no one, save

a few children. Here he lifted up his

heart once more in silent prayer to God,

to show him whom he had chosen to be

his wife, and then repeated more especially

" the sixth petition" of the Lord's prayer.

After some time he emerged from the

alley and was just in the act of turn-

ing the corner to his right, when he en-

countered a third time the wonderful fairy

queen.

At this even she seemed for the moment
struck with alarm, and cast upon the un-

fortunate suitor, who was altogether inno-

cent and very far from wishing to have

anything to do with her, the rebuking look

of an offended goddess, but when she reflect-

ed how very ridiculous the plain gentleman

from the country really appeared, she turn-

ed up her pretty nose, precisely in the

same manner in which the proud Juno is

said by the heathen poets to have done,

smiled compassionately, dispersed the air

which the despised gentleman had contami-

nated by his presence, with her golden fan,

and then swept in sylph-like dignity along

the street.

But Steffenson said to himself, " The

Lord is wonderful in counsel and wonder-

ful in working 1 I can now no longer

doubt! This child of the world is my
wife !"

He followed her at a distance and soon

saw her enter a mansion. Before this

mansion stood a man who had the appear-

ance of being a very important personage

in the country or, at least, in the city. He
wore a large three-cornered hat trimmed

with gold lace, placed upon his capacious

head in exact imitation of Bonaparte. His

powerful frame projected itself in a circu-

lar paunch, which was encased in a snow-

white vest, over which hung an embi-oider-

ed bandoleer, containing a long knife or

something resembling a cutlass ; as a token,

however, that no one need be afraid of it,

a large rosette of blue silk was so placed

as to conceal the handle, thus giving it

almost the appearance of the badge of

honor of a drum-major. More important,

however, was a long orange colored staff,

surmimnted with a large gilded head and

reaching precisely to the Bonaparte hat.

But most important of all was the mien of

tlie potent man ; his eyes, it is true, were

somewhat small and their range of vision
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somewhat narrowed by his fleshy cheeks
;

but, oh, what glances darted from them

!

what self-importance, what appreciation of

inherent dignity, what consciousness of

towering greatness—to borrow the phrase-

ology of philosophers—played upon his

protruded lips!

Steffenson appeared to himself so insig-

nificant in the presence of this man, that

he could scarcely command sufiicient cour-

age to address him. And yet it must be

done. He therefore took off his hat in a

very deferential manner, and in a timor-

ous voice said, " Sir, you will pardon a

stranger for asking a question ? Will you

oblige me by informing me who the young

lady is, who has just entered this man-

sion ?"

The man at first regarded the stranger

with well feigned astonishment, as if sur-

prised at his bold assurance, but the re-

spectful bearing and humble attitude of

Steffenson at length found grace in his

sight, and laying his hand on the top of

his ponderous staff and drawing himself up

as far as his capacious paunch permitted, he

replied, "That young lady is Mademoiselle

Catharine, the only daughter of the wealthy

merchant, Mr. Silberschlager, who resides

in yonder large mansion, where the car-

riage of his excellency, the privy councel-

lor of Littelwitz, is just driving up. Why
does the gentleman wish to know ?" he po-

litely added.

" Why ?" repeated Steffenson, who was

altogether incapable of giving to .any one

an evasive answer, much less to tell an un-

truth, "because the Lord wills it."

" You mean to say, your gracious Lord !"

continued the man, slightly elevating his

head, like one, who had suddenly been en-

lightened on a dark point. " Aha," he

added with a cunning smile :
" now I un-

derstand you
; you inquire after this Mam-

sel Catharine in obedience to the commands
of your gracious Lord."

" Certainly," responded Steffenson, in-

nocently, " in obedience to the commands
of my gracious Lord."

" Well, comrade," continued the man,

suddenly lowering his voice to a confiden-

tial tone. " I had well nigh taken you for

something else. But pardon me, comrade,

your gracious Lord has displayed no refined

taste in regard to the livery you wear.

You look so plain, so,—how shall I call it,

—so pious in your black livery. I hope

your Lord is not one of these pietists, that

go about hanging their heads?"

"Only on one occasion has he done it,"

replied Steffenson, calmly, " and that was
when he died upon the cross."

And having said this, he took his leave,

thanking the man most courteously for the

information he had received from him, and
directed his steps towards the mansion de-

signated. But the man at the door looked

after the stranger in some surprise at the

singularity of his behaviour ; at length,

however, he gave a few significant shakes

of the head, pointed with his forefinger in

the direction of his brow and said :
" Aha,

now I know, that man is not quite right,"

and then began to pace up and down the

hall.

But Steffenson entered the large man-
sion, if not altogether without being agi-

tated, yet full of confidence, and with a

firm step. Inquiring of a waiting maid
who was just passing* for Mr. Silberschla-

ger's room, he was shown to a large door

heavily faced with iron. Upon entering,

he noticed some ten men busily engaged in

writing, and in carrying huge folios to and

fro. He hoped some one would inquire of

him his business, but he remained unno-

ticed, and it even seemed, as if none were

conscious of his entrance. He, therefore,

at length, ventured to approach the one

nearest to him with the request, to be kind.

enough to inform him who among their

number was Mr. Silbei-schlager. The in-

dividual addressed, looked up from his

book, somewhat displeased at the interrup-

tion, cast a proud glance upon the ques-

tioner, and then, without uttering a sylla-

ble, pointed in the direction of a glass door

which opened into a private chamber.

Steffenson followed the direction, knock-

ed and hearing, after some little delay, a
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voice within bidding him " come in," he

fearlessly entered. His eyes fell at once,

upon a grey-haired and venerable looking

gentleman, who, perhaps, immediately re-

cognizing the profession, and character of

the intruder, rose from his large easy chair,

and courteously inquired what he wanted.

" Much, very much," replied Steffenson.

"However, I must first ask your permis-

sion to relate my story."

Now, there are some individuals very

far from being pleased, if any one, how-

ever pressing his wants may be, offers to

recite to them his story; their counte-

nance immediately assume a look of im-

patience, and he is told, that they have no

time to listen to him and harshly ordered

to leave. Some, there doubtless are, who

may not have the time to spare for such a

purpose; but I also know those who have

such an abundance of it, that they are al-

ways at a loss how to pass it ; but of such

I have remarked, that they refuse to listen

to the story of an unfortunate person, only

because they have a certain aversion to

tales of sorrow in general, and would, con-

sequently, rather put the applicant off with

a few pennies, for fear of having to give a

dollar, after listening to a statement of his

situation.

After all, commend me to worldly wise

and prudent people, those, for instance who

maintain a decided hostility to Missionary

and Bible Societies, who are ever produc-

ing fresh arguments against them, and pos-

sess the ability to advocate their cause with

skill and intelligence. This shows them

to be smart and shrewd men ; for if they

should leave even so much as one hair un-

touched upon these several heads, their

reputation before the world,—to which it

will not do to be altogether indifferent,

—

might in the end compel them, eitlier from

a sense of shame or self-respect, to cast a

penny into the Lord's treasury.

Therefore, I say, commend me to world-

ly wise, and prudent people. They will,

after all, come to something in this woi-ld.

But Mr. Silberschlager was not as yet

one of these ; he invited the stranger to a

seat, and very politely requested him to

proceed with the recital of his story.

Steffenson thereupon began thus : "I am
pastor of a small and rather poor village

congregation, and have endeavored during

a period of five years to advance, in con-

junction with my faithful wife, the spirit-

ual interests of the souls entrusted to my
care. It then pleased the Lord to take my
faithful Martha from me by death. Now,
although I am neither forsaken nor neg-

lected with my children, and although an

honest and pious matron manages my
household affairs with excellent care, so

that I had not the remotest idea of ever

getting married again, I nevertheless be-

came gradually convinced, by various in-

dications of Providence, that it would not

be good for me to remain longer without a

companion. Yea, the Lord who guides

our affairs with his almighty and gracious

hand has, in answer to my fervent prayers

for his direction, given me the assurance,

that I should only go to the metropolis,

and there he would show me, whom he has

chosen for me.
" I therefore, came here, where it further

appeared to me, that I should go out into

the street, and that the first person whom
I might meet, and who could, in conformity

to the laws of God and man, become my
wife, was the one whom God had chosen

for me. And behold, the one I first en-

countered was your own daughter ; but

pardon my candor—presuming, from the

external appearance of Miss Catharine,

that she was far too worldly minded, to

become the plain wife of a village pastor,

I sought to avoid her, thinking the Lord

had only led her across my path to try my
own vain heart. But I was soon to learn,

that the Lord's ways are not my ways ; for

after having crossed over into another

street, your daughter was again the first

person whom I encountered, and being still

unwilling to regard this as an indication of

the divine will, it happened a third time.

After this, I could no longer doubt, that

Miss Catharine had indeed been chosen of

the Lord to be my help-mate, and I have,
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therefore, come to ask you, both, for the

hand of your daughter, and your parental

blessing."

When Steffenson here concluded, Mr.

Silberschlager regarded him with the

greatest astonishment, gave several doubt-

ful shakes of his head, and at length said

:

" No, I cannot distrust your words
;
you

have too honest a look ! Yes, I must be-

lieve, that you are in earnest."

"In solemn earnest," responded Steffen-

son. " I cannot do otherwise. The ser-

vant that knoweth his master's will and

doeth.it not, shall suffer double stripes."

" Certainly, certainly," exclaimed the

merchant. But you will allow me ;—the

thing is too wonderful,—or, since I do not

in the least doubt such manifestations of

the divine will, too sudden, too unexpected

for me to become at once reconciled to it."

" The wonderful is at all times unex-

pected," replied the clergyman.
" Yes, yes," responded Mr. Silberschla-

ger again :
" But, my dear sir, had you

then some previous acquaintance with my
daughter ? Or have you, perhaps, already

addressed her on the subject?"

" Neither," was the reply. " But I

know for all that what Miss Catharine will

say to it ; besides, I also know what you

intend to do."

" Well?" asked he, in some confusion.

"I know," continued Steffenson, "that

Miss Catharine will become my wife, and

that you, noble sir, have already determin-

ed in your heart to give us your parental

blessing."

" Singular man !" exclaimed the mer-

chant. " Do you possess the power of

reading a man's thoughts ?"

" No !" replied the minister, with a smile.

" But I do know, that God does nothing by

halves, but always brings to a glorious is-

sue whatever he has once begun. And are

you, my dear sir, and your daughter, Miss

Catharine not equally subject to the sov-

ereign will of God."
" Certainly," said Mr. Silberschlager,

who seemed in a manner confounded by

the ministers remarks and answers. "But

even though I should have no personal ob-

jection to your suit, it is yet altogether op-

posed to my feelings to compel my daugh-

ter to comply with my wishes."

" Miss Catharine will not be unfavorable

to my suit," replied Steffenson, in a deter-

mined but calm manner.
" Do not believe this too readily," an-

swered the merchant. " My Catharine is

upon the whole, a good child, and does not

knowingly and intentionally offend me

;

but she is my only child, and on this ac-

count it may have so happened, that I have

not brought her up as strictly, and,—I con-

fess it with shame,—been as careful in

breaking her will, as I should have been.

Besides, my daughter is a great deal more
fond of worldly show, than I like to see,

and than she ought to be, nor is she any

too regular in her attendance at church,

but indeed would rather go to concerts and

balls, and has in general a decided aversion

to a quiet and retired mode of life. Hence
you perceive, my dear sir, that no one can

possibly be less qualified for an humble

minister's wife, especially for one residing

as you do, in a small and almost deserted

village."

"Noble sir!" replied Steffenson, "hu-

manly speaking, all this is certainly true

;

but when we look at it in the light of the

word of God, every doubt must vanish.

May I ask you, to inform me, first of all,

what your own heart says to my suit ?"

" Mr. Steffenson," replied Silberschla-

ger, " I am a wealthy merchant, and

Catharine is my only child and heir, and I

can say, without boasting, that many a

suitor has already applied for her hand.

But Catharine had some fault to find with

all, both as regarded their personal appear-

ance and rank in society ; which almost

leads me to believe that the foolish girl, in

the pride of her heart, has set herself up

for some count or nobleman. Since, how-

ever, I have secretly vowed before God,

never to interfere by either compelling or

persuading her to make a choice, she has

remained single and unengaged to this day.

Now, sir, I have no acquaintance with you,
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I do not even know your name, yet I take

you to be an upright and God-fearing man,

in whose heart there is, like in that of

Nathaniel, no guile. Although I should

have been pleased, if my son-in-law would,

like myself, have been a merchant, I do yet

not hesitate to confess to you with all

frankness, that I would gladly receive and

sincerely esteem you as the husband of my
daughter. Yes, and I will even say, that

if she is not to become the wife of a mer-

chant, nothing would afford me greater

pleasure, than to welcome an honest cler-

gyman as my son-in-law."

" I knew," replied Steffenson, " that

you could not speak otherwise. The next

step now to be taken will be, to address

Miss Catharine herself on the subject."

" This you must do yourself, you singu-

lar suitor !" exclaimed the merchant with

a good-natured smile, at the same time of-

fering him his hand, and giving to that of

the other a hearty pressure. " Do you

know what," he now continued in a con-

fiding tone :
" you will have the goodness

to dine with me to-morrow. In the mean

time I shall not communicate a syllable of

our conversation to my child. But re-

member : I leave all to the decision of my
daughter."

"It shall be so," responded Steffenson,

"I shall return to-morrow at the proper

time."

As Steffenson here rose to take his leave,

Silberschlager accompanied him as far as

the door, and there dismissed him with

the words of Gamaliel :
" If this work be

of God, ye cannot overthrow it, but if it

be of men, it will come to nought."

" It will not be overthrown," replied the

minister with the happiest assurance, and

then left the house.

(Continued in next number.)

It does not require one-half the trouble

to check our passions that it does to gratify

them.

CnoosE the best course of life, and cus-

tom will make it the most pleasant.

THE PIOUS PASTOR.

BY PROF. R. WEISER, OF DES MOINES, IOWA.

HERE rests in quiet sleep the man of God,

Who labored, prayed, and toiled, for others' good,

Full many years their ample rounds had run,

Since first his pious labors were begun.

His feeble limbs, and thinly silvered head,

Full well proclaimed, how time with him had fled,

Nor had those long and weary years passed by

Without extorting many a painful sigh !

For many a pang had wrung his anxious heart.

And from his eyes the scalding tears expressed.

When deep distress had overwhelmed his soul,

He looked to Christ, and Christ had made him whole!

Nor did he fear to tell to all around,

What a dear Saviour at the Cross he found !

His mind with ancient lore was richly filled, '

In heavenly wisdom too his soul was skilled.

To every one he had a word to say,

To old and young, the gloomy and the gay.

The little children too would run to meet.

And with their smiles the holy pastor greet!

The orphan and the widow found a friend,

He plead their cause and did their rights defend.

His soul was full of holy zeal and love,

Like some pure spirit from the world above.

His ears were never closed 'gainst misery's cry*.

His tears were mingled with the prisoner's sigh !

The poor, the halt, the wretched and the blind

Knew well whei'e they an advocate could find
;

The beggar always found an open door,

A friendly smile, a full and ample store.

Altho' he sought to do the body good.

To clothe the naked—give the hungry food.

Yet still, the work that lay most near his heart,

Was to urge sinners from their sins to part.

He labored thus, and prayed and humbly plead.

His name through all the country round was spread,

The pious loved to hear him when he prayed,

The wicked trembled at the words he said
;

The dying loved to hear his cheerful voice
;

The mourner learned to weep, and then rejoice.

His work is done—his soul has gone to rest,

No sorrow now disturbs his peaceful breast

!

His body rests in this sequestered spot,

His name and memory cannot be forgot.

Tho' Fame's loud trump has never yet proclaimed

The heights of virtue which he had attained
;

And if that trump would sound her noblest peal

It never could his noble deeds reveal.

This humble tribute to his grave is brought

By one who knew the blessed deeds he wrought.

I SPEAK not rashly, but with too good

evidence, when I affirm that many young

persons of both sexes have, by reading ro-

mances, been ruined ; and that many of

the follies, and not a few of the crimes

now prevalent, may be traced to the same

source.
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POMPEII.

POMPEII was an ancient town of Cam-

pania, situated about thirteen miles

south-east of Naples, in a plain at the foot

of Vesuvius, through which runs the little

river Sarno. The town appears to have

been once close to the sea, but is now
nearly two miles from it, in consequence

of the physical changes which have taken

place in this district. It stood on an emi-

nence formed by a bed of lava, which

seems to have been thrown up from the

ground in this spot, and in several other

places round the foot of Vesuvius, long

before any of the eruptions recorded in

history.

In the year 63, a fearful earthquake

threw down a great part of Pompeii ; and

in the following year another occurred. In

August, 79, the first recorded eruption of

Vesuvius took place, which is well known
from the letter of Pliny the younger, whose
uncle lost his life on the occasion.

In this eruption both Herculaneum and

Pompeii were buried ; the former under a

mass of lava, the latter under showers of

stones, cinders and ashes. The ceilings

and upper stories of the houses, being
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chiefly of wood, were either burnt by the

red-hot stones and cinders ejected from

Vesuvius, or were broken down by the

weight of matter collected on the roofs.

The catastrophe was not so sudden but

that most of the inhabitants had time to

escape with their moveable property ; in-

deed, it would appear that the town was

not altogether buried in one eruption, but

that this was the work of several consecu-

tive eruptions, between which the inhabit-

ants had time to come and revisit their

half-ruined habitations and recover some

of their property. Successive layers of

volcanic matter are clearly traced, and the

loM'est has evidently been moved, but the

others are untouched. A bed of soil at

last formed itself all over the town, filling

up the vacant spaces between the build-

ings
;
grass grew upon it, corn was sown,

and the vine was planted in the fields thus

formed above the ruins of Pompeii, whose

existence was forgotten until 1689, when
the first indications of ruins protruding

above the ground were noticed. In 1755,

the excavations began. They have been

interrupted and resumed at various times,

and the result has been that about a fourth

part of the city along the western side of
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the walls has'lDeen excavated and cleared

of rubbish. This portion, which appears

to have been the finest part of the town,

contains, in addition to a number of

houses, all the principal public buildings;

such as the theatres, the temples, the

forum, the amphitheatre, &c., as also others

of less note. The city was anciently sur-

rounded by walls, of which the greater

portion has been traced. The circuit of

the walls is nearly two miles.

The forum is a ruin of peculiar interest.

Upon entering it the spectator finds him-

self in a large oblong area, surrounded by

columns, pedestals which once supported

statues, the ruins of temples, triumphal

arches, and other public works. The Pan-

theon, the temples of Venus and Jupiter,

and other buildings surround the place.

The two theatres have also been exca-

vated, the larger of which is capable of

containing about 5,000 persons. Above,

we are enabled to present to our readers a

representation of this one, as it now ap-

pears, when once more exposed to the light

of day. These theatres were always, if

possible, excavated in a sloping hill side.

The object of this,—economy of labor and

expense,—is evident from the form. The

part appropriated to the audience rose in

semi-circles, tier above tier, elevated one

above the other, so as to afi'ord to every

one a clear view. They were often made

of an immense size. That of Athens is

computed to have held some 30,000 per-

sons. The building was open to the sky,

and the performances were in broad day-

light. They would rather submit to the

inconvenience of an interruption by a

storm, than "by shutting themselves up

in a close, musty house, do away with the

cheerfulness of a national religious festival,

such as, in fact, their theatrical perform-

ances were."

How impressive thus to roam amid these

works of by-gone days ; to stand among

these buildings where once the ancients

stood, now revealed to us after a burial of

years. We almost fancy we hear the

merry shout, and the din and bustle of

city life. But no ! These silent ruins

mock our reveries, and we are constrained

to say, " Lord, what is man, that thou art

mindful of him \"

SPECTRE OF THE BROCKEN.
(see frontispiece.)

THE Harz mountains, form the most

northern mountain range in Germany.

They consist of an assemblage of ii-regular

mountain-summits, with generally level

tops. The highest parts are covered with

snow the greater portion of the year, and

are frequently imbedded in clouds and

mists. The loftiest summit is that of the

Brocken, 3,740 feet above the sea-level.

This locality has long been renowned for

supernatural exhibitions. The incredulous

were convinced of its reality on becoming

observers ; and the excited imagination,

greatly aiding in forming these aerial phe-

nomena, it laid the foundation for innu-

merable legends of the most absurd cha-

racter. As many authors, both ancient

and modern, agree to the fact of some

extraordinary appearances, there must,

necessarily, be a foundation for the story.

The common people, according to custom,

give the whole merit to the devil ; and, in-

deed, it is certainly much the shortest and

easiest way of accounting for it. Those

who pretend to be philosophers, and refuse

his Satanic majesty this honor, are greatly

puzzled what to make of it. They have

endeavored to account for it in various

methods, some ascribing it to an uncom-

mon refraction or reflection of the rays of

the sun.

Aerial images of terrestrial objects are,

however, frequently produced as the sim-

ple effect of reflection. Dr. Buchan men-

tions the following occurrence:—"Walk-

ing on the cliff about a mile to the east of

Brighton, on the morning of the 18th of

November, 1804, while watching the rising

of the sun, I turned my eyes directly to

the sea, just as the solar disc emerged from

the surftice of the water, and saw the face

of the cliff on which I was standing re-
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presented precisely opposite to me, at some

distance from the ocean. Calling the at-

tention of my companion to this appear-

ance, we soon also discovered our own

figures standing on the summit of the op-

posite apparent cliff, as well as the repre-

sentation of a windmill near at hand. The

reflected images were most distinct pre-

cisely opposite to where we stood ; and the

false cliff seemed to fade away, and to

draw near to the real one, in proportion as

it receded towards the west. This phe-

nomenon lasted about ten minutes, till the

sun had risen nearly his own diameter

above the sea. The whole then seemed to

be elevated into the air, and successively

disappeared. The surface of the sea was

covered with a dense fog of many yards in

height, and which gradually receded be-

fore the rays of the sun." In December,

1826, a similar circumstance excited some

consternation among the parishioners of

Mique, in the neighbourhood of Poitiers,

in France. They were engaged in the ex-

ercises of the jubilee which preceded the

festival of Christmas, and about three

thousand persons from the surrounding

parishes were assembled. At five o'clock

in the evening, when one of the clergy was

addressing the multitude, and reminding

them of the cross which appeared in the

sky to Constantino and his army, suddenly

a similar cross appeared in the heavens,

just before the porch of the church, about

two hundred feet above the horizon, and a

hundred and forty feet in length, of a

bright silver colour tinged with red, and

perfectly well defined. Such was the effect

of this vision, that the people immediately

threw themselves upon their knees, and

united together in one of their canticles.

The fact was, that a large wooden cross,

twenty-five feet high, had been erected be-

side the church as a part of the ceremony,

the figure of which was formed in the air,

and reflected back to the eyes of the spec-

tators, retaining exactly the same shape

and proportions, but changed in position

and dilated in size. Its red tinge was also

the colour of the object of which it was

the reflected image. When the rays of the

sun were withdrawn the figure vanished.

The peasantry in the neighborhood of

the Harz Mountains, formerly stood in no

little awe of the gigantic spectre of the

Brocken—the figure of a man observed to

walk the clouds over the ridge at sunrise.

This apparition has long been resolved

into an exaggerated reflection, which

makes the traveller's shadow, pictured

upon the clouds, appear a colossal figure

of immense dimensions. A French savan,

attended by a friend, went to watch this

spectral shape, but for many mornings

they traversed an opposite ridge in vain.

At length, however, it was discovered,

having also a companion, and both figures

were found imitating all the motions of the

philosopher and his friend. The ancient

classical fable of Niobe on Mount Sipylus,

belongs to the same category of atmos-

pheric deceptions ; and the tales, common
in mountainous countries, of troops of

horse and armies marching and counter-

marching in the air, have been only the

reflection of horses pasturing upon an op-

posite height, or of the forms of travellers

pursuing their journey.

In August, 1820, Mr. Menzies, a sur-

geon of Glasgow, and Mr. Macgregor, be-

gan to ascend the mountain of Ben Lo-

mond, about five o'clock in the afternoon.

They had not proceeded far before they

were overtaken by a smart shower ; but as

it appeared only to be partial, they con-

tinued their journey, and by the time they

were half way up the cloud passed away,

and most delightful weather succeeded.

Thin, transparent vapors, which appeared

to have risen from Loch Lomond beneath,

were occasionally seen floating before a

gentle and refreshing breeze ; in other re-

spects, as far as the eye could trace, the

sky was clear, and the atmosphere serene.

They reached the summit about half-past

seven o'clock, in time to see the sun sink-

ing beneath the western hills. Its parting

beams had gilded the mountain tops with

a warm glowing colour ; and the surface of

the lake, gently rippling with the breeze,
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was tinged with a yellow lustre. While

admiring the adjacent mountains, hills,

and valleys, and the expanse of Avater be-

neath, interspersed with numerous wooded

islands, the attention of one ofthe partywas

attracted by a cloud in the east, partly of a

dark red colour, apparently at the distance

of two miles and a half, in which he dis-

tinctly observed two gigantic figures,

standing, as it were, on a majestic pedes-

tal. He immediately pointed out the phe-

nomenon to his companion ; and they dis-

tinctly perceived one of the gigantic

figures, in imitation, strike the other on

the shoulder, and point towards them.

They then made their obeisance to the

airy phantoms, which Avas instantly re-

turned. They waved their hats and um-

brellas, and the shadowy figures did the

same. In short, every movement which

they made, they could observe distinctly

repeated by the figures in the cloud. The

appearance continued about a quarter of

an hour. A gentle breeze from the north

carried the cloud slowly away ; the figures

became less and less distinct, and at last

vanished.

Thus these spectral appearances, which

in all ages of the world have been a

source of awe and terror to the ignorant

and uninformed, are, when viewed in the

light of science, very simple results from

natural causes. It may seem almost un-

pardonable thus to tear from these phe-

nomena the cloud of mystery which has

ever surrounded them, since they have

formed so rich a fund for innumerable sto-

ries and legends. The dealers in the mar-

velous find their vocation gone. Yet we

must rejoice ; since every popular delusion

overcome, is one additional step in the real

advancement of the human race.

" A little learning is a dangerous thing,"

has passed into a proverb, and seems to be

substantiated by the fact, that in this nine-

teenth century, many fragile but noble-

hearted and gifted women have to go

through struggles for existence under

which man would often quail.

For the Home Journal.

THE ISLAND OF RHODES.
BV REV. D. GARVER.

THE night of the 25th of October, 1857,

our ship, the " Europa," lay safely an-

chored in the roads of the famous harbor

of Rhodes. As she was required to remain

a good part of to-day to take in a supply

of coal, with my companions, I went ashore

to view the ruins of what was once the

magnificent city of the Knights of St. John

of Jerusalem. Its tall towers and formi-

dable walls though in ruins, look down
proudly upon the passing ships. But the

glory has departed from Rhodes, once a

city of great strength, beauty, and renown.

Everywhere on the walls we saw the cross

together with the standards of the distin-

guished Order, that established itself on

this lovely island ; where the climate is so

mild and grateful, that it is said a day sel-

dom passes without the warming influence

of an almost tropical sun, moderated by the

soothing zephyrs that come fresh from the

sea. Little wonder that the ancients should

erect a statue of the Sun (Apollo) at the

entrance of the harbor, that it might serve

as a light-house to the approaching ships.

I cannot realize that here once stood one

of the Seven Wonders of the World, the

" Colossus of Rhodes." But it is, never-

theless, the case. Here stood that huge

bronze statue, one hundred and five feet in

height that required twelve years to erect

it, at a cost of three hundred talents. It

was the work of Charles of Lindus, (one

of the cities of the island,) a favorite pu-

pil of Lysippus. The story that it stood

over the entrance of the harbor, and that

ships passed under it into port, is without

foundation. Such a thing would be utter-

ly out of the question. The precise spot

where it stood cannot now be determined,

inasmuch as the city has, since then, been

frequently rebuilt, destroyed and again

built. The existing walls and fortifications

were erected since the Crusades by the

Knights of St. John, from whom, after a

siege of four months, the city was taken

by Sultan Suleiman, styled the Magnifi-
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cent. The -vvorld-renowned statue was

erected several centuries before Christ,

after the unsuccessful attempt of Deme-

trius Poliorcetes to take the city, who in

admiration of the valor of the besieged,

presented them with the engines he had

used against their city, from the sale of

which they defrayed the cost of this gi-

gantic statue, which was overthrown and

broken to pieces by an earthquake, fifty-

six years after its erection, B. C. 224. The
fragments remained on the spot, nine hun-

dred and twenty-three years, when they

were sold by the general of the Caliph 0th-

man IV., to a Jew of Emesa, who carried

them away on nine hundred camels, A. D.

672.

The beautiful Island of Rhodes has had

a singular and varied history. It has, like

most places of interest in the Eastern

world, suffered many reverses of fortune.

It has always occupied a prominent place

in the page of history. The ancient Rho-

dians were eminent for their early civiliza-

tion, their valor, their knowledge of mar-

itime affairs, and their cultivation of art

and literature. In modern times, Rhodes

has become famous chiefly in consequence

of its being, for two centuries, the strong-

hold of the Knights of St. John, and as

the scene of one of the most heroic defences

on record.

The delightful climate and scenery of

the island which Horace terms Claram

Rhodon, are probably among the finest in

the Mediterranean. This fact was not lost

sight of when the name of Rhodes ( p65or,

a rose,) was given to it. The ancient coins

of the island bear a rose on the reverse.

Its pleasing situation and attractive fea-

tures doubtless gave origin to the mytho-

logical story, that Apollo raised it from be-

neath the waves. Such a lovely place

could not long be neglected, and was not

overlooked by the enterprising Phoenicians.

For a long time its history is intermingled

with mythology. Its three cities, Lindus,

Jalysus and Camirus, are mentioned by

Homer, and these with Cos, Cnidus, and

Halicarnassus, formed the Dorian Hexapo-

lis, which was established from a period of

unknown antiquity, in the southwest cor-

ner of Asia Minor. Rhodes lies about

twelve miles distant from the main land.

The inhabitants of the island submitted to

Alexander, but at his death they expelled

the Macedonian garrison.

The City of Rhodes, the new capital, was
not founded until the year 408 before

Christ, and was peopled from the three

ancient cities just mentioned. It was built

by Hippodamus of Miletus, who had been
employed by the Athenians to embellish

the Pirosus, the port of Athens. Rhodes
soon bloomed and became distinguished

for the splendor of its public edifices, and
of the noble paintings and statues with
which they were enriched. It was, in fact,

one of the most magnificent cities of the

ancient world, and by the celebrated tra-

veler and historian Strabo, was preferred

to Rome and Alexandria. Immense wealth

accrued to the Rhodians from their exten-

sive commerce, and the wisdom of their

laws concerning maritime affairs, as well

as from their fertile soil and advantageous

situation. Many of their regulations were

embodied in the Roman Civil Law, and

have thence passed into all modern codes.

The Rhodians, too, had their struggle for

freedom, and only obtained their indepen-

dence at the close of the Social War, B. C.

355.

With all the rest of Greece, this island

was swallowed up by the mighty, irresis-

tible Roman Empire, which extended itself

from ocean to ocean, and silenced every

rival. But when this great Empire was

divided, the Island of Rhodes was allotted

to the monarch of the East, whose seat was

in Byzantium, the proud, the magnificent,

situated on the confines of Europe and

Asia. The city of Rhodes had already,

A. D. 155, beeq laid in ruins by an earth-

quake, that terrible destroyer that buries

a city in " the twinkling of an eye." For

a short period, the island was seized by the

Saracens, but was recovered by the Greeks

and was presented, A. D. 1308, by the Em-

peror Emanuel to the Knights of St. John
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of Jerusalem, who had recently been ex-

pelled from Palestine. The Knights had

the city beautifully rebuilt and most

strongly fortified. They were the declared

enemies of the Infidel Turks, and were en-

gaged in perpetual warfare with them.

They sustained a number of blockades and

sieges, and retained possession of Rhodes,

till A. D. 1522, when, after a glorious re-

sistance, they were compelled to surren-

der to Suleiman, the Magnificent. The

Knights then retired, first to Crete, and

then to Sicily, where they continued till

1530, when Charles V. ceded to them the

island of Malta.

Few historic feats surpass in interest

this famous siege. "It lasted four months,

during which prodigies of valor were dis-

played by both Turks and Christians The

Knights being at last moved by the fate

which must have inevitably attended the

Greek population, if the town, which was

no longer tenable, should be carried by

storm, acceded to the terms held out by

Suleiman. The principal stipulations were,

—that the Churches should not be profan-

ed—that no children should be taken from

their parents—that the citizens should be

allowed the free exercise of their religion

—that every individual, whether Knight

or citizen, should be at liberty to quit the

island—that those Christians who remain-

ed, should pay no tribute for five years

—

that the Knights should depart in their

own galleys, and be supplied with addi-

tional transports from the Turkish fleet, if

they required them—that they should be

allowed twelve days from the ratification

of the treaty to embark their property

—

that that property should include relics,

consecrated vessels, records and writings,

and all the artillery employed on board

their galleys. Villiers de Tile Adam, the

Grand Master, embarked the last of his

sorrowing band. On the 1st of January,

1523, the fleet, consisting of about fifty sail

of all descriptions put to sea. It was an

hour of woe ; but the wanderers departed

not unsolaced. They looked their last on

the shattered towers from which the fate of

war had driven them, supported by the

consciousness that, though Rhodes had
passed from under their SAvay, their pro-

tracted resistance had conferred the fame
of victory even on defeat." Ever since

that time, the city has been becoming
more and more of a ruin. It is without

exception, the most mournful sepulchre of

a city that I have ever been permitted to

view. As I wandered through its desolate

Streets, I could scarcely refrain from in-

voking a curse on the infamous Turks who
have poisoned everything they have touch-

ed, and blighted everything they havelook-

ed upon. All is gloom and desolation in

unfortunate Rhodes. The modern town,

though occupying only the lourth pai't of

the ancient city, which is said to have been

nine miles in circumference, is still too ex-

tensive for its present meagre population of

about twenty thousand, while the whole

island contains only about thirty-five thou-

sand inhabitants, fewer than formerly

dwelt in each of its three cities. There are

some interesting remains among the ruins

of Rhodes. In the largest and most beau-

tiful street of the whole city, called the

Street of the Knights, the stone houses

still have the armorial bearings of the

Knights sculptured on their walls, whei'e

may be distinguished the arms of England,

France, the Popes and the heraldic devices

of the most illustrious families of Europe.

The windows have generally been disfig-

ured by the wooden lattices placed before

them by the Turks, to conceal the ladies

of their harems. The pavements, which

were once even and careiully repaired, are

now in a melancholy state of dilapidation.

At the head of this street, stood the Church

of St. John, containing tombstones of

Grand Masters and Knights, which was

converted into a Mosque, and continued to

be used as such, until about eleven months

ago, when, together with a large building

at its side, used as a powder magazine, it

was blown into the air. The lightnings of

heaven kindled a fire in the magazine that

has left a heap of walls, marble pillars and

door-ways, which it is painful to view. The
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The barloarism of the Saracenic and Turk-

ish conquerors of the island, and the re-

currence of destructive earthquakes, has

left but few memorials of its former splen-

dor. I visited one Mosque, once a Chris-

tian church, vrhose beautiful sculptured

pillars and marble door-posts bear inscrip-

tions and devices of the Knights, but its

glory has also departed. Through the

broken unclosed vrindow, I could see what
a height it has fallen. Such is a picture

of Turkish enterprise and advancement.

The trade of Rhodes is now inconsider-

able ; and its quays are now no longer

loaded with merchandise from all parts of

the world. Its once commodious harbors

have been permitted to be partly choked

up with sand, so that large ships cannot

enter.

Here and there a beautiful palm-tree

(the first I have seen,) waves his trium-

phant branches over the crumbling walls

and battlements. In sight of these trees

of sacred memory, I could not but realize

that I am at length unmistakably in the

Orient. Hail to the East! Hail to the

misty, dream-like, historic mountains of

Asia ! Hail to the hills and valleys that

once resounded with the eloquent, life-

giving words of Paul and of Jesus !

D. G.

Mediterranean Sea, between Rhodes and Cyprus,

October 26, 1857.

Is our happy country every man's house

is his castle. But however stoutly he for-

tify it, care enters as surely as she did in

Horace's time through the portico of a Ro-

man's villa.

Nor whether ceilings be fretted with gold

and ivory, or only colored with whitewash,

does it matter to care any more than it

does to a house fly.

Taste is improved by cultivating all the

generous, benevolent, and pious affections
;

and repressing pride, malice, envy, and

every other selfish and wicked passion.

WINTER.

BY CHARLES A. STORK.

" 'When the long dun wolds are ribbed with snow,
And the loud norland whirlwinds blow,"

IT
is to some the season of happy thought.

Then the storms that drive us to our

homes become our teachers—and as we sit

by the casement that shuts out the rain

and cold, but still leaves us in the midst

of the dreary scene, we can rejoice in

the sadness that mantles over the earth.

Cowper* may sing the praises of the warm
and cosy fireside when winter is abroad;

he may invite us to the social, circle, the

comfortable room contrasting so strongly

with the storm without; but this is plea-

sure more animal than spiritual, for the

cold and rigor of winter so closely press-

ing on us serve only to bring into greater

prominence the comforts of the brightly

shining hearth. It is pleasant iheii to hear

the wind rave past the shutter, because we
feel that for us it idly raves.

There is yet another joy, higher and

more exquisite, to be drawn from the

gloom and fury of these dark days. When
the winds, laden with the drifting snow
surge around the old mansion, and the

day darkens to its close, and the bare

trees shiver and clash in the gale, it is

well to turn from bright fire and laugh-

ing faces, that we may make to ourselves

companions, nay, teachers of the wild ele-

ments, not in our wisdom to make nature

prate of truths she never knew, but to let

her lead where she will.

Perhaps we may not, by a logical deduc-

tion, steadily tend to any great truth; we

* That the peculiar turn given by Cowper to his tes-

timony as to the pleasures of winter may not weigh

against us, we would notice here, that his diseased

body effectually barred him from all profound sym-

pathy with nature. Her subtler life in the genesis of

spring, the sensuous nature dulled by disease is too

obtuse to understand ; iu such august moods as when
she wraps herself in the clouds of winter, she comes

affecting too powerfully the sensuous nature, morbidly

irritable, to be rcceivt-d with joy. For these reasons

Cowper was compelled to turn from nature to the

human sympathy that, happily for himself, he ever

found so ready.
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may not even catch a new meaning in

the earth and the heavens; but silent and

musing we may find that quiet joy in the

perfect abandonment of every sense and

faculty to the spirit of the scene which is

more entrancing than the fairest dream of

the imagination, more invigorating than

severest process of logical thought, and

more cheering even than the converse of

a dear friend. Nay, nature herself in

such moods is not so much a teacher as

a friend, not to store our minds with use-

ful knowledge or wholesome truth, but to

lead us out from ourselves ; to make us

lose for a^time the self-consciousness, that

human sympathy too often makes pain-

fully distinct.

Such communings with the outward

world leaves us no thoughts that may be

embodied in speech, or that even reveal

themselves in some particular work—they

are the peculiar life of the spirit that is

never told abroad; like our more imme-
diate communion with God, they work out

their effect in the purer life, the loftier

purpose. There are no regular series of

ideas or associated reflections—mayhap,

we do not even think: we listen to the

majestic chant of the winds—we look

upon the frowning clouds that hang so

heavily above us, and we feel the Divine

Spirit of sympathy—sympathy with the

fierce struggle of nature, steals into our

souls, we know that a new life has been

instilled into our being, and we go back

to our fireside and friends with a brow

clear from the traces of care and a heart

swept clean of morbid and selfish musing.

This was the life that tumultuously yet

joyfully came to me as I looked on this

opening tragedy of nature. A tragedy,

the first act of which was fast playing out

as the fiery sunset, long struggling in the

West, paled its glories before the night.

And as I anticipated in thought the stormy

hours through which nature would work
out this her tragedy, falling into deeper

gloom and plunging into sterner conflict,

till the sweet dawn should come—sweet,

yet sad, for it would only come at the

death of the night, there came before me
another tragedy that had once interwoven

itself with the tragedy of the winter night,

and hallowed it with associations more
profound, because more human. I called

to mind the scene where King Lear, driven

to the verge of insanity by the ingratitude

of his daughter, is turned from their door

just as night is setting in, and one of his

friends pleads for him, saying:

—

"Alack, the night comes on, and the bleak winds

Do sorely ruffle ; for many miles about

There's scarce a bush."

But the husband ofthe ungrateful daughter,

in the spirit of his wife, replies

—

" Shut up your doors, my lord ; 'tis a wild night;

My Regan counsels well : come out o' the storm."

I can never read that passage but I feel

the cold blast, and see the drifting clouds,

and the sorrowing Lear taking his way
in the gathering darkness over the broad

heath, for it is the crazing grief of Lear

that fills up in the scene the measure of

sadness that we feel in the winter tempest.

The tragedies of nature and of human
life thus mutually relieving each other

—

thus expressing the sympathy between the

life of nature and the life of humanity,

opening with this winter twilight scene,

sweep in subtle concert through all the

deepening range of conflict, just as this

winter evening, in the midst of which I

stand, is moving to ever deeper depths of

strife. And as I anticipate in nature the

sad triumph of life that will come with the

dawn, so do I look forward from this bleak

scene in Lear's life to the sad triumph of

the dawn that stole on the troubled night

of his madness and grief.

Thus when I stand at twilight before the

majesty of nature in her wintry mood, I

am reminded of the great sorrow of Lear;

and when I follow the tale of his madness

and death, the wild stormy evening of

December is around me. And thus am I

led to praise the wondrous goodness of

that Father who has given me both the

creation of the Poet and the Winter's

storm.
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NO GLOOM AT HOME.

Above all things there should be no gloom

in the home. The shadows of discontent

and fretfulness should never cross the thresh-

old, throwing their shapes, like funeral palls,

over the young spirits there. If you will,

your home shall be heaven, and every inmate

as an angel there. If you will, you shall sit

on a throne and be the presiding household

deity. ! faithful wife, what privileges, what

treasures greater or purer than thine !

And let the husband strive to forget his

care as he winds around the narrow street,

and beholds the soft light illuminate his par-

lor, spreading its precious beams on the pave-

ment before it. The night is cold and cheer-

less, perhaps, and the December gust battles

with the worn skirts of his overcoat, and

snatches with a rude hand at the rusty hat

that has served him many a year. He has

been harassed, perplexed and persecuted. He

has borne with many a cruel tone, many a

cold word, and nerved himself up to energy

so desperate that his frame and spirit are

weakened and depressed ; and now his limbs

ache with weariness ; his temples throb with

the pain caused by too constant application

;

he scarcely knows how to meet his wife with

pleasant smiles, or sit down cheerfully to

their little meal which she has provided with

BO much care.

But the door is opened, the overcoat thrown

off. A sweet voice falls upon his ear
;
like a

winged angel, it flies right into his bosom,

and nestles against his heart.

The latch is lifted and the smiling face of

his wife gives an earnest welcome. The shin-

ing hair is smoothed over her fair brow ;
in-

deed, she stole a little coquettish glance at

the mirror hanging in its narrow frame just

to see if she looked neat and pretty before

she came out. Her eye beams with love, her

dress is tasteful—and—what ? Why ! he for-

gets all the trials of that long, long day, as

he folds her in his arms and imprints a kiss

upon her brow.

A home where gloom is banished, presided

over by one who has learned to rule herself

and her household—Christianity—oh! he is

thrice consoled for all his trials. He cannot

be unhappy ; that sweetest, best, dearest

solace is his—a cheerful home. Do you

wonder that the man is strengthened anew

for to-morrow's cares ?

COPAUL, THE BLIND BOY.

Poor little Copaul was born blind. He lived

in a kind of a pit, which some one had dug

for him in the earth, the roof of which was

made of branches and twigs of trees, and was

almost level with the ground. He shared this

miserable place with two companions—his
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grandmother and his faithful dog. The old

woman was an ignorant worshipper of idols.

The dog was very useful in leading about his

master from one door to another, where he

begged bread for himself and his grand-

mother.

One day the dog led him to a house that

stood in the midst of a garden. The poor

animal saw then what the boy could not see,

a gentleman with a white face sitting under

the verandah. He therefore drew his master

by the string through the open gate. AVhen

he came up to the house the dog stood still,

and Copaul, supposing that some one was

near, bowed himself till his face nearly touch-

ed the ground, though he did not yet know

before whom he stood. But it was a servant

of God, whom his Divine Master had sent to

bring this poor little blind boy to Christ.

The good missionary had pity on the boy.

He saw that he was nearly naked ; for the

little covering he had on was merely rags.

He therefore said, " Where do you come from,

child, and what do you want here ?" Poor

Copaul laid his hand on his breast, and said,

" I am hungry, sir." The missionary resolved

to inquire about him, and in the meantime

put his hand into his pocket, and drew out a

piece of money, which he threw to the hun-

gry boy, to prove whether he was blind or

not, and whether he would pick it up. But

the money fell to the ground without the

boy's looking at it. The faithful dog, how-

ever, sprang to the spot, picked it up with

his mouth, and put it into his master's hand.

The missionary was not long before he

found out that all the blind boy had told him

was true. He then had him clothed, and sent

to a Christian school. Day after day his good

dog led him to school, and waited for him till

evening, when Copaul returned home. He

soon learned many verses of the Bible, and,

like all blind people, he never forgot what he

learned.

Soon after, the missionary had to take a

journey, and was away two months. When

he returned, the first thing he did was to

visit the school; but on looking round for

Copaul, the boy was nowhere to be seen.

—

He was then told that his grandmother had

kept him away by force, for the poor woman

was a confirmed heathen ; and she waa made

to believe that the New Testament was a bad

book. She would rather, therefore, lose her

bread than let her grandson remain in a Chris-

tian school.

The missionary hastened the same evening

to the miserable dwelling of Copaul. He crept

through the entrance, and found the poor

blind boy lying on a wretched bed of bam-
boos, with a pillow of rags to support his

head. His faithful dog lay by his side, but

the moment he saw the friend of his master

enter, he sprang up and greeted him in the

most joyful manner. " Copaul, my poor child,"

said the missionary, " why do you lie here ?"

At first he received no answer, but stooping

down to feel the boy's pulse, Copaul became

aware that some one was near him, though

he knew not who it was. At first he thought

it was his grandmother, and said with a weak

voice, " Oh, mother, mother, let me die ! I do

not like to stay in this dark place ; I will go

where there is light. I know the words are

true, that God sent his Son to die for the sins

of the world." Hereupon the poor boy began

to repeat one verse after another, which he

had learned at school. One text, especially,

pleased him above all others, for it seemed to

suit his blind and dark condition. It was, " I

know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he

shall stand at the latter day upon the earth,

and in my flesh I shall see God, whom I shall

see for myself, and my eyes shall behold, and

not another." Several times he repeated the

words, but at last he could get no farther than

the first two words, " I know."

When the poor child gave over speaking,

the missionary went down on bis knees at the

bedside, and praised God for this unexpected

jewel, that, through His grace, he had gath-

ered from the dust of India to set in the crown

of the Redeemer. Four-and-twenty hours

afterwards, the weak voice of this converted

boy was silent forever on earth, to commence

its singing in heaven. Would you like to hear

some of the last words he uttered ? They were

these :—" I see ! Now I have light—I see him

in his beauty ! Tell the missionary that the

blind sees ! I glory in Christ ! I glory !" As

he said this he slept in Jesus, and angels

bore his happy spirit to that place where he

should behold what no eye has seen, nor ear

heard.
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O^bitorial l0ofi-®aHe.

The Three Gardens, or Man's Ruin, Re-
demption and Restoration. By William
Adams, D.D. New York: Charles Scribner.

Dr. Adams is a graceful writer, and pro-

found thinker. In all his works, he displays

a most devout adherence to the simple teach-

ings of the Bible, unbiased by the multiform

theologies, of denominational schools. In

this admirable work, touching the great facts

of Christianity, he has with exquisite taste

and artistic ability, avoided the salient points

of polemic theology involved in the topics.

Without any disrespect to dogmatic theol-

ogy, he has grouped together in the most
simple and unpretending form, the great facts

of the Christian system, with their obvious
import, without at all entering upon a phil-

osophical analysis of the facts, in their rela-

tion to the different theological systems, which
have been projected from their basis. Even
when discussing under the First Garden, the

fall of man, which has occasioned so much
speculation and controversy, the very point

about which there has been waged the " con-

flict of ages," he seems to forget all he has

ever heard or read of Augustine and Pela-

gius, of federal headship, of imputation, and
such like scholastic and theological techni-

calities. He has so grouped these three Gar-
dens—Eden, Gethsemane and Paradise, re-

gained—that from whatever part of " the

circumference we start in the great circle of

truth, each radius brings us to that focal

centre—the life and mediation of Jesus
Christ." As a specimen of his style, as well

as his method of testing all speculations by
the simple and obvious teachings of the Bible,

we give the following paragraph in vvhich he
touches the unity of the human race. " We
hold it to be implied in the very structure of

doctrinal Christianity. It was by one man's
disobedience, that the relations of the whole
race were changed, even as it was by one
man's obedience that the world was redeem-
ed. There was one Adam and one Christ. . .

We are not, indeed, ignorant, of the auspices,

under which the unity of the human race has
been questioned. It was Voltaire, who gave
chief currency to the notion, for the very pur-
pose of discrediting the Bible. It was ably
met and answered by Haller and Cuvier,

—

greater and better physiologists than he. . . .

Our faith is strong that the ultimate testi-

mony of physiology will be in accordance
with the Scriptures, in proof of the unity of
the human race."

The whole scope and tendency of the work,

will deepen the conviction, that the only
source of hope and gladness for the human
race, is the Redemption of the Son of God.
The work, in beauty of style and imagery, in
profound devotional feeling and evangelical
sentiment, is a rare production of sanctified
genius.

Teachings op the Master. By A Disci-
ple. New York : A. D. F. Randolph.

This work is an attempt to explain and en-
force the teachings of the Saviour. It is an
effort, to direct the attention of the readers of
the Bible, to the meaning of what they read.
The author assumes, what is unquestionably
the fact, that many persons habitually read
the Scriptures, without that fixed attention
to the precise meaning, of the text, which is

indispensable to a clear conception and per-
manent impression of the truth. By this
simple process, of directing thought to the
meaning of what is read, the application of
common sense, and a collation of parallel
texts, or what is called the analogy of fiiith,

the plainest reader of the Bible he thinks may
acquire wonderful skill in eliciting the true
meaning of the word of God. Robinson, the
translator of Claude's Essay on the composi-
tion of a sermon, which he published with
copious notes, gives one or two stories, which
illustrate the idea of the author of this book.
Robinson says :

" A friend of mine set a sensible little boy
to read the fourth chapter of Matthew, and
after he had read the fifth verse, ' The devil
taketh him up into the holy city, and setteth
him on a pinnacle of the temple,' he asked
the little gentleman, ' How do you think the
devil took Jesus Christ and set him on a pin-
nacle of the temple ?' ' Why, sir,' replied he,
' as you would take me to the top of St. Paul's.'
Robinson then quotes Dr. Lightfoot's exposi-
tion of the passage, viz. :

' that the Holy Spirit
caught up the Saviour and carried him to
the pinnacle of the temple,'—and then asks
Robinson, which of the two expositions best
commends itself to a candid mind, that of the
sensible little boy, or that of the profoundly
learned Doctor of Divinity?"

Robinson has another story which runs
thus :

" I know a minister who has frequently
emplojied a poor illiterate old man to read the
Scriptures to him, who generally talked to
himself as he went on— ' John,' said the min-
ister one day, ' read to me the fourth of Acts.'
He begun :

' And as they spake unto the peo-
ple.' Who spake unto the people? 0, 1 see,

Peter and John. The blessed Apostles were
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not willing to eat their morsel alone. ' The
priests f-nd the captains of the temple, and

the Sadducees came upon them.' Wicked
priests always keep bad companj-. ' Being

grieved that they taught the people.' Poor,

narrow souls 1 would you keep the gospel to

yourselves ? ' And preached, through Jesus,

the resurrection of the dead.' The Apostles

had too much love for the poor, to puzzle

them with words and disputes. They told

the poor they were to rise from the dead, and

to be judged for the deeds done in the body.

And so the poor old Christian man went on

to read, and express his thoughts and feel-

ings."

These stories illustrate the design of this

boolv. The author directs the reader of the

Bible, by the exercise of common sense—and

the comparison of parallel passages—making
the Scriptures explain themselves—to seek

the true meaning of the sacred text. It is an

admirable book for young students of the

Bible. It cannot fail to facilitate the acqui-

sition of correct and defined apprehensions of

the great truths of revealed religion.

Scripture Characters. By Robert S.

Candlish, D. D. London : T. Nelson & Sons.

Smith & English.

Dr. Candlish is regarded as one of the most
eminent and eloquent ministers of Scotland.

He was appointed the successor of Dr. Chal-

mers, in the University of Edinburgh. And
no man, in Scotland, could so deservedly and

competently fill the place, of his illustrious

predecessor. These portraitures of Scripture

Characters, are manifestly the productions of

a high order of genius. They are living pic-

tures of a master hand. With original pow-
ers of mind, scarcely, if at all, inferior to

those of Chalmers, he has more of the prac-

tical in his discourses, and to our taste, a

purer and chaster style, more terse, copious,

rich and versatile. It is true, he never rises

to the magniloquence and gorgeous imagery

of Chalmers, but we like him the better, on

that very account.

His Discourses on the Character of Peter,

and the friendship of Peter and John—are

among the best things of the kind we have

ever read. Ministers will find this a great

book, for the quickening of thought, as well

as a rich treasury of ideas, to enrich the

mind and heart. It is one of the books, we
should not like to miss from our library.

Our Responsibility. By Rev. D. F. Bit-

TLE, D. D., President of Roanoke College, Va.

Gettysburg: Neinstedt.

This address was delivered before the Alum-
ni of Pennsylvania College, and published by

request. As the Dr. was our class-mate at

College, he will pardon the freedom with

which we venture to speak of this produc-

tion.

He begins by saying, that he has selected a

topic, purely practical and not speculative.

And yet there is not in the whole range of

moral subjects, one which in its details and
multiform relations and issues, is more in-

volved in complexitj' and mystery. His own
discussion is an illustration of this fact. For
though, he says, it is practical, he does not

proceed to the third page, before he is plung-

ed into the most abstruse problems of hu-
man life, and goes floundering in mjsticism,

with only glimpses of the real at intervals,

amidst abounding speculation. The very

basis of our responsibility, as indicated in

the beginning of the address, we believe to

be radically wrong, as unphilosophical as it

is unbiblical. There is no federative relation

subsisting between man and his race, such as

is predicable of Adam and his posterity. The
only relation that approximates such a con-

dition, is the relation of parents to their chil-

dren. But even this relation is wanting in

some of the elements of the federal relation

of Adam to the race. And yet the Doctor

proceeds throughout his whole essay, on the

assumption, that my relation to men, is essen-

tially the same as that between—Adam and
his posterity. Consequently, many of his

startling sequences are mere phantoms of

speculation. He says, that upon this repre-

sentative principle—" Cain became the repre-

sentative of a series of violations of the di-

vine law, which were repeated from one gen-

eration to another." Now, we should like to

know upon what principle, Cain is held re-

sponsible for all the murders of the world?
It is sheer nonsense. If you want to trace

the tainted stream of humanity, you must go
back to Adam, not Cain.—He only transmit-

ted what he received.

Now the theory of responsibility, projected

from such a basis, must, to say the least, be

a mere paralogism. I have as little faith in

this infinitesimal reduction, or monstrous elon-

gation of human responsibility, as I have in

the physical theory, that the slightest mo-
tion of a pebble in my path, is felt at the

antipodes. The simple statement of our res-

ponsibility, as it appears in the Bible, is

solemn enough, without any exaggeration

from human speculation. And it is a fact,

that any truth, if pushed to unwarrantable

extremes, is subversive of the very end it

aims to accomplish. The doctor, however,

has said many good and solemn things in

this address, which we nuiy ponder with pro-

fit. He has introduced many anecdotal facts,

which serve to enliven the discussion and

deepen the impression ; but he sometimes

mistakes the real point, in the anecdotes he

tells. He says, "All the results, political,
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religious, and literary, of the Independence
of the United States, may be traced to the

advice, in a precarious moment of a mother
to her son.'' Now, in the first place, we be-

lieve, that the existence of the United States

was not dependent absolutely upon the fact,

that there was such a man as George Wash-
ington. And then, historically, it was not ad-

vice at all, which intercepted young George's

propensity for the sea. If there had not been
something anterior to that crisis, he would
have gone to sea in spite of his mother's
tears. What he did then, was only a result

of what had been done for him before.

His ideas of moral progress and develop-

ment, drawn f'om analogous mutations in

our globe, are merely speculative, if not fan-

ciful. But we have transgressed our limits,

and must arrest this protracted criticism.

Notwithstanding the exceptions taken to the

doctor's theory of responsibility, we regard
the production as higlily creditable to our
old friend and class-mate—and we trust it

will do good in the direction intended.

Macduff.—Thousands of the readers of the

"Words ofJesus," " Faithful Promiser," "Foot-
steps of St. Paul," &c., will be happy to know
the name of the author, who, in his inimitable

devotional works, has given them so many
heavenly suggestions, so much material for

devout meditation, and so many sacred im-
pulses. It is to the Rev. John R. Macduff, of

Glasgow, an eloquent minister of the estab-

lished church of Scotland, we are indebted
for those incomparable Christian manuals,
which have dropped manna round the tents

of thousands of pilgrims in Great Britain and
America. He is to most of us a familiar

friend, although till now we have not known
his name.

Memories of Gennesaret.—This is his last

work, published by the Carters. The author
has grouped the varied scenes which give an
" undying interest to the shores of Tiberias—

interweaving the Scriptural references to a
region which, as a sanctuary of holy thought,
will yield to no other in sacred story."

Recantation.—Having seen testimonials of
two respectable and reliable ministers, of
Gettysburg, to the fact, that Dr. S. S. S. did
actually, when signing the Overture of Peace,
reserve the right of replying tn Dr. Mann

—

we desire thus publicly to retract the charge
of duplicit}^ and tergiversation, which we
alleged against the doctor. In the absence
of the facts, we could not resist the convic-
tion, of gross inconsistency on the part of the

doctor, in signing the overture. The fact,

that he reserved the right of replying to Dr.

Mann, ought not to have been withheld from
the public by those in Gettysburg, concerned
in the overture. We feel it but sheer justice

to Dr. S. to make this formal retraction of all

we said in the Observer, asp^rslve of his in-

tegrity. We hope we shall never want the

moral honesty, and Christian humility, to

acknowledge even our sins of ignorance, and
make the proper reparation of wrongs, uncon-
sciously committed against the innocent. In

making this confession, we feel assured of

that forgiveness from the doctor, for which
he pleads, at the hands of our Heavenly
Father.

Publishers seem to understand the advan-
tage of a notice of their works in the Home
Journal. The Journal visits nearly every
minister in the Lutheran Church, and finds

its way into thousands of our families.

Books, on our table, will be noticed in due
time.

The Guardian.—A Monthly Magazine, edited

by Rev. H Harbaugh, is one of the very best

periodicals of the kind in our country. The
editor is well known as a writer of fine liter-

ary taste and ability. The February number
is one of unusual interest.

« • » » >

OH! CLING NOT TO EARTH.

Oh ! cling not to earth, for its sunshine and roses

Oft flatter tlie heart in life's youthful moin,
But the sunlight withdraws when the cloud interposes

And life's smiling rose-buds have many a thorn.

Oh ! cling not to earth, for its glories are fleet,

And its purest enjoyments hut bloom to decay,

You will find them, at best, but a glittering cheat

—

Still smiling and tempting, and passing away.

Oh! cling not to earth, though it promises pleasure,

It will not, it canuot, true gladness impart

;

Kather lay up, in heaven, a permanent treasure,

Which will now and forever bring peace to the heart.

Oh ! cling not to earth, though its cups of delight

Are sparkling in beauty to tempt thee to sip,

You will tiud that their dregs are but mildew and blight,

And even while tasting, they pall on the lip.
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Cljiirdj IttltUigtnce.

The Gustavus Adolpbus Association, nam-
ed in honor of the heroic King of Sweden,
"was organized about the year 1842, for the

purpose of supporting Protestant Churches
in Koman Catholic countrits, especially on

the continent of Europe. Its fifteenth anni-

versary, held in September, 1857, was an oc-

casion of great interest, on account of the

gratifying success by which its operations

had been attended. During the previous

year, however, it had suffered great loss by
the death of Dr. Grossman, of Leipzig, its

Superintendent, and first founder. Its pre-

sent Superintendent Prelate, Dr. Zimmerman,
is regarded as everyway fitted for his respon-

sible post. Since the time of its origin, it

has supported 850 congregations, at an ex-

pense of over nine hundred thousand fhalers,

and founded more than one hundred new
churches and schools. Yet the more is done,

the greater becomes the number of congrega-
tions applying for help.

Among the German people, this Association

seems to become more and more the favorite

religious Society ; and many liberal bequests

are made in favor of it. It is now in the midst

of a vigorous development, and probably, still

very far from the zenith of its power.

If the reports upon the subject that reach

us from different quarters are worthy of cre-

dit, we might designate the present, as an age

of denominational changes, or ecclesiastical

transmigrations. This feature, indeed, is

much more prominent, partly lamented, part-

ly gloried in, than is the gathering up of the

lost sheep from the wilderness of the world.

The success of the Baptists and Methodists

in Germany, in gaining over the members of

other denominations, had been regarded by
many devout Germans as a serious encroach-
ment, previous to the meeting of the Evan-
gelical Alliance at Berlin. After a better un-
derstanding had been arrived at, this success

was admitted to be of comparatively little

importance to Germany.
Rev. Mr. Kincaid, a British Baptist Mission-

ary, who is on a visit to this country, says, that
" the Baptists in America are going rapidly

into Episcopacy, in more ways than one."

A southern Presbyterian, writing from Bos-
ton, laments, that " hundreds of our best peo-

ple are going into the Episcopal Church to

find a resting place and peace." Upon this

the editor of an Episcopal paper remarks,
" hundreds and thousands are finding out that

same ' resting place and peace,' in many other

regions besides Boston."

Yet, an Episcopalian, writing from the West
ijays :

" I find among every other denomina-

tion of Christians, members who were bap-

,

tized and brought up in the Episcopal Church,
many of them leading men in other Christian

bodies ; and when asked, why they have
changed their religion, they are ready with
the reply, ' because I have found out a more
excellent way,' and show that they are pre-

pared to enter upon a discussion and prove it.

This is especially the case among the Baptists,

amongwhom I find the larger portion of those
who have strayed away from us."

Such changes ever have been, and will be.

Sometimes they are sincere, sometimes other-

wise. But as a general thing, prominent as

the external movement may be, can it be re-

garded as a fair criterion of the progress of
the kingdom of God ?

The doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration, as

it is called, has been engaging much atten-

tion in the Church. From the amount of
talent arrayed on both sides of the controversy,

and the general good spirit in which it is con-
ducted, it may be hoped, that clearer and
more satisfactory views upon the subject, will

prevail in the common walks of Christian life.

In the Mercersburg Review for January,

1858, it is handled under the general head of
" The Efficacy of Baptism." This article will

certainlj- be acknowledged to be a powerful
one, by all who sympathize with its positions.

The writer, in allusion to all who entertain

the Presbyterian views of Baptism, says :

" We are aware, that our Presbyterian bre-

thren, for whom we cherish no other senti-

ment but that of affection and regard, pique
themselves on their spiritual religion, and la-

ment over, and sometimes seem to pity the

spread of formalism, as they call it, in the

German Reformed Church. But with what
propriety ? They observe a form, as a form

;

they value and adhere to a ceremony which
they believe possesses neither life nor power,
and call this spiritual religion. Others ob-
serve a form not as a lifeless form, but be-

cause it is a spiritual reality, because there is

in real union with it, a divine life and power;
and our brethren call this formal religion.

Those then, who believe in the form without
the spirit, who observe a religious rite, but
deny its living power and efficacy-, are spirit-

ual Christians ; but those who believe in the

form with the spirit, who observe a religious

rite ordained by the Great Head of the Church
as an effectual means of supernatural grace,

are formalists. Novel logic."

It is curious, not to say amusing, to see that
" The Churchman," the great organ of high-

churchism in New York, calls the Mercersburg

Review, a Lutheran Review. Sit nominis venia.
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^bitcrial Piscelhng.

Delhi.—Let the reader imagine himself ad-

vancing from i\gra northward to the ancient

capital of India. His road is through a

wide plain, everywhere covered with ruins.

Among prostrate walls and masses of ma-
sonry, overgrown with weeds and jungle, here

and there rise a broken obelisk, gilt dome,
or slender minaret. These are the ruins of

ancient Delhi. To the right flows the Jumna or

Yamuna, Daughter of the Sun, and according
to the legend, gentle sister of the dread Yama,
the Hindu Minos. On a rocky ridge, at the

very edge of a branch from this river, which
leaves the main stream five miles to the north

of the city% and rejoins it two miles to the

south of the wall's most southern angle, is

modern Delhi, built by Shah Jehan, in 1631,

it may be, to be razed by the English two
centuries later.

A wall, scalloped at the top, and about
twenty-five feet high, runs from the Welles-
ley Bastion, the point to the entrance, south-

east where the city touches the river, five

miles in an irregular semicircle to Selim
Gai'h, an old fortress which rests upon the

stream at the northern extremity. Along the

river, or eastern side of the city, this wall is

replaced, for one-third of the extent, to the

north, by the walls of the king's palace, which
is about half a mile long from north to south.

The interval to the Wellesley Bastion has

slighter defences, but is protected in some
measure by the river, or rather its branch,
between which and the main stream is an
island, more or less sandy, and covered with
melon gardens.
The ditch at the foot of the city wall is fifty

feet broad, and about fifteen feet deep, and
the glacis so covers the wall that it cannot
be seen from a distance. The city has eleven
gates. To the southeast is the Delhi Gate,
and advancing to the west and north the
Turkaman, and the Ajnud Gate, outside of

which is the vast mausoleum of Ghazi Khan

;

then the Furosh Khanah, the Lahore Gate,
adjoining the Burn Bastion, so called from
Colonel Burn, the gallant defender of the

city against Holker, in 1804. Next comes the

Kabul Gate, close to the canal, the Morea
Gate, the Kashmir Gate, and, close to Selim
Gahr, the Calcutta Gate. Tracing the river

are the Lai and Raj Ghat Gate.

The western side of the city is a sea of
houses, many of them strongly built. The
main street, the Chandur Chauk, is very wide,

and along the centre of it runs an aqueduct.

Here is the mosque in which Nadir sat during
the terrible massacre of the inhabitants by his

army.
Delhi has many noble buildings worth pre-

serving. The palace itself ranks next to Wind-
sor as a kingly residence. Its gateway is far

handsomer than that of the Great Bazar at

Kabul. The throne-room is matchless. The
roof rests on massive columns of white mar-
ble, and beautiful mosaics adorn the hall. In
the centre is the white marble dais on which
once stood the famous peacock throne. The
king's private chapel is of the whitest marble,
and a perfect gem of art. A quarter of a mile
to the west of the palace stands the cathedral

mosque, vast, massive, grand.

A Curiosity.—A correspondent of a Cin-
cinnati paper gives the following description

of a walled lake in Iowa, which must have
been built hundreds, and probably thousands
of years since :

—

"The lake lies in the midst of a vast plain

—

the rich, gently undulating prairie extending
for many miles in every direction. The lake

covers an area of about 1900 acres. The
water is clear and cold, with a hard, sandy
bottom, from two to twenty-five feet deep.

There is a strip of timber about half way
round it; probably ten rods wide, being the

only timber in many miles. There is a wall

of heavy stone all around it."

"It is no accidental matter. It has been
built with human hands. In some places the

land is higher than the lake, in which case

the wall only amounts to something like a rip-

rap protection. This, I believe, is what engi-

neers call it. But in other places the water
is higher in the lake than the prairie outside

of the wall. The wall in some places is ten

feet high ; it is thirteen feet wide at the base,

sloping up both sides to five feet wide at the

top. The wall is built entirely of boulders,

from three tons in size down to fifty pounds.

They are all what are called lost rock. I am
no geologist, and consequently can give no
learned description of them. They are not,

however, natives 'to the manor born.' Nor
has the wall been made by the washing away
of the earth and leaving the rocks. There is

no native rock in this region. Besides, this

is a continuous wall, two miles of which, at

least, is higher than the land. The top of the

wall is level, while the land is undulating^
so the wall is in some places two feet and in

others ten feet high. These rocks, many of
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them at least, must have been brought a long
distance—probably five or ten miles. In

Wright county the best rocks are scattered

pretty freely ; but as you approach this lake

they disappear—showing that they have been
gathered by some agency—when, or by whom,
history will never unfold. Some of the largest

oaks in the grove are growing up through the

wall, pushing the rocks in, in some cases out-

side, in the others accommodating their shape

to the rocks. The lake abounds with excel-

lent fish. The land in that township yet be-

longs to the government."

News not New.—The first newspaper pub-
lished in these parts was " The American
Weekly Mercury," the first number being

dated December 2 2d, 1719. It is printed on
two pages octavo, single-sheet, measuring
about twelve by eight inches. It has the

imprint, " Philadelphia, printed and sold by
Andrew Bradford, at the Bible, in Second
street, and also John Copson in Market St."

Subsecjuently also by William Bradford

in New York. The advertisement states,

" This Paper will be published Weekly, and
shall contain an impartial Account of Trans-

actions in the several States of Europe, Amer-
ica, &c. All persons that are willing to en-

courage so useful an undertaking at the

moderate rate of ten shillings a year for

Philadelphia, fifteen shillings for New Jersey,

New York and Maryland, twenty shillings for

Virginia, Rhode Island and Boston, Procla-

mation money, are desired to send their

names." A few items are gleaned from sub-

sequent numbers.
March 8th, 1720. A stage for New York

and Boston is announced to set out weekly
until December, and then every two weeks.

March 17th, 1720. "Superfine Bohee Tea
at 22 shillings per pound."

September 28th, 1721. "Several Bears
•were seen yesterday near this place, and one
killed at German-Town, and another near
Derby. Last night, a very large Bear, being
spied by two Amazons, as he was eating his

last Supper of Acorns, up in a Tree; they

calling some inhabitants of this place to their

assistance, he was soon fetched down from
thence, and entirely despatched by them."

January 2d, 1721, (evidently old style, as

the year is not changed until February.)
" Our General Assembly are now sitting, and
•we have great expectations from them at this

Juncture, that they will find some effectual

Remedy to revive the dying Credit of this

Province, and restore us to our former happy
Circumstances."
March 10th, 1722. "We have these three

days expected the New York Post, and he
has not yet arrived. It is supposed that the

late strong Winds have hindered his Ferriage

to Amboy, &c., for which reason we are

obliged to publish this Week's News without
his Advices and Entries from that Port."

In January, 1722, a list of burials was first

published. From this it appears that the
whole number of deaths in Philadelphia varied

from ten to twentj' individuals in each month.
For the whole year they amounted to 193. We
annex the report for March, which shows the
largest mortality of any month in the year :

" Church of England, 4 ; Presbyterians, 3
;

People called Quakers, 6 ; Baptists, ; Stran-
gers' Burying Ground, 2 ; Negroes, 6. Total
for month, 21."

The Law of Newspapers.— Subscribers
who do not give express notice to the con-
trary, are considered as wishing to continue
their subscription.

If subscribers order the discontinuance of

their periodicals, the publisher may continue
to send them until all arrearages are paid.

If subscribers neglect or refuse to take
their periodicals from the office to which they
are directed, they are held responsible until

they have settled the bill, and ordered them
to be discontinued.

If subscribers remove to other places, with-
out informing the publishers, and the papers
are sent to the former direction, they are held

responsible.

'The Courts have decided that refusing to

take periodicals from the office, or removing,

and leaving them uncalled for, is pi-ima facie

evidence of intentional fraud.

Subscribers, in writing, or returning Jour-
nals, must give their name and correct Post

Office address; otherwise, from the necessity

of the case, we can take no notice of their

communications.

Agenc"? of the Lutheran Publication So-

ciety.—The undersigned hereby certifies that

the Rev. Jacob Metardt has been regularly ap-

pointed as Agent of " The Lutheran Publi-

cation Society," to visit our pastors and their

respective congregations in Maryland and Vir-

ginia, with a view to collect funds to aid said

Society in carrj-ing on the laudable enterprise

so happily begun. Brother Metardt is a gen-

tleman of strict integrity and undoubted piety.

The Board of Publication have full confidence

in him ; and, therefore, they take great plea-

sure in commending him to the favorable re-

ception of our ministers and their respective

congregations. Benjamin Kelleii,

Fhita., Dec, 1857. General Agent.

As some inquiries have been made as to

who is the author of the Book Notices, we
would here state that this department of the

Home Journal has always been, and still is

under the charge of Rev. T. Stork, D. D.
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HOPE, DESTROYED AT DEATH,
RESTORED IN HEAVEN.

BY REV. E. GREENWALD,

"Thou destroyest the liope of man."

WE are sitting in the house of mourn-

ing. In the centre of the room is a

coiEn that contains the corpse of a little

child— lovely in death— its little hands

folded—and the sweet smile yet impressed

upon its face, with which it peacefully fell

asleep in the arms of Jesus. Seated at its

side are the bereaved young parents, from

whose fond embraces death had snatched

it, and they are overwhelmed in their deep

grief. It was their only child—a babe of

two summers—the joy of their hearts—the

son of their hopes—and the light of their

dwelling. The feelings that swell in their

breasts as they sit beside the coffin that

contains their lost treasure, and which will

in a few hours be laid away in the dark,

cold grave, are painful in the extreme.

The fond dream which they had cherished

concerning its early life is destroyed. In

the anguish of their souls they look up to

the hand that has dashed their darling

expectations to the ground, and say,

—

"Thou destroyest the hope of man,"

Yes, mourning ones ! we have in the

death of your dear babe an instance of

Tiope destroyed—but if we look beyond that

which appears, and view this event in the

light of the Gospel, we will perceive in it

also a case of hope restored. It may be

profitable in this solemn hour to consider

it in both these aspects.

TOL. III. NO. 4. 7

I. It is a case ofTiope destroyed.

In such a case of bereavement as this,

there is a dark, a very dark side. The
distress which the stricken parents suffer,

leads them to look only on the dark side,

and to refuse to admit that there is, or can
be, a brighter side—still all must acknow-
ledge that there is a sadness in such events

that is well adapted to spread a deep gloom

over their hearts.

The hope of its physical life is destroyed.

What a beautiful object, a wonderful

piece of mechanism, is a human being

!

How interesting and lovely, especially, is

a little child ! It is then a man or woman
in miniature—but a most beautiful minia-

ture. How fondly do its parents contem-

plate the exquisite jewel as it lies nestling

in its mother's bosom, and wonder mingles

with joy in their hearts, that such a trea-

sure is theirs. They watch over its life

with ceaseless vigilance, and start up
alarmed, and clasp it anxiously to their

bosoms, on the approach of danger. They
contemplate with an interest that never

tires, the expanding of its bodily form,

and the gradual development of its

strength. They look forward with pleas-

ing hope to the time when the helpless

infant in their arms shall have attained

its manhood, and shall move in society,

loved and honored by its associates. Many
vague, yet pleasant dreams concerning its

future life, are cherished in the deep heart

of hearts of those that gave it birth.

But how sadly are all these fond dreams
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scattered, and these cherished hopes des-

troyed, when the cold hand of death is

suddenly laid upon it. How distressing

are their feelings Avhen they look upon it,

but it is pale in death—its bosom heaves

not— its hands move not— its eyes no

longer s|p,rkle with life and pleasure.

How dire is the calamity when the won-

derful piece of mechanism has become a

wreck—the machinery stands still—the

process of dissolution has commenced, and
in a few days that which was once such a

lovely babe, will have become a mass of

corruption and dust. Oh, how dreadful is

death ! How hard to resign it, with all

the fond hopes which its infant life had
awakened, to the cold and dreary embraces

of the grave.

The hopes that had been indulged concern-

ing its mental improvement are destroyed.

Parents usually promise themselves a

large amount of pleasure from contribut-

ing to the development of the mental

faculties of the immortal being that has

been confided to their care.

At first its mind seems almost a blank,

and gives little promise of the mental im-

provement of which it is capable. With a

degree of interest of which none can form

an adequate conception but those who are

parents themselves, does the parent's ob-

servant eye detect the first dawn of reason

in its mind, and watc i the gradual unfold-

ing of its mental powers. Day after day
the process is observed with increasing

interest—traits of character are exhibited

that were not observed before—and every

new discovery of advancing intellectuality

sends a thrill of pleasure to the bosom,

and adds an additional cord to bind it to

its parents' affections. Plans of future

training are formed—a bright career of

honor is marked out, and expectations of

success in life are indulged, perhaps very

wild and extravagant, but still very natural

to a parent's breast.

• But what a dreadful disappointment to

this pleasant dream is occasioned by the

premature death of the subject of all these

fond anticipations. The sun had arisen so

brightly in the morning, but ere it had
ascended a few degrees from the horizon,

its rays were all obscured by the dark
clouds that involved the world in the

gloom of night. The tender plant had
sent forth its beautiful foliage and its bud
of promise, but a worm appeared suddenly
at the root, and the bud of hope sickened,

and withered, and died. Its career of

life that had begun so hopefully, and that

was so interesting to its parents, is unex-

pectedly cut short. The past seems to

you but a pleasant dream, and the earthly

future that you had expected for it will

never come. A sad void is made in your
hearts— the object around which your
dearest affections were entwined, has been

taken away—and the present and the

future are alike cheerless and without

hope to you. Indeed, ycm cannot yet

realize the extent of your calamity, but

for days, and weeks, and months, the loss

you have sustained will seem to increase,

and leave a more painful impression upon

your hearts.

The hope of satisfaction and comfort

which its parents had promised themselves,

from the future kind offices of their child,

are destroyed.

We all, as parents, promise ourselves

some reward from the future dutiful con-

duct of our children, for the toils, and

tears, and anxieties which we have en-

dured on their account. Young and inno-

cent as a little babe is, it not only rests its

weight on its mother's knee, but it also

lies as a burthen on her heart. No future

requital which it can make her will be an

adequate return for the bodily sufi"erings

— the midnight watchings— the mental

anxieties and the nursing care endured

and exercised on its account. The anxious

parent cheerfully endures all this priva-

tion, and performs the arduous task, in the

hope of realizing at a future time, some of

the fruits of present toil. The filial affec-

tion shown by a child to its parent—its

gratitude for parental care—its attention

in sickness—its support in old age—and

the satisfaction derived from its general
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good conduct, and the position of respect-

ability and usefulness it has attained in

the world, aiford substantial gratification

to parents' hearts, and a partial remu-

neration for parental cares and toils.

Whatever hopes of this kind you had

wound around the life of your child, are

all destroyed by the sad event which has

deprived you of it. You have had the

care of its infancy, and your consolation

is in the remembrance of the past, and in

the hopes of an earthly future. Its short

career is over. The sand of its little life

was soon run. Its lips that smiled so

sweetly upon you, will smile at the re-

cognition of your countenance no more.

You will hear no more the laugh that

betokened the joy of its soul, nor the

voice that had begun to articulate its pa-

rents' names. The warm thrill of joy that

gleamed like an electric current through

your souls as you pressed it with a gush

of affection to your bosom, is still plea-

sant to think upon, but cannot be realized

again. The recollection of the happy

moments you have spent in caressing the

dear object of your heart's idolatry, is

all the reward for the past—the hope of

future satisfaction with it on earth is

destroyed by its death.

This is the dark side of this case, and

it is indeed gloomy and sad. It awakens

our deep sympathies in your behalf, and

we sincerely condole with you. But whilst

we have admitted and dwelt upon the dark

side of the picture, let us now turn to a

brighter side. Dark as the picture is,

there is yet a bright side. The darkness

is not so profound, but the rays of some

bright, twinkling stars can penetrate it.

The night is not so dark and gloomy but

the rosy morning will break and chase it

all away. In our contemplation of the

case, we have considered it as furnishing

an instance of hope destroyed—let us now
look at it again, and we will discover that

it also presents a case of

II.

—

Hope restored.

You are not left utterly hopeless. Your
sorrow is not the agony of despair. Sad

as the case is, it is yet not unmingled with

consolation. Y''our disappointed hopes will

all be revived again.

Your child still lives.

Would it startle you if a friend, in

whose word you have the fullest confi-

dence, would pass to where you are sit-

ting, and whisper into your ear, that what
is enclosed in that coffin is only a mass of

the cast-off garments of your babe—that

the child itself is not there—but that it

is now in an adjoining room, as innocent,

and smiling, and happy as it ever was,

and infinitely more so? Would you not

at once dismiss your grief, and dry your
tears, and feel relieved of the burthen that

now presses so heavily upon your hearts?

And is not such the fact, though some-
what different from the sense in which the

language employed to describe it would
be ordinarily understood? The child "is

not dead, but sleepeth." The body which
is now a corpse, and which we will lay in

the grave, is not that which constituted

the true being of your child. That was
the tenement—the frail, clayey tenement
—which it had inhabited for a season, the

living tenant itself is not there. There
is the casket—and it was indeed a beauti-

ful casket—but still only the casket—the

precious jewel which it contained is no
longer in it, but is safe and uninjured, and
beyond the reach of all peril. Death did

not, and could not annihilate its being.

It only separated the mysterious cords

that bound its real life to a mass of heavy

clay, so that it is now released and free.

Death could not really touch your child.

It could affect the gross matter with

which its spiritual and nobler nature was
clogged, but that nobler nature itself it

could not affect. It is really therefore not

dead. It still lives. Do not mourn it as

dead. Think of it as living, for such

indeed it is. Such a view of the case

—

and it is the true view to be taken of it

—

will restore hope to your hearts, although

the first view seemed to destroy all hope.

Your child is happier now than it was

before.
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Concerning the condition of our children

after death, we are permitted to entertain

the most delightful hopes. They not only

live though they are dead, but they live

in a state of the highest holiness and bliss.

They are exempt from the trials and temp-

tations that beset them here. There they

endure no pains— they shed no tears

—

they utter no groans. There they are

chilled by no winter's cold, and parched

by no summer's heat. There no mephitic

vapors poison the atmosphere, or carry

with them disease and death—and no

mortal body is there to suffer the thou-

sand ills that flesh is heir to. No death-

bed scenes are there, where children

struggle in convulsive throes ; and no

mother thene bends with bursting, break-

ing heart over a dying babe. There " God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes,

and there shall be no more death, neither

sorrow nor crying, neither shall there be

any more pain." Your child is now with

the blest ones in heaven. It is a com-

panion of angels—itself an angel too. It

is clad in light, and arrayed in immor-

tality. Its countenance radiates with the

highest happiness and love. Its heart

swells with unutterable gladness and joy.

Its voice is attuned to the song of the

redeemed as it is wafted to the throne of

God fnm the lips of myriads of happy

spirits 1 ke itself, who went before it to

the skies. It has made a blessed ex-

change. It has left behind all sorrow,

and all cause of sorrow, and ascended to

the regions of life and bliss, where peace,

and rest, and glory, and pleasures for

evermore are prepared for it by the Fa-

ther's hand that has borne it hence.

Surely when we take this view of the

case, and look at it in the light which

the Gospel throws upon it, we may ex-

change the doleful notes in which we de-

scribed hope destroyed, for the joyful tones

in which we would sing of hope restored.

No bitter tears for tlieo be shed,
Blossom of being, seep and gone !

With flowers alone we strew thy bed,
O blest departed one !

Whose all of life a rosy ray,
Blush'd into dawn and passed away.

Thou wast so like a form of light,

That heav'n benignly call'd thee hence,
E'er yet the world would breathe one blight.
O'er thy sweet innocence.

And thou that brighter home to bless,

Art pass'd with all thy loveliness.

After a separation, more or less short,

you loill be re-united tcith your child again.

David said, concerning his deceased

child, " I shall go to him, but he shall not

return to me." He will not return to you
on earth, but you can go to him in heaven.

You can yet go to his coffin that contains

his body, and weep over his corpse, but it

will not awaken nor return to you. You
will go to his grave and plant the flower,

and shed the tear of affection there, but he

will not return to you. You will lie down
by his side at last, and sleep in a grave

near to his, and thus you will go to him,

but he will not return to you. But there

is a higher and nobler sense in which you

will go to him. The humble believer in

Christ, who trusts in the atonement of

Jesus—partakes of his Holy Spirit—and

walks in' the way of his commandments,

will ascend at death to the regions of the

blessed, and become an associate with the

holy angels. The spirit of your child is

an inhabitant of bliss, for Jesus has said,

"Of such is the kingdom of God." It is

now an angel in heaven. You may then

rejoin it there. A life of faith, and piety,

and holiness, will bring you to it. In due

time, when God in his providence shall dis-

solve the connection between your bodies

and souls, and release you from earth, you

shall ascend to the presence of your child.

You will meet it again. You have parted

from its spirit, and you will now part

from its body, but you will meet it again.

It will rise again. Death cannot hold the

occupant of the grave for ever. It will

come forth—" This corruption having put

on incorruption, and this mortal having

put on immortality." You will again press

it to your hearts in everlasting re-union

—

there, where the parting tear is never shed,

and the parting pang is never felt. The

present parting, though painful—for even

short sep.arations are painful—is yet not

final. You will go to him. Your meeting
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will be a joyful and happy one. You will

know and recognize him, and be with him

for ever. You will meet him not in sor-

row and pain—not on a sick bed, nor as

a corpse—but you will meet him as a

smiling, holy, happy spirit— a bright

cherub arrayed in the glories of immor-

tality. Let this gracious assurance com-

fort you. Let it reconcile you to the pain

of parting from him now. Think not of

hope destroyed, but of hope restored. You
will, therefore, resign the dear body of

your child to the grave without a murmur,
having the assurance that you will receive

him again. His flesh shall rest in hope,

and you will cherish and insure the hope,

that at your death you will go to him,

never to part again.

LUTHER AT THE SICK BED OF
MELANCTHON.

(See Frontispiece.)

LUTHER by the side of the suffering

Melancthon, raising the almost broken

spirit of the sick man with the powerful

words of life, was a most touching illus-

tration of Luther's ftxith and power in

prayer. Melancthon had suddenly fallen

sick at Weimar, while on his way to the

monastery at Hagenau. Presentiments

of death had accompanied him thither

;

and a mental affection, which undermined

his strength, threatened the speedy disso-

lution of the almost exhausted powers of

life ;—his delicately strung mind was tor-

mented by the bitterest pain that can assail

a poor mortal; he was at war with himself,

for his conscience could not find rest from

the reproach that he had not resisted more

heroically the desires and demands of the

Landgrave of Hesse, and had thus, it might

be said, sanctioned, in part at least, a pub-

lic slight offered to the evangelical church.

At the call of the Elector, Luther and

Kreuziger came to him; the former saw

with terror the corpse-like form of his

friend, the failing eyes, the fleeting sense.

"God preserve me!" he cried, "how has

the devil destroyed this or(janon !"—and
turning to the window, he poured out his

anxious soul in the boldest and most glow-

ing prayer. Words passed through his

soul and crossed his lips which, coming
from another mouth, might be condemned
as blasphemy, but which in him arose

from the very depth of a sublime con-

fidence in God, and from an unconditional

faith in the Scriptures. " This time I be-

sought the Almighty with great vigor; I

attacked him with his own weapons, quot-

ing from Scripture all the promises I could

remember, that prayers should be granted,

and said that he must grant my prayer, if

I Avas henceforth to put faith in his pro-

mises." He then took the hand of the

sick man, saying, "Be of good courage,

Philip, thou shalt not die; although the

Lord might see cause to kill, yet wills he

not the death of the sinner, but rather

that he should turn to him and live

!

God hath called the greatest sinners unto

mercy; how much less then will he cast

off thee, my Philip, or destroy thee in sin

and sadness ! Therefore, do not give way
to grief; do not become thine own mur-

derer, but trust in the Lord, who can kill

and bring to life, who can strike and heal

again." Melancthon would rather have

passed away in sleep to etei-nal peace,

than have returned to earthly strife; but

the spiritually powerful words of Luther

recalled him. "No, no, Philip! thou must

serve the Lord our God still further!"

He recovered; "recalled from death unto

life," he says himself, "by divine power;"

and Luther rejoicingly said, "He would

bring back the Magister Philip, with the

help of God, from the grave to cheer-

fulness."

Every tree, be it cedar or blackthorn,

can harbor its singing bird ; and few are

the homes in which, from nooks least sus-

pected, there starts not a music.

There is much virtue which is Hke the

juice of the grape, which has to be squeezed

beibre you can get it ; not like the generous

drop of the honey comb, distilling willingly

and fresh.

—

Spurc/con's Sermons.
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THE ASCENSION FROM MOUNT OLIVET A SABBATH DAY's JOURNEY
FROM JERUSALEM.

SACRED LOCALITIES.*

BY DR. J. T. BARCLAY.

FEW spots in all the domain of sacred

topography are more interesting to

the Gentile believer than the place of the

assumption: and although we are entirely

dependent upon a few merely allusive

paragraphs in the Scriptures for all we

know concerning this interesting spot,

yet fortunately the language is so specific

that its location can be ascertained with

great certainty. From this indisputable

authority we learn that the spot whence

the Saviour ascended on high was on

Mount Olivet;—that it was not only on

this mountain but from a portion of it

lying a Sabbath-day's journey from Jeru-

salem; and that it was "as far as to Be-

thany." (Luke xxiv. 50.) Now the place

to which tradition awards the honor of

being the last to receive the impress of

our Divine Master's feet, is on Mount Oli-

vet, it is true (and so are many other ele-

vations just as eligible;) but is neither "as

far as to Bethany," nor is it a "Sabbath-

day's journey from Jerusalem." The spot

now venerated as the place of ascension,

* The illustrations aro taken from the splendid work,

"TheCity of the Great King." For sale at the Lutheran

Publication House. See advertisement on cover.

over which a portion of the monumental
church of the Empress Helena still stands,

is only about one thousand and thirty-five

yards, or rather more than half a mile

from St. Stephen's Gate, by the path usu-

ally traveled, and the same distance from

the "Golden Gate" in the Haram wall,

now closed. Now this is only half the usual

estimate of a Sabbath-day's journey, and
considerably less than the smallest com-

putation made upon any data whatever.

We must, therefore, look for some spot on

Mount Olivet, thus distant from the wall

of Jerusalem : and several such places can

be found, both north and south of the pre-

sent traditionally accredited station. But

the sacred narrative requires that it should

be not only a Sabbath-day's journey, but

"as far as to Bethany"—"even unto Be-

thany"—"ftoj £ij BriOavi,a.v." Now, it SO

happens that there is not a more decidedly

marked prominence on all Mount Olivet

than the hill impending over the ancient

"City of Dates," to the top of which is

exactly one mile from St. Stephen's Gate,

the present place of egress from the city

to Bethany, and from the Golden Gate

also in the ancient Temple wall. The

secluded shelter afforded by one of the

large projecting rocks that crown the top
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of this sterile, desolate eminence is just

such a retired spot as it might be sup-

posed the great Teacher would select for

the delivery of his last charge to the

Apostles— suflBcieutly retired yet easily

accessible. It may be objected, however,

that this spot is not "even unto Bethany"

—the town lying about five hundred yards

below. But may not the evangelist have

meant the boundary of Bethany, instead

of the village itself? Such a view of the

matter would amply satisfy the demands of

the case. But still I incline to the opinion

that Luke meant either the village itself or

its immediate suburbs. And fragments

of columns lying about the remaining

foundations of houses in the scarped rock

just below the south-east brow of the hill,

which is here rather precipitous, indicate

that the suburbs of Bethany once extended

rather farther towards Jerusalem in this

direction than at present, so that the tra-

veler on foot would almost reach it at the

end of a mile; while to go around the

broad i-oad, he must travel nearly two

miles, for the distance is as of old, just

fifteen furlongs. In the expression "fwj

iLi BrjOavcav," Luke therefore would ap-

pear to exhibit his usual accuracy of

diction, instead of having committed a

serious blunder, as some conclude that

this heaven-guided historiographer has

done. How preposterous is the idea

entertained by some of the out-and-out

advocates of tradition—that the suburbs

of the village of Bethany should extend

three-fourths of the way to Jerusalem

—

thus making the suburbs of the capital

only one-fourth as extensive as those of a

little village ! The summit whence I cannot

but believe the Redeemer to have ascended

on high, is within a hundred yards of the

direct foot-path leading from Jerusalem to

Bethany, but yet is quite retired and out of

the way. Instead of being conspicuously

situated, and in full view of all Jerusalem,

like the site now reputed the place of as-

cension, it is entirely out of view of the

present city, and could never have been

seen from any part of ancient Jerusalem,

except perhaps a small portion of Mount

Zion. Here a meeting with His disciples

would have been altogether in consonance

with the custom he seems to have observed

after his resurrection—of appearing onli/

to his disciples, and to them only in the

recesses of mountains, on the retired sea-

shore, or in closed rooms. But such re-

tirement could never be found in such a

fertile, prominent, and public spot as that

now regarded as the place of ascension.

It is not a little singular, that a spot pos-

sessing so fully all the requisites indicated

by the case, should never before have been

regarded as the place of ascension. So

satisfactorily demonstrable is the proposi-

tion, that I never feel better assured of

occupying ground once trodden by the

adorable Redeemer, than when I am here

;

unless it may be, when passing over the

narrow neck of land which connects this

elevation with the main body of Olivet

;

for over this thin isthmus, where all the

varying paths between Jerusalem and

Bethany necessarily become coincident,

he must have passed many an evening

and morning in journeying between the

two places, as his custom was. It is thus

perceived that the physical features of the

neighborhood singularly concur with the

testimony of the inspired eye-witness, to

prove that in this instance (as well as in

others when tested by reason and Revela-

tion) oral tradition is as groundless and

unreliable as the "baseless fabric of a

vision;" for if Luke knew any thing of

the matter, it is utterly impossible that

the site pointed out by the finger of tradi-

tion can be the true place of the ascension.

Perhaps there is not, on all the wide

earth, another Sabbath-day's journey so

richly suggestive of the future, or so re-

plete in soul-stirring reminiscences of the

past, as the foot-path from the Holy City

to the Mount of Ascension.

American Christian Mission.— Perched

upon a bold, rocky promontory of Mount

Zion, at an elevation of ninety-one feet

above the present level of the Tyropoean,

is a cluster of rudely-constructed houses,
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AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSION PREMISES.

now occupied as the premises of the Ame-

rican Christian Mission. This spot is

undoubtedly one of the most notable lo-

calities about the Holy City, though here-

tofore it has failed to attract the attention

not only of tourists and pilgrims, but of

professed antiquarians and topographers.

This lofty cliff was the great bulwark of

the ancient city of the Jebusites, being un-

questionably the "stronghold" of Zion,

where King David was so derided by the

king of Jebus in the taunting language of

insult and defiance—" Except thou take

away the blind and the lame, thou shalt

not come in hither—thinking David cannot

come in hither."

This commanding situation must ever

have been a very important one, whether

in the possession of heathen, Jew or Chris-

tian ; and accordingly we learn from Jo-

sephus that it was successively the site of

the royal palaces of the Davidian, Asmo-

nean, and Herodian dynasties of Israel.

—

Herod the Great, however, required a lar-

ger area for the display of his magnificent

designs ; and hence he erected another, and

perhaps still more sumptuous palace near

the Tower of Ilippicus, (which he seems

mainly to have occupied, ) on the site of the

present splendid Anglican Church and

Consulate—quite on the opposite side of

the city. But not only did Herod Agrippa

(called king) have his magnificent palace on

this identical spot, but also built by its side

another for his beautiful but meretricious

sister, Berenice, so unsparingly satirized by

Juvenal, before both of whom, as well as

Festus, Felix and Drusilla, Paul delivered

his celebrated address at Csesarea. Here

also, was the famous hall " for feasting and

compotations," to which the great Jewish

historian and priest thus alludes: "King
Agrippa built himself a very large dining-

room in the royal palace in Jerusalem, near

to thj portico." And truly it was a most de-

lightful prospect. The beautiful, purplish,

chatoyant mountains of Moab and Ammon
bounding a part of the horizon at the dis-

tance of twenty-five or thirty miles ; the

hallowed ridge of Olivet forming the re-

mainder at the distance of a mile. Then,

only one hundred and fifty yards distant

was the gorgeous Temple, " exceeding mag-

nifical, and of fame and glory throughout

all countries," crowning Mount Moriah.

The deep gorge of the Tyropoeon, at that

time, perhaps, about two hundred feet be-

low the palace, adorned by the magnificent

Xystus Porticos which lay below—the tow-

ering Castle of Antonia loomed aloft on the

north and on the right were Ophel, Kodron,

Siloam, En-rogcl, &c. Immediately adju-
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cent on the north was unquestionably situ-

ated the " Armory of Solomon," or " The

House of the Forest of Lebanon," and just

in its rear, in the direction of the Tower of

Hippicus, was the "House of the High

Priest," The east end of the palace was

connected with the teiuple by that Cyclo-

pean bridge so often mentioned by Jose-

phus, spanning the Tyropoeon, and form-

ing a noble highway between Moriah, the

colossal remains of which are still to be

seen at its abutment against the Temple

wall—the highway or " ascent" of Solomon

so much admired by the Queen of Sheba.

THE SERAI (seraglio) THE RESIDENCE OF THE MILITARY GOVERNOR
ON THE SITE OF FORT ANTONIA.

Beneath the area of the present Mosk of

Omar are to be seen immense rock galle-

ries.

About midway the easternmost range of

arcades, we were shown the rock In which

Solomon tortured the demon. Tlie guides

informed us very gravely that some of the

faithful conceiving the idea that there was

treasure concealed in it, attempted to get

at the contents by means of a pickaxe : but

the first blow caused the devil to cry out,

" Let me alone." And, sure enough, they

did ; nor has any one been since found

with courage requisite to the task of re-

peating the experiment ! Its height is six

feet, its length four and a tliird, and its

breadth three and three fourths ; and is

precisely like those now serving as pedes-

tals to the Triple Gate piers. Hundreds of

small pyramidal piles of stones are seen all

about the floor—the Ebenezer memorials

of devout Moslem devotees from the ends

of the earth.

Judging from appearances, these piers

may all be ascribed to Solomon or his im-

mediate successors, though the vaults are

apparently more modern. At the Triple

Gate, the floor within coincides with the

surface of the ground without; but at the

south-east angle it is about twenty-two feet

higher.

Substructures of el-Aksa.—Immediately

within the double gateway, usually called

" Huldah's Gate," is a vestibule or entrance

hall fifty feet long, and forty-two wide,

which is the width of the passage through-

out. In the centre of this hall, is a mono-

lithic column of the ordinary limestone of

the country, six and a quarter feet in di-

ameter, and twenty-one feet high, with fo-

liated capital of no special order, but yet

tasteful, from the top of which spring

the arches that support the four domes

composing the ceiling. There are four

white Corinthian columns attached to the

doorway, one to each side of each door ; but
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they are by no means well-paired. From
between the two middle Corinthian pillars,

a pier projects inward about twelve feet,

whose termination is pillar-shaped. At the

middle of the northern end of this hall, is

an oval pillar, whose diameters are six feet

eight inches by four feet six inches, in the

midst of a flight of steps once extending

the whole breadth of the room ; but now
only to be seen on its western half, those

on the eastern side being concealed by some
large blocks of Jewish stones, and a mod-
ern Turkish wall. The entire workman-
ship of the vaulted passages is characteris-

tically Jewish, with the exception of some
trifling Turkish additions and alterations.

But the lower room or vestibule to the pas-

sage has been considerably Romanized, and
the entablature on the exterior must also

be referred to Roman architects. The idea

is entertained by some, that much of the

furniture and treasures of the ancient Tem-
ple lie concealed on one side or the other of

this passage, and a closed door on the east-

ern side of the vestibule seems to indicate

that there is vacant space between this

passage and that of the Triple Gateway.

—

But none of the keepers of the Ilaram are

of that opinion ; nor had they even heard

that there is any void space westward of

the passage.

An attempt to penetrate the wall on the

west of the vestibulum has been made, and
half a dozen large stones removed from the

interior face ; but whether the remaining

thickness of the wall was found too firmly

fixed to be removed and (no vacuity being

found) was replaced, I could not learn

—

the attempt not having been made in mod-
ern times. The suggestion that hidden

treasure might be concealed in that un-

known place, so excited the good Efiendi's

cui'iosity, that he expressed his intention to

explore it, should it not prove utterly im-

penetrable.

God only knows what those poor women
have to undergo who have been placed by
education on a level with the best of us,

and who are placed by adverse circumstan-

ces in a position which very often is not

half so good as that of a cook or a house-

maid ; and in estimating the effects of their

influence upon the literature of the times,

if sometimes as critics, we are disposed to

call for bell, book and candle and solemnly

to excommunicate the ofi'enders, let us also,

as men, remember the trials which many
of them have to undergo, and the despera-

tion which drives some into slavery of the

pen, as others, still more unfortunate, are

driven into slavery of the needle.
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CHAPTER II.

AT noon on the following day, the table

at the merchant's house was as usual

set for three ; for, his wife having some

years ago gone to her rest, the family

of Mr. Silberschlager consisted now only

of himself, his daughter and book-keeper,

an old bachelor, verging on seventy, who
had ever been so busily engaged with his

day-books and ledgers, and whose mind was

so continually occupied with accounts and

figures, debtor and creditor, debit and

credit, and such like stereotype mercantile

phrases, that he had never found time to

take into consideration the declaration :

"It is not good that the man should be

alone." These three then composed the

accustomed dinner-party at the house of

Silberschlager.

About ten minutes before the hour of

twelve (for Silberschlager could not be

prevailed upon to discontinue the practice

of eating his dinner at the usual hour,) he

entered the room and addressed his daugh-

ter, by saying, " My child, set another

plate, for we shall have a guest to dine

with us to-day."

"A guest?" exclaimed Catharine in

astonishment. *' Why did you not inform

me of this sooner? I am not dressed for

company."

"Why not, dear child?" asked the fa-

ther. " I should think, that your appear-

ance is as usual, neat and tidy. Besides,

it is altogether unnecessary for you to deck

yourself out in extra finery ; our guest is

a very plain man, and attaches, if I am not

greatly mistaken, very little importance to

all such sort of ornament and vain show."
" Well, who then is he ?" inquired Cath-

arine, with some curiosity.

"Indeed, that is more than I can tell

you, for I do not as yet know his name,"

responded the father. " But this also does

not matter ; in a few moments he will be

here in person, when you may see and ex-

amine with your own eyes."

" But what does he want, here?" con-

tinued the daughter, with increased curi-

osity and some anxiety :
" Why is he to

dine here ; and is he a stranger or does he

reside in the city?"

" Have patience, my child ;" replied Sil-

berschlager ; he will himself give the in-

formation you ask."

Just then the clock struck twelve, and

with the last stroke of the hammer, Mr.

Zisselmeier, the aged book-keeper stepped

in. For a period of thirty years he had

entered that room neither one minute

sooner or later ; his invariable custom be-

ing to lay his hand upon the door-handle

simultaneously with the last stroke of the

clock. This was unalterable.

Mr. Zisselmeierwas a serious, almost mo-

rose looking man, somewhat thin and slen-

der, and greatly averse to converse on mat-

ters which could not be expressed in

figures. He, of course, felt some surprise

on seeing an additional plate upon the ta-

ble ; but contented himself by giving his

head an almost imperceptible shake, and

by casting a hurried look of inquiry at his

principal.

" We shall have a guest to-day !" said

he now to Zisselmeier, as he had previously

to his daughter.

" A business friend, I suppose ?" said

the book-keeper.

"Hardly," responded Silberschlager,

when a knock was heard at the door.

Catharine appeared frightened; for the

whole afi"air had assumed such an air of

mystery, that it was not surprising, that

she should be as curious as she felt anxious

and perplexed. But now, as StefFenson

entered, the same individual with the un-

fashionably cut coat of black, whom to her

greatest vexation she had, no later than

yesterday, encountered thrice, her pretty

face assumed a most unpleasant look.

With an air of contempt, and in defiance

of the laws of hospitality, she turned her

back towards him, and even showed signs
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of leaving the room. But suddenly chang-

ing her mind, she again faced the stranger,

but cast upon him such a sneering look,

that it was not difficult to perceive vrhat

was the nature of the reception and treat-

ment she had prepared for the poor minis-

ter in her heart.

" The reverend Mr. ," now com-

menced Silberschlager, and stopt short,

not knowing the name of his visitor.

His guest, therefore, came to his aid by

saying, " Steffenson, from the small village

of Helferau, about two leagues distant,

towards the west."

" My daughter Catharine, and my book-

keeper, Zisselmeier," continued the host,

finishing the ceremony of introduction.

" My child, will you say grace ?"

Now, Catharine had performed this duty

for a number of years, and had become so

perfectly familiarized with it, that she

needed only to part her lips, when the

words would flow like the purling water

from the fountain. It is true, her heart

took little or no part in it, for it generally

happened, that whilst her lips moved in

prayer, her eyes were engaged either in

counting the buttons on Mr. Zisselmeier's

coat, or in casting a rapid glance at her

own person, to see whether every plait

was in its proper place. On this occasion,

hoAvever, it was otherwise. After she had
folded her hands, sparkling with many and
precious rings, and opened her lips, the

fountain refused to flow ; whilst vexation

and shame, caused her face to become suf-

fused with a crimson glow.
" Well, my child," said the father, " will

you not ask the blessing?"

" I do not know how it begins," she at

length replied in a trembling voice.

" All eyes wait upon thee, " repeat-

ed the father, assisting her.

And now, as the choked up fountain

had again been opened, the words were

sputtered out in such rapidity, that none,

not acquainted with this beautiful passage

from one of the psalms, would have been

able to have understood a single syllable

of what she said. The father, without

speaking, gave an angry shake of the head,

and then invited all present to be seated.

Now, Catharine was, by no means, one

of those who are easily discomfited. It is

true, she had somewhat exposed herself in

the presence of the stranger, but in this

she rather gloried, because the circum-

stance gave her some cause for venting her

displeasure upon the poor clergyman. Set-

ting him down, as a morose and narrow-

minded man who, in all likelihood, would
not speak approvingly of the fashion-

able amusements, prevalent in the me-
tropolis, but rather regard them as an
abomination, she at once determined to

assail the despised man, who had had the

immeasurable hardihood to encounter her

thrice in the public street, at this point

with the missive-weapons of her anger and
scorn.

" Your reverence," she therefore began
with unusual boldness, " has doubtless

visited our city with the intention of at-

tending the theatre ; the harlequin will ap-

pear to-night in his best character."

"No!" replied Steffenson, quite calm

and innocently. " Methinks the streets

and market places of this city, afford a

much better opportunity of becoming ac-

quainted with the follies of men, than even

the theatre."

" Oh, no," continued Catharine, warmly
and almost in a tone of offended pride :

" the harlequin assumes a tenfold variety

of characters, and he never looks droller

and never creates more merriment than

when he appears dressed in a black coat,

a three cornered hat, and a white cravat."

" And what does he say then ?" inquired

Steffenson, with his accustomed calmness.

" 0, he says nothing at all," responded

the young lady. "lie only gesticulates

with his arms, hobbles about so very comi-

cally upon the stage, and struts up and

down with his large yellow cane with an

air of such mock gravity, that the whole

audience is convulsed with laughter.

Moreover, his silence is far preferable, for

whatever he might say while personating

such a character, could not be otherwise
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than exceedingly wearisome and disagree-

able."

" It is a pity, that he does not speak,"

said the minister. " If I mistake not, the

harlequin, when dressed in the manner you

have described, represents cither a school-

master, or a minister of the gospel ; and if

he would on such occasions, only repeat

the words of Solomon, ' the hearts of fools

are in the house of mirth,' he might, per-

haps, greatly benefit himself and others."

The young lady turned an inquiring look

on the speaker; it seemed to her as if the

unwelcome guest intended these remarks

for her especial benefit. But then she en-

countered a countenance of such benignant

simplicity, and so perfectly free from every

trace of embittered feeling, that she felt

greatly perplexed. " He is not malicious,

but only simple," she at length soliloquized,

and then inwardly determined to make
herself the more merry at the expense of

his simplicity.

" I do not know, reverend sir," she con-

tinued, " whether or no you are a reader

of the Gazette of Fashions ; but yet I dare

say, you will be kind enough to tell me
your opinion of the latest Parisian mode;
the blending of the Grecian and Italian

tastes appears to me very ingenious and

clever."

"You are mistaken, Miss Catharine,"

replied StefFenson, with an air of the most

affable mildness and courtesy. "I must

confess to you, that I do not even as much
as know, what you mean by the Gazette of

Fashions, having never seen one. It seems,

however, to be a periodical, designed to

afford worldly pride and vanity an oppor-

tunity of putting on paper its whims and

fancies, and of devising every conceivable

mode and manner in which the body may
be dressed and disfigured. I must honest-

ly confess to you, honored young lady,

that I do most heartily dislike all such

foolish and useless waste of time, which

before God, does not admit even of one syl-

lable of excuse. It is, however, well, that

whilst man may adorn the body in accord-

ance with the ever varying fashions of the

day, he cannot disguise his soul,—his heart

in the ever varying fashions of the day."
" And yet this too is unfortunately pos-

sible," interposed Silberschlager, whilst his

daughter angrily bit her lips and began to

busy herself with her plate. " It is true,

man cannot deck out his soul with gay-

colored rags, but that hypocritical cant

and those honeyed smiles behind which
deception and fraud are so often lurking,

what are they after all, but the fashionable

garniture of the soul."

" Noble sir," here exclaimed Steffenson,

with a cheerful expression. " IIow your

words refresh me. It is at all times grate-

ful to the heart to listen to any one utter-

ing words of earnest piety, but when they

fall from the lips of an aged and expe-

rienced man, they are doubly welcome ; for

then they bear the impress of sincerity."

" It seems then, reverend sir," continued

the merchant, " that the conversation to

which you are obliged to listen, is not al-

ways of a serious cast, I should suppose

that with you and in your presence at least,

no other would be introduced."

" Alas, no !" replied Steffenson. " I am
obliged to listen to many idle, useless, vain

and even profane Avords, and that, too, in

cases where I possess neither the power

nor the opportunity of administering re-

proof. I have even learned by painful ex-.

perience, that especially some among the

young who know little or nothing of God
and his word, often purposely introduce

worldly topics in presence of clergymen,

by way of ridicule."

" Do you mean to say, that they do this

to ridicule the clergymen?" asked Silber-

schlager, in" surprise.

"Not just this," replied the minister.

" But, strange as it may sound, the ridi-

cule for whomsoever intended, is in reality

cast upon God and his word. Individuals

whose natural hearts have not yet been

regenerated, are most generally filled with

enmity against the gospel, and manifest a

decided aversion to ecclesiastical discipline

and order. Since, however, the minister

of the word, in compliance with his duty,
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makes known its precepts, reproofs and

threatenings, they vent their hatred of the

truth fixed upon him who proclaims it. It

almost appears," he added with a painful

smile, " as if such poor and foolish per-

sons intended by their attacks upon the

ministrj^ to make merry at the expense of

God himself."

" Shocking!" exclaimed Mr. Zisselmeier,

who had hitherto listened with wrapt at-

tention to the conversation.

" And yet more sad than shocking, hon-

ored sir," continued Steffenson. " For

such persons know not what they do ; and

the ignorant are ever to be pitied. My ex-

perience has long since taught me, that

mere preaching is not sufficient to rid the

natural heart of its folly and self-conceit,

and the minister who addresses his people

only from the pulpit, and the altar, remains

at too great a distance from the individual

soul. I have, therefore, introduced special

meetings at my own house, where I ad-

dress my people in a familiar and compre-

hensive manner, endeavoring to give to

each one individually, whatever his case

may require. This 1 do more particularly

on Sundays, after the general service has

been concluded, and I confess, that I almost

take greater pleasure in these meetings,

than in our public assemblies in conse-

quence of the happy results, with which they

are evidently attended. When my beloved,

sainted Martha was yet alive, she rendered

me the assistance of a deaconess, and

conversed with the wives and daughters of

the village on the subject of the kingdom
of God, with such address, that I often felt

ashamed of my own insipid discourses."

"You are then a widower?" inquired

Catharine quickly, and that too, in a tone

of such vehemence, and with a look so

dark and frowning, that she had almost

the appearance of a rigorous detective po-

lice officer, who appears overjoyed at hav-

ing surprised the accused in the very act

of a fresh crime.

" God has so willed it," replied Steffen-

son, quietly and innocently adding, " and
humanly speaking, I might say, that my

faithful help-mate Martha, can never be

replaced to me
;
yet with God, nothing is

impossible. I feel assured that the sover-

eign Lord of the church will again provide

for me a companion, or rather that he has

already provided one who shall assist me
in the duties of my office. Ah," contin-

ued Steffenson, deeply moved :
" the earth

may offer a thousand rich pleasures, and a

faithful and diligent discharge of duty may
be evei-ywhere attended with the most

happy results, but to impart to a soul ig-

norant of the Saviour, the knowledge of

Christ, and induce her to love him, is

among all the pleasures the greatest, and
among all blessings the chiefest."

The host received these words with a

grave and an approving nod of his gray

and venerable head, whilst the expression

of his countenance plainly indicated that

the minister had gained his entire confi-

dence and esteem. Mr. Zisselmeier, too,

appeared on this occasion altogether like a

different man. At other times he would

dispatch his dinner in silent haste, and in

such a spirit of abstraction, that, uncon-

scious of what was passing between father

and daughter, he would be employed with

his knife or fork, in drawing figures upon

the table-cloth. But to-day, he frequently

ceased eating, laid down his knife and fork,

and regarded the minister with the pro-

foundest attention. It is true, he did not

venture upon words ; but it appeared, as

if he instead, discoursed more earnestly

with his own soul. His thin lips would

frequently move strangely, and an almost

convulsive nodding of his bald and shriv-

eled head gave evidence of satisfaction

and approval, all of which was quite un-

usual with him.

Catharine alone showed by her entire

behaviour, how very uncomfortable she

felt. She seemed to have no appetite

whatever; she picked about among her

victuals, nibbled at them as daintily as a

bird and frowned, besides, so heavily, as

if her accustomed delicacies had been re-

placed by bran bread. She repeatedly cast

piercing and searching looks.upon StcflFen-
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son, and her vexation appeared to increase,

because she could find nothing to justify

it. If StefFenson had only cast one spite-

ful, satirical or frowning look upon her,

there might then have been some plausible

reason for her to enter into a quarrel with

him ; but there he sat, the detestable man,

looking so harmless, so benignant, so mild

and gentle, that she felt highly provoked

at it, and said to herself, "I would give

something if he was only malicious, instead

of simple."

In the mean time the house-clock sound-

ed in a deep and melancholy tone the hour

o£ one. The sound shook Mr. Zisselmeier's

very soul. lie rose hastily and folded his

napkin.

"Will you not remain a little longer to-

day?" inquired the principal.

" Impossible, Mr. Silberschlager I" re-

plied he, and turned towards the door.

After having opened it, however, he sud-

denly turned again, went up to Steffen-

son, held out his hand to him and said,

"Reverend sir, you are an honorable

man," and then rushed out of the room,

surprised at bis unusual tardiness.

" Silly man," said Catharine, to herself.

" I could not have detained him," said

the host. For thirty years it has been his

invariable custom to leave the table pre-

cisely at the stroke of one, even though he

was obliged to do so with his dinner un-

finished. But, reverend sir, you have this

day done wonders with him; you have

succeeded in inducing him to form an

opinion, and what is still more, forced

him to express it."

"He is a ridiculous pedant!" angrily in-

terposed Catharine. "Little as he speaks,

he can still not answer for all he says."

"As regards his declaration in refer-

ence to myself, the young lady is doubtless

correct !" said Steffenson, with great kind-

ness. " He has called me an honorable

man; it is true, I am by no means a dis-

honest or dishonorable man before my
fellows, but as to my honor in the sight of

God, that is nothing; I can, as St. Paul

says, 'only boast of my weakness;' and I

wish Mr. Zisselmeier had only given me
time to disclaim the honor he meant to

confer upon me. Much is already gained

for the honor of Christianity, if any one,

in accordance with the injunction of the

Gospel, does not think more highly of him-

self than he ought to think; an injunction

with which, especially the young, find it

difficult to comply."
" The man is really intolerable," said

Catharine to herself, at the same time

rising and motioning to leave the room.

Then her father made a significant sign to

Stefi"enson, who, in a tone of the kindest

civility, and without betraying the least

mark of agitation, began thus:

—

"Miss Catharine, I greatly desire you
will not leave us; I have yet a question to

propose to you, which you will not find it

difficult to answer."

Catharine was frightened, and trembled

from head to foot. Her inclination prompt-

ed her to turn her back upon the hateful

man without farther ceremony ; but her

courage forsook her. She, therefore, put

on a look of the most withering contempt,

and replied, "I cannot imagine any ques-

tion the reverend gentleman might address

to me, which could possess the slightest

interest for me."

"And yet, honored young lady," quietly

replied Stefi'enson, "I have for all that.

You are aware of my being a widower, and

that I consequently stand in need of a faith-

ful companion to take charge of my house

and assist me in the duties of my office.

I therefore ask you, will you become this

beloved and faithful companion to me?"
" Catharine's face crimsoned, but it was

the glow of an ofi"ended and angry heart.

"Reverend sir," she replied, in a voice

vehement with passion; "I am astonished

at your boldness. You have done nothing

but vex and offend me with your language.

You have made yourself merry at my ex-

pense. You have wounded my heart with

your sharp and poisoned darts ; {ind after

having done all this, you ask me whether

I will become your wife ! Really this re-

minds me of the theatre I"
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Steffenson responded with a quiet smile:

" Every word you have uttered gives evi-

dence that you are self-deceived. Boast-

ing, indeed, profiteth me nothing
;
yet I

may say, that I am scarcely capable of

intentionally wounding the feelings of any

one. The only thing that could induce me
to do so would be the follies of men ; and

these excite rather to pity, and call upon

us to care for their erring souls. And you

are pleased to call my words sharp and

poisoned darts ? Dear maiden, you doubt-

less intended only to speak of the peculiar

power of the word of God, which is like

unto a two-edged sword to the dividing

asunder of soul and body, but only, in

order again to heal the wound with the

most precious balm. And then you im-

agined all this was like what you see in

the theatre. In my ignorant boyhood,

and when I knew no better, I visited the

theatre several times, and I remember

nothing but the hypocrisy, the dissimula-

tion, and all manner of deceit which was

acted by those who appeared upon the

stage. But I am altogether sincere, and

can therefore only believe that you was not

aware of how much you wronged me by

your opinion."

Now, although nothing could have been

less calculated than this simple refutation

to appease the excited feelings of Catha-

rine ; and although she had pictured to

herself the proposal of a suitor in a far

more delicate, tender, romantic and thea-

trical manner, yet there was something

BO kind and conciliatory in his mild and

gentle voice, that her passion somewhat

subsided, and she, though still frowning

and peevish, answered with less vehe-

mence

—

" But yet your proposal is so unheard of

strange ! I do not know you, neither do

you know me."
" All this does not matter," replied Stef-

fenson, kindly ;
" the Lord knows us both,

and that is sufficient."

" The Lord !" asked the maiden: " what

Lord do you mean ?"

" Him, who is our only Lord," rejoined

the minister. " The Almighty who turn-

eth the hearts of the children of men, like

rivers of water, whithersoever he will, and

who, where two or three are gathered to-

gether in his name, is in the midst of them

;

the Lord, who by his Spirit guideth into

all truth."

" I do not understand you," replied Cath-

arine, though with a louk which left no

doubt, that the words of the minister were

not altogether incomprehensible to her.

"Honored maiden!" rejoined the inex-

orable fault-finder :
" your heart does in-

deed resist the truth of the word of God

;

yet you are not actually openly hostile to-

wards it. Even the heathen know that

there is a God, to whose government they

must submit, why not a maiden, educated

under the influence of the Christian re-

ligion ! Therefore 1 intreat you to give me
a candid and honest answer to my ques-

tion."

Catharine's countenance assumed a

threatening aspect, and a strange conflict

was raging within her, not between yes

and no, but rather as to the mode and man-

ner in which she should give utterance

either to the one or the other. At length

her look changed to one of defiance, whilst

she replied,

" I shall answer you in all candor and

honesty. Well, then, be it so ; for I see

nothing to hinder me. I should be guilty

of uttering a bare-faced falsehood, were I

to say, that the idea of becoming a minis-

ter's wife had ever, even in the remotest

degree entered my mind ; nor have I any

inclination of becoming such even now.

But I am beginning to like the idea on ac-

count of its oddity. It is moreover, a

matter of perfect indifference to me, what

station my husband may occupy in society,

for I iptend under any and all circum-

stances, to lead whatever mode of life best

agrees, with my fancy. Therefore, I say,

Yes ! I have no objection to being called

a minister's wife. I will even, for the ro-

mance of the thing, make the sacrifice of

living with you in your quiet and cheerless

village, but only upon three conditions.
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If you promise me compliance with these,

I will become your wife ; if not, I shall

instantly take back my promise."

" If I can do so without violating the

divine commandment, I will comply with

whatever you may demand," was Steffen-

son's reply.

" My three conditions," continued Cath-

arine, " are these :—First, I must be al-

lowed my own private equipage, to be

solely, and always at my disposal, when-

ever I wish to attend the theatre, concerts

or any other public entertainment in the

city. My horses I want to be large-sized,

strong built, and of a bay color ; the color

and cut of the livery of my coachman and

footman I reserve to myself to determine."

" Child !" exclaimed the father, almost

in terror :
" do you know what you are

asking ? The wife of a country-clergyman

wants horses and carriage for the purpose

of visiting fashionable entertainments in

the city ! No, Catharine, this is not pos-

sible
;
you cannot really be in earnest

!"

"Indeed, I am, dear father!" replied

she, firmly :
" I will not consent otherwise.

Having once entered upon this singular

bargain, why should I not determine the

price at which I am willing to sell my-

self?"
*' It shall be as you wish !" now inter-

posed Steffenson, with great dignity. " As
soon as you shall enter my house, I will

place a private equipage at your exclusive

disposal, over which not even I, will allow

myself to exercise any control."

"It is well," said Catharine, somewhat

disconcerted, as if not altogether pleased,

that Steffenson had urged no manner of

objection. " Secondly," she now contin-

ued, " I shall want a hair-dresser. I do

not require him to become an inmate of

the house ; but he must be at my service

daily, or as often as I wish it."

" Child !" again exclaimed the father,

with a painful look and a doubtful shake

of his gray head.

" I also agree to this condition," said

Steffenson, with the same dignity and mild-

ness.
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Catharine angrily bit her lips ; she be-

gan to feel more and more conscious, that

these conditions were only a ruse on her

part, to force her uninvited suitor to take

back his proposal. But when she now saw.

that Steffenson accepted them in sober

seriousness, she began to feel somewhat

uneasy. Everything now depended upon

proposing a third condition, with which

the minister neither could nor would com-

ply. She, therefore, determined to assail

him upon his most sensitive point in order

to blast, as she confidently imagined, his

fondest hopes.

" You informed me," she now contin-

ued, " that you are accustomed to hold

private meetings at your house, on Sunday

afternoons, in which your deceased wife

took an active interest. My third condi-

tion, therefore, is, that I must on no ac-

count, be expected to take part in the same,

and that you must never, either in word or

look, ask me to attend them. As soon as

you do this, I shall leave your house for

ever."

No sooner had Catharine given utter-

ance to this her third and last condition,

than a shade of deep sadness passed over the

noble countenance of Steffenson ; the proud

and giddy young lady had judged right-

ly in thinking, that in this she would blight

the fondest and dearest hope of her dis-

agreeable suitor. Steffenson stood a mo-

ment engaged in silent thought; then his

countenance again lighted up, assumed an

air of the most unshaken confidence in the

guidance of God, and he replied :
" Be it

so, I assure you upon the word of an hon-

est man, that I shall endeavor, with the

help of God, to comply with the require-

ments of your three conditions !"

This was too much for the thoughtless

girl ! Her whole bearing now exhibited a

mixture of vexation, pain, scorn, contempt

and bitter disappointment, to which was

added a feeling of defiance. " Well," she

vehemently exclaimed, " I see plainly, that

it is to be so, and I will keep my word !

Father," she continued, turning towards

him, whilst holding out her hand to the
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minister :
" I declare before you, that I

will be this man's lawful wife. You are a

witness to the promise we have mutually

given one another. Give us your blessing,

if you can."
" My child," said the father, rising, " I

have given you my solemn promise, that I

would never oppose your wishes in a mat-

ter which so vitally concerns you ; and this

promise I shall keep. I have been ac-

quainted with Mr. Steffenson only since

yesterday, but I know him to be in truth,

what Mr. Zisselmeier called him, an honor-

able man. I therefore, lay my hand upon

yours, with the firm conviction that I am
permitting that which is acceptable to

God, and give you a father's best blessing.

But, my dear child, be not deceived, God

will not be mocked."

Catharine grew pale, but soon regaining

her wonted courage, she said :
" Mr. Stef-

fenson, I am before God and man, your

affianced bride. I shall fulfil my promise,

see that you also fulfil yours I"

Saying this, she burst into tears, and

hastened out of the room.

" May the Lord overrule all for good !"

said the merchant, with a melancholy

shake of his gray head.

" He has already done it, and he will

continue to do it still more," said SteflFen-

son, with so much serenity and joy, as if

his beloved and sainted Martha had again

risen from the dead.

Then he returned to his own quiet vil-

lage.
[Conclusion in next No.]

Facts, if known, would prove that an im-

mense number of the novels under which

the press now groans, are not thrown dovk^n

before the pu))lic as vain-glorious challen-

ges for fame, but are wrung from the sick-

ness of woman's heart, amid the weariness

and discomforts of poverty, the cares and

griefs of nursing, in order to win daily

bread, or to purchase a few luxuries for

those who are dearer than life.

" Nothing makes a man have a big heart

like a great trial."

M^

THE SNOW EXPRESS.
ANY years ago, while a subaltern, I

was stationed at Blockhouse Point,

at the mouth of the Green Snake River, on
the north side of Lake Huron. This now
dilapidated stronghold was originally erect-

ed on a sandy point stretching out into the

lake, in the days of the Indian wars, and
I could fancy its slender garrison of sharp-

shooters watching from their loopholes

the clustering forms of their Indian foes as

they stole along the borders of the forest.

The bullet-holes that riddled its massive

walls, and its charred and blackened sur-

face, suggested grim conjectures respect-

ing its brave defenders who filled the

graves around its foot.

But now there were no Indians to employ

the leisure of the unfortunate company of

regular troops, that grumbled away their

days within the humble fortification that

now surrounded the old blockhouse. Our

only enemies were bears and foxes which

skulked about the woods, and the only In-

dians who sought admission to the post

were those from a little village about seven

miles up the Green Snake River, where a

peaceable party of Ojibbeways had taken

up their abode.

In this dot in the wilderness, I and two

brother-officers lived the lives of anchor-

ites ; only less contented, and by no means

forgetting the world by which we se«med

very nearly forgotten. Not but what let-

ters reached us—sometimes—during the

summer, by an occasional schooner coming

up along the lakes. It was during the

other half of the year, when the lakes were

bound by the universal fetter of ice, that

we lived in unblissful ignorance. Twice,

however, during each long, long winter,

great excitement prevailed at Blockhouse

Point. It was when Indians, traveling

over the snow on snow-shoes, were expect-

ed to arrive with the " expresses." Day

by day we used to walk for miles, hoping

to meet our bronze Mercuries ;
and when,

at length they came in sight, with what

trembling hearts we returned to the post,

to await the opening of their sealed wallets
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by the proper authority, in ignorance of

what tidings "the mail" might contain for

us!

On one occasion the news I got was sad

enough. My dearest friend was to be tried

by court-martial on a serious charge. He
had not written to me himself, but a mu-
tual friend informed me that, before

another month was past, Lowther's fate

would be sealed; and this month's delay

had only occurred in consequence of an

important witness being required from the

lower province. I saw at once that it was

in my power to disprove the gravest part

of the charge, although Lowther did not

know it. Yet, before the spring should

come and the lakes be open to enable me
to reach head-quarters, the trial would be

over, and my friend, in all probability,

condemned.

The dreadful thought that he might be

sacrificed for the want of my testimony

haunted me. I could not sleep that night.

Many plans disturbed my mind. Could I

not write my statement, and send it by an

Indian express ? Undoubtedly I could.

But, when. I came to count, I found it

would not arrive in time, unless some one

was ever at hand to hurry the messengers

on. Why should not I be of the express

party? I was young, strong, active, and

accustomed to exertion. Surely what In-

dians could do, I could do. There was not

an hour to be lost. At daylight I obtained

leave from my commanding officer—a mere

matter of form—for both he and my junior

heartily rej oiced at the prospect ofLow ther's

acquittal. Two Indians were quickly ob-

tained, and everything was made ready

for departure in a few hours.

We were a strange looking party. Our
object being speed, each carried his own
traps, and as few of them as possible. I

was clad in a beaver coat and fur cap. My
kit consisted of a blanket, a bearskin, and

a wallet to hold provisions. The two In-

dians, who were brothers, were similarly

equipped. With rifles ready loaded for

any game that might present itself, and

snow-shoes on our feet, we set out.

In case we succeeded in getting to head-

quarters at the time appointed, a gratuity

had been promised to the Indians (which

I resolved to give, whether won or not,)

and they unmurmuringly pressed on, near-

ly the whole day, on their cumbrous snow-

shoes, scarcely giving themselves time to

cook the game we killed ; then, shoulder-

ing theirpacks, and startingoff again. They
endeavored to beguile the weariness of the

way by lively sallies, at which they laugh-

ed till the silent woods rang with their

merriment. Chingoos (the ermine,) the

younger brother, was the most joyous as

well as most active of us all ; and, however

wearied he might be when we stopped for

the night, he laughed and jested as he cut

with his tomahawk the evergreens which

were to form our not uncomfortable shel-

ter, and be strewn beneath the bearskins

on which we slept. Shegashie (the cray-

fish) was our cook and fire-maker ; and the

rapid Avay in which he heaped on scores of

dry branches, and raised a blazing pile

above the snow, always excited my admi-

ration.

When we had accomplished nearly half

our journey, we had not overstepped the

time we allowed ourselves ; but the con-

tinuous exertion was beginning to affect

our limbs, and the perpetual glare of the

sun on the snow, inflamed our eyes. This

we found by far the greater hardship of

the two. I shall never forget the joy we
felt, one morning, when the sun remained

hidden beneath heavy cloud-banks in the

east. Almost forgetting our swollen limbs

in the gladness of being delivered from his

dazzling rays, we traveled merrily on

through leafless forests of gigantic trees
;

through tracts of smaller trees, thickly

studded with the larch, the spruce, and the

fir, whose dark foliage gloomed almost

black against the stainless snow ; through

woods tangled with wild vines, and fra-

grant with juniper bushes, until at length

we reached the shores of a small frozen

lake.

Once more we rejoiced that the day was

dim ; for, in crossing lakes and rivers, we
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always suffered most, being deprived of the

network of branches, which yielded us a

shade ; sometimes almost impenetrable.

But our exultation was short-lived. An
exclamation of disappointment burst from

the Indians, and, looking up, I saw a few

large snow-flakes floating slowly through

the air.

" Let us put off our snow-shoes," said

Shegashie ;
" we must halt here."

"Why?"
"Because the snow will blind our eyes

to the path."

The path, however, was an Indian figure

of speech. We were traveling through an

untrodden wilderness, guided from point

to point by some rock, or bank, or quaint-

ly formed tree. But, these objects dwelt

vividly in the Indians' recollections. They

had traveled this road twice before ; and,

whatever an Indian once sees, remains im-

printed in his memory forever.

At Shegashie's announcement I looked

over the lake longingly. I could not bear

to lose an hour, far less a day ; and I said

that perhaps we might get across before the

violence of the snow-storm came on. My
guides shook their heads. However, after

a time, they agreed to make the attempt.

Accordingly, off we started across the

lake, the snow flakes floating and playing

lazily around us ; and more than once, we
congratulated ourselves that their appear-

ance had not deterred us. But, when we
had got about half-way across, the snow-

storm came dashing down in our faces with

a fierce gust that almost threw us off our

feet.—Staggered and breathless, we stop-

ped. Near as the brothers were, I could

see no more than the outlines of their dark

forms through the thick curtain of snow

which fell between us ; while nothing was

visible beyond, but dazzling snow-flakes

tumbling, whirling, and rushing down to

overwhelm us.

" We must," cried Shegashie, "keep the

wind in our faces, or we shall never reach

the shore."

He at once led the way, his brother and

I following, and with diflficulty distinguish-

ing him as he shuffled heavily on before

us. Already the weight of snow upon our

snow-shoes impeded us greatly, and it in-

creased each moment, untilwe could scarce-

ly drag them along. The snow blew in our

faces, sharp as icicles, whirling past us in

wild eddies, almost beating us down. As
the storm increased, the wind, which had
hitherto blown steadily in our faces, be-

gan to waver, and to dash the snow down
upon us in every direction. It was impos-

siljle to go on.

The last faint lingering shadow of a hope

passed away, and we felt there was nothing

left but to die. Once or twice I wondered

I did not feel the torpor, which is the pre-

cursor of death among the snow, steal over

my senses ; but we determined not to die

inactive, and the violence of my exertions

heated me to such a degree, that more than

once I found myself wiping the moisture

from my brow, as I fought the hopeless

battle against the whirlwind.

That I am alive to write this, is a proof

of the unslumbering Providence watching

over all ; for there was no earthly hope for

us, when an unseen hand guided us to

safety. How we reached the shore none

of us ever knew ; but, at length, still bat-

tling against the blinding snow, Shega-

shie's snow-shoes struck against a tree.

Close beside it was thicket of dwarf firs,

and we shrank into its shelter—saved for

the time.

For hours, the snow continued to fall, as

if inexhaustible ; at length, however, it

ceased, and the setting sun shone out in

the western sky, red and angrily. The In-

dians said that another snow-storm was at

hand. So we set about making the best

preparations we could for the night. Our

friendly thicket was no bad shelter, and

Chingoos and I set to work with our toma-

hawks to cut away the branches, until the

place somewhat resembled a bower ; then,

shaking the cut branches free from snow,

we laid them up in soft piles to sleep upon.

Meantime Shegashie busied himself in

making a fire and collecting fuel. We
were short of food; for, during the last day
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or two, game had been unusually scarce.

But we had sufficient for the night, and

hoped to obtain more on the morrow; She-

gashie having set several snares round

our camp for the small Arctic hares which

abound in those forests.

Soon after dark the snow recommenced;

and, although we were unusually well

sheltered, I never felt cold so intense as I

did that night. I have rarely felt more

rejoiced than I did when I saw the early

dawn steal over the landscape, and was

able to rise from my freezing couch and

waken my companions, who rose looking

as comfortless as myself; especially Chin-

goos, who trembled as if he had an ague

fit. But a little hot coffee revived him.

Shegashie went to inspect his snares
;

and, to his great disappointment, he found

that they had not been disturbed; so there

was nothing for us but to start afresh with-

out breakfast. Just as we had tied on our

snow-shoes, a few flakes of snow, like tiny

birds, came floating between us and the

clear blue sky. They were true harbin-

gers; and, within a few minutes, the clouds

began to gather and the snow to darken

the atmosphere. Warned by the past day's

experience, we remained in our camp.

Hour after hour the snow poured down in

driving masses ; but we were sheltered from

its fury. We had fire, and the snow set-

tling on the roof and sides of our bower

made it warm ; so we felt that we had more

cause to be thankful than to complain,

though we were compelled to fast.

Before long, Chingoos's indisposition of

the morning returned ; and, as day wore

on, he continued to get worse ; until, by

evening, it was quite evident that he was

in the first stage of a fever. We did the

best we could for him, by giving him hot

coffee and such other trifling comforts as

our slender stock afforded.

The next morning broke bright and
beautiful ; but it was at once evident that

poor Chingoos could not travel that day.

The fever increased, and the ague so shook

him, that it was with the greatest difficulty

he could take the coffee from our hands.

The snares were still empty, and this day

also was passed without food.

On the third morning, Chingoos was
still worse. No game had been snared or

shot, and hunger-pangs were now becoming
very fierce. We were so weak that we
could scarcely creep. About mid-day a

hare came leaping by through the snow.

I shot it, and we dressed it immediately.

To this day I think that was the sweetest

meal I ever tasted. We made a part of

the hare into soup for our poor patient;

but he was unable to take it—to our sur-

prise, for it seemed to us delicious beyond
expression.

From that day we never wanted food,

and were able to give all our thoughts and

anxieties to Chingoos, whose last hour was

evidently drawing near. He held out his

hand to his brother, and Shegashie, forget-

ting the stoical demeanor of his race which

he had tried hard to maintain, burst into

tears as he folded it in his bosom. When
he released it, it fell cold and stiffened

upon the snow.

Shegashie did not speak for hours, but

wept incessantly. The earth was frozen

too hard to admit of our digging a grave.

We were therefore compelled to lay the

lifeless Indian deep in the snow in a shady

place, until his brother could return in the

spring to bury him.

On the following morning we resumed

our journey ; but it had now become a

melancholy pilgrimage. The day seemed

long and dreary without the joyous youth,

whose livelyjests and ringing laughter had

echoed among the old trees. Towards

evening, for the first time in all our travels,

we came on the signs of a human being.

The broad trail of a pair of snow-shoes

preceded us along the course we had to

follow.

My guide, judging by the tracks, an-

nounced the wearer to be an Indian, and

not one of the white hunters who are some-

times to be met in these forests. He was
right. The wearer of the gaily-trimmed

hunting-shirt whom we fllpertook about

two hours after, with his dirty blanket,
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rifle, tomahawk, and knife, his arms cover-

ed with bracelets, and bunches of ear-rings

weighing down the lobes of the ears, fully

attested the accuracy of Shegashie's fore-

knowledge.

The Indians greeted each other with

grave courtesy, and the same polite recep-

tion was extended to me. But in spite of

all their gravity, I fancied I perceived a

gleam ofjoy in the wild eyes of the stranger.

No wonder, poor fellow ! I thought. Per-

haps he has passed the whole winter with-

out looking on one human face. He be-

longed to a party of Indians living far to

the north of Green Snake River, and his

dialect was a great trial to my Indian eru-

dition.

As his path for the next day or two

would be the same as ours, the stranger

proposed to join us. Though I must con-

fess that the sight of his blanket, caked

with filth, made me feel a repugnance to

his company, yet I was too prudent to ob-

ject ; and afterwards, when we stopped for

the night, and I found that, leaving the

fire-making to Shegashie, he was content

to bustle about to collect fuel, and to as-

sist me in forming our night's shelter, I

felt more charity towards him, and was
more resigned to his raising his pile of

branches near my own.

As we sat, that evening, round our camp
fire, I had a better opportunity ofobserving

our new acquaintance. He was a tall,

finely formed Indian, and more muscular

than I had ever seen any of his race.

Moreover, there was an unusual fierceness

in his demeanor and a strange fire gleamed

from his eye. He took the tobacco we
gave him with great pleasure, but he was
disappointed that our fire water was all ex-

pended. However, he did not let that damp
his spirits, but talked on with more than

Indian volubility.—Shegashie's stock of

news, for which he asked, was soon ex-

hausted. Poor fellow ! he had little heart

to talk of anything except his beloved

brother, to whose story the stranger listen-

ed with a contracted brow ; but with few

indications of sympathy. In his turn, he

treated Shegashie to a number of amazing
and horrible stories which were current in

the woods.

I lost the gist of many of these through

not being able clearly to comprehend his

language. But there was one I under-

stood somewhat better than the others ; it

was concerning a very fierce Indian called

Mamiskogahjhe (Great red-nailed Bear,)

who came from far beyond the Great Lake

(Superior,) and who, on his return home
from a hunting expedition, had found his

squaw and children the prey of a band of

cannibal Indians. Enraged at the sight,

this hero fell upon them single-handed,

and took the scalps of all except one. That

one had fled ; and, ever since, Mamis-

kogahjhe had prowled through the woods;

gnashing his teeth and seeking him every-

where. The missing Indian had shrouded

himself in every sort of disguise, "But all

to no purpose," said the stranger savagely,

"for Mamiskogahjhe slays every Indian he

meets, so that that villain must fall beneath

his knife at last."

When I had got over the novelty of the

stranger's excited manner and gleaming

eye, I became somewhat weary of this In-

dian hyperbole; but, Shegashie listened to

every word with breathless attention. I

was lounging beside the fire, more asleep

than awake, when I was aroused by the

stranger abruptly demanding of my guide

if he had ever seen this redoubtable

brave, the Great Red-nailed Bear; to

which the young Indian replied in the

negative.

" Liar !" thundered the savage, spring-

ing to his feet. " I am Mamiskogahjhe !"

and in a moment he stabbed my compan-

ion in the chest.

I sprang upon him in an instant, and

seized his right arm ; which, by a violent

effort, he succeeded in disengaging. He
aimed a deadly blow at me with his knife,

but I evaded it, and drew my own. With

a yell at his disappointment, he began to

draw his tomahawk from his belt with the

view of hurling it at my head ; but I dart-

ed upon him, pinioning his arms. His feet
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gave way, and we both rolled together on

the snow. A struggle for life between us

succeeded. The Indian kept making little

digs at me with his knife, but he could not

get purchase enough to do more than pen-

etrate ray clothes and inflict slight wounds

upon me. He rolled over with me, hoping

to get me undermost ; but I always rolled

farther than he wished, and got on the up-

per side again. At length I lost patience;

and, still holding his right arm tightly

down, I loosened the hand which held my
knife. But, quick as thought, Mamis-

kogahjhe changed his knife into his lefthand

also. Then commenced another rolling

and tearing struggle, more like that of

tigers than of men, for my foe assailed me
fiercely with his teeth. We stabbed at

each other wildly, and many a wound I

gave and received. At length the Indian

relaxed his hold, fell back, and I arose vic-

torious.

My first thought, now, after a fervent

prayer for my deliverance, was for my poor

guide. I found that, though desperately

wounded and bleeding profusely, he was

not dead. I bound up his wounds as I

best could, and placed him on his bed. My
own wounds though numerous, were mar-

vellously slight; more cuts than stabs, and

even those, my thick clothing had prevent-

ed from doing much damage. I dressed

them, and, heaping more wood on the fire,

sank down beside it to watch my poor

Shegashie.

The next morning Shegashie was so weak
from loss of blood that each moment I ex-

pected to see him pass away, and leave me
alone in the woods to die in my turn. I

now bitterly regretted that I had ever en-

tered on this disastrous enterprise. How-
ever, there I was, and I had nothing for it

but to make the best of it; so I set to work,

buried my dead enemy in a snow bank,

collected wood, shot a hare, dressed it, and

returned to my sad task of watching my
wounded guide.

At the end of ten days, despite every ad-

verse circumstance, Shegashie was a great

deal better; yet it was evident to both of

us that it would be a long time before he

could travel. The poor fellow earnestly

entreated me not to stay with him, but to

leave him to his fate ; and he directed me
in the right way to pursue my journey. I

would not have deserted an enemy thus,

much less one with whom I had faced sor-

row, danger, and death. Yet powder and

shot were rapidly failing. After much
cogitation, I took all the spare snow-shoes,

and, by the aid of a bearskin, succeeded in

making a sleigh capable of holding Shega-

shie very comfortably, as well as all our

belongings. I rose proudly the next morn-

ing ; and, placing my companion in the

sleigh, re-commenced my journey.

It was weary work to drag that clumsy

sleigh, the wasted Indian looking out now
and then to direct me on our way. I was

often obliged to make long detours to avoid

thickets and places where the trees grew

too close to admit my sleigh between them.

When day was done, I had the fuel to

collect, the fire to make, shelter to prepare,

Shegashie to move, his wounds to dress,

and then the game to cook which I had

killed during the day. Many a time I

thought I should be obliged to give up the

struggle. When I lay down to rest I was

sometimes so tired that I could not have

resisted another MamiskOgahjhe, had he

come to end the work the first one had

begun ; and, when morning re-appeared, I

re-commenced my tugging and dragging

with arms so weary, that I did not care if

another snow-storm came and sent us to

sleep till the great day of awaking.

Neither Indian nor snow-storm came,

and I was compelled to go on from day to

day enacting by turns the parts of horse,

forager, firemaker, cook, builder, and

nurse. At length I became so exhausted,

that one morning, though it was scarcely

mid-day, I began to look about me for a

suitable place to encamp for the remainder

of the day and night ; hoping, after such a

rest, to start fresher on the following morn-

ing. Suddenly, a thin column of smoke

ascending from the trees at a short dis-

tance, caught my eye : and, turning off
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from our route, I made the best of my way
towards it. It rose from the hut of a new-
ly-arrived settler. The man gave us a

hearty welcome, and we slept beneath a

roof, for the first time for considerably

more than a month. The next day he put

his horse to his wood-train ; and, in two

days more, brought us to head-quarters

—

less, I believe, for the reward I promised,

than from pity for our worn and miserable

condition.

The time appointed for the trial was now
nearly three weeks past, and I did not

doubt that it was over. But the severe ill-

ness of the accused had again deferred it.

The proceedings were only now coming to

a close. So far, they left on the minds of

all who witnessed them, but one impression

—that my poor friend's military career

was ended. Suddenly I entered the court,

attired in worn out rags, my face haggard,

my eyes inflamed, my swollen feet hobbling

awkwardly on the floor.

. Order restored, my testimony was re-

ceived with the greatest attention ; and

Lowther was acquitted with honor.

Poor Shogashie ! When the spring came,

he left me, and returned by a schooner to

Green Snake River ; whence, accompanied

by his relatives, he traveled down to the

scene of his only brother's death. They

dug a deep grave for Chingoos, and laid

him in it on the spot where his life had de-

parted. But Shegashie never more return-

ed to his native village. Parting from his

relatives at the grave, he returned to me,

and remained with me—a gentle, unob-

trusive, faithful friend,—until consump-

tion, the bane of his race, took him from

me a few years ago.

Self-denial and Self-control.—Self-

denial is the first lesson a young man
should learn ; and yet it is the most diffi-

cult. The world within us is composed of

^arring and conflicting elements. Reason

legislates, and conscience reproves, and

experience warns ; and yet the will, the

passions, and the appetite, rebel. They

must be controlled and subdued. Reason

must have its dominion, and conscience
must be heard and heeded, or the man is

lost—as the tempest-tossed vessel, without
anchor or rudder, in sight of a lee shore.

How many wrecks have we seen in our
voyage thus far through life

!

Young men! self-control—an early, vi-

gorous, efficient self-control—is your only
safety. Let reason and conscience speak.

They are the voice of God. Listen to

them. Obey them promptly. The time

may come when they will be to you the

day-doom.

For the Home Journal.

THE CHURCH-YARD.
Quick and light,

O'er the blossoms bright,

O'er the scented grass,

Let the fairy pass

;

Lilies rare

In her flowing hair.

And a wild rose blush

In her cheek's warm flush

;

Let the maiden pass

—

For there waiteth one,

By a tall grave-stone,

'Neath the dark yew tree,

Watching silently.

The moon looks down from the misty skies,

And the maid looks up to the loving eyes

;

Aud they pledge their faith 'neath the dark yew tree.

While the young moon watches silently.

And the wind sighs low like a wandering wraith,

But they heed it not in their trusting faith;

And they keep their tryst in the silent spot,

Where the holy dead upbraid them not.

Sad and slow,

See the mourners go

;

Let the dark forms pass,

O'er the withered grass.

Put the pall aside

—

In his manly pride,

In his beauty rare,

Lo ! he sleepeth there.

Let the mourners pass

—

O'er a yawning grave

Doth the yew tree wave.

And the lilies rest

On a pulseless breast.

Thick myrtle green with blossoms blue

—

A grave—beneath the spreading yew

!

One kneeling there with drooping head,

With tears embalms the cherished dead.

A pilgrim—with love's incense fraught,

Alone the tristing tree hath sought

;

By the false world no longer wept,

One heart its early pledge hath kept.

Gertedde.
Baltimore, Jan. 185S.
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A TOUCHING INCIDENT.

THE Buffalo Commercial says, that the

Rector of St. Paul's Church, in that

city, had reached the middle of his dis-

course on Christmas Eve, when a delegate

from heathendom came up the south isle.

It was a young squaw with a half-heathen-

ish, half-civilized dress, a diminutive bon-

net hanging on the back of her head by

the strings, and a calico shawl of gay col-

ors wrapped ai'ound her like a blanket.

She came along with the slow Indian step,

until, near the front of the church, a

gentleman gave her a seat. She sat down
as if unaccustomed to cushions, but main-

tained very good behaviour, except when
the preacher was occasionally more than

usually emphatic, she felt called upon to

express her approval by an audible "dat's

good." During the singing of the closing

hymn, she stood up with the rest, evident-

ly much excited, leaning eagerly forward,

her frame quivering with the new emotion

of organ music. But after the benediction,

when the choir performed an anthem, she

rushed out of the pew into the space before

the chancel, where she stood unconscious

of the gaze of the congregation, her eyes

fixed on the organ, and all the strangeness

of her position forgotten in the rush of

sensation produced by the rich notes of

the organ and the exulting chorus of the

anthem. Poor child of the wilds ! drunk
with a new emotion, a stray lamb from

heathendom, joining unconsciously in the

worship of One who, almost at the antipo-

des and nineteen centuries ago, lay in

swaddling clothes within a manger

!

SINCERITY.

THE true Christian must not only be up-

right but downright. A man may
be upriyht in the eyes of the world and yet

in the sight of God not be a downright

Christian.

As we look through a forest of oaks we
cannot tell which trees stand most firmly

and have their roots most deeply imbedded

in the soil. But the hurricane reveals all,

those which have not deep strong roots.

however upright they may stand, are over-

thrown, whilst those trees whose roots

penetrate (ZowK right to the rocks stand firm.

It is thus with men, it is not enough to

appear well outwardly, to be upright in

our business transactions and worldly

alfairs, or to be moral merely, we must

have the root of the matter in us, we should

be doicnright Christians, rooted and ground-

ed in the faith of the Son of God.

God only knows, who are sincere and

who are not, of all those that make up a

community, sincerity and hypocrisy are

strangely intermingled in the Church as

well as in the world, it is only when some

strong blast of affliction comes like a hur-

ricane and knocks away the false props

upon which men have built, that the hy-

pocrisy is made apparent and we discover

that many of those whom we thought to be

downright Christians were only upright

men, whom adversity, or trial, or strong

temptation hurls to the ground.

As with a tree, the more widely its

branches are spread and the more dense

its foliage the greater will be its fall if it

be not deeply rooted and the less able to

resist the violence of the tempest ; so it is

with men ; the greater their pretensions to

piety, the greater the show of outward

godliness they assume ; if insincere, the

more easily will they be overthx'own, the

heavier will be their fall and the more

complete their destruction when some

great calamity overtakes them.

L. L. H.

Tears.—Shallow judges of human na-

ture are they who think that tears in them-

selves ever misbecome boy or even manhood.
Well did the sternest of Roman writers

place the arch distinction of humanity,

aloft from all meaner of heaven's creatures

in the prerogative of tears ! Sooner may-
est thou trust thy purse to a professional

pickpocket than give loyal friendship to

the man who boasts of eyes to which the

heart never mounts in dew ! Only when
man weeps he should be alone—not be-

cause tears are weak, but because they

should be sacred. Tears are akin to pray-

ers. Pharisees parade prayer ; imposters

parade tears.
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0me Circle.

WHOM DO YOU LOVE BEST?

a ^TTHO do you love best?" said a little

VV girl to a number of her playmates,

the oldest of whom was not five years old.

" I love my teacher best," said Ella ;
" and

I love my little schoolmates," shouted Ar-

thur.

" So do I," chimed the merry voices of

Emma and Mary.

" I love them all very much," said Susan,

"but I love my mother best, and father, too."

" I guess we all do," said Arthur, " that's

what I meant, but, I love my playmates next

best, don't you, Laura?"
" I love God best," replied Laura, her face

beaming with smiles, " because he gave us

our father and mother, and always lets us

have somebody to take care of us. When
Abby's mother died, he let her live with Aunt

Lizzie, and he lets us have aunts, and cou-

sins, and teachers, and schoolmates, and every

thing."

The children had not thought of this be-

fore, but they found that Laura was right, and

I hope they will always remember who it is

that gives them " everything" and not forget

to thank him every day.

—

Mother''s Jour.

A LIVING SACRIFICE.

IN a portion of the southern territory from

which the red man has now been driven, I

once attended a meeting held in the wild

forest. The theme on which the preacher

dwelt, and which he illustrated with surpass-

ing beauty and grandeur, was " Christ, and

him crucified." He spoke of the Good

Shepherd who came into the world to seek

and to save the lost. He told how this Saviour

met the rude buffetings of the heartless sol-

diers. He drew a picture of Gethsemane, and

the unbefriended stranger who wept there.

—

He pointed to him as he hung bleeding upon

the cross.

The congregation wept. Soon there was a
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slight movement in the assembly, and a tall

son of the forest, with tears on his red cheeks,

approached the pulpit, and said, " Did Jesus

die for me—die for poor Indian? Me have no

lands to give to Jesus—the white man take

them away ; me give Him my dog and my
rifle." The minister told him that Jesus could

not accept these gifts. " Me give Jesus my
dog, my rifle, and my blanket; poor Indian

he got no more to give—he give Jesus all."

The minister replied that Christ could not

accept them. The poor, ignorant, but hum-
bled child of the forest, bent his head in sor-

row, and meditated. He raised his head once

more, fixed his eye on the preacher, and said

—" Here is poor Indian—will Jesus have him!"

A thrill of joy ran through the souls of min-

ister and people as this fierce son of the wil-

derness now sat in his right mind, at the feet

of Jesus. The Spirit had done His work

;

and he who had been so poor, received the

earnest of the inheritance.

TO A BIRD IN A CAGE.
BY HAERY HAZZAED.

LITTLE prisoner, dost thou pine

For tliy native liberty
;

For tlie joys that once were thine

When thy untaught minstrelsy,

Woke the echoes of the grove

With thy lay of early love f

Why should man thus ruthlessly

Tear thee from thy callow nest,

To hear thee ever mournfully

Pour the sorrows of thy breast ?

Gentle songster, surely thou

Canst not be o'er happy now.

Would that I might bid thee go

Try thy long unused wing.

Then where sparkling streamlets flow,

And luxuriant wild flowers spring,

Hear thy strains of melody,

Hear thy song of Jubilee.

Tet sweet captive, thy sad fate,

Has its human counterpart,

Men have been made desolate,

Caged in body—crushed in heart;

Millions sympathize with thee.

And long as thou dost to be free.

Science Combined with Simplicity.—The

experiments by which the identity of lightning

and electricity was demonstrated by Franklin

were made with a sheet of brown paper, a bit

of twine, a string, and an iron key.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION.

A gentleman, not long since, took up an

apple to show a niece, sixteen years of age,

who had studied geography several years,

something about the shape and motion of

the earth. She looked at him a few minutes,

and said with much earnestness, " Why,

uncle, you don't mean that the earth really

turns round, do you ? He replied, " But did

you not learn that several years ago ?" " Yes,

sir," she replied, " I learned it, but I never

knew it before." Now it is obvious that thia

young lady had been laboring several years

on the subject of geography, and groping in

almost total darkness, because some kind

friend did not show her at the outset, by

some familiar illustration, that the earth

really turned round.

SYMPATHY.

An instance is related of an individual, who
having endured many years of suS'ering in

the confines of a dreary prison, was, through

the intervention of a friend, set at liberty.

Passing along the streets, of a populous city,

he noticed, suspended from the door of a

store, a cage in which was confined a number

of birds ; he inquired of the owner the price

he held them at, receiving an answer, he

opened the door of the cage, catching one of

the birds, paid the sum demanded, and let it

fly. He continued thus to release each little

prisoner, until all had regained their native

liberty. On being expostulated with, for such

strange conduct, he remarked, " I, myself,

was once a prisoner, and know the extent of

anguish and sorrow, that imprisonment en-

genders, I am resolved to do what I can to

alleviate the suflerings of others ;" thus speak-

ing, the stranger passed on his way.

W.

The petty sovereign of an insignificant

tribe in North America, every morning stalks

out of his hovel, bids the sun good-morrow,

and points out to him, with his finger, the

course he is to take for the day.

Books were bound in oak boards until the

fourteenth century.
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Oybitcrial look-CaHe.

Thk Knowledge of God, Objectively Con-

sidered. By Robert J. Breckinridge, D. D.,

LL. D. New York : Carter & Brother.

This is no ephemeral production. It is the

work of a great man, and will live as a class-

ic, in theological literature. The Doctor re-

pudiates the old division of systematic theol-

ogy, into Exegetic, Didactic, and Polemic,

and adopts, what he seems to think is a novel

method, as a basis either of inquiry or in-

struction in theology. He professes greatly

to simplify the subject, by a reduction of the

whole of our knowledge of God, unto sal-

vation, into three obvious and exhaustive

classes. These are the knowledge of God
considered objectively, subjectively, and re-

latively. He claims entire originality, for

both the conception and the method of his

division and development of the subject. We
are not prepared, however, to accede to these

claims of oi'iginality, for the idea, and the

method, are distinctly recognized, by some of

the most distinguished German theologians.

The present volume embraces the first divi-

sion of the subject, viz. : the Knowledge of

God Objectively Considered. We have read

considerable portions of this work, with pro-

found impressions of the great truths, dis-

cussed. No one can read this work, without

the conviction, that he is in communion with

a mind original, vigorous, logical, and com-
prehensive. Indeed, there are few works on
this immense subject, so clear in statement,

logical in development, and didactic in the

conclusions reached. The work is less po-

lemical, than we expected to find it, from the

known controversial tendency of the author.

It is almost unexceptionable in this respect.

Of course the Doctor is uncompromising, on
all points of theology, characteristic of his

peculiar school. For instance, he does not

hesitate to say, that all men not only die in

Adam, but they do so because they sinned in

him—and quotes Rom. v. 12.—Now, Paul
says no such thing. He simply says, that all

men die because all have sinned. The Doctor

adds, because all have sinned in Adam. He
adds the explanatory cause, for which he has

no authority from Paul, or any other inspired

writer. It is manifestly a constrained exe-

gesis, to maintain a dogma of sectarian theol-

ogy. The Doctor has the Latin motto on an

old sun dial, " Non sine hice," on the title

page of his work. It is a very significant

motto for a theological work. A dial, is of

no use in a cloudy day—there must be light

from the sun, or it fails to mark the fugitive

hours. We understand the meaning of this

motto, in its application to a work on theol-

ogy. But even with the light, the horologue
may be defective. If the sun dial be con-
structed on any other than scientific princi-

ples, the light will cast a false shadow, and
reveal error—and not truth. So, if a man
comes to the Bible, with some preconceived
notion—or theological dogma, he is not in the

moral attitude to receive the light of heaven,
and is in danger of adopting a spurious exe-

gesis. The Doctor's interpretation of Romans
V. 12, is an illustration of this fact.

In all cases, however, where the Doctor is

not committed to the technicalities of his

creed, he reasons with great clearness and
logical force, and his conclusions are irresis-

tible. In the chapter on the unity of the hu-
man race, in which the doctrine is argued
from Physiology, Philology, and Ethnology,
the conclusion is inevitable and incontrovert-

ible.

This is one of the most valuable contribu-

tions to theological literature from an Amer-
ican, since the days of Edwards. We shall

look for the next volume—" The Knowledge
of God, subjectively considered," with great

pleasure.

Laws from Heaven, for Life on Earth.

By Rev. William Arnot—Author of " The
Race for Riches."

This is a practical illustration of the Pro-
verbs of Solomon. There is no attempt at

critical exegesis of difficult passages, but a

most successful and felicitous application of

obvious principles, to the practical duties of

life. The author, in this work, has happily

struck the medium between abstract specu-
lation, and formal morality ; the one a soul

without a body, the other a body without a
soul—the one a ghost, the other a carcass.

The author's aim is to be " doctrinal without
losing our hold of earth, and practical with-

out losing our hold of heaven."
The work though neither critical nor ex-

haustive, is perhaps the best commentary on
the Proverbs, or as the autlior styles it,

" Illustrations of the Book of Proverbs." It
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is heavenly ethics, applied to our earthly life.

It is a most happy eilbrt, to " lay the Chris-

tian sj'Steoi along the surface of common life,

without removing it from its foundations in

the doctrines of grace."

It is a treasury of religious thoughts, and
principles for practical life. It is full of ori-

ginal suggestions and beautiful illustrations

of the word of God. It is the book for every

household, and pre-eminently adapted to the

young—to guide them into the ways of plea-

santness and the paths of peace.

Christian Beneficence. A Discourse.

By Rev. Wm. M. Paxton, Pastor of the First

Presbyterian Church, Pittsburg. Published

by the American Tract Society.

This is in many respects an admirable dis-

course. The style is chaste and vigorous

—

the thoughts with some exceptions, evangeli-

cal—the illustrations forceful and impressive.

Upon the vs-hole, the sermon cannot fail to

quicken our benevolent feelings, and give

them a right direction in the practical work
of doing good unto all men, as we have op-
portunity.

The author starts with an etymological

analysis of the words Benevolence and Bene-
ficence, which is rather sophomorical in a

sermon. The distinction made between bene-
volence and beneficence, in which he follows

Dr. Gumming, is merely fanciful. A true

Biblical analysis of the words, would show
that they are essentially identical. The one
is inclusive of the other, and if not, neither

is a Christian virtue. Benevolence without
beneficence, is mere sentimentalism, and
beneficence without benevolence, is nothing
better than pharisaic formalism. The at-

tempt of the author, to exalt beneficence

above benevolence, is as unphilosophical as

it is unbiblical.

The discussion of the practical aspects of

beneficence is excellent. But when the au-
thor proceeds to affirm, that the grand char-
acteristic and crowning distinction of benefi-

cence, is, that it is an act of worship—we must
protest against such a perversion of language,
and such an unwarranted and prejudicial com-
mutation of religious ideas. Worship, is a de-
fined act of homage paid to God, in religious

exercises, comprising adoration, confession,

prayer, thanksgiving, etc. It is so used in

the Bible, and in the usits loquendi of all re-

ligious writers of any authority.

The effort of the author to sustain his po-
sition, that beneficence is an act of worship, is

characterized by an utter confusion of ideas

—

by a forced interpretation of scriptural pass-

ages, and by processes of reasoning at vari-

ance with logic and common sense.

He assumes that the alms given to the poor
for Christ's sake, is " the most direct and
solemn act of spiritual worship." Upon this

principle, the Christian, who, whether he eat

or drink, is exhorted to do all to the glory of
God—worships God in eating and drinlving,

as really as in doing good to the poor and
needy. So also, when I forgive an offending

brother, I am worshipping God. It may seem
at first view, to be a harmless thing, thus to

confound things that are seemingly identical,

and yet some of the greatest errors of the

natural man, are based upon this very sophis-
try. You ask some men whether they ever
pray, and they tell you that to think of God,
and lead a moral life, is the best kind of
prayer—that such a life is prayer, and there

is no need of any formal act of prayer. Ask
another, whether he ever goes to church, and
he answers, the world is God's temple, and
there is no need of any local or formal wor-
ship, when his whole life is an act of homage
in the great temple of nature. I feel pained,

that a Christian teacher, should thus reason
with infidel and deistical men, and confirm
them in their perilous delusions. And I am
surprised that the Amei'ican Tract Society

should endorse such loose and unbiblical sen-

timents.

All the scriptural passages are dislocated,

and of course fail utterly to establish his po-
sition. He seems to forget the integrity and
unity of religion, upon which fact, often in

the Bible, that is predicated of a part which
belongs to the whole, because any one gen-
uine grace of piety, either involves or pre-

supposes the whole spiritual experience. But
enough has been suggested to explode the

fallacy of the main proposition of the ser-

mon. And apart from all this, what is gain-

ed by this constrained effort, to prove that

beneficence is an act of worship ? He says,

it settles the moral obligation of giving. In-

deed 1 Suppose a man is not convinced by
your logic, that beneficence is an act of wor-
ship, is he, therefore, free from the obliga-

tion ? Besides, is not the duty of giving, as

clearly revealed as the duty of worship ?

You say, indeed, that it is as much a duty to

give, as it is to pray—how then is it, that

your proposition settles the moral obligation

of giving when, in itself, separately consider-

ed, it is imposed by divine authority?

The other five inferences from the proposi-

tion are as inconsistent and fiillacious as the

first just mentioned. Every practical infer-

ence stands alone in the Bible, with the

sanction of Divine authority, and can be
urged upon the conscience without their un-
natural coalescence with an act of worship.

It is to be regretted that a discourse, other-

wise so excellent, should be impaired in its

force and impressiveness, by the introduction
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of a proposition which is as untenable as it

is foreign and useless to the discussion.

Digest of Christian Doctrine. By Rev.

J. A. Seiss, A. M. Baltimore.

This manual of Christian doctrine meets
an obvious and felt desideratum in the Lu-
theran Church. Often are ministers asked,
What do you Lutherans believe? It won't do
to say, as we are often told to do, we believe
the Bible—that is true, but it does not tell

the inquirer how we interpret the Bible.
Almost every modern sectarist professes to
believe the Bible, and to derive his theolo-
gical vagaries from the oracles of God. So
that, to tell a man that you believe the Bible,
is not very satisfactory. The author, in his
prefatory remarks, in stating his personal
relation to creeds, has expressed the true
relation of the Lutheran Church to the sym-
bols. The symbols are not substitutes for
the Bible, but simply helps to a right appre-
hension of the Divine word, interpreters of
the oracles of God. And thus viewed, they
cease to be the theological monsters they are
sometimes represented to be. Every Chris-
tian will feel his heart beat in harmony with

the devout utterances of the author, when he
says—"Let minor diversities be sunk and
forgotten in the holy unity of one great,
essential faith." Brother Seiss has done a
noble work for the church, in the prepara-
tion of this "Digest of Christian Doctrine;"
and we earnestly recommend every member
of our church to procure a copy.

The Lutheran Home Journal.—It must be
gratifying to the friends of the Journal to
know that it is rapidly gaining favor in the
church. We are informed by the Local Agent
of the Lutheran Publication Society, that there
has been an addition of nearly three hundred
subscribers, during the last two months. We
doubt whether any of the weeklies of the
church can say the same. We confidently
hope that the Journal v-ill soon find its way
into every family in the church. Every sub-
scriber of the Home Journal has not only
the personal pleasure of welcoming this mes-
senger to his household, but the additional
satisfaction of knowing, that he is helping to
sustain and promote the interests of one of
the most important institutions of the Church—of which the Journal is the only organ.

Cljurtlj IntHIigaue.

The eflForts of Father Heyer on behalf of
the Lutheran Church in St. Paul, Minnesota,
seem to enjoy the Divine blessing, and bid
fair to be most successful. By far the larger

portion of Lutherans in that place is German

;

and although he does not overlook the Eng-
lish interest, yet it is to the Germans that his

attention for the present is principally di-

rected. He has secured a valuable lot of
ground in a prominent part of the city, and
the congregation, with a zeal and enterprise

altogether commendable, have resolved to go
on with the building of a church at once. It

is proposed to use this also for English ser-

vice. But the deep interest which the Synod
of East Pennsylvania has already taken in the
mission at St. Paul, justifies the expectation,
that it will not be long before the English por-
tion of the church, also, is ably represented
in that flourishing city of the West. Pastor
Heyer has, for a beginning, a class of sixteen

catechumens under instruction.

What believing heart shall not rejoice to

hear, as we now do, coming in from many

quarters, the cheerful news of a growing and
deepening interest in Divine things? In the

city of New York, the attention to religion

is still reported as being on the increase.

Solemn assemblies frequent the places of

daily prayer. Men of business, even in the

hours of business, by hundreds are actively

and heartily engaged in the exercises ; and no
one, it is said, can attend them without being
strongly impressed with the fact, that the

mass of those who go there, do so, because
they are deeply interested in the services.

In Philadelphia, also, the glorious work ad-
vances. Prayer-meetings of the most earnest

character, and with results highly gratifying,

are held daily in several parts of the city.

Often are they so crowded, that many who
would, cannot gain admittance. From all

parts of the Western States, our exchanges
come full of accounts of revivals of religion.

Let us here repeat, as beautifully appli-

cable to the circumstances, what we have
elsewhere seen quoted from the works of

Jeremy Taylor : "As the skies droj) the early

dew upon the grass, yet it would not spring
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and grow green by that constant and double-

falling of the dew, unless some great showers
at certain seasons did supply the rest; so the

customary devotion of prayer twice a day is

a falling of the early and latter dew. But if

you will increase and flourish in the works of

grace, empty the great clouds sometimes,

and let them fall in a full shower of prayer

;

choose out the seasons when prayer shall

overflow like Jordan in the time of harvest."

We believe in him who has said, " Open thy

mouth wide and I will fill it;" and notwith-

standing the scoffs of infidelity and the

whining of bigotry, which may the Lord in

mercy forgive, we anticipate for the thou-

sands who have humbly sought the Saviour
more, vastly more, of truth and grace than
they are able either to ask or to think.

As an encouragement to those who might
be in danger of growing cold because of the

abounding of iniquity around them, we are

happy to report the following interesting

case. In Shirley, Mass., a village of some
fifteen hundred inhabitants, the influence of

infidelity has been very strong for many
years, and scarcely two hundred of all its

citizens have been under evangelical influ-

ence. Yet even there, so signal have been
the triumphs of the Word, that persons,

many persons, of all ranks, ages and con-
ditions, have brought forth the fruits of

repentance, and with all the indications of

evangelical faith, have added themselves to

the Lord.

The hearts of our brethren, the Professors
of Illinois University at Springfield, seem to

be full of joy, on account of the work of

grace that is now going on amongst the
students under their care. And in this we

do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice. How have
those brethren labored ! especially the chief
among them ; how long and nobly has he
borne the heat and burden of the day! like

the Knights of Malta, at the Fort of St. Elmo,
to whom death was preferable to defeat : like

the commander La Cerda, who, at the Bastion
of Castile, having taken his post, held on like

a true knight, until he fell shouting his war-
cry on the breach. But now grace has been
showed them from the Lord, and he has given
them a little reviving in their bondage: may
it increase and continue for ever. Many of
the students have professed to have found
the Lord. Let them be confirmed, estab-
lished, and settled in the truth, and how
blessed shall be their influence upon the
church and the world

!

The missionary zeal of our German bre-
thren both in this country and in Europe,
requires only to be known to be admired.
Connected with the operations of the old
Sj'uod of Pennsylvania, are some sixteen

missionaries, who are laboring in different

portions of our extended country, whilst the
contributions of the same body to our Foreign
Mission are, perhaps, larger than those of any
other single Synod in the land. The "Mis-
sion Leaves," a German paper, published by
a member of this Synod, has long been exert-

ing a good and powerful influence on this

behalf among the Germans, both in the East
and West. Their contributions show that
they are deeply interested in the work. We
had intended to furnish some information
about the missionary activity of Pastor Har-
nas of Harmansburg, in Germany, but as

space fails us now, we have to reserve the
singular and interesting story for another time.

^bitorial Pistelhng.

Dark Hours.—There are dark hours, that

mark the history of the brightest years. For
not a whole month in many of the millions

of the past, perhaps, has the sun shone bril-

liantly all the time.

And there have been cold and stormy days
in every year. And yet the mists and shadows
of the darkest hour disappeared and fled heed-
lessly. The most cruel ice-fetters have been
broken and dissolved, and the most furious

storm loses its power to harm.
And what a parable is this in human life

—

of our inside world, where the heart works at

its destined labors I Here, too, we have the

overshadowing of the dark hours, and many
a cold blast chills the heart to its core. But
what matters it? Man is born a hero, and it

is only in the darkness and storms that hero-
ism gains its greatest and the best develop-
ment, and the storm bears it more rapidly on
to its destiny. Despair not, then. Neither
give up; while one good power is yours, use
it. Disappointment will not be realized.

Mortifying failure may attend this effort and
that one—but only be honest and struggle
on, and it will work well.
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The Porcelain To-wer at Nanking.—The
celebrated porcelain tower at Nanking is a

Buddhist pagoda. It stands just outside the

city walls, but the enclosure in which it

stands is surrounded by a high wall of its

own. It was built by Yungloh, the third em-
peror of the Ming dynasty, about A. D. 1413.

It is nine stories high. It is said to be two
hundred and sixt}^ feet in height, and three

hundred feet in circumference at the base.

It is not, strictly speaking, a porcelain tower,

but its external face is of brick, beatifully

glazed and of various colors. The most pro-
minent color is green, with which are mingled
red, yellow and white. The inner surface of
the wall is faced with black tiles, on each of
which is a gilt image of Buddha in relief; so

that each story glitters with over two hundred
images of this god. The whole of the wood-
work of this famous tower was burnt by the
insurgents, after they obtained possession of

Nanking; and the large Buddhist temple at

its base was also destroyed. More recently,

in the latter part of the year 1856, the whole
structure was destroyed by being blown up
with gunpowder. Such, at least, is the report
from Nanking.

The Size of Men.—The general opinion is

that men have physically degenerated since

the early ages of the world. But all the facts

and circumstances which can be brought
forward on this subject tend to show that
the human form has not degenerated, and
that men of the present age are of the same
stature as at the beginning of the world.
Thus, all the remains of the human body, the

bones, and particularly the teeth, which have
been found unchanged in the most ancient

urns and burial places, demonstrate this point
clearly. The oldest coffin in the world is that

found in the great pyramid of Egypt ; and this

sarcophagus hardlj- exceeds the size of our
ordinary coffin, being six feet and a half long.

That we are not degenerating from the effects

of civilization is clear, because the savages
do not exceed us in height.

"It is no doubt a true observation," says

Bishop Patrick, "that the ready way to make
the minds of youth grow awry, is to lace them
too hard, by denying them their just freedom.
The mile posts of our life are new thoughts,

and all the spaces between are but routine.

The dandy exists only from one neck-tie to

another, the office seeker from election to

election, the epicure from turtle to turtle, and
the philosopher from the discovery of one
great principle to another."

A gentleman in conversation with Dr.

Johnson, having to some usual arguments

for drinking added this: "You know, sir,

drinking ;drives away care, and makes us
forget whatever is disagreeable; would not
you allow a man to drink for that reason?"
Johnson replied, "Yes, sir, if he sat next
you."

Some persons are always noting signs, a
few of which we will interpret:—To hear a
death-watch, denotes that there is a little

insect near you. A ringing in your ear de-
notes that you have taken cold. To see
strange sights or hear dismal sounds, is a
sign that there is something to cause them,
or that your head or nervous system is dis-

ordered. To have frightful dreams, is a sign
that you ate too much for supper. To see an
apparition, or to be bewitched, is an incon-
testible evidence that you are either feverish
or lacking common sense.

—

Christ. Almanac.

New Subscribers.—We desire to return
our sincere thanks to those of our friends
who have favored us by collecting subscrip-
tions, and sending us new subscribers. Our
list has of late received very gratifying acces-
sions. We are glad to know that our Lu-
theran friends are beginning to feel a more
general interest in our enterprise. We oc-
cupy' a distinct ground; a field untouched by
any other church publication. As such we
claim their support, and feel assured they
cannot but be repaid a hundredfold for the
small amount invested. Let the good work
go on ; and we promise to increase our exer-
tions to make the Journal still more attrac-

tive and acceptable.

We have a number of articles on hand for

insertion in the Journal, but which have been
necessarily delayed by a press of matter for

the last few months. Our friends will please

bear with us in patience, since our pages
cannot contain every thing in one month.
We also hope they will not lose that interest

which we are glad to see has been increasing

of late. We will be happy to receive their

favors, and will endeavor to do justice to all.

Rev. D. Garver has, we learn, recently

arrived from Europe. Our readers will readily

remember him as the author of the interest-

ing foreign letters which have appeared in

the Journal from time to time. One of these

we have now on hand amongst our accepted
articles, but which unfortunately arrived just

in time to be crowded out. His numerous
friends will no doubt be gratified to hear of

his safe arrival, after wandering for ten

months among the nations of the old world.

He comes to us, laden with a rich experi-

ence, to commence, we trust, a bright career

of usefulness in his native land.
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THE LUXURY OF DOING GOOD.

THE pursuit of happiness is with most

men, the great object of life. Some are

actuated to it by base and sordid motives

;

utter selfishness will sometimes prompt an

act which tends to render another happy
;

and he who performs it may perhaps be

surprised at so unlooked for a result.

Thus, too, a worldly man, by some pro-

fitable speculation to which he has been

induced solely by his greediness for gain,

may be enabled to surround himself with

comforts before unenjoyed, and hence to

contribute to the welfare and happiness of

his entire household.

But it is not to such instances of indirect

beneficence that I would refer you for ex-

amples. " It is far better to have a heart

to do good, and to want ability for it, than

to have ability without a heart to do it."

There is in the world abundant oppor-

tunity for doing good, and no one can ex-

cuse himself from contributing by his own
exertions to the welfare of his race.

The little ant with her busy industry,

puts such an one to shame ; the busy bee

rebukes him as with tireless wing, she " im-

proves each shining hour :" everything in

nature seems to have some holy mission to

fulfil for man or creatures benefit.

The gentle rain drops pattering one by

one upon the parched earth, fertilize its

tosom and fit it for the growth of the seed

or grain committed to its care.

The water-fall that once with its soft
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murmurs awoke the echoes of nature's so-

litude, has been turned to account, and

now the rippling of the cascade is lost in

the noisier hum of the mill-wheel turned

by its impetus.

The fierce winds, too, as with the fury

of an untamed steed, they burst from their

mountain fastnesses, threatening to devas-

tate and destroy, bear away on their pin-

ions the unseen, yet poisonous miasma

;

thus purifying the atmosphere and adapt-

ing it for the use of man.

The soft zephyrs that float around us on

a summer evening, fragrant with the sweet

incense of flowers, seem to be but the ve-

hicles for conveying their grateful praise

to Him who formed the lilies of the field

more glorious in their simple beauty than

Solomon, clothed in all the gorgeous vest-

ments of the ancient temple ; and woo us

to contemplate the Son of man, whose com-
ing is likened to the wind that bloweth

where it listeth.

I might point you to the sun with its

light and heat ; to the stars which seem
like " little holes in the midnight sky for

the angels to look through," and keep watch
over the sleeping earth ; to the majestic

forests affording materials for man's use

in all the various phases of mechanical

enterprise, and at the same time sheltering

in the outstretched arms of the tall trees,

myriads of birds and beasts that supply

his wants.

But I cannot dwell on this prolific theme;

pleasant and profitable though it be ; but
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rather let me lead you to the scenes of

human activity, and see if we cannot there

find some Luxury in doing Good.

Society is made up of individuals, each

one dependent upon, and necessary to the

rest ; it is a vast system of wheels within

wheels, of levers, pulleys, &c., each hav-

ing its legitimate sphere of duty, and each

one important in its particular place. Man
moves amongst his fellows in the daily

avocations of life, just as the wheels of

some vast piece of mechanism move in

their place, each contributing to the har-

monious action of the whole. Any de-

rangement in one part affects more or less

materially the whole, and it becomes the

duty, therefore, of each individual in so-

ciety, to preserve the welfare of all ; no one

is too young, or too poor, or too insignifi-

cant to contribute to this result.

Should some little wheel of a watch

make up its mind that it was too trifling

to be of service, and refuse to work, the

whole machinery must stop.

Should the needle of a mariner's com-

pass determine no longer to point steadily

to the polo, but change and vary as it

pleased—without his guide the sailor must

be inevitably lost, and his ship that had

for years braved the fiercest winds, and

been piloted safely to its destined port,

would be led into unknown waters, or cast

upon some shoal a wreck.

The machinery of society is in most per-

fect order, when each labors for the good

of the whole, when each "loves his neigh-

bor as himself." This is the natural re-

sult where righteousness prevails, and the

more universally Christ is honored, the

more happy will man's earthly condition

be. Whenever sin displays itself, it causes

some derangement of the machinery, or

makes necessary an application of the oil

of divine grace.

Reader, perhaps that application can be

made through you, as well as another !

Let each one do good as he has oppor-

tunity, is the command. All men cannot

be preachers and teachers, some must be

laborers and servants.

A clock cannot consist entirely of pen-

dulums, or a locomotive of driving wheels,

hundreds of pieces enter into their compo-

sition, some small, others large, each fitted

for its place, and the duty it has to per-

form. And so, too, one man may not be

able to improve ten talents, therefore, God
has kindly given him but five, or it may be

but one ; but be not discouraged—he asks

only the improvement of that one.

To give you some idea of the good that

can be accomplished by one man, let me
point you to Him, who whilst upon earth,

went about continually doing good ; let us

turn to a few acts in the Saviour's life, and

see if there is no Luxury in following his

bright example.

Behold him as he journeyed from the

Tiberian sea, his dusty sandals marking the

weary road he had trod ; a few faithful fol-

lowers hang upon his words as with pleas-

ing and instructive talk he beguiled the

way.

Ere the sun had sunk to rest behind the

distant hills, the Saviour neared the gates

of Nain. The sound of busy industry

arose from the fair city, stretched along

the plain ; the temples bathed in floods of

light, gave back the radiance of the set-

ting sun, and all was calm and beautiful,

except a mournful train that issued from

the Northern gate. "With faltering steps,

an ao-ed widow followed to the tomb her

only son. She had watched with constant

care his tender years, and saw the bud of

hope expand ;—bereft of all save him, she

deemed it joy to guard his steps and guide

him on to manhood ;—but now he too was

gone

!

Her sole remaining tie to earth was sev-

ered ; he who day by day had brought to

her the income of his vigorous toil, lay

cold in death :—she felt as if a few days

only, still remained of her long pilgrimage,

ere she too hastened heavenward—and fol-

lowing close upon the bier, she bowed with

meek submission to her Maker's will,

though all that made earth happy was re-

moved.

Drawn by the widow's grief, the Saviour
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met them at the gate ; the tenderest feel-

ings of his soul were roused, his sympa-

thizing heart yearned towards the poor

afflicted one, and moved by deep compas-

sion, he placed his hand upon the bier, and

gently said, " Daughter, weep not."

The expectant bearers stood, and whilst

the mourner turned and raised her aged

eyts, bedimmed with tears towards the Sa-

viour's face, radiant with love and pity,

the command went forth :
" Young man, I

say to thee, arise," and lo !
" the dead sat

up and spake." The widow's heart was

full as she clasped again her son ; she

spoke not ; but Jesus knew the gratitude

that filled her heart, as she returned no

longer childless to her home.

Again we find him wandering amongst

the hills that skirt the city of Jerusalem
;

a vast concourse hung with rapture on his

words, as with fervid eloquence he pleads,

and lo ! whilst all was still, a ruler of the

synagogue drew near, and with grief writ-

ten in every feature of his expressive face,

implored the Saviour to go down to his

house, for, said he, " I have an only daugh-

ter, twelve years old, who lies at the point

of death."

The Son of God witnessed the faith of

this proud ruler which overcame his an-

cient prejudices, and turned to accompany

him home, when as they neared the place,

there came one from the Ruler's house,

saying to Jairus, " thy daughter is dead,

trouble not the Master."

Then drooped that sorrow-stricken heart;

his only child was dead ; no longer would

he hear her welcome voice : her beaming

eye no more should be alight with health

and happiness, and that home which be-

fore was gladdened with the merry laugh

and light footstep of his only daughter was
now all desolate.

This mournful reverie was interrupted

by the calm low voice of Jesus, who laid

his hand gently upon the Ruler's arm, and

said, " Fear not, believe only, and she shall

be made whole."

Entering the darkened chamber, upon a

silken couch, reposed the fragile form of

Jairus' daughter. The gorgeous curtains

scarce let in the light of day and shade the

marble features that vie with the linen

vestments in their snowy whiteness : her

hair in glossy ringlets lay upon her bosom,

stirred by no gentle breathing, and the

long lashes drooped over eyes once bright,

now lustreless.

The parents wept, whilst mourners went

about the house, for alas ! the silver cord

was loosed, the golden bowl was broken :

but the loving Saviour smiled, and said,

" She is not dead, but sleepeth ;" and look-

ing on her pallid face, he took her hand,

and calmly said, " Maiden, arise ;" and lo

!

her spirit came again, the pulseless heart

throbbed anew, the flitting color returned

to the blanched cheek, the eyelids unclos-

ing, revealed once more to her enraptured

parents, the meek gaze of their much loved

one : then she arose straightway, restored

in perfect health to their fond embrace.

Thus, day after day was spent in labor-

ing for others' good, healing the blind, the

lame, the halt, cleansing the leprous who
were brought to receive his healing touch.

Even in the temple's midat, where the

proud array of Scribes and Pharisees look-

ed on with scorn, he healed the withered

hand that was outstretched at his com-

mand.

At another time he laid his hand upon a

poor infirm woman, who for eighteen years

had been bowed together, and could in

no wise lift up herself—her love to God
brought her to the Sanctuary, and there

was she released from her infirmity—im-

mediately she was made straight and glo-

rified God.

The Saviour's life was full of acts of

mercy; love prompted his self-denying

work, and although he often had not where
to lay his head, though sneering priests

reviled, and even friends deserted him in

the hour of need, still did he strive to seek

and save the lost, still he called sinners to

repentance, and promised to the heavy
laden rest ; until by the hands of cruel men
he died, leaving the bright efi"ulgence of his

life of love to lead his followers on. The
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Apostles prompted by that same self-deny-

ing spirit, followed that bright example

;

they endured with joy both stripes and bit-

ter persecution, glad even to be counted

worthy to suffer in his name.

Does any say—the Saviour was divine

—

but we—poor weak and earthly—cannot

heal the sick, and cleanse the leper, and

raise the dead, and set the captive free.

Does not such an one underrate the

power God has given him ;—by faith you

can do all things.

How many dead in trespasses and sins

are waiting, perhaps, for your voice to call

them back to life. They are not dead but

sleeping, but ah ! that sleep how dreadful

!

that torpor of the soul, it will prove ever-

lasting death, unless disturbed. Cry aloud

to such, " I say to thee, arise, Jesus calls

you ;" and even as Lazarus came forth, so

he may arise to new life it may be, bound

hand and foot, with grave-clothes tramelled

by sins, yet with new hopes, new views,

and with new determinations to serve God.

Are there no blind around us whom we
can restore? Thousands refuse to see, and

there are none so blind as those that will

not see ; the light of truth pervades not

the dark recesses of their hearts ; their eyes

have never been lighted up by faith ; they

grope in sin, loving darkness rather than

life, because their deeds are evil : take such

an one by the hand and lead him to the

blessed Saviour, untillikeblindBartimeus,

he exclaims, " Jesus, thou Son of David,

have mercy on me." Leave him not to his

own guidance, or to that of injudicious

friends, or deceitful enemies, until both

fall into the ditch.

Are none around us deaf to the entrea-

ties of the gospel, none who have never

heard of Christ, whose ears have ever been

closed to the pleadings of God's Spirit, and

to whom the still email voice has not been

audible ?

Yes, there are thousands such. And,

fellow Christian, you can unstop their ears,

you can tell them the glad news that Jesus

died for them ; through you they may be

enabled to hear for the first time, the sweet

consolations of grace. And, oh ! whatjoy
to know, that you have been instrumental

in causing the arches of heaven to ring with

hallelujahs over some poorrepentingsinner.

Are there no lepers in society ? Alas !

the plague spot of sin is visible every

where ; its tainted breath pollutes the very

atmosphere we breathe ; it festers in the

heart of those we dearly love, it disturbs

the holiness of the Sabbath with drunken
revelry, and blasphemous imprecations.

Such need the salt of gospel grace. Scatter

profusely among them the leaves that are

for the healing of the nations—point them
to the fountain opened in the house of

David for sin and uncleanness, that they

may wash and be cleansed.

There are those, too, and we need not go

to heathen countries to find them, who are

bowed down by a spirit of infirmity, and

can in no wise lift up themselves. Go to

them. Perhaps, for more than eighteen

years they have been bowed to earth by
some besetting sin ; lay your hands upon
them, and tell them to look up

;
point them

to the skies, where the Saviour sits en-

throned in glory, he invites all to come to

him, and promises to the weary and the

heavy laden rest.

And even he that is possessed with a

devil, can we do naught for him—see that

man maddened by liquor—who in his

phrenzy hurls his children to earth, who
imagines his devoted wife to be some fiend

incarnate, come to harass and torment him
before the time, but who watches patient-

ly over the ravings of his delirium, and

sad and heart-broken, bears all for the love

that once he bore to her—go to him, yes,

to that wretched man. Commit him to the

Son of God—who with a word can cast out

devils, and restore to soundness that fever-

ed brain ; watch for returning sanity, and
point him to the Lamb of God, who died

on Calvary for him, who waits to be gra-

cious even to the chief of sinners. A
blessing doubtless will attend your efforts,

and you may yet see that man through

your help, clothed in his right mind, sit-

ting at the feet of Jesus,
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And is there no luxury in all this ?

Who will dare to say that a man is not

happier from the very consciousness of

having done a good act?

By God's help you can, without a mira-

cle, heal the sick, cleanse the leper, remove

the scales from blind eyes, and even call

back to life, those who are dead in tres-

passes and sins.

Be earnest in your work

—

" The quality of mercy is not strained,

It droppeth as the gentle dew from heaven upon the

place beneath,

It is twice blessed, it blesseth him that gives and him
that takes,

It becomes the throned monarch better than his crown,

'Tis mightiest in the mightiest."

Blessed are the merciful for they shall

obtain mercy, and he that seeks by acts of

good to advance the Redeemer's kingdom,

will find such inward satisfaction, as will

convince him that there is in reality, a

Luxury in doing Good.

L. L. II.

THE LIVING WATERS.
BY REV. J. A. SEISS.

"They all drank of that spiritual Rock that followed

them: and that Rock was Christ."—ICor. x. 4.

THE Rock of Horeb was not the literal

Christ. It was simplj' a rock. But

it was connected with spiritual truths. It

was a symbol of Christ. What that rock

was to the thirsty Israelites in the wilder-

ness, such is Christ to the pilgrim saints

on their toilsome journey to the land of

the redeemed. Christ possesses all the

massive firmness of Iloreb's rock. Like

it, he was chosen of God to furnish relief

to the perishing. Like it, he was smitten

and cleft by the rod of the law-giver.

And what its waters were to Israel, such

are the issues of his death to them that

believe.

Water is, perhaps, the gladdest thing

in nature. No scenery is considered per-

fect without it. The poets abound with

the most rapturous allusions to it. In

whatever state or relations we view it, it

is full of joy, beauty, and glory. Whether

we contemplate it trickling down in pearl-

drops from the fragrant distilleries of the

mountains, or rippling its merry journey-

ings through the grassy dell; whether
jetting from the rocky precipices on the

granite hills, or gathered together in the

rolling plains of ocean ; whether sparkling

in the ice-gem, or pouring in the thun-

der of the cataract; whether dropping in

showers from the bow-spanned heavens,

or bubbling up in glassy purity from the

dark veins of the earth; whether in the

feathery snow-flake, or in the majestic

river, everywhere and always, it is glad

and good.

Joy smiles in its fountains, health flows in its rills

;

In ribands of silver it winds from the hills

;

It breathes not the mist of the bacchanal's dreams,
But the lilies of innocence float on its streams.

In a country so bountifully watered as

ours, we do not feel so deeply its joyous-

ness and value.

Traverse the desert, and then you can tell,

What treasures exist in the cold, deep well

;

Sink in despair on the red, parch'd earth,

And then ye may reckon what water is worth.

It is a thing of beauty; and "a thing of

beauty is a joy for ever."

It hath a thousand tongues of mirth,

Of grandeur, or delight;

And evei'y heart is gladder made.
When water greets the sight.

How deep, then, must have been the thrill

of joy that ran through the camp of Israel

when, parched and faint, and dying with

thirst, they first gazed upon the gushing
streams that came rolling down from the

smitten Horeb! Day after day they had
cried with ever deepening urgency—"Give
us water! Give us water! Give us water,

or we die! We must have water!" They
had manna, but it was nothing without

water. The pillar of alternate cloud and
fire, the symbol of Jehovah's presence,

was with them; but it could give them

^0 consolation without water. Nothing

could satisfy them but water. All were

clamoring and perishing for water. And
now the blessed stream rolled in a plen-

teous flood before them. How glad was

the sound of its merry laugh! How joyous

.
was the bound of its stream as it dashed
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down upon arid Araby ! With what

shouts did the news of its advent leap

from tent to tent! With what transports

did each run to it and catch up its cool-

ing current to his dry and swollen lips!

Blessed, blessed water; what heavenly joy

it brings

!

When the Saviour came forth from his

celestial habitation, the whole earth spread

out at his feet as a barren and dusty wil-

derness. In groups of millions lay its

population famishing for the waters of

life. The rivers that watered the world in

the days of its innocence, had failed and

ceased. Some had hewn out to themselves

cisterns, but they were broken cisterns,

which could hold no water. Wise men
here and there had given out words of

hope, but they had proven to be mockery.

Here and there a Mara had been disco-

vered, but its contents were bitter to the

taste and death to him that drank them.

Earth had many cries, but they all com-

bined in one universal wail for water,

water, water!

The fullness of the time had con^e, of

which inspired bards had sung, when a

fountain was to be opened. The congre-

gation of heaven looked on, to see the

wonderful performance. The stroke of

the great Law-giver came down upon the

Rock of Ages. The world shook under it.

It was an effectual stroke. A rent was

made deep down into the springs of ever-

lasting life. Out came the gushing flood.

A shout was upon the etei-nal hills. The

angels sang to the music of the stream.

And the voice of gladness echoed round

the world—"Ho! every one that thirst-

ETH, COME YE TO THE WATERS !"

And still the fountain flows. In all

lands is heard the lullaby of its waters.

" 'Tis music in the sinner's ears;

'Tis life, and health, and peace."

Voices from the heavens are calling the

attention of each to the sacred stream.

The Rock itself has a tongue, saying, "Ir

ANY MAN TUIRST, LET HIM COME UNTO ME

AND DRINK." " WuOSOEVER DRINKETH OF

THE WATER THAT I SHALL GIVE HIM, SHALL

NEVER THIRST ; BUT THE WATER THAT I

SHALL GIVE HIM, SHALL BE IN HIM A WELL
OF WATER SPRINGING UP INTO EVERLASTING
LIFE."

The fountain flows. It flows abundantly.

Its waters run "in dry places like a river"

—like "overflowing streams." To Isaiah's

eye, they are as "broad rivers." In Eze-

kiel's vision, they are as "waters to swim
in," and too deep to be waded.

" Its streams the whole creation reach,

And take in every shore

;

Enough for all, enough for each,

Enough for ever more."

The fountain flows. It flows free to all.

The precious waters are no more for the

rich than the poor. They are as accessible

to the sick and the feeble, as to the well

and the strong. " The Spirit and the Bride

say, Come. And let him that heareth say,

Come. And let him that is athirst, come.

And WHOSOEVER will, let him take THE

WATER OF LIFE FREELY."

The fountain flows. It flows continu-

ously. Its stream is never arrested by

evaporation, or lost by absorption, or

stayed by congelation. It took its rise

far back in the eternal ages. It has

flowed down from among the everlasting

mountains. It has been flowing for cen-

turies upon centuries. Multitudes which

no man can number, have drank deeply

from it. The prophets stood on its banks,

and cried with gladness, and touched their

lips to its satisfying waters, and sang ex-

ultingly of its virtues. The apostles and

martyrs knelt on its margin, looked upon

heaven reflected in its peaceful waves, and

drank in a refreshment which could not

be parched or crisped by all the fires of

the stake. The reformers and confessors

found it in their day plenteous and fresh

as at the first. And still it flows for gene-

rations yet to come.

The fountain flows, with all that is need-

ful to complete man's bliss. There is not

a thirst but can here be slaked. There is

not a pollution but may here be washed off.

There is not a lasting pleasure but may be

secured in this bath of peace and good.
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There may our wants and woes be healed,

By the blest waters which they bring

;

There our parched lips may be unsealed,

Our Saviour's worthy name to sing.

The fountain flows! Its streams are

watering the earth, and gladdening the

heavens. Trees of life shade its delightful

banks. It is pouring healing into the

dead sea of this world. Its waters sparkle

in the rays of the Sun of Righteousness.

It is the FOUNTAIN OF liiyiNG WATERS.

Flow on, thou everlasting stream, flow

on ! Let thy refreshing tide lave all the

shores of earth. Let no man stay thy

•course, or say to thee, "Thus far." Fill

all the deserts with thy quickening floods.

Cool the hot plains of human strife. Wash
from this footstool of the Lord its many
stains of blood. Quench all the raging

fires that hell has spewed upon our world.

Baptize the fallen ones, and cleanse them
from their guilt. Touch thy blest waters

to the roots of every plant of grace. Let

nations taste thy healing power, and bless

thee in thy course. Let it be seen in every

clime, creation knows no gladder thing

than thee. Nor ever let thy saving cur-

rent stop until the ages cease. River of

God, FLOW ON !

Baltimore, Md.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

VISIT TO VESUVIUS AND HERCULA-
NEUM.

WITH two companions with whom I

had wandered about Jerusalem and

ascended the tallest of the pyramids of

Eygpt, I set out on the 14th of January,

to make the ascent of Vesuvius. In coming
hither from Sicily I for the first time saw
a living volcano, as Stromboli breathed out

fire and smoke while we sailed near it on

the night of the 12th. To go up to the

mouth of a burning volcano, even Vesu-

vius, was one of the fond desires I had
cherished long before I reached the Italian

shores. As we had a hard day's work be-

fore us, we started early and taking a

carriage, drove round the beautiful Bay of

Naples, through the town of Portici to

Resina a distance of about five miles.

Here we took horses and a guide and
started up the side of the mountain which
towards the North "West sends out a long

inclined spur, up which the government
has constructed a most excellent carriage-

road. It is McAdamized with lava. In
fact I have seldom passed over so perfect

a road. It winds up gradually a distance

of two hours ride, to the Royal Meteoro-

logical Observatory which commands one
of the most enchanting prospects the

world affords. There lay spread out as on
a map, the Campania, with its numerous
villages, enclosed by snow-crowned hills

that bounded the view to the eastward.

Almost at our feet lay the splendid city of

Naples with its suburbs enfolding that

matchless Bay upon whose bosom were
swimming islands of lands, and islands of

light formed by the bright rays of the sun

bursting here and there through the clouds

that obscured the sky. To the right hand
and to the left are the black streams of

lava that petrified in their course. The
stream to the left is the one that flowed

down only two years ago—it extended

down upon the plain. The hill begins to

assume the appearance of a mountain of

cinder. The carriage road ceases at the

Observatory and hence our ponies must
climb over great ridges of lava, some of

which flowed down but two months ago

and are therefore still perfectly fresh. We
now ride over what was once the very cra-

ter of the volcano and soon come to the

foot of the cone. We are now about half

a mile above the level of the sea. Here we
must dismount and go on foot up a very

steep declivity about fifteen hundred feet

higher. This is a most laborious task of

almost an hour over lava and volcanic dirt

and gravel. The side of the cone was also

covered with snow. As we near the sum-

mit the sulphurous smoke begins to be

emitted through the crevices of the rocks

of lava. But we must sit down and rest

a while before going to the mouth of the

crater. The air around is cold, but the
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hill is so hot we can scarcely sit down upon

it, in order to partake of some refreshments.

We had some eggs boiled for us by the

heat in one of the crevices of the lava and

they were well boiled. It seemed as

though we were nearly far enough, but

having lunched, we followed our guide who
said there was no danger, and went up and

looked into the flames that roar as they

roll from the throat of the Volcano. There

are at present two mouths from which the

flames issue. They are about one hundred

yards a part. We passed through between

and went up and stood upon the lips of the

larger mouth. It was a terrible place.

We were standing on an ocean of fire, roll-

ing beneath a shell liable to break at any

moment. We did not remain many min-

utes for occasionally small stones were

thrown out with the smoke and flames,

several times the wind swept the smoke

upon us, we covered our faces and dropped

to the surface or we should have been suf-

focated almost in an instant. Having

gratified our curiosity, with hasty steps we
turned from this horrible place.

It appeared to me as though Peter must

have had a scene like this in view, when
he wrote (2 Peter iii. 10.) concerning

" the day of the Lord, in the which the

heavens shall pass away with a great noise,

and the elements shall melt with fervent

heat, the earth and the works that are

therein shall be burned up." Vesuvius

stands along the great highway of the

world and with ceaseless voice proclaims:

" The day cometh—is nigh at hand \"

The descent from the cone was much
less tedious and fatiguing than the ascent.

It was only necessary to take a gravelly

path and unlock the wheels of one's legs

and the foot of the cone was soon reached.

Mount Vesuvius is one of the most

active volcanoes in the world. " It rises

in the plain of Campania, and is surround-

ed on the North and the East by mountains

of Apenniue limestone. On the West it is

open to the plain of Naples, on the South

its base is washed by the sea. It is about

thirty miles in circumference." The height

of the eruptive cone has varied during the

last twenty-five years from four thousand

and seventy feet to three thousand four

hundred. It is constantly changing its ap-

pearance.

The history of this mountain is interest-

ing. Before the time of Titus it showed

no signs of activity. Some of the ancient

writers, however, have given an account of

its volcanic character. It was first in the

sixty-third year after Christ, during the

reign of Nero that Vesuvius began to show
signs of life. " On the 5 th of February the

whole neighborhood was convulsed by an

earthquake, which, as Seneca records,

threw down a great part of Pompeii and
Herculaneum," cities that were situated at

the base of the mountain towards the sea.

The following year another earthquake oc-

cured, which injured Naples and destroyed

the theatre in which Nero had been acting

a few minutes before. These earthquakes

continued at intervals for sixteen years,

when in the year seventy-nine the first

eruption took place, which buried the

cities ofPompeii and Herculaneum. Among
those who perished in this catastrophe was

the celebrated naturalist Pliny the elder,

whose historian was his nephew the young-

er Pliny, who was an eye witness of the

scenes of that day and has left us a thrill-

ing account of one of the most remarkable

events in the physical history of the woi'ld.

From Pliny's account we learn that

at this time, the mountain did not pour

forth lava, but only ejected immense mass-

es of ashes, red-hot stones and other loose

fragments of volcanic materials. Stones

weighing eight pounds were thrown out

with such violence that they fell from four

to five miles from the crater, which vomited

at the same time monstrous volumes of

steam, which fell upon the country around

in torrents of heated water, charged with

the dry light ashes which were suspended

in the air. This water, as it reached the

soil, carried with it in its course the

cinders which had fallen, and thus deluged

Herculaneum with a soft, pasty, volcanic

mud which penetrated and filled up the
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smallest places. By this eruption one side

of the mountain was entirely destroyed.

Its original outline can still be readily

traced. By this eruption and others that

succeeded, the city of Herculaneum was

completely buried to a depth varying from

fifty to one hundred and twelve feet. In

the course of centuries the very site of the

ancient city was no longer known. But

during the last century, in digging a well,

some most beautiful Roman statues were

discovered at a great depth under ground.

This led to further excavations and search,

and thus the city was discovered after it

had been buried seventeen hundred years

and entirely forgotten. The work of explo-

ration could not be carried on with much
satisfaction because the town of Resina

stands upon the same site with Hercula-

neum, only the modern town is upon theswr-

face of the ground. After descending from

Vesuvius we went to see that part of Her-

culaneum which has been disentombed.

Although a number of temples and other

buildings have been discovered, nothing

has been kept in a condition to be seen ex-

cept the theatre, which must have been a

most instructive object, when it was first

cleared ; but it is now so encumbered with

the buttresses built to sustain the soil

above, that it is little better than a laby-

rinth. Still it is interesting as illustrating

the architecture of a Roman theatre. "The
area consists of ninteen rows of travertine

seats, about a foot high by three and a-

half feet wide, divided into six compart-

ments or cunei by seven lines of stairs,

called by the Romans homitories.. These

stairs led directly from the semi-circular

enclosure of the orchestra, which was very

large, to a broad corridor, above which was
a portico with three other rows of seats.

At the back of the stage the volcanic mat-

ter which filled the building still exhibits

the cast of a mask of the human face.

When it was discovered, it was as clear as

if it had been taken in plaster of Paris,

and the mask itself was perfectly unin-

jured. This bronze mask together with

ten thousand other objects of interest from

Herculaneum and Pompeii is in the Museo

Borbonico of Naples, one of the finest col-

ections of antiquities in the world. In

several parts inscriptions were found and

some of the original fresco painting may
be seen. This theatre is supposed to have

held about ten thousand persons. The
discoveries in Herculaneum cannot be

compared in interest with those of Pompeii

where a large part of the ancient city has

been laid open to the eye. To see the

theatre of Herculaneum, torches or can-

dles are indispensable and a descent by
modern steps of about fifty feet under

ground, but Pompeii has been laid open to

the light of the sun. But I may not now
speak of the wonderful discoveries that

have been made in Pompeii. In the midst

of these sights one feels almost as though

he were living in the very age of the

Caesars. D. G.

Naples, Italy, Jan. 17, 1858.

P. S. There have been fifty-four erup-

tions of Vesuvius since that of seventy-

nine, two of which have been of a most de-

structive and desolating character. The

last of much consequence, took place in the

month of May, 1855. There was a slight

eruption only two months ago, shortly be-

fore the earthquake of the 16th of Decem-

ber last, by which some sixteen thousand

lives are the estimated number of the lost.

The volcano is rather quiet and peaceable

at present. D. G. '

Advantages op Conversation.— Con-

versation calls out into light what has

been lodged in all the recesses and secret

chambers of the soul. By occasional hints

and incidents it brings old useful notions

into remembrance; it unfolds and displays

the hidden treasure of knowledge, with

which reading, observation and study, had.

before furnished his mind. By mutual

discourse the soul is awakened and al-

lured to bring forth its hoards of know-

ledge, and it learns how to render them

most useful to mankind. A man of vast,

reading, without conversation, is like a

miser who lives only to himself.
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PETBA.

IDUMEA.

THE North "Western portion of Arabia,

touching on Egypt and Syria, was
called Nabathea, from its chief tribe; Idu-

mea from the Edomites, or descendants of

Esau, who dwelt in it; and Arabia Petrea,

from the name of its chief city, Petra.

This city, the Bozrah of the Old Testament,

was situated in a deep valley at the foot of

Mount Hor. The only access to it was

through a defile, partly natural and partly

cut through the solid rocks, which hung
over the passage, and often intercepted the

view of the heavens. The breadth of this

pass is barely sufficient for two horsemen

to ride abreast, and near the entrance a

bold arch is thrown across, at a great

height, connecting the opposite cliffs. The

pass gradually slopes downward for about

two miles, the mountain ridge still retain-

ing its level, until, at the close of the dark

perspective, a multitude ofcolumns, statues,

and graceful cornices burst upon the view,

which retain, at the present day, their

forms and colors as little injured by time

as if they were just fresh from the chisel.

The sides of the mountains are covered

with countless excavations, of which some

were private dwellings and some sepulchres.

This impregnable fortress, which was

situated in a generally fruitful country, and

commanded the great roads by which the

earliest commercial caravans traveled,

came into the possession of the Edomites,

the descendants of Esau, while the children

of Israel yet labored in Egyptian bondage.
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At the time of David's accession to the

throne the Edomites had considerably ex-

tended their territories, being in possession

of Elath and Eziongeber on the Arabian

Sea, whence they carried on an extensive

commerce with India and Ethiopia. David's

general, Abishai, invaded their country,

defeated the army, and rendered Idumea a

province of the empire of the Jews. But

in the reign of Solomon, Hadad returned

from Egypt, whither he had fled when his

country was subdued, and commenced a

revolt. The Edomites were not, however,

totally independent until the reign of Je-

horam, the son of Jehoshaphat.

Hostilities were almost uninterrupted

until Jerusalem was destroyed by the

Babylonians. During the captivity of the

Jews they invaded Palestine and conquered

the city of Hebron. Those who remained

in that city were termed Idumeans, while

the others were distinguished as Nabathe-

ans. Against this latter people Antigonus

sent an expedition, under his general,

Atheneus. The Nabatheans were away at

a fair in the desert, and Antigonus suc-

ceeded in surprising Petra, which he sack-

ed. He marched back towards Syria, but

the Nabatheans, enraged at the tidings of

the calamity, hastily collected their forces

and totally annihilated the army of Athe-

neus, at Gaza. They returned, laden with

spoil, to Petra, which they successfully

protected against Demetrius, who came to

avenge his father's loss. During the wars

of the Maccabees the Idumeans took part

against the Jews, but were completely sub-

jugated by the heroic leaders of that people

(B. C, 130.) They then embraced the

Jewish religion, and became so incorpora-

ted with the Jews that the name of Idumean

was entirely lost, in the first century after

Christ. The Nabatheans long maintained

their independence, and Petra, the capital,

was vainly beseiged by Pompey and Trajan.

It sunk by gradual decay, when the com-
merce was directed into other channels;

and its recent discovery, in the loneliness

of its desolation, has given a new revelation

of its ancient splendor, to the living age.

A SINGULAR COURTSHIP,

OR

THE MINISTER'S SECOND WIFE.
JFrom tf)e ®crman of ffl^Etllienfjafin.

TEANSLATED BT REV. G.A. WENZEL.

{Concluded.)

CHAPTER III.

ABOUT two months after the occur-

rences related above, the parsonage

at Helferau was the scene of unusual ex-

citement. The new wife, who had arrived

only a short time ago, had already brought

about an entirely new order of things.

The rooms on the second floor, hitherto

occupied by Steffenson, his children and

the aged housekeeper, were at once taken

possession of by herself, an arrangement

with which the husband rendered ready

compliance, especially since she declared

herself unable to reside on the ground

floor. Catharine had brought a waiting

maid with her, Heliodora by name, who
was domiciled in the minister's former

study where she appropriated a book-

shelf that had been permitted to remain

in its place, to the use of her own library.

The change thus suddenly brought about

was, it may well be imagined, singular

enough. The shelf in question which

had hitherto contained, in addition to the

Bible, the pastor's manuscriptsermons, now
exhibited a brilliant array of neatly bound

and gilt edged volumes of other authors,

such as :
" Select Stories of Knights and

Bandits, by Spies, Cramer, Leibrack and

other celebrities," " Dr. Albright's Art to

Please," " Fifty Prescriptions for the Pre-

servation of Beauty," " 'The Lover's Letter-

Writer," "The Sixteenth Edition of the

Rules of Etiquette," " Baron Knigge's In-

tercourse with Men," which, however, was

not yet bound and cut open, and as a sort

of compensation, " Witchel's Morning and

Evening Devotions," bound in black velvet

and adorned on its back with gilded mor-

ish-work, but free from any marks of its

being used.

The apartment of the young wife the

largest and handsomest in the house, pre-
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sented an altogether different appearance.

There was arranged in accustomed order

the most magnificent furniture, consisting

of divans, escritoir, two mahogany card-

tables, and chairs with embroidered seats

;

the floor was covered with soft and beauti-

fully flowered carpet; the rarest flowers

and plants were arranged along the win-

dows
;

green silk curtains depended in

graceful folds from the ceiling to the floor

and cast an almost magic light over the

room, whilst the most punctilious order

reigned throughout the entire establish-

ment.

Precisely at eight in the morning, Helio-

dora entered the sleeping chamber of her

mistress to receive her commands ; after

breakfast the hair-dresser was admitted,

who with his tender and skillful hand knew
how to arrange the silken tresses of the

youthful wife into the most captivating

curls. Then the announcement was made
by the coachman that the carriage stood in

waiting, whereupon a span of the fleetest

horses carried the minister's spouse to the

metropolis, from where she usually return-

ed not till nightfall, and often even not

till midnight.

Sometimes this careful and tender wo-

man would, in her capacity as step-mother

bring with her a large quantity of bon-

bons and other sweetmeats, which Helio-

dora was commissioned to divide amongst

the children, the young wife not liking to

come into personal contact with them, for

fear of little Henry touching and soiling

with his tiny fingers her rich silk dress.

This agreeable manner of life continued

the same on Sundays and week-days, with

only this difference, namely, thatCatharine,

like a good Christian, did make an effort

on Sunday to minister to the spiritual ne-

cessities of her heart. Between the hour

of breakfasting and that set apart for the

labors of the hair-dresser, Heliodora read

in a loud voice, a prayer from " Witchel's

Morning and Evening Devotions," a task

which the waiting-maid performed so well,

that her mistress was often moved to ex-

press her admiration by exclaiming :
" 0,

how beautiful !" This over, she would in-

quire whether the programme of the

evening performance at the theatre had
arrived and if the play was a nice one,

which happened almost always to be the

case, she would fly upon the wings of joy-

ful anticipation to the city.

But Steffenson, what did he do? Alas,

as his wife would drive off in her splendid

equipage, he would indeed follow her with

a look full of sadness, which, however,

was the only visible sign of displeasure he

allowed himself. Upon her return he

would receive her with the most affection-

ate kindness. It is true, he did not ask

her how she had enjoyed herself, for this

he felt unable to do, but he also did not,

on the other hand, give expression to his

disapproval even by a single word.

The only opportunity he had of enga-

ging in conversation with her, or rather of

hearing her talk was at table, when the

inclemency of the weather would prevent

her from driving to the city. Upon these

occasions she would generally relate what-

ever news she had seen or heard during

her previous visit; then she also would

make known her wishes and was withal as

cheerful and happy, as a wife whose every

desire is gratified well can be.

Steffenson on the contrary, was placed

into a somewhat unpleasant situation in

his congregation. When on Sunday after-

noons his members came to him, they

complained bitterly of the injurious effects

the evil example set by his wife exerted

upon the people of the village. The good

people, it must be remembered, had been

accustomed to see their minister's first wife

not only the first to enter church and the

last to leave it, but also to be with them

during their little gatherings on Sunday

afternoon and talk to them like a friend

who felt a lively interest in the concerns of

their souls. But Catharine had, during

her six weeks' residence among them, not

attended church even once ; the pew of the

minister's wife remained empty and desert-

ed, for the foolish report given out by

several old women, that they had twice
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seen the spirit of their pastor's first wife

occupy the pew and listen to the sermon,

was after all nothing but a piece of silly

invention.

Steffenson had considerable trouble in

preventing the complaints of his villagers

against his spouse from becoming too bois-

terous and vehement. " Only be patient,

my dear people," he would say, " the Lord

doesnothing byhnlves. Do not meddle with

what he has reserved for himself. The

Lord is wonderful in counsel and wonder-

ful in working. Only see to it, that you

do not fall into temptation and if you are

accustomed to remember in your prayers

those, who love the world and the lusts

thereof more than the Lord, and will in-

clude among these also my wife, you may
do so, and may your prayers not return

unto you void."

\ In this way six weeks more passed by

;

the leaves upon the trees turned to a yel-

lowish red and began to drop off the

boughs, giving signs of the approach of

autumn ; in the kitchen-garden behind the

parsonage, green pumpkins and yellow cu-

cumbei's, left for seed, began to peep out

from among the wilted leaves, the house-

swallows had already set out upon their

migratory journey to Africa, the meadow-
saffron had already begun to dot the bare

meadows with its unfolded flowers and in

some places the little gentian even showed
signs of budding. Thus it happened that

on a delightful autumnal morning, many
issued forth from the city under the pre-

tence of attending divine worship in the

open country, but who in reality spent the

day in thoughtless gaiety and never once

remembered God. On they passed from
village to village meeting the simple-mind-

ed peasants on their way to church, but

themselves passing by the house of God
where Steffenson was just preaching about

the adoption of the children of God, sink-

ing in harmony, " A free and jovial life we
lead."

Before the parsonage, too, the carriage

had already been in waiting for more than

half an hour, the bay steeds were impa-

tiently pawing the ground, their shining

necks covered with foam. Heliodora, the

waiting maid equally impatient was pacing

up and down before the carriage, reading

for the fifth time the programme of the

theatre. 0, what enjoyment was in store

for her !—The comedy of " Rosa's dowry,"

and Kotzebue's "Blind Love," had been

announced for the evening. Yet her mis-

tress would not come. " Only go on

awhile," she had said, "I will follow you

directly." But half an hour had already

passed and still she did not come.

Then it was that the waiting-maid sud-

denly recollected, that her mistress had for

several days appeared so very unlike her-

self; she had sat for hours without speak-

insr a word and when Heliodora, as was

usual, attempted to strike up a conversa-

tion by dilating upon the beauties of the

play of " the First Lover," she would reply

to her in a fretful tone :
" only be still

about it ! This stupid buffoonery is after all

only silly !" And after Heliodora had on

the previous Sunday finished reading the

beautiful autumn-devotion by Witchel, in

which the falling of the leaves is so beauti-

fully described, she had even heard Catha-

rine make the singular and as she thought

exceedingly strangeobservation, " this is no

doubt all very fine, but yet there seems to

me to be something wanting, it does not

edify me !" though Heliodora had read the

verses with great accuracy, a facility she

had acquired by attentively listening to the

declamationsof Mr. Klingeler, thecomedian-

who personified the character of the First

Lover in the play.

All this, we say, seemed now for the first

time to fill the waiting-maid with surprise.

" She must be sick," she mentally exclaim-

ed and was greatly affrighted when the

servant brought word that her mistress

had ordered the horses back to the stable

and that she would not go to the city.

Heliodora was terror-stricken ; less, it

must be confessed out of concern for the

health of her mistress, than on account of

the sudden frustration of her anticipated

enjoyment. Vexed and out of humor on
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account of her disappointment, she pulled

with some violence the boxes containing

various articles of dress out of the carriage

and hastened to the chamber of her gra-

cious or rather ungracious lady. Upon

entering she found her still attired in her

neat traveling dress, seated upon the sofa,

supporting her head with its neat and ele-

gant curls, upon her left hand.

"What is the matter?" exclaimed He-

liodora, " Have you taken sick?"

*' No !" replied Catharine. "lam not

sick and yet I feel as if everything ailed

me. I feel so uneasy, so sad and depress-

ed, as if some one had greatly wronged me,

without knowing who or what."

" this will all go away again," replied

Heliodora soothingly. They are going to

perform the comedy of ' Blind Love' to

night and that you know is so side-splitting

funny. I suppose we will drive to the

city?"

"Only be silent about this," replied the

mistress somewhat peevishly. " This buf-

foonery at the theatre is too flat, trifling

and pitiable. It is Sunday to day, and if

I knew that it would not be too late, I

would actually go to church yet. Besides

it is altogether inexcusable in me, that I

have not even heard my husband preach

yet."

" that would be entirely too late for to

day," exclaimed Heliodora; "and, besides,

what would the people say, if we would go

now ?"

"Alas," replied Catharine, "the people

might think and say the worst and yet not

wrong me."
" Leave me alone," she continued after

a pause ; when the waiting maid, giving an
angry shake of her head left the room of

her mistress and entered her own so very

much out of humor, that she threw her fan

upon the table, got her bonnet strings into

a knot and threw herself like an enraged

goddess upon her sofa. Fortunately, how-
ever, her eyes happened just at this point

to light upon her library ; she rose, exam-
ined for some time its contents and finally

selected an elegantly bound volume written

by Mr. August Leibrock, and entitled

"Frightful Apparitions in St. Ann Chapel

of the convent of St. Clara, in Naples."

"Yes, indeed!" she said, "one almost

feels tempted to enter the convent forth-

with out of pure vexation !" The perusal

however of the divine story of the appari-

tion in the nunnery soon produced the

happy effect of somewhat calming her ex-

cited feelings.

But what of her mistress? She remain-

ed seated upon her damask divan, in earn-

est and silent communion with herself,

drawing, at times, her hand across her

brow and then again laying it on her

heart, as if the two were not in proper

agreement. She had occupied this discon-

solate posture a full hour, when, hearing

the people outside returning from church

and knowing from this, that the morning

service had been concluded, she suddenly

formed a resolution. She rose, went down
stairs and directed her steps towards her

husband's study. The nearer, however,

she approached, the more violently palpi-

tated her heart ; and she was tempted, to

turn back. But she mentally exclaimed,

" No ! for my peace sake—I must speak to

him."

Upon entering she found her husband

seated in the corner of his sofa, and alone.

Steffenson had become somewhat exhausted

with the labors of the morning, and took

this method of resting himself.

"Catharine," he exclaimed in astonish-

ment, "how you surprise me! I thought

you had long since taken your departure

for the city."

Catharine stood trembling, with her eyes

cast to the floor, whilst her whole coun-

tenance was suffused with a crimson flush.

"Frederick," she at length exclaimed,

in a scarcely audible tone of voice and

with a beating heart, "I only wanted to

ask you at what hour your devotional meet-

ing commences."

"At four o'clock in the afternoon," re-

plied he in great surprise. "May I ask,

Catharine, why you wish to know this?"

She hesitated a moment with her answer,
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and then replied: "I wanted to ask your

permission to attend the meeting."

Most agreeably surprised, Steffenson

rose, but, as if suddenly recollecting him-

self, he said in his usual tender and affec-

tionate manner: "Dear Catharine, know
you not what you demanded of me, and

what I have promised you ? Must I not

be apprehensive that you will leave my
house, forever, if I should give utterance,

if only with one word, to the joy I feel?

"

" Frederick," she replied, "would you

not be a great deal more happy if I should

leave your house ? Must you not greatly

desire that I might no longer be its un-

worthy inmate? You are doing good,

whilst I, your wife, your helpmate, am an

injury and a curse to your people. Fred-

erick," she continued, in a voice trembling

with agitation, "can you then really love

me?"
"With all my heart!" replied Steffenson,

" I have never ceased to regard you with

fervent love, and—if the expression is not

offensive—to pray for you."

At this point Catharine could no longer

control her feelings, but, bursting into

tears, she fell upon the breast of her hus-

band, exclaiming: "Frederick, I am not

worthy of you."

" 0, do not say so," replied Steffenson,

"know you not that what God hath joined

together, no man can or shall put asunder !

Has not our Lord in Heaven joined us

together? Did I not know that it must

be even so ? 0, my dear Catharine, the

joy felt by the angels in Heaven is not

greater than mine !"

" You do not then cast me from you ?
"

said she. " But are you aware what a

heathen she is, whom you love? Have you

any idea of the extreme poverty of my
soul ? Oh lead me, my beloved shepherd,

lead me into the green pastures of that

heavenly peace which you enjoy; teach me
to repent and believe."

Steffenson could make no reply ; his

heart was too full, his joy too great ; when
the door opened, and his three children

stepped in.

"The Lord sends you!" exclaimed Cath-

arine, "you shall be, alike, the witnesses of

my shame and my new resolve. Before you,

my Frederick, before the omniscient God, I

vow it, that I will from this day be to your

children a faithful and loving mother."

Our story is ended, for with the excep-

tion of a few things which the kind reader

may yet feel some anxiety to know, nothing

more remains to be said.

Catharine did not only attend the social

meeting of the villagers on the day in

question, but on every successive Sunday,

and continued to increase in wisdom and
self-knowledge, in such a way that the

wives and daughters of the congregation

soon began to say: "God be praised, we
have again a village mother! " And since

that time the imposing flower garden upon

her head has disappeared, and a neat white

cap supplies its place. The hair dresser

has been dismissed. Horses and carriages

were, together with the coachman, trans-

ferred to other hands. And Heliodora,

the waiting maid, consoled herself at her

departure, partly with Dr. Alberti's book

on Etiquette, and partly with the prospect

of a speedy settlement for life, through

the kind assistance of the director of the

marriage bureau.

When old Mr. Silberschlager visited the

parsonage for the first time after this

change had been wrought in his daughter,

he again joined their hands, and said: "The

Lord is wonderful in counsel and wonder*

ful in working."

THERE are some natures that are acted

upon by circumstances as the J*]olian harp

is acted upon by the winds—the music of

their tempers being constantly varied as they

are affected by the rude weather of stormy

fortune ; or the softer, balmier, and less dis-

turbed atmosphere of joy and gladness.

There are eras in our spirits' existence, as

there are eras in our fortunes ; eras, when

the fate of the character hangs suspended

upon some act of volition, some determina-

tion of the will.
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JEFFERSON ROCK, VIRGINIA.
(see frontispiece.)

JEFFERSON Rock, as seen on the right

of the plate, is located immediately

above the thriving village of Harper's

Ferry, overlooking the Potomac and Shen-

andoah Rivers; here the River Potomac

breaks through the Blue Ridge, forming an

abyss, as it were, 1200 feet in depth. The

scenery in this locality is proverbial for

its grandeur and sublimity.

The view from this lofty summit well

rewards the tourist for the toil required at

times, to gain this position; here he sees

the junction of the two rivers almost be-

neath his feet, and away in the distance,

his eye wanders over the woody plains,

extending to the Alleghany Mountains.

President Jefferson, to whom is awarded

the honor of having his name connected

with the great feature of attraction at this

locality, has left on record his impressions

of this rare spot, where one can contem-

plate the stupendous displays of God's

creative power and harmony.

"The passage of the Potomac through

the Blue Ridge is, perhaps, one of the most

stupendous scenes in nature. You stand

on a very high point of land; on your

right comes up the Shenandoah, having

ranged along the foot of a mountain, a

hundred miles, to seek an outlet. On your

left approaches the Potomac, in quest of a

passage, also; in the moment of their

junction they rush together against the

mountain, rend it asunder, and pass off to

the sea. The first glance of this scene

hurries our senses into the opinion, that

this earth has been created in time; that

the mountains were formed first; that the

rivers began to flow afterwards: that, in

this place particularly, they have been ob-

structed by the Blue Ridge of mountains,

and have formed an ocean which tilled the

whole valley; that, continuing to rise, they

have, at length, broken over at this spot,

and have torn the mountain down from its

summit to its base."

" The piles of rock on each hand, particu-

larly on the Shenandoah, the evident marks
of their disrupture and avulsion from their

beds, by the most powerful agents of na-

ture, corroborate the impression. But the

distant finishing which nature has given to

the picture is of a very different character,

it is a true contrast to the foreground ; it

is as placid and delightful as that is wild

and tremendous; for the mountain being

cloven asunder, she presents to your eye,

through the clefts, a small catch of smooth

blue horizon at an infinite distance in the

plain country, inviting you, as it were,

from the riot and tumult warring around

to pass through the breach and participate

of the calm below. Here the eye ulti-

mately composes itself; and that way, too,

the road happens actually to lead."

"You cross the Potomac above the junc-

tion, pass along its side through the base

of the mountain for three miles, its terrible

precipices hanging in fragments over you,

and within about twenty miles reach Fred-

ericktown, and the fine country around it."

"This scene is worth a voyage across the

Atlantic; yet here, as in the neighborhood

of the Natural Bridge, are people who
have passed their lives within half a dozen

miles, and have never been to survey these

monuments of a war between rivers and

mountains, which must have shakea the

earth itself to its centre."

Thus speaks the sage of Monticello ; we
could not do justice to the subject without

giving the reader a description of the

scenery in his own language.

The accompanying plate affords but a

faint impression of this time-honored rock,

as it is almost impossible for the artist to

connect with the scene that bold perspec-

tive necessary to depict its actual grandeur

The top of this rock is flat, and nearly

twelve feet square ; its base, which does

not exceed five feet in width, rests upon

the top of a larger rock; and its height is

about five feet. The whole mass is so

nicely balanced that the application of a

small force will cause it to vibrate consid-

erably.

That portion of the rock seen in the
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lower right corner, now detached from the

mass, originally rested on the top, from

whence it was removed, during a political

excitement, many years ago. Whilst visit-

ing this scene, some time ago, an amusing

incident came under my observation which

goes to illustrate Mr. Jefferson's opinion

of that apathy of interest, so frequently

manifested by the residents in the neigh-

borhood of natural curiosities ; as well as

errors of an historical character. Leisurely

walking in the suburbs of Harper's Ferry,

I was accosted by a son of the " Emerald

Isle;" upon the exchange of the compli-

mentary morning salutations, he inquired

of me, whether I had been up in the

mountain to see the rock? I replied in the

negative. With much warmth of feeling

he replied: "Sure, and you must not lave

this place until you have, for it is there

where the great Jefferson made spaches to

his army." The remembrance of this

humorous incident lightened my march up

the mountain path, not a little.

In adverting to these topics, at this time,

we might offer as a plea, the approach of

that season of the year when many will

leave home and occupation, in search of

elements to counterbalance that draught

upon health from which so few are exempt.

And what a potent restorative to enfee-

bled self is nature. The eye rests upon

sights innumerable, and varied as they are

innumerable; the ear is charmed with

music; the notes of the elements, even,

possess a cadence which art can not rival;

the birds, nature's choristers, how they

chime over their merry songs. Then there

are the fields and the woods, the fruits and

the flowers, the rocks and the mosses, the

rivers and the gurgling streams, the moun-

tains and the valleys, the refreshing show-

ers and the gentle winds, the evening

twilight and the opening day, the pretty

sunset and the moonlight night, the starry

firmament, the cedars dressed in white aiid

sparkling snow, and the linden and maple

coated with ice. These form but a limited

variety of God's provisions to man.

Well hath the psalmist said: "How
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manifold are thy works, oh God! in wisdom

hast Thou made them all."

These are what we now see and hear,

but who can tell what God has in store for

them who love him and patiently abide his

time. The Apostle tells such: "Eye hath

not seen, nor ear heard, neither have en-

tered into the heart of man, the things

which God hath prepared for them that

love him." W.
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THE TWO BIRTHDAYS.
BY H. S. H.

CAROLINE Allison was the only

daughter of a fond and doating father.

From her earliest childhood, she had re-

ceived every care and attention which the

most watchful love could prompt; but, un-

fortunately, while all her bodily wants

were carefully supplied and her intellect

assiduously cultivated, the weeds of pride

and vanity, of self-will and all the other

fruits of an unrenewed nature, were suf-

fered to grow up in her heart undisturbed.

Her father was a man of the world, and

while he paid all outward respect to reli-

gion, its heavenly precepts were not the

rule of his conduct. Engrossed in busi-

ness, he, like too many others, was satisfied

with laying up earthly treasures, and for

these he bartered his heavenly inheritance.

When Caroline was about four years old

her gentle Christian mother was called to

her home above, leaving her little daughter

and a son of some seven summers bereft,

at so tender an age, of a mother's influence

and example.

Her husband's indifference to his eternal

welfare, and the helpless dependence of

her children, were all that made it hard for

Mrs. Allison to die; but her trust was in

God, and He gave her strength to say from

her heart, "Thy will be done." How
many earnest prayers she offered, how

many bitter tears she shed for the dear ones

she must leave, perhaps forever, God alone

could tell. But He forgetteth not the

prayers of his people, and all their tears

;

He will put into his bottle.
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After Mrs. Allison's death, her parents,

who lived at some distance, sent an earnest

request that one or both of the children

might be sent to them.

Caroline was her father's pet, besides

being the namesake and living portrait of

her mother, so he could not part with her,

but he consented to their taking Charles,

the more readily as he knew that with his

grandparents he would have every advan-

tage for a finished education. Accordingly

he was soon taken to his new home, and

all claim to him virtually relinquished by

his father, who, from that time, bestowed

all his attention upon his little daughter.

He was proud to see that she already

gave promise of great loveliness, bidding

fair even to surpass her mother, whose

extraordinary beauty had been, in his eyes,

her greatest charm ; for he could not ap-

preciate that gentle Christian temper and

simple faith for which his departed wife

had been remarkable.

A suitable nurse was obtained for the

little one, and duly installed in office, but

the fond father, not satisfied with this,

himself carefully watched that all her little

wants were supplied. Every night, before

he retired, he would visit her tiny couch,

and, almost with a mother's tenderness,

smooth down the snowy cover, or arrange

the soft pillow of his darling.

Had she been less lovely he would have

cared for her less, but beauty, next to

wealth, was his idol, and in his little Caro-

line he saw it personified.

And so she grew, from year to year, un-

til her nurse was exchanged for a gover-

ness. Caroline, being naturally of a docile

temper and of an inquiring mind, was

easily interested in acquiring knowledge.

Her governess praised her goodness and

intelligence as constantly as her nurse had

done her beauty ; the more so as it was

easily seen that the surest way to obtain

the father's favor was by praising the

daughter ; so that Caroline's ears were con-

stantly filled with the echoes of her own

beauty and excellence. What wonder that

she came to think of herself as a superior

being, before whom all others must bow.

At the time when our sketch commences
she had lately returned from a large board-

ding school, where she had been spending

two years, to complete her education, and

prepare for her reception into the fashion-

able world. Before she left home her

father had kept her carefully secluded

from all society, anxious that when she

should make her debut her beauty should

dazzle every eye; and now great prepara-

tions were going on for a large party, on

the occasion of her birthday, for she was
on the verge of eighteen.

Her brother, whom she had not seen

since the death of her mother, was to be

present, and she was impatiently waiting

for the evening which should put an end

to her childish days, and introduce her to

all those scenes of gaiety and pleasure of

which she had heard so much at school.

The looked for time soon arrived, and as

she entered the spacious and well filled

parlors, leaning on her brother's arm, she

felt every eye directed towards her ; on

every side she heard low whispers of sur-

prise and admiration. Her father gazed

with satisfied pride on his idolized child,

yet still he felt that there was something

wanting. Why was it that she looked less

lovely than her mother, when he saw her

for the first time, as she had just reached

the same age? Her form was more com-

manding, her complexion more brilliant,

her eye was no less bright, and her glossy

hair fell in richer masses. She was cer-

tainly more beautiful, but yet there was
something wanting. Ah ! he did not know
that it was the spirit that beamed through

those bright eyes. Her mother he had
first seen as she knelt at God's altar, to

consecrate herself to his service, and the

light in her eye was the light of faith, the

glow on her cheek was the glow of inno-

cence and purity, her smile, which had

seemed to him so like an angel's, was the

smile of holy confidence and peace.

The evening passed, and weary and ex-

cited, Caroline, after the departure of their

guests, turned to receive the congratulations
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of her father and brother ; but sadness was

plainly to be seen on her brother's face,

and her father seemed less satisfied than

usual. She felt disappointed, she scarcely

knew why, and retiring to her room, she

burst into a flood of tears, the evidence of

her first experience in the unsatisfactory

nature of earthly enjoyment.

The winter which followed was one of

constant gaiety ftir Caroline. Scarcely a

night passed that did not find her at some

gay assembly, and she was the belle of the

season. Though flattered and envied, yet

she was not happy. She learned to conceal

the pride she felt, and the affable manner

she assumed towards all soon drew after

her a crowd of foolish admirers, who flut-

tered around her like butterflies round a

flower. She could not help seeing the

shallowness of their wit, and the worthless-

ness of their flatteries. She heard the

same words addressed to others which she

had been accustomed to consider as her

own exclusive right, and she could not bear

that any beauty but her own should be ad-

mired. She was more unhappy every day.

Her home too had lost its attractions, for

she knew that her brother disapproved of

her conduct, so she felt under constant re-

straint in his presence. Her father's health

was failing, and she could not enjoy his

society. Before she left home, for school,

she had been his almost constant compan-

ion, now she was seldom with him for any
length of time. She saw him turn to her

brother for those attentions it should have

been her's to pay.

Charles had been piously trained by his

grandparents, and his father could not but

see how far superior he was to his sister.

He began to feel that there is a power in

religion to soften and subdue the natural

disposition and make it amiable and at-

tractive, which he had never acknowledged

before. As he grew old and feeble, he

began to lose his satisfaction in things

which had afforded him pleasure. He
found that his wealth could not comfort

him in sickness, and, urged and guided by
his son, he began to turn his attention, even

at the eleventh hour, to heavenly things,

and soon found that peace which is denied

to none who earnestly desire it.

He wasted rapidly away, and in the

spring they laid him beside his wife. His

last words were a prayer for his misguided

daughter, who was absent on a pleasure

excursion with a party of friends. It was

affecting to hear his acknowledgments of

guilt in setting her the example he had

done, and in sowing those seeds which were

now producing such an abundant harvest.

Caroline was shocked indeed, on being

summoned home to attend her father's fu-

neral. She remembered now, how her

every want had been supplied and every

wish gratified, by that too indulgent father.

She remembered how he had come, night

after night to her bedside, when she was a

child, to see that no attention had been

neglected, for his darling.

And how had she returned his constant

kindness? Her heart reproached her for

her ingratitude and selfishness, and she

refused to be comforted. At the same time

that wicked heart rose in rebellion against

the God who had taken her father from her.

She could not even bear to hear her broth-

er pour out his soul in prayer, thanking

God that his father had been brought to

repentance before he was called to leave

the world.

While that father was still living, she

had not cared that he had called often for

her to soothe him by her presence. She
had left him, to join in the giddy dance, or

to attend some place of foolish amusement.

Where now was the boasted goodness on
wliich she had been accustomed to pride

herself? Had she not proved herself to be
the most ungrateful of daughters?

She thought with horror of the gay
scenes in which she had lately mingled,

she could never again take pleasure in

them. Where was she to look for comfort?

Gradually, as the first anguish of her
grief wore away, her affectionate brother

strove to gain her confidence. At first he
met with no success, but, by degrees, his

gentle mildness won her love; and, at last,.
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she would listen quietly to his kind advice,

or hear him read from the holy book ; until

light began to break in upon her darkened

mind, and his patient care was rewarded

by seeing her convinced that there is no

peace to be found except in the religion of

Jesus. She loved to hear her brother speak

of the goodness and piety of her mother,

how she had taught them both to pray to-

gether to that dear Saviour to whom she

had so early consecrated herself.

One evening, when he had been talking

to her for a long time, about their much

loved mother, and telling her all he could

remember of her, Caroline exclaimed, "Oh

if I might only have been like her in spirit

instead of in feature, as they say I am,

how much happier I should have been, and

how much happier I might have made our

dear father."

"Yes," answered Charles, "you are in-

deed like her, she was very beautiful."

Caroline started, she had never before

heard her brother call her beautiful. Once

it would have delighted her, for she thought

he was the only one who had not received

any impression from her beauty. Now,

she thought it was partly that beauty

which had made her the vain and heartless

girl she felt herself to have been, and her

brother's remark sounded almost like a

reproof.

"Yes, my sister," said Charles, again,

"you are beautiful, but that does not make

you happy."

She leaned, sobbing, on his shoulder.

Those words brought back, most vividly,

her thoughts and feelings, just a year be-

fore, when she was preparing for her

birthday. Ah, how her heart and mind

were filled, then, with the idea of her own
beauty and excellence. Now, she felt the

sinfulness and corruption of her nature,

her dream of goodness had passed away,

and though her beauty still remained it

gave her no pleasure.

It could not restore her lost father. It

could not quiet her troubled conscience.

It could not undo the past. It could do

nothing for her.

"To-morrow is your birthday," said her

brother, " will not my sister seek to adorn

herself with the beauty of holiness, which

will never fade?"

She pressed a good night kiss upon his

cheek, and was gone.

She sought her chamber, but not to sleep.

All night long she wrestled, in earnest

prayer, that her mother's God would bless

her. That a new nature might be granted

her. That her troubled heart might at

last find peace in that Saviour who had

been her mother's trust.

And her prayers were answered, as they

always are when offered in sincerity. The
next day was to her indeed a birthday, for

she felt that she had been born of God,

made a new creature in Christ Jesus. And
she was happy, for she had sought and

found happiness where alone it could be

found.

'Twas a few weeks after, that one calm

Sabbath morning the cheerful sunlight

streamed in upon a group collected round

the altar of Church. Several young

girls were about to be received into the

church, by baptism. And, as the gray

haired minister performed the solemn ser-

vice, every eye in that large audience was

fixed upon the scene; and, as those fair

young heads were bowed to receive the

good man's blessing, there was scarcely a

dry eye to be seen. To each he addressed

some kind word of encouragement and

fatherly advice. But when he came to the

last, tears were streaming down his cheeks

and his voice trembled, as he said: "Your
mother's prayers are answered, thank God,

thank God, she will yet meet all her loved

ones in Heaven."

Need we say that this last one was the

subject of our sketch.

Fayette, Seneca Co., N. T.

A monk, named Rivalto, mentions in a

sermon preached iu Florence, iu 1305, that

spectacles had then been known about twenty

years. This would place the invention in the

,year 1285.
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ROSE LEAVES.*

BY REV. M. SHEELEIGH.

HOW strangely strung the human heart,

That, by a sign or word,

Its strongest cords are bid to start,

And all its depths are stirred

!

From hands that oft have clasped with mine,

These leaflets come to me,

In tolien of a love whose line

Links hearts across the sea.

The fragrance caught 'neath distant skies.

Exhaling round the room,

Brings thoughts of other years, that rise

The present to perfume.

As daily, once, with book and pen,

It was our wont to meet,

We seem to seat us now again

Before those honored feet.

And now those old familiar halls

We trace, as then, once more.

And scan, around those treasured walls,

Ten thousand volumes o'er.

But now again these floral leaves

Arrest my dreaming eye;

And straightway o'er the foaming waves
A thousand leagues I fly.

I see, in yonder distant place.

My friend of years agone.

Those garden walks in silence trace,

At far known Cardington.

But why far known ?— ah, at that word,

There seems to move again

The form of one who, like his Lord,

Rejoiced in blessing men.

The poor, the sick, the prison bound.

At home, in distant lands.

He in their sorrows sought and found.

To bless with words and hands.

Oft as these petals come in sight.

My heart, bid slumber flee.

And let the heavenly love and light

Of Howard quicken thee.

Genius.—A distinguished teacher, and

president of a college, defined genius to be
" the power of making efforts."

There are nearly three thousand muscles in

a common grasshopper.

* The above lines were suggested on receiving, enclo-

ged in a letter, some petals of the rose, which a friend

gathered in the garden, at Cardington, England, once

the property of the distinguished Christian philanthro-

pist, John,Howard.

PRESENTS.

A
CIRCUMSTANCE, which has no light

bearing upon the comfort of a house-

hold, is the bestowal of gifts. Custom reg-

ulates this as well as many other habiter

:

yet custom, or rather fashion, often proves

irksome, and imposes certain obligations

whichare exceedingly inconvenient to fulfil.

Bridal gifts have, of latter years, assumed

a most extravagant character ; and, in order

to vie with those whose fortune enables

them to disregard the cost of an article,

young housekeepers, and even persons of

more experience, frequently render them-

selves and families very uncomfortable.

Reflection will enable one to comprehend

how silly, and really wrong, this custom

is, in too many instances. Is it not much
better to be just before being generous ?

And can it be just to delay the payment
of household debts, or to deprive oneself,

or the members of a family, of some neces-

sary article of clothing, or some necessary

comfort, in order to minister to one's pride,

and be placed on a par with people of

fashion ?

In contrast, however, it should be equal-

ly remembered, that where an ample for-

tune permits a free expenditure, it would
be most ungenerous to disregard the op-

portunities afforded of ministering to the

profit and pleasure of those who are not

able to gratify themselves. When viewed
in this light, such an outlay assumes the

character of benevolence ; and, offered in

the spirit of real, unassuming kindness,

such gifts cannot but be well received.

An interchange of gifts between the

members of a family, on festive occasions,

and at proper intervals, serves to strength-

en social ties, and gives an assurance of

"unchanged affection." And such events,

trifling though they at present seem, are

often, in after days, reverted to with much
real pleasure—and the gifts themselves,

if preserved as mementos, serve perhaps

to recall, with peculiar force, some sad but

fond recollection of one who now sings the

angels' song, and who was nearest and
dearest when on earth.
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RICHES AND GENIUS.

BY MRS. MART S. TTHITAKER.

ii T) ICIIES and Genius once started on

Xl; a journey ; but they soon parted

company, for Riches rode in a splendid

car, and was carried by large and rapid

coursers, while Genius walked by the way-

side, and often paused to contemplate the

skies and earth—with her mountains,

rivers, trees, and flowers.—Riches had not

proceeded far, before he perceived the

castle of pleasure, in a green and sunny

meadow. All around and within it was

enchanting. The air was soft and balmy,

blowing freshly, fraught with odors, and

reviving to those on whom it breathed.

The birds sang melodiously—the stream

full of gentle murmurs—and the fruits

were golden. Pleasure, lightly and mag-

nificently arrayed, came smiling forth to

meet her guest. Bowing gracefully, she

invited into her luxurious halls, which,

wide and lofty were filled with musicians,

dancers, and all who could in any way

contribute to charm away the hours. Her

tables, covered with inviting viands, were

set in the midst. The mistress of all things

delightful, was herself surpassingly fair.

Dimples beautified her cheeks ; her silken

hair fell. In wreathed tresses, around her

marble neck ; her eyes had a laughing and

sweet expression, blent with a soft dreami-

ness. Poor Riches not knowing her to be

a coquette, soon became violently enamor-

ed—while she, amused at her power over

him, smiled more bewitching than ever.

Lona: time he tarried in the abode of

Pleasure ; but at length, becoming ill, and

chancing to groan, she became offended

—

told him that Pain was her mortal foe, and

that she thought it best for him to leave

the castle. Riches obeyed with reluctance

;

for Pleasure seemed more charming in his

eyes when he knew himself obliged to leave

her. Being forced, however, to comply

with her commands, he ordered his proud

chariot, and, melancholy and dispirited,

again commenced journeying.

"Meanwhile, Genius pursued his path

towards the dwelling of Knowledge—

a

memorable and wise sage. He paused, it

is true, at Pleasure's attractive abode, but

after some consideration resolved not to

halt—knowing Riches to be there, and dis-

trusting the smiles of the siren. Now
Riches was gaily dressed, while Genius

wore garments that were threadbare. He
was proud and sensitive, in spite of this,

and Riches would insult him. Continuing

on, he soon arrived at the habitation of

Knowledge. The old man rose to receive

him. His countenance was dignified, and

his bearing noble. Time had shed its snow

on his head, and had increased instead of

diminished his strength and majesty. He
led Genius into his well filled library, and

addressed him thus :
' Here, Genius, is

food for the mind. I am glad to see thee

scorn Pleasure and seek better things, for

her voice is deceptive, and she often leads

to death. I know that thou wert tempted

to her hall—for who is not? but the

wisdom of thy choice will appear in the

end. The way to renown, Genius, is

before thee ! It is steep and thorny
; yet

he who has conquered the wiles of deceit-

ful Pleasure, evinces greatness of mind,

—

and thou hast but to persevere in the path

I show, to win fame.' Genius bowed him-

self to the earth, assured that the words of

the sage were those of truth.

"Riches, oppressed with a pain—

a

weary pilgrim—at last died in a wretched

hovel, never ceasing to deplore the loss of

his beloved Pleasure, though she had

proved so false and heartless. Neglected

and obscure was his end, and there is no

record of his vain life to be found.

"Genius climbed the hill of Renown,

lived to a good old age, died lamented, and

left a name dear to the world. Pity weeps

at its urn, Glory unfolds her banner over

the place of his repose, and his memory is

honored among men."

Advice.—Advice, says Coleridge, is like

snow; the softer it falls the longer it dwells

upon, and the deeper it sinks into the mind.
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THE OLD TURNPIKE.

WE hear no more of the clanging hoof,

And the stage-coach rattling by ;

For the steam-king rules the travelled world,

And the old pike's left to die.

The grass creeps o'er the flinty path,

And the stealthy daises steal

"Where once the stage-horse, day by day,

Lifted his iron heel.

No more the weary stager dreads

The toil of the coming morn;

No more the bustling landlord runs

At the sound of the echoing horn

;

For the dust lies still upon the road,

And bright-eyed children play

Where once the clattering hoof-wheel

Rattled along the way.

No more we hear the cracking whip,

Or the strong wheels' rumbling sound

;

And ah ! the water drives us on,

And an Iron horse is found

!

The coach stands rusting in the yard,

And the horse has sought the plough

:

We have spanned the world with an iron rail.

And the steam-king rules us now

!

The old turnpike is a pike no more,

Wide open stands the gate

;

We have made us a road for our horse to stride.

Which we ride at a flying rate.

We have filled the valleys and leveled the hills,

And tunneled the mountain side:

And round the rough crag's dizzy verge,

Fearlessly now we ride

!

On—on—on—with a haughty front

!

A puff, a shriek, and a bound

;

While the tardy echoes wake too late,

To babble back the sound
;

And the old pike road is left alone,

And the stagers seek the plough

:

We have circled the earth with an iron rail,

And the steam-king rules us now !

AN EXTRACT.

THE pleasures of literature to one ab-

sorbed in scientific researches, is thus

beautifully described

:

" The mention of a library carries my
thoughts by an easy transition to our even-

ing studies. When the labors of the day

are over, the microscope is put up, the

work-table is quitted, and the delicious

calm of candle-light invites us to quiet in-

tercourse vrith one of the great spirits of

the past, or one of their worthy successors

in the present. It is well thus to refresh

the mind with literature. Contact with

nature, and her inexhaustible wealth, is

apt to beget an impatience at man's achieve-

ments, and there is danger of the mind be-

coming so immersed in details, so strained

to contemplation of the physical glories of

the universe, as to forget the higher gran-

deurs of the soul, the nobler beauties of

the moral universe.

" From this danger we are saved by the

thrill of a fine poem, the swelling sympa-

thy with a noble thought, which flood the

mind anew with a sense of man's great-

ness, and the greatness of his aspirations.

It is not wise to dwarf man by comparisons

with nature ; only when he grows pre-

sumptuous may we teach him modesty by

pointing to her grandeur. At other times

it is well to keep before us our high calling

and our high estate. Literature in its finest

moods, does this. And when I think of

the delight given by every true book to

generations after generations, moulding

souls and humanizing savage impetuosi-

ties, exalting hopes and prompting noblest

deeds—I vary the poet's phrase, and ex-

claim :

—

An honest book's the noblest work of man."

DO you ask, " How am I to know whe-

ther I am a recipient of the comfort of

the Holy Ghost?" Youmayknowit byone

rule. If you havereceived one blessingfrom

God, you will receive all other blessings

too. Let me explain myself. If I could

come here as an auctioneer, and sell off the

gospel in lots, I should dispose of it all.

If I could say, here is justification through

the blood of Christ, free; giving away

gratis ; many a one would say, " I will have

justification, give it to me, I wish to be jus-

tified and pardoned." Suppose I took

sanctification, the giving up of all sin, a

thorough change of heart, leaving off

drunkenness and swearing; many would

say, " I don't want that ; I should like to go

to heaven and be saved at last, but I should

like to have my drink still ; I should like

to enter glory, but then I must have an
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oath or two along the road." Nay, but

sinner, if thou hast one blessing, thou

shalt have all. God will never divide the

gospel. He will not give justification to one

man, and sanctification to another, pardon

to one, and holiness to another. No, it all

goes together. Whom he calls, them he

justifies; whom he justifies, them he sancti-

fies ; and whom he sanctifies, them he also

glorifies.

! if I could lay down nothing but the

comforts of the gospel, you would fly to

them as flies do to honey. When you come

to be ill, you send for the clergyman. Ah!

you all want your minister then to come
and give you consoling words. But if he

be an honest man, he will not give some of

you a particle of consolation. He will not

commence pouring oil, when the knife

would be better. I want to make a man
feel his sins before I tell him anything

about Christ. I want to probe into his

soul, and make him feel that he is lost

before I tell him anything about the pur-

chased blessing. It is the ruin of many to

tell them, "Now just believe on Christ, and

that is all you have to do." If instead of

dying they get better, they rise up white-

washed hypocrites. Is it not horrible that

when men and women come to die, they

should cry " Comfort, comfort ;" and that

hence their friends conclude that they are

children of God, while after all they have

no right to consolation, but are intruders

upon the enclosed grounds of the blessed

God. God, may these people ever be

kept from having comfort when they have

no right to it ! Have you the other bless-

ings ? Have you had the conviction of

sin? Have you ever felt your guilt before

God ? Have your souls been humbled at

Jesus' feet ? And have you been made to

look to Calvary alone for your refuge? If

not, you have no right to consolation. Do
not take an atom of it.

The Spirit is a convincer before he is a

comforter ; and you must have the other

operations of the Holy Spirit before you

can derive anything from this.

—

Spurgeon's

Sermons.

PRIVATE CHARACTER OF A LOCO-
MOTIVE.

PEOPLE who may see a locomotive tear-

ing up and down the land at the rate of

forty miles an hour, making the earth groan

beneath its fearful clatter, scaring nature

with its unearthly din, and frightening all

creation almost from its propriety—people

who only see it in its terrible activity have

no idea what eminently social virtues it is

endowed with. This is its public charac-

ter. Its private one is another afi"air.

Now then one of these huge monsters, in

whose iron bowels slumber more than a

thousand giants' power, comes up and

stands under our window, and smokes

away as gently as the most exemplary

cooking-stove, its huge steam-pipes sing-

ing a strain as soft and as dulcet as the

most amiable tea-kettle, and its lungs of

steel breathing as sweetly as an infant in

its slumbers. But the demon of power is

there. Let any one but pinch its ears, and

no venerable spinster cat will spit more

fiercly ; let him gripe those iron hands, and

the pipes which were tuned to so soft a

strain send forth a yell as if heaven and

earth were coming together, and those

lungs which first breathed so quietly

cough like a volcano ; and ofi" it goes,

darkening the heavens with its volumes

of smoke.

Anecdote.—One Sabbath, as a Sabbath-

school teacher had been to return the books

to the Librarian, he was leaning against a

pew noticing the conduct around him. The

multitude seemed employed in relating pass-

ing events, and making and returning salu-

tations. In one pew, all alone, sat a young

sister with a book in her hand, and a shade

upon her countenance. As he passed her,

he saw the tear on her cheek, and was satis-

fied there was trouble. He kindly inquired

the cause, and was told that it was worldly

tlioughts on the Sabbath ; adding with an anx-

ious look, " can you tell me how to get rid

of them?"
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THE BLESSED FLOWERS.
BY EMILY C. HUNTINGTON.

'• TTTHAT a beautiful place!" says every

V V passer-by, leaning from coach or car-

riage to look back upon it.

And so it is, very beautiful ; the .large sub-

stantial house, draped and festooned with

clustering roses and graceful creepers, and

surrounded by the pleasant yard with its

smooth green turf, clean walks, and shading

trees. It is a home for real comfort, too, as

well as ornament, for you can see at a glance

that it is a farm-house, and the broad acres

of carefully cultivated land about it show
marks of the hand that beautified the dwell-

ing.

But ten years ago, when that young girl

under the maples was a little sickly child of

seven, the pleasant homestead wore a far dif-

ferent look. I will show it to you. " Look
on this picture and then on that."

The house might be pleasant enough, but

that it looks so bare in the hot June sunshine,

and the grass in the spacious yards is tramp-

led and rooted in places by the pigs that have

free access to the premises. The rail fence

in front may have been a good one in its day,

but is falling down now, and under one of

the largest shade trees is a great trough hol-

lowed out of a log, the use of which is plain-

ly indicated by the cobs trampled into the

quagmire about it, and the savory odor of

sour milk, &c., arising from it. To be sure,

it is no great ornament, but then it is handy

to the house, and the owner believes in the

beauty of utility ; so morning and evening a

drove of tall, gaunt-looking animals come

shambling along at an awkward gallop to re-

ceive their rations. If you look a little further,

you will see a garden with a few straggling

beans and potatoes, and a dozen hills ofcucum-

bers, that seem to have been plantedfor the pur-

pose ofgiving the hens a good place to scratch.

The wood-pile is sprawling over the back
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yard, a broken cart upturned in one corner.

Your fancy can easily supply other particulars,

and then you have a truthful picture of Nel-

son Warren's farm-house as it looked ten

years ago,—and I shouldn't wonder, reader,

if you knew of some other farm-house that

looks just so at this very moment.

Yet Mr. Warren was counted a good farmer

by almost all the country round. His crops

of wheat and corn were not scanty, and his

potatoes were the finest in the market. No

one's barns were better filled with hay than

his, and no one, ifreport was true, had heavier

deposits in bank. It was only in attention

to the little things, non-essentials, as he call-

ed them, that he failed ; and although he was

always going to " fix up a little after haying

or harvesting," yet the idea of adorning his

home, and making it beautiful to the eye,

never once entered his mind. Farmers had

not time to waste with such fooleries as set-

ting out flowers, and as for making a garden,

field work was always so pressing it could

not be attended to. He had no time to make

a house for the hens ;
" could not Mary keep

them out of the garden ?"—and what hurt

did it do to feed the pigs under the shade-

trees, when no one ever wanted to go there ?

How many men have you heard talk just so?

One day, when good Mrs. Warren was busy

with her kitchen work, scrubbing and scour-

ing and running every now and then to drive

out the chickens and scare the pigs away

from the door, little Mary, the pet of the house,

came running in with her apron-full of flow-

ers.

" Oh look, mother," said the eager child,

" at all these beautiful flowers Jennie Thayer

gave me ! And, mother, Jennie says she'll

give me some seeds and roots, and then I can

have a garden of my own, just like her's. Oh,

won't it be nice?" and the little one danced

about the room in her glee.

" But, Mary," said her mother, " the fence

is down so you can't keep the cattle out, and

the pigs will spoil it."

" Oh mother, ask father to fix it, won't you ?

I know he will."

" May be so, but you must not be disappoint-

ed, my child
;
your father is very busy."

" Nelson, I wish you would fix up the gar-

den fence a little. Mary has set her heart

upon having a flower garden, and you know
she cannot now."

I am sure that Nelson Warren did not see

the little eager face that watched him so

anxiously, or he could not have turned away

with only a half audible something about

"too busy to attend to it," and " putting non-

sense in the child's head."

No, it is not nonsense, or at least it is such

nonsense as God and Nature puts into our

heads, this instinctive love for the beautiful

that dwells in every little child ;
and we should

be far more humane in our manhood and

womanhood if the world did not crush so

much of it out of us, and make us half ashamed

of what is left.

" Never mind, darling !" said the loving

mother to the little one sobbing in her lap.

" We'll fix the fence as well as we can our-

selves, and then you must watch it and drive

the pigs away."

Thus comforted, the tears were soon dried,

and when the daily work was done, mother

and child toiled lovingly together until the

broken fence was mended after a fashion,

and the little garden commenced. Day after

day Mary was unwearied in her labors, and

both father and mother encouraged her, think-

ing the exercise might strengthen the slender

frame, and tint the cheek that had always

been colorless. As the tiny plants grew in

the sun and dew, and the buds began to show,

little Mary seemed to love and cling to them

almost as if they were human beings.

One day, when the buds were just bursting

into blossoms, the poor rickety fence gave

way, and the whole drove of pigs, old and

young, rushed into the ill-fated garden. No-

body saw them until, with grunts of satisfac-

tion, they had explored the premises thorough-

ly, when poor Mary, with a scream of terror

and indignation, discovered the ruins of her

treasures. Her mother tried to console her,

but it was all in vain, and her father, miss-

ing his pet, wondered much that she should

care for " a few paltry flowers."

Mrs. Warren, forgetting, perhaps in com-

passion for her grieving child, that reverence

which St. Paul enjoins upon all good wives,

reproached her lord and master pretty sharp-

ly with what she called his " shiftlessness"

in not keeping things in better trim about
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the premises, while Mary crept sobbing away,

and no one thought of looking for her for an

hour. Then her father found her lying on

the ground, with the remains of her precious

flowers in her hands, but fast asleep. He
looked a moment at the little pale face with

its grieved look, and then, as a long sobbing

breath shook her tiny frame, he lifted her

tenderly in his arms and carried her into the

house.

" She has cried herself to sleep," he said,

as he laid her in her mother's lap, and kiss-

ing her softly, he went out. I don't know
what he thought of that night, but it was

not long before the old fence gave place to

a new one that was proof against all assaults.

Everything did not change at once, but

gradually the yards were made to look clean-

er, and the great honeysuckle, that had lain

matted in the grass ever since the house was

painted years before, was somewhat trimmed

up and trained up over the windows ;
it did

make a pleasant shade for them, and that

was really useful. Then, "just to please

Mary," the hollows were filled up before the

house, by the help of rainy days and pleasant

evenings ; and just to please her, though it

was a foolish whim, the big trough was taken

away from under the maple, but there was

no handy place to put it, so after awhile Mr.

Warren concluded to put up an out-house

for the pigs, like one he had read about.

Then, when the house was built, he could

not help feeling ashamed of his bony, slab-

side, long-nosed breed, so just for an experi-

ment he bought a few of the improved stock

he had heard so much of.

I cannot tell how it all came about, but

the whole place changed, and when Mrs. War-

ren and Mary set out roses and creepers, Mr.

Warren thought some frames might easily

be made for them to run upon, and so they

went on until now at this present time there

is not a more beautiful and happy house in

all the land than that of Nelson Warren the

farmer. And all because of the " Blessed

Flowers."

PARENTS.

JN sickness, and in trouble, at every season

of life, our thoughts turn to our parents as

the source to which we have been accustom-

ed to look for sympathy and help. " Mother,

mother !" Henry Clay was heard to mutter in

his last moments. And an eye-witness, giving

an account of a steamboat collision on Lake

Erie, from which he and another escaped by

clinging to a fragment of a wreck, relates the

following touching incident. " As soon as

the shrieks of the drowning passengers were

hushed, the voice of a little boy was heard,

and it was then first discovered, that a child

about eight years old, was also clinging to a

rope attached to the same fragment which

supported them. The little fellow, talking

to himself, was saying, " Oh! I can't hold on

much longer. If papa was here he would

help me." The boy was saved.

Humility.—Nothing is more sublime than

this grace ;
for it stands exalted above every-

thing around it, and never attempts to soar

higher.

—

Si. Augustine.

THE UNCAGED BIRD.

PRETTY bird, how cheerfully dost thou

sit and sing, and yet knowest not where

thou art, nor where thou shalt make thy

next meal ; and at night must conceal thy-

self in a bush for lodging.

What a shame is it for me, that see before

me so liberal provisions of my God, and find

myself sit warm under my own roof, yet am
ready to droop under a distrustful and un-

thankful dullness. Had I so little certainty

of my home and sustenance, how heartless

should I be, how careful ; how little disposed

should I be to make music to thee or myself.

Surely little bird, thou art not to me without

a Providence. God permits thee to cross

my path, not so much to delight, as to shame

me, but all in a conviction of my sullen un-

belief, who, under a more apparent means,

am less cheerful and confident; reason and

faith have not done so much in me, as in the

mere instinct of nature ; want of foresight

makes thee more merry, if not more happy

here, than the foresight ofbetter things maketh

me.

God, thy providence is not impaired by

those powers thou hast given me above these

brute things ; let not my greater helps hinder

me from a holy security, and comfortable

reliance on thee.
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A Manual of Church History. By Henry
E. F. GuERiCKE, Professor of Theology in

Halle. Translated from the German by Prof.

G. T. Shedd. Andover: W. F. Draper.

This volume comprises the first historic

division in the author's plan—that, namely,

of the Ancient Church. Guericke's Manual of

Church History is arranged in three grand

divisions: the History of the Ancient, the

MeditEval, and the Modern Church. The
present volume presents the first six centuries

in Ecclesiastical History, " The morning prime

of the Church universal and undivided." The
Ancient, as distinguished from the Mediaeval

church, is the Apostolic and Patristic church,

as distinguished from the Papal. The fact

that the original work has passed through

eight editions, since its first publication in

1853, is, in itself, strong presumptive evidence

of its intrinsic merits. Notwithstanding the

numerous works that have appeared in Ger-

many during the last twenty-five years, in the

department of Ecclesiastical History, this

Manual retains the pre-eminence of its first

appearance.
Guericke belongs to what is styled the

High Lutheran branch of the German church,

and ''cordially adopts all the cardinal doc-

trines of the Protestant Reformation, as they

throbbed in the heart of Luther, and were
organized into the oldest and in some respects

the warmest of the Reformed Symbols—the

Augsburg Confession. Such a living interest

in the evangelical substance of Christianity,

and such an intelligent and thorough recep-

tion of it into his own personal experience, it

is needless to say, can alone prepare the his-

torian of the Christian church to enter vividly

into its whole varied career."

Whilst the book is a vast repository of all

the important facts of ecclesiastical history,

the student will find that the author has traced

with profound scholarship and discrimination,

the great principles, the dogmatic ideas, in-

volved in the doctrinal development of the

church. The fact that this history is the

product of a great German student, elaborated

during a period of thirty years, is, in itself,

presumptive evidence of its accuracy and
learning. If a student should be compelled,

from circumstances, to possess but one book
on Ecclesiastical History, we should unhesi-

tatingly say, let that one book be Guericke.

And to those even, who are able to master the

German, we would say, by all means get this

English version—which, in our humble opin-

ion, is incomparably superior to the original

German. The whole work is recast by Prof.

Shedd, who, retaining the substance, has
given the work in his own inimitable style

and diction.

Expository Thoughts on the Gospels. By
Rev. J. C. Ryle, B. A., Christ Church, Oxford.

New York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

This is not a critical nor learned commen-
tary. The author does not pretend to grapple

with every difficulty, nor attempt a criticaL

exposition of every hard text. He occasionally

adds a few foot notes, embodying the results

of critical analysis, from the highest authori-

ties, explanatory of difficult passages. The
"Expository Thoughts" are unique in plan

and execution. They are not a continuous

and homiletic exposition, containing practical

remarks on every verse, in the style of Bren-

tius, Barnes, &c. The Author has divided

the sacred text into sections, or passages,

averaging about twelve verses each. After a

lucid exposition of the several verses, and a

statement of the general scope and purpose

of the passage, he selects three or four promi-
nent points in the passage, which are devel-

oped with peculiar beauty of style and thought

and enforced with great power. The points

selected are sometimes doctrinal and some-
times practical, according to the current ideas

of the passage. The work is thoroughly

evangelical, and is adapted for private reading

as a companion to the Gospels, and will be
found eminently useful in family worship.

A Plea for the Ways of God to Man. By
William Flemming, D. D., Professor of Moral

Philosophy in the University of Glasgow.
Edinburg : T. & T. Clark. English & Co., Phil-

delphia.

The existence of evil, under the government
of an infinitely perfect Being, has been the

crux philosophorum from the earliest ages.

The question. Whence cometh evil? has been

so often and anxiously asked, and so ambig-

uously and despairingly answered, that every

attempt to solve the mystery is viewed either

as a philosophical speculation or an impious

presumption.
The difficulty arising from the existence of'

evil was put by Epicurus in the form of a
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dilemma as follows : God either has the will,

and wants the power, to prevent evil; or, He
has the power, and wants the will ; or. He has

neither the will nor the power to do so. The
dilemma, as thus constructed, bears most di-

rectly against the power and goodness of God.

But it is obvious that it is equally opposed to

Divine wisdom, as competent to devise means
for preventing or removing evil. The author

proposes to obviate these difficulties by a

consideration of the nature and origin of evil.

The difficulties with which a Theodicy has to

contend, are: 1. Physical evil, as contrary to

the goodness of God. 2. Moral evil, as con-

trary to the holiness of God. 3. The dispro-

portion between the crimes and punishments

of this life, as repugnant to His justice. The
author does not attempt to construct a formal

work, to obviate these difficulties. His work
is not so elaborate and learned as McGosh,
Bledsoe, &c. The views advanced are plain

and practical, with but little that is abstruse

or speculative. He appeals to reason and
Scripture, since there can be no discrepancy

between them, when rightly understood and
honestly interpreted. " And Philosophy is

not complete but in Theology ; when it seeks

to irradiate its dark places, by turning to the

Fountain of light, and to sustain the feeble

and the finite by leaning on Infinite Power
and absolute goodness."

We can commend this work to those who
wish to prosecute their inquiries upon this

subject. It is the product of an original and
vigorous thinker. He has shed some light on
many dark phases of the Divine government.

But we are still left without a solution of the

great problem of evil. We are still left with

clouds and darkness resting upon it, which,

we believe, will never pass away until we
stand up in the light of eternity. The only

relief to the mind, now, is in the glorious fact

that " the Lord reigneth," and He will do
right.

Elementary German Reader, on the Plan
of Jacob's Greek Reader ; with a full Vocab-
ulary. By Rev. L. W. Hydenreich, Graduate
of the University of France, and Prof of Lan-
guages in the Moravian Female Seminary at

Bethlehem, Pa. New York : Appleton & Co.

This work, originated in a want felt by the

Author, in his long experience, and honored
position as Professor of languages in Europe
and America. We feel incompetent to give

any personal opinion upon the merits of this

work, and its adaptation to the end designed.

But the linguistic attainments of the author,

and his long and varied experience as a teach-

er, are strong presumptive grounds to believe

that the work is admirably adapted to its

end. This antecedent probability as to the

character of the work, is confirmed by the

highest testimonials, from the most com-
petent judges, after an examination of the

work. We need only say, that the woik
has the unqualified commendation of such
critics, as Drs. C. P. SchaefFer, Mann,
Schmidt, Reynolds &c., to secure its intro-

duction into the colleges and academies of

our country as the very best elementary
book, in the acquisition of our noble but
difficult language.

The Evangelical Review. Drs. Krauth
and Reynolds, and Prof. Stoever, Editors.

The April number closes the Ninth volume
of the Review. This quarterly is deserving

of a far more extensive circulation than it

has yet obtained. Now is the time for the

friends of the Review to exert themselves, to

secure for it a more liberal patronage. It is

impossible for the Editors, with the present

limited number of subscribers, to make the

Review what it ought to be. Let us try to

extend its circulation.

The Methodist Quarterly Review. D. D.

Whedon, D. D., Editor.

This Journal, of one hundred and sixty-

eight pages, octavo, embraces in the range of

topics : theology, biblical and general litera-

ture, a summary of religious and literary in-

telligence, with graphic illustrations, &c., &c.

This Journal is conducted with great taste

and scholarship. Several of the articles in

the April No.—such as: "The Poet and the

Dreamer," " The Moral Value of a Material

World," '' Wesley as a Man of Literature,"

—

are written with great ability, and are in-

tensely interesting. The religious intelligence,

and synopsis of the Quarterlies, are depart-

ments which give an immense amount of

information, in a condensed form. It is one

ol the best and cheapest Quarterlies in our

country. We are happy to number "The
Methodist Quarterly Review" among our ex-

changes.

The Ladies' Repository. Devoted to Re-
ligion and Literature. Rev. D. W. Clark, D.

D., Editor. Published by Swormstedt & Poe,

Cincinnati ; Carlton & Porter, New York.

This Monthly has a circulation of 34,000,

and is deserving of its unparalleled popular-

ity. It has been justly styled a fountain of

pure and sweet waters, a garden of beautiful

and fragrant flowers, and a gallery of pictures.

We welcome the Repository on our list of

exchanges.

The Independent. New York.

We feel proud to number this Religious

Paper on our list of exchanges. It is not in-

vidious to say, that this Weekly stands pre-
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eminent among all the religious papers of our
country, because it is a matter of universal

concession. In the ability of its editorials,

and original contributions; in its manly inde-

pendence, and out-spoken honesty, on all

church, benevolent, and moral questions, it

is without an equal or a rival. We do not

wonder that its circulation is approximating
forty thousand. How can any minister do
without it?

The Presbyterian Magazine. Edited by
Rev. C. Van Rensselaer, D. D., Philadelphia.

The Mother's Journal. Sheldon, Blake-
man & Co.,

Baptist Family Magazine, Philadelphia.

These are all excellent Monthlies, and will

bless the households of all who welcome
them to their families. We most cordially

greet them in their monthly visits to our Book
Table.

Macaulay's History.

Two more volumes of Macaulay's History

of England will soon be published. The
fourth volume will bring the history down to

the reign of Queen Anne. At this rate of

progress, it is apprehended that Queen Vic-

toria will never have the pleasure of seeing

her portrait drawn by the greatest historical
painter in England.

The Lutheran Home Journal.

It is gratifying to know that the Journal is

rapidly growing in favor among the people.

Every week swells the list of subscribers.

Let every subscriber endeavor to send in at

least one new name, and soon the Luth-
eran Home Journal will be hailed as a welcome
visitor to every family in the church.

The Spirit and Beauty of the Christian
Religion. Selections from Chateaubriand^

s

Genius of Christianity. Translated from the
Paris edition of 1847. With an Introduction
by Emma B. Stork. Lindsay & Blakiston,
Philadelphia.

This work will be published the First of
May.

Profits of Reading.

It is said that Mrs. Fanny Kemble Butler
realized $6,000, for seven of her " Shakspear-
ian Readings," in New York, during the past
winter. It is probable that Shakspeare did

not realize, for writing all his plays, as much
in solid money as this lady has earned in

reading half a dozen of them.

Cljitrtlj IntcUipitte.

The Revival.—This remarkable work still

continues. It seems to spread over the whole
land It takes in persons of all ranks and
conditions. It is not kept up, nor carried

forward, by the force of any great name, or

by the combination of any prominent char-

acters. No ingenious devices that excite and
promise to gratify an idle curiosity are adop-
ted, no ad captandum measures are introduced,

no crack preacher, so to speak, figures in the

scene, no flash sermons explode. The truths

of the gospel in their genuine simplicity, and
in their uncompromising force, are brought
forward every where; decent and orderly

prayer is made, withal fervent and importu-

nate; the good old songs of Zion are sung;
and the worshippers retire with hearts grate-

ful for the refreshment enjoyed, as though
they could say in the spirit of childlike sim-

plicity

" I have been there, and still would go,
'Tis like a little heaven below

;

At once they sing, at once they pray,
They hear of Christ and learn the way."

It is, indeed, felt and admitted on all hands
that the number of actual conversions to the
faith of the gospel has, so far, not been pro-
portioned to the apparent extent of the work
itself But, we can not limit the Holy One.
What we see not now we may see hereafter.

We should expect and hope for great results.

At all events it deserves to be spoken of as a
blessing, that the church itself should have
been aroused from sleep, and led to place

itself in the posture of the wise virgins, with
their lights trimmed and their lamps burning.

Missionary Activity.—We have before us

an interesting pamphlet, in the German lan-

guage, published by Pastor Harms of Her-
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mansburg, Germany. This devoted friend of

missions is the son of the celebrated Claus
Harms, late pastor in the city of Kiel. Among
his original efforts to send the gospel to the

heathen, he turned his attention, a few years

ago, to the building of a Missionary ship,

that should be employed solely in conveying

Missionaries to the different portions of the

heathen world. Abundantly encouraged by
the liberality of the Church, he succeeded,

and a few months ago his vessel set sail from
the city of Hamburg, upon its fourth voyage,

with Missionaries and their families numbering
in all forty three souls.

In his report of the circumstances attending

the departure of the ship, upon this its third

voyage to Africa, he relates how the ingenious

benevolence of Christian friends so completely

filled the ship with such a varied cargo of

everything necessary for the personal comfort

of the missionaries, for their assistance in

civilizing and instructing the heathen, that

there was no room left, either for the captain

or the crew, to store away any articles which
they might wish to trade on their own account.

Having stated that, in the multiplicity of these

gifts, he was not able at the moment to recall

the names of all the donors, he adds, with
much simplicity: "But this I know, that

there has been no gift sent, however small or

great, for which I did not upon my knees, and
with my whole heart, thank the good Lord as

soon as I had received it."

The last act performed before the ship, the

Candace, weighed anchor was an act of Divine
worship. Pastor Harms preached a sermon
on board, in the harbor of Hamburg, in which
he urged the Missionaries and the crew to

exercise firm and steadfast faith in the power
and willingness of God to help and save.

Many of his illustrations were most striking

and original. To quicken their faith in the

strength of the Lord, he observed :
" Do not,

even once, say :
' we are weak,' but rather.

always say :
' the Lord is mighty.' You may

ask our brother Nagel here, a Hamburg mer-
chant, how much the outfit and provisioning

of the Candace for this voyage has cost, and
when he tells you, nearly $8,000, you may
easily see that a poor country pastor, like

myself, might be very apt to get the horrors

in thinking of it. Yet, as I did not say :
' I

am weak,' but always kept on repeating: 'the.

Lord is mighty,' and how he has promised: I

will strengthen thee, I will uphold thee,' the

consequence is, that you are now ready to set

out, well furnished in every respect, for your
fields of labor among the heathen."

Throughout all the interesting exercises,

Pastor Harms exhibited a simplicity of faith

that seems, like a living principle, to animate
the whole scene, even as the report presents
it before us. He appears to have been able
to discern the hand of God in every thing
around him ; and circumstances which would
have entirely escaped the notice of ordinary
observers, wear in his eyes all the brightness

of Divine providences. A ferryman had taken
a large company to the ship in his yawl, and
brought them back to land again, and abso-
lutely refused any compensation for his ser-

vices, on the ground that, " whilst he was
lying by the ship, he had heard the good
word of the Lord, and that was enough to pay
him for his trouble." This was, in the eyes
of the pastor, one of the several manifest
signs they had of God's blessing upon their

religious exercises.

It is not for vain-glory, but for the purpose
of giving currency to truths and facts, that

we observe, that the whole of this movement
is strictly Lutheran. Original as the under-
taking was in its conception, costly in its

execution, and expanisve in its operation, it

is but a development of the living, active

faith of the gospel, as it is cherished and
cultivated by the doctrines and spirit of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church.

< • » »

€bit0rial miscelhuj.

An Aged Servant Gone.—We announce
with sincere regret the death of Rev. P. F.

Mayer, D. D., long and widely known as the

pastor of St. John's Evangelical Lutheran
Church of this city. He departed this life

on Friday, the 16th inst., after an illness of

some weeks.
Dr. H. N. Pohlman, of Albany, conducted

the services in his church on the morning of

the following Sabbath ; read the service for

the dead, and delivered an appropriate dis-

course.

The funeral ceremonies took place on Mon-
day, the 19th inst. The remains were taken

to the church, which had been appropriately

draped for the mournful occasion, after devo-

tional exercises were held at the family resi-

dence. There were present at these exercises

a large number of clergymen from this city

and elsewhere, the oflicers of the Church and
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of the PennBylvania Bible Society, and the

immediate family of the deceased. Rev. Dr.

Strobel conducted these exercises. The spa-

cious church, meanwhile, had been filled to

its utmost capacity with a solemn and atten-

tive audience. The chancel was occupied by
Drs. Pohlman, Strobel, Demme, Baker, Mann,
Stork, and Revs. Wenzel, Vogelbach, Hutter,

Baer, C. W. Schaeffer, Albert, Titus, J. A.

Brown and Scholl. Dr. Pohlman delivered

the funeral discourse, which was at once
feeling and impressive.

" It has pleased God," said he, " to remove
from this congregation their late beloved

pastor, and to confer upon him as a reward
for his labors, the crown of victory. Thirty-

seven years ago, he, who now lies sleeping in

Jesus, laid his hands upon my head and
ordained me to the work of that ministry in

which he so diligently labored, and to whose
members he has been so worthy a model

;

and ever since that time I have continued to

enjoy his uninterrupted friendship and esteem.

But I now come not to praise but to bury
him. One thing, however, I cannot omit

mentioning ;
the fact of Dr. Mayer having

been the pioneer in that one movement, which
has perhaps done more than anything else in

building up the Lutheran Church in America,
viz., the introduction of the English language
into the services of the sanctuary, which
before his acceptance of this charge was ex-

clusively in the German tongue." The speaker

then in urgent terms, impressed upon the

congregation the importance of following

closely in the footsteps of him who was now
a saint in heaven. He died as he had wished
to die, laboring in the vineyard of the Lord.

At the conclusion of the services, the coffin

was opened to allow the many friends a pass-

ing gaze upon the features of their departed

pastor. Whilst the organ breathed forth its

solemn tones, the vast assemblage, in number
at least 2,500, one by one passed the coffin

on their way from the church. The impres-

siveness and solemnity of the occasion is one
that will be long remembered. The fact that

Dr. Mayer had been the only pastor of this

one congregation from their commencement
until the present time, a period of some fifty-

two years, endeared him in an eminent degree

to the hearts and affections of his people.

The Origin of the Business Men's Prater
Meeting.—As this prayer-meeting constitutes

one of the peculiar features of the present re-

vival, it is well to keep on record the way
in which, under Providence, it was originated.

As the increase of trade in New York had
driven most of the churches away from the

lower and business portion of the city, the

Dutch Church, a corporation having great

wealth, felt constrained to preserve one of

their old churches down town, and to keep
it supplied as a place of worship for strangers,

and as a seat of Missions among a large pop-
ulation not supplied with religious privileges.

Having opened their house for this purpose
they employed Mr. Lamphier to visit the poor
and the sick, and the hotels, and explore the
field to induce people to attend the church.
This Missionary, says the account which we
have seen, while walking down town one
day, conceived the thought that an hour of
prayer could be profitably employed by the

business men, confining no one to the whole
hour, coming in and going out when it was
convenient, and singing, praying and sfieak-

ing as the Spirit should move. He mention-
ed the idea to one or two persons, but no one
thought much of it : yet he resolved to carry-

out the idea. The ajjpointed time came,
three persons met in a little room on the

third floor, in the rear of the church, and
prayer was there held. Mr. Lamphier pre-

sided, and one clergyman was present. The
next meeting was composed of six persons.

The next of twenty persons. The fourth

meeting was held in the middle room ; and
from that time the meeting has become an
institution in New York. Not far from
twenty are now held. All these are crowded.
The number of new meetings opened do not

diminish those already established, but seem
rather to call out new numbers to attend,

and, at no time, has the interest been greater

than to-day.

Misers.—The miser carries nothing into

the next world, but a very mean soul, and
that probably is very little valued there.

^

The Law of Newspapers.— Subscribers

who do not give express notice to the con-

trary, are considered as wishing to continue

their subscription.

If subscribers order the discontinuance of

their periodicals, the publisher may continue

to send them until all arrearages are paid.

If subscribers neglect or refuse to take

their periodicals from the office to which they

are directed, they are held responsible until

they have settled the bill, and ordered them
to be discontinued.

If subscribers remove to other places, with-

out informing the publishers, and the papers

are sent to the former direction, they are held

responsible.

The Courts have decided that refusing to

take periodicals from the office, or removing,

and leaving them uncalled for, is prima facie

evidence of intentional fraud.

Subscribers, in writing, or returning Jour-

nals, must give their name and correct Post

Office address ; otherwise, from the necessity

of the case, we can take no notice of their

communications.





'Twas God, my child, who in.ade them all,

By his Almighty hand."
Page IbO.
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THE PASS OF ANTERNE.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAM
TOPFFER.

BY L. L. H.

THE valley of Servoz first presents it-

self after leaving that of Chamouni.

When the sun has disappeared from the

neighboring ridges and the meadows have

renewed their verdure, as the evening sun

gilds the hills that enclose it, this valley

smiles vfith loveliness, vrhilst the wild

grandeur of the scene fills the mind vrith

awe..

A few cottages are scattered about, and

amongst them a little inn, where I stopped

on the evening of the 12th of June.

There are several outlets from this val-

ley, one of them known as the "grand

route," is most frequented, because less

difficult than the rest; but being young

and venturesome, I disdained this easy

path, for a tourist loves hills, adventures,

and dangerous passes.

As soon as I arrived at the little tavern

in Servoz, I began to make inquiries

about these ridges and mountain passes.

The pass of Anterne was described to

me as a narrow gorge lying between the

peaks of Fiz and the foot of Mont Buet

;

the path is very difficult, the top of the ridge

being sharp and narrow. I therefore de-

termined to take this route and resolved on

the ensuing day to engage a good guide.

Unluckily there were no guides in the

place, but I was referred to a chamois
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hunter who might answer as a substitute,

being perfectly familiar with all the intri-

cacies of the mountains. I found however

that this man was already engaged by an

English tourist who was going to Sixt by
the same route that I proposed to take.

I had seen this tourist at the threshhold

of the inn on my arrival. He was a

gentleman of good appearance, dressed not

only neatly, but handsomely, and whose
manners were extremely dignified, for he did

not even return my salutation, nevertheless

when I found that the only man who
could guide me over the pass of Anterne

had been already engaged by this tourist,

I repaired to him to ask permission to join

him and pay half the wages of the chamois

hunter.

The Englishman was seated gazing upon
Mont Blanc, which could not be seen from

any other point.

He gaped—I gaped also in sympathy.

Some minutes elapsed, during which the

gentleman having had time to inspect me
closely, I felt as if an introduction was no

longer necessary ; therefore when the mo-

ment seemed propitious, I exclaimed in a

low voice "magnificent"—without seeming

to address myself to any one.

He did not stir, and as he made no reply,

I approached him and said very graciously,

"I presume sir, you are from Chamouni."

"Yes!"
" I left there myself this morning," (the

Englishman gaped a second time,) "but as

I had not the pleasure of meeting you on
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the route, you must have crossed by the

pass of Balme 2"

" No !"

" By the Prarion, perhapsV
" No !"

" I arrived here to-day by the ' Black

Head' and I propose to-morrow to attempt

the pass of Anterne, provided I can find a

guide. I understand you have been able

to procure one."

"Yes!"
" Nothing but yes and no"—muttered I

to myself, but determining to end the mat-

ter, I said, "May I take the liberty, sir, in

case I am unable to procure a guide, to ask

permission to accompany you and pay one

half the vrages of yours V
" Yes, you may take the liberty."

Disgusted vrith the man and his manner,

I left him to take a stroll.

It is pleasant to the traveler in such a

vrild and solitary region, to vrander at

eventide amongst the hills, with no other

care than to see what is to be seen, and to

converse with the occasional passers by.

As I thus walked, I came across a rock

covered with ruins—it was called Mount
St. Michael.

Two goats that were browsing there, ran

away at my approach, leaving me master

of the place. I therefore seated myself

near some young alder trees which grew

there, and oh ! what a luxury to be seated

in such a place at such an hour.

The valley was already in the shade, but

from the side where it opened towards Mont
Blanc a resplendent light burst forth, gild-

ing the frozen sides of the surrounding hills

whose serrated summits were magnificent-

ly reflected against the deep azui-e of the

sky.

As the sun declined, the glow gradually

subsided from the fields of ice and from the

transparent depths, and when from the last

peak the last glimmer had disappeared, it

seemed as if life had ceased to animate

nature.

Then my senses which were before

riveted to these summits and the scene be-

fore me, were brought back again, and I

felt upon my cheek the sharp breath of the

night wind, my ear heard again the noise

of the river murmuring far below, and

from the heights of contemplation my mind

descended to think of supper and of shelter.

Just then a priest who had come to look

after his goats, passed along and I joined

him. I found him possessed of considera-

ble knowledge of the pass of Anterne and

I would have proposed to him to act as my
guide the next day, but for the extreme

cowardice that he manifested.

" Men accustomed to these mountains,"

said he, " sometimes take that route, but

no others. The snow in some places is

very deep and not a week ago, two pigs be-

longing to our neighbor Peter, were lost

there, and his wife who was bringing them

back from the market at Samoens, also

perished. I assure you this road is very

bad, especially in June."

I argued on the strength of my guide-

book, that the pass was not dangerous,

but on the contrary it must be compara-

tively easy since it was only 7,086 feet

above the level of the sea, whilst the line

of perpetual snow is 7,812 ; but as the

force of my argument did not seem con-

vincing to the priest, I took my pencil and

making the calculation on the cover of my
ffuide-book, showed him that before we

reached the summit of the ridge, there

were 726 feet of rock without snow or ice.

"I do not understand your figures," said

he in his provincial dialect
—

" and your

guide-book is not to be relied on—but this

I do know, that two years ago this very

month, a young Englishman was overtaken

here and lost in the snow. I saw his

father, who overcome with grief and tears,

had come to search for him ; he was taken

to the hospitable home of Eenaud, who set

before him dried walnuts, meat and liquors

and tried to comfort him, but he could not

be soothed—he wanted his son, and thirty-

six hours afterwards he was found a

corpse."

It was very evident that this man had

confounded the names of the localities, for

the guide-book was positive, and as I did
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not care for a little danger, and presuming

that the priest in his timidity had exagge-

rated the matter, I was the more firmly

fixed in my determination to attempt the

passage of Anterne. I resolved too, to

cross without a guide, (since I had been

nnable to procure one,) trusting to my
book and taking care to set out directly

after the Englishman, so as in a manner

to be guided by his footsteps.

When I returned to the hotel, I found

supper ready, a small table was set apart

for me, whilst on the other side of the

room the Englishman was seated at a

separate table with his daughter whom I

had not seen before ; she was young and

handsome, all blushing with the freshness

of expanding womanhood, and her manners

presented that mixture of grace and stiff-

ness that is characteristic of young

English girls of aristocratic birth.

As I understood English, I would have

been able to profit by the conversation

without taking part in it ; but they spake

in monosyllables, expressing a dignified

disgust with the waiters, the character of

the dishes, and even implying a doubt of

the cleanliness of the dishes and utensils

themselves.

When supper was over, the guide enter-

ed. "Well, sir," said he, "we will have to

set out very early in the morning. I have

been examining the weather and about

noon we will have a storm and it is

extremely dangerous to be on the summit

at such a time on account of the snow."

This off hand manner of expressing him-

self visibly ofi"ended the gentleman, but be-

fore deigning to reply, he held a conversa-

tion in English with his daughter.

Eng. "This guide is very disrespectful."

Daugli. " He appears to be a stupid

fellow, tell him that we will not set out if

there is a cloud to be seen in the sky."

Eng. to the guide. "I do not wish to

start until the sky is perfectly clear."

"How," replied the guide, "At day-

break there will be clouds, but nevertheless

we must set out at daybreak."

Eng. to his daughter. " This is a trick."-

To the guide. " I tell you I will not

leave this place if there is a single cloud

to be seen."

Guide. "Just as you please. I will bet

that you will not see the sky until nine

o'clock ; I suppose then you will want to

leave at nine o'clock ; but I tell you that

about noon we will have a storm and we
will then be just in the midst of the snows,

whereas if we set out at daybreak, by noon

we will be at Sixt and then the hardship

will be over."

E7ig. to his daughter. " This is only a

trick of his, do you understand it? He
knows it will be a bad day to-morrow and
he wants us to start very early, because he is

afraid that when it begins to rain we will

not go and he will lose his money."

Daugh. " I believe so too."

Eng. " These men are all great thieves."

Daugh. " Every one of them.—Tell him
what we have decided on ; he is caught in

his own trap."

Eng. to the guide. " My friend, I under-

stand your design perfectly well, but I do

not intend to set out unless the sky is as

free from clouds as this plate. Do you

understand ?"

Guide. " Yes, I understand, but it is

perfect folly—stop till I bring in Peter

with his two pigs that he has lost."

Eng. " I forbid you to bring in the pigs."

Guide. " It is merely to let you see, sir,

that"—
Eng. " I forbid you."

Guide. " Just as you please."

Eng. " I forbid you, sir."

The guide then went out, and I was un-

able from the conversation to form any

idea of the hour they would set out.

I was disposed to think the guide sincere

in his assertion, but having no voice in

the matter, I was compelled to be satisfied

with whatever hour the Englishman might

fix upon and with this resolution I went

to bed.

The chamois hunter had his own notions,

however ; for notwithstanding the order

he had received, he came at the very first

dawn of day and made a great noise to
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arouse the gentleman and pursuade him

to start. The Englishman, already of-

fended by the conversation of the previous

evening, hearing the racket the guide was

making, sprang out of bed, put his

nose to the window, and seeing the sky

all covered with clouds, he was unable to

restrain his indignation.

"You rascal you, what do you mean?"

he cried from behind the door. " I under-

stand your roguery and I declare again

that I will not start if there is a single

cloud in all the circumference of the

heavens. Clear out then, at once and

don't bother me."

The guide went away grumbling, not

being able to understand the reason of this

blunt reception.

His meteorological predictions seemed

about to be realized. At eight o'clock the

sun pierced the canopy of clouds which

until now had hung over the valley and

having dispelled the mists, soon shone forth

in a perfectly clear sky.

It was not till then that the Englishman

and his daughter made up their minds to

set out, and mounted their mules which

had been standing ready saddled before

the door of the inn for more than two hours.

A third mule carried their baggage to Sixt

by a shorter and easier route.

About twenty minutes after they had

gone, I shouldered my little knapsack and

set out on foot after them.

The mountain we had to climb was

beautifully picturesque, about half way up

the brow of the hill was covered with

magnificent timber ; first walnut, then

beech and fir in regular succession : soon

the first birch made its appearance whose

trembling foliage crowns the light silvery

bark. At length we reach the rocks of Fiz.

Theserocks stretchupwardsto the clouds,

and seem higher and more fearful as we

approach : they form a vast chain reaching

nearly to Sallenche where they are termi-

nated by the majestic peak ofWarens.

Gradually undermined by streams flow-

ing down from the great lakes of ice above,

immense masses of rock have become dis-

lodged and in falling have formed knobs

or projections which are now thickly wood-

ed, and are interspersed with smiling pas-

ture fields ; in some instances the bodies of

men, hamlets and even whole sections of

country have been buried beneath them.

At long intervals some bold hunter scales

the summit of Fiz, and they say that at

the extreme top there is a calm deep lake

about which the country people relate

marvelous things.

About eleven o'clock, clouds began to

gather in the deep gorges of the mountains

;

Mont Blanc assumed a leaden colored

appearance and the angles of the rocks

were thrown in heavy shadows on the

hoary back ground, at the same time cold

puffs of wind began to blow from the South.

I thought of the prediction of the guide

but only to smile at the Englishman, who
in order to escape an imaginary trap had

laid a real one for himself.

From time to time, where the woods were

less thick and the slope of the mountains

more steep, I caught sightof the two mules

above my head. The Englishman and his

daughter traveled on without saying a

word, until the guide who was leading the

mule on which the young lady rode, stopped

to show them something.

It is a custom amongst the guides in this

region of country, to point out to travelers

a spot of a yellowish color which is seen

at a great height against the bare walls of

Fiz. They call this spot the man of Fiz,

because it has the form and appearance of

a pair of yellow breeches, so that alto-

gether it looks like the figure of a giant.

It was this curiosity that the guide point-

ed out with his finger to the young lady

;

an expi-ession of oS'ended dignity was pic-

tured upon the face of the lady whilst her

father showed signs of the most comical

indignation.

" Here, fixr up to the left," repeated the

guide, " is the yellow breeches !"

"I forbid you, guide, to say that word."

" Perhaps you do not see it sir—here

—

Justin the direction ofmy stick—the yellow

breeches."
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The young lady's anger visibly increased,

whilst her father outraged by this recital,

exclaimed " You are a rude fellow, sir

—

I told you not to repeat that nasty word.

I shall not pay you one farthing unless you

obey me. Spur up the mule, Clara."

They resumed their journey. The guide,

a simple chamois hunter, only occasion-

ally employed as a guide, and like all those

of Chamouni, rude and unpolished in his

manners, understood the threat, though he

did not understand the rules of etiquette ;

hence he did not insist further, but putting

in his mouth a huge pipe crammed full of

tobacco which he drew from his pocket, he

proceeded to strike fire.

Clara. " What an abominable smell we

shall have if this fellow smokes his pipe \"

Eng. to Clara—" I never knew such an

insufferable man !"

To the guide.—"I forbid you to smoke sir,

because my daughter dislikes the smell."

Guide. "There will be no smell, this is

good tobacco, the very best."

Eng. " I tell you it is a bad smell—

I

forbid you I"

Guide. " Well, then, I will walk behind,

the beast is surefooted."

Clara. " Oh ! oh ! do not let go of my
mule !"

Eng. " Do not let go sir, and I forbid

you to smoke ; if you smoke I absolutely

refuse to pay you."
" I would rather drive cattle to market,"

muttered the guide as he put his pipe back

again into his pocket, but looking up.

he we"come let us make haste," said

must try to pass the snow."

The sky was again entirely covered with

clouds : all the summits of the mountain

were hidden, and the wind that had in-

creased in fury, whirled the dust through

the ravines.

We had been ascending for nearly three

hours, and yet the top of the gorge seemed

still further off ; we had left behind us all

traces of vegetation ever since we had

left the base of the rocks of Fiz which

shut out from our view the valley of

Servoz we had quitted.

The entire scene was changed ; on the

left arose perpendicular rocks, on the right

the base ofMont Buet all ice and barrenness.

On every side the prospect Avas desolate

and melancholy, varied only here and there

by white patches of snow.

Eng. to Clara—" I suspect that this

knave has lost the road."

"I fear he has," replied his daughter

anxiously.

Eng. " You have brought us into a bad

road, guide."

Guide. " We have no time now to com-

plain, let us make haste to reach the top

—

Forward ! Forward !"

Clara. " Oh ! I am very much afraid,

father !"

Guide. " Forward ! you would not listen

to me yesterday, now you have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that you have drawn this

upon yourselves."

" I want to turn back," exclaimed the

young lady, very much frightened.

Guide. "Impossible miss! but it is

very certain that it would be much better

for us, if we were safely on the other side

as we might have been at this hour."

" Stop the mule ! guide—stop !"- cried

the Englishman—but the guide paid no

attention to the command.

"Stop," repeated the young lady, "stop,"

exclaimed her father, " quick ! quick !"

Without stopping, however, or making

any reply, the guide attentively examined

the sky behind us—when suddenly stop-

ping the mules, he cried out, " Come, you

must dismount."
" Dismount I" they both exclaimed in a

breath.
—"Yes and quick—it is folly to

think of going back ; look at the storm that

threatens us behind, the wind would over-

take us in the middle of the road ; we have

but one chance, and that is to escape the

force of the wind ; the summit is still far

distant—if we attempt to pass it, we must

perish before reaching there. We must

climb this slope on the left—once there

we will be protected from the wind —down !

then—the mules will find their own way

—

down ! quick !"
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The coolness of the man comforted the

Englishman, although his words caused

him great uneasiness ; he dismounted, how-
ever, without saying a word.

Just at that moment I came up ; the

young lady was trembling all over. With-
out asking permission I assisted her to dis-

mount, at the same time addressing to her
a few words of encouragement.

When her father saw her delicate feet

deeply buried in the snow, an expression

of consternation was visible in his face.

" Guide," said I to the man who was hast-

ily fastening up the stirrups of the mules—
" it is just like you to bring us here. I

have heard of your courage and strength
;

you are Felisaz, the most skilful hunter of
the valley, we can rely upon you."
Then turning to the Englishman, " Have

no fear, sir," said I, " I also am accustomed
to these mountains ; between this brave
man and myself, we can support the young
lady, should "she sink under excessive
fatigue."

" Thank you," said he, almost distract,

ed by his excessive emotion. Although
apparently more calm than the English-
man, I was scarcely less uneasy. The
story of the priest that I had heard only
the evening before, came fresh to mind
he had related in all their details the circum-
stances of the death of the youno- Eno-Hsh-
man, and of the wife of Peter, and it seemed
as if I could see them reproduced before

me in all their frightful reality. The un-

fortunate woman had nearly reached the
summit, but wanted strength to withstand
the fury of the blast, and soon perished
overwhelmed by the gale. These winds
being confined to the irregular windings
of those narrow gorges blow with terrific

violence, often displacing enormous masses
of snow that cover as with a sheet, every
object that comes within reach of its fury.

It was a somewhat similar huri-icane

which rising behind us as from tl>e bottom
of the valley, seemed threatening to over-

whelm us before many minutes. The
guide had perceived it, long before we had
any idea of our danger. He had carefully

and quietly watched its approach, and
sagaciously measuring its distance, ob-
serving its direction, decided with a glance
as sure as it was prompt, that in order
to escape, we must scale as quickly as

possible the slope he had just shown us.

Hardly were they set free, when the

mules scampered quickly ofi", their heads
raised high in the air, and their nostrils

snuffing up the wind. Guided by their

instinct they quitted the beaten path by
which we had come, and turning to the

left were soon buried in an obscure gorge

and lost to sight.

" Come, let us hasten to reach that spot,"

cried the guide, but the slope was so steep

that had it not been for the snow which

was heaped under our feet, it would have

been impossible for the most skilful hunter

to keep his feet.

Notwithstanding this favorable circum-

stance, we seemed scarcely to advance,

being more troubled, perhaps, than en-

couraged by the urgency of the guide.

The young lady suppressing her own ter-

ror so as not to add to her father's agony,

made some fruitless attempts to raise her-

self; but her strength was all gone, and at

length after exhibiting a natural reserve,

she accepted my profi'ered support.

Although exhausted myself and thinking

every moment that I must give up, yet the

extreme danger of the young lady gave me
new courage. I made another eS'ort and

at length reached the top ofthe slope. There

I left her, for her father needed all our help,

A singular circumstance had added to

the poor man's distress : seeking to lessen

the steepness of the ascent by taking a

zigzag course, he had stepped upon a large

rock hidden under the snow and poised, as

it appeared in equilibrium.

The weight of his body had caused this

enormous mass to vibrate, and the English-

man's fright had been so sudden and so

excessive, that incapable of climbing fur-

ther, he had fixllen trembling upon his

knees, his face haggard and wan.

His daughter, who from the top of the

rock, perceived her father's condition, filled
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the air with her cries of despair, and we
ourselves scarcely knew what to do.

Hearing his daughter's screams the

Englishman cried aloud—" Leave me and

save my child"—" Courage, my brave sir,"

replied the guide, " there is no danger,"

and turning to me added, " Come, let us

carry him." We redoubled our efforts and

with infinite trouble reached the top.

Here we found a space of some feet,

which being constantly swept by the wind

was free from snow—on this spot we four

stood together, whilst the tempest raged

around us.

" We dare not remain here," said the

guide—" I will take the gentleman who is

heavier—you take the young lady; we
have now only to descend, yet we are in

twenty feet of snow ; be careful to tread in

my footsteps—do not forget this if you

would avoid the holes and crevices that

are between the rocks. Courage! my
brave sir ; Courage ! miss, there is no

danger."

Whilst saying this the guide had drawn

from his pocket an old leathern flask which

contained a few drops of the bad brandy

of the country. " We must suit ourselves

to circumstances," said he, as he presented

the flask to the lips of the young lady.

She tasted the liquor, and returned the

flask with a smile. The guide then made
the Englishman drink, and afterwards

handed it to me, adding " I hardly think

you will find any there."

But looking above his head, " Come, be

quick," he suddenly exclaimed, as if sur-

prised at the state of the sky. The
water spout seemed like an immense
column advancing upon us obliquely

and already the upper part bulged out

over the place where we stood ; hiding

from view the peaks of Fiz on the left.

• The few drops of liquor had slightly

strengthened us, and we began to descend,

but from the first step, insurmountable

obstacles presented themselves. The snow
on the other side being sheltered from

the cold wind, was soft, and we sank into

it up to the middle. Soon the garments

of the young lady, entirely saturated by
the snow, clinging to her limbs, not only

chilled her with cold, but hindered all

our movements.

The guide seeing the difiSculty, called

out that " Mademoiselle must tuck up her

dress, as the country women do," and

accordingly not without embarrassment

it is true, but this time without false

pride, she put her hand to the work, and

gathering up the front of her dress she

fastened it behind with a pin, which en-

abled her to make headway with much
more ease.

As to the Englishman, the case of his

daughter entirely occupied his mind, and

he eagerly questioned the guide as to how
long it would be before we were over the

danger. " We are saved now," replied

the guide, "but look there!" Turning our

eyes in the direction to which he pointed,

we gazed in silence upon the terrific scene.

The water spout had burst with a fright-

ful noise ; immense columns of snow break-

ing on the rocks were thrown back into

the air, and the wind again seizing these

scattered masses, hurled them against

each other, so that we seemed to be in the

midst of a vast cloud torn by contrary

winds.

At this terrific sight the gentleman

thinking that his daughter could not escape

a frightful death, and overcome with the

most painful emotions, turned towards her

as if to take her in his arms ; but being

overcome herself, and seized with the

cold, the young lady swooned away.

I hastily stripped off my cloak and

wrapped it around her, then I raised her

in my arms whilst her father drew from

my havre-sac some clothes in which we

wrapped her frozen feet. She gradually

opened her eyes, and finding her better,

we pushed on, as the guide informed us

that he knew a hut in the vicinity, and

in about twenty minutes this brave man
found us a bad hut whose chimney alone

could be seen above the thick covering of

snow under which it was buried.

The guide soon cleared away the snow
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and made a hole in the roof. Then descend-

ing, first he took the young lady from my
arms into his own, and in a few moments

we were all collected in the cabin, whose

walls were black and smoky beams, and

which had no floor but the damp ground.

Yet without this miserable hut, it is diffi-

cult to conceive what would have become

of our young companion. To the tempest

that had burst unexpectedly upon us, had

succeeded a cold rain, accompanied with

sharp hail which cut the face and blinded

the sight, so that the guide himself had

no other index, than the slope of the

mountain. Besides, although the young

lady was not heavy, yet it would have been

utterly impossible for me to have carried

her much further ; nor could the guide as-

sist me without abandoning the conduct of

our little party in the midst of a route

whose difficulties and dangers required all

his attention, and the entire freedom of

all his movements.

As soon as we had entered the hut our

brave guide lifted the door from its hinges,

and laying it over so that it should present

the side which was least damp, I spread

out upon it all the clothes that my havre-

sac contained, and on these we stretched

the young lady.

The Englishman though suffering ex-

treme internal agitation, sat silent and

thoughtful, supporting his daughter's head

on one arm so that it might not come in

contact with the wood, whilst with the

other he drew around her chilled body all

the dry clothes that remained.

By this time Felisaz had selected from

amongst the deal shingles in the inside of

the roof a few that had not become moist-

ened by the spring thaw, and having piled

them in a heap on some straws, collected

one by one, between the beams and under

the rafters of the chalet, he drew his steel

from his pocket, at the same time saying

—

"Don't be afraid, it is not my pipe this

time." These words, which unknown to

the poor hunter, contained a severe reproof,

carried a feeling of deep regret to the heart

of the Englishman, and sent the color to

his cheek. He said nothing, but his looks

expressed the shame that he felt for having

been so harsh to this man to whom he now
saw he was indebted for the life of his

daughter.

Already the flames crackled on the

hearth, and we drew near ; the young lady

seemed to return to life, the color came

back to her beautiful face, little by little

her limbs relaxed, and her first words

were full of gratitude for our care ; and the

dark hut assumed an appearance of cheer-

fulness when lighted up by the pleasant

fire.

The Englishman, being now assured

that his daughter was restored to him,

passed in a moment from the most intense

anguish to the most extravagant joy, and

the tears ran down his face before he was

able to speak a word.

From time to time, quitting the hand of

his daughter, he took mine, then that of the

guide, who replied in his simple way, "I

spoke the truth, sir, when I said you had

nothing to fear."

"Is it nothing," said he, " to be threatened

by a danger so imminent, and for two whole

hours to be grappling as it were with death

itself? We surely can not value too highly

such moments as these, when after all hope

seems about to desert us, joy and happi-

ness suddenly return and the heart over-

flows with gladness and ecstasy.

"I might forget the trifling pleasures or

cheerful amusements I have enjoyed on the

pathway of life, but never shall my heart

lose the remembrance of this hour spent

with strangers in a smoky chalet in the

midst of the snow."

The guide with characteristic fore-

thought, had built a sort of frame work

near the fire on which he hung our clothes,

those of the young lady having become dry

on her body ; she was already able to sit

up and assured us that she would soon be

strong enough to set out.

Through the hole we had made in the

roof and which Felisaz had enlarged to

provide fuel for the fire, a ray of sunshine

came in and illumined our cabin.
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"That is a sign of cold," said the guide,

" the snow will bear." He set to work also

to make with his knife a pair of wooden

shoes, for the use of the young lady, whose

delicate stockings already much damaged

were not in a condition to resist either the

dampness of the snow or the roughness of

the way, and whilst we finished our prepara-

tions for departure he fastened them him-

self upon the young lady's feet, and after

carefully extinguishing the fire with snow,

we left the chalet.

The evening was lovely, and especially

so to us, by contrast with the hours that

had just preceded it.

The calm splendor of the sky accorded

well with the serenity that filled our own
hearts after so many sad emotions ; we
walked together, happy, because without

fear, yet drawn together by the remem-

brance of a common danger and of a com-

mon deliverance.

Clara leaned on my arm, a mark of

respect which she seemed to consider as

due to me, and which afforded me secret

pleasure.

After three quarters of an hour we had

passed the snows. "Now," exclaimed the

Englishman with transport, "now I am
happy, perfectly happy, and I return thanks

to God." Then addressing me, "you are my
friend, sir. I know not what else to say to

you."
" You, guide, demand and shall have all

my gratitude and affection. You are an

excellent, worthy man. I deeply regret

having misjudged you yesterday, now
smoke your pipe, my friend, to oblige me."

"I will not refuse," replied Felisaz, and

immediately began to puff away.

The rest of the descent was easy, and we
arrived at Sixt before night. There the

Englishman and his daughter found their

valise and were able to change their clothes.

They insisted that I should sup with

them. After supper the guide was called

in, the Englishman offered a toast to him,

and at the same time slipping some pieces

of gold into his hand, he strove to prove

that he rewarded him for his services less

with money than with his esteem and affec-

tionate remembrance.

The next day we separated, to me the

time seemed long and the route tedious and
uninteresting, as my thoughts were busied

with her whom I had carried in my arms,

and whose grace and beauty, whose life

itself had been the object of my tenderest

solicitude.

SPRING CONCERT.

BY MRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.

THERE'S a concert, a concert of gladness and glee.

The programme is rich, and the tickets are free

!

In a grand, vaulted hall, where there's room and to

spare,

With no gas lights to eat up the oxygen there.

The musicians excel in their wonderful art,

They have compass of voice, and the gamut by heart ;

They traveled abroad in the winter recess.

And sung to vast crowds with unbounded success,

And now 'tis a favor and privilege rare

Their arrival to hail, and their melodies share.

These exquisite minstrels a fashion have set.

Which they hope you'll comply with and may not

regret

;

They don't keep late hours, for they've always been

told

'T would injure their voices and make them look old.

They invite you to come, if you have a fine ear,

To the garden or grove, their rehearsals to hear;

Their chorus is full ere the sunbeam is born.

Their music the sweetest at breaking of morn

;

It was learned at heaven's gate, with its rapturous

lays.

And may teach you, perchance, its own spirit of praise.

Great Men.—Great men stand like sol-

itary towers in the city of God ; and secret

passages running deep beneath external

nature, give their thoughts intercourse

with higher intelligences, which strength-

ens and consoles them, and of which the

laborers on the surface do not dream.

—

Longfellow.

The Scriptures.—The Scriptures are a

depth that few can wade far into, and none

can wade through ; but yet all may come

to the brook, and refresh themselves with

drinking of the streams of its living waters,

and go in a little way, according to their

strength and stature.
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THE ISLAND OF CRETE.
BY DANIEL GARVER.

CHRISTMAS day, 1857, I spent sailing

in sight of the Island of Candia,

(Crete.) It -was a lovely day, worthy of

the hallowed memories that clustered

around it, and of the sweet thoughts of

distant home and friends that thronged

my mind, as I promenaded on the deck of

the steaming vessel, bound from Egypt for

the Ionian Islands. There lay stretched

out to the view, the high and long ridge of

snow-crowned hills. Off to the left, lies

the small Island of Gozo, the Clauda of

Pauline memory, (Acts xxvii. 16.) You

may, perhaps, smile at my folly, that I

should view with enthusiasm the most

trifling incident in connection with the

track of one greater than Caesar, going to

stand before Caesar's bar. This Island of

Clauda (Gozo) lies some distance south of

the western end of Crete. It was upon

these waters, amid the same scenery that

now surrounds me, Paul was journeying

Rome-wards, under the favoring influences

of the softly blowing south-wind, when
suddenly there arose against the ship " a

tempestuous wind, called Euroclydon," an

unmerciful Levanter, that caught the ship

and came within a little of dashing it upon

the rocky island of Clauda. For days and

nights, without sun or stars, the bruised

and broken vessel was tossed like a feather

upon the billows, until all hope of safety

was taken away. Thanks to the ingenuity

of man, directed by the wise Providence of

God, we were not dependent on the winds

for our progress. Our faithful engine

struggled against the " wind ahead," so

that ere the curtain of night had closed on

us, our eyes were permitted to greet the

glorious classic land of "Hellas," with

which are associat':d many of boyhood's

fondest dreams and wildest fiincies. Hail

to the land of Achilles and Agamemnon,
of Hercules and Nestor, of Demosthenes

and Pericles, of Socrates and Plato ! The
strong wind that came with advancing

night could not drive away the delight

that welled up from my soul, as I gazed

upon the approaching Island of Cerigo,

(the classic Cythera,) and the distant Mo-
rea. A merry Christmas !

But let us return to the Island of Crete,

which is the only name which the island

bears among the Greeks. The name Can-

dia has originated from the Saracenic

Khandax, applied to the principal city,

(called by the Greeks MEya^^o-KatfTpof,

Great Castle,) and hence the name Candia

by Venetian writers, now usually applied

to the whole island.

While Crete is nearly equidistant from

Europe, Asia and Africa, it has always

been reckoned as a part of Europe. Its

length from east to west is about 160 miles

;

its very unequal breadth ranges from 6

to 40 miles. The formation of the island

resembles that of the Grecian peninsula,

the ancient Peloponesus. A continuous

mass of highland runs through the whole

length, about the middle of which, Mount
Ida, terminating in three lofty peaks, rises

to the height of 7,674 feet. Some of these

snow-covered summits are visible in clear

weather from the Continent. The rivers

of Crete are numerous, but are little more

than mountain torrents, and are for the

most part dry in summer. This Island

has been celebrated for its salubrity and

fertility from the most ancient times, and

even now, to use the language of General

Gordon, speaking of the country at the

outbreak of the Greek Revolution in 1821,

" the garden of Greece, and were it

thoroughly civilized and cultivated, would

produce in vast abundance corn, wine,

oil, silk, wool, honey and wax." He might

have added figs, for some of the best figs

I have tasted had come from Candia. But

oppression and war have everywhere

spread desolation and decay. The history

of this eye of the Mediterranean is a

singular blending of truth and fiction, of

facts and poetic dreams. Here flits by us

the glorious cycle of myths connected with

Minos and his family, for whom the famous

Dsedalus is said to have erected the stu-

pendous labyrinth, that was esteemed one
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of "the seven wonders of the world."

Much as is said in the Homeric poems of

Dtedalus, Minos, Ariadne and other Cre-

tan worthies, all search for some evidence

of the material existence of that monument

has been to no purpose, so that there is

reason to suppose that the Cretan labyrinth

never had a more real existence than its

fabled occupant. The huge natural cav-

erns and excavated sepulchres in the

vicinity of Megalo-Kastron, where once

stood the city of Cnossos, may have given

rise to the story of the labyrinth, whose

location is usually assigned to this part of

the Island.

The history of this beautiful country is

full of thrilling and romantic interest from

its first settlement by the enterprising

Phoenicians to its subjection by Mehemet
Ali, the enlightened and ambitious viceroy

of Egypt. But it cannot now boast of its

hundred cities as in the time of Homer,

for like all the countries under Mohamme-
dan rule, it has become an unsightly ruin.

With the rest of Greece, it made a strike

for freedom from the Turkish yoke in 1821,

but the hopes of the Christian population

and the friends of liberty were blasted,

and the crescent continues to wave upon
the Cretan towers. Before the Revolution

the population was estimated at 250,000
;

in 1834 it had sunk by war and exile to

150,000 ; in 1853 there were again about

200,000, of whom only one-fourth were
Mohammedans, whilst the remainder were
Christians of the Greek Church. The
population of the Island in ancient times

has been estimated at about one million.

" The land," says Gordon, " is stocked

with game, the sea with fine fish ; fruit is

plentiful and of a delicious flavor ; its val-

leys are adorned with a variety of flowers

and aromatic shrubs, and with groves of

myrtle, orange, lemon, pomegranate and
almond trees, as well as interminable

forests of olives. The southern coast is

destitute of ports, and has scarcely any
safe roadsteads, but on the northern side

are several excellent and capacious har-

bors. There is something peculiar in the

appearance and disposition of its inhabi-

tants : they are taller than the other

nations of Greece, strong, active and espe-

cially remarkable for agility and swiftness

;

daring, vindictive, venal, rapacious and

unwilling to submit to the restraints of

law and order ; they retain, in short, those

distinctive characteristics of the old Cre-

tans, which caused their mercenary troops

to be so much esteemed, and their name

to be so deeply detested throughout Greece

and Asia. They likewise differ from their

neighbors in respect of dress and arms

;

instead of the shaggy mantle, camise and

classic buskin of Albania, or the cumbrous

garments of the Ottomans, they wear short

jerkins and drawers of light texture, their

white cloaks and boots (generally red)

reaching to the knee, but extremely plia-

ble; and in place of the ill-poised Albanian

musket, which has hardly any stock, or

the ponderous Turkish carabines, they use

long and light guns, mounted like European

fowling pieces. In handling these weapons

they display as much skill as their ances-

tors did in shooting with the bow; they are

reckoned the best marksmen in the East,

but their warfare is entirely one of ambus-

cade and bush-fighting, resembling that of

the North American Indians, where it is

considered the chief excellence of a soldier

to take aim at the foe without suffering

himself to be seen."

Besides the Greek Christians and Mo-

hammedans, there are also a few Jews

and Latin (Roman Catholic) Christians in

Crete. The Island is divided into eight

bishoprics, the metropolitan see being at

Megalo-Kastron. All these are subject to

the patriarch of Constantinople. There

are thirty large and many small mona-

steries in the Island, all endowed with

land. The priesthood are generally very

ignorant, and there are but few schools,

even in the large towns.

That the Cretan women have not the

spirit of slaves, is proved by incidents of

the Revolution. "When the Turkish force

was on its way to An6polis, they captured,

along with other persons, a young mother
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and her infant, which she carried in her

arms. She was beautiful, and became an

object of contention among those who laid

claim to the spoil. But while her brutal

captors were quarreling who should possess

her, she went out with her child to one of

the large open wells near An6polis, and

plunging into it, escaped the horrors of

slavery by a voluntary death. Similar

was the conduct of the Suloit women, who
threw themselves from their native clifis

rather than be seized by the Moslems.

This Island, it will be remembered, was
the scene of the labors of St. Paul's " own
son," Titus.

Scotland, Pa., April 7, 1858.

None Stand Alone.—It is in the provi-

dence of God that none stand alone ; we
touch each other ; man acts on man ; heart

on heart ; we are bound up with each other;

hand is joined in hand ; wheel sets wheel

in motion ; we are spiritually linked to-

gether, arm within arm ; we cannot live

alone, nor die alone ; we cannot say, I will

only run risks with my own soul ; I am
prepared to disobey the Lord for such a

pleasure or such a gain, but I do not want
to implicate others ; I only want to be

answerable for myself. This cannot be.

Each living soul has its influence on others

in some way and to some extent, conscious-

ly or unconsciously ; each has some poAver,

more or less, direct or indirect ; one mind
colors another ; a child acts on children

;

servants on their fellow servants ; masters

on those they employ
;
parents on their

children ; friends on friends. Even when
we do not design to influence others, when
we are not thinking, in the least degree,

of the effect of what we do, when we are

unconscious that we have any influence at

all ; when we do not wish our conduct or

way of life to affect any but ourselves, our

manner of life, our conversation, our deeds,

are all the Avhile having weight somewhere

or somehow; our feet leave their impression,

though we may not look behind us to see

the mark.

—

Sermons for Christian Sea-

sons.

For the Lutheraa Home Journal.

LUTHER.
III.

A continuation of promiscuous paragraphs from
Archdeacon Hare's "Vindication of Luther."

THE very intensity of Luther's convic-

tions, the vehemence with which he

contended for them, cannot but seem utterly

extravagant to those who do not participate

in them, or feel what questions of weal or

wo, of life or death, for the whole race of

man were at stake. There are many,more-

over, to whom that vehemence in itself is

repulsive, persons who like the spectacle

of rhetorical exercises better than the strife

and tug of the forum, who look compla-

cently on the summer lightning, but shrink

from the flash and thunderbolt of the real

storm. These people — and they are

numerous in an age when literature has

diluted men's hearts, and brought them to

conceive that the main end of life is to

furnish matter for speculation— will find

amusement and take pleasure in Erasmus,

but are startled and shocked by Luther.

—

p. 3.

Faith, according to the Lutheran view,

is an abiding, energetic, active principle,

manifesting itself necessarily by the con-

quest over sin, and by all manner of good

works.—p. 124.

It may be questioned whether any one

else ever felt such intense, unhesitating

reliance on the power of prayer, as the

best and only sure auxiliary in all our

struggles, either against temporal or spirit-

ual enemies. In Luther's letters— which

present such a picture of every movement

of his heart and soul, from the year 1517

to his death, as we scarcely have in the

case of any other man—we see ever recur-

ring proofs of this; on the one hand in the

confidence with which he encounters every

outward danger, however appalling in it-

self, through his trust in his Heavenly Hel-

per; and on the other hand, in his contin-

ual, earnest entreaties to his friends, for

their prayers, in order that he may be

enabled to overcome the assaults of sin

and Satan. Among the twenty-three hun-
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dred letters in De Wette's collection, far

more than half, I believe, are wound up

with a solicitation for the prayers of his

correspondent.—p. 125.

In truth, if there is one thing notorious

about Luther it is, that his deep, irrepress-

ible, unappeasable consciousness of sin

was the primary motive of his whole public

life, and of all that he did for the reforma-

tion of the church. It was on account of

this deep feeling of the inward disease in

the conscience, that he tore off the plasters

and lenitives with which the Romish

quacks were wont to lull and skin over the

wounds at the surface. It was on account

of this, that he set his foot upon the scan-

dalous fraud of indulgences. He felt, as

St. Paul and Augustin felt, that the evil in

man does not lie in the imperfection of his

outward works, but in the corruption of

his heart and will. Therefore did he insist

so strongly on the frailty which clings to

our very best works ; and therefore did he

continually urge that, if we are to be jus-

tified, it must be wholly through grace, by

the righteousness of our Divine Saviour,

to be received and appropriated by Faith,

without any admixture of the works

wrought by so frail and peccable a crea-

ture.— p. 134.

Though he buffered much in bodily

health, from want of exercise, while he

was in the "Wartburg, yet even in his let-

ters from thence we see that then, as eveir,

he was the stout hearted, faithful man of

God, resolute to do and to suffer all things

for the sake of the truth; and grieving,

not on account of any personal dangers

and restraints, but solely for the calamities

of the church.— p. 182.

To him, far more than to any other man,

are we indebted for the elevation of the

Scriptures to that power and ubiquity

which they now possess, for their supreme

authority in the church, and for their abi-

ding presence as the guardian and guide

of every household, the comforter of every

sick-bed, in the cottage as well as the pal-

ace. In fact, the very freedom of biblical

criticism — that practice of trying and

proving every part of the Scriptures by
the severest tests, fearlessly and unshrink-

ingly, which the Protestant churches have

derived from the Reformation— is itself a

proof of their reverence for the Bible.

Because we know it to be of gold, we feel

assured that it will only come out the

purer, though it be tried seven times, nay,

seventy times seven, in the fire.— p. 213.

The free living study of the Bible, as

the book of God, wherein God manifests

himself livingly and with distinction, even

as he does in the outward world, more
plainly in some parts, and less plainly in

others— wherein, too, as in every thing

that comes within the sphere of humanity,

some portions belong to the realm of tran-

sitory things, as well as others to that of

eternal things— this free, living study of

the Bible, without which there can be no

vital appropriation and assimilation of its

truths, and without which it would still

less be able to shape and guide the intellect

of mankind ; is infinitely preferable to the

unreflecting reception of every verse in it,

verse by verse, even as we should receive

a Koran or a Shaster; just as a living

man, notwithstanding all that is frail and

perishable about him, ranks immeasurably

above a wooden puppet, nay, immeasurably

above the finest marble statue. Should

any one still feel a scruple, let him read

Luther's Letters, or his Table Talk, and

see how the Bible was indeed a living book

with him, flesh of his regenerate flesh, and

bone of his bone, how it was the light

which shone on all his thoughts, and the

rock on which he took his stand, with the

assurance that, God helping him, all the

powers of earth and hell would never be

able to drive him away from it.— p. 214.

The enemies of Protestant truth have

always felt they were gaining an ad-

vantage if they could, by whatsoever arti- ,

fices, detract from the fame of its first and

greatest champion. Hence, it seemed de-

sirable, not merely for the sake of historical

justice, but with a view to checking and

dispelling the delusions which have been

so busily propagated of late years concern-
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ing the Reformation and its authors; that

the charges brought against Luther, such

at least as come from assailants of any

mark, should be carefully scrutinized,

and that their groundlessness should be

thoroughly exposed. To do thus much
appeared to be due, not only to Luther,

but also to our church, [Episcopal] which

is so deeply indebted to him, and which

would have to rue the day, should she ever

cease to revere him. If in doing it I have

been too prolix, I must plead that love is

wont to be garrulous.— p. 287.

To some readers it may seem that I have

spoken with exaggerated admiration of

Luther. No man ever lived Avhose heart,

and soul, and life have been laid bare, as

his have been, to the eyes of mankind.

Open as the sky, bold and fearless as the

storm, he gave utterance to all his feelings,

all his thoughts: he knew nothing of re-

serve: and the impression he produced on

his hearers and friends was such, that they

were anxious to treasure up every word
that dropped from his pen or from his lips.

No man, therefore, has ever been exposed

to so severe a trial; perhaps no man was
ever placed in such difiicult circumstances,

or assailed by such manifold temptations.

And how has he come out of the trial?

Through the power of faith, under the

guardian care of his Heavenly Mastei-, he

was enabled to stand through life, and still

he stands, and will continue to stand, firm-

ly rooted in the love of all who really know
him.

A writer, quoted by Harless, has well

said: "I have continually been more and
more edified, elevated and strengthened by
this man of steel, this sterling soul, in

whom certain features of the Christian

character are manifested in their fullest

perfection. His image, I confess, was for

some years obscured before my eyes. I

fixed them exclusively on the ebullitions

of his powerful nature, unsubdued, as yet,

by the Spirit of the Lord. But when, on

a renewed study of his works, the holy

faith and energy of this thoroughly Ger-

man character, the truth of his whole being.

his wonderful childliness and simplicity,

revealed themselves to my sight in their

glory; then I could not but turn to him
with entire, pure love, and exclaim, ' His
weaknesses are only so great, because his

virtues are so great.'
"

None of God's servants was ever more
earnest in disclaiming all honor to himself,

—p. 293.

Note.— In the sixth paragraph of No. II of this se-

ries, the reader will please substitute the word page for

prayer, in the first line.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

REALITY OF LIFE.

BY DORA E. RICHARDS.

feeble, fainting mortal! dare you, stand-

ing on this solemn shore of time,

pronounce life a failure, a dream ? Believe

me, there is no such a thing as wasted,

fruitless effort, when that effort has been

put forth in the cause of the great, the no-

ble, the god-born, even though the arrow

ofttimes fails to reach its mark. We need

to beautify, continually to beautify, exalt

and glorify our spiritual being. Ah

!

these righteous strivings will be as golden

crowns to adorn our souls ; shall we not

then, bear them with us into the divine

presence, to cast them 'before His feet,

calling Ilim alone worthy? Why do we
fold such shadows of desolation, such

shrouds of despair around us ? Why do

we burden the midnight winds with sinful

wailing? Let Nature's voice moan. "0!

beautiful crimsoned rose petals ; ! golden

floods of sunshine that bathed all my hap-

py waving grasses ; ! tender azure skies,

where are ye vanished?" Let Nature
moan, because—"the grass withereth, the

flower fadeth"—but you, immortal heir of

glory, rejoice ! because "the word of the

Lord endureth forever." Alas ! we fold the

ideal too much to our hearts. Even now
I hear this plaint :

" God ! restore me
the radiant days of old, the misspent hours,

the cherished hopes ; restore me the soft

clinging lips the sod so coldlj' covers, re-

store me those fond melting eyes that told
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more love than any burning speech."

Then I would answer :

" Turn to the lights of home, the shadow

of death has not yet shut out from your

vision. ' Let the dead bury their dead ;' no

Deity manifest in flesh will bid Lazarus,

' come forth' now. Behold ! the splendid

present, the exultant, living, breathing

present. Now treasure up great thoughts,

great purposes, great deeds ; noxo treasure

up submission, patience, faith, love." Who
shall dare say, " All thy billows are gone

over me," whilst the Rock of Ages remains

unshaken? Who shall dare say, "Lord, I

perish," whilst the eternal arms are being

held out, and the eternal lips, are serenely

murmuring "peace" to the raging waves?

Is there time to weep ? Is thei-e time to

dream, when the soul's salvation is to be

wrought out ? Ten thousand temptations

fill the paths of our pilgrimage ; ten thou-

sand fears lacerate our hearts. ! the

failings, the weaknesses, the defeated

strivings, the embracing of the things we
would not do, the thrusting aside of

the things we would, the darling clay

idols, the darling clay aims. But where is

the widest sphere of usefulness to be found?

The answer falls upon my ear distinctly,

" In the ministry." And this must be so,

there can be no evasion, no denial of this

truth—and why ? Because of this never-

dying precious soul. " What shall it profit

a man if he gain the whole world and lose

his own soul ?" It is for that soul God
pleads through the mouth of His sincere

minister. Wonderful work! glad tidings!

what matters it if the world's clarion voice

proclaim it not? The shining seraphs

bend to listen ; the melodious burst of an-

gelic music floats, swells higher, still high-

er. ! faithful pastor, often toiling weari-

ly, weeping and heavy laden with pre-

cious, sometimes seemingly unanswered

prayers—faint not ! At God's right hand
thou shalt yet receive a living answer to

each one of them. How white with the

harvest ai'e the boundless, boundless fields.

Who shall dare say the reapers are not

needed ?

" Life is but an empty dream, a terrible

failure. Why do the years of my pilgrim-

age linger so ? My work is finished, my
strength exhausted, I am useless, comfort-

less. There is nothing, nothing for me to

do."

What! are there no prayers, importuning,

continual petitions to be wafted to the

throne of grace ? Is there no cup of cold

water to be oS'ered in His name? No
gentle words to soothe the desolate ? Are

there no rough places your hand might

make smooth? Is there no midnight

cloister of sorrow into which your words

might bring a dawning star? No widow,

no orphan to visit in their afiliction, no

famished poverty-stricken ones to supply

with bread ? Have you not in your own
possession a gem the Redeemer purchased

with His blood—and is not that to be kept

unspotted from the pollution of the world?

And you, whose frame of clay is racked by

untold pangs, yet sinking slowly, so slowly

to its mother-earth ; who criest in the

morning, "Would God it were even !" and

at even, " Would God it were morning !"

you need not bear the cross in vain
;
your

meek endurance, your joyful trust, your

powerful faith, can live after you and per-

petuate your memory in hearts which will

bring forth good fruits.

Life, a dream—a failure! Yes! it has

been, it is, to hopelessly, eternally lost my-
riads. But, tell me !

—

need it have been

so to them ? Need it be so now to me, to

you ?

Reading, 1858.

Many errors arise from simple mistakes

or misapprehensions in the first or second

instance. Thus the origin of the idea of

those imaginary beings called centaurs,

half horses and half men, arose from the

circumstance that " when some young

Thessalians were beheld afar ofi" while their

horses watered, that is, while their heads

were depressed, they were conceived by the

first spectators to be but one animal ; and

answerable thereunto have their pictures

been drawn ever since."
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MY FIRST SKELETON.

BY A YOUNG PREACHER.

WE were yet in our " teens," when we

became pastor of the church in C.

We had on hand then, thirteen carefully

prepared and fully written "Seminary

Sermons." Using two of these every Sab-

hath, they were rapidly disposed of and

stowed away in the bottom of "the barrel."

As it was out of the question, amidst the

immense amount of pastoral labor we had

to perform, to write two full sermons every

week, we were compelled to adopt the plan

of preaching one sermon from a skeleton.

Every preacher knows how much anxiety

there is attending the preparation of the

first skeleton, the chief cause of it being

the fear that he will not have enough to

say. This anxiety we experienced to a

fearful degree. We read and we thought,

and we thought and we read,—and every

idea thus gathered, which had any bearing

upon the text, we carefully noted down as

a "division," a "sub," or a "sub-sub."

And even when we ascended the pulpit, it

was with fear and trembling, lest our

material should run out even before the

sermon was decently commenced. In this

we were slightly mistaken, as the skeleton

here given will easily show.

We copy the skeleton from the slip which

we used in the pulpit, literatim et punctu-

atim, with the exception of omitting some

"filling up" matter.

Text, Matt. v. 16.—" Let your light so

shine before men, that they may see your

good works, and glorify your Father in

heaven."

Introductory remarks.

1. Religion has a body, as well as a soul.

2. Their union is essential. This we learn

a. From analogy.

b. From the Scriptures.

c. From the history of the church.

3. Hence good works must always ac-

company a religious spirit. This

is the doctrine taught in the text,

in which we will consider

The injunction "to let our light shine."

A. What is meant by our " light ?"

a. There are different kinds of light,

1. Physical.

2. Intellectual.

3. Moral or religious.

6. The light here intended is the last,

and consists in

1. Our profession,

2. Our example.

B. In what ways do we not let our light

shine ?

a. By shutting ourselves up in monas-

teries, nunneries, &c.

b. By not walking consistently.

c. By being ashamed to profess.

C. How are we to let our light shine?

a. It is not suflicient for this

1. To possess light,

2. To possess advantages for letting

it shine,

3. To talk about religious matters.

6, But we must let our light shine,

1. By endeavoring to spread the

gospel,

o. At home,

|3. Abroad.

2. By discountenancing sin.

3. By exhorting men to holiness.

4. By our walk and conversation.

5. By diligently using the means of

grace.

a. Privately,

j3. In our families,

y. In public.

6. By our charity.

D. Why should we let our light shine ?

a. Because we are commanded to do it,

b. Because we are the chosen genei-a-

tion,

c. For this we were converted,

d. Many promises are attached to it,

e. Men judge of religion by the con-

duct of its professors,

f Our light may be of assistance to

others.

E. When should we let our light shine ?

a. It is not sufficient to do so merely

1. Whilst in the house of God,

2. Whilst in the company of the godly,
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3. Nor when we know the eyes of

men are on us,

4. Nor when in peculiar circum-

stances, such as

a- In sickness,

/3. In adversity,

y. In bereavement.

b. But we should let our light shine

always,

1. At all times,

2. In all places,

3. Under all circumstances, especi-

ally when

a. We have favorable opportu-

nities,

^. When the darkness is great.

Having thus briefly (!) noticed the first

point of our text, we proceed to consider

II. The aim in letting our light shine. It

is two-fold,

A, That "men may see our good works."

a. This does not mean that we are to

do it

1. For a vain show,

2. Nor to gain the applause of the

world.

b. But we should let them see our

good works,

1. Because our example may deter

them from sin,

2. May be the means of their con-

version,

3. It will show them the reality of

our religion,

4. It will show them its excellences,

5. It will show them its power.

B. That God may be glorified. He is

thus glorified, because

a. Souls are added to liis kingdom,

1. Our own,

2. Others are induced to follow.

b. His people acquire a good name,
c. The Saviour says, "herein is my

Father glorified,"

d. We thus are restored to the image
of God.

Concluding Remarks.

1. This injunction applies to every

Christian,
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a. Of every character,

b. Of every condition,

c. Of every occupation,

2. The moral darkness of the world
needs shining lights. Look at

a. The amount of crime in our midst,

b. The religious destitution of the

West,

c. The ignorance and superstition of

the heathen.

3. Is the world any brighter for our
light ?

a. As a congregation,

b. As individual Christians.

4. Is the glory of God the great aim
of our lives ?

a. The principal aim,

b. The continual aim.

We need scarcely add, that we did 7ioi

preach the whole skeleton that mornino-.

as very nearly the allotted time for the

sermon had expired by the time we arrived

at the third division of the first head.
Should we over change our locality, and
so be able again to use these notes, we in-

tend preaching a series of six sermons on
Matt. V. 16, under the conviction, that the
ninety heads above specified will furnish

ample material.

A Time to Rest.—There lies in the

depths of every heart, that dream of youth,
and the chastened wish of manhood, which
neither cares nor honors can extinguish

;

the hopes of one day resting from the pur-

suits which absorb us ; of interposino-

between our old age and the tomb, some
tranquil interval of reflection, when with
feelings not subdued but softened, with pas-

sions not exhausted but mellowed, we may
look calmly on the past without regret, and
the future withoutapprehension. But in the

tumultof the world, this vision forever, for-

everrecedes as weapproach it; the passions

which have agitated our life, disturb our
latest hours ; and we go down to the tomb
like the sun in the ocean, sullen in its

beamless descent, with all its fiery glow,

long after it has lost its power and its

splendor.
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THE BISHOP AND THE EMPEROR.

TO appreciate fully the courage of Lu-

ther in assailing the corruptions of

the Romish church, is not easy to us at

the present day. The power of the church

was enormous ; and experience had shown

that the hierarchy considered heresy the

worst of all crimes, and punished it with

the sword and fiiggot. This ecclesiastical

power had been increasing for ages ; and

it menaced and controlled not only the

people but the greatest sovereigns. As
early as the Fourth century when Theodo-

sius was emperor of the East, he was com-

pelled to succumb by St. Ambrose. While

he was in Italy regulating the affairs of

the empire for his colleague Valentinian,

the people of Thessalonica becoming en-

raged at the conduct of Botheric, the

commander of the garrison, murdered him

and his principal officers, and dragged

their bodies about the streets, (A. D. 388.)

Theodosius gave way to his naturally

choleric temper, on learning the insult

thus offered to his servant. He gave or-

ders for a military execution, and after-

wards attempted to recall it, but it was

too late. The Thessalonians were invited

to the circus, to witness the games ; they

came to the number of seven thousand,

(A. D. 390.) The signal was given, the

soldiers commenced the work of massacre,

and all were slain. Ambrose was at this

time Archbishop of Milan, and the part

which he took on that occasion shows the

height to which ecclesiastical power had

already attained. He wrote to the Emperor

that he had been warned in a vision not

to offer the oblation in his name or pres-

ence, and advised him not to think of

receiving the Eucharist with blood-stained

hands. The intrepid bishop refused him

admittance to the cathedral, and the lord

of the Romisli world was obliged to lay

aside his imperial robe, and appear in the

posture of a suppliant in the midst of the

church of 3Iilau, soliciting with tears the
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pardon of his sin. He was not restored

to the communion of the faithful until he

had accomplished a penance of eight

months.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE EDITOR'S SONG.

A PARODY ON HOOD'S "SONG OF THE SHIRT."

BY REV. W. H. LUCKENBACH.

WITH fingers weary and worn,

With eyelids heavy and red,

An editor sat in his seedy clothes,

Scratching his paper and head.

Write ! write ! write !

On politics righteous or wrong,

'Till wearied he sat and rested awhile,

And sang the " Editor's Song."

Write ! write ! write

!

While the cock is crowing aloof!

And write—write—write

!

Till the stars shine thro' the roof!

It's oh ! to be a slave

Along with the barbarous Turk,

Where editors have no soul to save,

If this is Christian work !

Think—think—think

!

Till the brain begins to swim !

Write—write—write

!

Till the eyes are heavy and dim

!

Pen, and paper, and ink,

Ink, and paper, and pen.

Till over the " copy' I fall asleep,

And dream that I write again

!

Oh ! men with sisters dear!

Oh I men with mothers and wives !

This is the way we are wearing out

Our brief, though precious lives!

Write—write—write

!

In poverty, hunger and need,

Writing at once our epitaph.

As well as the lines you read.

But why do I talk of death.

That phantom of grisly bone?

I hardly fear his terrible shape,

It seems so like my own

—

It seems so like my own.

Because of the fast I keep

;

Alas I that bread should be so dear,

And flesh and blood so cheap !

Write—write—write !

My labor never flags

;

And what are its wages ? A bed of straw,

A little bread and rags
;

A shattered roof, and this naked floor

—

A table—a broken chair

—

A wall so blank, my shadow I thank.

For sometimes falling there !

Write—write—write

!

From early dawn till eve

:

Write—write—write !

Like felons we dare not leave !

Ink, and paper, and pen.

Pen, and paper, and ink.

Till the heart is sick, and the brain benumb'd,

And we're almost ready to sink.

Write—write—write !

In the dull December light

:

And write—write—write

!

When the weather is warm and bright

;

While underneath the eaves

The brooding swallows cling.

As if to show me their sunny backs,

And twit me with the spring.

Oh ! but for one short hour

!

A respite, however brief!

No blessed leisure for love or hope.

But only time for grief!

A little weeping would ease my heart.

But in their briny place

My tears must stop, for every drop

Would my labor'd lines deface.

With fingers weary and worn,

With eyelids heavy and red.

An editor sat in his thread-bare clothes,

Scratching his paper and head:

Write—write—write !

On any thing, right or wrong.

Till wearied he sat and rested awhile,

And sang " The Editor's Song."

Pottsville, Feb. 16, 18.3S.

Consistency.—One terror that scares us

from self-trust is our consistency ; a rever-

ence for our past act or word, because the

eyes of others have no other data for com-

puting our orbit than our past acts, and

we are loth to disappoint them.

But why should you keep your head

over your shoulder? Why drag about

this monstrous corpse of your memory,

lest you contradict somewhat you have

stated in this or that public place. Sup-

pose you should contradict yourself; what

then ? It seems to be a rule of wisdom

never to rely on your memory alone, but

bring the past for judgment into the thou-

sand-eyed present, and live ever in a new

day.

"With consistency a great soul has simply

nothing to do. He may as well concern

himself with his shadow on the wall.

—

Emerson.
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THE MUSIC OF THE CHURCH.

IT
is well known that the Home Journal

admits no controversy. Like the So-

ciety, its foster parent, it is a grand plat-

form, expansive as the Union, upon which

all parties can unite and shake hands as

friends. On this account, perhaps the

Lutheran Board of Publication might

think proper to reject what follows. But

it is a question with only one side. All

reflecting minds, which consider the sub-

ject, will arrive at the same conclusion.

In fact, it is no question. It is a simple

statement of truth.

One beautiful Sabbath afternoon, wan-

dering through the quiet streets of our

town, we passed the portals of a time hon-

ored edifice, and found ourselves within

the sanctuary. It was a glorious old

church. It wanted none of the modern

refinements, and yet it had all the

grandeur and the interest of the associa-

tions of more than half a century. An
earnest minister distributed faithfully the

bread of Life. It had not often been our

lot to enjoy more spiritual preaching. But

one thing destroyed the solemnity of the

service. This it is which calls forth the

present article, with the hope that we may

yet see better things. The services of that

holy afternoon had closed. With others,

we were silently leaving the house of

prayer. A friend met us on the step.

" Who plays the organ here ?" The name

was given. " Did'nt he cut up some

shines
!"

What an expression to be made with ref-

erence to any part of the service of the

Church ! Services which are intended to

lead the mind in grateful praise to its

great Creator, to unite the Christian soul

in the simple prayer of faith, and to dis-

pense the blessed truths of the everlasting

gospel. "Shines!" that is, "monkey-

shines !" And what rendered it the more

sad, was that the expression applied but

too truthfully to the performance. As we

sat among those worshippers, visions of

" Docsticks," visions of fantastics, of revel-

ries were called up by the touch of the

organist, instead of the frame of mind
which his playing should have produced.

In consequence of such manoeuvres, the

congregation did not sing, and the entire

music failed of its object. What mockery

!

What trifling ! Trifling in such a place,

where triflers should never come ! Trifling

at such a time, where all levity should be

hushed!

But we now have to do more particular-

ly with another remark, which unfortu-

nately embodies the opinion of a great

number of our members. A lady, leaving

that same church, a lady, refined and ac-

complished, who should have known bet-

ter, stepped up to a friend and said, "Did
not Mr. play splendidly to-day ! Was
it not delightful I" Now it is against such

opinions, that we would raise a voice of

thunder, and frighten them so far away,

that they would never return to plague

Christianity again.

Among the masters of composition a

style of organ playing is recognized, called

the free style ; we mean that free style

which has never been recognized as any

part of church music. Such composi-

tions are written for the organ exhibition

or the concert. They have no place in

church. They are light, sportive and

showy. They will never predispose the

mind to devotion. They were never in-

tended to do this. True church music

will accomplish all this, and will add

much solemnity to the services. But the

kind of playing above mentioned, and

which is so delightful to our fastidious

ladies, is not even the free style. It might

be called the loose style. It is the merest

child's play. It is a succession of mechan-

ical tricks. Juggleries of the key-board.

Brilliant evolutions of fingering. A con-

stant study to produce oddities. This is a

much easier way of playing, and requires

much less thought, than the true organ

school. Many organists really know bet-

ter, but for the sake of their salaries, they

stoop to cater to the depraved appetites

of their hearers, and to tickle the ears of

those who can appreciate nothing higher.
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They imitate that large number -who are

really incompetent to do any better. In

some organists there is an entire want of

devotional feeling. They have no idea of

the sacredness of the place, and their play-

ing corresponds. They care nothing for

the objects of the voluntary, or for any

other part of the service, and selfish

motives prompt them to make as brilliant

a display as possible.

We do not condemn the free style of

organ playing. It is good. We do not

even condemn this musical jugglery, which

performs feats of wonder. We like it, as

we like Signor Blitz, or any other magi-

cian. But we do condemn its introduction

into the church, and we would that every

pastor would lift his voice, and save his

church from such degradation, and do all

in his power to oppose such advances of

the enemy of souls. Some persons say

that they like any music in church. They
care not whether it be hymn, or song, or

opera, or sacred. How wrong ! Would
these same persons say that they cared

not what kind of speaking they heard,

whether serious, or witty, or frivolous, or

gospel ? Light and gay music may be well

enough in the parlor, the social circle, or

the concert room. It may lend enchant-

ment to the home. It may be an innocent

source of pure gi'atification. But in the

church it is entirely out of place. Just as

much as the church differs from the parlor,

social circle or concert room, sliould the

music be different. Old fashioned games
may be very suitable for the parlor.

Stories of queer men, and funny times,

may be exceedingly appropriate to the

social circle. Lectures on wit and humor
may be entirely unobjectionable in the

concert hall. But would such things be

tolerated within our temples ? Yet we sit

and listen to trills and quirks and caprices,

which under any other circumstances

would make us laugh. Just as appropri-

ate would it be for the minister to rise,

and read some sparkling poetical witticism,

f We are not talking to organists. We
speak to our congregations. There is a

growing abuse, a growing tendency to

tolerate such trifling. Other denominations

have the same complaint. A few careful

watchmen have long since sounded the

alarm. The people have not heeded, and

now the plague is spreading fearfully.

We call upon all who love congregational

singing, who love to sing with the spirit

and the understanding, who love their Z ion,

and who would preserve pure and holy

their solemn sanctuary services, to frown

down such evils, and to set their faces like

a flint against such a wrong.

There are those in our communions, who

are sufficiently educated to be able to ap-

preciate good architecture. A structure,

wanting in grace or proportion, annoys

them. They despise tinsel and gaudy

trappings. There are those who know

enough of drawing to turn with disgust

from gorgeous daubs. In our country,

all have sufficient education, to reject an

empty display ofwords, and seek something

deeper and more enduring. Yet these very

same people will be delighted with a con-

centration of want of grace and proportion,

of tinsel and gaudy trappings, of gorgeous

daubs and empty display. We wonder

what kind of an idea such folks have of the

music of Heaven. Does it accord at all

with the prevailing style of organ playing?

Some suggest to remedy this evil by

ousting the organs from our churches.

As well might they remedy improper con-

duct in the pulpit, by doing away with the

ministry. Let music be more cultivated.

Let an ordinary person be at least as well

educated in music, as he is in the fine arts

or in literature. Music will refine the

home-circle. It will bring out the finer

feelings. All love music, all unite to praise

music ; and yet so many neglect it so

grievously. Let music be more cultivated.

Then will the people be able to direct their

own music. Then will they be able to

detect improper motives. Then will the

divine art not be relinquished to theatrical

managers and operatic performers. All

have a right to music. Let all enjoy that

right. Then will the mass begin to realize
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what is real music, its essence, its soul,

its life, its very substance. Then will

they begin to appreciate the sweetest part

of all music, the part that will last and

wear. Then will our people no longer be

satisfied with the evanescent fooleries of

musical jugglers.

Cawaka.

HEAVEN, AND ITS ATTAINMENTS.

HEAVEN may be regarded as situated

on a high cliff, accessible to all who

make proper efforts to gain it, and seek

assistance from Jesus Christ who points

the way.

Some seek to clamber up the beetling

crag, and meet with one difficulty after

another, until discouraged and weakened,

they lose their hold and fall back into de-

spair.

Others seek by years of toil and labor,

to construct a ladder by which to mount to

heaven.

One man, not having begun in time,

finds at death his ladder but half done.

This is he that postpones repentance to the

death-bed.

Another, has almost succeeded in com-

pleting his, like the young man whom Je-

sus loved, but to whom he said " one thing

thou lackest."

Another, mayhave all the parts properly

and carefully prepared, but having failed

to secure them together, his ladder is use-

less. So are the isolated traits of love,

charity, hope, &c., of but little use in the

formation of character, unless bound toge

ther by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Another, at the close of life, finds his

ladder ready, and placing it against the

cliff, begins to mount ; but having refused

instruction, having rejected the teaching

of the Bible, has sought to merit heaven, or

to gain it, in his OAvn way ; and now, alas

!

when too late, discovers that his ladder is

too weak to support him, one round after

another gives way, and his hopes of reach-

ing heaven are forever crushed.

The true Christian, however, who has

carefully followed the teachings of God's

word, and the advice of his messengers,

has constructed his ladder in faith, and

patiently awaits his summons.

Then he places his ladder confidently,

assured that all is well ; it stands firmly

upon the Rock of Ages ; it is strong in

faith, and mounting upward, with the

bright light of a Christian example in his

hand, safely reaches heaven.

There are many—as little children, or

the Heathen, who have never known or

heard of a Saviour—who have used the

means in their power to secure their salva-

tion ; and having, like the poor widow in

the Gospel, done what they could, God

kindly reaches down and takes them to

himself.

"Be ye also ready, for in such an hour

as ye think not the Son of Man cometh."

L. L. H.

THE INFLUENCE OF KNOWLEDGE
ON HAPPINESS.

That a person destitute of intellectual

culture may be happy, is admitted by all.

The peasant in his cottage is happy. The

Indian in his native wilds is happy. The

Islander in the far-off sea is happy.

But this happiness is of the lowest

character and most limited extent. Educa-

tion opens new scenes of pleasure to its

possessors. It furnishes new objects for

reason to dwell upon, unfolds views where

contemplation may love to muse, and pre-

sents fields through which imagination on

its airy wing may ever soar.

The sources of intellectual pleasure are

always with us. Let life be what it may,

let friends and wealth depart, still, know-

ledge will continue with us, to cheer and

gladden our hearts.

If we would increase our happiness and

add to the number of our pleasures, let us

increase our intellectual capacities ; let us

drink deep of the Pirenean spring; and let

no opportunity pass, by which we may

add to the treasures of our intellects and

hearts.
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3. "^' A\ \

|^0me Circle.

AN ANECDOTE OF BEETHOVEN.
FROM THE GERMAN.

SOME months ago I was at Bonn, the birth-

place of Beethoven. I met there an old

musician, who had known this illustrious

composer intimately ; and from him I re-

ceived the following anecdote.

" You know," said he, " that Beethoven

was born in a house in the Rhein Gasse

(Rhine-street ;) but at the time I became ac-

quainted with him he lodged over a humble

little shop in the Roemerplatz. He was then

very poor, so poor that he only went out to

walk at night, because of the dilapidated

state of his clothing. Nevertheless, he had a

piano, pens, paper, ink, and books ; and not-

withstanding his privations, he passed some

happy moments there. He was not yet deaf,

and could at least enjoy the harmony of his

own compositions. In later years, even this

consolation was denied him.

" One wijiter evening I called upon him,

hoping to persuade him to take a walk, and

return with me to supper. I found him sit-

ting at the window, by the moonlight, with-

out fire or candle, his face concealed by his

hands, and his whole frame shivering with

cold, for it was freezing hard. By slow

degrees I drew him from his lethargy, per-

suaded him to accompany me, and exhort-

ed him to shake off his sadness. He came

out with me, but was dark and despairing

on that evening, and refused all consolation.

" He said with passion— ' No one under-

stands me or cares about me ; I have genius,

and I am treated like a pariah ; I have a

heart, and no one to love. I am completely

miserable.'

" I made no reply. It was useless to dis-

pute with Beethoven, and I let him continue

in the same strain. He did not cease till we

re-entered the city, and then he relapsed in-

to a sad silence. We crossed a dark narrow

street near the gate of Coblentz. All at once

he stopped.

"
' Hush !' said he !

' what is that noise?'
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" I listened, and heard the faint tones of

an old piano issuing from some house at a

little distance. It was a plaintive melody in

triple time. Notwithstanding the poverty of

the instrument, the performer gave to this

piece great tenderness of expression.

" Beethoven looked at me with sparkling

eyes. ' It is taken from my Symphony in F,'

said he ;
' here is the house. Listen ; how

well it is played !'

" The house was small and humble, and

a light glimmered through the chinks of the

shutters. He stopped to listen. In the mid-

dle of the finale there was a sudden interrup-

tion, silence for a moment, then a stifled voice

Avas heard.
"

' I cannot go on,' said a female voice. ' I

can go no farther this evening, Frederick.'

'"Why, sister?'

"
' I scarcely know, unless it is because the

composition is so beautiful that I feel incapa-

ble of doing justice to it. I am so fond of

music. Oh ! what would I not give to hear

that piece played by some one who could do

it justice.'

" ' Ah, dear sister,' said Frederick, sighing,

' one must be rich to procure that enjoyment.

What is the use regretting when there is no

help for it ? We can scarcely pay our rent

;

why think of things beyond our reach ?'

"
' You are right, Frederick ; and yet for a

moment, when I am plaj'ing, I long once in

my life to hear good music well executed.

But it is useless ! it is useless !'

"There was something singularly touching

in the tone and repetition of the last words.

Beethoven looked at me. ' Let us enter,'

said he, abruptly.

" ' Enter 1' said I ;
' why should we enter?'

"
' I will play to her,' replied he, with vi-

vacity. 'She has feeling, genius, intelligence;

I Avill play to her, and she will appreciate

me.' And before I could prevent him, his

hand was on the door. It was not locked,

and opened immediately. I followed him

across a dark corridor, towards a half-open

door to the right. He pushed it, and we

found ourselves in a poor destitute room,

Avith a little stove at one end, and some

coarse furniture. A pale young man was

seated at a table, working at a shoe. Near

him, bending in a melancholy manner over

an old piano, was a young girl. Both were

cleanly, but very poorly dressed ; they rose

and turned towards us as we entered.

"'Pardon me,' said Beethoven, somewhat

embarrassed, ' pardon me, but I heard music,

and was tempted to enter. I am a musician.'

" The girl blushed, and the young man as-

sumed a grave, almost severe manner.

"'I heard also some of your words,' con-

tinued my friend. ' You wish to hear—that

is, you would like—in short, would you like

me to play to you ?'

" There was something so strange, so ab-

rupt, so comical, in the whole affair, and

something so agreeable and eccentric in the

manners of him who had spoken, that the ice

was broken in an instant, and all involunta-

rily smiled.

" ' Thank you,' said the young shoemaker,

' but our piano is bad, and then we have no

music'
"

' No music !' repeated my friend
; how

then did Mademoiselle ' He stopped and

colored ; for the young girl had just turned

towards him, and by her sad veiled eyes he

saw that she was blind.

"
' I—I entreat you to pardon me,' stam-

mered he ;
' but I did not remark at first.

You play then from memory ?'

"'Entirely.'

" ' And where have you heard this music

before ?'

"
' I heard a lady who was our neighbor at

Bruhl two years ago. During the summer

evenings her window was always open, and I

walked before her house to hear her.'

"
' And have you never heard any other

music ?'

" ' Never, excepting the music in the

streets.'

"She seemed frightened ; so Beethoven did

not add another word, but quietly seated him-

self at the instrument, and commenced to

play. He had not touched many notes when

I guessed what would follow, and how
sublime he would be that evening, and I was

not deceived. Never, never, during the

many years I knew him, did I hear him play

as on this day for the young blind girl and

her brother. Never did I hear such energy,

such passionate tenderness, suclj gradations

of melody and modulation : From the mo-
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ment his fingers commenced to move over'

the piano, the tones of the instrument seemed

to soften and become more equal.

"We remained sitting, listening to him

breathlessly. The brother and sister were

dumb with astonishment, as if paralyzed.

The former had laid aside his work ; the

latter, her head slightly inclined, had ap-

proached the instrument : her two hands were

clasped ou her breast, as if she feared the

beating of her own heart might interrupt

those accents of magic sweetness. It seemed

as if we were the subjects of a strange dream,

and our only fear was to wake too soon.

"
' Suddenly the flame of the solitary cau-

dle flickered, the wick, consumed to the end,

fell, and was extinguished. Beethoven stop-

ped ; I opened the shutters to let in the rays

of the moon. It became almost as light as

before in the room, and the radiance fell more

strongly on the musician and the instrument.

" But this incident seemed to have broken

the chain of Beethoven's ideas. His head

dropped on his breast, his hands rested on

his knees, he appeared plunged into a pro-

found meditation.

" He remained so for some time. At last

the young shoemaker rose, approached him,

and said, in a low, respectful voice, ' Won-
derful man, who are you, then?'

" Beethoven raised his head, and looked at

him abstractedly, as if he had not compre-

hended the meaning of his words.

" The young man repeated the question.

" The composer smiled as only he could

smile, with sweetness and kindly benevolence.

"'Listen,' said he. And he played the

first movement in the F Symphony. A cry

of joy escaped from the lips of the brother

and sister. They recognized him and cried

with emotion, ' You are then Beethoven.'

"He rose to go, but our entreaties suc-

ceeded in detaining him.
"' Play to us once more, just once more.'

" He allowed himself to be led to the in-

strument. The brilliant rays of the moon
entered the curtainless window, and lighted

up his expansive, earnest forehead.
"

' I am going to improvise a sonata to the

moonlight,' said he playfully. He contempla-

ted for some minutes the sky sprinkled with

stars ; then his fingers rested on the piano.

and he commenced to play in a low, sad, and
wondrously sweet strain. The harmony is-

sued from the instrument, sweet and even as

the rays of the moon spread over the shadows
on the ground. This delicious overture was
followed by a piece in triple time, lively,

light, capricious, a sort of intermediate bur-

lesque, like a dance of fairies at midnight on
the grass. Then came a rapid agitato finale

—a breathles movement, trembling, hurry-

ing, describing flight and uncertainty, in-

spiring vague and instinctive terror, which
bore us onwards on its shuddering wings,

and left us at last quite agitated with sur-

prise and moved to tears.

" ' Adieu,' said Beethoven, abruptly pushing

back his chair, and advancing to the door

—

' Adieu.'

" ' You will come again ?' asked both at the

same time.

" He stopped, and regarded the young

blind girl with an air of compassion.
"

' Yes, yes,' said he hurriedly, ' I will come
again, and give some lessons to Mademoiselle.

Farewell, I will soon come again.'

" They followed us to the door in silence

more expressive than words, and remained

standing on the threshhold till we were out

of sight.

"
' Let us hasten home,' said Beethoven to me

in the street. 'Let us hasten, that I may
note this sonata while it is in my memory.'

" He entered his room, and he wrote till

nearly daybreak."

I still sat in a listening attitude after the

old musician had finished speaking. " And
did Beethoven give lessons afterwards to the

blind girl?" asked I at length. He smiled

and shook his head sadly. " Beethoven

never entered that humble house again.

With the excitement of the moment, his in-

terest in the blind girl also passed away ; and

though the brother and sister long and pa-

tiently awaited his coming, he thought no

more of them "

And is it not too often so in life ?

—

Ba;p. Mag.

Averted Looks.— Guilt steals the furtive

glance. An averted face tells of shame that

needs to be hidden, while white robed inno-

cence looks mildly up, or gently droops the

lids where love looks out.
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GOD LOVES LITTLE CHILDREN.

I
saw the glorious sun arise,

From yonder mountain gray,

And as tie travel'd througli the sliies,

The darliness fled away

;

And all around me was so bright,

I wish'd it would be always light.

But when his shining course was run.

The gentle moon drew nigh,

And stars came twinkling, one by one.

Upon the shady sky
;

Who made the sun to shine so far,

The moon and ev'ry twinkling star?

'Twas God, my child, who made them all,

By his almighty hand,

He holds them that they do not fall,

And bids them move or stand
;

That glorious God, who lives afar.

In heaven beyond the highest star.

How very great that God must be,

Who rolls them through the air!

Too high, mamma, to notice me,

Or listen to my prayer!

I fear he will not condescend

To be a little infant's friend.

O yes, my love, for though he made
Those wonders in the sky,

Tou never need to be afraid

That he'll neglect your cry

;

For humble as a child may be,

A praying child he loves to see.

Behold the daisy, where you tread,

That pretty little thing;

Behold the insects overhead,

That gambol in the spring;

His goodness bids the daisy rise,

And every insect's want supplies.

And will he not descend to ipake

A feeble child his care ?

Yes ! Jesus died for children's sake,

And loves the youngest prayer,

God made the stars and daisies too,

And watches over them and you.

When Daniel Webster was delivering his

memorable speech at the dedication of Bun-

ker Hill Monument, the crowd pressed forward

to such an extent that some were feinting and

some being crushed. Officers strove in vain

to make the crowd stand back; they said it

could not be done. Some one asked Mr.

Webster to make an appeal to them. The

great orator came forward, stretched forth

his hand, and said in his deep, stentorian

tones,

"Gentlemen, stand back!"

" It cannot be done," shouted they.

" Gentlemen, stand back !

" said he, with-

out a change of voice.

"It is impossible, Mr. Webster, impossible."

"Impossible?" repeated Webster, "impos-

sible? Nothing is impossible on Bunker

Jlill!" and the vast crowd swayed and rolled

back like a mighty wave of the ocean.

WHAT MADE AUNT MILLIE HAPPY.
" Why are you always happy, Aunt Millie ?"

asked little Jamie.

" Because everybody is good to me, Jamie."

"Why isn't everybody good to my papa,

aunty ?—He is always fretful ; he says every-

body tries to hurt him; what makes everybody

try to cheat and vex papa, aunty ?"

A shadow fell over Aunt Millie's face, and

she became silent. Jamie stood still, looking

at her. At length he asked, " Aunty, were

you always happy?"

Aunt Millie's work dropped from her hands.

"No, my dear boy. But, ten years ago I left

off speaking ill of everybody ; and instead, I

tried to see excellence in people's characters,

and good in their conduct. Since that time

all have treated me kindly. I do think the

same people are better than they were when

I saw only their shady side. Their good is

more positive than it was before I sought it

—

when I expected only evil of them. In some

way, looking for it seemed to nurture the tend-

ency to good in others ; as the sun, by shining

on the cold, dark ground, makes it bright and

warm, developing flowers and ripening fruit.

" I seek only good, expect only good, and re-

ceive only good. Ought I not to be happy,

Jamie ?"

—

Life Illustrated.

A Mother's Love is the golden link that

binds youth to age, and he is still but a child,

however time may have furrowed his cheek

or silvered his brow, who can yet recall with

a softened heart, the fond devotion or the gen-

tle chidiugs of the best friend that God e'er

gives us.

TiiouGHT.—Nothing is so fragile as

thought in its infancy ; an interruption

breaks it ; nothing is so powerful, even to

overturning empires, when it reaches its

maturity.
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The New York Pulpit, in the Revival of

1858. Sheldon, Blakeman & Co. New York.

These sermons, were preached during the

recent Revival, and are designed to be memo-
rials of that great work of the Spirit of God.

Among the authors we recognize the names
of some of the most eminent clergymen of

New York. The sermons are characterized

by great directness and pungency of appeal,

and are full of Christ. As they were greatly

blessed to the people, to whom they were

originally addressed, it is hoped they will be

instrumental in doing good to all who may
read them.

Glimpses of Jesus. By "W. P. Balfern,

New York. Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.

The object of this book, is to exalt Christ

in the affections of his people, to stimulate

them to increased devotedness to Him. The
idea and scope of the book, are admirable.

The execution of the plan, we are sorry to

to say is neither strong nor beautiful. The
style of the author is clumsy and heavy, and
the discussions commonplace. And yet there

is something attractive about the work. The
table of contents is charming. " A glimpse

of Jesus ; or the influence of faith." " Christ

in the manger; or an argument for the Meek."
" Jesus in the arms of Simeon ; or the Waiters'

Reward," &c. From these specimens, the

reader can imagine the attractiveness of the

Index. There are many excellent things in

this little book ; we can commend it as breath-

ing throughout an evangelical spirit, and adap-

ted to give to the young instructive and beauti-

ful glimpses of the Saviour, in his earthly

ministry.

Books on our Table. Our absence from
the city renders an extended notice of the fol-

lowing books, impossible for the present num-
ber of the Journal. They are mostly such
books and periodicals as need no commenda-
tion.

Life Thoughts. By Rev. H. W. Beecher.
Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co. Who would
attempt a criticism of such a book? It would
be very much like catching a comet by the
tail and trying to take its picture. Every
body will get the book of course.

Sermons of Rev. C. H. Spurgeon. Fourth
Series. New York. Sheldon, Blakeman &
Co.

We have glanced at one or two of these
sermons, and they impress us, as superior to

any of their antecedents. They cannot fail to

do good, wherever they may be read.

Woman : Her Mission and Life. ByAooLPHE
MoNOD, D. D. Late minister in Paris. New
York. Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.

This book is the result of patient and pro-
found investigation. There is not in all the
books published on this subject, a more com-
prehensive and practical discussion of the
true position and sphere of woman. The
whole discussion is thoroughly scriptural.
" We must seek for woman in scripture

; but
once found, she appears there clothed with a
ministry as beneficent as glorious. The posi-

tion there instructed me ; I learned that such
as she is in this book, she ought to be in

life— great, but hidden."—This quotation
gives us a glimpse of the work. It is a book
which should be in the hands of every mother.

Sermons for the New Life. By Horace
Bushnell. New York : Charles Scribner.

Dr. Bushnell is unquestionably one of the
most original and profound thinkers of our
age. These Sermons will be read with in-

tense interest by all ministers. Thej"- not
only give us new thoughts upon the great
theme of the new life, but quicken our minds
and hearts with aspirations for a higher
Christian life.

The Spirit and Beauty op the Christian
Religion. Translated from the French of
Chateaubriand. With an Introduction by
Emma B. Stork. Philadelphia: Lindsay &
Blakiston.

Chateaubriand is deservedly classed among
the most eloquent writers of his age. His
" Genius of Christianity," is one of the most
beautiful and suggestive books we have ever
read. This translation, by a lady, has been
pronounced by the critics, one of the best ver-

sions of the great French writer, that has
ever been made. The selections from the
large work are such as cannot fail to interest
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and profit the general reader. It is a book
that should be in the hands of the young.

The book in type and form, is according to

Lindsay & Blakiston's inimitable style of do-

ing things.

The Mercersberg Review. Edited by Drs.

GeRHART & SCHAFF.

^ This Review is the exponent of the German
Reformed Church in this country. The con-

tributions of Drs. Nevin & Schaff are among
the ablest and most scholarly to be found in

the whole range of theological literature.

The Review ought to be a visitor to every

minister in the land.

The Guardian. A Monthly Magazine. Edi-
ted by Rev. H. Harbaugh.

We always welcome this Monthly. The
May No. is one of unusual interest. The ar-

ticles are mostly from the pen of the gifted

editor. We rejoice in the constantly increas-

ing circulation of the Guardian.

< • » »

Cljurtfj Intdlignue.

Rights op Conscience.—This was the sub-

ject of an interesting discussion, the occasion

of a friendly interchange of views at the late

Evangelical Alliance in Berlin. The Ger-
mans, with some slight shades of difference

among themselves, in general favored, what
may be called a restricted religious liberty

:

the English and Americans on the other hand,
declared for absolute freedom of opinion.
" Circumstances alter cases ;" and whilst as

citizens of the United States, we go for the

most extended liberty in matters of conscience,

yet we are free to confess, that cases might
be supposed in which the operation of posi-

tive restrictions would be needful and salu-

tary. What less than this could be maintain-
ed, for example, if the plea of religious free-

dom were urged in favor of the enormities

and corruptions of Mormonism ? The Ger-
mans, however, see danger where we would
see none, and we cannot blame them because
they do not see with our eyes, for they have
not the benefit of our experience. In reply

to the strong array of arguments set forth in

the " Alliance" on behalf of absolute liberty

of opinion. Rev. Dr. Krummacher presented
the views most prevalent among the Germans.
" Our government is not a godless, but a
Christian State

;
therefore it is tolerant and

does not fetter the individual conscience.

Yet in accordance with its sacred obligations

to protect the established Church against the

inroads of pernicious errors, it requires every

new religious sect first to legitimate itself by
proving, that it stands upon the foundation
of the truth. The circumstances of the

country ought to be considered, and no one
should attempt in the existing state of affairs,

either to Americanize or to Anglicize Ger-

many." To us indeed, the very principle of

a church-establishment, under the care and
authority of the State, seems to be wrong.
Wherever such establishment is found, it

were vain to expect the same amount of

freedom that is enjoyed where no such or-

ganization exists. The Germans have it, and
with their ancient love of liberty, their in-

domitable perseverance and their exemplary
missionary zeal, we are authorized to hope,

that in the Lord's good time, they will pass

out from all the inconveniences of the present

state, and enjoy for themselves, and extend

to others, in the fullest sense, the glorious

liberty of the Gospel.

The Great Awakening.—This, of necessity

forms a principle feature in all matters of

Church intelligence at present. The secular

papers with very few exceptions are frequent,

and for the most part, very judicious in their

notices of it. But the religious press seems
indeed to revel, as it sends forth its items,

upon the exciting theme. Even the " Church-
man," which a few weeks ago curled up in

supercilious contempt, and affected to speak
of the work as a "religious epidemic" as
" a scheme of the sects to play themselves off

in the fiice of a gaping and profane crowd,"
begins now to unbend. It tallcs somewhat
rationally, and indeed seems willing to view
the present excitement as a Christian mind
should—" as an occasion calling for unusual
eflbrts on every hand to gather the stray

sheep into the fold of the Great Shepherd."

What does it mean? Whither shall all

this tend? Is it to have any bearing upon
the future ? It seems clearly enough to in-

dicate, that the time is coming, perhaps not
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very far ofiF, when the most imijortant question
for every soul will be "Am I a Christian?"

Under existing circumstances men may labor
and eat and sleep and enjoy it all, without
the experience of an interest in Christ, with-
out the testimony of the Spirit, that they are

born from above. But it would be a very
easy thing for Him with whom we have to do,

so to change the state of affairs, that men
would everywhere discover that there is no
safety but under the shadow of the Cross,

no peace but in the heart that loves the Lord.
It might be well for us to use what our eyes
see at the present time as means of preparing
for what the future may bring forth. The
disciples said to the Lord as they looked upon
the temple, " Behold what manner of stones
and what buildings are here !" They thought
only of the strange things before them. But
he, directing their attention to tlte future, said,
" Verily I say unto you, there shall not be
left here one stone upon another, that shall

not be thrown down." Those stones were
yet to have a history, an eventful history, in

connection with which, the personal experi-
ence of the grace of God in Christ alone
would open the only door of safety for the
soul. Now we look with wonder, with all

the signs and expressions of amazement upon
the strange scenes that pass before our eyes.

What manner of things are these ? "Wonder-
ful as they are, there may be a future history
reserved for them, that may be still more

wonderful ; and in connection with that his-
tory, it may be found that neither the virtue,

nor the honesty, nor the respectability of the
world will be of any avail, nothing but the
new creature in Christ Jesus.

The union of ministers and churches
; the

frequent meetings for prayer ; the prominence
given only to the word of God ; the anxiety
felt and manifested on every hand for the
conversion of souls; the determination avow-
ed to " stand up for Jesus ;" all these things
are so indicative of the spirit of the Gospel

;

that we have no hesitation in saying, " it is

the work of God and cannot come to naught."

The zeal that devises and executes liberal

things, has led the " Young Men's Christian
Association" of Philadelphia, to provide a
tent or tabernacle for religious uses. It is

capable of accommodating some fifteen hun-
dred persons and may easily be moved from
place to place. It was solemnly consecrated
to God on Saturday, May 1st. The design is

to erect it from time to time, in those neigh-
borhoods of the city where the means of
grace less abound, with the view of inducing
the people to attend the worship of God.
Ministers and members of various Churches
are interested in it, and as it is managed upon
the high principles of Christian union and
fellowship, we may hope that with the divine
blessing, it will contribute greatly to the sue-'

cess of the Gospel in the hearts of men.

^Ht0rial ||]^iBcdhng,

Lutheran Publication Society.—The third

anniversary of this society was held on Mon-
day evening May 3rd 1858, in Dr. Morris'

Church, Baltimore. The attendance was not
very large, but perhaps quite as good as

could be expected at a time when nearly all

our Ministers are engaged with extra duties

and with hearts and hands full of their own
immediate pastoral work.
The public services were commenced with

prayer by Rev. E. W. Hutter of Philadelphia,

after which the Annual Report was read by
Rev. L. E. Albert of Germantown, Recording
Secretary. The report made a very fair ex-
hibit of the Society's operation during the
past year, showing that the members of the
Board had been assiduous in their efforts to

promote an interest in behalf of the Society

and to encourage the publication and dissem-

ination of a church literature. Although
only three years since the enterprize had
birth, it had already accomplished much, and
its blessed effects are even now being felt

throughout the whole church. The principal

feature of last year's history was the estab-

lishment of a depository in Philadelphia,

which is in a very flourishing condition and
promises through the great success of the in-

defatigable agent, Rev. B. Keller, to continue

to grow in strength and usefulness. After

the report was read, the President J. G.
Morris, D. D. announced Rev. T. Stork one of

the speakers, who delivered in his accustomed
style an eloquent address in behalf of the

Society—presenting its claims to the sympa-
thy of the entire church, showing what had
already been done by it in removing section-

al prejudices and encouraging brotherly love
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and a feeling of unity abroad, and combating
successfully the false views and notions that

ignorance or prejudice had now and then en-

gendered against the enterprize.

Rev. G. F. Krotel, of Lancaster, followed in

a few remarks replete with sound argument
and lofty thought, and delivered as they were,

in his solemn and impressive style, served to

drive home and rivet the remarks of his more
impetuous predecessor. We must not, how-
ever, forget to mention that the pleasure of

the meeting was much enhanced by the

sweet music of the choir ; who interspersed

the exercises with various anthems admirably
executed.

On the following morning the members of

the Society met at 9 o'clock to elect officers

and attend to other business. The old ofiB-

cers were re-elected and a few changes made
in the executive Committee.
The list is as follows, J. G. Morris, D. D.

President, Rev. Prof. M. L. Stoever, Secretary,

and the Executive Committee consists of Revs.
J. C. Baker, C. W. Schaeffer, B. Keller, T.

Stork, E. W. Hutter, W. J. Mann, G. A.
Wenzel, L. E. Albert, J. A. Brown, C. F.

Schaeflfer, T. T. Titus, J. G. Morris, C. A
Hay, G. F. Krotel, C. J. Ehrehart, C. P.

Krauth, S. Sprecher, G. Diehl, and Messrs.

Lewis L. Houpt, J. L. Frederick, R. B. Miller,

L. Bremer, G. A. Reichert, and Dr. H. H.
Muhlenberg.

After various other items of business of no
general interest, the meeting adjourned to

meet at Pittsburgh next May, at the time of

meeting of General Synod.

Old Style and New Style.— In order to

make this fully clear, it will be necessary t9

remember that a year is designed to include
the exact period of time which the earth
takes to make one revolution around the sun.

This is accomplished in 365 days, and nearly

6 hours ; but as the calendar must consist of
complete days, these six hours are omitted,
and in four years ihey make up a whole day,
when one is added to the year, making what
is called a leap year. — This, however, is not
strictly correct, but it is ascertained by
accurate calculations that a solar year is

exactly 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and
55.7 seconds; consequently in putting on the
6 hours, we add 11 minutes, 12.4 seconds in

four years. This in the course of 158J years
would amount to 24 hours, or a complete day.

If this were permitted to go on, the first of
January would gradually fall back towards
midsummer ; and in the time of Pope Gregory
XIII., (1582,) it was found that the vernal
equinox, which in A. D. 325 happened on
the 21st of March, actual!}' occurred on the
10th. The pope, for the purpose of restoring

the correctness of the calendar, ordered 10
days to be dropped that year. This reforma-
tion Avas called " the new style," while the
former calendar was denominated " the old
style." Probably on account of the asperities

engendered by the religious difficulties of
the times, the new style was not adopted in

England until 1751, when it was found that

another day had accumulated.— An act of
Parliament was then passed, in which it was
directed that 11 days be dropped out of the
calendar in 1752.

In this country, the old style was not dis-

carded in colloquial discourse, until about
fifty years ago. To guard against the dis-

arrangement of the calendar in future, chro-

nologers now omit the leap year at the end
of three or four centuries, which plan is

found to balance the excess of 11 minutes
12.4 seconds, this being added by making
every fourth year a leap year, as people

generally suppose. 1800 was not; for then
one of these intercalary days had accumu-
lated, and Avas dropped, to the great con-
sternation of many persons, particularly

the ladies, who thought that the "almanac
makers" had committed a most unpardonable
and ungallant blunder in taking away from
them what they looked upon as their vested

rights. To "take time bv the forelock," we
respectfully announce to them that they wiU
be in a similar predicament in 1900.

There are now, therefore, twelve days' dif-

ference between the old and new styles ; and
in order to compute the date of events cor-

rectly, and not fall into blunders, which even
Bancroft has not avoided, we must recollect

to allow ten days for the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, eleven for the eighteenth,

and twelve for the nineteenth.

—

Standard.

A Valuable Tooth Missing.— A great

calamity has fallen upon the Neapolitan city

of Salerno. It has lost a tooth, a valuable

tooth, a tooth which had become indispen-

sable in fact, and in many respects, to the

inhabitants. The discovery of this loss has

created a panic scarcely less than that raised

by the late earthquake. In fact it was during
the earthquake that the tooth disappeared,

and its absence was only discovered after the

popular commotion had subsided. It is the

tooth of St. Matthew, the most precious relic

of the church at Salerno, for which the people

mourn. It was a very powerful tooth, the

sight of it curing alike diseases and sins, and
those offering to it getting permission to dis-

pense with one or more of the ten command-
ments, according to the amount of money
offered. Indeed, there Avas hardly any bless-

ing desired by the devout of Salerno, which
the hoi}' tooth had not power to bring them.

It is supposed to have been stolen by some
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believer, selfishly desirous of monopolizing

to himself all the blessings of Heaven. The
bishop has excoiumunicated the unknown
sinner, processions with torches have can-

vassed the city, holy water has been lavishly

scattered— but all in vain. Salerno is still

toothless and inconsolable, and all the dent-

ists can do nothing for its relief.

Another Spurgeon.—A student recently

from one of the Congregational Theological

Colleges in England, by the name of Guin-
ness, has commenced a career of preaching

which commands attention, for the time,

hardly inferior to that of Spurgeon. While
he was in the Seminarj", the dispute was rife

which ended in the expulsion of Dr. David-

son. He ardently took sides with Dr. Camp-
bell, against the new or " Negative Theology."

As soon as he left the Seminary, his preach-

ing attracted large congregations. He passed

over to Ireland, the land of his birth, where
he was at once followed by immense crowds.

The Wesleyans repudiate him for his Calvin-

istic doctrines. But he is now taken up by
the Presbyterians and Independents, and all

classes flock to hear him. On some occasions

he has had audiences of as many as six

thousand persons. He has a musical voice

of great compass, his language is simple and
poetical, his manner deeply earnest, and he
draws multitudes of hearers who have not

been accustomed to hear the gospel.

The Mormons.—We make the following

extracts, from a recent letter to the Puritan

Recorder, as especially interesting at the

present time. It unfolds, perhaps, some ideas

which are not universally known ; and which
are now of special interest to us, since our
attention has been, of late, so much directed

towards these people.
" Messrs. Editors :— If you will turn to

your Greek Lexicon, you will find that Mor-
mon means some frightful humbug. Perhaps
the best definition that would come to hand,

would be the raw head and bloody bones of

our childish days. And it may yet become
raw head and bloody flesh to many followers

of this fanaticism before it ends.

If anj' person has had patience to wade
through that silly thing called the Book of

Mormon, he must have noticed that Nephi,

or some other long eared animal, went into

the water and ducked himself, and then

ducked his companion ; and then they ducked
each other to their hearts' content. And thus

they gave to their successors an example of

immersion, and an intimation that this im-

mersion might be repeated at the option of

the individual. When we tell our Baptist

friends that they cannot show us an un-

equivocal example of immersion, for baptism,

in the Bible, they appear to be put to a
stand. But if they will go to the Mormon
Bible they will find it without doubt or

equivocation."
* * * * *

" When we look at the Mormon Bible, we
tliink it such a meek, inconsistent tissue of

absurdities that its adherents would only

become the ridicule and contempt of all re-

flecting minds. But when we examine their

Book of Covenants, we find a complete code

for bandits and cut throats. The position is

there taken that the Latter Day Saints are

the only children of God. That the Father,

Son and Holy Ghost has willed to them, as

his children, all the property there is on
earth. That all laws, conferring property on
or defending the property of others, are de-

priving them of their rights, and consequent-

ly their execution ought to be resisted. As
God has given them the property of the

Gentiles, they have the right to take it where-
ever they can find it, and they have the right

to take the life of any person who stands in

the way of their getting it."

Such are some of the doctrines which are

confidently believed and practised by the

deluded followers of Brigham Young. Acting

out these, produce such fearful crimes as ever

and anon reach our ears, from their distant

home.

Emblems.—"An emblem is an illustrative

picture, representing one thing to the eye,

and another to the understanding." The
precise period of their origin is unknown,
though they existed long before the time of

our Saviour, as symbols of his coming were
given by the ancient Prophets ; and the wri-

ters of the Old Testament often beautifully

employed them as representations of truth.

It was a beautiful thought, thus to symbo-
lize the spiritual by the material, and in the

simple act there seems to be strivings for the

higher and holier.

Flowers are frequently used as emblems of

the Christian graces. The flowering almond
is an emblem of hope, and the amaranth of

immortality, the violet of humility and re-

serve. Let us cultivate this lovely flower in

the garden of the Heart, and by teaching us

to think humbly of ourselves, it will make us

contented and happy. " It is the sweet

flower on whose breath our souls are enabled

to ascend to God, and whose petals, seeming-

ly so frail and tender, have yet more power
to guard us from temptation and presumption,

than an unsheathed sword." The lily is an

emblem of innocence and purity. Happy he

whose heart is also pure, for such an one

may claim connection with Heaven. But the

purer the color, the more difficult to preserve

it unspotted. Its beauty is spoiled by the
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slightest taint, and it must be touched with

the greatest delicacy lest it retain the blem-
ish. Thus one thought, one word, may rob

the mind of its purity.

The nicely adjusted scales of the balance

show even-handed justice, as in the adminis-

tration of the affairs of man in the hands of

the Almighty.
Among no people were emblems in more

common use than among the Greeks and
Romans. Wisdom and war were symbolized

in the distaff and spear of Pallas
;
literature

and the fine arts in the person of Apollo,

wreathed, and armed with a bow and quiver:

while the jovial Bacchus stood as the type

and representation of those who drown sor-

row and care in the oblivion of the wine-cup.

With them, as with us, the olive-branch was
an emblem of peace, and while in the presence

of him who bore it, the wrongs and bitter

enmities of the past were forgotten.

The utility of emblems consists principally

in conveying to the mind a clearer idea of

some important truth, than could be obtained

without them.
What language could give to us so clear a

concei>tion of moral purity as the spotless

white of the lilj-, or what could be a more
beautiful illustration of humility, than the

modest, half-lifted head of the humble violet

from amidst the thick foliage where it thrives

most luxuriantly ?

Amid the constantly occurring scenes of

life, a thoughtful mind finds emblems of

moral truths, which, if he would make
teachers of wisdom, would promote his use-

fulness and happiness, both for the present

and future.

Ancient Uses op Cork.—There are some
substances in the use of which we have not

made much progress, partly from the fact •

that other materials have been discovered to

supply their place, and partly from the sub-

stance itself possessing such palpable pecu-
liarities that its earliest discoverers must have
seen at once for what it was most applicable.

This is the case with cork. The Romans
ysed it as soles to put into their shoes, to

keep their feet Avarm and dry ; and as there

were no high heels in those days, the ladies

used it to make them appear tall. Camillus

swam the Tiber with the aid of a cork jacket,

fishermen used it as flo.ats to their nets, and
buoys to their anchors, and Pliny tell us that

it was employed as stoppers to vessels of all

kinds. The old Spaniards lined the walls of

the houses with cork, because it kept them
warm and prevented dampness, and lastl}',

the Egyptians manufactured coflins of it,

which, being lined with a resinous composi-
tion, preserved their dead from decay. The
method employed in Portugal of cutting the

bark and burning the outside, is the same to-

day as it was one thousand years ago, so that
altogether, we cannot say that we have done
very much with cork that has nut been done
before. It is quite time that we made a
start and discovered some new uses and
appliances for this cheap and plentiful ma-
terial.

The Population of Vienna.—According to

the last census return of the population of
Vienna, that capital contains 579,457 souls,

including 20,000 troops in garrison, 18,.356

foreigners, and 210,262 Austrians who are

not natives of Vienna. There are 444,161
Roman Catholics, 10,494 Protestants of the
confession of Augsbitrg, 1,293 Calvinists, 170
Anglicans, 15,116 Jews, 954 members of the

Greek Church, and 33 Musselmans. The
capital contains 8,793 houses with 89,441
suits of apartments.

A Kindly Greeting.—We are glad to see

the friendly notices with which some of our
exchanges greet our monthly visits. These
kindly nods of recognition and warm grasps

of the hand are pleasing remembrances in the

life of a Journalist. We fully reciprocate

their good wishes, and hope by a steady

course of improvement to render ourselves

still more worthy of their regard. The
Lutheran Observer in a recent notice asks of

the Journal, " Why not add something to the

price of subscription, and enlarge it? We
feel assured that its readers would not object

to this, as they would certainly gain by it."

We hope the day may soon come when we
shall not only be considerabl}' enlarged and
improved, but also be a welcome visitor to

every Lutheran family in the land.

Agents for the Home Journal.—We have
sometimes, of late, been asked whether we
have any agents at work. To avoid misun-
derstanding, we embrace this opportunity of

announcing that Mr. Jacob G. White has been
and is still employed by us as a traveling

agent. He has already visited numerous
parts of our Church, and proved himself a

zealous and successful agent. We desire to

commend him to the favorable regards of our
people wherever he may go. His receipt will

be duly acknowledged by us.

Several of our students at Gettysburg are

also employed upon the Journal. These are

we believe well known in the localities in

which they labor, and hence require no
public notice upon our part.

Our local agents of course continue to act

as heretofore. The subscribers in their

several neighborhoods will therefore con-

tinue to pay to them as usual.
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SACKED POETS.

BY REY. M. SHEELEIGH.

IV.

William Cowper.

" Forgive tie song that falls so low

Beneath the gratitude I owe !

It means Thy praise, however poor
;

An angel's song can do no more."

COWPEK.

THE hymnologists whose names have

thus far received notice in this series

of articles—Dr. Watts, the two Wesleys,

Dr. Doddridge, and John Newton—were

all ministers of the Gospel. In turning

their attention to the preparation of devo-

tional songs, they were, moreover, all in-

fluenced, in a great measure, by feeling the

want of good hymns, both in number and

variety. But we now come to one who
was not a minister. It would have been

pleasing to present the notice of this sub-

ject with that of John Newton, had not

their lives each seemed to demand a sepa-

rate article. They were "lovely and
pleasant in their lives,'' and it seemed as

though in their death they should not be

divided.

William Cowper, Esq., one of the purest

and-most popular of the English poets, was
born at Berkhamstead, in Hertfordshire,

England, November 15, 1731. Some of the

Cowper family had occupied high posts

of honor. The father of our subject was
the Rev. Dr. John Cowper, who was Rec-

tor at the poet's birth-place, and had been

Chaplain to George II. The mother had
VOL. III. NO. 7 13

descended by four different lines from
Henry III. William was one of a family
of seven children, all of whom, , excepting

himself and a brother, died young. This
brother, Rev. John Cowper, who mani-
fested a brother's care during the poet's

first season of insanity, died in 1770, great-

ly mourned by the survivor. Of the par-

ents, their mother died in 1737, and their

father in 1756. In proof both of our sub-

ject's tenderly affectionate nature and of
his early appreciation of one of the best of

mothers, who was removed when he was
only sis years of age, it is sufiacient only

to refer to the deeply touching poem writ-

ten on receiving his mother's portrait,

more than fifty years after her death, and
that too, at a time when laboring under
the distresses of mental derangement. To
the donor, Mrs. Bodham, his cousin, he
wrote in acknowledgment, " The world
could not have furnished you with a pres-

ent so acceptable to me as the picture you
have so kindly sent me." We cannot for-

bear introducing here a few lines from
this tribute to a mother's memory, one of

the sweetest poems in the English lan-

guage
;

" Oh, that those lips had language I life has passed

With me but roughly since I heard thee last.

Those lips are thine—thy own sweet smiles I see,

The same that oft in childhood solaced me

;

Voice only fails, else, how distinct they say,

' Grieve not, my child, chase all thy fears away!'
My mother ! when I learned that thou wast dead,

Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I shed?

Hovered thy spirit o'er thy sorrowing son,

Wretch even then, life's journey just begun ?
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Perhaps thou gav'st me, though unseen, a kiss

;

Perhaps a tear, if souls can weep in bliss

—

Ah, that maternal smile ! it answers—Yes.

I heard the bell tolled on thy burial day,

I saw the hearse that bore thee slow away,

And, turning from my nursery window, drew
A long, long sigh, and wept a last adieu 1

But was it such ? It was. Where thou art gone,

Adieus and farewells are a sound unknown:
May I but meet thee on that peaceful shore,

The parting sound shall pass my lips no more !"

After his mother's death, young Cowper

was placed in a boarding school a few

miles from home, where he continued two

years. Here, although still only a child,

was commenced his acquaintance with the

rudeness of the world, which his exquisitely

nervous and susceptible nature, was poorly

fitted to endure. As an illustration, Thomas

Taylor, one of his biographers, presents

the following narrative :
" His chief sor-

row arose from the cruel treatment he met

from a boy in the same school, about fifteen

years of age, who on all occasions perse-

cuted him with the most unrelenting bar-

barity ; and who never seemed pleased

except when he was tormenting him. This

savage treatment impressed such a dread

upon Cowper's tender mind, of this boy,

that he was afraid to lift up his eyes upon

him higher than his knees ; and knew him

better by his shoe buckles than by any other

part of his dress." He was next sent to

a school at Westminster, where he says he

served a seven years' apprenticeship to the

classics. Here he had likewise room to

complain of the unkind manner of school-

fellows towards him. His experience at

these places filled his mind with that dis-

gust of such schools, which he many years

afterwards so forcibly expressed in the

poem of Tyrocinium.

At the age of eighteen, young Cowper

was bound for three years to an attorney
;

but, as a great mistake was committed in

selecting a profession for which he had no

relish, and so entirely uncongenial with

his whole constitution, it need not awaken

much surprise that he applied himself very

little to reading in this line. At the expi-

ration of the indenture he was, however,

admitted to the bar, when he took rooms

in the Inner Temple, for the purpose of

pursuing the law. In this situation he
continued about ten years, but without

making any considerable advance in what
was to him a mere profession. "While here,

as has been remarked, there was more of

" rambling in the primrose paths of litera-

ture," than in "the thorny road of juris-

prudence." He associated with several

young men who had the reputation of be-

ing wits, at the same time wrote gay

verses, and contributed several articles to

the Connoiseur and the St. James' Chroni-

cle, both of which publications were con-

ducted by personal friends.

About the time of attaining to his thirty-

first year, a number of his friends, consider-

ing that his patrimony was nearly exhaust-

ed, and that his income was small, used

their influence to secure for him the profit-

able situation of clerk of the Journals to

the House of Lords. But the dread of

occupying so conspicuous a position, and

the thought of appearing before the House

to undergo an examination, so wrought

upon a system strung to feminine delicacy,

that each succeeding attempt at a prepara-

tion for the occasion only proved a greater

failure, until finally the premonitions of

insanity, which had for several years cast

their occasional shadow over his mind,

were fulfilled in a decided prostration of

the intellect.

His friends now removed him to St. Al-

bans, where he was placed under the

Christian care and skillful treatment of

Dr. Cotton, (who was also a poet,) in whose

house he remained over a year and a half.

In the course of the first eight months he

was fully restored to the possession of his

reason. But there was a deeper shadow

still resting oil his heart. The serious im-

pressions of the nature and guilt of sin,

which he had already at times experienced

before the derangement of his mind, and

which had still more particularly filled his

soul with alarm during the lucid seasons

of recovering intellect, now weighed down

his spirit with increasing force.

While enjoying a visit from his brother
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at this time, the state of his heart became

the subject of conversation. He now for

the first time in a long season, opened the

Bible, which he found lying before him.

The first passage that caught his eye was

that striking verse in the third chapter of

Romans :
" Whom God hath set forth to be

a propitiation, through faith in his blood,

to declare his righteousness for the remis-

sion of sins that are past, through the for-

bearance of God." The precious declara-

tion was suflBicient. The Saviour was at

once apprehended by a living faith. His

language is : "I saw the sufficiency of the

atonement he had made, my pardon sealed

in his blood, and all the fulness and com-

pleteness of his justification. In a moment
I believed and received the Gospel." By
a divine power he was " delivered from the

bondage of corruption into the glorious

liberty of the children of God." Of this

holy emancipation, he many years after-

wards sung in the fifth book of the Task

:

" The liberty of heart derived from heaven,

Bought with His blood, who gave it for mankind,

And sealed with the same token."

In 1765 Mr. Cowper's friends secured

boarding for him at Huntingdon, with the

Rev. Morley Unwin. With this Christian

family, who adopted him as one of its

members, he found one of the most con-

genial homes for nearly all the remainder

of his life. "Death only could sever a tie

so strongly knit—cemented by mutual faith

and friendship, and by sorrows of which

the world knew nothing." Cowper now
gave his time to devotion and literature.

When nearly two years of quiet Christian

enjoyment and growth in grace had passed

in the bosom of this dear family, a sudden

grief overwhelmed them in the removal of

Mr. Unwin by death.

The Rev. John Newton's attention hav-

ing been directed by a friend to the afl[lic-

tion of the family, he visited them to ad-

minister spiritual consolation. Soon after

this he succeeded in inducing them to

settle in his parish, at Olney, in North-

amptonshire. Thus, by this providence,

Cowper and Newton, both of whom had

been wonderfully led by a way which they

knew not, were brought together and

united in the happiest of friendships. At
Olney, amidst the delightful scenery on

the banks of the Ouse, Cowper seemed for

a time almost to foi'get the busy world be-

yond. He greatly curtailed his correspond-

ence with friends, and confined himself to

the society of Mrs. Unwin and Mr. New-
ton.

Newton, having conceived the idea of

preparing an improved hymn book, by
uniting Cowper's labors with his own,

gained the approval and co-operation of

his friend. In his preface to the volume

of the Olney Hymns, as it ultimately appear-

ed, Newton remarked, " A desire of pro-

moting the comfort and faith of sincere

Christians, though the principal, was not

the only motive to this undertaking. It

was likewise intended as a monument to

perpetuate remembrance of an intimate

and endeared friendship." But before they

had proceeded far with this joint labor of

love, Cowper's morbid melancholy gaining

ground, his terrible malady returned, and

the work was thenceforth left in the hands

of the projector. This second period of

Cowper's insanity, beclouded the five years

of his life between 1773 and 1778. During

the whole course of these years, Mrs. Un-

win nursed him with the unwearying at-

tention and tenderness of a mother. The

grief experienced on the death of his be-

loved brother, 1770, may have been among
the influences contributing to confirm the

disease.

As the eclipse gradually passed from

his mind, of which his friends observed

increasing signs after a scarcely varying

gloom of more than a year's continuance,

he diverted his attention, first, by taking

care of his hares, making boxes for them,

and constructing bird cages ; and next,

by writing to his friends. When his mind

had well regained its clearness, he added

to his employments the writing of poetry,

and subsequently applied himself with

great interest to the drawing of landscapes,

although he had never had any instructions
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in the art of the pencil. He still further

added to his pursuits the healthful exercise

of gardening. At a still later date, having

received as a present a portable printing

press, from the hands of Lady Austen, he

multiplied copies of his shorter poems, to

distribute among his friends. In the

composition of poetry he happily found

his most genial exercise. A talent to

which he had, up to his fiftieth year, given

but limited attention, was yet to be de-

veloped to dispense light and joy to un-

told millions of his race.

The first volume of Cowper's poems,

containing Table Talk, The Progress of

Error, Truth, and Expostulation, together

with some minor pieces, made its appear-

ance in the early part of 1782. Although

the whole rank of small critics united in

frowning down the book on its appearance,

yet the appreciating Dr. Johnson gave it

his commendation, while our own Dr.

Franklin, who could scarcely be enticed to

read poetry, was so highly pleased with

it that he wrote the author a characteristic

letter of applause. To this book, Newton,

who had removed to London in 1779, wrote

the preface, in which we read this sentence,

in testimony of the sincerely Christian

attachment between the two friends: " The

good hand of God, unknown to me, was

providing for me one of the principal

blessings of my life; a friend and a

counselor, in whose company for almost

seven years, though we were seldom seven

successive hours separated, I always found

new pleasures ; a friend who was not only

a comfort to myself, but a blessing to the

affectionate poor people among whom I

then lived." In the same strain

he again speaks after Cowper's death,

while attempting a memoir of the departed

friend, which was never completed :
" For

nearly twelve years we were seldom sepa-

rated for twelve hours at a time, when
we were awake and at home : the first six I

passed in daily admiring and attempting

to imitate him ; during the second six, I

walked pensively with him in the valley of

the shadow of death."

In the summer of 1781 the poet added

to his list of most valuable friends, Lady
Austen, who came to reside in the vicinity.

For three years he enjoyed her uninterrupt-

ed kindness. She brought all the energy

of her sprightly and well-stored mind to

bear, for the diversion and pleasure of her

amiable and delicate friend. Southey

remarks ;
" Lady Austen's conversation

had as happy an effect upon the melancholy

spirit of Cowper as the harp of David upon
Saul." In proof of his sincere esteem

toward her it is sufficient to notice that

he applied to her the endearing title of

" Sister Anne." It is to her that we are

indebted for that admirable poem, The Task,

which was written at her suggestion.

Aware of the happy effect on her friend's

mind resulting from the exercise of writing

poetry, and being herself, as an admirer

of Milton, very fond of blank-verse, she

urged him repeatedly to write a poem of

this species. To this he finally agreed if

she would name a subject. Her reply

was, "0, you can never be in want of a

subject, you can write upon this sofa,"

—

pointing to the seat they were then to-

gether occupying. " The poet," says Mr.

Hayley, " obeyed her command, and from

that lively repartee of familiar conversation,

arose a poem of many thousand verses,

unexampled perhaps both in its origin and

excellence. A poem of such infinite variety,

that it seems to include every subject, and

every style, without any dissonance or dis-

order ; and to have flowed without effort,

from inspired philanthropy, eager to im-

press upon the hearts of all readers what-

ever may lead them most happily to the

full enjoyment of human life, and to the

final attainment of heaven." The book,

thus commenced in 1783, appeared in 1785,

and immediately rose into popularity.

The musical as well as conversational

talents of the entertaining Lady Austen

were often exercised to raise Cowper from

his melancholy. The following beautiful

poem which, among others, he composed

at her request for her to play on the hai'p-

sichord, cannot but be admired

:
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" No longer I follow a sound,

No longer a dream I pursue

;

0, happiness ! not to be found,

Unattainable treasure, adieu 1

I bave sought thee in splendor and dress,

In the regions of pleasure and taste
;

I have sought thee, and seemed to possess,

But have proved thee a vision at last.

An humble ambition and hope

The voice of true wisdom inspires

;

'Tis sufacient, if peace be the scope

And the summit of all our desires.

Peace may be the lot of the mind

That seeks it in weakness and love,

But rapture and bliss are confined

To the glorified spirits above."

By the way, it is proper to remark that

if words of a kindred spirit with these

were, in tliis day of growing interest in social

music, substituted for the nonsensical and

vicious doggerel that so often finds way
even into Christian families, the effect

could not but be salutary. Music may
be expected to become more and more

patronized as an educator of artistic taste

;

but there can be no good reason assigned

why the accompanying words should not

be such as to prove healthful food for the

mind and heart. Let Christians only ex-

ercise a vigilance in this respect in their

families, and the demand in this, as in

other things, will create the supply.

The Rev. Mr. Bull, an excellent dissent-

ing clergyman, also put Madame Guyon's

poetry into Cowper's hands, and prevailed

on him to translate a number of her spirit-

ual songs from the French into the English

language. Immediately after completing

The Task, the poet chose to undertake the

translation of Homer. The work was

published in 1791, in two quarto volumes.

In 1786, Lady Hesketh, Cowper's cousin,

a person of great kindness, prevailed on

him and Mrs. Unwin to remove near her,

in the beautiful village of \Yeston, a mile

from Olney. Here they continued until

their removal, in 1795, to Dereham in

Norfolk. At this last place Mrs. Unwin

died in the following year. During her

long illness the poet, though himself again

the victim of insanity, watched over her

with the tenderest solicitude ; and after

her departure he was never heard to repeat

her name.

Cowper's malady returned in 1794, and
continued with very little variation, to the

close of his life, which occurred on the

25th day of April, 1800. By the inter-

cession of Pitt, the crown, in 1794, grant-

ed him a pension of three hundred pounds.

But the kindness came too late to be fully

appreciated. During these last years of

his life, especially, the gloom upon his

mind assumed a distressing hue of dark-

ness—" even darkness which may be felt."

He conceived the idea that God had for-

saken him, and that the decree of his own
eternal destruction was fixed. Thus one

of the most humble Christians—one who
during many years of his earthly pilgrim-

age had rested on God in " a neace which

passeth all understanding," and had re-

joiced in his Redeemer with a "joy un-

speakable and full of glory," was passing

through a land of darkness, guided indeed

by a Hand unseen to a state at infinite con-

trast with this. Yet it is probable that

during the temporary lighting upon him of

a ray. from heaven, amidst some season of

gloom, his heart threw off the following

strain like a spark upon the starless mid-

night :

" I see, or think I see,

A glimmering from afar

—

A beam of day that shines for me
To save me from despair.

Forerunner of the sun,

It marks the pilgrim's way

:

I'll gaze upon it while I run.

And watch the rising day."

Who can tell or conceive of the raptu-

rous joy that was reserved for this afiiicted

child of grace, as the doubly-woven veil of

earth at last fell from his eyes ! How bless-

ed must it have been to pass from his deep

gloom into that glory to which he refers

in the last stanza of the hymn, "The

Spirit breathes upon the word !"

—

"My soul rejoices to pursue

The steps of Him I love,

Till glory breaks upon my view

In brighter worlds above."

The poet's hody was entombed in the

church at Dereham. His amiable relative,
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Lady Hesketh, raised a tablet monument

to his memory. A part of the inscription

is an epitaph by Mr. Hayley, which we
here present

:

"Te who with -warmtli the public triumph feel

Of talents dignified by sacred zeal,

Here, to devotion's bard, devoutly just,

Pay your fond tribute, due to Cowper's dust

!

England, exulting in his spotless fame.

Ranks with her dearest sons his favorite name

!

Sense, fancy, wit, suffice not all to raise

So clear a title to affection's praise :

His highest honors to the heart belong.

His virtues formed the magic of his song."

Every one will feel thankful for the in-

troduction here of at least two stanzas of

Miss Barrett's beautiful poem, entitled

Cowper's Grave:

" It is a place where poets crowned

May feel the heart's decaying,

It is a place where happy saints

May weep amid their praying.

Yet let the grief and humbleness,
.

As low as silence languish
;

Earth surely now may give her calm

To whom she gave her anguish.

He shall be strong to sanctify

The poet's high vocation.

And bow the meekest Christian down
In meeker adoration

;

Nor ever shall he be in praise

By wise or good forsaken
;

Named softly as the household name
Of one whom God hath taken !"

Owing to the peculiar circumstances of

Cowper's life, the social qualities were par-

ticularly developed. He delighted much
in the society of his friends. With those

at a distance it was a source of great

pleasure to hold correspondence. In his

letters, as well as in his personal inter-

views, he usually displayed a strong natu-

ral tendency to be humorous. In reference

to this, the Rev. Dr. Cheever, in his lec-

tures on Cowper, remarks: "Deliver us

from men who cannot relish pleasantry,

and, if need be, even in the midst of mise-

ry ; such men cannot have your entire con-

fidence, but are to be held as Shakspeare

or Luther would have regarded men who
hated music."

Although men may differ in respect to

the precise rank which Cowper should

hold as a poet, yet all unite in according

to him a very honorable position. AVhile,

in the sphere which his poetic mind ex-

plored, he has gained lasting honor to him-

self, it must also be admitted that, like men
generally, he was not a universal genius.

He seldom shocks or startles with the bold

or the awful ; but in those elements in

which he seemed to live and move few

have surpassed him. Nature, in its rural

phase, as it lay, or rather, lived—around

him, never found a heart more in sympa-

thy with itself. Even Thomson, whose

flights were more grand, as he traced the

" Seasons" round, could not give more

truthful outlines or more delicate touches.

His every sense was wakeful to all the ad-

dresses of the world around him. It was

he that sang,

" Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds.

Exhilarate the spirit, and restore

The tone of languid nature."

Some one has ventured to intimate that

our author as a poet was wanting in

warmth of heart. It is difficult to conceive

how such an impression could have been

formed. History points to very few men
whose minds were more under the influ-

ence of feeling hearts. The scenes, the

employments, the pleasures, the virtues,

and affections of home often gave inspira-

tion to his pen. The spirit of piety had,

moreover, strung his heart to universal be-

nevolence.

Cowper's prose writings are almost

wholly limited to his letters, which are re-

garded as being of unsurpassed excellence

in epistolary literature. His poetry did

very much in giving a healthful turn to

this species of composition. Some of the

brightest names that have appeared since

his day, it must be clearly seen, have

caught much of their lustre from his.

James Montgomery says, "In the course

of a few years, he produced those singular-

ly original poems, which, though written

in direct opposition to the taste of the

times, and imbued with sentiments, hate-

ful alike to the scorner and the self-right-

eous, effected a greater change in the

character of contemporary literature, than
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poetic novelty before had done, in a refined

and critical age. It is not to be question-

ed, that the success of Cowper, (in a de-

gree probably unknown even to themselves,

)

influenced Southey, Wordsworth and Cole-

ridge, in their daring and successful in-

surrection against antiquated authorities,

to enfranchise English verse fi*om the

drawling, driveling imitation of French

models, which two of the mightiest mas-

ters of the art, (Dryden and Pope) had im-

posed upon their spiritless and imbecile

successors."

A writer in the British Critic once said,

*' The highest praise in our power to give

Cowper's poetry, is the appellation it so

truly deserves of Christian. He never

for an instant forgot the paramount im-

portance of religion, and looked upon his

imagination only as a handmaid who
might be employed in strewing with flow-

ers the path to the Holy Temple. In this

light he considered all the embellishments

of his verse."

Hugh Miller, in his " First impressions

ofEngland and its People," found occasion

for the following discriminating observa-

tions :
" It is not uninteresting to mark the

plan on which nature delights to operate

in producing a renovation of this charac-

ter in the literature of a country. Cowper

had two vigorous coadjutors in the work

of revolution ; and all three, though essen-

tially unlike in other respects, resembled

one another in the preliminary course

through which they were prepared for

their proper employment. Circumstances

had conspired to throw them all outside

the pale of the existing literature. * * *

Events over which he had no control, sud-

denly dropped him (Cowper) into a pro-

found retirement, in which for nearly

twenty years he had not read the works of

any English poet. The chimes of the ex-

isting literature had fairly rung themselves

out of his head, ere * * he struck as the

key notes of his own noble poetry a series

of exquisitely modulated tones that had no

counterparts in the artificial gamut. His

coadjutors in the work of literary revo-

lution were George Crabbe and Robert

Burns."

Thefollowingbeautiful tribute of praise,

from Mr. Scrymgeour's" Poetryand Poets of

Britain," needs no apology for its intro-

duction here. " His language, simple,

elegant, and expressive, gushes without

efi'ort into every avenue of feeling ; fitful

as the wind-wafted sound of his own
' village bells,' or as the ' shadow and the

sunshine intermingling quick,' of his own
sun-lighted trees. We have room only for

Campbell's fine metaphor in his estimate of

Cowper's genius. ' Looking to his poetry

as an entire structure, it has a massive air

of sincerity; it is founded in steadfast prin-

ciples of belief; and, if we may prolong

the architectural metaphor, though ita

arches may be sometimes gloomy, its

tracery sportive, and its lights and shadows

grotesquely crossed, yet, altogether, it still

forms a vast, various, and interesting

monument of the builder's mind.' How
so much that was mirthful, pious, glorious,

and hopeful, sprung from a spirit over-

whelmed in the despair of hopeless separ-

ation from his Maker, is an enigma in

the dispensation of Providence."

Mrs. Foster, in her " Modern European

Literature," says that Cowper " forms a

striking example of genius writing the

history of its own secluded feelings, re-

flections and enjoyments, in a shape so

interesting, as to engage the imagination

like a work of fancy. He has invented

no character in fable, or in the drama

;

but he has left a record of his own, which

forms not only an object of deep sympathy,

but a subject for the study of human na-

ture."

In the sketch published in Chambers'

Cyclopedia of English Literature we read

:

" We have greater and loftier poets than

Cowper, but none so entirely incorporated,

as it were, with our daily existence—none

so completely a friend—our companion in

woodland wanderings, and in moments of

serious thought—ever gentle and afiTection-

ate, even in his transient fits of ascetic

gloom—a pure mirror of affections, regrets,
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feelings, and desires whicli we have all

felt or would wish to cherish. Shakspeare,

Spenser, and Milton, are spirits of ethereal

kind ; Cowper is a steady and valuable

friend, whose society we may sometimes,

neglect for that of more splendid and at-

tractive associates, but whose unwavering

principle and purity of character, joined

to rich intellectual powers, overflow upon

us in secret, and bind us to him for ever."

CoAvper's sacred lyrics are between sixty

and seventy in number. They were written

as already noticed, during the interval

between his first and second seasons of

madness. Several of them were composed

even when the awful shadow had partially

returned to eclipse his mind. On the re-

currence of his dreadful malady his friend

Newton, at whose earnest solicitation he

had entered this consecrated department

of poetry, was left to complete the volume

of Olney Hymns. Those which Cowper

produced generally bear decided marks of

a cultivated and poetic mind ; and just as

decided is the evidence of their author's

thorough spiritual experience. They show

that his own heart had felt the burden of

sin, and the self-abasement of godly sorrow

;

that his soul knew what it was to believe

and rejoice in God his Saviour ; that he

was with earnest prayer breathing after

holiness, and with constant effort striving

against the combined influences of imper-

fections, and afilictions, and temptations,

to serve and glorify his Redeemer. It

must be manifest even to the ordinary

observer, that those earnest, stirring heart-

cries, rising from many of Cowper's hymns,

could have originated only from the bosom

of a child of God schooled in sorrow.

While studying the hymns of this author

in conjunction with his history, one can-

not but think of the soul-moving hymns
of those eminent German composers, Paul

Gerhard aud John Rist, whose sacred lyres

were strung in the midst of sighs aud an-

guish.

In reference to Cowper's hymns, James
Montgomery, whose judgment in this line

is usually quite reliable, remarks :
" Of

these hymns, it must suffice to say, that,

like all his best compositions, they are

principally communings with his own
heart, or avowals of personal Christian

experience. As such they are frequently

applicable to every believer's feelings, and
touch unexpectedly, the most secret springs

of joy and sorrow, faith, fear, hope, love,

trial, despondency, and triumph. Some
allude to infirmities, the most difficult to

be described, but often the source of ex-

cruciating anguish to the tender conscience.

The hymn, ' As birds their infant brood

protect,' is written with the confidence of

inspiration, and the authority of a prophet.

The hymn, ' Thy mansion is the Chris-

tian's heart,' is a perfect allegory in

miniature; without a failing point, or

confusion of metaphor from beginning to

end. Hymn, ' I was a groveling creature

once,' presents a transformation, which, if

found in Ovid, might have been extolled

as the happiest of his fictions. Hymn,
' Gracious Lord, our children see !' closes

with one of the hardiest figures to be met
with out of the Hebrew scriptures. None
but a poet of the highest order could have

written it ; verses cannot go beyond it and
painting cannot approach it. Hymn, ' My
song shall bless the Lord of ail,' is in a

strain of noble simplicity, expressive of

confidence the most remote from presump-

tion, and such as a heart at peace with

God alone could employ and utter. Who
can read the hymn, 'The Saviour, what a

noble flame,' without feeling as if he could,

at that moment, forsake all, take up his

cross, and follow his Saviour ? The hymn,
' God of my life, to thee I call,' is a model

oftender pleading, ofbelieving, persevering

prayer in trouble ; and the following one,

' My soul is sad, and much dismayed,' is a

bviefparody of Bunyan's finest passage. The

Valley of the Shadow of Death, and

is admirable of its kind. The reader

might almost imagine himself Christian

on his pilgrimage, the triumph and trance

are brought so home to his bosom. Hymn,
' God movefs in a ni3^stei'ious way,' is a

lyric of high tone and character, and
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rendered awfully interesting by the circum-

stances under which it was written—in

' the twilight of departing reason.' " Dr.

Cheever says, " If Cowper had never given

to the Church on earth but a single score

of those exquisite breathings of a pious

heart and creations of his own genius, it

had been a bequest worth a life of suffering

to accomplish."

The Lutheran Hymn book of the General

Synod contains twenty-four of our author's

hymns. They have been very judiciously

selected from the whole number. Among
them are several that are generally familiar

to Christians using the English language.

What Christian that has sung, " God moves

in a mysterious way," has not felt his

faith in the Incomprehensible One confirm-

ed ? The child of grace here passes on-

ward from stanza to stanza. Encouraging

his soul in the midst of trials not under-

stood, till he arrives with all confidence at

the point which fully sustains him in his

patience

:

" God is his own interpreter,

And he will make it plain."

Have we not all sung,

"There is a fountain filled with blood,"

when no words seemed more truly to ex-

press our sense of indebtedness for the

gift of a Saviour, than those lines,

" Eedeeming love has been my theme.

And shall be tm I die !"

Who among us, when singing,

" Oh ! for a closer walk with God,"

has not often felt the defections of his

heart, and been moved to sigh,

" Ketorn, holy dove ! return,

Sweet messenger of rest

;

I hate the sins that made thee mourn,

And drove thee from my breast!"

We do not mean that Cowper's lyrics

cover the whole field of Christian hymn-
ology. This could not be expected, when
we consider their limited number, and

also that they were so generally the natu-

ral outgushings of his own heart-experi-

ence. Yet some of them must form a very

important part of every judiciously com-

piled eclectic of English hymns. Should

they be stricken out of our Hymn Book
we should consider it seriously marred.

This sketch could not well be more ap-

propriately closed than by introducing the

following lines, written by Rev. Dr. Ran-

dolph, of Bath, on seeing Lawrence's por-

trait of the poet

:

" Sweet Bard, whose mind, thus pictured in thy face.

O'er every feature spreads a nobler grace
;

Whose keen, but softened eye, appears to dart

A look of pity through the human heart

:

To search the secrets of man's inward frame
;

To weep with sorrow o'er his guilt and shame :

Sweet Bard, with whom, in sympathy of choice,

I've ofttimes left the world at nature's voice.

To join the song that all the creatures raise.

To carol forth their great Creator's praise

;

Or, wrapt in visions of immortal day,

Have gazed on Truth in Zion's heavenly way

:

Sweet Bard, may this, thine image, aU I know,
Or ever may, of Cowper's form below,

Teach one, who views it with a Christian's love,

To seek and find thee in the realms above !"

A CHRISTIAN'S REFLECTIONS ON
DEATH.

I would not give one moment's enjoy-

ment of the calm serenity which pervades
my mind when thinking of death, for lives

spent in gaiety and mirth. Death ! how
soothing the thought as it gently steals

over me ! Why should I wish to linger

here ? Earth's charms are few. Go hence,

my spirit, and dwell in the bright, peace-

ful land above. The loved ones will ere

long meet thee there. Death may seize

my feeble frame, but it will free my sad

spirit, and let it go to be with God and
the Lamb forever. Ah ! sweet and sooth-

ing thought, that I will soon see my Sa-

viour ! Look up my soul to heaven ; no
longer tarry ; the angels are calling thee

away. Bend my knee once more ere my
spirit wings forever its homeward flight

!

Hark ! that angelic sound, whence comes
it ? It summons thee, my soul, to tune

thy golden lyre to hymns of praise. The
hour has come, and now one long fare-

well till we meet in the courts above.
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VISIT TO THE HOME OF JOHN
HOWARD.

BY KEV. DANIEL GARVER.

WHO does not revere the memory of

John Howard, a man who willing-

ly sacrificed his fortune and his life for the

welfare of others ? While in England, last

summer, I took occasion to visit the home
of this eminent man, the place where, amid
the quiet and beauty of nature, he loved to

devise plans for the relief of the suffering.

It will be remembered that his country-

seat was at Cardington, a small village

two miles and a half from the town of

Bedford.

After having visited Elstow, the birth-

place of John Bunyan, on the evening of

the 19th of June, I drove out to Carding-

ton. Crossing the little river Ouse, I

passed over a level landscape of exceeding

beauty. The fields were arrayed in their

most gorgeous robes of green and flowers.

No rude fences obstructed the view, for

the road was enclosed by grateful hedge-

rows. It is, indeed, a luxury to ride upon
a road, smooth as a floor. (0 that we could

have such roads in America!) My spirited

little pony trotted along as though he

shared the ecstasy of my feelings, as I

mused on the goodness of the Creator, the

loveliness of nature, and the glorious char-

acter of the man whose earthly dwelling-

place I was approaching.

The present owner of the Howard place

is Samuel Charles Whitebread, Esq., who
spends most of the time in London, and

was, accordingly, not at home at the time

of my visit. The house is of brick, of

which only the central part was built by
Howard. It is all overgrown by the affec-

tionate ivy, that clings to it in its old age.

The gardener kindly conducted me through

the winding walks of the enchanting gar-

den, whose breath was fragrance, and

whose beauty was like one's fancies of

Paradise. He pointed out to me several

pines that were planted by Howard's own
hands just ninety-five years before. I

plucked a branch to bear with me across

the ocean, that it may ever be a sacred
memento of this happy hour. He also

showed me several doors that remain of
the favorite place of retirement that stood
in the rear of the garden. This, that
great, good man, familiarly called his
" root house," from the fact of its being
constructed of roots, bark and small branch-
es of trees. Here he spent many an hour
of holy meditation. As we passed amidst
an endless variety of flowers and trees, I

was favored with a handful of royal roses.

Oh! how fragrant! These turned my
thoughts to friends far away, and made
me wish that I could entrust them to the

hand of one whose image was as a guar-
dian angel to me in my wanderings. From
the beds of roses to the hot-houses, where
almost every family of plants had its rep-

resentative. Thence to the rich beds of

strawberries and other ripening fruit, to

the astronomical observatory and other

places of interest. Across the road is the

parish church, near which sleeps the body
of Henrietta, Howard's second and favor-

ite wife.

While I revel amid these transporting

scenes, night rapidly approaches, and I

must hasten back to Bedford. As I was
returning by a different way, driving along

leisurely, in the refreshing cool of the eve-

ning, I heard, for the first time in my life,

the sweet notes of the skylark. This was
one of the things I had wished to see in

"Merry old England." My heart seemed

to ascend with the little beauty, as twit-

tering and chirping and singing, so that

I almost thought its throat must burst, it

fluttering, mounted towards heaven, up,

up, up, when, apparently exhausted, it

suddenly ceased, and folding its wings, like

a stone dropped down into the tall grass

or grain. A great number of these " feath-

ered songsters," pouring out the rich ful-

ness of their own hearts, filled my deliglit-

ed soul with inexpressible rapture.

Thankful for the enjoyment of this day,

I returned to my "Fountain Inn," and

soon retired to rest, intending on the fol-

day to visit the homes oflowing Leigh
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Richmond, John Newton, and William

Cowper, which, thank God, I was enabled

to accomplish.

In Bedford, is an Independent Church,

called the " Howard Chapel," having been

erected by his munificence. I enjoyed the

pleasure of attending worship here on the

evening of the Lord's day, June 21, 1857.

I also formed the acquaintance of Ben-

jamin Prole, who was the son of Howard's

steward, John Prole, and was sent to

school by the great philanthropist. His

father and mother were many years in the

employ and service of Howard. He took

delight in communicating to me many

things of interest concerning his honored

and beloved master. He showed me the

last guinea that Howard gave away before

leaving home for the last time. He was

on his horse, (accompanied by John Prole,)

starting for London, on an eastward tour

from which he never returned. Turning

to Prole's wife, tossing her a guinea, he

said :
—" Here, Betty, is a trifle for you, I

may never see you again." This coin has

been kept as a sacred treasure. Howard's

pocket book, containing his name written

by his own hand, was also shown to me.

Here I saw the portrait of his Henrietta,

and a number of letters written to J. Prole,

who had the charge of his aifairs at home.

From one of them I copied the following

sentence :
—" If I die abroad, do not let me

be moved; let there be only a plain slab of

marble, placed under that of my wife's,

Henrietta, with this inscription :

"John Howard. Died, •
; Aged—.

My hope is in Christ."

Howard was born September 11, 1726,

and died at Cherson, Russian Tartary,

January 20, 1790.

" The fruit of the righteous is a tree of

life."

Scotland, Pa.

Words of praise are almost as necessary

to warm a child into a genial life as acts

of kindness and affection. Indeed, judici-

ous praise is to children what the sun is

to flowers.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE HUDSON, ITS SCENERY AND
INCIDENTS.

rilHE Hudson in common with many

j_ rivers of the United States, has often

been made the theme of the poet's contem-

plations, and the field where the artist

never seeks in vain for scenery suited to

his pencil. Aside from its natural attrac-

tions the Hudson may be said to be the

most important river in North America,

though in length and volume of water it is

much less than many others. Its sources

are found among the wild and seldom

visited groups of Adirondack mountains,

from whence it flows in a southward di-

rection, gathering strength and increasing

in interest until it unites with the Atlantic

Ocean.

The earliest visitor to its shores appears

to have been an adventurous personage

named Hendrick Hudson, a native of

England, but employed in the Dutch ser-

vice. He ascended the river as far as the

present site of Albany, establishing com-

mercial power at various points in his

route, thus giving life to a system of colon-

izing which soon took place after his re-

turn to Europe, particularly from the

Netherlands. The progress of commerce

soon caused the warlike and semi-savage

tribes of Indians then occupying the island

upon which New York now stands, to re-

cede to the forests and distant places in the

north, not however without disputation

and resistance ; for many years border wars

and conflicts, were prominent features in

the inauguration of the primitive towns,

along the shores of the Hudson. The rude-

ly constructed canoe of the Indian, has

long since ceased to ply to and fro upon

its waters, but in its stead is now seen the

steam-boat of Leviathan proportions, capa-

cious and magnificently furnished apart-

ments, carrying its thousands with such

speed as to render distance a secondary

consideration in the traveler's estimation.

Through a considerable part of its

course, the banks of the Hudson are eleva-

ted, rocky, and precipitous ; at a point
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fifty-three miles above New York city,

where it passes through the " Highlands,"

the scenery is particularly grand and im-

posing. Independent of those attractions

which nature has given to the Hudson,

art has done much in giving life and beauty

to the panorama. As might be expected,

along its shores are seen the humble farm-

house, the retiring homestead, the palace

of the merchant and the romantic home of

the poet. Of the latter class of cottages,

our frontispiece gives a graphic illustration

of much of the scenery of the Hudson.

Such a home must favor the growth and

emanation of soul stirring melodies, for

which its occupant is so distinguished.

He possesses to a great degree the happy

faculty of producing sounds from his lyre,

which while they charm the ear with mel-

ody, awaken the finer feelings of the soul.

Morris has been styled the poet of home

joys, and many of his efi'usions, have not

only become national as it were, but are

appreciated by the lovers of literature and

the popular mind the world over. His

" Woodman, spare that tree," has proba-

bly been translated into all the languages

of Europe. This song was recited on one

occasion, in the British House of Com-

mons, * and the speaker seemed to take it

for granted that every one of his hearers

was acquainted with it, quoting the ballad

in vindication of the Constitution, which

the speaker held was jeopardized by the

operation of certain measures then pend-

ing. The allusion found a response in the

hearts of his listeners, and it was with dif-

ficulty that the speaker could preserve that

order which the dignity of the house

demanded.

As an accompaniment to the frontispiece,

we present the ballad alluded to, feeling

confident, that though it be an old familiar

friend to most of our readers, it will be

well received by all.

* Mr Cagly, a member of the British House of Com-

mons, concluded a long speech in favor of protection,

by quoting the ballad "Woodman, spare that tree."

According to Mr. Cagly, the tree being the Constitution,

and Sir Robert Peel the Woodman, about to cut it

down." Vide London Times.

Enterprises having for their object the

perpetuation of time' honored institutions,

and the dissemination of gospel truths are

in our midst; whether we live in the

crowded city, or have our homes in the

valleys, or dwell upon the mountain side,

these " sheltering trees" are within the

range of our sympathy, and we should

eagerly seek to share the joy which will

ultimately result to those who now extend

the hand of welcome thereto. A single

arm extended in faith, may avert the blow

which the axe of delay and neglect is sure

to accomplish ; reader, will you say in the

words of the ballad, in view of timely

action in your sphere of duty

" While I've a hand to save

Thy axe shall harm it not."

WOODMAN, SPARE THAT TREE.

Woodman, spare that tree,

Touch not a single bough.

In youth it sheltered me,

And I'll protect it now!
'Twas my forefather's hand

That placed it near his cot,

There, woodman, let it stand.

Thy axe shall harm it not.

That old familiar tree,

Whose glory and renown,

Are spread o'er land and sea.

And would'st thou hack it down ?

Woodman, forbear thy stroke,

Cut not its earth-bound ties
;

! spare that aged oak

Now towering to the skies.

When but an idle boy,

I sought its graceful shade

;

In all their gushing joy,

Here too my sister played
;

My mother kissed me here,

My father pressed my hand,

Forgive this foolish tear.

But let that old oak stand.

My heart-strings round thee cling,

Close at thy bark, old friend.

Here shall the wild birds sing,

And still thy branches bend.

Old tree, the storms still brave,

And woodman, leave the spot,

While I've a hand to save,

Thy axe shall harm it not.

It is somewhat remarkable that the

waters of the Hudson should have been

the theatre of experiment of the two pow-

erful agents, steam and caloric. The one

dates from 1808, and places the names of
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Fulton and Livingston, in living capitals

before the world; the latter dates from

1853, and endears the name of Erricson to

every admirer of scientific mechanism.

Little did those who saw the commence-

ment of the era of steam navigation

dream of the extent of its application to

the demands of commerce and society ; and

as little may the lookers on of to-day foresee

the vastness of the projectjust initiated by

the later discovery. The first experiment

was attended with such impediments as rid-

icule and its kindred spirits engender, and

yet it prospered, and he who received dis-

couraging frowns from many, now re-

ceives the adulations of the world.

As it is with " things temporal" so it is

with those who propose to make that grand

spiritual reformation, which shall result in

the possession of a mansion beyond the

skies, upon the banks of the river of Life,

and beneath the shadow of that tree, whose

leaves neither wither nor fade. Self-es-

teem being the most sensitive nerve, if we
may so speak, in the texture of humanity,

is selected by Satan and his emissaries, as

the citadel of attack. It is at this point he

casts his most envenomed projectiles, fail-

ing in this field of his operations, he is

hopelessly frustrated. Hence the object of

his assault is not the novice only, but the

tried and war-scarred soldier of the Cross.

If the believer has descended in the vale

of humility low enough to avert the blow,

then he will soon rise to those heights of

exaltation, where the raging of the heath-

en, and the imagination of the wicked

shall never disturb his peace, but in pa-

tience shall possess his soul.

Watts, the sweet singer in Israel, had
conflicts of this character ; from the height

of his exaltation, we now hear him say to

his persecuted brethren on earth,

" Should earth against thy soul engage,

And hellish darts be hurled,

Cease not, but smile at Satan's rage.

And face a frowning world.

" Let cares like a wild deluge come,

And storms of sorrow fall

;

Soon thou shall safely reach thy home,
Thy God, thy heaven, thy all.

" Here shalt thou bathe thy weary soul

In seas of heavenly rest,

And not a wave of trouble roll

Across thy peaceful breast."

w.

YOUNG MEN.
The idea is prevalent in some com-

munities, that young men are unfit for

generals or statesmen, and that they must

be kept in the background until their

physical strength is impaired by age, and
their intellectual faculties become blunted

by years. Let us look to the history of

the past, and from the long list of heroes

and statesmen who have nobly distin-

guished themselves, we will find that they

were young men who performed those acts

which have won for them an imperishable

meed of fame, and placed their names
high on the page of history. Alexander,

the conqueror of the whole civilized world,

viz : Greece, Egypt, and Asia, died at 33

years of age. Bonaparte was crowned
Emperor of France when 33 years of age.

Pitt, the younger brother, was about 20

years of age, when, in Britain's Parlia-

ment, he boldly advocated the cause of the

American colonies ; and but 22 when made
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Edmund
Burke, at the age of 25, was the First

Lord of the Treasury. Our own Wash-
ington was but 25 when he covered the

retreat of the British at Braddock's defeat,

and was appointed Commander-in-Chief

of all the Virginian forces. Alexander

Hamilton, at 20, was a Lieutenant-Colonel

and Aid to Washington ; at 25, a member
of Congress, and at 32 Secretary of the

Treasury. Thomas Jefferson was but 23

when he drafted the ever memorable
Declaration of Independence. At the age

of 30 years. Sir Isaac Newton occupied

the mechanical chair at Cambridge College,

England, having by his scientific discover-

ies rendered his name immortal.

Life is more to be measured by well

doing, than by number of years ; seeing

that some men by many days do but pro-

cure many deaths, and others in short

space attain the life of infinite ages.
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SYRACUSE AND MOUNT ETNA.

SYEACUSE.

QYRACUSE was founded B. C. 736 by a

O colony from Corinth, governed alter-

nately as a republic or under kings ; un-

successfully besieged by the Athenians,

B. C. 414, and taken by the Romans, B. C.

212 ; and after a lengthened siege in 878,

by the Saracens, who partially destroyed

it ; but it was chiefly ruined by the earth-

quake of 1693. It was the residence at

different periods, of Plato, Simouides, Zeno,

and Cicero ; the place where Hicctas is

said to have first propounded the true

revolution of the earth; and the birthplace

of the poets Theocritus and Moschus, and

the philosopher Archimedes, who lost his

life at the capture of the city by the Ro-

mans.

The modern city occupies only the site

or smallest quarter of the famous city of

antiquity, namely the Island of Ortygia

between the sea and the great harbor.

The population which in ancient times is

said to have amounted to 200,000, is now
only about 10,000.

The cathedral, formerly the temple of

Minerva, is of Doric architecture, and has

been a place of worship continuously for

2,500 years. The church of St. Marcian

claims to have been the earliest in Europe

for Christian worship. The catacombs

and the ancient prisons, are the quarries

from which the materials of Syracuse were

taken. There may be mentioned the famous

cavern connected with the prisons, called

the "Ear of Dionysius," along which, by

means of grooves carefully cut and polished,

the slightest whisper is supposed to have

been audibly conveyed. Besides the above,

the famous fountain of Arethusia, now
used for a washing- trough ; the remains of

the strong fortress Hexapylow, of a Temple

of Diana, and a Roman amphitheatre, some
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baths, wall gates, and the Palace of Sixty

Beds, constructed by Agathocles, are the

chief vestiges of antiquity. The middle

age citadel of Maniaces, barracks, a college,

royal academy, museum of antiquities, and

public library vrith numerous churches,

may be chiefly noticed as belonging to the

modern city. The noble harbor is admi-

rably adapted for a commercial emporium,

but its trade is now very limited.

THE ANGEL GUEST.
BY TENNYSON.

HOW pure in heart and sound in head,

With what divine affections hold,

Should he the man whose thoughts 'would hold

An hour's communion with the dead.

In vain shalt thou, or any, call

The spirits from their golden day.

Except, like them, thou too, canst say,

My spirit is at peace with all.

They haunt the silence of the breast,

Imagination calm and fair,

The memory like a cloudless air,

The conscience as a sea at rest.

But when the heart is full of din,

And doubt beside the portal waits,

They can but listen at the gates,

And hear the household jar within.

Preparation for Death.—When you

lie down at night, compose your spirits as

if you were not to wake till the heavens be

no more. And when you wake in the

morning consider the new day as your

last, and act accordingly. Surely that

night cometh of which you shall never

see the morning, or that day of which you

shall never see the night ; but which of

your mornings and nights you know not.

Let the mantle of worldly enjoyment hang

loose about you, that it may be safely

dropped when death comes to carry you

into another world. When the fruit is

ripe it falls ofi" the tree easily. So when

a Christian's heart is truly weaned from

the world, he is prepared for death. A
heart disengaged from the world is a

heavenly one, and then we are ready for

heaven, when our heart is there before

us.

THE SUNDAY MORNING'S DREAM.

MY first day of returning health, after

many weeks of severe illness, was a

bright Sunday in June. I was well enough

to sit at an open window in my easy chair,

and as our house stood in a pleasant garden

in the suburbs of London, the first roses

of the year scented the soft breeze that

fanned my pale cheek, and revived my
languid frame. The bells of our parish

church were just beginning their chimes,

and the familiar sound awakened in me an

intense longing to be with my family once

more a worshipper in the house of God.

I took up my Bible and Prayer Book,

which had been placed ready on the table

beside me, intending to begin to read when

the hour of the eleven o'clock service

should be announced by the ceasing of the

bells ; and, in the meantime, closed my
eyes, and soothed my impatient wishes by

picturing to myself the shady avenues of

blossoming limes that led to our church,

and the throngs that would now be enter-

ing it for the public worship of the day.

All at once I seemed to be walking in

the beautiful church-yard, yet prevented

from gratifying my eager wish to enter the

church, by some irresistible though unseen

hand. One by one the congregation, in

their gay Sunday dresses passed me by,

and went in where I vainly strove to follow.

The parish children in two long and order-

ly trains defiled up the staircases into the

galleries, and except a few stragglers

hurrying in, as feeling themselves late, I

was left alone.

Suddenly I was conscious of some awful

presence, and felt myself addressed by a

voice of most sweet solemnity in words to

this efi'ect :
" Mortal, who by divine mercy

hast just been permitted to return from

the gates of the grave, pause before thou

enterest God's holy house again ; reflect

how often thou hast profaned his solemn

public worship by irreverence, or by in-

attention, which is in his sight irreverence

:

consider well the great privilege, the un-

speakable benefit and blessing of united
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prayer, lest by again abusing it thou tire

the patience of thy long-suffering God, and

tempt him forever to deprive thee of that

which hitherto thou hast so little valued."

Seeing me cast down my eyes and blush

with conscious guilt, the gracious being

continued in a milder tone, "I am one of

those angels commissioned to gather the

prayers of the saints, and form them into

wreaths of odorous incense that they may
rise to the throne of God. Enter thou

with me, and thou shalt, for thy warning,

be able to discern those among the devotions

about to be offered which are acceptable

to him, and to see how few in number,

how weak, and unworthy they are."

As he ceased speaking, I found myself

by the side of the angel still, but within

the church, and so placed that I could

distinctly see every part of the building.

"Observe," said the angel, "that those

prayers which come from the heart, and

which alone ascend on high, will seem to

be uttered aloud. They will be more or

less audible in proportion to their earnest-

ness—when the thoughts wander, the

sounds will grow faint, and even cease

altogether."

This explained to me why the organist,

though apparently playing with all his

might, produced no sound, and why, pres-

ently after, when the service began, though

the lips of many moved, and all appeared

attentive, only a few faint murmurings

were heard.

How strange and awful it was to note

the sort of death-like silence that prevailed

in whole pews, in which, as was thus evi-

dent, no heart was raised in gratitude to

heaven. Even in the Te Deum and Jubi-

late, the voices sometimes sunk into total

silence. After the Creed, there was a low

murmuring of the versicles, and then dis-

tinct and clear above all other sounds, a

sweet childish voice softly and reverently

repeated the Lord's Prayer. I turned in

the direction of the sound, and distinguish-

ed among the parish children a very little

boy. His hands were clasped together as

he knelt, his eyes were closed, his gentle

face composed in reverence, and as the

angel wrote on his tablets, the words that

fell from those infant lips, his smile, like

a sunbeam, illuminated the church for a

moment, and I remembered the words of

holy David, where he says—" Out of the

mouths of babes and sucklings Thou has

perfected praise."

Presently I. was again reminded of a

Scripture passage—the prayer of the pub-

lican. A wretched-looking man, who swept

the crossing near the church, lounged into

the centre aisle during the reading of the

lessons, his occupation being for the hour

suspended. The second lesson was the

24th chapter of St. Matthew, some verses

attracted his attention : he listened with
more and more seriousness, until at length

he put his hand over his face and exclaim-

ed aloud—" "What will become of me at

the day of judgment ? Lord, have mercy
on me, a sinner." That prayer was insert-

ed on the angel's tablets. Oh, may it not

stand alone, but be an awakening of better

things. May God indeed have mercy on

such poor neglected ones as he, and raise

up some to teach them, and care for their

immortal souls.

After this, growing accustomed to the

broken murmurs and interrupted sounds,

I followed many a humble Christian

through large portions of the Litany

;

though often, while I was listening with

hopeful attention, a sudden and total pause

showed but too plainly that the thoughts

of the kneeling suppliant had wandered

far away, and that he who had appeared

so earnest in his devotions, had become
languid and silent like the rest of the

congregation.

" Thou art shocked at what thou hast

observed," said the angel, " I will show

thee greater abominations than these.

God is strong and patient : he is provoked

every day. Listen now, and thou shalt

hear the thoughts of all these people ; so

shalt thou have some faint idea of the for-

bearance God continually exercises towards

those who draw near to him with their lips,

while their hearts are far from him.
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As the angel spoke, my ears were deaf-

ened with a clamor which would have

been shocking in a public meeting, but

which here, in God's holy house, was aw-

fully profane. The countenances remained

indeed, as composed and serious as before,

the lips moved with the yords of prayei,

but the phrases they uttered were of the

world and its occupations.

" How shamefully late Mrs. Slack al-

ways comes," said one woman, who looked

over the edge of her Prayer Book, and

saw her neighbor and a train of daughters

bustle into the next pew. " What an ex-

ample to set her family ; thank goodness,

no one can accuse me of that sin." " New
bonnets again already !" exclaimed the

last comer, returning the neighborly glance

from the other seat, ere she composed her-

self to the semblance of devotion. " How
they can afford it heaven only knows, and

they are owing all their Christmas bills

yet. If my girls look shabby, at least w«
pay our debts."

"Ah! there's Tom Scott," nodded a

young man to his friend in the opposite

gallery. " He is growing quite religious

and respectable, I declare. He has been

at church two Sundays running. How
much longer will the devout fit last ?"

These were shocking and striking exam-

ples of irreverence : there were happily

not many such, the involuntary wander-

ings of thought were more common.

I was much interested in a young couple

near me, whose attention for a considerable

part of the service had been remarkable.

From the dress of the young man I judged

him to be a clergyman, his lady wore deep

mourning ; they were evidently betrothed

—they read out of one book. Gradually

he forgot the awful presence in which he

stood, his eyes wandered from the Bible to

her gentle face, and fixing there, called vS

his thoughts from heaven. " How good

she is," he began to say, " how attentive

to her prayers, as to all other duties

!

What a sweet wife she will make ! How
happy I am to have won her love." By
this time the countenance of the young

girl wore an expression which showed that

she felt the earnestness of his gaze ; her

eyelids trembled—her attention wavered,

and though she looked at the book some

moments longer, she too began to murmur
of earthly things, and I heard her say,

" Oh, how he loves me—even here he can-

not forget that I am beside him." It was

many minutes before either of them re-

turned in spirit to their devotions.

As the service proceeded, the attention

of the congregation flagged more and more

—the hubbub of worldly talk increased.

One man composed a letter he intended to

send, and even altered whole passages,

and rounded elegant periods, without one

check or recollection of the holy place

where he stood. Another repeated a long

dialogue which had passed between him-

self and a friend the night before, and

considered how he might have spoken

more to the purpose. Some young girls

rehearsed scenes with their lovers—some

recalled the incidents of their las-t ball.

Careful housewives planned schemes . of

economy, gave warning to their servants,

arranged the turning of a gown, or decided

on the most becoming trimming ofa bonnet.

To me, conscious of the recording angel's

presence, all this solemn mockery of wor-

ship was frightful. I would have given

worlds to rouse this congregation to a

sense of what they were doing ; and, to my
comfort, I saw that for the involuntary

oifenders, a gentle warning was provided.

A frown from the angel or the waving

of his impatient wings, as if about to quit

a place so desecrated, recalled the wander-

ing thoughts of many a soul, unconscious

whence came the breath that revived the

dying flame of his devotions. Then self-

blame, tears of penitence, and bitter re-

morse, of which those kneeling nearest

knew nothing, wrung the heart, shocked

at its own careless ingratitude, wondering

at and adoring the forbearance of the Al-

mighty, while more concentrated thoughts,

and I trust more fervent prayer, succeed-

ed to the momentary forgetfulness.

In spite of all these helps, however, the
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amount of real devotion was small : and

when I looked at the angel's tablets, I was

shocked to see how little was written there-

in.

Out of three hundred Christians, thought

I, assembled after a week of mercies, to

praise and bless the Giver of all good, are

these few words the sum of what they

offer!

" Look to thyself," said the angel, read-

ing my inmost thoughts. " Such as these

are, such hast thou long been. Darest

thou, after what has been revealed to thee,

act such a part again ? Oh, could thy

mortal ears bear to listen to the songs of

the rejoicing angels, before the throne of

the Almighty, thou wouldst indeed wonder

at the condescending mercy which stoops

to accept these few faint, wandering notes

of prayer and praise. Yet the sinless

angels veil their faces before Him, in

whose presence man stands boldly up with

such mockery of worship as thou hast seen

this day. Remember the solemn warning,

lest -hereafter, it be counted to thee as an

aggravation of guilt."

Suddenly the sweet, solemn voice ceased,

the glorious angel disappeared, and so op-

pressive seemed the silence and loneliness,

that I started and awoke. My watch

pointed to the hour of eleven, it must have

been the stopping of the bells that inter-

rupted ray slumbers, and all this solemn

scene had passed before my mind in the

short space of a few minutes.

May the lesson I learmid in those few

minutes never be effaced from my heart

:

and if this account of them should recall

one wandering thought in the house of

prayer, or teach any to value more highly

and cultivate more carefully the privilege

of joining in the public worship of our

Church, it wiU not have been written in

vain.

—

English Tract.

In proportion as the structure ofagovern-

ment gives force to public opinion, it is

essential that public opinion should be en-

lightened.— Washington.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

JEPHTHA'S DAUGHTER.
BY MISS A. H.

TWILIGHT was gathering around the

tents of Israel. Here and there the

flickering of a camp fire, revealed the de-

jected countenance of the hosts within.

Their faces beamed not with the warrior's

triumph ; and on their bodies they bore

the wounds of defeat, not of victory. The

chosen children of the Lord had been

vanquished by their oppressors, and the

deepening shadows of night were not dark-

er than the shades of sadness gathering

around their hearts. Should that country,

the fairest of the fair, be given to the chil-

dren of Ammon ? Should Israel easily

relinquish her claim, and let that bright

land fade like a beautiful flower from her

garden ?

When the morning broke, Jephtha their

leader roused his dejected troops, and led

them towards the enemy. And the Spirit

of God descended upon him, and he vowed,

if Jehovah would grant him victory,

whatsoever would first meet him on his

return home, that he would offer as a burnt

offering unto the Lord.

Now behold the moving ocean of human-

ity rolling forward in a steady tide. The

children of Ammon and the hosts of Israel

meet in battle,—the one fighting for victory

and for lands,—the other for Israel and

for Israel's God. On through the heat of

the day was the conflict sustained, and the

last rays of the evening sun still glanced

upon the glittering steel. On over the de-

sert, Jephtha, mighty in strength, pursues

his foe, until the sands are dyed with scar-

let, and tinging even the waters of the

sacred Jordan, with the accursed blood of

battle. Israel is redeemed ! God had

heard the vow of Jephtha.

And now with laurels forever hanging

green around his memory, Jephtha returns

home. It is a bright oriental sunset, and

the angel of peace has once more whispered

her holy benediction on the earth. His

mind calm and free from trouble, reviews

the past and remembers his vow. What
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victim would God think pure enough for

his sacred altar ? What object would he

intuitively lead forth, to offer itself an

involuntary sacrifice upon the fires of

immolation ? Whilst these thoughts swept

through his mind he reached the door of

his pavilion, and lo ! Ms daughter meets

him at the door. She comes forth with

timbrels and harps for the dance, her own

happy heart strung to merry music. She

was the star ofher tribe,—the one beautiful

and well beloved sister. Her face was

radiant with health, her fair form had

stolen its grace from the leaping mountain

stream, and her heart had received the

enshrined image of her God. And could

the father tell his happy child her memor-

able destiny ? Could he pale her cheek,

and send the life-blood from her heart, by

telling her she was the price of his con-

quests, and from her scorched and blacken-

ed limbs the smoke of a human sacrifice

must arise to Heaven ? But one glance

at his countenance revealed it all to the

maiden. The great seal of her futurity

was broken. She read the fate of Jephtha's

daughter.

" And when the appointed time came,

Jephtha did with her according to his vow."

And now that the child of promise was
taken from him, the gray haired leader

bowed his head with grief. And well

might he sit by the still river and weep,

for the last string had been loosed in the

harp of happiness, and the dirge sounded

now instead of the song. After six years

the shadows darkened around him—the

night of death closed in and Jephtha slept

with his fathers.

Carlisle, Pa.

The prerogative of infancy is innocency

;

of childhood reverence ; of manhood matur-

ity ; and of old age wisdom. And seeing,

then, that the chiefest properties of wis-

dom are, to be mindful of things past,

careful of things present, and provident of

things to come, use now the privilege of

nature's talent to the benefit of your own
soul.

—

Souihioell.

SINGLENESS OF PURPOSE.

BY A CONTRIBUTOR.

THIS is a valuable trait of character, and

contributes very much to a man's

success in life. It is therefore, worthy of

the serious consideration of the young, in

the formation of habits. Archbishop

Leighton, correctly remarks, " that the

greater part of mankind with respect to

final aim and end, live at hazard. They

have no certain harbor in view, nor direct

their course to any fixed star. But to him

that knoweth not the port, to which he is

bound, no wind can be favorable ; neither

can he, who has not yet determined at what

mark he is to shoot, direct his arrow aright."

This is the cause of so many abortive

attempts in human efforts, the reason why

so many fail of success. Men, too often,

commence life with no definite purpose in

view, with no preconceived plan of action.

Without thought they are ready to adopt

any course, or engage in any work, and are

just as ready to make a change when an

opportunity offers. The consequence is,

their attention is divided, their interest

distracted. They do nothing well. Their

energies are wasted, and their labors, in a

great measure lost. They never rise to dis-

tinction. They make no impression upon

the world. With no fixed purpose before

them, they have accomplished little for them-

selves or for others.

The man, who would succeed in any pur-

suit, must devote himself to it with single-

ness of aim, with steadiness of purpose.

This must constantly animate his soul, and

exert a controlling influence over his career.

It must be the great business of life. Other

purposes must be excluded and on this one

object all his desires and efforts must be

concentrated. When we have once intelli-

gently decided upon a certain sphere of

duty, we must not stop to inquire, whether

we could have made a better choice, or grow

weary with the pursuit and seek another

which may be regarded as more eligible.

Such a course is fetal to success. After

all, there is not so great a difference in the

vocations of life. All are honorable, all
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may afford a subsistence or an opportunity

of doing good. The issue depends upon

ourselves and it should be our aim, in

whatever business we engage, to reach the

highest point of eminence, to become mas-

ter workmen in it.

When an individual is pervaded with

this principle, it is difficult to assign limits

to the power he may wield, the success he

may attain. There is no intrenchment

which he may not carry—no battlement,

on which he may not plant his standard

—

no height which he may not reach—no

depth which he may not fathom. The

greatest obstacles, and the most stubborn

resistances he may overcome, and nothing

in the great field of experiment will be

found sufficient to resist his grasp. The

achievements of this virtue are numerous.

Every object, to which it has been directed,

bears evident marks of the success which

has attended it. Thus discovery has suc-

ceededdiscovery, invention produced inven-

tion, and attainment been added to attain-

ment. Those who are influenced and

guided in their labors by this principle can-

not fail. Although it may be perverted

and has, in some instances, been productive

of evil, it cannot be denied, that singleness

of purpose applied to any cause, good or

bad, will bring forth corresponding results.

One leading thought possessed the soul of

Alexander the Great. To win the con-

queror's fame was the single purpose of his

life. From the period, when quite a boy,

as he heard of the victories of Philip, he

exclaimed, "My father will not leave any

thing for me to do," until towards the close

of his career, he sat down and "wept

because there were no other worlds for him

to conquer," the one object was constantly

before his mind, and to this were all made

to yield. Napoleon, is also an apt illustra-

tion of the same truth. From his youth

the desire for military renown, seemed to

be his ruling passion. His thoughts, plans

and studies were all subordinated to a

warrior's life. A purpose once adopted

commanded his whole being, and he did

not cease his labors for its accomplishment.

until victory was the result. Although

frequently threatened with evil, he was

never dismayed, although often surrounded

by danger, he was never in the least daunt-

ed, although he sometimes experienced

reverses, he was never deterred from the

object of pursuit. With inferior numbers,

with no superiority of discipline, compared

with that of his adversaries, he was enabled

to subdue empires, revolutionize Europe,

to cause " crowns to tremble and systems

to vanish"

—

" To Bit

Like an eagle on the apex of the globe,

And hear the murmuring of the conquered tribes."

But for this trait of character he would

never have become the agent of events so

marked and important in the history of

the world. Results equally brilliant, under

the influence of this principle might have

followed, if Providence had not interposed

and uttered by Divine authority, " Thus

far shalt thou go, but no farther
!"

Few characters have exhibited this vir-

tue, of which we are speaking, more con-

spicuously than he who gave a hemisphere

to the world. Trained for the life of a

mariner, Columbus became very much in-

terested in geographical studies, and in his

youth conceived the idea of vast territories

west of the Atlantic ocean. This idea

finally absorbed his whole attention, and

in the course of time he resolved to test

the reality of his conceptions. But he was

without influence or wealth. How could

he execute his purpose? This was the

controlling thought, although he saw that

obstacles almost insuperable lay in his

path. He pursued it, however, amid the

opposition of the learned, and the neglect

of the rulers of that day, wandering from

court to court, trying to procure a hearing

for his chimerical scheme, as it was then

regarded, and pressing his appeals till he

obtained the necessary assistance. It was

the fruit of a single purpose early formed

and earnestly prosecuted to its glorious

consummation. Little more than two cen-

turies ago, you might have seen a small,

sickly, timid boy at a country school in
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England, subjected in addition to the harsh

treatment of the master, to the tyranny

and frequent blows of his companions.

One of them especially was severe in his

mal-treatment of the poor lad, who, friend-

less and alone, would often shed bitter

tears in reflecting upon his unhappy con-

dition and the cruelty of his associates.

"I cannot," said he, "repel blow by blow.

I cannot pay back in kind what he inflicts,

but I will take my revenge. I will apply

myself to my lessons. I will be at the head

of my class, and look down upon this cruel

boy as a superior." The purpose of this

disconsolate youth was acted upon; he did

apply himself and with such success as not

only to be at the head of his class and

school, but afterwards in England, in

Europe and the world. It was the great

Newton himself, who, as a high priest of

nature, searched out many of her mysteries

and removed the covering which had been

spread over her for ages. Before he was

thirty years old his most important dis-

coveries were made.

Another striking illustration of our sub-

ject is aff"orded in the character of our own
Franklin. This trait manifested itself,

whether he enlisted in the great cause of

human freedom, embarked in the glorious

struggle of the Revolution or imparted his

knowledge to the cause of science. It was

stamped on all the actions of his life, on

all the powers of his mind. Thus he rose

from comparative obscurity to the highest

celebrity, and has not only shed a lustre

upon his own times and country, but be-

queathed a noble legacy to posterity, in

whose grateful remembrance he will abide

when the titled destroyers of mankind will

be recollected only to be execrated. We
know too, with what success the illustrious

Bacon devoted himself to the project of a

reform in the system of human knowledge.

Before he had completed his sixteenth

year, he conceived the idea of overthrowing

the philosophy of Aristotle, and his efforts

were not interrupted until his purpose was

accomplished.

The trophies of this virtue are likewise

to be seen in the works of philanthropy

.

Wilberforce in his exertions to procure the

abolition of the slave trade is an admirable

exemplification of the principle. The
energies of his whole life were consecrated

to this benevolent object. In the cause of

injured Africa he often passed the night

in intense and wakeful thought. He con-

sulted with the wise and reasoned with

the sceptical ; he left no means unspared,

no efforts untried, but kept on laboring

with an ardor that never cooled and a de-

votion that knew no remission, till the

great object of his wishes had been gained.

Call to mind also the philanthropic Howard,

who with great singleness of purpose devo-

ted his time to the alleviation of distress

and the amelioration of his fellow men,

and the Apostle Paul, whose whole soul

was inspired with the holy aim of promot-

ing the best interests of mankind, and

who counted not even his life dear, provided

he might finish his course with joy and be

instrumental in advancing the present and

eternal happiness of those who came under

his influence.

But it is unnecessary to multiply exam-

ples. The world is full of illustrations,

and every day's experience confirms the

truth of the lesson we are inculcating. If

we would succeed in business or be useful

in the world, we must devote ourselves

with singleness of aim to the object that

claims our attention. Rejecting with scorn

every lure that ambition, interest or pleas-

ure holds out to tempt us from our purpose,

we must be willing to endure any hardship

or submit to any toil however laborious.

A.cting thus on all occasions we will not

fail of success. We will be able to de-

monstrate the power of this virtue. We
will shine as lights in the world and will

have lived to some purpose.

Fretting.—Why should we be always

fretting—anxious for the day, and uneasy

for the future? Did not the great God

create the world, and our fortunes in it,

and will he not, having made them, take

the best care of them ?
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DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.
A THRILLING SKETCH.

A
few weeks ago, Sir E, Bulwer Lytton

delivered a lecture in Lincoln, which

city he has for a number of years rep-

resented in Parliament, on the early his-

tory of Eastern nations. He gave an out-

line of the history of the Babylonian,

Assyrian, Persian, Egyptian, Greek and

Jewish nations, and closed with the fol-

lowing powerful and dramatic description

of the destruction ofJerusalem by Titus :

—

" Six years after the birth of our Lord,

Judea and Samaria became a Roman
province, under subordinate governors,

the most famous of whom was Pontius

Pilate. These governors became so op-

pressive that the Jews broke out into re-

bellion ; and seventy years after Christ,

Jerusalem was finally besieged by Titus,

afterwards Emperor of Rome. No tragedy

on the stage has the same scenes of appal-

ling terror as are to be found in the history

of this siege. The city itself was rent by

factions at the deadliest war with each

other—all the elements of civil hatred

had broke loose—the streets were slippery

with the blood of citizens—brother slew

brother—the granaries were set on fire

—

famine wasted those whom the sword did

not slay. In the midst of these civil

massacres, the Roman armies appeared

before the walls of Jerusalem. Then for

a short time the rival factions united

against the common foe ; they were again

the gallant countrymen of David and

Joshua—they sallied forth and scattered

the eagles of Rome. But this triumph

was brief; the ferocity of the ill-fated Jews

soon again wasted itself on each other.

And Titus marched on—encamped his

armies close by the walls—and from the

height the Roman general gazed with

awe on the strength and splendor of the

city of Jehovah.

" Let us here pause—and take ourselves,

a mournful glance at Jesusalem, as it then

was. The city Avas fortified by a triple

wall, save on one side, whore it was pro-

tected by deep and impassable ravines.

These walls, of the most solid masonry,

were guarded by strong towers ; opposite

to the loftiest of these towers Titus had

encamped. From the height of that tower

the sentinel might have seen stretched

below, the whole of that fair territory of

Judea, about to pass from the countrymen

of David. Within these walls was the

palace of the kings—its roof of cedar, its

doors of the rarest marbles, its chambers

filled with the costliest tapestries, and

vessels of gold and silver. Groves and

gardens gleaming with fountains, adorned

with statues of bronze, divided the courts

of the palace itself. But high above all,

upon a precipitous rock, rose the temple,

fortified and adorned by Solomon. This

temple was as strong without, as a citadel

;

within, more adorned than a palace. On
entering, you beheld porticoes of number-

less columns of porphyry, marble and ala-

baster ; gates adorned with gold and silver,

among which was the wonderful gate call-

ed the Beautiful.

" Further on, through a vast arch, was

the sacred portal which admitted into the

interior of the temple itself—all sheeted

over with gold, and overhung by a vine

tree of gold, the branches of which were

as large as a man. The roof of the temple,

even on the outside, was set over with

golden spikes, to prevent the birds settling

there and defiling the holy dome. At a

distance the whole temple looked like a

mount of snow, fretted with g-olden pinna-

cles. But, alas, the veil of that temple

had been already rent asunder by an in-

expiable crime, and the Lord of Hosts did

not fight with Israel. But the enemy is

thundering at the wall. All around the

city arose immense machines, from which

Titus poured down mighty fragments of

rock, and showers of fire. The walls gave

way—the city was entered, the temple it-

self was stormed.

" Famine in the meanwhile had made

such havoc that the besieged were more

like spectres than living men ; they devour-

ed the belts to their swords, the sandals

to their feet. Even nature itself so perish-
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ed away, that a mother devoured her own

infant ; fulfilling the awful words of the

prophet who had first led the Jews toward

the land of promise—" The tender and

delicate woman amongst you', who would

not adventure to set the sole of her foot

upon the ground for delicateness and

tenderness—her eye shall be evil toward

her young one and the children that she

shall bear, for she shall eat them for want

of all things, secretly in the siege and

straitness wherewith thine enemy shall en-

compass thee in thy gates."

Still, as if the foe and famine were not

scourge enough, citizens smoteand murder-

ed each other as they met in the way

—

false prophets ran howling through the

streets—every image of despair completes

the ghastly picture of the fall of Jesusalem.

And now the temple was set on fire, the

Jews rushing through the flames to perish

amid its ruins.

" It was a calm summer night—the 10th

of August—the whole hill on which stood

the temple, was one gigantic blaze of fire

—

the roofs of cedar crashed—the golden

pinnacles of the dome were like spikes of

crimson flame. Through the lurid atmos-

phere all was carnage and slaughter ; the

echoes of shrieks and yells rang back from

the hill of Zion and the Mount of Olives.

Amongst the smoking ruins, and over

piles of the dead, Titus planted the stand-

ard of Rome.

The Past and Future.—In the eternity

of God there is nothing so past as to have

quite ceased to be present ; and nothing

80 completely future as though it did not

already exist.

—

Augustine.

Chance is but a mere name, and really

nothing in itself ; a conception of our minds,

and only a compendious way of speaking,

whereby we would express, that such ef-

fects as are commonly attributed to chance,

were verily produced by their true and

proper causes, but without their design to

produce them.

THE FLUTE OF LACED^MON.

BY REV. EDWARD C. JONES.

" The Lacedzemonians usually advanced to action

with the sound of the flute."

—

Eschenburg's Manual
of Classical Literature, p. 459.

Not with the clangor loud and long,

Of cymbal and of drum,

Not with the tempest burst of song,

Does Lacedsemon come,

But dulcet warblings of the flute,

Announce the steady tread,

Of those who, mightiest in pursuit.

By iron souls are led.

You might suppose they wished to lull,

An infant to its rest,

A serenade so beautiful,

Would charm a maiden's breast,

And yet that prelude soft as dew.

Was droppings of a shower,

Which to a maddening whirlwind grew,

Ere fled a single hour.

Oh, Lacedsemon's olden band,

Thy flutes of silver sound,

Teach me, however firm my stand,

Upon Life's battle-ground,

—

However resolute the blow,

I deal in pressing on.

My inmost spirit should but know,

A quiet uuder-tone.

With gentle words but iron blows.

The conflict should proceed,

And when the cadence purest flows,

More sterling prove the deed,

Collected nerve and steady brow,

An aim and purpose high,

May all redeem our manhood's vow,

'Mid bursts of melody.

Toledo blade if wreathed in flowers,

Has not an edge less keen.

Than if aloft the spectre towers,

In all its fearful sheen.

They act the truest and the best.

Their arrows farthest shoot.

Who bring to bear the Grecian's test.

And fight behind the flute.

What is the world ? A dream within a

dream—as we grow older, each step has

an inward awakening. The youth awakes,

as he thinks from childhood ; the full-grown

man despises the pursuits of youth as

visionary ; the old man looks on manhood

as a feverish dream. Is death the last

sleep ?—No—it is the last final awakening.

—Sir Walter Scott.
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PROGRESSION.

THE growth of religion in the soul is

progressive. Men may prate about in-

stantaneous conversions, but I believe

there is no such thing, and that in ninety-

nine cases of a hundred such pretended

conversions are not genuine.

What seems to be in many instances an

immediate work is doubtless the effect of

some previous train of thought or the fi'uits

of early education or parental councils long

forgotten but which revived by the Spirit

of God, awakens in the sinner a sudden

sense of his guilt and danger and induces

him to seek the Lord. Like some stream

that finds its way along unseen, through

the cliffs of the rocks and secret caverns,

suddenly bursts forth to light, full of re-

freshing and gladness.

There is in nature nothing like sudden

growth, and progress is written upon

everything. It is so with the physical

man.

Thus childhood is first helpless—gain-

ing strength gradually, it learns to creep,

then stand with help, then it begins to

walk feebly with many falls, until by con-

tinual accessions of strength day after day,

it is able to stand firm and walk upright.

It is so with the intellect. The mind

grasps at first the very rudiments of learn-

ing, and step by step advances in know-

ledge, until it has mastered science and

languages and is fitted to take its station

in the world.

And can it be otherwise with man's

moral nature? St. Paul describes the

Christian as fed first with the sincere milk

of the word, then gradually with stronger

meats as they are able to bear it, until they

at length stand firm and can resist tempta-

tion, and understand the sophistries of sin,

and guard the heart from danger, and wan-

der abroad upon the rich pasture of God's

grace, drinking from the still waters.

So a gentle flame when first kindled is

easily extinguished ; a light breath may
put it out; as it increases the wind only

urges it to greater vigor and the breath of

the hurricane but spreads its fury.

Again, what first is a little tender shoot,

that even a worm may destroy, becomes a

stalk which a child may readily break, but

as it grows, the stem withstands the shock

and expanding into a stout tree braves the

winds and storms of years.

So with a little stream, in its first gush-

ing a pebble can turn it from its course,

but as it flows on it continues to increase,

growing more and more impetuous until

it becomes a mighty river bearing heavy

ships upon its bosom and flooding the

land.

A railroad train starts with a scarcely

perceptible motion, then faster and faster

until the maximum speed is attained.

We cannot go wrong in following na-

ture, she will lead us aright and will teach

us to take a common sense view of things

whether in accordance with our previous

notions or not. L. L. H.

Always Firm.—There are some whom
the lightning of fortune blasts, only to

render holy. Amidst all that humbles

and scathes, amidst all that shatters from

their life its verdure, smites to the dust

the pomp and summit of their pride, and

in the very heart of existence writeth a

sudden and " strange defeature," they

stand erect—riven, not uprooted, a monu-

ment less of pity than of awe ! There are

some who pass through the lazar-house of

Misery, with a step more august than a

CjBsar in his halls. The very things which

seen alone, are despicable and vile, associ-

ated with them, become almost venerable

and divine ; and one ray, however dim and

feeble, of that intense holiness, which in

the Infant Saviour, shed majesty over the

manger and the straw, not denied to those

who, in the depth of affliction, cherish His

patient image, flings over the meanest

localities of earth an emanation from the

glory of Heaven.

How TO ENSURE SUCCESS.—The surest

way not to fail is to determine to succeed.

—Sheridan.
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THE COMPANY OF HEAVEN.

IT is pleasant amid the jars and discords

of this lower world, to meet and min-

gle with the great and good and noble

spirits that are to be found among us, and

to refresh the weary, world-worn mind by

association with the pure and holy heart-

ed ; after the busy cares and petty trials of

this work-day world are over, to sit quietly

down by the fireside, or among the two

or three who have met together, and con-

verse of that home to which each closing

day is bringing us nearer, and toward

which our united hearts and hopes are

tending.

And if the communion of saints on earth

is so sweet, if the society of the good and

lovely is to be desired, what must it be to

mingle in the grand assemblage above?

Heaven has been gathering to itself through

countless ages whatever is congenial to its

nature, and enriching itself with the spoils

of earth. Whatever we look upon as holy

and excellent, elevated and worthy to be

loved in the character of men, is found

gathered and still gathering in that multi-

tude which no man can number in the city

of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem.

From every century, every generation,

out of every people, and nation, and kin-

dred, and tongue, since the world began,

a long procession has ascended, and still

passed onward, comprising all that is best,

and noblest and brightest in man, all that

is holy, all that is true, all that makes

earth safe and pleasant to dwell in, and

joining itself to that church of the first-

born which is written in heaven, and to

the spirits of just men made perfect. There

are those whom we have known and loved.

The hoary head walking among us for so

many years in the ways of wisdom, the

soldier of the cross, who had learnt to live

not unto himself, but unto Him who died

—the gentle, pure hearted, loving ones

—

the tender infant—all taking their place

in the ranks of those who are " without

fault," before the throne. Once safe with-

in those portals, how glorious their commu-

nion, how pure their intercourse. Nothing

but holiness, and happiness and love bind

together the family of heaven. Is this the

companionship in which we trust to spend

our eternal years ? "What manner of per-

sons ought we, then, to be in all holy con-

versation and godliness, looking for, and

hastening unto the day when we, too, shall

join in that innumerable multitude, and

unite with them in the ever new song of

praise to Him who hath covered us with

a righteousness, and made us meet to be

partakers of the inheritance of the saints

in light.

—

Christian Witness.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

A NIGHT VOICE.

BY REV. I. J. STINE.

"What IS IT?"

The moon is in the eastern sky,

Sweet empress of the night;

The starry orbs that roll on high

Dispense their silvery light.

Soft night-dews are gently falling,

And methinks a voice is calling,

Gently calling.

" Come, come," it saith, "away awhile,"

Sweet calling from the skies

—

" Child of suspense and care and toil.

Of sorrows and of sighs

;

Come away," still gently calling,

While the chilly dews are falling

—

Gently calling.

Curwensville, Pa.

THE NARROW WAY.

THE Christian's course is compared to a

narrow way; it is narrow, yet wide

enough. It is narrow only by contrast

with the broad road where thousands go.

Though sometimes jostled by contact with

the roughness of life, or with worldly and

wicked men, yet he has room enough, and

walks straight forward in the discharge

of his duty.

A worldly man needs a wide path ; like

a drunkard, he surges about from one side

to the other, from one folly to another

;

whilst the sober man pursues the even

tenor of his way, unmolested and happy in

the rectitude of his intention, and the hope

of his reward at the end. L. L. H.
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SMILES FOR HOME.

« rpAKE that home with you, dear," said

-L Mrs. Lewis, her manner half smiling,

half serious.

"Take what home, Caddy?" And Mr,

Lewis turned towards his wife, curiously.

Now Mrs. Lewis had spoken from the mo-

ment's imijulse, and already partly regretted

her remark.

" Take what home ?" repeated her husband,

" I don't understand you."

" That smiling face you turned upon Mr.

Edwards, when you answered his question

just now."

Mr. Lewis slightly averted his head, and

walked on in silence. They had called in at

the store of Mr. Edwards to purchase a few

articles, and were now on their way home.

There was no smile on the face of Mr. Lewis

now, but a very grave expression instead

—

grave almost to sternness. The words of his

wife had taken him altogether by surprise

;

and though spoken lightly, had jarred upon

his ears.

The truth was, Mr. Lewis, like a great

many other men who have their own business

cares and troubles, was in the habit of bring-

ing home a sober, and too often, a clouded

face. It was in vain that his wife and chil-

dren looked into that face for sunshine, or

listened to his words for tones of cheerful-

ness.

" Take that home with you, my dear."

Mrs. Lewis was already repenting this sug-

gestion made on the moment's impulse. Her

husband was sensitive to a fault. He could

not bear even an implied censure from his

wife. And so she had learned to be very

guarded in this particular.

" Take that home with you, dear ! Ah me I

I wish the words had not been said. There

will be darker clouds now, and alas they

were dark enough before I Why can't Mr.

Lewis leave his cares and business behind
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him, and let us see the old, pleasant, smiling

face again. I thought this morning- that he

had forgotten how to smile ; but I see that he

can smile, if he tries. Ah 1 why don't he try

at home ?"

So Mrs. Lewis talked to herself, as she

moved along by the side of her husband, who

had not spoken a word since her reply to his

query "Take what home?" Block after block

was passed, and street after street crossed,

and still there was silence between them.

" Of course," said Mrs. Lewis, speaking in

her own thoughts, " of course he is offended.

He won't bear a word from me. I might

have known, beforehand, that talking out in

this way would only make things worse. Oh,

dear! I'm getting out of all heart!"

"What then, Caddy?"

Mrs. Lewis almost started at the sound of

her husband's voice, breaking unexpectedly

upon her ear, in a softened tone.

" What then ?" he repeated, turning towards

her, and looking down into her shyly up-

turned face.

" It would send warmth and radiance

through the whole house," said Mrs. Lewis,

her tones all a-tremble with feeling.

" You think so ?"

" I know so I Only try it, dear, for this

one evening."

" It isn't so easy a thing to put on a smil-

ing face, Caddy, when thought is oppressed

with care."

" It didn't seem to require much effort just

now," said Mrs. Lewis, glancing up at her

husband with something of archness in her

look.

Again a shadow dropped down upon the

face of Mr. Lewis, which was again partly

turned away; and again they walked in

silence.

"He is so sensitive!" Mrs. Lewis said to

herself, the shadow on her husband's face

darkened her own. " I have to be as careful

of my words as if talking to a spoiled

child."

No, it did not require much effort on the

part of Mr. Lewis to smile, as he passed a

few words, lightly, with Mr. Edwards. The

remark of his wife had not really displeased

him; it had only set him to thinking. After

remaining gravely silent, because he was un-

dergoing a brief self-examination, Mr. Lewis

said

—

" You thought the smile given to Mr. Ed-

wards came easy enough ?"

" It did not seem to require an effort," re-

plied his wife.

" No, not much effort was required," said

Mr. Lewis. His tones were slightly depress-

ed. " But this must be taken into account,

my mind was in a certain state of excite-

ment or activity, that repressed sober feelings,

and made smiling an easy thing. So we

smile and are gay in company, at cost of lit-

tle effort ; because all are smiling and gay,

and we feel the common sphere of excite-

ment. How different it often is when we are

alone, I need not say. You, Caddy, are guil-

ty of the sober face at home as well as your

husband." Mr. Lewis spoke with a tender

reproof in his voice.

" But the sober face is caught from yours

oftener than you imagine, my husband," re-

plied Mrs. Lewis.

"Are you certain of that, Caddy?"
" Very certain. You make the sunlight

and the shadow of your home. Smile upon

us
;
give us cheerful words ;

enter into our

feelings and interests, and there will be no

brighter home in all the land. A shadow on

your countenance is a veil for my heart ; and

the same is true as respects our children.

Our pulses strike too nearly in unison not to

be disturbed when yours has lost its even

beat."

Again Mr. Lewis walked on in silence, his

face partly averted ; and again his wife be-

gan to fear that she had spoken too freely.

But he soon dispelled this impression, for he

said

—

" I am glad, Caddy, that you have spoken

thus plainly, I only wish that you had done

so before. I see how it is. My smiles have

been for the outside world—the world that

neither loved nor regarded me—and my
clouded brow for the dear ones at home, for

whom thought and care are ever-living ac-

tivities."

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis were now at their own

door, where they paused a moment, and then

went in. Instantly, on passing his threshhold,

Mr. Lewis felt the pressure uj^on him of his

usual state. The hue of his feelings began
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to change. The cheerful, interested exterior

put on for those he met in business inter-

course, began rapidly to change, and a sober

hue to succeed. Like most business men,

his desire for profitable results was even far

in advance of the slow evolutions of trade

;

and his daily history was a daily history of

disappointments, in some measure dependent

upon his restless anticipations. He was not

as willing to work and to wait as he should

be ; and, like many of his class, neglected the

pearls that lay here and there along his life-

paths, because they were inferior in value to

those he hoped to find just a little way in ad-

vance. The consequence was that, when the

day's excitement was over, his mind fell into

a brooding state, and lingered over its disap-

pointments, or looked forward with failing

hope in the future—for hope—in many

things, had been long deferred. And so he

rarely had smiles for home.

" Take that home with you, dear," whis-

pered Mrs. Lewis, as they moved along the

passage, and before they had joined the fam-

ily. She had an instinctive consciousness

that her husband was in danger of relapsing

into his usual state.

The warning was just in time.

"Thank you for the words," said he. "I

will not forget them."

And he did not ; but at once rallied him-

self, and to the glad surprise of Jenny, Will,

and Mary, met them with a new face, cover-

ed with fatherly smiles, and with pleasant

tones inquired about their day's employment.

The feelings of the children move in quick

transition. They had not expected a greet-

ing like this ; but the response was instant.

/ Little Jenny climbed into her father's arms.

Will came and stood by his chair, answering

his questions while Mary, older by a few

years than the rest, leaned against her

father's shoulder, and laid her white hand

softly upon his head, smoothing back the

dark hair, just showing a little frost, from

his broad, manly temples.

A pleasant group was this for the eyes of

Mrs. Lewis, as she came forth from her

chamber to the sitting room, where she had

gone to lay off her bonnet and shawl and

change her dress. Well did her husband un-

derstand the meaning look she gave him ; and

warmly did her "heart respond to the smile he

threw back upon her.

" Words fitly spoken are like apples of

gold in pictures of silver," said Mr. Lewis,

speaking to her as she came in.

"What do you mean by that?" asked

Mary, looking curiously into her father's

face.

" Mother understands," replied Mr. Lewis,

smiling tenderly upon his wife.

" Something pleasant must have happen-

ed," said Mary.

"Something pleasant! Why do you say

that ?" asked Mr. Lewis.

" You and mother look so happy," replied

the child.

"And we have cause to be happy," an-

swered the father, as he drew his arm tightly

around her, " in having three such good

children."

Mary laid her cheek to his, and whispered

:

" If you are smiling and happy, dear father !

home will be like heaven."

Mr. Lewis kissed her; but did not reply.

He felt a rebuke in her words. But the re-

buke did not throw a chill over his feelings;

it only gave new strength to his purposes.

" Don't distribute all your smiles. Keep a

few of the warmest and brightest for home,"

said Mrs. Lewis, as she parted with her hus-

band on the next morning. He kissed her,

but did not promise. The smiles were kept,

however, and evening saw them ; though not

for the outside world. Other, and many
evenings saw the same cheerful smiles, and

the same happy home. And was not Mr.

Lewis a better and happier man? Of course

he was. And so would all men be, if they

would take home with them the smiling as-

pect they so often exhibit, as they meet their

fellow-men in business intercourse, or ex-

change words in passing compliments. Take

your smiles and cheerful words home with

you, husbands, fathers, and brothers.—Your

hearts are cold and dark without them.

Human affections are the leaves, the

foliage of our being—they catch every

breath and in the burden and heat of the

day they make music and motion in a sul-

try world. Stripped of that foliage, how

unsightly is human nature.
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"We have allowed ourselves a tolerably wide

range in the preparation of our short articles

upon Church Intelligence. Instead of string-

ing together a whole catalogue of disconnect-

ed items, which it would have been easy to

reproduce from the daily and the weekly

papers, and which everybody was fixmiliar

with already, we have preferred to select one

or two events of interest, occurring anywhere

in the wide world, that might have any bear-

ing upon the kingdom of God, and to present

them in such a manner as to show how vastly

diversified are the channels of Christian ac-

tivity.

Our plan, however, does not forbid us to

record anything that is interesting, especially

if it has the additional merit of being truly
j

new. So we report the consecration of a

new, large, and substantial church, on Whit-

sunday, in the charge of Brother J. W. Hassler,

of Centre Square, Montgomery County. Its

location is within four miles of Doylestown,

Bucks County, upon a commanding emi-

nence, that affords a fine view of a most at-

tractive region for many miles around. It is

part of the extensive parish in which Rev. W.
Kaemmerer, of the Pennsylvania Synod, has

been diligently laboring for years ; and the

zeal with which this enterprise has been un-

dertaken and carried through, is a pleasing

indication that he has not labored in vain.

These two brethren have co-operated heartily

in the work ; and both have reason to be

thankful for the blessing that has so far at-

tended their work of faith and labor of love.

The church is surrounded by an active, enter-

prising population ; and by the agency of a

faithful pastor, a well-organized Sunday-
school, and a Christian literature, it will prove

to be a fountain of life and salvation to many
souls. Having attended the consecration, we
were edified by what we saw and heard of

the zeal of the people, and we know that

every lover of the Church who reads our ac-

count, will sympathize with the Pastor in his

grateful joy.

Meeting of the Synod of Pennsylvania.
—This mother of Synods held its lllth con-

vention, during Trinity Week, in the town of

Easton, Pa. The sessions were largely at-

tended, and the transactions were strongly

marked by enlightened zeal and by fraternal

love. We do not pretend to flourish a trum-
pet in gratuitous praise of this body, but we
can say with truth, that it is seldom that

ecclesiastical conventions are attended by
greater personal enjoyment and fraternal

unity. Some of the pastoral charges of this

Synod have, through the force of circum-

stances, been so large, so extensive, that the

judicious division of them has for years been
the subject of serious and anxious delibera-

tion. Some of the pastors have, in truth,

been merely missionaries, and they, as well

as the Synod itself, have long lamented that

scarcity of laborers, which requires them to

diffuse their efforts over a large surface, and
forbids the concentration of their energies

upon any one specific point. The second

conference, which embraces a portion of this

so-called missionary field, has itself laid hold

of this subject with a vigorous grasp, and
brought it to the notice of Synod with such
force and impressiveness as it never seemed
to possess before. Resolutions were passed,

and measures, both of an educational and
missionary character will be adopted, which,

by the blessing of the Lord, it is hoped, will

tend to correct the evil.

The German has ever been the constitu-

tional language of this body, although the

English language has long been tolerated.

There have been reasons for the maintenance
of the German ; but the influence of its pre-

vailing use in the sessions of the Synod was
often found to be unfavorable upon those

congregations in our large towns where the

English language is dominant. It appeared

to the Synod, that the state of the Church
required a repeal of that article of the con-

stitution that prescribes the use of the Ger-

man language. This repeal was effected by
unanimous consent, and so the German and
the English stand upon the same level, and
enjoy equal privileges. The cheerful una-
nimity of this action may be regarded as a

sign of the good understanding that prevails

at present, and as an earnest of the future

harmony and success of the Synod.
The Committee that was entrusted with

the duty of translating the Liturgy for the

use of our English Churches, reported pro-

gress, and were authorized to continue their

labors, with a view to the early publication

of their work. The Liturgy is intended also

to answer the purposes of a book of common
prayer ; and if the whole shall correspond

with the specimen that was presented to

Synod, we doubt not that it will be hailed

everywhere as an edifying inmate in the fam-
ily, and a devout companion in the closet.

The kindness and hospitality of the citi-

zens of Easton seemed, to the Synod, to be
unbounded. Universal cheerfulness prevail-

ed, controlled by good sense, and sanctified

by high-toned Christian principle ; and when
the brethren retired, it was with the prayers,

that every blessing from above might be mul-
tiplied to the friends whose generous hospi-

tality was so freely enjoyed.
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Biblical Comjiemtart on the New Testa-

ment. By Dr. H. Olshausen. Revised after

the latest Germaa edition, by A. C. Kendrick,

D.D. New York: Slieldon, Blakeman & Co.

After all the commendatory notices of this

Commentary, there seems to be nothing more
needed than the simple announcement of the

successive volumes as they appear. We have

already expressed our convictions of this in-

comparable exposition of the New Testament.

The present volume brings down the Commen-
tary continuously to the close of the Epistle to

the Hebrews ; and the editor expresses his

conviction that it will not be found inferior

in interest and value to any of its prede-

cessors.

Short Sermons. By J. N. Norton, A. M.

Philadelphia : H. Hooker & Co.

It appears the author was asked by a

friend for some fine passages from his Ser-

mons for publication. The answer was mod-
estly given : "There are no fine passages in

them." There, we humbly think, the matter

should have ended. But the Short Sermons
with no fine passages, nevertheless, appear

in print. Well, a book is a book, although

there's nothing in it. We do not, however, pre-

tend to say there is nothing in this book. There

is a great deal of precious Gospel truth in this

unpretending volume ; but still we cannot

commend the multiplying of books, without

some real additions to the treasures of thought

and ideas. The book may do good, and so

would the ordinary ministrations of any evan-

gelical minister, if put into a permanent form

and circulated. And, after all, if publishers

or authors are willing to assume the respon-

sibility, and people will read the books, why
we presume it is no business of the critics. So

we think, and we most heartily say, Amen, to

the devout wish of the author of these Short

Sermons—" God grant that the reading of

them may not be altogether without effect!"

Men op the Olden Time. By Rev. C. A.

Smith, D. D. Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blak-

iston.

The publishers have done their best, in

making this a most beautiful and attractive

book—and this is saying a good deal, for

Lindsay & Blakiston have few, if any supe-

riors, in their line, in taste and artistic exe-

cution. Next conies the title. This was no
doubt intended, in business phrase, to be
" taking." And in a certain sense it is

striking, and there is a good deal, publishers
say, in a striking title. Well, this is rather a
captivating title—there is a flavor of romance
and antiquity about it ; and the ambiguity as

to what kind of men of the olden time, and
of ivhat olden time, serves to invest the sub-
ject with a hue of mystery that is of itself

rather fascinating. In short, we don't like

the title—we scarcely know why, any more
than we cannot give the rationale of many of
our instincts. It has the sound of a novel,

rather than of a religious biography with
moral reflections. But the book is, after all,

a very creditable production, and as a prac-
tical work cannot fail to do good. The dis-

cussions of the several chapters are eminently
evangelical and practical, and such as we
should like to place in the hands of our
j-oung people. If, however, we should look
at the book critically, as reviewers have
rather a propensity to do, we would say that

the representative character given to Abel,
Cain, &c., is very arbitrary, if not infelicitous.

For instance, the first chapter is headed 'Li6e/,

the Martyr-Spirit." Now where is the his-

torical evidence of the fact assumed? The
fact that he fell beneath the frati-icidal hand
is no more evidence of his having the martyr-

spirit, than if he had teen struck by lightning.

What evidence is there that he had the

martyr-spirit in the sense that Stephen or

j

Luther had ? None at all. The Doctor says

that moral heroism is the substance of the

martyr-spirit. Where is the evidence of moral
heroism in Abel? The simple fact that he
was a martyr is no evidence. If the Doctor
wished to select a representative of the true

martyr-spirit, he could find such an one in

the Bible. But we should no more think of ma-
king Abel that representative, than we would
of taking John or JIary—meek and patient

disciples of Jesus in anj' congregation—as

such representatives. A similar criticism

might be offered on ^^ Cain, or Modern Skep-
ticism." Few men possess the ability of even
detecting the true representative man, and fewer

still the analytical and imaginative power to

paint him when seen.

But these essays on Biblical characters,

whilst they do not pretend to be learned,

critical or exhaustive, are really valuable

contributions to our religious literature.
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The book is a highly creditable performance,

and one that we can commend most heartily

to all the young.
The Doctor would do well to refresh his

memory with some of his early rhetorical

studies. It is not in good taste to speak of

" clouds hugging in their wide embrace the

whirlwind and the storm." It is not a fact

philosophically ; and if it were, it is not grace-

fully expressed. " The lightning laying its

hand upon the lazy atmosphere," is a sentence

which is questionable in point of taste.

But all these are small matters, in view of

the abounding excellences of the work. It

is really one of those sound, evangelical books,

which we would like to see in every family

in our land, assured that it would leave a

blessing for the old and young.

Lights and Shadows of the Christian
Life. By Rev. W. K. Tweedie, D. D.

This is a book on Christian experience.

Dr. Schleiermacher, and after him Neander,
speak of the " Christian consciousness" as

the basis of the divine life ; and of that life

Neander says, that " the peculiar mark of it

is precisely this, that it is grounded in a
consciousness of absolute dependence upon
Christ; that it is nothing but a constant re-

newing after the image of Christ." The object

of this book seems to be, to accomplish the

result described by Neander, " to lead men
back to Him who is the well-spring from
whom the full-flowing fountain of divine life

gushes forth in all its purity."

Books on religious experience, when written

with the spiritual insight, the marked care

and judiciousness of this work, cannot fail to

be of immense service to Christians, in all

stages of their progi-ess in the divine life.

Dr. Aubigne, in one of his latest works, says,
" Se Christianisme est un fait, une verite, une
vie, u?ie experience." We might add that, with-
out that, it is to us a shadow or a name.

This is an admirable book, full of life-illus-

trations of Christian experience.

Select Discourses, by Monod, Krumacher,
Tholuck and Julius Muller. Translated
from the French and German, by Drs. Fish
and Poor. New York : Sheldon, Blakeman
&Co.

What a constellation of pulpit stars! No
minister can resist the temptation to get this

volume of sermons. The sermons on the
Temptations of Christ, by Monod and Kru-
machei', present the most thorough and ex-
haustive discussion of this deeply interesting

subject to be found anywhere.
Dr. Tholuck's sermon on the Christian Life

as a Glorified Childhood, is the gem of the

volume. The lecture of Dr. Monod on the

Delivery of Sermons ought to be read by all

young ministers, and old ones too, if they are

susceptible of improvement.

The following notice we take from the In-

dependent. It will be read with great interest

by those who do not take that paper

:

An Historioo-critical Introduction to
the Canonical Books of the New Testa-
ment. By Wilhelm M. L. De Wette. Trans-
lated by Frederick Frothingham. Boston :

Crosby, Nichols & Co.

The last edition of De Wette's Introduc-
tion, revised by the author, appeared in 1848,
about a year before his death. In that edi-

tion, alarmed by the skeptical tendencies of
Strauss and Baur, De Wette grew more con-
servative, and did something to repair the
breach which his first edition had made in

the popular faith in the Canonical Gospels.
That portion of the work which treats of the
ancient versions, and of the history and criti-

cism of the text, still has much value for the
Biblical student, though this department has
greatly advanced through the labors of Tre-
gelles and Tischendorf. (See The Greek Neio
Testament with the Latin version of Jerome,
by Tregelles

; and the seventh edition of Tis-

chendorfs Novum Testamentum. Greece.) De
Wette was always calm and deliberate in his

judgment, and accurate in his leai-ning.

Still his book is to be received with great

caution. He is not a safe guide for immature
minds. Take the following examples of his

method of dealing with the sacred writers.
" The differing treatment of their matter by

the Evangelists would appear much less loose

and more excusable, had they drawn from a
common source."

" In several passages, Luke has endeavor-
ed, and sometimes with success, to improve

upo7i Matthew ; in others, his pragmatism
(generally incorrect) is manifest."

" The gospel of Mark shows unmistakable
signs of non-originalitj^, both in the repre-

sentation of the teachings of Jesus, which are

sometimes given in wrong connections, some-
times more or less disfigured, and in the his-

toric accounts, which are sometimes arbi-

trarily altered, sometimes amplified by more
or less suspicious additions."

Of Matthew's gospel, he says, " Well-found-

ed doubts may be urged against the histori-

cal character of whole narratives and of par-

ticular facts. . . . Jesus's discourses are in

part out of their true historic connection, in

part incorrectly given."

Of the book of Acts, he says that it con-
tains '^demonstrable mistakes;" and "as re-

gards the narratives of miracles, suspicion

cannot fail of being excited by the circum-
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stance that some contain what is inconceivable,

some what shocks our moral sense, and some
vary on being repeated."

In the second epistle to the Corinthians, he
affirms that the Apostle " falls into a some-
what irritated tone." The epistle to the

Ephesians is characterized as " diffuse, dis-

connected, and verbose." The epistles to

Timothy and Titus are " neither historically

nor exegetically comprehensible." Such a

mode of criticism would soon nullify the

authority of the Bible as a Revelation from

God. Important as it is for Biblical scholars

to know what criticisms upon the New Tes-
tament canon have been made by so accom-
plished a scholar as De Wette, it is not well
for beginners to take their first lessons in

criticism from this Introduction.

De Wette's Handbuch is one of the best

grammatical aids in the interpretation of the

New Testament. His version of the Scrip-

tures is a model of style. But this Introduc-

tion should be labeled " Poison—use with
care."

4 m • m »

tfbitorial li^isalhng.

The Christians in Tdrkey.—There are

alarming reports current in Paris, as to a

general rising of the Christian population,

not merely on the frontier of Albania, but

throughout Servia, Bosnia, Thessaly, Macedo-
nia, Roumelia—in fact, through all European
Turkey. Whether Russia is trying a desper-

ate stroke, or whether it be the spontaneous

impulse of long compressed impatience ol

Ottoman rule, time alone will tell ; but the

Greek soldiers are deserting en masse over the

frontier, to form guerilla troops within the

Turkish territory, and this summer will be

remarkable by an outbreak of unprecedented

importance, of which the Montenegro victory

gives the signal.

Bartholomew, the sculptor, died at Naples

on the 1st ult. He was a native of Connecticut.

His age was about 30. His residence in Italy

extended over a period of eight years, broken
only by two brief visits to this country. He
has left a large number of finished works,
many of which are in private galleries in New
York, Baltimore, Hartford and Albany.

At a late meeting of the British Geographi-
cal Society, the Chairman, jy^o iem. announced
that the Society's anniversary would be cele-

brated in a short time, when a Royal medal
would be presented to Professor Alexander
Dallas Bache, of the United States Coast Sur-

vey, by the President, Sir R. Murcliison.

The aggregate wealth of the United States

amounts to 55^12,000, 000,000, and the popula-

tion is 24,000,000. The wealth, divided by

the population, gives $500 to each person,

young and old; and counting five persons to

each family, it would give the handsome little

fortune of §2,500 to every family of the re-

public, not excluding the slaves.

King and his Fool.—This good fellow's

influence was so great, that Charles, King of

France, once remarked to him, he thought
thej' had better change places. As Jean did

not look well pleased at the proposal, Charles
asked him if he were not content at the idea

of being a king.
" 0, content enough," was the reply ;

" but
I should he exceedingly ashamed at having
such a fool."

It was this fool who once tried his master's

nerve, by rushing into his room one morning,
with the exclamation

:

" Oh, sire, such news 1 Four thousand men
have risen in the city?"

" What !" cried the startled king ;
" with

what intention have they risen ?"

" Well," said Jean, placing his finger upon
his nose, " probably with the intention of ly-

ing down again at bed-time."

The Frontispiece.—We again present our
readers with a steel engraving as a frontis-

piece to the present number. Its beauty and
artistic execution cannot fail to secure uni-

versal commendation. We are anxious to ^
use such embellishments as often as possible;

and will steadily increase the interest and
attractiveness of the Journal in due propor-

tion to the increase of our list. We feel

deeply thankful to those of our friends who
have favored us with their influence and as-

sistance. We have received many such sub-

stantial regards during the past six months,

as also many flattering testimonials of the

improved character and value of the Journal.

In thus acknowledging these favors, we feel

truly grateful to that kind Providence who
hath thus prospered our endeavors, and open-

ed the way for a successful prosecution of our

labors. If these blessings are continued, we
may hope to win our way to an early inde-

pendence and a vigorous manhood. That

such may be the happy consummation, let all

our friends unite to a steady and an increas-

ing support.
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THE HORSE.

OF all the animals that God in his bene-

ficence, has created and made subject

to man's dominion, none perhaps, more

conduces to his enjoyment than the horse.

In this country it is true, the horse holds a

secondary position in our estimation, but it

is because nature and the ingenuity of

man, is more fully developed. Without

the horse, the Arab's household, would be

cheerless and incomplete ; he is the pet and

pride of the family, the companion onwhom
they depend ; he not only lessens the cares

of life, but he is to them a faithful sentinel,

gives warning of approaching danger, and

swiftly carries his master, to a safe retreat.

In this utilitarian age, the virtues of this

noble animal are apt to be overlooked, and

the commendable qualities, which the im-

partial naturalist bestows, are forgotten or

virtually denied.

Lately, a paragraph has been going the

rounds of the newspapers, in which the

horse is severely commented upon. Fa-

miliar to us all as he is by observation,

endeared to many of us for services be-

fore and since the introduction of steam

and locomotives, we could not forbear

offering a few lines in his behalf.

The paragraph so derogatory in tone, is

attributed to the pen of Charles Dickens
;

an author ofacknowledged ability and quite

happy in the delineations of character.

We are not disposed to question the au-

thenticity of this article, nor are we incli-

ned to yield to his superior judgment, pre-

ferring to take exception to the opinion of

Charles Dickens, regarding his opinion,

merely as having a special application to

some refractory animal, for it is only upon

this view that a reconciliation can be de-

termined.

Experience teaches the fact that animals

have freaks and fancies as well as individ-

uals, but charity bids us notjudge the traits

of the many by the antics of the few.

By way of illustration allow me in few

words to note the adventures of an evening,

which to those who participated proved an

hour fraught with mirth and fear.

Having been invited to join a company

of friends at happy, hapjsy " Speedwell,"

thither we repaired. The hours of the

evening rapidly passed, and ten o'clock an-

nounced the hour to return to our homes.

Strange contrast now—the night was dark

and heavy, clouds concealed the little light,

which here and there the stars would have

reflected. What was our suprise to find

when on the road some distance, that

"Jerry" our favorite nag, would do any-

thing else but go—and that, he stubbornly,

as Charles Dickens would say, refused to

do. He would plunge and falter, back and

turn to either side, then suddenly halt,

and for no perceptible cause, for it was

so dark that spectacles of a high magnify-

ing power would have been useless.

The whistling of the wind, tlie flying

leaves and the sudden glimmering- of light,

combined with the recollection of a late
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accident, tended to excite our apprehen-

sions; that something must be done to avoid

an accident, was evident. To add to our

chagrin, others of the party^ being more

fortunate—passed us and with a speed,

emulating John Gilpin in his palmiest

days. We concluded to take "Jerry" by

the head, and thus slowly but surely and

safely overcame his timidity, and the fears

of a portion of the company. Philosophical

and charitable as was the expedient, we

reached our homes, at a snail's pace it is

true, in safety, and remember the adventure

with the kindliest feelings towards our

favorite, though on that particular occasion

a derelict and contumacious nag. But it is

foreign to our purpose to extend these re-

marks; and as our readers, the young espe-

cially, are aware that there is a possibility

of hearing a "horse-laugh," but to hear a

horse speak, would in these modern times

be an occurrence wonderful indeed; we

deem it therefore an act of courtesy and

gratitude to speak for him.*

All naturalists agree in pronouncing the

horse the noblest and the most useful of

quadrupeds. From the time of his having

been tamed and trained to the chariot, and

to the seat of the rider, he has become a

favorite with men. Among the animals

domesticated, there is none more sought

after than the horse ; and it may be said

that wherever extraordinary feats of glory

and ambition are performed, there he acts

a conspicuous part, even from the remo-

test periods of antiquity. If we refer to

sacred history the horse is in the midst of

deeds of valor and prophecy ; and although

in some instances the ass is substituted for

the horse, yet in point of genealogy, they

are the same. Instance, Baalam spoken

to by his ass, at a very remarkable period

;

and also the fortunate escape of the Saviour

of the world into the land of Israel upon

an animal of the same description.

If we examine the Revelation, we shall

see that the horse is represented under

* In continuing the illustration of our subject, we
are indebted to " Dessaix" for hi.s interesting collection

of facts and references.

four figures at the opening of tlie seals.

The prophet of Patmos introduced the fol-

lowing language: " And I saw, and behold

a white horse ; and he that sat on him had
a bow ; and a crown was given unto him

;

and he went forth conquering and to con-

quer. And when he had opened the second

seal, I heard a second beast say. Come and
see, and there went out another horse that

was red ; and power was given to him that

sat thereon to take peace from the earth,

and that they should kill one another ; and
there was given unto him a great sword.

And when he had opened the third seal, I

heard the third beast say. Come and see

;

and I beheld, and lo, a black horse ; and
he that sat on him had a pair of balances

in his hand. And when he had opened

the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the

fourth beast say, Come and see, and I

looked, and behold a pale horse ; and his

name that sat on him, was death."

In perusing the writings of the ancients,

we find that the Grecians and Romans
were particularly anxious to show their

fine coursers, and scarcely ever do we
read of a parade, battle, or procession, but

this noble animal is represented as a part

of their glory. Every one will recollect

the joy produced at the breaking of the

celebrated Bucephalus ; when Philip of

Macedon, exulting at the scene, exclaimed

to Alexander :
" Go my son, and seek ano-

ther kingdom ; the present one is not wor-

thy of thee." On another occasion, it is

written that Bucephalus would stretch and

bend, to accommodate his royal master, as

if proud to be backed by the conqueror of

worlds. Hector was surnamed the bravest

of the horse-taming Trojans, and his hel-

met was crowned with a horse's tail. His

stables were tilled with the best horses,

and mythology informs us that they wept

at the death of their master when killed

by Achilles. Neptune is represented to

have crossed the seas in three paces ; Pha-

eton to have set the world on fire by the

speed of his horses. The poets had their

favorite steeds ; and Horace tells us, that

unless one is mad, or born within the vale
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of Apollo, it is useless to attempt to back

Pegasus.

The horse has even figured in the Al-

koran. Mahomet, the prophet of the

sword, makes Alboruk act a very conspic-

uous character in his book. Alboruk was

neither a horse nor an ass, but an animal

between the two ; but notwithstanding, in

some parts of this fabulous history, he is

styled a horse. Being refractory and un-

manageable, no one could back him, until

the angel approached him, and promised

the animal a place in paradise, which was

according to his wish, when he became

perfectly still, and permitted the horse-

man to ride him.

The horse possesses an instinct which

has often confounded the naturalist. Buf-

fon tells us, that he always measures the

distance of a leap with his eye, before at-

tempting it; and, if left to his own guidance,

will never take a road in which there is the

least probability of sinking in the mire.

Whether this animal is able to recognize

his own master from a stranger, some

have presumed to doubt ; at all events we
are sure "the ass knoweth his master's

crib."

Bonaparte, that wonderful man of mod-

ern times, was very fond of horses, and

appears to have studied the natural incli-

nations of his favorite chargers. When
conversing with Dr. O'Meara, on physical

and metaphysical matters, he was of the

opinion that there was a link between ani-

mals and men. "A horse," said he, "has

memory, knowledge and love. I had a

horse myself," observed the fallen empe-

ror, " who knew me from any other per-

son ; and manifested, by capering and

proudly marching with his head erect,

when I was on his back, his knowledge

that he bore a person superior to the others

by whom he was surrounded. When I

lost my way, I was accustomed to throw

the reins upon his neck, and he always

discovered it, in places where I, with all

my observation, and boasted superior

knowledge could not."

The great Turenne, who was so success-

ful in achieving the most glorious victories,

appears to have attributed his singular

fortune to his excellent charger. He,

and the whole army were extravagantly

enamored with the old horse.

Turenne, after having fought a pitched

battle near the village of Saltsbach, was

killed at the close of the engagement by a

cannon ball. At this event the soldiers

were panic struck, and could not be pre-

vailed upon to proceed on their march,

being dissatisfied at those who were to

succeed him in command. They were,

however, willing to acknowledge their old

general's horse as their leader.

We might cite many facts which have

proved the sagacity and the wonderful in-

stinct of the horse ; such as dragging their

wounded masters off the field, to a place of

safety. During the disastrous retreat from

Moscow, it is said that several marshals of

the empire owed their preservation to the

well trained chargers of the "menage" of

the imperial school ; and it is known that

Napoleon himself escaped in several in-

stances when pursued by the Cossacks in

Russia ; and his safe arrival at Paris, af-

ter the battle of Waterloo, was owing to

his swift and celebrated courser Requin.

In the Penny Magazine, we notice under

the head of the instinct of the horse, a re-

markable example of his sagacity :
" Some

time ago there was a horse in the artillery

stud at Woolwich, which was (while in the

riding school) the most docile and finely

trained animal that could be imagined.

He would at the word of command, lie

down and not rise till he was ordered ; he

would bow with the most dignified grace

to visitors ; and perform other feats with

undeviating obedience. But the instant

he was taken out of doors, and found him-

self in the open air and the open roads, he

became altogether unmanageable ; and

when he could not cast his rider, for which

he made every exertion, he laid down and

rolled about."

The horse, whether in the field mounted

by the glittering monarch, or in the peace-

able chaise, or humble cart, is the pride of
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man, and will ever continue so, and be

ranked as the noblest and best of animals.

W.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

LUTHERAN BALLADS.
FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN FALK.

Introductory Note by the Translator.—In refer-
ence to the publication of this translation of Johannes
Falk's '^ Dr. Martin Luther in Volkslkder," I have
literally obeyed the classical advice of Horace, '

' nonum
prernatur in annum." But I do not believe that my
example will, in this instance, add anything to the
reputation of the great poetical critic for practical wi.s-

dom. Nine years ago I thought my rhymes too rough
even for the uncultivated ears and taste of the young
and unlettered, for whose entertainment they are de-
signed ; now, without having at all improved them, I

am willing that they should be rend by all who take
pleasure in this quaint and simple form of literature.
Falk was, no doubt, right in employing the plain and
unpretending, and often, rough form of the old German
ballad, as best adapted to the object which he had in
view, namely, to familiarize thn ma-sses with the lead-
ing incidents in the life of the great Keformer ; and as I

wish to reproduce the spirit, as well as the letter of his
rhymes, there is no reason why I should be particu-
larly solicitous in regard to their smoother flow or
greater polish, in which qualities I do not think they
greatly fall below their unpretending original. Such
as they are. I respectfully submit them to the kind
judgment of the readers of the "Journal." It may also
be proper to premi.se, that these ballads were presented
by their author to Dr. Reinthaler, Superintendent of
the " MariinKstifV at Erfurth, an orphan house estab-
lished in tbe celebrated convent where Luther first

became acquainted with tlie Bible aud consecrated
himself to the service of God This circumstance will

account for the poet's selecting the legend of St. Martin
as the centi-e of his ballad, and also for various expres-
sions which occur in the same. K.

i.-THE LEGEND OF ST. MARTIN.

! most glorious I

O ! viciorious
Era of grace, tbuu Martin's age I

Lost wus the pathway
;

Light brings a new day
,

Eejoioe, rejoice I Christ's heritage.

One thousand four hundred and eighty and three

Tears of the Saviour, reckon we,
When God bestowed upon the earth

The blessed gift of Luther's birth

—

Martin Luther, learned aud wise.

Whose mortal peer will ne'er arise !

At Eisleben, where miner's craft

Sinks in the earth the deep, dark shaft.

And with their busy hammer's play,

Brings up the noble ore to day
;

God in his wisdom did decree

He should the light of day first see.

The mother, God in mercy gave,

Was Margaret, a matron grave;

His father, John, a miner stout,

Known for his worth the world throughout,

Who strictly in the olden way
Sent him to school and church each day.

The name of Martin which he bears,

A saint upon the child coufers,

Because 'twas on St. Martin's day
The babe in font baptismal lay.

Now, ask you, who was this same saint?

It is a legend, old and quaint

;

He was a pious, worthy knight,

A bishop too ; list what I write :

When Julian in the Orient

Christ's kingdom to destroy was bent.

To Slartin, a Pannonian knight,

Happened the wonder which I write:

Once through the midst of storm and snow
He to a certain place must go

;

There a poor beggar stands and prays

For some small pittance from his grace.

The man was wretched, and the storm

Whistled around his naked form
;

Sir Martin willingly had given

His coat or cloak, or jacket, even

—

But then, as all are well aware,

A soldier has not much to spare.

Yet, pulling in his lofty steed,

Lav'd by the rain, he checked his speed,

And said, " The man is stript and bare,

Gold will not do much service there,

I'll let him have somewhat to wear."

With this his sword in hand he took.

Its folds from out his mantle shook,

And, cutting half its breadth away,
The fragment on the beggar lay.

The poor man, joyful, takes the piece,

Wishing, that for it, heaven's bliss

May well reward the pious knight

Who valued not a gift so slight.

The beggar's thanks receiv'd, the knight

Pursued his way, till came in sight

A widow's house, where, as they say,

His quarters just at that time lay.

He there received both food and drink

—

Not much he needed, you may think

—

And when he thus had drank and eat,

Nor did to say his prayers forget,

Upon the straw he lays him down.

But here the legend has not shown
Whether of this were less or more,

Pass we it then, in silence o'er.

But all at once, at dead of night.

Streaming into liis eyes, a light

Wakes him, and standing at his feet

A man, his wond'riuggaze did meet.

Upon his head the thorn-crown see !

The Son of Man ! 'tis He ! 'tis He !

With thousand angels, who his nod
Obey, appeared our Saviour God
In all his glorious majesty,

Eob'd in that very cloak, you see,

Which Martin of Pannonia

Gave the poor beggar but to-day.

And then the Lord to Peter spoke,

" See you this new and goodly cloak

Which on my shoulders now I bear?''

And as the .\postlc asked him where

He had obtained the gift, his eyes

Are turu'd, aud rest where Martin lies ;

Then softly as an angel's lay

The Sou of Man proceeds to say :

" Sir Martin, here, 'tis oven he

Who gave this ample robo to me.
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Be of good cheer my servant ; lise

Elect, in heavenly justice rise !

A poor, blind heathen hitherto.

Now sheath thy sword, my warfare do ;

A soldier of the cross 'neath me,

My pious bishop, Martin be."

Just as the Lord this sentence spoke

The cock crow'd, and the morning broke.

An angel kissed the mantle's hem
And Martin, rous'd from out his dream,

Eeflects, knocks at a cloister's gate.

And, as Christ's words had well foretold,

They soon a bi.shop consecrate

Him, once a knight so wild and bold.

! most glorious

!

! victorious

Era of grace, thou Martin's age

!

Clothe the poor, clothe them
;

Christ does not loathe them
;

Rejoice, rejoice Christ's heritage.

So, as I've made you well aware,

What pious hero 'twas that bare

Our Luther to the font, whose name

Of Martin he might thenceforth claim

:

You will no longer feel amaze

At Doctor Martin's deeds and ways,

Who leara'd alike bold feats of riding

And for the church courageous fighting.

From that most holy knight, whose name
Given at his chi'i.stening, did inflame

Alike to love and bold emprize
;

Thus Luther grew great, good and wise.

Each hour prepared to sacrifice.

Not merely coat or cloak in part.

But every hour it was in his heart,

To give his life, his limbs, his all

At duty's and his brethren's call:

Of this most noble willingness

Worm's city tells Thee, Christ, we bless

That there he dar'd thy name confess.

! most glorious !

! victorious

Era of grace, thou Martin's age

!

Satan may rave now
Christ's grace will save now

;

Rejoice, rejoice, Christ's heritage!

The repugnance with which people in

general look on a skeleton is mainly trace-

able to the monkish fiction of the middle"

ages, which symbolized, under the form of

a skeleton, the abstraction of death. It is

not a little to be marveled at that a sym-
bolization so earthy and material should

have been the offspring of Christianity

;

seeing that the Greeks and Romans, before

our pure religion had dawned, symbolized

the condition of death more spiritually by
the semblance of a pale and beautiful

woman.

"OLD MORTALITY."
BY REY. M. SHEELEIGH.

THE first prominent object that arrests

the attention of the visitor, immedi-

ately after passing through the entrance

of Laurel Hill Cemetery, Philadelphia, is

Mr. Thorn's celebrated group of statues,

wrought in brown stone, representing Old

Mortality, his Pony and Sir Walter Scott.

Scott has, it is well known, with his graphic

pen, given to the world a book bearing the

title of the centre of this group. The
appellation, "Old Mortality," was given

to this singular character, because of his

associating more with the dead than the

living, and in consequence of the fact that

his real name, as well as his earlier history

was very generally a mystery. " In the

language of Scripture, he left his house, his

home and his kindred, and wandered about

until the day of his death, a period of

nearly thirty years," making it his un-

abated business to dress the tombs of the

martyred Covenanters. " He considered

himself as fulfilling a sacred duty, while

renewing to the eyes of posterity the decay-

ing emblems of the zeal and sufferings of

their forefathers, and thereby trimming,

as it were, the beacon light which was to

warn future generations to defend their

religion, even unto blood." Sir "Walter

represents him as coarsely and antiquely

clad, sitting on a tomb-stone, with chisel

and mallet in hand, pursuing his chosen

employment with incessant industry, while

an old, little white pony, the companion of

his wanderings, was quietly feeding near

him among the graves. It is thus that the

sculptor presents the pilgrim and the ani-

mal. The itinerant had his circuit so

arranged as to visit once a year the numer-

ous resting places of those whose memory
he was honoring, although " often apart

from all human habitation, in the remote

moors and wilds, to which the wanderers

had fled for concealment." " In the most

lonely recesses of the mountains, the moor-

fowl shooter was often surprised to find

him busied in cleaning the moss from the

gray stones, renewing with his chisel the
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half-defaced inscriptions, and repairing the

emblems of death with which these simple

monuments were usually adorned."

APOSTROPHE.

Thou self-exUed from haunts of living men,

To toil among the tomhs where calmly rest

The ashes of the saints, " of memory bless'd,"

Whose life more strongly spoke than tongue or pen,

Whose martyr Mood did in their death attest

The worth of Christian faith and firmness, when
The loss of all things bearing, for Christ's name.

And fiercely hunted with the sword and flame

In every mountain height, and cave, and glen;

—

Thou self-exiled, whom others' thought became
A title speaking only of decay,

Hast left a name immortal, as the fame

Of those whose names and deeds thou didst essay

To men unborn, in I'ocky records to portray.

Minersville, Pa., June, 1S58.

TO CHURCH-GOING SLEEPERS.

IT
is a fortunate circumstance that

" Queen Bess/' of England, was not

Iborn a little later. She would have found

as much as she could well manage in keep-

ing awake the sleepy in church, especially

if she happened to reign in America. The
following was the form of confession every

man who slept in time of divine service was
expected to make. Some such regulation

would be an excellent thing at the present

day.

Becimo Martii, \ ^ ««"ft's«io'i *« ^e «]ade
irgg y by John Aspland of

) AVitcham.

The said party shall upon Sunday, being

the 4th day of June next commencing, come
forth of his seate in the parish Church of

Witcham, aforsaid, into the middle alleye,

there immediately after the reading the

gospel and there shall stand, and with a

loud voice say and confess as followeth,

namely

:

"Good neighbors, I acknowledge and
confesse that I have offended Almighty

God, and by my evill example you all, for

that I have use to sleepe in the Churche,

for which I am most heartily, sorry, and I

ask God and you all most heartily, forgive-

ness for the same, promising, by God's

help never to offend hereafter in the like

againe." I

DAMASCUS.

DAMASCUS, a celebrated city of Asiatic

Turkey in Syria, and capital of a

pashalic is beautifully situated on a plain,

at the East base of the Anti-Libanus range,

about 180 miles from Aleppo. It is sup-

posed to be the most ancient city in the

world. It is six miles in circumference,

and is surrounded by a dilapidated wall.

Its appearance, when it first opens on the

view, has been spoken of by travelers, in all

ages in the most rapturous terms. The

Arabs regard it as one of the four

terrestrial paradises. It is said of Ma-
hommed, that when he looked on it, he ex-

claimed, that as man could have but one

paradise, he would not enter it, lest he

should have none above. Strabo also speaks

of it in the most eulogistic terms ; and

Julian calls it the great and sacred Da-

mascus, surpassing every city, both in the

beauty of its temples, and the magnitude

of its shrines. Addison describes the view

of the city, as " one of the most magnificent

prospects in the world." Lamartine speaks

of it in the same enthusiastic language;

and Lord Lindsay likens it, with its pic-

turesque minarets to " a fleet sailing

through a sea of verdure." The plain on

which Damascus stands is of great extent

and extraordinary fertility, covered with

the most beautiful gardens and orchards,

(irrigated by the limpid waters of the

Barrada,) forming a waving grove, of more

than 50 miles in circuit, rich in the most

luxuriant foliage, and the finest fruits.

As, however, is the case in nearly all

Eastern cities, the interior of Damascus by

no means corresponds with the exquisite

beauty of its environs. The streets are

narrow, and have, many of them, a gloomy

and dilapidated appearance. In the Ar-

menian quarter, the houses are built with

mud, and pierced towards the street, by a

very few small grated windows, with red

painted shutters. They are low, with flat

arched doors, resembling those of stables,

while a dunghill and pool of putrid water

ahnost invariably stand before each door.

In many of them, however, is a singular
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contrast presented between the dull prison-

like outer Avails of gray mud and the rich-

ness within.

There are severalRoman Catholic church-

es and a library in the city. The house of

Judas, to which Ananias went, is still

pointed out, as well as that of Ananias

himself. The city still continues to be

thoroughly oriental in all its features and

characteristics.

Damascus is the chief emporium of trade

in European manufactures with Bagdad,

Bassorah, Persia and the neighboring

cities, is also a holy city and the meeting

place of pilgrims to Mecca.

The building of Damascus has been as-

cribed to both Abraham and Eliezer, its

great antiquity is attested by the mention

in Gen. xiv. 15. as existing B. C. 1913.

Its population is 112,000, of whom about

12,000, are Christians and 5000 Jews.

Originally, Syria was divided into a

number of petty states, of which one of the

most ancient was Damascus. It is sup-

posed to have been founded by Uz, the

eldest son of Aram. It was conquered,

with many other Syrian states, by King

David, but freed itself from the Jewish

yoke in the time of Solomon, and after-

wards became the source of much trouble

to the Kingdoms of Judah and Israel.

Its first King was Rezon, who raised him-

self to that dignity from the condition of a

slave. He was followed by Benhadad,

whose long and sanguinary wars against

the Kingdom of Israel were terminated by
his murder, B. C. 884, by one of his ser-

vants named Hazael. The assassin usurped

the throne and commenced a career of con-

quest. He forced the Kings of Judah and

Israel to resign to him several valuable

provinces and to pay him tribute. But
all the advantages he had gained were
lost by his effeminate son Benhadad II.

Under the brave Rezin, the Syrians were
allied with the ten tribes against the King
of Judah, who was forced by his losses, to

claim the protection of Tiglath Pileser,

King of Assyria. The latter marched

against Damascus, took the city, dragged

away the inhabitants into captivity, and

terminated the Kingdom of Damascus, B.

C. 740.

But the city of Damascus soon recovered

its importance, as the capital of Syria.

In the time of the crusades, it was the

stronghold of the Saracens and in modern

times it is one of the most important cities

of the Turkish empire.

ANECDOTE OF MILTON.

MILTON, the great poet, when a boy, was
placed at a high school in London.

On the occasion of an examination, a silver

or gold medal was offered as a prize for the

best composition on the subject of Christ's

changing the water into wine. Several of

the students wrote upon it, most of them

older than Milton, and surpassing him in

literary acquisitions. Articles containing

pages were presented to the judges and

read. But none of them dreamed that the

poor boy Milton would stand any chance to

obtain the prize. When his turn came, he

presented no composition, but took a slate,

wrote on it

—

" The conscious water saw its God and blushed,"

and handed it to the judges. Struck with

astonishment at this exhibition of poetical

genius, and with admiration at its compre-

hensiveness and beauty, they awarded him

the prize without hesitation. Though but

a single line, it embraced more than all the

pages presented, and gave evidence of the

genius that afterwards gave to the world

the great epic poem "of " Paradise Lost."

This was the origin of that celebrated and

oft quoted line, and shows the genius that

may be lying dormant in a boy, which a

suitable occasion, like the steel applied to

the flint, will cause to show itself.

In the height of your prosperity, expect

adversity, but fear it not ; if it come not

you are the more sweetly possessed of the

happiness you have, and the more strongly

confirmed ; if it come, you are the more

gently disposed, and the more firmly pre-

pared.
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For the Luthei-an Home Journal.

HADJI IN SYRIA,
OS

THREE YEARS IN JERUSALEM.

AN attractive little volume, -with the

above title from the pen of Mrs.

Sarah Barclay Johnson, daughter of

Dr. J. T. Barclay, author of the popular

work entitled " The City of the Great

King," has been recently published by

James Challen and Sons of this city. The

followino; sketch prepared after an atten-

tive perusal of its pages, with the accom-

panying illustrations taken by permission

from the work, is presented to the readers

of the Home Jotirnal, with the hope that it

may prove interesting and instructive.

Mrs. Johnson, in visiting the Holy Land,

first landed at Beirout in Syria, and travel-

ed thence southwardly along the Mediter-

ranean coast through Sidon, Tyre, Acre,

Caesarea to Jaffa or Jappa, where she

leaves the sea, and a half day's ride brings

her to Jerusalem. The journey from

BeiroCit to the Holy City, along this inter-

esting route is described in a graphic man-

ner by the fair tourist and the account in-

terspersed with several amusing incidents.

At Sidon, she and her party received a call

from Ibrahim Nukley, the Consular repre-

sentative of the " stars and stripes," who

inquired very earnestly after the welfare

of our present Secretary of State, whom
he termed " Sultan Cass," and who some

time ago it seems made a tour of the Holy

Land and impressed the Orientals very

favorably. At the ruins of Ahtfit, her

pride was brought low by a tumble from

the ambitious filly which she rode, and

over which she had claimed a complete

mastery until this humbling mishap. At

the filthy mud-village of Tantura the

party was lodged in a room with horses,

mules, donkeys, cows, cats, rats and fleas,

the last named of which she considered de-

cidedly the least civil lodgers in the cata-

logue. Fortunately, however, for the

world, she says, " there is a certain plant

growing hereabouts, as we afterwards

.learned, which instantly paralyzes these

nimble-footed gentry. A portion of the

powdered leaf not exceeding a pin's head,

if placed in their vicinity, will instantly

prove fatal to them."

Her first glimpse of the Holy City is

thus described :
" A sudden view of swell-

ing domes and towering minarets rising

dimly in the distance, causes us to check

our horses and raise our hearts and voices

in gratitude to God, while we gaze upon

Jerusalem as ' she sits aloft, begirt with

battlements.' Some of the devout pil-

grims of our party fall down in the dust,

silently breathing forth the fullness of

their joy ; and all seem to realize the ab-

sorbing interest of the moment ; for it is

an era in our lives never to be forgotten."

After a night's repose in " the city of the

Great King," our author sallies, "Bible

in hand, to visit the interesting localities

in and around Jerusalem, held in such

veneration by Christian, Jew and Moslem."

In their peregrinations she and her com-

panions pass many towers and churches,

tombs, pools and ruins, and turn at length

into the Via Dolorosa or mournful way,

along which the Saviour is said to have

carried his cross as he went out to be

crucified. Spanning this street is the

Ecce Homo Arch, seen in the accompany-

ing cut, on which it is affirmed, confident-

ly, our Lord stood when Pilate showed

him to the people and cried, "Ecce Homo!"
"Behold the man!" One of the houses

hard by is the one from which the Wander-

ing Jew is said to have started on his

never ending pilgrimage,! and in the stone

wall not far off is shown an indentation

which is seriously alleged to have been

made by the Cross of Christ when resting

against it ! Every reader knows how
much faith to put in the numberless tradi-

tions of this kind in reference to localities

in Jerusalem and Judea. They are, as a

general thing, manufactured by Roman
Catholic Monks for the purpose of extort-

ing money from superstitious pilgrims in

various ways, and are utterly unworthy of

credit. Yet it is a comfort to the intelli-

gent traveler to know that he is in the vi-
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cinity of the spot where the important

transactions referred to, took place.

After wandering through the city, visit-

ing the various sacred localities and hear-

ing the marvellous traditions connected

with them, our author becomes "weary

of the confined air and crowded streets,

and longs for the green fields and the

pleasant walks to be enjoyed outside the

walls." She accordingly makes her exit

through the Jafia Gate and commenced

her explorations among the suburban

localities. She passes the Upper Pool of

Gihon and comes to the veritable tree on

which Judas is said to have hung himself,

which she thus describes: "It stands on

the ruins of the house of Caiaphas, and its

size strikes one as rather diminutive after

a growth of eighteen centuries ; we there-

fore look upon it with rather an incredu-

lous eye, albeit so admirably adapted to

the purpose by its gibbet-like shape." In

this immediate vicinity " is the field of

Aceldama, whose earth is said to consume

the flesh of bodies committed to it in forty-

eight hours ! A portion of this space is

called the ' Hill of Eoil Council,' where

Judas and the betrayers of our Lord, con-

sulted as to the manner in which they

might take Him." But we cannot of

course follow the author in all her wan-

derings about the Holy City. Nor can we

detail the events of her visits to Gethsem-

ane, Olivet, Bethany, Bethlehem, Jordan

and the Dead Sea. To be appreciated,

these chapters should be read. Her stay

of three years in Jerusalem afforded her

ample opportunities for becoming familiar

with spots dear to every Christian heart,

around which hallowed associations hover

and sweet thoughts cluster. But her pro-

longed residence gave Mrs. Johnson an-

other advantage, rarely enjoyed by an

American lady, and which she improved
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greatly to the edification of her readers.

We allude to the opportunities she had of

observing the details of the manners and

customs prevailing among the residents

of that far-famed land. This she was

enabled more effectually to do by making

the acquaintance of a number of Turkish

ladies, and among them no less distinguish-

ed personages than the inmates of the

Pasha's Harem, or, as vre would say, his

wives (?) This happened on this wise

:

" During the summer months the malaria

arising from the debris of Jerusalem'

compels all Frank residents [i. e. all the

Europeans and Americans) who wish to

live out, the full year, to pitch their tents

in the country and remain outside the

walls several months of the warm season."

Mrs. Johnson and her friends accordingly

" pitched their tent" in a picturesque and

lovely location on the western spur of Mt.

Olivet, just opposite to Jerusalem, and

spent their summer months there. The

cut represents their encampment on

Olivet. " Never were we happier," says

our author " than when living in this

primitive style. The summer passed

rapidly away, but the emotions that there

thronged upon my soul will never be for-

gotten. Often did I realize that I stood on

Holy Land, and my heart went out in

communion with the mighty dead. There,

in that very pathway, leading directly

from the city to Jordan, by way of Bahu-

rine, David went up, weeping as he fled

from his vile, rebellious son, and looking

back with wistful eye on his beloved capi-

tal, he worshiped at an oratory just

there, near our ruined castle. Up that

path yonder by Gethsemane, 'David's

greater Son,' our adorable Redeemer,

often toiled at the close of the day, as he

left the heaven-abandoned city, to seek re-

pose in Bethany. 'Twas on this mountain

that the Shekinah lingered when it left the

Temple ! Yonder, on that conical summit,

the last conference was held with the

Apostles, as the Son of Man was parted

from them, and ascended on high, leading

captivity captive." With such scenery

around her, we are not surprised that the

season passed away rapidly and pleasantly.

But an important incident of that first

summer's encampment was the removal of

the Pasha and his Harem for the benefit of

their health, to the village crowning the

top of the mountain, and consequently not

far from our author's residence. "Soon

after their arrival," says she, " as in eti-

quette bound, (it seems the ladies will
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practice their etiquette to the ends of the

earth,) "I called to pay my respects. The

queen of the harem, who is a beautiful

young Circassian, handed me her own ele-

gant narghileh to smoke ! I received many

other marks of favor, and was frequently

assured that my visit afforded them great

pleasure.

" They were not long in returning my
visit, a messenger, however, being first

sent to say that the ladies earnestly re-

quested the gentlemen to leave the house.

(Curious ladies these!) This was of

course complied with readily, and we en-

deavored to please our distinguished

guests. Even after this they were fre-

quent visitors at our encampment, notwith-

standing its humble appearance, for it was

a small dilapidated house with two rooms

and a stable (!) so constructed, that the

stable was the hall of entrance ! A tent

was pitched near the door, of rather great-

er pretensions, being highly decorated

with figures of white and green."

Through Mrs. Johnson's Turkish ac-

quaintances, she obtained the privilege of

visiting the Mosque of Omar and the Tomb
of David, to neither of which, " infidel

dogs" are allowed access by the haughty

Musselmans. But she being an " infidel

dog," had to become one of " the faithful"

in appearance at least, in order to obtain

this privilege. Her Turkish friends in-

vited her to make the metamorphose, and

furnished her the proper apparel for the

purpose from their own wardrobes. When
equipped in their costume, however, she

was like David in Saul's armor, and it re-

quired considerable practice before she

learned to keep her ponderous slippers on

her feet, and a vast white sheet in which

she was enveloped, around her body.

Her awkwardness afforded infinite amuse-

ment to the Turkish ladies, who thus

showed that they could laugh—slaves as

they are. At the risk of her life our

author ventured into the Mosque of

Omar, which occupies the site of the anci-

ent Temple of Solomon, and aftei-wards

into the Tomb of David, which stands just

outside the Zion Gate. Had she been dis-

covered to be a Christian by the Turkish

guards in these adventures, her head would

have paid the forfeit.

A safer adventure was to attend a Turk-

ish wedding to which she was invited,

where she witnessed their tedious and

noisy ceremonies, and drank their coffee

and sherbert until her head ached and

her ears roared terrifically ! The bride in

the case was nine years old and the groom

twelve ! Rather precocious couple that

!

Another of her adventures was a visit

to a Turkish bath, where she was nearly

scalded and flayed with hot water and

coarse camel hair gloves, on the hands of

attending slaves. (If our author had

ever been shampooned by some monster-of-

a-barber's man, she would not have mind-

ed the Turkish scrubbing she received.)

On another occasion Mrs. J. was invited

to spend a day with the family of the

Bash Catib, whose oflSce is next in rank to

that of the Pacha. Of course he had an

extensive harem, and she obtained what

she terms a "Peep into a Turkish Ha-

rem." Her description of this " Peep"

is racy and instructive. A part of the

entertainment consisted in dancing, which

was performed, not by the guests and their

entertainers, but by hired dancing girls.

"For in the East," says the authoress,

" dancing is considered far beneath any

but the poorer class, who make a trade of

it and charge a certain sum for their ser-

vices on festive occasions." What a con-

trast do those unenlightened women of the

barem present to the educated belles of

our country, many of whom contend that

dancing is the most refined accomplish-

ment ! The annexed woodcut gives the

reader an idea of what Mrs. J. saw when

she peeped into the harem. In reference

to the dancing girls she says, "Their

dancing consists in a few undulating

movements of the body, not ungraceful,

and accompanied by castanets and tam-

bourine."
" My European dress," says she further,

"caused the ladies of the harem much
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amusement, and they were not satisfied

until we had exchanged costumes. A
mirror was brought into requisition, in

which they wonderingly surveyed the

change wrought by the sport. A large

number had assembled to see the lady

from the ' New World/ and they were

very curious to know something about the

manners and customs of my country.

Great was their surprise on hearing of the

liberty enjoyed by their western sisters,

which strange to say, although I used all

the terms of enthusiasm my knowledge of

Arabic could command, they did not seem

at all to covet ! They could not conceive of a

woman possessing a soul ! On asking one

of them what would become of her after

death, she replied, ' I shall be put under

the ground—no more.' ' And your hus-

band,' said I, ' will he be doomed to the

same fate?' 'Oh no,' she sadly replied,

' he will be taken above and there enjoy

all the delights of paradise.' Such is the

Mohammedan belief I left them, feeling

more grateful than ever for the light I en-

joy and the hope of a blissful immor-

tality."

The condition of women In all heathen

or semi-civilized countries is deplorable,

and her condition in Palestine, under cruel

Mohammedan rule, naturally made a deep

impression on Mrs. Johnson's mind. She

had ample opportunities for ascertaining

the ignorance and bondage in which they

are held. " There is but one Turkish

lady," says she, " on my list of acquaint-

ances who can boast of her ability to read

and write !"

Other startling facts and incidents are

recorded by our author, calculated to

move a heart of adamant to commiserate

the degraded condition of Turkish and

other Oriental females, and to labor and

pray that the influence of the gospel may
soon penetrate these gloomy lands and

elevate woman to her proper position in
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society. The book under consideration

closes with a pathetic Appeal in hehalf

of Oriental Females. There are several

touching pictures given by the eloquent

author.

" Do you see," says she, " that white

sheet and thick veil, enveloping something,

whose yellow boots suggest the idea that

it may be a piece of living humanity?

Shade of Eve, it is a daughter of yours !

Reader, it is a sister of ours ! Those black

slaves are sent to hold her in vile surveil-

lance. The lordly effendi, the bigoted

church dignitary, the panoplied soldier

and the proud civilian all pass her with-

out the slightest salutation, though they

know from her train that she is as respect-

able as a woman can be in the East. Nay,

her own brother vouchsafes not the slight-

est token of recognition, even averting his

head as he passes, and were her own hus-

band to condescend to exchange a few

words with her in public, he would be

considered not only as utterly disgraced,

but as having actually sinned ! Cruel

Turk, who

' Scorns the world,

And struts abont with whiskers curled,

Keeps a thousand wives under lock and key
For nobody else but himself to see!'

He says he has bought them and will treat

them as he pleases ! But probably you

think that domestic happiness within doors

may, some how or other, compensate for

the neglect with which they are treated in

public. Oh ! you have little conception of

woman's sad condition throughout the

Orient ! There is no peace in the harem.

What love can the monster tyrant have for

one of them, when his modicum of affec-

tion is divided amongst half a dozen, half

a score, or a score and a half of poor igno-

rant creatures ! And yet the instance

cited is the very brightest picture of

Oriental female life which can be por-
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trayed." How different is the case of those

who are compelled, instead of being sup-

ported in a harem by their master, to labor

for their own support and his. Take an

illustration then from the lower walks of

life. Examine the preceding cut repre-

senting a group of peasant women.

"You see that one-robed woman, with

tattooed face and narrow bead-adorned

veil, concealing nose, mouth and chin,

while most of her person is as much ex-

posed as a Grecian sculptor could desire

—

she truly has a hard lot. She is bringing

vegetables to market. She planted the

seed, she worked the ground, she gathered

the crop and now she must make sale of

them, or else what is to become of that

little fellow who rides astride her shoulder,

and the babe that swings in the knapsack

at her back? For her brutal husband

spends the livelong day lounging in the

idle group at the gathering place of the

village. Besides her own heavy cargo,

she drives the donkey before her to the

city, well loaded with the produce of her

own industry. But does she venture to

ride him back? Not she. It would cost

her a sound drubbing to do so ! But "you

see her ' lord and master' seated upon

him, leisurely smoking his pipe, while his

help-meet carries two children and a bas-

ket! Ladies sympathize with your degraded

sisters ! For the civil and social disabilities

ofwoman in the East are not as great as the

moral and mental servitude under which

she groans and toils, despairs and dies

!

Should we not henceforth evince more

gratitude to the ' Giver of all good,' than

we have ever yet done for the distinguish-

ing privileges we enjoy in this western

world ; and not only so, but in view of our

great responsibility, should we not give

proof of our gratitude by extending relief

to our less favored sisters in Eastern

climes ?

' Then aid with prayer that holy light

Which from eternal death can save,

And bid Christ's heralds speed their flight

Ere millions find a hopeless grave !' "

What heart can feel indifferent to the

fate of the oppressed and benighted females

throughout the East ? And yet what can

we do? How shall we loose their chains?

How shall we cause the daughters of Jeru-

salem to rejoice and lift up their heads?

Alas, the way to reach them is hedged up
to our approach. The work of woman's
emancipation in the Orient will be a slow

and tedious one. But "the Lord reigneth."

Let us remember our sisters in our suppli-

cations before his throne, and pray that

their fetters may be broken and their

ignorance dispersed.

Reader, procure Mrs. Johnson's book

and read it. It will interest and edify

you, and move you to feel and pray for

Oriental females. T. T. T.

It has been remarked, and not without

cause, that, fortunately, we are not trans-

parent. If the complexity of our mortal

mechanism could be seen— the heart

pumping, the arteries conveying the stream

of life to the farthest limits of the system,

the veins bringing back the deteriorated

blood, the lungs purifying it and rendering

it once again adapted to the purposes of

corporeal invigoration—if all these func-

tions, and many others of which the human
body is the theatre of action, could be

made evident to us, we should move about

in anxiety and trembling, fearful of dama-

ging a machine, so wonderfully put toge-

ther. On the other hand, the position is

undoubted that of the vital functions most

of us take far too little heed. We crave

after health and longevity in the abstract,

but too frequently neglect the most obvious

means by which these ends may be secured.

We endeavor to compensate for our neglect

or ignorance of these matters by invok-

ing the physician's aid—not unfrequently

counteracting the efficacy of medicine by

adopting practices and modes of life in

direct antagonism to the most obvious laws

of health.

He that hath passed many years, and

purchased little profit, hath a long being,

but a short life.
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TEA.

THE use of tea is of ancient origin ; it

appears from examination of the re-

cords of China, a tax was levied upon its

use as early as the eighth century ; though

in England and the United States it is

comparatively ofmodern introduction. Only

a century and a half ago, two pounds of

tea was deemed a present worthy of a

monarch. The price of tea in 1664 was

ten dollars per pound ; though at that date

it would hardly be considered an article of

commerce, and hence the price was nominal.

In China its use is universal from the

mandarin in his palace, to the laborer in

the field ; they ascribe wonderful qualities

to the use of tea; but at the same time they

admit that the excessive use of strong tea

is very weakening, from the continual

irritability which it produces.

The tea-tree grows to the height of five

or six feet, and is usually cultivated in

valleys or on the declivities<)f hills, and the

neighborhood of a running stream, or the

banks of a river.

Holes of five or six inches depth are made
for the reception of the seeds, which are

carefully deposited, four or five in each

hole. When the young tree appears, it is

very carefully attended to, occasionally

watered, and closely examined, in order

that the tender leaves may not be injured

by the many destructive insects produced

in China.

It is not considered advantageous to

gather the leaves, until the third year^

when the tree usually attains the height of

three or four feet, though leaves are fre-

quently gathered earlier than this. The
first gathering is in the month of March,

when the best tea is prepared.

The second gathering is in the month of

April. In the month of June, the third

gathering takes place, which comprises

the great bulk of the crop, though of an

inferior quality; above nine-tenths of the

tea consumed in Europe and China, is said

to be gathered at this season.

Great care is taken in the gathering of

the tea, and in some instances, so careful

are they that it is not an uncommon sight,

to see the laborer's hands enveloped in

gloves of a peculiar material, and though

they pluck leaf by leaf, yet so expert are

they, that one person frequently gathers

twelve pounds in the course of a day.

When the leaves are gathered, the labors

of the producer are as it were just begun.

Baskets full of the leaves are taken to

the drying house, where there are numer-

ous stoves or furnaces covered with iron

plates ; here the leaves are heated, and

rubbed in the hands to give them the "curl"

as it is termed ; the tea is now packed in

baskets for some months, but previous to

its exportation it is taken out of these

baskets, dried before a gentle fire, then

packed in chests prepared to receive it.

Our young friends doubtless can call to

mind the ludicrous mistake, which is said

to have occurred in the family of one of

our early governors. The servant when

told to bring the tea, astonished the guests

and chagrined the family, by serving the

tea in a dish, as though it were salad. *

The statistics bearing upon the tea, are

useful so far in determining what immense

interchange of commercial acquaintance,

with a corresponding absence of advance-

ment in the social relations of a people can

exist.

As early as the year 1766, the export-

ation from China to the civilized nations

of the earth, of the article of tea, alone,

amounted to seventeen millions of pounds,

and such has been the increase of demand

in this article, that they have concluded

that to extinguish the nations of the earth,

they need but cease exporting this luxury.

As yet, all efforts having for their object

the establishment of those amicable and

beneficial relations which should exist

amongst the nations of the earth have

signally failed as regards China. For a

series of years past, intestine feuds with

its train of evils, have followed in quick

succession ; the waves of anarchy and

violence perhaps never raged so fearfully.

The storm is giving away, the calm which
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succeeds, will usher in better things for

themselves as a nation, and the world at

large, W.

For the Lutheran Home Jonrnal.

SUNSET.

BY REV. I. J. STINE.

COME, as retires the king of day from

his throne on high, giving place to

the queen of repose, and let us contemplate

the beauties of the scene. The rising sun

is beautiful ; the setting sun is grand. The

king of day coming over the hills or up

from beyond the ocean, " rejoicing in his

strength," "like a strong man to run a

race," is a scene for the artist's pencil. Is

the sun, as he casts his evening smile upon

the earth less so? Sunset, at least, is a

scene for contemplative minds. His morn-

ing smile is cheerful and beautiful ; his

evening smile is more than this—it is

sublime.

What a halo of light—soft, mild light

—

is shed all around the setting sun ! Behold

that monarch of the stars, as, undimmed
by the lighting of many years—unwearied

in his course—having run his daily round

again, he calmly recedes behind the crim-

son curtains of his vesper bed. With the

scene is connected an interest, which Ave

feel, but scarcely can express. As we con-

template the rising sun, -we instinctively

associate with it the opening bud of life,

of which it is a fit emblem. We think of

the joys of youth, and alas! too oft form

bright expectations of a glorious day,

which, ere its noon-time, may be clouded

and gloomy, and its evening dark and

dreary. As we contemplate the sun in his

noon-day strength, we associate with it the

pride and vigor of manhood's prime ; nor

here do we know what the evening may be.

But, contemplating the setting of the sun,

we associate with it the decline of years,

the time when we must sink beneath the

horizon of life, when we must " go down"
to the grave, to be seen of men no more.

And then the question arises, " Shall I,

like yon sun, arise again ?" Or, in the lan-

guage of one of old, " If a man die, shall

he live again 1"

What scene is better calculated to cause

the soul to go out after God, to arouse its

drooping powers, cheer the weary spirit,

and refresh it from the presence of God ?

What scene is more calculated to cause the

" tired soul" to plume its wings for Hea-

ven ? And surely, that one—and that one

only—is truly happy, who, as he contrasts

the last glimmering ray of the evening

sun with the fading light of the human
eye, can from the bottom of his heart ex-

claim, " I would not live alway."

All nature, too, is seeking rest. The
plow-boy is returning from the field. The
lowing of the herds and the bleating of the

flocks, gathering to their stalls and folds

;

the evening carols of the birds ; the mur-
muring of the waters and the sighing

of the zephyrs, all conspire to lend en-

chantment to the scene : and all point from

the toil of active life here, to rest for the

weary.

CurwensviUe, Clearfield Co., Pa.

INDIAN FABLE.

A
NUMBER of monkeys, who lived on

a mountain, were wishing, on a cold,

windy, and rainy night, for a fire to warm
themselves ; at last they saw a glow-worm,

and thinking it was a spark of fire, they

got together a quantity of wood and threw

it upon it: not far oif there was a bird

upon a tree, which, observing what they

were doing, cried out to them, and en-

deavored to convince them of their error.

This scene attracted the attention of a man
who was passing by, who told the bird

that it was wasting both its time and pa-

tience, and that no one thought of proving

a sword upon a stubborn impenetrable

stone, or of making a bow out of a piece

of wood that would not bend. The bird,

however, without attending to him, flew

to the monkeys to prove to them that the

glow-worm was not fire ; but, in recom-

pense for its pains, was seized by one of

them, dashed upon the ground, and killed.
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THE PERPETUAL DAY IN NORWAY.
BAYARD TAYLOR.

WE are now in the region of perpetual

daylight, though bad weather has

prevented a good view of the " midnight

sun." This unceasing day gives a new sen-

sation worth coming to Norway to feel. It

is difficult to describe. You are at first

struck with the strangeness of nature—the

silence and the unnatural light. You feel

as if something unusual was about to hap-

pen. After a time you become more accus-

tomed to the day, and lose the sense of

division of time. The sensation is of per-

petuity, of unlimited activity, of a nature

working without rest, or change, or shadow.

It is exciting, stimulating and cheerful;

but probably if enjoyed long, wearisome.

Hammerfest is the most northerly town

in Europe, on the same degree in America

is perpetual snow and scarcely any human
life. We reached it at eleven o'clock, P«
M., in broad daylight. As soon as possi-

ble we were out exploring the little town.

It was nearly twelve but the hour seemed

no nearer bed-time than in the morning.

The great object of every traveler to Ham-
merfest, besides seeing the Arctic town, is

to get a view of the midnight sun. So we
soon started, ladies and all, to climb the

hill behind the town. There was some-

thing singularly fascinating in thus stroll-

ing off at midnight with a good company,

and still enjoying broad daylight. The
ladies were helped along, in part over the

snow and then over the springing, beauti-

ful moss, till we stood on the summit. The
sun was just setting, that is, approaching

the mountains at the north ; but contrary

to my expectation, the light was not at all

the warm light of sunset but rather that

of morning.

Hammerfest lay below on its little cir-

cular bay, hid from the south by a rocky

point, now beautifully green and marked
by the crosses of the graveyard, laid out

among the rocks. No tree, or shrub, or

garden-bed was any where visible, though

beneath our feet, on the rugged cliff,

bloomed flowers so exquisite, as no garden-
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er's art has produced them. Even the

dwarf-birch has ceased here to grow, ex-

cept in the deepest valleys. The wind began
to blow from the north, and there were fears

of the clouds, which already half covered

the setting sun.

" It's just five minutes of twelve ! we
shan't see it."

" There it is above ! See the line of sun-

shine come down the mountain ! We shall

have it soon !" There were a few moments

of doubt, when the great orb burst splen-

didly below the cloud. " The rising sun !

The midnight sun !"

It was a splendid spectacle—the rays

sparkling over the beautiful Fiord, light-

ing up distant snowy mountains, shining

back from peak to peak far away, and the

whole sphere majestically rising and clear-

ing away what a moment before had been

the clouds of evening, but were now the

mists of morning. The light too was a

different one, at least to our imagination

—

purer, clearer and fresher. We watched

the first movement, and it seemed for a

time, not to be upwards, but parallel with

the hills, and then to be gradually ascend-

ing. At length we slowly descended under

the full morning sunlight to the village.

It was half past one as we walked through

the streets, but people seemed just as

much up and stirring as in the day. Chil-

dren were playing in the street and women
sewing at the windows, while many came

to the doors to study the costumes of our

ladies. " Certainly, nobody sleeps in Nor-

way," we said.

I must speak again of these gloriously

long days—they are the greatest pleasure

of Nordland to an American—you are

always ahead in your work, time never

overtakes you. At first, you are hurrying

in the evening as if darkness would come

upon you, and you should not have time

to finish whatever you are engaged at, or

you hasten to get through with an excur-

sion, but you soon come into the habit ofthe

perpetual day. The elastic air stimulates,

and you seem to live two lives to the one

in other latitudes. It becomes hard to sleep.
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SEASONS OF PRAYER.
BY HENRY WARE, JR.

rilO prayer, to prayer ;—for the morning breaks,
•*- And earth in her Maker's smile awakes,

His light is on all below and above,

The light of gladness, and life, and love.

O, then, on the breath of this early air,

Send upward the incense of grateful prayer.

To prayer ;—for the glorious son is gone,

And the gathering darkness of night comes on
;

Like a curtain from God's kind hand it flows.

To shade the couch where his children repose.

Then kneel, while the watching .stars are bright.

And give your last thoughts to the Guardian of night.

To prayer ;—for the day that God has blessed

Comes tranquilly on with its welcome rest

:

It speaks of creation's early bloom
;

It speaks of the Prince who burst the tomb,

Then summon the spirit's exalted powers.

And devote to heaven the hallowed hours.

There are smiles and tears in the mother's eyes

For her new-born infant beside her lies.

O, hour of bliss ! when the heart o'erflows

With rapture a mother only knows :

Let it gush forth in words of fervent prayer
;

Let it swell up to heaven for her precious care.

There are smiles and tears in that gathering band,

Where the heart is pledged with trembling hand.

What trying thoughts in her bosom swell,

As the bride bids parents and home farewell

!

Kneel down by the side of the tearful fair,

And strengthen the perilous hour with prayer.

Kneel down by the dying sinner's side.

And p'ay for his soul through Him who died.

Large drops of anguish are thick on his brow—
O, what is earth and its pleasures now

!

And what shall assuage his dark despair,

But the penitent cry of humble prayer !

Kneel down at the couch of departing faith,

And hear the last words the believer saith

:

He has bidden adieu to his earthly friends
;

There is peace iu his eye that upwards bends

;

There is peace in his calm, confiding air
;

For his last thoughts are God's, his last words prayer.

The voice of prayer at the sable bier

!

A voice to sustain, to soothe, to cheer,

It commends the spirit to God who gave:

It lifts the thoughts from the cold, dark grave
;

It points to the glory where He shall reign.

Who whispered, " Thy brother shall rise again."

The voice of prayer in the world of bliss

!

But gladder, purer, than rose from this :

The ransomed shout to their glorious King,

Where no sorrow shades the soul as they sing

;

But a sinless and joyous song they raise

;

And their voice of prayer is eternal praise.

Awake, awake, and gird up thy strength

To join that holy band at length.

To Him who unceasing lovo di.splays.

Whom the powers of nature unceasingly praise.

To Him thy heart and thy hours be given
;

For a life of prayer is the life of heaven.

M=

MATERNAL AFFECTION.
EN talk of the silver cord of friend-

ship—of the silken ties which bind
young lovers together—of the pure affection

of husband and wife, as if it were durable

as adamant and as pure as the love of an-

gels. But a hasty word, a thoughtless ac-

tion, or a misconstrued expression, may
break the first ; a slight neglect, some in-

consistency, or a trifling favor denied, may
sunder the second; and even the last may
be destroyed, for the green-eyed monster

may find some entrance and blight the fair-

est flowers of this sweetest earthly paradise.

But there is a love which neglect cannot

weaken, which injury cannot destroy, and
which even jealously cannot extinguish. It

is the pure, the holy, enduring love of a

mother. It is as gentle as the breeze ofeven-

ing, firm as the oak, and ceases only when
life's last gleam goes out in death. During

a.11 the vicissitudes of this changing world,

in sickness or in sorrow, in life or iu death,

in childhood's halcyon days, in "youth's

untroubled hour," or in manhood's vigoi-ous

prime, the mother clings with the same un-

wearied affection to her child. It is the same

amid the snows and frost of Siberia, the

temperate andjoyous regions ofourown fair

land, and among the arid sands of Africa.

These anxious cares, and tender atten-

tions, and oft-repeated words of a mother's

love, are not without their happy influences

upon the lives and characters of their sons.

The stern rebuke of a justly offended father

may check for a season the rising and strug-

gling passions of youth, but the sacred

lessons learned from a mother's lips are en-

graved on the heart and retain their power

through life ; in virtue's paths, and even in

the career of vice, they are continuallj'^ re-

curring to our mind, and bring with them,

as farther incitements to good, all the hal-

lowed scenes of childhood and innocence.

Hard is the heart that will not melt at the

recollection of a mother's prayer; and more

obdurate still, the heart of him wlio by a

course of vice can wittingly wring her soul

with anguish, and bring down her gray

hairs with sorrow to the grave.
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THE ACTION OF THE SUN.

SO gently and quietly is the electric

action of the sun propagated upon

the surface of our planet, that few human

beings are aware of the vast extent of act-

ual physical force thereby developed dur-

ing a bright, calm summer's day, when

every visible object re'mains still, and even

the aspen-leaf ceases to quiver and droops

motionlessly on its slender stem. To real-

ize the extent of the force thus affected, re-

quires recourse to mathematical calcula-

tions.

Supposing the evaporation of water by

solar action on a limited belt of the earth's

surface, comprised within the tropical

regions alone, to be only one-eighth of an

inch daily, and that this water, in the con-

dition of vapory clouds, becomes elevated

to the average height, of five thousand feet

in the sky, effective impulses are thus con-

tinuously developed, which exceed four

billion, seven hundred million horse-power

;

an extent of motive power one hundred and

thirty fold greater than that of the muscu-

lar energies of all the active human popu-

lation of the earth, estimating the number
at two hundred and fifty millions of vigo-

rous people.

All this mechanical power is every day

exerted to irrigate the surface of the earth.

The molecules of water become separated

from each other, until they occupy, in the

form of vapor, about seventeen hundred

fold more space than they occupied in the

form of waters ; expelling an equal volume

of atmospheric air from adjacent space,

and against a positive reaction of about

fifteen pounds, to the square inch of the

surface exposed.

In this state of diffusion, the molecules

of water occupy more space than those of

the surrounding atmosphere ; and being

thus specifically lighter, they become
buoyed up to float in the upper regions of

the atmosphere.

The atmosphere, excluded from the en-

larged space occupied by the steamy va-

por, unceasingly reacts thereon with the

above stated force of fifteen pounds pres-

sure to each square inch of surface ex-

posed ; and were there not continuously

excited an equivalent reaction of the va-

pory molecules of water, the air would

rush back unresisted, to reoccupy the

space from which it had been ejected. ^
Observation teaches us that this result

of the recoil of the air does finally take

place. The grouping of vapors, after a

longer or shorter time, are familiarly

known to become suddenly changed from

steamy thunder-clouds, to drops of rain-

water, occupying only a fraction of the

space previously occupied, developing

during the change from one condition to

another, in the modified form of a flash of

lightning, with the attendant phenomena
of light, heat, and impulses of mechanical

force.

With this view of the functions of the

fluid oceans, we can no longer call them
" a wide waste of waters ;" for truly the

oceans serve as the great exciting galvanic

troughs for the action of the sun, producing

the result of rarifying and transporting

water for the irrigation of the neighboring

continents, and for becoming incorporated

into the living bodies of vegetable and an-

imal organic formations. An attentive ob-

server finds no " waste" in the economy of

the arrangement in any part. Even the

sandy deserts of Africa are in this sense

no " waste ;" for they subserve the purpose

of receiving the electrodynamic action of

the sun for producing partial rarefactions

of the earth's atmosphere, and consequent

determinate currents of cold air from win-

try northern regions to this central focus,

or hearth of the earth, to become there

warmed and returned in counter currents

of air in the upper atmosphere, thus diffu-

sed toward the polar regions of the adjacent

continent of Europe. A similar current

of warm water of the Gulf Stream is more
palpably found sweeping onward toward

the British Isles and the shores of western

Europe, thus giving to them the action of

the sun incident on the oceans situated

beneath the equator, and rendering habita-

ble the mountains of Norway and Sweden.
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In parallels of latitude of western Europe,

which are aifected by intense frosts on the

American continent, are cherished the

olive, the fig, and the orange.

HUMILITY.

HOW often has Peter been exampled

to show the danger of presumption,

and his denial of Christ held up as a warn-

ing to all professing Christians who think

they stand, to take heed lest they fall.

The Apostle was like a gigantic tree in

the midst of a storm, waving to and fro,

blown about by contrary winds until it

fell with a heavy crash to earth : for Peter

had made great profession, he had boasted

of his strength, and in his over zeal had

even drawn the sword in his Master's

cause
;
yet when the storm of affliction

came—the storm which dragged Jesus to

the judgment hall, friendless and alone,

Peter fell. The other disciples, less pre-

tentious bent low as the storm swept by,

but Peter fell, and prostrate in the dust,

he wept tears of bitter repentance.

But the analogy goes further. After the

storm had swept through the forest, pros-

trating in its fury tall and majestic trees

that had resisted the tempest for years,

the woodcutter comes along and selects

the very tree that had towered highest,

and fallen most heavily. He finds it sound

at heart and strong of fibre, and proceeds

to cut it up. It was of comparatively little

use standing, though comely to the sight

it shaded the ground and exhausted the

soil that might be made to produce more
plentifully ; but now in the woodcutter's

hand it is transformed into one useful arti-

cle or another, and continues to live on in

various spheres of usefulness and is of ten

fold service. So Peter after his deep

humiliation no longer stood erect, proud
and self-sufficient, but in a humbler though
not less zealous or useful sphere continued

to live on, strong in the foith of his Lord
and Saviour, strengthening the hands of

the other Apostles, healing the sick and
blessing all, " He that humbleth himself

shall be exalted." L. L. II.

THE FLOWER IN THE ICICLE.

BY LIZZIE SETTLE.

BEAUTIFUL flowers ! Sweet messen-

gers of love, hope and peace. With
their voiceless lips, they yet breathe forth

a language which it has always been my
dearest delight to interpret.

All my life have I cherished and prized

them above all else. I have listened to

their silent teachings with superstitious

admiration ; and as one breathed forth hu-

mility, one innocence, and another love, I

have formed them into bright angels, sent

by their Maker to soften the hardened

heart of man, and teach him those heaven-

ly graces which refine and beautify his na-

ture.

From a child I have sought them every-

where ; wandered over valley and through

many a tangled wood, to catch a glimpse

of some bright-eyed wild flower, making

its way up through the tall grass, betoken-

ing its love for higher things ; and I have

watched it so closely, so tenderly, that I

thought I saw it grow.

I have found them everywhere. By the

dusty road-side and sequestered vale, in

the forest and in the cultivated garden,

growing spontaneously and profusely,

—

and in my youthful wanderings, I once

found one in an icicle.

It was late in Autumn. The early frost

had come and nipped my blooming flowers.

They, wounded by this great unkinduess,

pined like some sick wanderer for his na-

tive soil. I anxiously nursed them, and in

my solicitude, endeavored to win them

back, to woo them to stay. But too late.

They had caught a glimpse of their own
sweet home, and naught might bring them

back.

Turning away, saddened to the heart, I

saw the bright beams of the sun jilaying a

merry bo-peep with an icicle, clear as crys-

tal, and as transparent as the little brook

that ripples over its pebbly bosom. AVas

anything so beautiful ! The iris hues, lent

by the sun for a moment, and then witii-

drawn, as if in retiring modesty, so pleased

me that I eagerly grasped it, lest its warm

I
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admirer should woo it from my embrace.

But, in my haste, I crushed it, and lo

!

embedded in that icy crystal lay a living

flower, as fresh and beautiful as a rose of

midsummer. This I could not understand.

I knew the chilling breath of Winter was

as fatal to a flower, as the syren's alluring

song to the care-worn mariner; yet, that

here, I should find one living and expand-

ing, seemed so wonderfully strange, that it

long remained an inexplicable mystery. I

knew not, then, that the icy, cold exterior

served as a shield to the wild winds, and

warded off the blasts of the tempests.

Now the mystery no longer exists. I

have since met many flowers in icicles, and

have shuddered at their icy touch.

"Let me alone! I care for nobody!"

mutters that bright yet scornful looking

boy, as, with clenched fist and flashing eye,

he hears indignantly the taunts thrown

upon his parentage, his poverty, his home.

He was not understood. None knew that

within that cold, frozen exterior there

glimmered a spark which needed but the

breath of kindness to kindle it, and the

soothing voice of gentleness to call into

action those finer qualities which adorn

and purify the inner man. None knew of

his generous nature, his noble heart. He
had been trodden upon and made the sub-

ject of their jests until he disdained all

friendship and stood alone—secluded with-

in the icicle.

But lead him aside, talk kindly to him,

tell him of One, who bore the taunts and

cruelties of all, yet murmured not a word.

Tell him of his gentle mother, who died

blessing her son, and mark how his breast

will heave with swelling sobs. Thaw but

the icicle, and you have a flower of the

brightest hues, emitting delightful sweets.

Not only in boyhood do we meet with such

scenes, but in all places and among all.

Life is a chequered scene, and in all its

aspects we see a diversity of opinions and

dispositions. Nature bestows not on all

the same temperaments, but so varies them

as to make our pleasures dependent on this

variety. Yet she has done more for some

than for others. Given to one such warm
feelings, such a loving heart as to attract

immediately all that come beneath its influ-

ence. While in another, she seems to have

congealed his warm feelings, and generous

impulses, and enwrapped him in a mantle,

cold, and seemingly impenetrable. By
tender pleading, these hidden qualities may
be drawn out and cultivated, until they be-

come as shining lamps.

The heart of man is like the flower.

Both created by the same Hand, and watch-

ed over by the same Being. As flowers

require tender care and cultivation ere

they attain perfection, so the heart of man
by mutual intercourse and gentle training,

must be elevated and ennobled, ere it be-

come spotless and pure.

We all love flowers, and if we see one

trampled under foot we scorn its destroyer

and eagerly pick it up. But every day we

see man trampled upon, and who is the

rescuer ? Is man of less value than a flow-

er?

You too, by careful observation, may
meet with the flower in the icicle : if so,

break, or rather melt the icy chains which

bind it, and let it live for the good of all.

UNCLE SAM.

OF all the persons who have figured on

this terrestrial sphere, "Young
America." is certainly most conspicuous.

His life has been a Drama, every act of

which has been received with wonder and

applause.

Rome is great, and England is greater

than Rome ever was. On many a stage of

the world, France has acted out tragedy

and comedy to the life ; and the heavy

foot of the Russian Czar has overturned

numberless thrones. Rome proudly lives

on her past greatness. England still

boasts of her extended possessions, where

her drum-roll, greeting the rising sun, no

sooner dies away in one part, than it is re-

sumed in another, thus completing the cir-

cle of the earth. France dramatizes yet.

" I, Alexander, Czar of all the Russias,"

is still toad-like in fancied greatness. But
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at the conceit of one, the dotage of

another, the vaunt of the English, the af-

fectation of the French, the young Giant

laughs out his scornful derision.

But a few years ago, as nations count

time, Sam was a puny infant. But so well

did the atmosphere of this new country

agree with him, that he soon became a

stout boy, so that his anxious and careful

Mamma was constrained to give him all

the freedom in her power, without com-
promising her own authority, and wholly

giving up the control of her wilful child.

Wondering at the precocity of Sammy, she

sent to him pretty white paper, stamped
with figures of crowns and lions, such as

children love to look upon ; but the auda-

cious rogue tore the gift in pieces, and
placed the stamp of his own tiny foot upon
it. And when the fond mother sent the

grateful tea to soothe the ingrate, he care-

lessly mixed the contents of the cup with

the great Atlantic. But vrhen these gentle

measures failed to exact obedience, she

sent tutors clothed in gold and scarlet to

teach him the principles of filial duty. But
he mocked at their teachings, and sent

them back to his lady mother, soiled and
wearied ; then, placing the crown upon

his own head, he bowed to himself alone.

The world looked on,—some people in

admiration, some in disgust, others fear-

fully and tremblingly, yet with much
hope. And they look still, as he stands

far above all surroundings, and clasps as

with an iron grasp the East and the West,
encompassed by the shores of the Atlantic

and Pacific, while he looks with eager eyes

upon the Canadas, and gazes with pro-

phetic vision beyond the Mexican Gulf,

muttering, " Mine, all mine I"

A LESSON FOR CHRISTIANS.

WHEN Alexander the son of Philip

was at Babylon, he sent for a
priest from out of every country he had
conquered, and assembled them together

in his palace. Thereupon he sat himself
upon the throne, in the midst of them—

for their number was very great—and he

spake unto them

:

" Tell me, do you acknowledge and rev-

erence a supreme and invisible Being?"

They all bowed themselves together and
answered, "yea."

And the king inquired further: "By
what name do you call him ?"

Thereupon the priest from India an-

swered; "We call him Brahma, which
signifies the Great."

The priest from Persia: "We call him

Ormus, which means the original light."

The priest from Judea: "Jehovah, the

Lord, who is, and was, and is to be."

And thus every priest had his own
word wherewith he denominated the Su-

preme Being.

Then the king was angry in his heart

and spake :
" You have but one ruler and

king, so you shall henceforth have but one

God—Zeus is his name."

Then the priests were greatly troubled,

because of the speech of the king, and spake:
" Our people call him by the name

which we have heard from our youth up.

How shall we learn another name?"
But the king grew yet wroth.

Then a hoary sage, a Brahmin, who had

followed him to Babylon, came forward

and spake

:

" The king, my lord, will permit that I

may speak unto the people."

Then he turned himself to the priests,

and said: "The heavenly constellation

of day, the well of earthly light, does it

shine also to you?"

The priests bowed themselves together

and answered, " yea."

Then the Brahmin asked them one by
one :

" By what name do you call it?"

Then each onenamed a different word, and
a name proper to his country and people.

Then the Brahmin said unto the king,

" Shall they not henceforth call the sun by

the same word? Helios is his name."

At these words the king was greatly

ashamed, and said :
" Let each one use his

own word. I see well that the image and
sign is not yet the essence."
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EXERCISE.

THERE is a pleasurable, as well as a

healthful glow, attending the develop-

ment of animal power, as manifested by

the bounding movements of the healthful

child, of the skipping lamb and of the

proudly prancing horse. Indeed, so far

as health, and consequently pleasurable

enjoyments are concerned, the decree

ordaining that man should earn his bread

"by the sweat of his brow," is in strict

accordance with the principles of the ope-

ration of the mechanism of his body.

When the body is fixed stationary in

any one position, as is common in many
sedentary branches of human labor, there

is not the designed extent of animal power

developed, which is requisite to exhaust

the accumulated stock of fuel in the blood.

As if by natural instinct, to accomplish

this result, most persons employed in such

constrained vocations may be seen to exert

some peculiar action of the muscles, by

occasionally swaying their bodies or their

limbs to and fro. Compositors may some-

times be noticed mechanically nodding

their heads, as if in token of familiar re-

cognition to every type they pick up.

Wild animals confined within narrow cag-es

of menageries, relieve themselves of the

inactivity consequent on their confine-

ment, by incessantly swaying their bodies

or pacing back and forth. The common
habit of the vibrating movement of the

foot, the process of yawning and the use

of rocking-chairs, are so many illustrations

of the truth of the preceding principles.

The wealthy and the luxurious, who are

exempted from the necessity of daily labor,

are commonly found to suffer more bilious

disorders and plethoras, and on the other

hand, it may sometimes afi'ord philosophi-

cal consolation to those whose tables are

scantily supplied with luxurious food, to

recur, in memory, to the constituent ele-

ments of the formations of food, as a sort

of bill of fare. This would show satisfac-

torily, that even cold potatoes and cold

bread contain plenty of carbon to fire up

with, and that all kinds of vegetable for-

mations are nearly the same things ; whilst

at the same time the soothing reflection

may steal consolingly over the mind, that

turtle- soup and roast pigs are dangerous,

explosive things, producing risks of the

bursting of blood-vessels by apoplexy—

a

fearful blow-up of the animal mechanism.

EARLY CHRISTIAN DEFENCES.

A
TRAVELER rambling through the

Pyrenees, makes these remarks on

certain peculiarities of the churches erect-

ed by the Templars in the higher parts of

the valleys of the French Pyrenees, near

the ^oj-^s or passes into Spain.

" These churches partake in some degree

of the character of a fortress, or at least

of a place of refuge. That the Christians

of former times required and possessed

such places of refuge is evident. In most of

the frontier villages may be remarked one

stone house, with its tower, and so arranged

as to be capable of defence. At Lortet, in

the entrance of the Valee d'Cure, is a

spacious natural cavern in the rock, which

has here an almost perpendicular face, the

only entrance to which is by an opening

about 180 feet above the level of the plain.

Should the necessity arise, retreat may be

made to a second cavern still higher than

the first, whilst the schist rock of the

mountain afi"orded abundant weapons

wherewith to annoy the enemy. A bell

placed outside formerly gave the alarm to

the inhabitants. The most striking exam-

ple of a fortified church is that of Luz.

This church is protected by two towers

which flank the chancel, one containing a

machicolated gateway and by a crenulated

wall pierced with loopholes which sur-

rounds the churchyard. One of these

towers possesses a little museum, contain-

ing four wall-pieces and a collection of

mediaeval bits, stirrups and armor. Should

the enemy succeed in forcing this enclo-

sure, he would be received by a murderous

fire from ci-enulated openings in the

gallery, which exists over the vaulted

stone roof of the chancel and beneath the

external roof."
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lome Circle.

THE HAPPY CHILD.

BY MRS. HARRIET B. STOWE.

H T)APA," said Edward Thompson to his

J- father, "you don't know what beau-

tiful things James Eobertsou has of all

kinds."

"Oh, yes," said littlie Robert, "when we
were there yesterday, he took us up into a

little room that was full of playthings, just

like a toy-shop."

" He has little guns and two drums, and

a trumpet and a fife," said Edward, " and one

of the drums was a real one papa, such as men
play on."

" And, papa, he had railroad cars, with a

little railroad for them to go on, and steam-

engine and all," said Robert.

" And a whole company of wooden sol-

diers," said Edward.

" And all sorts of blocks to build houses,"

said Robert,

" And besides, papa," said Edward, " he has

a real live pony to ride oUj such a funny little

fellow you never saw, and he has such a

pretty little riding stick, and a splendid saddle

and bridle."

" Really," said their father, " you make out

quite a list of possessions."

" Oh, but papa, we have not told you half;

he has a beautiful flower garden, and a garden-

er to cultivate it for him, so that he don't

have to take any trouble with it, and he can

do anything with the flowers he chooses."

" Oh ! and papa, he has rabbits, and a

beautiful gray squirrel, with a cage fixed so

nicely, and the squirrel plays so many droll

tricks ; and he has a parrot that can talk

and laugh, and call his name, and say a great

many funny things."

"Well," said their father, "I suppose you

think that James is a very happy boy ?"

" Oh, yes, indeed, papa, how can he help

being happy?" said both boys : "besides, his
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mamma, he says, lets him do very much as he

likes about everything."

"Indeed," said their father, "and was he

so very happy all day when you were there ?"

"Why no, not all day," said Edward,

"but there was a reason for it; for in the

morning we had planned to go out to the lake

to fish, and it rained, and it made James feel

rather cross, I suppose."

" But," said his father, " I should have

thought, from your account, that there were

things enough in the house to have amused

you all."

" But James said he was so used to all those

things that he did not want to play with them,"

said Robert. " He called some of the prettiest

things he had ugly old things, and said he

hated the siglit of them."

" Well," said their father, "I suppose if the

truth was known, James is not to be so much
envied after all. I have been a week at a

time at his father's house, and I have thought

that a more uncomfortable, unhappy tempered

little fellow, I never saw."

"Well, that is strange," said Edward. "I

am sure I would be happy if I was in his

place."

" I am afraid you would not," said his

father, " for I believe it is having so many

things that makes him unhappy."

" Having so many things, papa?" said both

boys.

" Yes, my sons ; but I will explain this

more to you some other time. However, this

afternoon, as you are going to have a ride

with me, I think I will take you over to see a

little boy who is a very happy boy, as I think,"

said their father.

* * * * *

"I wonder if this can be the house," said

Edward to Robert, as the carriage stopped

before a very small brown house.

Their father got out, and asked them to

walk in with him. It was a very little house,

with only two rooms in it ; and in the one

they entered they saw a very pale, thin little

boy, lying on a small low bed, in front of the

door. His face was all worn away by disease,

and his little hands, which were folded on the

outside of the bed, were so thin, one could

almost see through them. He had a few

play-things lying by him on the bed, and on

a little stand by him was a cracked brown
mug, in which were some sweet peas, and

larkspurs, and lavender, bright yellow mari-

gold ; beside this lay a well-worn Bible and

hymn-book. His mother was ironing in the

next room, but when she saw the boys and

their father, she came foward to receive them.

" Well, my little fellow," said Mr. Thomp-
son, " how do you do to-day?"

" Oh, pretty comfortable," he said.

" I have brought up my boys to see you,"

said Mr. Thompson.

The sick boy smiled, and reached out one

of his thin little hands to welcome them. Ed-

ward and Robert took his hand, and then

turned and looked anxiously at their father.

"Papa, how long has he been so sick?"

asked Robert.

" More than a year, young gentlemen," said

his mother; "it's a year since he's been able

to sit up, and it's four months since he's been

able to be turned at all in bed ; he has to lie

all the time,just as you see on his back."

" Oh, what a long time !" said Edward,
" why can't you turn him, and let him lie on

his side?"

" Because it hurts him to lie on either side."

"What is the matter with him?" asked

Robert.

" Why, the doctor says it's complaint of the

bone ; it began more than two years ago, down

in his foot, and they had to cut the foot off,

in hope that it would stop it, but it didn't and

they cut off the leg above the knee, and that

didn't stop it, and it's creeping up, up and

finally it will be the death of him. He suffers

dreadfully of nights, sometimes no sleep at all

for two or three nights."

" Oh, father, how dreadful !" said Edward,

pressing close to his father.

"Papa," said Robert, looking up and

whispering, " I thought we were going to see

a little boy that was very happy ?"

" Wait a little," said Mr. Thompson, " and

you will see," and then he turned to the sick

boy.

"My little fellow," said he, "you find it

very tiresome lying here so long ?"

"A little so," said the boy, smiling very

pleasantly ;
" but then I have so many things

to make me comfortable."

" What things ?"
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" Oh, I have a knife, and I can whittle a

little at a time, and I have this little china

dog that a lady gave me ; I play with that

sometimes, and then don't you see my flow-

ers ?"

The little boy pointed to a small bed of

flowers just before the door, where there

were some pinks, some larkspurs, marigolds

and sweet peas ; it was weeded very clean,

and the flowers made it bright enough.

" Mother planted all those flowers for me
in the spring," he said, " and she has water-

ed and weeded them every night after she

has done her work ; and they grow beauti-

fully, and I lie here every day and look at

them. Sometimes when the rain is falling,

or in the morning when the dew is on them,

they look so bright and fresh. Mother puts

some in the mug, to stand by me every day."

" But don't you suffer a great deal of pain ?"

" Sometimes I do ; but then, sir, I know
that God would not send it if it was not best

for me, so I am willing to bear it; besides, I

know that the Lord Jesus Christ suflered

more pain for me than I suffer. There are

some beautiful hymns about it in this book;

and then I have the Bible; oh, I don't know
how I could get along if it were not for that !"

" But are you never unhappy when you see

other boys jumping and playing about ?"

"No, I am not; I know God knows what

is best for me ; besides, my Saviour comforts

me. I love to lie here, when it is all still,

and think about him."

" Don't you hope sometimes that you will

get well, and be able to go about again ?"

" No, I know that I can't ; I shall not live a

great while ; they all say so."

" And don't you feel afraid to die ?"

" Oh, no ; 1 feel as if I would be glad to. I

long to see my Saviour. All that I feel sad

about is, that mother will be lonesome when
I am gone."

" Well, my little boy, if there is anything

I can send you to make you more comforta-

ble, I shall be glad to."

" Oh, thank you, sir, but I don't know as I

want anything."

" I wish I could relieve your pains, my lit-

tle fellow," said Mr. Thompson.
" God would do it in a moment, if it was

only best for me," said the boy ;
" and if it is

not best, I would rather he would not do it.

Because, I think I am happier now than I

used to be when I was well."

"Ah! how can that be?"
" I did not love God so ipuch then, and I

used to forget to read the Bible. I had not

so much pleasure in thinking about heaven,"

said the little boy.

" You remember," said Mr. Thompson, " it

says in the Bible— ' Before I was afflicted, I

went astray, but now I have kept thy word.'"

" That is just it, sir," said the boy ; "just

the way I feel. Oh, I've been so happy since

I have been sick here."

Edward and Robert looked at their father

at these words. Mr. Thompson now rose to

go-

" If you please, sir, perhaps the boys would

like some of my flowers ; there is a beautiful

root of pinks there, and some roses," said

the sick boy.

" Oh, no," said Edward, " we won't take

them away from you."

" Oh, I like to give them away," said the

boy, earnestly; " do take some?"
" Take some, my dear children, it will

please him," said Mr. Thompson, in a low

voice, as he picked a few and gave to each

of the boys ; and then added aloud, "we will

keep them to remember you by, my dear little

fellow."

As they parted with the little boy, he

smiled sweetly, and put out his hand, and

added—" If you'll come when my latest rose-

bush is in blossom, I'll give you some roses."

* * * * *

" Papa," said Edward, " that poor little boy

really does seem to be happy, and yet he is

poor and sick and in pain ; and he has a very

few things, too. It is strange ; he certainly is

a great deal happier than James Robertson."

" Well, I can tell you the reason," said his

father. " It is because James Robertson is a

selfish boy that he is unhappy. From morn-

ing till night he thinks of nothing but how to

please himself. His father and mother have

spent their lives in contriving to please him

—and now he is so selfish that he is always

unhappy."

—

Southern Chtrchman.

There is nothing so minute or inconsider-

able, that I would not rather know it than

not.
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THE LITTLE GIRL'S HEART.

THE following dialogue occurred one day,

between a pious fother and his little

daughter. Every little girl who reads this

article, and every other little girl ought to

understand what God means when he says,

"My son, or my daughter, give me thine

heart." No little girl can go to Heaven till

she has given her heart to God. Every little

girl who reads this dialogue may suppose, if

she pleases, that we have selected and print-

ed it to help her learn something more about

her heart.

" Pa," said Maria suddenly, one day after

she had been thinking for some time ;
" Pa,

what does heart mean ? When you talk

about my heart, I can't think of anything but

those ginger-bread hearts that we eat."

" You know, dear, that your heart is not

anything which you can see."

" Oh, yes, pa, I know my heart is not like

those, but I want to know what it is like ?"

"You know there is something within you

which loves and hates ; this something is

your heart. So when God says, ' give me
your heart,' he means, ' love me.'

"

" Pa, it seems as if I wanted to love God,

but I don't know how."

" You know how to love me, don't you ?"

" Oh yes, pa."

" But I never told you to love me."

" Oh, but this is very different."

" Different—how ?"

" Why, pa, I see you, and know all about

you, and you love me."

" Do you love nobody that you have never

seen, Maria?"

" I don't know
;

yes, to be sure, I love

grandpa and uncle George, and aunt Caro-

line. But then I have heard you talk about

them, pa, and I know that you love them,

and they have sent me presents."

" So I have talked to you about God, and

you know that I love Him, and he has made

you more presents than anybody else in the

world. Besides, you love people sometimes

who have never given you anything, and

whom none of us have ever seen. Don't you

remember little Henry and his Bearer?"

" Yes, pa, I love Henry, I am sure."

" You see then it is possible to love the

character of people whom you have never

seen. Now the character of God is infinitely

lovely ; he deserves to be loved more than all

other beings together ; and if you love those

who have been kind to you, only think what

God has done for you. He gave you parents,

when you could not take care of yourself; he

has given you food and clothing, and health

and friends ; he has watched over you by

night and by day, and when you were sick

he has made you well ; and now, when he

comes to you after all this, and says, ' My
daughter, give me thine heart,' you say,

' No I can't, I don't know how ; I can love

my father and mother, and brothers and

sisters; but I cannot love God who gave

them all to me.'"

" Oh, papa, I will, I do love him," replied

Maria, with fervor.

" Perhaps you think so now, Maria."

" Oh, I shall always love him ; I know I

shall."

Her father smiled.

" Pa you cannot see into my heart—how
do you know that I do not love God ?" 'i

"WANTED, AN HONEST, INDUSTRIOUS

BOY."

WE lately saw an advertisement headed

as above. It conveys to every boy

an impressive moral lesson. " An honest,

industrious boy" is always loanted. He will

be sought for ; his services will be in demand

;

he will be respected and loved ; he will be

spoken of in terms of high commendation

;

he will always have a home ; will grow up to

be a man of known worth and established

character. He will be wanted. The mer-

chant will want him for a salesman or a

clerk ; the master mechanic will want him

for an apprentice or journeyman ;
those with

a job to let will want him for a contractor;

clients will want him for a lawyer, patients

for a physician, religious congregations for a

pastor, parents for a teacher of their children,

and the people for an officer. He will be

wanted. Townsmen will want him as a citi-

zen, acquaintances as a neighbor, neighbors

as a friend, families as a visitor, the world as

an acquaintance—nay, girls want him as a

beau, and finally for a husband. An honest,
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industrious boy ! Just think of it, boys : will

you answer this description ? Can you ap-

ply for this situation? Are you sure that

you will be wanted? You may be smart and

active, but that does not fill the requisition

—are you honest? You may be capable

—

are you industrious? You may be well-

dressed, and create a favorable impression at

first sight—are you both honest and indus-

trious ? You may apply for a good situation

—are you sure that your friends, teachers,

and acquaintances can recommend you for

these qualities ? Oh, how would you feel,

your character not being thus established,

on hearing the words, " Can't employ you ?"

Nothing else will make up for a lack of these

qualities. No readiness or aptness for busi-

ness will do it. You must be honest and in-

dustrious—must work and labor ; then will

your " calling and election" for a place of pro-

lit and trust be made sure.

AN INTERESTING INCIDENT.

i(, T)ANK Note Reporter, sir? Three more
±J banks downl" said a bright little boy

of less than half a score years, as he entered

a counting house in Broad street, one morn-

ing, with a bundle of papers under his arm.

As he entered, two gentlemen were seated in

front of a warm fire, engaged in thoughtless

conversation. " Bank Note Reporter, sir ?"

eaid the little boy, inquiringly. "No," re-

plied one of the gentlemen ; " we don't want
any." '' But stop," added he, " if you will sing

us a song, we will buy one of your Reporters."

The boy agreed to the terms, and the gentle-

men, with an air that showed that they were

anticipating sport, placed the little fellow upon
a high stool which was standing near, and

bade him proceed to sing. Then they waited,

evidently expecting to hear some jovial song,

when, to their astonishment, he commenced
singing that beautiful little hymn

:

" I think when I read that sweet story of old,

When Jesus was here among men,
How he called little children as lambs to his fold,

I should like to have been with them then."

The effect upon his listeners was at once

perceptible, and before he had finished the

four verses, they were both in tears. After

he had finished, one of the gentlemen inquired,

" "Where did you learn that hymn ?" " At

Sabbath school," replied the boy. " But u-hat

Sabbath school ?" continued the gentleman.

" At Spring street Sabbath school," was the

reply.

The gentlemen then purchased the " Re-

porter," and presented him with a sum of

money in addition, after which he was allow-

ed to go on his way, but not until they had

called him back to obtain his name and resi-

dence.

A Sabbath school teacher chanced to be

present and witnessed the whole interview,

and his heart rejoiced as he discovered that

the bright-eyed little boy was a scholar in his

own Sabbath school.

How often does the simple eloquence of

childhood reach the heart, when the more

elaborate efforts of years are unavailing.

—

Cor. N. Y. Evangelist.

Music HATH Charms.—During the late cruise

of the Morning Star in Micronesia, as the

vessel approached a savage island, the in-

habitants came off in large numbers, singing

and chanting their wild songs, and otherwise

demonstrating that they were nature's un-

tutoi-ed sons and daughters. The deck of the

vessel was soon filled with these rude na-

tives, but while wild scenes were going for-

ward, Mrs. Snow, Mrs. Bingham and Mrs.

Gulick, seated on the quarter-deck, com-

menced singing,

"There is a happy land,

Far, far away," iStc.

The eflect was instantaneous, and most

pleasing. Order and quiet were produced,

and for the moment at least, the " savage was

tamed."

A THOUGHT.
I've seen at early morning's hour

The dew-drop sparkling on the flower,

And mark'd the sunbeam o'er it play,

Then snatch it to the skies away.

And thus I've thought is Pity's tear

Shed by us erring mortals here,

Then borne to heaven and treasured there,

With Faith, and Hope, and Love, and Prayer.

Liberality, like a warm shower, mollifies the

harvest earth and prepares it for fertility
;
but

he that is penurious turns his friends into

enemies, and hardens that which himself de-

sires to find pliant.
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ZWINGLI ; OK THE RlSE OF THK REFORMATION

IN Switzerland. A Life of the Reformer.

By R. Christoffel. Translated from the

German by J. Cochrane, Esq. Edinburg :

T. & T. Clark. Philadelphia : Smith, Eng-

lish & Co.

We have not had time to give this book as

thorough a perusal as its excellency demands,

but vi'e have read enough to express our

great admiration of the work. Of Zwingli,

as a reformer, we need say nothing, as it is

presumed, he is familiar to all in the general

features of his character, as well as in the

part he acted in tlie great Reformation. In

this work he is presented to us as he lived

and as he wrought. The author has made
his work, as far as practicable autobiographi-

cal. In whatever scene the Reformer appears

before us, whether in public conflicts, in

quiet pastoral labors, or in his home-life, it is

the hero himself who speaks and tells us the

story of his life. We feel that the author has

given us a true and living portraiture of the

Reformer. For the method of the author, as

already indicated, is just such as to give a

photographic delineation of character. Besides

this picture of Zwingli, we have light-glimpses

of the other Reformers, as well as of the great

Reformation itself. The author is sometimes
unduly biased by national and ecclesiastical

prejudices, and he is not alwaj^s just to

Luther and his doctrinal standpoint. But
we have seen but little to which the most
rigid Lutheran would feel disposed to take

exceptions—we mean in his representations

of Luther and the Lutheran Church. The
chapter on the idiosyncrasies of Luther and
Zwingli, and the gigantic contest in which
they were involved upon the Lord's Supper,
is one of intense interest. It would do the

disputants on that question in our day, im-
mense good to read this chapter. We think

it would greatly tend to soothe the odium
theologicum of this controversy. There is a
poetical charm about this book. The imagery
and expression are beautiful. The first chap-
ter, in which the influence of natural scenery

upon the childhood of Zwingli is considered,

is of this character. And when the author
speaks of truth, as reflected differently from
the minds of the two Reformers and shone

with a different glory in each, we have the

following :
" In Luther's character, actions

and writings, the Spirit of God manifests it-

self at one time impetuous and vehement,
like the awful tempest roaring in a forest of
German oaks and shaking violently its lofty

trees ; at another time soft and gentle like

the zephyr, whispering mysteriously and
sweetly, and scarcely exciting the leaves.

On the soul of Zwingli the spirit of truth

arose in calm majesty like the sun, slowly
and majestically climbing the blue cerulean
over some Swiss mountain ; he stood immov-
able in all the storms that surrounded him
like one of his native mountains, when the
tempest swathes it round with its girdle of
horrors, or the avalanche leaps from its sides

into the abysses."

We have seldom seen a book of this kind
so absolutely captivating. It will find its

way into every minister's library.

Hadji in Stria ; or Three Years in Jeru-
salem. By Mrs. Sarah Barclay Johnson.
Philadelphia: James Challen & Sons.

As this book is specially designed for the
young, some one may ask, " Well, who or

what is this Hadji?" For such an one we
say, that it is Mrs. Barclay Johnson. The
word is Arabic, and means in the East, a
traveler or pilgrim. Primarily it referred to

a Mohammedan making a pilgrimage to

Mecca. We do not think the title felicitous.

But it seems the fashion now to put queer
titles to books. We have notice of a book
in the seventeenth century with the following

elaborate title, " Some fine baskets baked in

the oven of charity, carefully conserved for

the chickens of the church, the sparrows of

the spirit, and the sweet swallows of salva-

tion." But to the book before us. The pub-
lishers say, " The authoress" (why not say
author, there is no grammatical necessity of

saying authoress or poetess, as is too much
the fashion) " kept a journal of her residence

in Palestine, and that this book is the publi-

cation of that journal." It can hardly be ex-

pected that any thing new should appear in

a book on Palestine. There is nothing posi-

tively new or original in this, and yet the

book is exceedingly interesting and attractive.

It is literally a book of pictures in the Holy
Land, and they are beautiful. The religious

impression of this book cannot fail to be the

most salutary. To the young we would es-

pecially commend it. We hope a copy will

soon be found in every family.
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A Commentary on the Book of Leviticus.

Expository and Practical, with Critical

Notes. By the Rev. Andrew A. Bonak.
New York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

There is no book in the Bible that contains

more of the very words of God than Leviticus.

It is God who speaks on almost every page.

This fact in itself invests the book with pecu-

liar interest. "There are few critical diffi-

culties in the book, its chief obscurity arises

from its enigmatical ceremonies." The author

endeavors to interpret these symbolic rites,

by examining both sides of the veil, now that

it has been rent. The Jews looked upon a

veiled Saviour : we under the New Testament
look upon an unveiled Redeemer. Leviticus

has been styled the pictorial gospel of the

Old Testament. And Bonar has displayed

inimitable skill in revealing to us the mean-
ing of those symbolic rites, showing to us a

full system of truth, sin and the sinner, grace

and the Saviour in this book. We are led

to look upon these types as a series of

shadows projected from Christ, the body.

Tindal says, that while there is a " star-light

of Christ," there is in some, so truly " the

light of the broad day," that he cannot but
believe that God had showed Moses the

secrets of Christ and the very manner of his

death beforehand. If anj' one has never

studied Leviticus, he will be filled with won-
der and delight, to find the whole gospel in

this book. It is a book Avhich Romaine call-

ed, " The gospel according to licviticus," and
of which Berridge said, "It is the clearest

book of Jewish gospel."

This is one of the most remarkable com-
mentaries we have yet seen. It is critical,

original, suggestive and practical. It is full

of beautiful imagery, poetry and eloquence.

The book is worth its weight in gold. We
wonder how it has escaped our notice, as it

is nearly two years since its publication.

But we are thankful that it has come to us,

though late, and we anticipate unusual pleas-

ure in looking at those beautiful and expres-
sive pictures, in which our Heavenly Father
has taught his children to see Jesus, "the
way, the truth and the life."

Lord Montague's Page. An Historical Ro-
mance. By G. P. R. James. Philadelphia:

Childs & Peterson.

We must plead ignorance in regard to

James, who belongs to the historical school

of fiction. We have never read any of his

works. We imbibed a prejudice against him
some years ago, both in relation to his ability

as a novelist and the purity and moral ten-

dency of his productions. Whipple says he
manufactures novels very much as other men
make boots and shoes, working up the same
materials in very nearly the same shapes.

This criticism we believe to be almost, if not

altogether just, from the fact that a list of his

works present a total of 188 volumes. No
man under heaven could write so many
novels without a vast amount of trash and
common-place. In regard to the moral ten-

dency of his works, we are glad to see the

following testimonial from Alison. " Not a

word or a thought which can give pain to

the purest heart ever escapes from his pen."

Of the reading of novels, even the best, we
say most deliberately, that the more limited

this kind of reading, the better. If the ten-

dency of the time were to strike its roots into

the rock, and not to seek the soft sunshine
above, we might freel}' advise indulgence in

light reading. But since the tendency is all

the other way, " and the habitual use of in-

tellectual stimulants are exceedingly apt to

enervate and destroy the mind, our final

counsel is to lay, as much as may be, the

novel on the shelf."

^ »

C^urtlj liittlligence.

A special department of Church Intelli-

gence, or perhaps rather, of Church History,

is just now engaging much attention. The
great work of Rev. Dr. Sprague, of Albany,

abounding in interesting reminiscences and
in striking characteristics of the former evan-
gelical pastors of our land, is read every
where with admiration. As Lutherans, we
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owe a Large debt of gratitude to the laborious

fidelity of Professor Stoever, whose researches

into the personal history of our own clergy,

have already contributed so much to our en-

joyment, and like pure wine will become
more valuable in the lapse of years.

The " Diary of a Revolutionary Chaplain,"

by J. T. Headley, as we discover, is acting

the part of an entering wedge, and is likely

to open up a vast deposit of new and valuable

materials. In a letter under date of June 21,

to the New York Observer, he says, ." Since I

commenced the ' Diary of a Chaplain,' a great

deal of material bearing on the chaplains and
other clergy connected with the Revolution,

has been placed in my hands, of the exist-

ence of which I had before no conception.

This has awakened me to a great fact which
has been too much overlooked by historians

of that period. The religious phase of the

Revolution has never been presented, and
yet, after all, it was one of the most impor-
tant of all. A nobler, braver class of men
never lived than the clergy of those times,

and I propose to get out a volume containing

biographical sketches of them. I therefore

beg the use of your paper, to request all

those whose ancestors took any part as

clergymen or chaplains in the Revolution, to

transmit to me their names, acts and any in-

cidents connected with their lives."

Now, although perhaps not often serving

as chaplains, yet as patriots, the- Lutheran
clergy of that day occupied no ignoble posi-

tion. Their people, the Germans, shared
largely in the enthusiasm and heroism of the

time, and the pastors themselves, in conse-

quence of their zealous devotion to the cause
of Independence, became particularly obnox-
ious to the enemy. Sometimes they were
arrested ; sometimes had to fly for their lives,

and in view of all the circumstances, no class

ofmen connected with the religious interests of

the period of the Revolution deserves a proud-
er memorial than do they. It is because we
anticipate, not the noisy bluster of the dema-
gogue, nor the fixed defiance of mere animal
courage, but the high and lofty bearing of
Christian hearts that threw themselves into

the breach, and were ready in the name of
the Lord to venture all for their cherished
land, that we look forward with high hope to

the appearance of the promised volume. Let
the families and friends of our clergy who
acted any important part in the revolutionary
struggle, communicate the facts to Mr. Head-
ley, Newburg, N. Y.

Let no one take offence, as none is intend-

ed, by the statement, that there seems in

many of our churches to be a growing dis-

position to restore to its appropriate place

in the seasons of public worship, the apparel

which for many ages has been peculiar to

the office of pastor or teacher. Speaking in

plain terms, many of our people wish their

pastors to wear the black gown. Now let us

not turn away at once, and imagine that we
have settled the account of the black gown
by the words popery and superstition. "They
are cheap words we allow, and of sovereign

potency, we should see therefore, that they
be not rashly applied." The usages of soci-

ety all through the Protestant world acknow-
ledge it as reasonable and proper, that every

office should have its own appropriate badge.
This is the uniform testimony of all enlight-

ened ages. The attire of the priests of the

Old Testament is minutely described by Di-

vine authority. The Greeks and the Romans
with their pallia and togce, varied them ac-

cording to the requirements of rank or of

official position. In modern times, as a mark
of distinction from the military, civil and
commercial ranks, the cultivators of learning

and science, teachers, professors, philoso-

phers have appropriated to themselves the

black gown as a suitable emblem of their

office as public instructors. It has nothing
more to do with popery than it has with
many Protestant universities, their schools

of theological science, their courts that are

the expounders of their law, or even the

Supreme Court of the United States.

The surplice or white garment worn by
the priests of the Romish Church and by the

Episcopalians in some of their ministrations,

though originally pagan, is acknowledged to

be thoroughly popish in its character. It

was introduced by Pope Adrian, A. D. 786,

and is the distinction, not of the teacher but

of the priest. As Protestants, we contend for

the universal priesthood of Christians, and
therefore reject the surplice as the distinction

of our pastors. But they are our teachers,

appointed for this very thing, and we do but
express the general sentiment of all enlight-

ened lands and ages, when we say, not of

them personally but of their office, let it be
invested with the attire that belongs to it.

We have no controversy with those whose
tastes and habits are adverse to the use of

the gown by our pastors. But we expect to

see much of the old opposition against it

pass away, because the gown is harmless in

itself, altogether suitable to its design, and
withal so thoroughly Protestant. It is a

speaking testimony that our pastors are not

priests but teachers, and that our glory is to

diffuse the knowledge of God upon the earth.
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^Ht^rial PisnIIang.

Original Mode of Deciding the Anti-
quity OF Race.—The Egyptians, before the

reign of their King Psammetichus, believed

themselves to be the most ancient of mankind.
Since Psammetichus, however, made an at-

tempt to discover who were actually the pri-

mitive race, they have been of opinion that,

while they surpass all other nations, the
Phrygians surpass them in antiquity. This
King, finding it impossible to make out, by
dint of inquiry, what men were the most an-
cient, contrived the following method of dis-

covery :—He took two children of the common
sort, and gave them over to a herdsman to

bring up at his folds, strictly charging him to

let no one utter a word in their presence, but
to keep them in a sequestered cottage, and
from time to time introduce goats into their

apartment, see they got their fill of milk, and
in all other respects look after them. His
object herein was to know, after the indistinct

babblings of infancy were over, what word
they would first articulate. It happened as

he had anticipated. The herdsman obeyed
his orders for two years, at the end of that

time, on his one day opening the door of the

room and going in, the children both ran up
to him with outstretched arms, and distinctly

said " Becos." When this first happened the

•terdsman took no notice ; but afterwards,

when he observed, on coming often to see

after them, that the word was constantly in

their mouths, he informed his lord, and by
his command, brought the children into his

presence. Psammetichus then himself heard
them say the word, upon which he proceeded
to make inquiry what people there was who
called anything " Becos," and hereupon he
learned that " Becos" was the Phrygian name
for bread. In consideration of this circum-
stance the Egyptians yielded their claims, and
admitted the greater antiquity of the Phryg-
ians. That these were the real fixcts, I learnt

at Memphis, from the pinests of Vulcan. The
Greeks, among other foolish tales, relate that

Psammetichus had the children brought up
by womcu whose tongues he had previously
cut out ; but the priests said their bringing up
was such as I have stated above.

—

The His-
tory of Herodotus. A New Englvsh Version.

By Georye Jiawlinson, 31. A.

The highest waterfall in the world is in the

Sandwich Islands, and is stated to be between
four and five thousand feet high. The stream

on which the fall occurs runs among the peaks
of one of the highest mountains—.so high that
the water actually never reaches the bottom—so
great is the distance that the water is convert-
ed into mists, and ascends to the clouds
again.

Ice from the Glowing Crucible.—The
article entitled " The First Idea of Every-
thing," in our last number, abundantly showed
that there may be, literally and materially,

nothing new under the sun
;
yet, so many new

facts, principles, and laws, are almost daily

coming to light, that the world is in no want
of novelties. Thus, a new branch of physics
has of late years been inaugurated by the dis-

covery of what is called the spheroidal state

of matter. When we had got as far as steam
and gas, we fancied we had fathomed the

uttermost secrets of nature ; but now, marvels
which a writer of fiction would hardly dare to

introduce into a fairy tale or a legend, turn

out to be incontestably and demonstrably
true. For instance, a bold experimentalist

—

some people might call him an impudent
quack—set his heart on manufacturing a lump
of ice. And where does he succeed in making
it? Of all preposterous places in the world,

he produces it inside a glowing crucible stand-

ing in a heated furnace ; the heat of the fur-

nace moreover, not being the gentle temper-
ature which bakers use to reduce beef and
potatoes to a savoury dish nicely browned
and with the gravy in, but a chemist's white
heat ; and the bit of ice, so turned out, is not

a half melted hailstone, which you would suck
with pleasure (if clean) after a summer after-

noon's thunderstorm, but a diabolical little

lump of such intense coldness that you would
take it to be the concentration of a whole
Russian winter, or an essential ice-drop dis-

tilled out of the very North Pole itself.

—

Household Words.

Voltaire. Nearly a hundred years ago
Voltarie resided at Geneva. One day he said

to some friends, in a boastful, sneering tone

:

"Before the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury Christianity will have disappeared from
the earth 1" Well 1 in that same house, in that

same room where these impious words were

spoken, what think you there is today? A
large deposit of Bibles ! the sacred books fill

the house from the floor to the ceiling ; so

much for Voltaire's prediction.
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A WEEPING SAVIOUR.

TRADITION says that Jesus was seldom

seen to smile, and never to laugh.

That tradition is of course unreliable.

Smiles doubtless, often threw their mellow

light over his divine countenance. But
the Scriptures—though they tell us not

that he ever smiled—give three instances

in which he wept. "When from the Mount
of Olives, he looked down on the magnifi-

cent, but unbelieving city, Jerusalem, he

was moved with pity and he wept over its

folly. When night had fallen on the earth

and a deeper darkness on the spirit of the

suffering Saviour in the garden of Gethsem-

ane, the apostle tells us, he " offered up
prayers and supplications, with strong

crying and tears unto him that was able to

save." And by the grave of Lazarus,

where the living were mourning for the

dead, " Jesus wept." This shortest verse

is a gem in the Bible, which we could hard-

ly afford to lose. It is one of the points at

which the Son of God connected himself

with the sorrows of our race ; and though

it is a voice of weeping, it refreshes, with

consolation, the heart of the suffering,

as the weeping cloud refreshes the parched

field.

He wept as our Brother. Only thus

could he weep. He had taken humanity

into fellowship with divinity. It was be-

cause the Son of God became the Son of

man, that there was in Jesus a place of

tears for human sorrows. Not as God
VOL. III. NO. 9. 17

simply did he weep—not as man simply

—

but as God-man. His very purpose to be
our Saviour involved the necessity of his

becoming human. "Forasmuch as the

children are partakers of flesh and blood,

he also himself likewise took part in the

same." "In all things it behooved him to

be made like unto his brethren, that he
might be a merciful high priest." " For
in that he himself hath suffered, being

tempted, he is able to succor them that

are tempted." "We have not a high

priest that cannot be touched with a feelr

ing of our infirmities, but was in all points

tempted like as we are, yet without sin."

He assumed the position of Brother to our

race, not only to die for us, but to sympa-

thize with us, to weep with those that

weep, as well as to rejoice with them that

rejoice. This is what we needed. The

human heart needs to be reassured of

sympathy in God. This assurance of

sympathy is given and becomes visible

only in Christ who united in himself

humanity and divinity, and who in mysti-

cal but glorious union with his members,

feels the throbbings of their hearts and

holds communion with their griefs.

But why did he weep? What called

forth those tears. He wept over the deso-

lations made by sin,—not from any sympa-

thy with sin, but from pity of the sinner.

He saw the destroyer among the works of

God, breaking up the integrity of his fair

creation, making the earth a Ramah of

grief over the dead, a stage for the re-
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bellion of the living. Yes, the terrible

work of sin drew the tears from the Son of

God. It was so when he stood on the green

slope of Olivet, with Jerusalem before him.

That city had been blessed with glorious

privileges. Living within the very shad-

ows of the temple on Mount Moriah, where

a thousand sacrifices were pointing, with

typical eloquence, to Jesus, as the divine

offering in whom they all centered, its peo-

ple were, with marvelous infatuation, re-

jecting the counsel of God against them-

selves, closing their only door of safety,

and against all entreaty, opening the flood-

gates of their overwhelming desolation.

He could not look on their folly without

being moved with grief and pity.

It was so when he stood by the grave of

Lazarus. There was weeping all around

him, and the grief in which he joined,

sprung from the sad fact that sin had

brought death into the world. It has per-

plexed some to know why Christ showed

this sorrow, when he knew that, in a few

moments, he would present Lazarus alive

and a source of joy to his friends. But

the difficulty is all removed, if we remem-

ber that he sorrowed not alone over the

death of Lazarus, but over the horrors of

death in general as the wages of sin. The

spirit of Christ always comprehended the

whole extent of a thing presented to his

view, and hence the grief occasioned by a

single case, brought up to his mind the

entire range of the calamity. And it seems

as if all the woes that Death—born of sin

—has ever seat quivering through the heart

of our race, touched his sympathizing

bosom in that hour of sadness, and there

came home to him a fresh consciousness of

the truth, that sin was reigning unto death,

over the beings that himself had made

bright in ttie image of God. Oh, it was

enough to draw forth sorrow from the heart

of God, and allow to be written this little

sentence without which our Bibles would

be imperfect, " Jesus wept."

It is impossible to say how much the

whole spirit of Jesus was weighed down,

as a consequence of the fact that he was

not only witnessing but bearing as a substi-

tute, the sufferings from which he came to

rescue our race. That he was " a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief," was a

necessity of his vicarious life—a life bear-

ing the sorrows and carrying the griefs of

the world with him to the grave. He was
passing under the cloud of the curse.

Weeping was easier than smiling, while

its weight was on him and its darkness

stretching before him. And there was a

terrible agony before him,—a coming event

which he always foresaw, casting its shadow
on all his previous moments. He saw the

conflict from afar, felt the approach of

his foes, and could not rest until he had
fought the battle and won the world from

the curse. From every step he could see

the cross before him, and he lived his life

in the shadow of his coming death. " I

have," said he, " a baptism to be baptized

with ; and how am I straitened till it be

accomplished !" Even on the mount of

transfiguration, his thoughts were sad

enough to be looking toward Calvary and

his vicarious decease. As his end drew

on—though he was the brightness of his

Father's glory—his manhood revealed it-

self in a real human shudder at the full

cup he had engaged to drink. He saw

down into its very dregs, and as he tasted

more and more of its bitterness, he seemed

to shrink and shiver, blood-like sweat

was dropping from his brow, and the

prayer was going up to the Throne, " Fa-

ther, if it be possible, let this cup pass

from me." The bitter draught made him
give one start backward to let the cup pass

from his hands. Into whose ? In ours,

to be drained forevermore. But blessed be

his name, it was only his humanity that

shuddered. Sustained by his divinity, he

in a moment grasped the cup again, and

said, in tones that might have thrilled

every leaf of the garden, " Nevertheless,

not my will, but thine be done." Jesus

never wept for himself; but he who vica-

riously carried such a crushing weight of

suffering, was prepared to understand and

appreciate and feel the evils that he saw
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desolating the happiness of his brethren.

Struck by sorrows not his own, his heart

vibrated to every grief that trembled in

their bosom. As the bearer of sorrows,

the fountain was always kept full and un-

sealed; and the suggestive power of a

single case of suffering, as that at the grave

of Lazarus, could send his thoughts over

the whole range of the terrific desolation

of sin, cause him to feel for its victims as

no merely human being ever did, and

call forth from his loving heart an express-

ion of compassion, in tears mingled with

the tears of them that wept.

Plainly does it appear from this feature

in the life of its divine Founder, that Chris-

tianity knows nothing of an iron stoicism.

It has no fellowship with the heathen no-

tion, that the feeling heart is to be dug

out of the human breast, and that indiffer-

ence to suffering is the true philosophy of

life. Like the Saviour, the Gospel has its

divine side, but, like him too, it has its

human side. In being alive to suffering,

it is intensely human ; and all the tender,

deep and feeling humanities of our nature

find their endorsement in the conduct of

the Redeemer. The notion is totally false

that tears do not comport with the highest

manliness,—that a man is unmanned by

showing his human heart. It were a libel

on the religion of the cross, to represent it

as meant to steel men in stoical indiffer-

ence to evil. Jesus, the Perfect Man, the

Model Man, wept by the tomb, to show

how full of tender-heartedness a sinless

humanity should be.

It is right that men should weep over

their own sufferings. See those sisters by

the grave of their dead brother. The stroke

that had bereft them, had opened the

fountain of a bitter grief, and their tears

were telling of feelings which their lips

could not speak. Jesus did not reprove

their sorrow as wrong, but endorsed it as

right, by joining in their weeping. Oh,

that is a blessed scene, in which we may
behold the Redeemer himself, teaching by

his example, that when loved ones are

torn away, and unions that are dearest are

broken, our chastened mourning is not

inconsistent with the holiest submission to

the will of God. Such experiences all must

have.

"There is no union here of hearts,

That hath not here an end."

The pang of separation we must feel.

Those to whom our hearts have grown
" Like ivy to the oak or moss to the stone,"

will be taken away. The smitten heart

will bleed—the workings of nature must

have vent. And they who know the luxury

of tears in such an hour, will thank God,

that he has taught them that weeping is

right. Tears were not made never to be

shed. God's gifts, in the persons of friends

and kindred, are too precious to be relin-

quished without an emotion. The believer

would scarcely glorify his Father in heaven

for his best earthly blessings, should he

behave, when they are removed, as if they

were not worth one thought. No, stoical

indifference is not Christian submission.

But this is the Christian thing, to realize

with acutest anguish the bitterness of the

cup, to give way to the tender and S9,cred

impulses of a bruised heart, and yet look

up to God with filial confidence and say,

" Nevertheless, not my will but thine be

done." Christianity in asking submission

to God, asks not to harden the heart, but

to subdue the will.

It is right to weep from sympathy with

others. Christ consecrated this as holy.

The impulse to sympathize with the suffer-

ing seems like a vein of divine feeling, left

from Eden, under the surface of human
selfishness and sin. There is a deeper

current of heart that makes man one every-

where :

"It is thus -we feel,

With a gigantic throb athwart the sea,

Each others rights and wrongs, thus we are men."

Otherwise we would be fiends—all our

holier humanity gone. But Christ has

given an example of the perfection of this

feeling. He has taught us that sympathy

is not only natural but Christian—not only

human, but divine. His mission to our

earth was the sublimest act of symp athy
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with the suffering, that the world has ever

seen. Angels desire to look into its

mysteriousness. It was the evangel of

sympathy, both in its origin and its whole

progress. Indifference to human suffering

is not Christ-like. Is it not a glorious

thing, that the Gospel that is to bring

back Eden to the world, is to restore the

tender heart to man ? This is the design

of the gospel—this is its spirit. The more

Christ-like the Christian becomes, the more

will he be filled with that loving interest

in other's welfare, on which happiness, in

every relation of life, essentially depends.

Would that there were more of this un-

selfish goodness in our world—a tender

sympathy to soothe and strengthen the

sorrowing, like the presence of a minister-

ing angel. It would make many a cloud of

grief retire, and lift a rainbow on its re-

ceding gloom.

Believers have still a sympathizing Sa-

viour. For, " he is the same yesterday,

to-day, and forever." Their sorrows reach

him still. This is one of the mysteries

of Christ's mediatorial woi'k. We may
not know how it is, but we know the fact,

that there is a spiritual bond between the

ascended Saviour and his people, by which

he can be touched with a feeling of their

infirmities and sufferings. Their Advocate

with the Father laid not hold of angelic

nature, but of their own, that he might

have fellowship with their wants. He has

gone up, with all those tender sympathies,

within the veil, to minister, as their High
Priest forever, in the holy of holies in the

skies*. And in that mysterious bond that

unites all the members of his spiritual

body to Himself the Head, there is a mys-
tical flowing down to them, not only of

power and grace, but of sympathy and

fellowship. Blessed union with the once

weeping Saviour in heaven 1 Oh, what a

sanctuary of sympathy the humble Chris-

tian has in Christ—a sanctuary into which

he may ever flee from the selfishness and
sin of the world—where he may hide all

his griefs till griefs be turned to joy.

M. V.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

SCRIPTURAL ILLUSTRATION.

A
MISSIONARY in Greece, records in

his journal the following :
" Having

had my attention directed last night to the

words, (John x. 3,) ' The sheep hear his voice,

and he calleth his own sheep hy name,' dx.,

I asked my man if it was usual in Greece to

give names to sheep. He informed me that

it was, and that the sheep obeyed the shep-

herd when he called them by their names.

This morning I had an opportunity of ver-

ifying the truth of this remark.

"Passing by a flock of sheep, I asked the

shepherd the same question which I put

to my servant, and he gave me the same

answer. I then bade him call one of his

sheep. He did so, and it instantly left its

pasturage and its companions, and ran up

to the hand of the shepherd, with signs of

pleasure, and with a prompt obedience

which I had never before observed in any

other animal. It'is also true of the sheep

in this country, ' that a stranger they will

notfolloio, hut will fleefrom him; for they

know not the voice of strangers .' The shep-

herd told me that many of his sheep are

still WILD ; that they had not yet learned

their names, but that by teaching they

would all learn them. The others which

knew their names, he called tame."

To sense, many of the gospel figures are

unmeaning and destitute of point or appli-

cation, whilst they really are illustrative

of truth, and argumentative in the highest

degree, potent in " making wise the simple

and confirming the upright in heart."

When the figure is familiar to those who
are sought to be influenced thereby, the

result of the portraiture is anything but

discouraging. To test their efficiency, it

is all important to have this in view ; then

when the enlightening rays which emanate

from the Sun of Righteousness, are per-

mitted to have a direct bearing upon the

pursuits, occupation, and interests of men,

dull indeed must be the eye that sees not

the beauty and applicability of the gospel

figures.

The great obstacle in the way of deriving
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benefit from these figures, is the want of

belief in the truthfulness of God's declara-

tions ; could we recognize Christ as a real-

ity, then we would easily see him as the

Good Shepherd—happiness would flow into

the soul—the believer's testimony would

be fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and

his resistance to the blandishments of Sa-

tan, terrible as an army with banners.

Ushered into the studio of an artist, my
attention was directed to many portraits,

none of which awakened within me any

emotions of joy ; aside from the skill in

coloring, to me they were dead. I was di-

rected to one in particular, and such was

the artist's warmth in insisting that it was

the portrait of no stranger, that I felt con-

vinced it was the likeness of a friend

—

possibly a relative. Still I knew it not.

The artist seemed much chagrined at his

apparent failure, when really it was my
dullness of perception. Just as Peter was

interrogated as to his love to his master,

so he perseveringly directed attention to

the features of that portrait, saying, " are

you sure you know not that face?" Exclu-

ding from my sight all surrounding objects,

I studiously recalled to remembrance near

and dear relatives—a brother appeared

—

I looked up, that which was dead, is now
alive—the portrait was true to a lineament.

The artist noticed the recognition evi-

denced in my countenance, before words

could express pleasure at his success. So

in our effort to have a spiritual recognition

of Christ, there must be a "casting down
imaginations, and every thing that exal-

teth itself against the knowledge of God,

and bringing into captivity every thought

to the obedience of Christ," ere we can say

with Thomas, " My Lord, and my God."

" Bless'd are the humble souls, that see

Their emptiness and poverty

;

Treasures of grace to them are given

And crowns ofJ07 laid up in heaven."

Having then our knowledge, be it much
or be it little, based upon Christ as the

foundation of the counsels of God, we have

the endowment of saving, spiritual light,

whereby our darkened understandings are

illumined ; and to such Christ will be no

stranger, but our elder brother, " the chief

among ten thousand, the one altogether

lovely."

The encouragements which grow out of

this view of Christ are manifold. Such are

his tender mercies, that he supplies, from

time to time, needful strength and spirit-

ual nourishment, ever keeping a watchful

eye over our journeyings, leading his flock

at iimes upon the mountain tops, then

down in the valleys, making us to lie down
in green pastures, and leading us to the

still waters until the final transition :

" Then, whene'er the signal's given,

Us from earth to call away,
Borne on angel's wings to heaven,

Glad the summons to obey

—

VVe shall ever,

Eeign with Christ in endless day !"

w.

The Secret of Charity.—A certain

member of the good society of Friends was

engaged in the hatting business. The cus-

tomers at his counter, having ascertained

the price of a hat, would sometimes, as is

the wont ofsome customers, inquire, " Can

you not let me have the hat for less?"

The invariable reply of our Quaker hero

was, " As I live I cannot let thee have the

hat for less."

Once upon a time, so goes the story, a

customer having inquired the price of a

beaver that he thought would become him,

asked as usual, " Can't you let me have

the hat for less?" "As I live I cannot

let thee have the hat for less." " Then,"

said the man in rather a gruff, quick tone,

".live differently from what you have been

living." "Friend," replied the Quaker,

" thee is the first man that hast found out

my secret, and thee shall have the hat for

nothing."

May we not safely affirm that here is

disclosed to us the secret why so many per-

sons who have been blessed with a liberal,

or even with a superabundant share of this

world's goods, are so backward in paying

that which is due unto the Lord, for the

spread of his gospel and the establishment

of his kingdom in the world ?
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For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE THEATRE.

IT seems strange that at this enlightened

day men are so fascinated by the-

atrical exhibitions. Yet there are many
ready to say, " I do not think it wrong to

go there, it can do no harm." "Can a man
take fire in his bosom and not be burned ?"

Can he go amid scenes of vice and not be
contaminated ? " What saith the scrip-

tures?" "Evil communications corrtipt

good manners."

The ancient pagans always condemned
theatrical exhibitions, as immoral in their

character, and as utterly improper to be
countenanced by the virtuous and decent

part of the community. The Christian

church, in all ages in which even a toler-

able adherence to Christian principle was
maintained, has still more pointedly con-

demned and denounced them. Nay, in

early times all who frequented the theatre

were excluded from the communion of the

church, without respect of persons. In

these modern times, it has in no wise im-

proved in character. It is still the great

moral curse of our community, the grand
agency of Satan, which lures many a soul

to death and destruction. Managers now-
a-days, seem even more fertile in wicked-

ness than their predecessors. They pro-

duce those so-called moral plays, the devil's

sugar plums, and dose the public with vice

under a thin coating of piety. Many a

one has gone to witness Uncle Tom, who
never entered a theatre before, and thus

took the first step in their downward
career. Even now a new attempt is being

made ; a new height of folly reached. Pass-

ing along the street I remember to have

seen on high placards of a Sabbath morn-
ing not long ago, " Chestnut Street Theatre.

First time in the world. A beautiful

allegorical representation of Bani/an's Pil-

grim's Progress." It is almost blasphemy.

That book, next to the Bible, the sweetest

of our religious works. That story which

has cheered many a fainting heart, and

healed many a broken spirit, enacted upon
the boards of a theatre. The hopes and

trials, the temptations and. triumphs of the

Christian, rehearsed by an actor's lips

amid the rude jests of a playhouse throng.

It would be little wonder did they next at-

tempt to dramatise the Word of God itself.

In this connection, we cannot do better

than to make a few abstracts from an ex-

cellent tract upon this subject, published

by the American Tract Society.

" Theatrical exhibitions, may be shown
to be criminal, and productive of much
evil, in a great variety of respects.

" To attend the theatre is a criminal

icaste of time. You will not dare to deny,

that every moment of your time is given

you by the great Author of life ; and that

you must render an account to Him for

the manner in which you spend it. Neither

will you deny that life is short ; that there

is much important work to be done ; and

that no one can be sure that he has another

day or hour to live. To creatures situated

as we are, every hour that passes over us

must be incalculably, nay, infinitely mo-

mentous ; because we know not but there

may be suspended upon it the destiny of

our immortal souls, and all the never-dying

interests of eternity. Placed in circum-

stances so solemn as these, can any ra-

tional, conscientious man consent to sit

for a number of hours in a playhouse, at-

tending to amusements which, to say the

least of them, are as perfectly vain and

frivolous as they can be ? Can you appeal

to the great Searcher of hearts, and say

that you think this is right ? Can you

say that it is acting as an accountable and

dying creature ought to act ? No ; the

most determined advocate of the theatre

that lives, would not dare say this. He
would be shocked at the thought of serious-

ly adopting such a principle. Either, then,

the scriptural precept to redeem time, and

the scriptural rules for disposing of time,

must be utterly rejected, or theatrical

amusements must be pronounced criminal.

Either men are not accountable for the

manner in which they spend their time,

and are not bound to devote it to the glory

of God and the promotion of their own
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moral and spiritual benefit, or it is a griev-

ous sin to squander precious hours in an

amusement, of which the lightest censure

that can possibly be passed upon it is, that

it is wholly unprofitable.

" But we may go further. Theatrical

entertainments are not merely unprofitable

—not merely a criminal waste of time

—

but they also directly tend to dissipate the

mind, and destroy all taste for serious and
spiritual employments. Let me appeal to

the experience of those who have been in

the habit of attending the theatre, whether

this amusement is not strongly unfavorable

to everything like a religious frame of

mind ? When you return from the play-

house, after witnessing the most decent

play that was ever exhibited, have you any

taste for prayer, for reading the Scriptures,

or for holding communion with God in any
sacred exercise ? Is there not something

in the sentiments uttered in the theatre,

in the scenery displayed, in the dress,

attitudes, and deportment of the perform-

ers, and in the licentious appearance and

libertine conduct of many of the spectators,

which is calculated, to say the least, to

expel all seriousness from the mind ; to

drive away all thoughts of God, of eternity;

and of a judgment to come ; and to ex-

tinguish all taste for spiritual employ-

ments ? Need we wait for an answer ?

" But what has been said is not the

worst. The theatre is now, and ever has

been, a school of vice and profligacy. By
far the greater part of the most popular

plays, though they may, and, doubtless,

often do contain many good sentiments,

yet also contain much that Is profane,

obscene, and calculated to pollute the

imagination, to inflame the passions, and

to recommend principles the most corrupt,

and practices the most pernicious. How
common is it to find in the language of the

theatre the most unqualified profaneness

and even blasphemy. How often are

moch-prayers and irreverent appeals to the

majesty of heaven exhibited on the most

trivial occasions ! How often is the dia-

logue interspersed with such unchaste ex-

pressions or allusions as cannot but griev-

ously pain the ear of modesty ! Can such

exhibitions be innocent? If they are,

then it is difficult to say what is criminal,

or what may not be justified.

" Nor is this the whole of the evil. Of
many plays which cannot be charged with

profaneness or indelicacy of language, the

general moral is detestable: such as no per-

son of real virtue, can contemplate without

abhorrence. Piety and virtue are made to

appear contemptible, and vice in the person

of some favorite hero, is exhibited as attrac-

tive, honorable, and triumphant. Provided

a man be frank, generous, and brave, he

may be an abandoned libertine, a spend-

thrift of other men's property, a defrauder

of the fatherless and widow, a despiser of

God, and a trampler on his laws ; and yet,

on the stage, may be, and often is, celebra-

ted as the possessor of an excellent heart.

" Those who go to the theatre, not only

contribute to the support of an amusement
such as has been represented, but also

contribute to the encouragement and siqjport

of a set of licentious play actors. They
give their presence, their influence, and

their money, for the maintenance of a class

of persons whose business it Is directly or

indirectly, to recommend error and crime,

and to counteract whatever the friends of

religion and good morals are striving to ac-

complish for the benefit of society.

" If this representation be just ; if at-

tending on the theatre is a criminal waste

of time ; if it tends to dissipate the mind,

and to render it indisposed for all sober,

useful, or spiritual employments ; ifhardly

any man living would dare to retire, and,

upon his knees, ask the blessing of God

upon It before he went, or implore the

sanctified use of it after he returned ; if

theatrical exhibitions are often—very often

—indecent and profane, and always de-

moralizing In their tendency ; and if their

patrons by every attendance upon them,

encourage and support sin as a trade ; then,

I ask, can any one who claims to be barely

moral, conscientiously countenance such a

seminary of vice 1" K.
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BURNING OF COKINTH BY THE KOMANS.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

CORINTH.
CORINTH, an ancient and celebrated

city in the kingdom of Greece, is sit-

uated on the Isthmus of Corinth, between

the gulfs of Lepanto and iEgina. Its cit-

adel, called Acro-Corinthus, was nearly

ruined during the wars of independence.

In remote times, Corinth was one of the

most flourishing cities of Greece, being an

entrepot for all merchandise passing from

sea to sea, and commanding at the same

time, all the traffic from North to South.

The city early became renowned for its

riches. Its inhabitants formed numerous

colonies, and acquired great riches, so that

the city became proverbial for its luxury
;

travelers from all parts came to admire

its magnificent works of art. St. Paul

preached the gospel here during more than

a year. It was profusely adorned with

fountains, statues, theatres, and various

public buildings, of such peculiar excellence

in design, as to give rise to a new order of

architecture now called Corinthian. But

for centuries no portion of this splendor

has existed ; and for ages the visitor to

Corinth has had to climb over masses of

masonry, and by ruined walls, to reach the

streets of the modern town. The traces of

the ancient walls of the city are still dis-

cernible, but the principal and most inter-

esting monuments ofantiquity now remain-

ing are the Acro-Corinthus, and seven

Doric columns, the remains of a Doric

temple at the South West extremity of the

town. The citadel stands on an elevation

1800 feet high, is considered the strong-

est fortification in Greece, and commands

a magnificent view. Ancient Corinth was

sacked and nearly destroyed by the Ro-

mans B. C. 14G, and nearly all its treasures

of art carried to Rome. The Venetians

then inhabited it, but Mahomed II wrested

it from them, B. C. 1458. The Venetians

recovered it in 1687, and it was retaken

by the Turks in 1715, who then held it till

1823.

Every man, in a free country, wants

three sorts of education : one, to fit him for

his own particular trade or calling,—this

is professional education ; another, to teach

him his duties as a man and a citizen,

—

this is moral and political education ; and

a third, to fit him for his higher relations,

as God's creature, designed for immortali-

ty,—this is religious education.
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NOTHING.
BY SUSAN C. WHITNET.

"U-OTHING ! It falls on my ear with a

_ _^ sad, mournful cadence ; it is a word

of impatience, born of discontent and

gloom, used only to desponding tones,

drooping faces and unhappiness. "I have

nothing to live for !" comes to my ear in

tearful tones. What mean such murmur-
ings ? The air is glad with sunshine and

with music, inviting every pulse to beat in

unison with nature. The sunlight is shut

out from the home which I have entered,

and a heavy air of gloom hangs in the

sombre light ; there is a sound of weeping

and of mourning, little like the gaiety

without. Tread softly ! one is sleeping

here ; very gently are the hands folded,

and the eyes closed, and the parted lips

look fresh and full; can it be, the love-

light will never again shine through those

closed eyes? The heart never again send

the warm blood swiftly through the noble

form lying before us, so glorious even in

sleeping ?

Alas, it is so ! the angel of Death has

been here ; he has laid his hand upon the

broad white forehead, and taken away that

gifted one from his young wife's side. Is

there any wonder that, with ashy lips, she

says, " I have nothing, nothing left to live

for
!"

An angel has come to her ; a bright and

holy angel, with submission written on

her brow, and the pure light of heaven

still shining in the folds of her snowy robe.

She breathes into the heart of the weeping

widow, something of her own meek spirit,

and teaches the reluctant lips to say,

" Thy will be done."

" Nothing to live for !" Can it be so ?

The sun rises bright on a lovely flower-

strewn world, but all that gaze upon his

dancing sunbeams, are not joyous and

happy ; there are wailings everywhere

;

poverty, sickness and sorrow stalk around,

and we pay little heed to them as they

pass us by—but let us turn aside and look

upon their workings. Can we stand idly

—

we that have strength and life—and strive

not to raise, from shoulders little able to

bear it, a very sore and heavy burden? Is
it not written, "Bear ye one another's

burdens ;" have we nothing then, to live

for?

Another darkened home; the death
angel is sweeping fast around, noiselessly

and sadly; three joyous children has he
here laid low ; children whose merry-
hearted ton«s rung like music through this

home—whose eyes spoke of love and hap-
piness to watchful parents—whose sunny,
dimpled faces were the loveliest pictures

they had ever seen, and the touch of whose
embracing arms were as precious to them
as the kiss of earth's brightest sunbeam is

to the flowers. As the father bends over

them, in their stony, pallid beauty, he
murmurs, "There is nothing more on
earth that is lovely."

A dark cloud of sorrow has blinded him,

and he thinks not of eyes as bright, and
forms as lovely, in other homes around
him. He looks not forth on the bursting

buds of summer—the soft moss and daisy

springing at his feet—the humming bird

glancing by, radiant with the same hues

that gild the clouds on a showery hour of

sunshine—and the pure light beaming
from the stars, speaking to us of heaven.

His dead darlings are lying before him

;

he sees none of the beaiities all round his

path, yet, truly, they are very lovely !

Gay music is ringing out on the still

night air, light feet are tripping gracefully

to the animating strain, and merry laugh-

ter is rippling on the air, richer even than

the music ; can there be aught here but

happiness? An observing one is sitting

apart from the dancers, and as a fair girl

glides by, she whispers to a companion

—

" Nothing has she seen but happiness

;

wealth has ever anticipated every wish,

and love crowded her whole life with

beauty." Stay ! are you sure that afiirma-

tion is true ? The lips are parted now in

mirth, but sorrow may often well up

through them ; sorrow often assumes pleas-

ure's bright garb, to deceive for a time.

The fair girl has left the gay dancers, and
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taken her way to her rich home ; all that

surrounds her breathes of elegance ; but

when her foot presses the soft carpet, she

speaks of another, delicate as herself, who
is treading the hard floor of a miner's

hut ; as her eye rests on the downy bed,

she fancies she beholds one of straw near

it, on which her only brother rests each

night ; a brother whom she almost worship-

ped in her proud love, now banished far

from home by a father's displeasure. Each

comfort speaks to her only of his toiling

weary lot, as, with naught but the silence

around her, she gives way to her pent-up

agony. Knows she nothing of sorrow ?

The snow is falling fast and thick

through the freezing air, the wind brings

a chatter to the teeth even in the chimney-

corner. But listen ! A knock ! Is it

possible any one is abroad in this fearful

storm? "Please, marm, I have nothing

to eat," begs a tiny voice, as the wind

whistles past through the half-opened

door, and as the diminutive bundle of

snow and rags totters into the room, the

quick tears will come, from very sympathy

for an object so miserable. Poor child,

" nothing to eat !" What a picture the

words have painted for us. The wretched

home rises plainly up, the broken floor,

now half covered with the drifting snow,

the scarcely burning fire, giving no heat,

and only light enough to see the faint

breath on the piercing air ; the shattered

roof, the open windows—there are many
more miseries here to encounter than

"nothing to eat." Here, truly, there

seems nothing to make life precious, "no-

thing to eat," and nothing but misery for

a home.
" Nothing but a flower !" ejaculates a

man of the world, as he moves away from

a crowd surrounding a celebrated botanist.

Mark the tiny seed cup which the open

petals discover, the rich, highly colored

stamens running back over the exquisite

tracery of the leaves, the delicate veins,

the protecting, hard calyx ; and then tell

us, does it speak of nothing higher than

the ground from which it sprang ? Speaks

it not of a great and good God, who cares

for the very flowers of the field? Does
not this tiny floweret carry you back, in

imagination, to a time when a Saviour

dwelt among men, as a lowly carpenter's

son, speaking words of a high and holy

truth to a few faithful followers ? Listen !

hear ye not the words, " Consider the lilies

of the field, how they grow ; they toil not,

neither do they spin ; and yet I say unto

you, that even Solomon, in all his glory,

was not arrayed like one of these." They

are holy things, these flowers ; our Father

has scattered them everywhere, in their

innocent, delicate beauty, to teach us to

look upward, with them, to Him who
keeps us all in the hollow of his hand.

" There is nothing left, that I can call

my own," sighed a bankrupt merchant, as

he turned from a crowded auction room

;

his old beloved home has just passed from

his hands into those of strangers.

The home to which he had taken his

fair young bride, and made doubly pre-

cious by sweet treasured memories of his

boyhood days ; it is no longer his ; he

could scarcely believe his feet would never

again awake the echoes of those halls, to

herald to beloved ones his approach
; yet

it is even so.

Is there nothing, though, that is his?

There is one who has shared his every joy

and sorrow, who, when his spirits sank

the lowest, painted fair, sunny pictures of

hope for his downcast eyes ; who had been

a very sunbeam in his home, making his

heart warm with love, and bright with

cheerfulness. Is her love nothing ? A
dark-haired boy springs forward at the

sound of his returning footsteps, and wel-

comes him each day with warm greeting,

smooths the wrinkles from the brow when
they lie there heaviest, and calls up a

smile to illume his tight-set lips. Is his

love counted as nothing ? Mistaken man !

what are statues, pictures, books, plate or

rich furniture, to this love, so freely lavish-

ed on you ? The richest treasures your

Father ever gave you, are still yours ; they

will make a home for you any where in
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the great world, if your heart will but go

with them. Murmur not ! but thank God

you have sweet comforters left to cheer

you in desponding hours.

The day is sad and mournful, weeping

fast and steadily over the world, and the

wind is whispering in low plaintive tones.

In the long street a funeral train is coming,

and sends the already sinking spirit down

even lower. "^Tis nothing but a child,"

I heard a coarse voice say, as the tiny cof-

fin met the eye. True, it is a child ; a lit-

tle form is straightened out of its childish

grace, and waxen cheeks have lost their

dimples, while baby hands are clasped

over the broken bud sleeping so still be-

neath that coffin lid ; but bright hopes

clustered round that little one, and high,

brilliant air castles did he already inhabit

in the fond hearts of his parents ; a very

glorious future had they marked out for

him, full of sunlight, joy and honor; al-

ready, in imagination, had they heard that

little one's name uttered by a proud coun-

try, in applauding tones ; the little form

had sat in council with the great ; the weak
voice had bound the strong and powerful

with wonder at his eloquence. And now
the dream is over,—the wrecks of their

vision alone remain.

" Nothing in this world but sorrow,"

exclaimed one on whose shoulders life's

burden had fallen heavily, and as disap-

pointed and gorgeous fancies, fading as the

morning mist, come up before me, I as-

sented to the words, and nothing but sor-

row expressed my very feelings. But, is

it so ? It cannot be ! The flowers chime
in their tiny bells, gay, enlivening strains

;

the waters breathe to soothing, gentle mea-

sures; the moth, dancing in the sunlight,

dreams not of sorrow ; the butterfly, glan-

cing by with its silvery wings, has naught

but joy in its swift course ; even the noisy,

busy bee, buzzes out a contented, comfort-

able song,—and surely man was never

created to weep his life away. Though
clouds come to us, they tarry not over our

whole lifetime. Angel voices whisper to

us not of sorrow, for in their bright home

sorrow never yet appeared, with her heavy

brows and downcast eyes ; they know her

not. All things there sing of joy ; and

even in the darkest hour on earth, man
must breathe through his inner self, the

spirit world within him, something of the

happiness of heaven.

Beautiful Extract.—It is seldom we
meet with so sweet a sentiment, illustrated

in so appropriate a figure as the following

:

Charity.—Night had kissed the young

rose, and it bent softly to sleep. Stars

shone, and pure dew drops hung upon its

blushing bosom, and watched its sweetest

slumbers. Morning came, with its dancing

breezes, and they whispered to the young

rose and it awoke joyous and smiling.

Lightly it danced to and fro in all the

loveliness of health and youthful innocence.

Then came the ardent sun-god sweeping

from the east, and he smote the young rose

with his scorching rays, and it fainted.

Deserted and almost heart-broken, it drop-

ped to the dust in loneliness and despair.

Now the gentle breeze, which had been

gamboling over the sea, pushing on the

home-bound bark, sweeping over the hill

and dale, by the neat cottage and the still

brook, turning the old mill, fanning the

brow of disease, and frisking the curls of

innocent childhood, came tripping along

on her errand of mercy and love ; and when
she saw the young rose she hastened to kiss

it, and fondly bathed its forehead in cool,

refreshing showers ; and the young rose

revived, looked up, and smiled in gratitude

to the kind breeze ; but she hurried quick-

ly away ; her generous task was performed,

yet not without reward, for she soon per-

ceived that a delicious fragrance had been

poured upon her wings by the grateful

rose ; and the kind breeze was glad in

heart, and went away singing through the

trees. Thus real, true charity, like the

breeze, gathers fragrance from the droop-

ing flowers it refreshes, and unconsciously

reaps a reward in the performance of its

offices of kindness, which steals upon the

heart, like rich perfume, to bless and cheer.
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SEED SOWING.

BY VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND.

"Man's work shall follow him."

H ATOW, Harry, my boy, see here, papa's

J_M got to leave the room a few mo-

ments to see somebody that has called.

Now you won't approach the table, or

touch the ink, or disturb the papers, will

youV
" No, I won't touch them," said the

beautiful child, glancing up from the heap

of toys that lay scattered all around him,

but somehow there was a half-roguish,

half-faithless look in his eyes, that made

the father say very gravely, " That is right,

my son ; but remember, if you tell a story

and disobey me now, I shall punish you

very severely," and with these words the

minister left the room.

He was detained longer than he expected

to be, and Harry spun his top, and rolled

his hoop, and built a castle, a church, and

a school-house out of his white and red

blocks. Then he grew very tired and went

to the window, which was curtained with

honeysuckles now in bloom; and plucked

the long golden bells and scattered them

on the carpet, and they faded there, pul-

sing out there last life in faint, delicious

fragrance.

Harry Reynolds was a rarely-beautiful

child—-just one to be the pride and idol of

a mother. He was hardly five years old,

but his limbs were remarkably well devel-

oped, and were all moulded with rare sym-

metry and strength, and his mother play-

fully named him her "little Hercules."

His eyes were large and of the deepest

blue, and the long curls that fell over his

neck were the color of certain rich veins of

agate ; in short, to look at Harry Reynolds

was to love him for his wondrous beauty.

At last the restless child, in whom phren-

ologists had said the organ of destructive-

ness was very largely developed, stole off to

the table, and with a good many cautious

glances toward the door, and with hushed

though rapid breathing—for the child knew

he was doing wrong—he commenced softly

turning over the paper on which his father

had been writing.

He soon wearied of this, however ; then

he peeped into the sand-box, turned the

tiny box of colored wafers into his hand,

investigated the various compartments of

the small writing-desk, and finally paused

before the porcelain inkstand, and at the

great quill, whose point was thrust into its

mouth.
" I wish I could take that pen," murmur-

ed Harry to himself, and his little, round,

white hand moved stealthily toward it. "If

mamma was here I know she'd get me one,

and then I could make round o's and pot-

hooks on that piece of white paper. I'll

have time to make one now—I know I

would before papa gets back, for I could

hear him coming and run off to my things

before he opened the door, and he'd never

know."

So Harry cautiously drew out the quill,

and after listening a moment for his father's

steps, he commenced drawing all sorts of

indescribable characters on the paper.

This employment amused and absorbed

him for some minutes ; but it was quite in-

convenient for him to reach the inkstand,

as it stood in the centre of the table. So,

with considerable care he managed to lift

and remove it to rather dangerous proxim-

ity with the edge of the table. He had

scarcely achieved this when the child heai'd

his father's step in the hall. With a bound

he sprang up, his arm struck the inkstand

heavily, it leaped from the table, and down
fell a torrent of the black fluid on Harry's

new white pants, and on the green leaves

and red flowers of the great square of drug-

get that half covered the carpet.

At that moment Mr. Reynolds opened

the door. The boy was screaming loudly,

and the look of alarm on the minister's

face changed to one of stern gravity as he

asked, " Harry, what have you done ?"

" I—I've spilt the ink," answered the

now thoroughly-convicted child, and he

ceased his vociferations as he looked in his

father's face.

" And you have disobeyed me, Harry

;
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did'nt I tell you that you must be punished

if you did not let the table alone ?"

" Yes, sir," and Harry hung his head

and looked ruefully at his soiled clothes,

while the tears ran stilly down his cheeks.

" Well, you have not only disobeyed me
but told a falsehood ; so you must not sit at

the table to-day, and only have a slice of

bread and butter for your dinner"—here

Harry's grief broke forth more obstreper-

ous than ever, but his father continued

without observing it, " Now come down
stairs Avith me, and let Jane remove your

soiled clothes."

The dinner-bell rang. Mrs. Reynolds

had been out all the morning, and had only

time to hastily remove her things before

she answered the summons.

It was a summer's day, and the lady

came into the room in a white wrapper,

which became her fair complexion, and

looking into her face you saw at once from

whence Harry had inherited his beauty.

And it was this beauty that, " minister

of God," and consecrated to his service as

he was, had won the heart of Rufus Rey-

nolds. After all it was not strange, for

every one said Mrs. Reynolds was a sweet,

fascinating creature, and so she was when

she had her own way ; but few suspected

what a lack of principle and persistency

there was in her character ; how little of

real support and strength in his arduous

duties her husband found in his fair young

wife, who presided with so much grace and

sweetness at the parsonage, or how fre-

quently her petty tempers and ill-humors

were a source of pain and sorrow to him.

Yet do not mistake me. Mrs. Reynolds

thought herself the most amiable and self-

sacrificing of women, and she certainly had

a great many good qualities, a great many
generous impulses. She loved her husband
tenderly, as was proven by the fact that she

had refused several very wealthy and eligi-

ble ofiFers, to unite her life with a man who
had nothing but his warm, deep, loving

heart to offer her ; but she had no more idea

of the solemn responsibilities she took upon

herself in becoming the wife of a minister

than many another woman has who does

this.

The lady's eyes wandered eagerly around

the table—"Where is Harry, Rufus?"
" Harry has been a very bad boy this

morning, Janet—he has disobeyed me, told

a falsehood, and upsetmy inkstand. There-

fore, I told him he must take his dinner in

the library."

The lady's brow darkened at once.

" Seems to me, Rufus, something always

happens when I leave Harry at home with

you. He behaves himself well enough with

me. I did want to see the dear little fellow

at the table."

"Well, Janet, you will at least believe

what I say, and that it pains me as much
as it does you to punish him. But I could

not let such conduct go unnoticed."

Mrs. Reynolds did not answer. She

took her seat at the table and leaned her

head on her hand during grace with an

expression that was any thing but thought-

ful or reverential.

" Biddy," she called to the domestic,

while she poured the tea, " take Harry up

a wing of the chicken and some of those

plums, and tell him he shall have some

of the jelly he likes so much."
" Janet, I told him he could have nothing

but a slice of bread and butter. You would

not have me break my word."

There flashed up from those soft, blue

eyes a glance of anger ; but the young wife

had learned, as well as Harry, that there

were times when it would be useless to op-

pose her husband, so she signed Biddy to

set down the plate.

" Rufus, you don't understand that child

at all, and I think you are altogether too

severe with him." The tones were sharps

than the words.

" Now, Janet, do be a reasonable woman.

Would you have me spoil the child and

never correct him for his faults ?"

" Of course not ; but I'd have you some-

times remember that he is a child, and show

a little mercy to them."

" Now don't, my dear, make me out such
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an old ogre. Besides, I thought you were

never willing to admit that he had any

faults."

"Well, you'll be certain enough to spy

them out any how. It's well the poor little

fellow has a mother to take his part, for

I'm sure I don't know what would become

of him if he had none. To think my pleas-

ure must be all spoiled every time I go out!

I came home perfectly longing to see the

dear little fellow, and there he must be

shut up in that dark old library with a

crust of bread. I only wonder the child's

as good as he is."

But, reader, there is no use in going on

with this. Suffice it, Mrs. Reynolds was

an angry and an unreasonable woman, and

when her husband attempted to discuss the

matter with her, and she could not deny the

justice of his arguments, she replied after

this fashion, "Well, I simply don't think as

you do, and you'll never bring me over to

your side of the case. I never yet saw a

man who knew any thing about bringing up

a child, or who didn't expect the wisdom

from a boy of four that he would from a

man of forty. But as I hate quarrels we'll

say no more about the matter ;" and Mrs.

Reynolds finished her dinner in sulky

silence, making the meal as uncomfortable

as possible for her husband ; and none but

a husband knows how uncomfortable a

sulky or angry woman can make a dinner.

Worried with many cares, and longing

to see that half-sour and thoroughly-sulky

expression erased from the face that could

smile and brighten so sweetly, he was half

tempted to go up stairs, bring down Harry,

and set him at the table. But Mr. Rey-

nolds was a conscientious man, and ho felt

it would be sin to do this and have his own

authority set at naught in his household.

He was glad when the dinner was over, and

he rose up fi-om it with a sigh and an in-

ternal "God help me."

" Harry, my precious boy, where are

you ?" and Mrs. Reynolds opened the door

very softly, and asked the question in tones

which would at once have told the quick

intuitions of a child that she pitied him,

and considered him very much abused.

" Here I am, mamma," answered the

child, springing up from an ottoman and

throwing down a large volume on ornithol-

ogy, whose beautiful painted orioles and

birds of paradise had kept him quiet for

the last half hour.

Mrs. Reynolds had seen her husband

ride off with a brother, and availed herself

of this opportunity to visit her son.

"Poor little boy! he didn't like to be

shut up here in the dark library all alone,

did he ?" said the fond, foolish mother, as she

passed her white hand tenderly through

the thick rings of hair, and leaning down

kissed the uplifted forehead.

'• No, I don't like to stay here, mamma.
It's so dark, and with nothing but the books

to look at. But papa makes me."

"Well, papa thinks Harry's been a

naughty boy, and that makes him so cross."

" I didn't mean to spillthe ink, and I think

its too bad for him to make me stay here,"

sure that his mother leaned to his view of

the matter.

"Well, Harry must be careful and not

disobey papa any more. Mother's brought

her boy a nice seed cake and a big pear."

And the mother held the golden fruit and

the dainty cake before the greedy eyes of

the child. "Now, will you promise to be

vei'y good always if I'll give these to you,

my poor, precious baby ?"

"Yes; please, mamma!" lisped the

child, lifting up his eager hands, and the

next moment the gifts were placed in them

and devoured in the midst of fond, pitying

caresses. And so, day after day the seed

was sown by the hand of his mother in the

head of the little boy, whose obstinacy, and

selfishness, and willful disposition gave his

father such frequent disturbance.

Harry escaped much of the discipline he

needed, however ; for a man will do almost

any thing to keep peace, and the minister

very well knew there was little comfort for

him whenever he punished the mother's

idol. He was himself an indulgent but

judicious father, and there was often a
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sharp struggle between his inclinations and

his duty; and too often for his wife's sake

the former gained the victory, and Harry's

faults were allowed to go unnoticed.

*' Well now, mother, what's the use talk-

ing and fretting about the matter, I made
the bet, and of course I must pay it, or

never show my face at school again."

"But your father, Harry, what would

your father say if knew it ?" and tears of

anxiety came into the mother's eyes.

"Why, he'd make a fuss about it suffi-

cient to satisfy his clerical dignity—that's

all. But what's the use of talking about

an impossibility ; he'll know nothing about

it unless you tell him, and you've kept a

good many secrets for me before this."

" But how could you go into that man's

orchard and rob it—a minister's son, too,

and such a disgrace it would be if it were

known !"

"Ofcourse it would, and therefore I come

to you to buy the old codger's silence ; he

told me he'd let the matter slide if we'd each

pay him twenty-five dollars, a profitable

frolic for him, for we didn't do half the

money's worth of injury."

"But, my son, it was wicked, and"

—

"0, comenow, mother, don't go to preach-

ing me a sermon, I have enough of father's,

and I presume if he knew of this little

frolic of mine, he'd sentence me to wear
the eighth commandment on my back for

the next week."
" My son, don't speak so disrespectfully

of your father."

"Well, then, don't bring him up every
minute. Say, mother, I must have the

money this morning."

"But how am I to get it, Harry? I

haven't ten by me in the world."
" 0, well ! father's got it locked up in his

drawer, and you know where the keys are,

and might give them to me for once—just

once."

"But you can't take away such a sum
without his suspecting it, and if he asks

me, Harry, what in the world shall I tell

him?"

"0 you can get aside of it, mother!

You're a first-rate hand for that ; not that

I mean to say you tell white lies ; but you
can make the daintiest little evasion, just

for expediency's sake."

"0, Harry, don't talk so !"—with a

little deprecatory shake of her head

—

" I'm afraid I haven't done right always

to screen you from blame, and it troubles

me."
" Well, mother, you know Fm worth a

little trouble and a few pricks of your very

tender conscience."

Mrs. Reynolds looked up at him, her only

son, as he said these words, and maternal

pride almost supplanted the anxiety in her

eyes. Truly he was a son that any mother

might have been proud of. Harry Reynolds

was now fifteen years old, and tall for his

years; and there was such a promise of

masculine strength and vigor in those sup-

ple limbs, so much boyish beauty in that

fair face, with its blue, fiery eyes, and its

thick curls of agate colored hair, that to

look at him was to enjoy a feast of the

beautiful ; and yet there was something in

his face that would not quite have satisfied

an acute observer. The mouth was riot

firmly enough set to promise much force of

character, and there was a certain sarcas-

tic expression loitering about the lips, and

a recklessness in the movements of the

proud head which would have jarred a

sensitive nature—alas ! the evil had grown

rather than the good in the boy's heart

all these years. It is true he had many
good qualities ; but he was selfish, exacting,

and, withal, there was a lack of high prin-

ciple in his conduct, which it is always so

painful to discover in youth.

Mrs. Reynolds turned to a small rose-

wood box that stood on the table, and un-

locking it, drew therefrom a bunch of keys.

"Your father gave me these day before

yesterday," she said. "You know the

drawer in which he keeps his money.

Don't, my dear son, ever get into another

such a scrape as this. It is really shock-

ing to hear of. Remember, now."

Harry Reynolds tossed his head and
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whistled a tune as he left the room with the

keys.

" 0, Janet, have you taken any money
out ofmy drawer since I have been away t"

said Mr. Reynolds, looking up suddenly

from the paper he was reading that even-

ing, while his wife sat oix the other side of

the table, quite absorbed in working a pair

of slippers for Harry.
" I—I haven't been to the drawer, Ru-

fus, for a week," and the lady looked up
with a flush on her cheeks, and there cer-

tainly was a flutter in her tones.

" Well, it's very strange. I left, I am
sure, seventy-five dollars in that drawer,

and there are but fifty there now."
" You are quite sure, Rufus ?" asked the

lady, bending down assiduously over her

work.

"Yes, I think I am quite sure. You
know I never make mistakes about these

things."

At that moment the door burst open and
Harry entered the room. Ilis eyes were
bright and his cheeks flushed with exercise

"0, we've had a capital time out on the ice,

you better believe !" lie exclaimed, hurry-

ing up to the fire.

" Well, my boy, what'll become of your
Latin, if you devote every evening to the

river, after this fashion ?" asked the min-

ister.

"I don't know; but I wouldn't have
given up the fun we've had to-night for all

the Latin that's inside the brains of our pro-

fessor. 0, but it was capital to see the

fellows go down on the ice
!"

"Boys will be boys, you know, father,"

said Mrs. Reynolds, looking down fondly

on her son.

" Yes, my dear," smiled the minister,

" and foolish, over-indulgent mothers will

be so till the end of the chapter. 0,"

speaking up as though the thought had
just struck him, "you haven't been to my
secretary, have you, Harry?"

" I—what in the world should take me
there, father ?"

" Well, I find twenty-five dollars missing.

and I didn't know but you could give some
account of it."

" You don't mean to accuse me of steal-

ing, do you, father?" with a laugh.

"No; but I thought some bill might
have been presented, or somebody have
borrowed the money, or, in short, that you
could give some account of it."

" Well, nobody has borrowed the money,
and I can give no account thereof. I pre-

sume you have disposed of it and forgotten

—nobody in the house would take it."

"It don't seem possible that I could

have spent the money and forgotten it.

Twenty-five dollars don't grow on my bush-

es so readily."

" Well, you see father, there's no other

way to account for it."

" It seems so. At all events I sha'n't

puzzle my brains on the subject; but I

wouldn't have believed I could have made
such a mistake."

" Mother, didn't we come it over the old

man?" asked Harry with a sort ofa chuckle,

as his father left the room half an hour

later.

" 0, Harry, you shock me with your dis-

respectful language ; and then, my son it

was terrible to tell such a falsehood. Posi-

tively it made the cold chills run over me."
" Whew ! I never did up any thing quite

so nicely as that. I think, mother, nature

must have intended me for an embassador.

Don't you believe I'd make a good diplo-

matist, and I wouldn't cut such a bad fig-

ure at some foreign court ?"

But for once Mrs. Reynolds did not smile

at her boy's witty sallies. She sighed and

looked at him mournfully. Ah ! the harvest

was ripening—the harvest whose seed was

of her own sowing.

Eight years had transpired. It was a

wild, storm-drenched, and wind-worn night

in the late April. The day had been gray,

gloomy, lymphatic. With no gift of sun-

shine, with no joy or beauty, it had l)een

boi-n slow and painfully out of cold, heavy

clouds, and died in darker ones. It was

one of those days that serve as a back-
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ground on which the Spring can work her

designs of all rare and wondrous beauty.

The night was late, for the little china

clock on the mantle had told in its slow,

silvery voice that eleven o'clock was fin-

ished on earth, and yet Mrs. Reynolds still

sat in her easy chair in the parsonage

sitting room. These eight years have

greatly, strangely changed her. She is no

longer young or pretty, and her dark hair

is frosted with gray, and her once softly-

blooming cheeks are thin and pale. But

that is not all the change. There is a look

of restless anxiety in the eyes that have

not yet lost all their charm, which tells you

very plainly that the heart beneath is not

quiet—that some secret grief is at work

there.

She folds up with a sigh the letter she

has been perusing for the twentieth time,

and, rising, walks alone and thoughtfully

up and down the room.
" I do not know what to make of it," she

murmurs to herself. "Harry certainly

wants more money, and this wild, dark

letter almost breaks my heart. It is evi-

dent he has been running in debt again,

and I dare not tell his father this. I see

Harry's conduct wears upon him greatly

;

and I see, too, that he thinks, though he

never says so, that if I had done differently

once, things would not have been as they

are now. May be he is right. I know it

would have been better for both if I had

not so weakly yielded to Harry's will, and

punished him when he deserved it.

" How he did talk to his father, too, the

last time he was at home ! Such a father

as Rufus has been to him, too, and only

because he asked him to remain to family

prayers ! I never shall forget my husband's

look as he came out of the parlor and spoke

to me :
' Janet what that boy has said to

me this morning will bring me years sooner

to my grave.'

" And now what is to be done ? I can-

not get another dollar without asking Ru-

fus for it, and he will certainly withdraw

Harry from college if he hears he has fal-

len into another scrape. 0, Harry, my
VOL. III. NO. 9 18

boy, my boy!" and the lady leaned her

head on her hands, and the tears streamed

through her fingers.

At that moment there was a loud sum-

mons of the door-bell. It startled Mrs,

Reynolds, for the night was so late, and

she remembered the single domestic had

retired hours before. Hastily wiping her

eyes, she hurried to the door and un-

locked it.

" Harry, my son, what can have brought

you home to-night ?" The lady's lips grew

white as she asked the question.

"I will tell you in short metre when I

get in," was the abrupt answer, and brush-

ing hurriedly past his mother, Harry Rey-

nolds entered the sitting-room. She follow-

ed him, looking with greedy, anxious eyes

on the face of her fii-st-born.

"Harry, has any thing happened? how
strange and wild you look ! Do tell me
what is the matter."

" I will, mother, only," and he glanced

round the room, " is there any body in the

house to hear us?"
" Nobody," gasped the frightened wo-

man. "Your father has left town, and

will not probably be back before day after

to-morrow."

" So I knew from your letter. Well,

mother, this is the matter, that unless you

can help me at once, the son of the Rev-

erend Rufus Reynolds will be in prison be-

fore two more days have gone over his

head."

The mother gave a long, long shriek, and

clasped her hand on her heart.

" Come, mother," was the heartless re-

joinder of the son, "you can't afford to go

into pathetics just now. There is no use

mincing the matter, so I'll tell it briefly

as I can. I was in debt a thousand dollars

and could see no way to pay it. An oppor-

tunity presented itself for me to help my-

self to this sum, and I did so two weeks

ago, hoping to win back the money. But

I havn't succeeded, and now unless it is

paid there'll be a very unpleasant ending

to the whole thing, and my respectability

will vanish in a term at State's prison."
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It seemed as if, listening to these words,

Mrs. Eeynolds grew older every moment.

No face over which that night the April

grass was growing green, could be whiter

than hers, as she learned that her son was

a gambler and a thief.

" What do you want me to do for you ?"

The words came slowly from her lips, and

she looked up so pitiful into her son's face

that it seemed as if a heart of stone must

have ached to see her.

Perhaps his would, if he had not been so

absorbed with his own feelings. "There
is no use in wasting words, mother. I

know father is the treasurerof a benevolent

society, and that he always has a thousand

dollars of that money on hand. I must

have it—have it to-night, too."

" 0, Harry ! Harry ! would you have

your father a thief, too ? Do you think he

would do thisV
" See here, mother, I have often heard

you say the piece of land and old mill that

grandma left you was worth at least fifteen

hundred dollars, and that you could get as

much for it any day. Now, let me have

this thousand and reach the city to-mor-

row night, sell your land, let father know
nothing about it, and replace the money,

or have your son sent to prison."

Another groan, breaking up from the

surging deeps of the ' mother's wretched

heart.

" Come, mother, I am in a hurry; yes or

no?"

And then Mrs. Eeynolds flung herself

at her boy's feet and clasped her hands.

" 0, Harry ! Harry ! my boy, that I have

held in my arms, and whom I have rocked

to sleep so many nights ; my boy, that I

still so love that I would gladly give up

my life this hour to see you a better man,

promise me that if I do the thing you ask

me, you will never gamble again—never so

long as you live."

I think the sight of his mother's anguish

must have smote the young man's heart,

for a spasm crossed his face—that face that

in its early manhood was beautiful as its

promise. He raised his mother carefully

" Yes mother, I do promise you I will be a

better man."

"You will find the keys to the box in the

closet of your father's library on the third

shelf; the bos is there; I will wait here,"

and the lady's shaking limbs dropped into

a chair, and her son took the light and

went out ; and the thick rain strove against

the windows, and the wind lashed the

boughs of the old trees around the parson-

age.

Suddenly there was a sound at the front

door, a sound of men's feet, and the next

moment they hurried swiftly toward the

library.

Mrs. Reynolds, terribly excited by all

she had undergone, supposed that robbers

had entered the house, and shrieked wildly

to her son, "0, Harry, save yourself, they

are come to murder you !"

The young man's hand had just grasped

the roll of bank notes in the iron box. He
stood in the door of the closet, and the

single lamp he carried only lighted dimly

the library. He heard his mother's shriek

;

he remembered that he had left the front

door open in his haste, and as guilt makes

one always a coward, he believed for the

moment that robbers had broken into the

house.

He dropped the money. " Stand ofi","

he cried, " or I'll shoot you on the spot,"

and he drew a loaded pistol from his pocket.

But the steps came on swift and steady;

he raised the pistol, not with any intention

of firing it, only of intimidating the robbers

;

but in his haste his hand touched the trig-

ger—there was a loud detonation, a groan,

and a heavy fall on the floor.

Mrs. Reynolds bounded into the room
with a cry—such a cry as only once in a

lifetime breaks from the lips of man or wo-

man, " Harry, my boy, have they killed

you?"

Thon she stopped, glanced a moment at

the figure that lay on the floor. " It is his

father—he has killed his father I" She

clasped her hands wildly over her head

and laughed.
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" It was a terrible shock to the commu-

nity, more especially to the parish but no

suspicion ever rested upon Harry Reynolds.

It was believed by every one that he had

mistaken his father for some house-breaker,

and accidentally shot him, and he received

universal sympathy. The knowledge that

he had shot his own father, although acci-

dentally, did for him what that father's life

probably could never have done. It threw

him into a brain fever, whence he rose a

sadder and a better man. He was enabled,

without disposing of his mother's land, to

restore the money he had stolen, for his

father left some property, and Harry's

crime was never detected. Afterwards he

went to California, and in less than a year

later, all that was once the manly form and

beautiful face of Harry Reynolds lay un-

der one of the many green billows of that

far-off land. 0, God, be pitiful

!

And of his mother ? It may be you may
see her some pleasant summer's day wan-

dering among the shady walks of a celebra-

ted asylum for the insane.

You will know her by her peculiarly

graceful gait and slight figure, and looking

in her wan, pale face you will find some

trace of the beauty of her youth.

And if she reads something mournful

and pitying in the gaze you fasten upon

her, she will draw up closely to you, and,

lifting her white, wistful face to yours, say,

with touching earnestness, " He didn't

mean to do it ; no, no, my boy didn't mean
to do it. It was I that made the mistake

;

but it was terrible," and a shudder will

creep over the lady's frame, and the glare

of a hopeless insanity will light her dim

eyes ;
" terrible to see Rufus lying there

with the blood rushing out of his side

!

It haunts me, and I can't get away from it

;

and then to know who had done it! my
little Harry, our little Harry, that we were

so proud of! He was such a beautiful

baby, with his long, brown curls and his

laughing eyes, and he had such pretty

ways that I couldn't bear to cross him in

any thing, though I know now Rufus was

in the right.

" But my boy, my pretty boy, my own
little Harry that I loved so, to think he did

it, he did it
!"

And her white face will work fearfully

;

but though your cheek may be drenched

with tears, Mrs. Reynold's eyes will be

strained and dry.

Ah ! reader, this is a fearful harvest,

ripened from the long ago " seed sowing."

Yet do not misapprehend us. We are no

advocates of a rigid course of parental dis-

cipline, and believe that gentleness and

love work out a more blessed reward better

than much severity.

Many children, doubtless, have been

injured by a harsh and iron system of

home government, a,lthough we do not think

this is the tendency of the present age, but

that there is a lamentable inclination to

the opposite direction.

Those of course are not fit to be parents

who do not consult the peculiar tempera-

ments and characters of their children ; but

all parents are bound to instill right pre-

cepts into the hearts of their children, to

regulate stubborn wills, and to make each

one capable of self-discipline, withoutwhich

every man and woman goes rudderless over

the stormy waves of this life.

What is a character without this? A
house built upon the sand. Of how little

worth are good or beautiful impulses with-

out a foundation of strong principle

!

0, parents, who read this story, we en-

treat you by the half-wrecked lives whose

stories those who have " eyes to see," can

read all about them—by all those jealous-

ies, and stormy passions, and ungoverned

tempers that work out their miserable re-

sults.of discord, and bitterness, and strife

in this world—we beseech you by all these,

sow the seeds of strong, right principles in

the souls of your children ; lay there a

foundation of true, high, self-disciplined

character, and looking to God for his bless-

ing you shall not lose your reward.

—

Ladies Repository.
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" What though a cloud o'ershadow my sight,

Big with affliction's tear
;

Yet Faith, amid the drops that fall.

Discerns a rainbow there."
LEQH RICHMOND.

iC TTOW pretty," was the exclamation of

-tl a little girl, as she directed the at-

tention of her companions to that many

colored arch, spanning the heavens in the

distance. Intuitively as it Vfere, my eye

gazed upon its evanescent coloring, vainly

striving to compass the full circle of its

beauty. The storm-cloud in the distance,

increased the vividness of the coloring,

whilst the bow was the harbinger of ap-

proaching calmness. As I gazed upon the

smiling faces of the children, whose fea-

tures had a few moments before been

blanched with fear, consequent upon a

salvo of heaven's artillery, I thought such

is life. Earth has its counterparts—its

storms, and clouds, and

" Men that make
Envy and crooked malice nourishment."

Before whose breath the healthy shoots

'and blooms of social joy and happiness,

flee as from a moral pestilence ; and happy

is he, who, turning his back to the cloud

can say:

" My heart leaps up when I behold,

A rainbow in the sky !

So was it when my life began
;

So is it now I am a man

;

So let it be when I grow old.

Or let me die.

The child is father of the man,

And I would wish my days to be,

Bound each to each, by natural piety."

The poets feigned the rainbow to be the

residence of certain aei'ial creatures, whose

delight it is to sport in the clouds. Milton,

in his exquisite pastoral drama, thus al-

ludes to this Platonic idea:

" I took it for a fairy vision

Of some gay creature in the element,

That in the colors of the rainbow live,

And play i' th' plighted clouds."

The rainbow, which, not improbably,

first suggested the idea of arches, though

beautiful in all countries, is more particu-

larly so in mountainous ones; for inde-

pendent of their frequency, it is impossible

to conceive any arch more grand, (if we
except the double ring of Saturn,) than that

when its extreme points rests upon the op-

posite sides of a wide valley, or on the

peaked summits of precipitate mountains.

One of the glories which are said to sur-

round the throne of heaven is a rainbow

like an emerald. In the Apocalypse it is

described as encircling the head of an

angel; in Ezekiel, four cherubim are com-

pared to a cloud, arched with it ; and no-

thing out of the Hebrew scriptures can ex-

ceed the beauty of that passage in Milton,

where he describes its creation and its first

appearance.

A more profitable contemplation of the

rainbow than that which either philosophy

or poetry evolves, is derived from the fact

that it is a token of the covenant of preser-

vation made with Noah, and with all the

creatures of the earth. It may be con-

sidered as an emblem of Christ himself,

Rev. X. 1, as appears in many particulars.

"When we are afraid of the rains pre-

vailing, then God shows this seal of his

promise that it shall not prevail ; thus God
dispels our fears when we weep for sin,

and are afraid of a flood of wrath, by re-

membering the covenant of grace estab-

lished in Jesus. The thicker the cloud,

the brighter the bow in the cloud ; so when
afilictions abound, consolations do much
more abound. The bow appears when one

part of the sky is clear, which betokens

mercy remembered in the midst of wrath.

The rainbow is caused by the reflections

of the beams of the sun ; so all the glory of

the covenant of grace and the significancy

of the seals, are derived from Christ the

Sun of Righteousness. The bow is indica-

tive of terror ; but this is without string or

arrow, and is directed upwards, not to the

earth. All these considerations naturally

dispose our minds to pious reflections. As
often as we see the heavens adorned with

the beautiful colors of the rainbow, we may
truly say. How great is the majesty of God !

How wondei'ful his goodness towards his
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creatures ! We still see that He remembers

us in mercy.

" God of the fair and open sky !

How gloriously above us springs

The tented dome of heavenly blue,

Suspended on the rainbow's rings

!

Each brilliant star that sparkles through,

Each gilded cloud that wanders free

In evening's purple a-adiance, gives

The beauty of its praise to Thee !'*

w.

THE NIGHT WEARS ON.

THE night wears on, and the daylight

Will break o'er the hills ere long,

And the birds in the woods will waken

And burst into strains of song.

But ah ! from an earthly morning

Faith turns with a smile away.

And looks through the shadowy twilight

To the dawn of a brighter day

—

To a day that shall know no ending,

To a day that shall still be peace,

When Earth from her throne has fallen,

And the river of time shall cease.

To a day when the loved and parted

Shall meet round the throne above,

And mingle their harps and voices

In anthems of endless love.

The night wears on, oh, Father !

How dark is the twilight now,

As I lift to Thy holy temple

My eyes and my weary brow.

And pray that Thy hand of mercy

May gather the clouds away,

And show me, beyond the darkness.

The light of Thy perfect day.

Willow Brook, Augusta.
Matilda.

Where is Heaven ? Plato points to the

snowy summits of cold Olympus, and says,

It is there. Swedenboi-g beholds spiritual

presences in all space, and says, Its every

where. Wordsworth lives again through

his youth, and replies, " Heaven lies above

us in our infancy." Sage, theologian, and

poet, I turn from you all and ask the lit-

tle blind girl, she replies, Heaven is where

God is.

Passing through a railroad tunnel, the

thought occurs, how like the poor man's

lot, with the light of childhood at one end

of it, its intermediate gloom, but the light

of a future life at its other extremity.

MY EXPERIENCE AS A SCHOOL-
TEACHER.

EXPERIENCE is in all probability ac-

quired by men of common sense be-

fore the trituration of time has rubbed

them out. And the queer ways in which

it is taught are somewhat evident to those

who are making a push through sublunary

matters. . Though no two obtain the same

experience, yet they all pass through and

arrive at the end of life at last. If life was

the same to the whole race, all interest

would be lost, for after the first man had

lived, the whole of life would be known if

he transmitted copious notes to posterity.

This variety which is the spice of life, is

the seasoning to all feasts of adventure.

The man who exercises youthful ideas in

the practice of literary archery, is himself

learning the alphabet of human nature,

which is as hard to be translated fluently as

the ancient classics, or even the Ninevite

hieroglyphics. And the man who goes

away from college to teach school, will find

abundance of material for scholastic ad-

venture, if he exercises his calling in some

place where conscience is but an abbrevia-

tion for profit and loss, and morals are

regulated by the price of cofn. Connec-

ticut is probably the best place ; for it is

here that gain has his dominion ; and if

there was to be an impersonation of the

ruler, the most appropriate treasury would

be a Yankee's pericardium, being the tight-

est safe for all uninvested funds.

It was during Junior year that I found

myself on my way to make the first essay

in school-teaching, much pleased with the

idea of being " clothed with a little brief

authority" and of " boarding round." It

was in the dreary November, and the bleak

winds were moaning forth oracles presa-

ging the storms of winter, which had been

previously foretold by the flight of birds.

The road from Berkshire to Connecticut

stumbles over the river many times in

eluding the bases of the mountains. After

getting home, the snow seemed to be set all

adrift and commenced a blockade, though

the committee man soon arrived, intending
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with his locomotive, which was a one horse

power, to transfer me to the scene of my
future labors. The committee was a punj
man, and, as afterwards appeared, every

thing had been spared in his mechanism,

ethically as well as corporeally. His prin-

cipal features were his boots, which like all

Yankee's, were blacked only on the frontis-

piece, he not wishing to invest anything

where he could not see the benefit. They
had some tremendous lurid soles, probably

to keep up the equilibrium between his

moral and physical system. Just imagine
a young man with hope and expectation

beaming on his countenance, with an un-

ruflled mien, in a yellow wagon striped with
green, like all the down East vehicles.

Before me and attached to the concern,

was a vertebrated quadruped, an amalga-
mated specimen of comparative anatomy
and animal manikinism. From its size, it

seemed to have been bought by weight,

and from its condition, the present owner
must have had charge of it before the sale

with an eye to the purchase. It seemed
to have lived in carnivorous times, for all

its flesh had departed and each moment as

it passed had taken a hair as a memento.
But now these momentary mementos were
gone, and the wind could only moan a peace
to its mane. However, under all these

circumstances we arrived at an old fabri-

cation on one side of the road, the only

claim it had to being a house was an im-

mense chimney. Though as the animal
portion of our establishment had come to a
stand still, it was conclusive that this was
our destination.

We entered the domicil. Everything
was fixed up, and the old trunk being
placed in the best room, the process of

getting acquainted commenced. This is

very simple. For two little " quids" climb

up on your knee, ask for j-our knife and
offer to " swop" at once on terms very dis-

advantageous to you, as they think you are

green. To convince you that there is no

gammon, they test the temper of their

blades upon all that connects your buttons

with your garments. The head of the

family talking at the same time. I was
convinced that there were some words in the

English language that they did not know,

and many out of it that I did not under-

stand. At tea the character of families

was reviewed and the biographies of indi-

viduals were related in the most plain and

unequivocal terms. The mater-familias

had a tongue as glib as a great ant-eater,

and it was used to the particular detriment

of her neighbors, and to the praise of her

own domestic arrangements, which certain-

ly needed all.

I am not an epicure, and if I had been,

the peculiar arrangements of the college

clubs would have eliminated all such super-

fluous proclivities. The daily mode of

living at the commitee's was the antipodes

of epicureanism. In my opinion, the diet

of the Grahamites was as much superior

to it, as the feasts of the gods were to the

daily meals of the lazarone Lazarus. It

caused me to think how the frugal fare of

Zeno the stoic would have appeared under

the domestic arrangements of the Harpies.

For their district dietetical system was

founded more in accordance with the price

of corn and the requirements of the law in

respect to the peck of dirt, than the physi-

cal condition of the partakers. My exami-

nation for a teacher's certificate took place

on the night of my arrival, and it was

highly interesting to witness the feats of

erudition before unheard of since the dark

ages. For they being untrammeled by

most of the customary forms and laws of

language, were in a good situation to excite

the wonderment of one so unsophisticated.

On the morrow, the hour for commencing

the literary institution came, and with it

the scholars. The school-house was an old

red fabric situated at the cross-roads. Just

behind could be seen a few birches, a grove

in which the shrine of education is often

placed. And the numberless broken boughs

showed that the worship depended very

much upon the nature of the surrounding

scenery. It was an old building, and had

occupied the same position in the commu-

nity for many years. It had sent forth
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many enterprising young men as venders

of the multifarious modifications of tin, and

as itinei'ant physicians for the vagaries of

lunatic time-pieces. It had given a turn

to many a youngster's life that had gone

with him to the end. Spelling schools num-
berless had taken place within its walls

;

hearts had been lost and won ; innumerable
" swoppings" been transacted ; the aroma-

tic bark of birchen switches had wasted its

sweetness on the obdurate back of the

inveterate rogue. On the plastering above

were the remains of the blank leaves of

many books, having been reduced to a pul-

py state by a process well known to idle

urchins, and then projected with an un-

erring aim to their destined location. Here

the weary pedagogue had spent his energies

and counted the dragging hours in pouring

knowledge through youthful heads, won-

dering why the alphabet was not innate as

a matter of convenience.

However,my school commenced. It was

composed of motley races of brats. There

were nearly all the goddesses, all the saints,

and many of the wise men of antiquity

nominally present. There was an African

damsel, a score of aspirants for alphabeti-

cal mastery, and many a specimen of the

Yankee swop-jack-knifers. The most prom-

inent object was the oldest boy in school

descanting upon the merits of some wooden

combs, and endeavoring to negotiate a sale

with some of the small boys. I should be

happy to give the experience in the school-

room if time and space would permit.

Therewas but one battle. A strong farmer's

boy endeavored to overthrow your humble
servant and his authority at the same time,

but thanks to agility and gymnastic prac-

tice, there was a triumph of the teacher.

Beware of trusting to the statistical calcu-

lation of the committee in respect to the

number of the scholars, for they are as

fallacious as the idea of getting your pay.

And when you have over forty youngsters

learning the rudiments of an education,

do not delude yourself by complying with

the directions to hear them four times a day.

At the end of a week my experience taught

me that it was time to stop, and I departed

a wiser man. And when the representative

of the district endeavored to convince me
gratuitously that the knowledge of human
nature which I had obtained was a great

compensation for my services, I was very

sceptical in regard to the human nature.

And when I left Frog Hall forever, I looked

back from the last hill from which it could

be seen, and thought—what awful pie I

had eaten there.

THE WINGED WORSHIPPERS.

BY CHARLES SPRAGUE.

Addressed to two Swallows that flew into a church
during religious service.

Gay, guiltless pair,

What seek ye from the fields of hearen

;

Ye have no need of prayer,

Ye have no sins to be forgiven.

Why perch ye here,

Where mortals to their Maker bend ?

Can your pure spirits fear

The God ye never could offend ?

Ye never knew
The crimes for which we come to weep ;

Penance is not for you.

Blessed wanderers of the upper deep.

To you 't is given

To wake sweet nature's untaught lays

;

Beneath the arch of heaven

To chirp away a life of praise.

Then spread each wing,

Far, far above, o'er lakes and lands,

And join the choirs that sing

In yon blue dome not made with hands

;

Or, if ye stay

To note the consecrated hour,

Teach me the airy way,

And let me try your envied power.

Above the crowd,

On upward wings could I but fly,

I'd bathe ia yon bright cloud.

And seek the stars that gem the sky.

JERUSALEM.

Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

The cross thou bearest now

!

An iron yoke is on thy neck,

And blood is on thy brow.

The golden crown, the crown of truth.

Thou didst reject as dross,

And now the cross is on thee laid,

The crescent is thy cross.
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HUMILITY.
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.

The bird that soars on highest wing,

Builds on the ground her lowly nest

;

And she that doth most sweetly sing,

Sings in the shade when all things rest ;

—

In lark and nightingale we see

What honor hath humility.

When Mary chose the " better part,"

She meekly sat at Jesus' feet

;

And Lydia's gently opened heart

Was made for God's own temple meet ;

—

Fairest and best adorned is she

Whose clothing is humility.

The Saint that wears heaven's brightest crown
In deepest adoration bends

;

The weight of glory bows him down,
Then most, when most his soul ascends ;—

Nearest the throne itself must be

The footstool of humility.

A FEW LESSONS IN MUSIC,

Together with the necessary definitions, designed

chiefly for beginners.

LESSON I.

SINGING is the art ofopening the mouth
properly so as to make the voice musical.

People may open the mouth in gaping or

eating, but no music is thereby produced
and therefore this is not singing. There
are other musical animals besides man, as

for instance birds and tea-kettles, which
sing principally morning and evening.

The latter sings only when it gets the

steam up, and in this respect is too often

imitated by man.

Singing is considered elevating in its

• character upon man ; that it is so in the

case ofthe otherclasses.alluded to is evident

from the fact that larks and most other

birds sing most when flying highest, and
when the tea-kettle sings it raises the lid.

In order to read music well it is nec-

essary first to spell correctly, for if even

the first letter of the word is wanting it

will make you sick (usic.) .

There are difi"erent parts in music as

there are in every thing else.

1. The treble, so called because it is the

most troublesome to acquire, and because
young ladies when requested to sing this

part in company are usually troubled with

a cold.

2. The tenor, so called because the tenor

of what is sung depends upon the capacity

of the singer and because there are ten or

eleven times as many times as many good
voices on the other parts as on this.

3. The &as5 which is the lowest part and
is sung by the men whose nature is grosser

and of course more base than that of the

finer sex. The bass is the foundation on

which the other parts rest.

A clioir ought to consist of twenty four

singers because twenty four sheets make
one quire. There are several kinds of

money in circulation, harmony, matrimony,

antimony, &c. but with the first only we
have to do.

The air or treble is the principal part of

harmony and is invariably sung by female

voices, because ladies take more airs upon

themselves than gentleman. Yet this is

no disparagement to them, for as the air

constitutes their very breath, so the air is

the breath and soul of music. That ladies

are fond of cultivating different airs is

evident from their free use of the fan in

Avarm weather and their fondness for

evening zephyrs, babbling brooks and

singing birds, (mosquitoes only excepted.)

The female voice is an octave higher than

that ofmen and therefore purer and clearer,

just as the air at the top of mountains is

purer than that in the valleys. For this

reason too, ladies often speak in a very

higJi key, especially to their husbands but

as is too clearly shown, this is a natural

effect and therefore the more excusable.

There are a great many different terms

and characters used in music which need

to be explained.

Music is always written on a staff com-

posed of five lines and four intervening

spaces forming a ladder by means of which

the voice can ascend or descend at pleas-

ure.

Sometimes other lines are added either

above or below which are called ledger

lines ; because similar lines are used by
tailors, grocers, and others to post additional

items in their ledgers and of course to

lengthen their bills.
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By the use of the staff, persons are en-

abled to walk straight through a piece of

music or to run over the notes without

letting the voice fall and hurt itself.

All along the staff are certain upright

lines called bars, which with the lines of

the staff, very much resemble a post and

rail fence, any voice must be very elastic

that can with one bound clear the entire

staff—any one to attempt it must C sharp

or he will in all probability B flat on the

other side. These bars are so called be-

cause they sometimes prove a bar to young

beginners, but to one who understands

their use they are resting places for the

voice as it climbs higher and. higher.

* *.

Lesson second may be expected next

month, before which time it is hoped all

who have not paid the price of tuition viz:

the one dollar due the Home Journal for

1858 will settle up their arrears, so that the

improvement ofthe classmay not be retarded

by anxiety about money matters.

CARRYING A THING THROUGH.

CARRY a thing through. That's it;

don't do any thing else. If you once

begin a thing, let it be carried through,

though it cost you your best comfort, time,

energies, and all that you can command.
Carry a thing through. Don't begin un-

til you are fully prepared for its accomplish-

ment. Think, study, dig, until you know
your ground, see your way. This done,

launch out with all your soul, heart, life,

and fire, neither turning to right nor left.

Push on giantly—push as though you were
born for the very work you are about be-

ginning—as though creation had been

waiting through all time for your especial

hand and spirit. Carry a thing through.

Don't leap from one thing to another. No
man ever did anything that way. When
once fairly in a work, don't give it up.

Don't disgrace yourself by being on this

thing to-day, on that to-morrow, and on

another next day. Fortune, success, fame,

position, are never gained but by piously,

determinedly, bravely, sticking, growing,
|

living to a thing till it is fairly accomplish-

ed. You must carry a thing through, if

you would be any body or any thing. No
matter if it is hard. No matter if it does

cost you the pleasure, the society, the thou-

sand pearly gratifications of life. Stick to

the thing, and carry it through. Only

once learn to carry a thing through in all

its completeness and proportion, and you

will become a hero. You will think better

of yourself ; others will think better of you.

The whole world in its very heart admires

the stern, determined doer. It sees in him
its best sight, its highest object, its richest

treasure. Drive right along then, what-

ever you undertake. Consider yourself

amply sufficient for the deed. You'll be

successful, never fear. But if you must

carry through what you begin, you must

not begin till you are sure what you would

do is thoroughly and incontestibly just,

fair, and wise. To go a-head for the mere

gratification of self-interest, lust, vanity,

or fanatical or visionary views of the na-

ture of man, regardless of the rights and

feelings of others, would be to enact the

part of brutes, not men.

As our observation of society enlarges,

as our knowledge of human nature in-

creases, as our communion with God,

through Christ, becomes deeper and truer,

as our own hearts are more and more ex-

amined, the illustrations of Scripture ac-

quire fresh interest, its sublimities rise

higher, its compass expands. Mysterious

passages will probably be elucidated ; sup-

posed discrepancies will be harmonized

;

the promises will glow with new lustre, and

the raptures swell with greater fullness.

There are times, when heaven grants us

a special insight into the blessedness of

Christianity, and brings its moral influence

into nearest contact with our hearts.

Thinking leads man to knowledge.

All knowledge is of itself of some value.

If we have a superfluity, the poor have

an interest in it.
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ome €xxdt.

THE CHILD ANGEL.

A GENTLEMAN of a.neighboring city hav-

ing read the following beautiful narra-

tive, writing to the New York Observer, states

that the perusal of it so touched his heart

that he determined to have a thousand copies

struck off for distribution in the Sunday-

schools with which he was connected. The

printer was so much pleased with it that he

struck off an extra thousand for " The Boys'

Meetings," in which he was greatly interested.

The precious little gems were scattered over

the city and soon the fruits began to appear

to the glory of our Heavenly Father. A few

weeks ago a man arose in a religious assembly

in that city and stated that he had lately read

a little tract called " The Child Angel," which

God had blessed to the conversion of his soul.

Another man was brought under powerful

conviction of sin by reading the same little

tract, and a young lady has within a short

time been brought to a saving knowledge of

the truth as it is in Jesus through the same

instrumentality.

Although the story may have been read in

other places by many ofour readers, we believe

that they will esteem it worthy a place in the

Journal for preservation, where little An-

toinette, being dead, may yet speak. We
pray that the perusal of it in this place may

impress upon parents the importance and

blessedness of early teaching there little ones

to love and lisp the name of Jesus ; that those

who profess to love the Lord may be induced

to drop a word for the master wherever

they go ; and that some careless one may

stop and ask himself why he should not love

and labor for that blessed Redeemer who

loved him even unto death.

The Nelson Hotel was the largest and most

fashionable house of resort in a town on the

sea-shore, a popular watering-place, famous

in the annals of the wealthy. It stood not far

from the brink of the sounding sea, and com-

manded a prospect of surpassing beauty.
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Among the very select few who came here

for the purpose of invigorating and improving

health, were a young couple by the name of

Hayden. Harriet, the wife, was an interesting

woman, not yet 30, with a quiet, gentle man-
ner, and a voice whose every tone was music.

She was a New England woman, ofPuritan ex-

traction, and a sweet, practical Christian. But
the sweetest creature in this beautiful group
was Antoinette Hayden, a child of three years.

She was not in flounces, or laces, or ribbons.

Her little limbs were unfettered by fashion,

and had the freest play ; her ways were all

natural ; her walk and talk and play were as

a child's walk and talk and play should be.

Loose Ben was an uncouth caricature of a

human being, of some 16 years of age, slouch-

ing in his dress, dirty, sometimes ragged,

bearing all the gibes put upon him with sullen

mien and stoical silence. Loose Ben shuffled,

looked suspiciously at everybody from under
his eyebrows, shrank from every human voice,

never seemed to care whether they called him
fool or knave, and only cared to gather his

loose limbs together, in some sunny place

after his services were over for the day, and
think—what could the poor outcast think?
He was a German, and possibly never knew
his parentage ; he would not say whether he
had any father or mother. It was his duty
to make fires in the rooms of those who were
invalids, in the early morning, and for this

purpose the father of little Antoinette employ-
ed him ; for though it was summer time, yet

the chill air of the sea made the early morn-
ing raw and cold.

So, with an armfull of wood. Loose Ben
wended his way to No. 56, a large room on the

second floor. As he entered, Mr. Hayden
glanced up from his dressing table, and fol-

lowed his lazy motions with his eye for a

moment. Little Antoinette sat on the floor

by the bedside, half covered with the lace

curtains that fell like spray over her spiritual

face and figure. She too, looked on earnest-

ly, suspending her play for a moment, and
then, as his labor progressed, she stood by his

side. He gazed toward her, and seemed par-

alyzed into greater stupidity at her sweet
smile. She did not mock him, scream out,

or spring from him, as other children did, nor
call him unfeeling names ; but as she stood
there with a saintly light on her brow, she
laid one white dimpled hand on his ragged
sleeve, and with winning voice asked, " Does
you love God?"
He was too much startled for the moment to

speak, but the great shining eyes beamed in-

to his lack-lustre orbs, and again that voice

of surpassing beauty asked, " Does you love

God ?" He looked up, he looked down awk-
wardly, and in his broad Dutch dialect said

half sheepishly, " Ya-as."

"Do you pray to God in the morning?"
persisted the little one, still keeping her hand
upon him—and he in the same voice answer-
ed, " Ya-as."

Then the little one seemed satisfied ; she

danced and capered about—chatted with this

coarse, boorish boy, watched the curling flame

as it ascended, and built, all unconsciously

a fire of love and gratitude on the altar of that

uncultivated heart.

The season went on, and Nettie's mother
improved in health. The thin figure round-
ed out, the pale cheeks grew flushed, and she

took long walks and drives along the quiet

beach. "Every morning when Loose Ben came
up to build the fire, that dear little voice

would say, "Does you love God?" and when
he had answered with his stereotyped " Ya-
as," she would add in precisely the same
words as before, " Does you pray to God in

the morning?" and again with that stupid,

wondering look, he would say "Ya-as." But
there was a change in this semi-barbarian.

Gradually, the rough, heavy locks were trained

to fall back from his low, but full brow ; his

wood-colored face grew clean, and his hands
evinced some marks of attention. By some
mysterious jirocess his clothes were mended,
and little by little Loose Ben seemed to emerge
from his loutish shell into a region of more
thought and freer scope. The hotel loungers

still jeered him, still called him all kinds of

strange and original names, but he did not

mind them ; and had one seen him going up
to his daily duty to room 56, a smile might
have been detected lighting up his homely
face, till it was almost handsome. And as he
entered day after day, came the same questions

about love and prayer.

One Sabbath morning, a never to be for-

gotten day, for I am telling no story of fiction,

dear reader, the rap came as usual at room
56, and when the doorwas opened, in walked
Loose Ben, worthy of the name no longer.

He brought the wood not in his usual way,

but in a basket, and, wonder of wonders ! he
was attired in a neat gray suit, from head to

foot, and under his left arm he carried a straw

hat, bound with black ribbon. Leisurely he
went up to the hearth-stone, and leisurely set

the kindlings and ^the wood in their place.

Then he turned round and looked for Antoi-

nette. A little voice came from under the

curtains—" Billy, does you love God ? Does
you pray in the morning?"
The boy drew his hands before his eyes,

and as Nettie made herself visible, he went
toward her and fell upon his knees at her feet.

" You dear little angel," he sobbed, taking

her dimpled hand, and covering it with kisses

;

" every morning you ask me that, and every

morning I lie to you. Yes, I lie to you ; for I

love no God as you say. Then you ask me
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if I pray every morning, and I lie to you
again, and keep lying to you, because I didn't

know no better ; because I poor Dutch boy.

But this morning, you dear little angel, I tell

you I love God. I tell you I pray to God

—

yes, I love—I pray," he added, the tears run-

ning down his coarse cheeks, while Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden stood looking on full of aston-

ishment. " You made me go to God, you lit-

tle angel you—you make me pray to God, and
I tell you no lie any longer."

Tears choked his utterance. Antoinette,

scarcely knowing what it all meant, stood
. looking gravely towards him, a childish won-
der in her face, until John Hayden snatched
her from the floor and folded her with many
kisses to his bosom.
The scene changes to a handsome dwelling

in the city. Snow lies on all the streets,

white and glistening—the naked trees, the
gray caps of the houses, the iron railings, all

are robed in the shroud of the autumn days.

Ah I some cold wind, some snow has entered
that house ; the white drapery of the windows
is unlifted ; children go in and come out again
with sorrowful faces—the passing traveler

looks mournfully up as he wanders by—there

must be gloom in that house—yes, the white
snow of death lies upon the forehead of an
only child.

She is in her coffin now with roses above
her pale bosom, and the little silver plate says,
" Antoinette Hayden, aged seven." What ! is

her mission done so soon ? Does the angel bathe
her wings in the light of heaven ? Even so !

In a darkened chamber sat the mother of
this lovely flower, bearing her grief alone with
God. No sigh broke from her bosom—no
tear fell from her eye ; she looked calm—she
was calm ; but resigned as she evidently was,
the stern immobility of her features told that

grief, deeper than could find any outlet, lay

heavy at her heart.

Rising up after her long vigil, she went
noiselessly down stairs towards the room where
her child slept the last long sleep. As she
was entering, a voice struck her ear, as if some
long-remembered music had just sounded;
the chord vibrated against her heart. She
paused ; the voice asked for Antoinette—little,

Antoinette Hayden—and another voice mourn-
fully murmured the sad truth.

" Dead 1" exclaimed the strapger—"little

angel ! dead !"

And then came feet along the passage—and
a tall dark man stood before her.

" You do not know me, Mrs. Hayden," he
said, as after a moment, striving to possess

his self-command, he spoke.
" I do not, indeed," replied the bereaved

mother, in low tones.

"Ah ! my dear madam, I am he whom your
child's artless questions, morning after morn-

ning pierced to the heart; I am poor Loose
Ben. Day and night have the lovely features
of that angel babe been before my vision.

Every morning the clear, sweet tones have
sounded on my ear— ' Does you love God ?'

—and ! I have come to find her in heaven."
He bowed his head and wept, then softly fol-

lowed the mourning mother into the shaded
parlor. Death had not even kissed the fresh-

ness from the lips of the sweet child. Death,
as if he had no power to mar such loveliness,

had not drawn one blue tint along the mar-
ble temples, or under the closed eyes. Death
had not stolen one line of beauty from that
heavenly face—it smiled in spite of death.

"
! Antoinette—dear little Antoinette,"

sobbed the strong man—" you found me in

ignorance, and blessed me with those holy
hands—they were the first pure fingers that

touched me with the touch of love, and made
my buried heart throb with new life. !

little Antoinette, you were the first one to lead
me to my Saviour—on your infant breath my
name was first carried up to Christ. ! my
lamb, canst thou not look down upon me, and
see me bend over thee blessing even thy in-

animate clay? But the tomb cannot hold
thee, my darling, thank God !—the tomb can-
not hold thee, infant disciple. Already is she
up there !" he cried, lifting his streaming
eyes. " The brightness of thy glory, 1 Lord
God of hosts, falls upon her temples. She
hath led souls to thee, mighty Redeemer, and
thou wilt give her a crown of life."

He ceased, and bowed his head upon the

coffin. What oration before crowned mon-
archs ever reached the sublimity of this man's
suffering over the dead form of a little child

!

He had been converted through her ministra-

tions, and since his entrance into the gospel

ministry, he counted those who believed on
Jesus through his faith and his ministry, by
hundreds ; and he laid his trophies in the

name of Jesus beside the gentle child who
had taught him Christ.

Reader, I have not written fiction. The
dust of the child has slept in the green grave-

yard, where the flowers are springing to-day,

23 years. Twenty-three years she has been
a seraph in glory. Twenty-three years she

has looked upon Jesus, her Saviour and her

Redeemer. ! what do you and I seem
beside this beautiful seraph? Though we
drink of the fountains of earthly wisdom, we
cannot attain to a tithe of that divine know-
ledge that fills her cup of bliss this day.

Twenty-three j^ears in the presence of the

Lord of life, going up and down the steps of

light—walking and talking with angels—pure

—consecrate— holy I

And may not you and I win some stars to

our crowns of eternal rejoicings?

—

Mother'i

Journal.
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What shall we do to serve up our usual

course of Church Intelligence, such as it is ?

We have abundance of material, but as tastes

differ so much, we are apprehensive, that

after we have done, some of it will not be
regarded as Church Intelligence of the proper

kind. We shall at least begin well, and so

make great progress in our undertaking, for
" a good beginning is half the battle."

On the Lord's day July 18th, the new
church erected, at what is known as Puff's

Burying Ground in the lower part of Mont-
gomery County Pa. was consecrated to the

service of Almighty God. The clerg_y men pres-

ent on the occasion, were the Pastors J. C.

Baker; B. Keller, T. Stork, C. W. Schajflfer,

E. W. Hutter, and L. Hippe, the Pastor of the

congregation. Public worship was held in

the morning, afternoon and evening ; and all

were largely and devoutly attended. A good
many years' ago, a legacy of several hundred
dollars was left by some benevolent individual
for the building of a Lutheran Church at this

place. The increase of this fund and the

necessities of the neighborhood were such as

to justify the attempt which, by the blessing

of God, has been so successfully made, in

carrying out the designs of the testator.

The prospects of the Church are very fair and
we cordially wish the Pastor and his people
the divine blessing.

How often is the existence and the ministry
of our Lutheran Church ignored, information
concerning her services suppressed, and the
credit she might justly claim awarded to

others—we will say, through ignorance ! We
have lately seen a devotional work, written
in German by a Lutheran, abounding in

appropriate extracts from Luther's works,
strictly Lutheran in its spirit, strong in faith

and fervent in love. This work has been for

more than forty years translated into English,
it has been scattered by thousands and thou-
sands of copies by the agency of some of the
great benevolent Societies of our land ; but
from the English Edition, eveiy thing Luther-
an, all direct references to Luther's sentiments,
his very name, all have been carefully ex-
cluded, and yet it is put forth under the name
of the author of the original German. Now
it is not in pride nor vain-glory ; but in all

humility, that we suppose, that it is but fair

the world should know, that the Lutheran
Church has been God's minister in opening
up deep springs of devotion, around which

all Christendom may ever fondly gather, and
of the pure waters of which all may delight

to drink.

Again, has a Lutheran written or said or

done anything that contributes in any consider-

able degree to the gratification of man or the

promotion of his interest for time or for

eternity ? If the origin of such services be
worth mentioning at all, it ought to be rep-

resented as Lutheran rather than any thing
else. A few months ago we saw a very favor-

able, and we believe truthful notice, of an
address by one of our Pastors, on the anniver-
sary of one ofthe general benevolent Societies.

After having commended in strong terms the
matter and manner of the speaker, the writer

of the notice wound up by stating, that the
Rev. speaker was of the Evangelical Church.
We have heard of certain men standing high
in the history of the land. By their valuable
and efficient services both in the cabinet and
the field, they have written their names per-
manently upon the scroll of fame. They die,

and in the midst of the public notice taken
of their decease, their Lutheran origin and
principles are entirely overlooked ; but the
claim is loudly enforced sometimes by one
denomination, sometimes by another, for

the honor that may be expected to flow

from the overshadowing fame of the emi-
nent statesmen or heroes. Whose church
they attended, what clergy waited upon their

closing hours, what services were read at the

grave, all this is mentioned with a complacency
which, were it not for the solemnities of the

occasion, would be vastly amusing, but their

Lutheran connection is wholly overlooked.

We have lately seen a spirited translation

of Claus Harm's characteristic Hymn " Den-
noch ist der treue wort" published in a popular
paper simply under the caption " From the

German," who the author was, or what he
wasy is left entirely in the dark. This
may be in itself a trifle, but we regard
it as part of a system, and " straws
show which way the wind blows." Had
Harms sympathized with some of the

larger denominations of the land, his fame
would have been spread abroad and the lustre

of his character would far outshine the light

that has been shed upon the names of much
smaller and less heroic men. We make free

to communicate the intelligence, that Harms
was a Lutheran Pastor in the city of Kiel,

in the Dutchy of Holstein. He was a sturdy,

honest Lutheran, a devout follower of the
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Lamb, and never hesitated to contend earnest-

ly for the faith, or to suffer for Christ and his

Church. His son Pastor Harms of Hermans-
burg is one of the most laborious and enter-

prising friends of Missions of the present day.

The hymn referred to, with an appropriate

introductory verse, doubtless by the Editor

himself, is No. 508 in the Hj^mn Book of the

Synod of Pennsylvania.

We append the translation alluded to.

" Nevertheless" is a noble word,
" Nevertheless" my trust is

;

" Nevertheless" is daily heard,
Whether my place ia the dust is,

Or on high, in the sky,
Of blind fortune's favor

;

" Nevertheless" 1 t-ay ever.

Thouirh I he a beggar man,
The rest in gay attire,

For I neither will nor cjn
Do as they require

;

Though the world's lip is curled
Oft as it beholds me

;

"Nevertheless" consoles me [

" Nevertheless" will I be still,

Still in God abiding
;

" Nevertheless" 111 wait his will.

Trust my father's guiding
;

"Nevertheless" he will bless
Every right endeavor

;

That's my trust forever.

And so our space is occupied for this

month.

OEbitorial P^iscdlang,

A False Notion in Pnettma'tics.—The great

heat last Sunday doubtless made the sextons

of many, if not all, of our houses of worship

hoist up the windows to cool the interior, by
a current of air from without. This is a false

notion. The windows of church-edifices on
hot Sundays should be kejit closed, and also

the blinds, if there are any. The philosophy

of the matter is this : The air in the room,

when undigturbed, is always of a lower tem-

perature than the air without; but if the

windows are opened, except in the morning
and evening, the warmer air from without

rushes in, misplacing or heating the air within,

and thus produces an equilibrium of tem-

perature with the outward air. The principle

applies to parlors, railroad cars, and all other

rooms. If you wish to keep comfortably

cool, keep your windows and doors closed

during the heat of the day. The notion of

bad air is also a mistaken one. If you keep

the air cool in the way suggested, it is far

more wholesome than the air of winter, heated

by stoves withoutventilation.

—

Congregational

Journal.

A more fitting title for the above could not

have been selected. We find this paragraph

floating among our exclianges, and have been

really surprised that so many have so readily

adopted this " false notion in pneumatics."

The " principle" there recommended is entirely

erroneous. Philosophers may reason as they

please ; but in this case at least, the sextons

are in the right, as experience has abundantly

shown. A change of air is absolutely essential,

not merely for the sake of health, but also

to obtain the lowest possible temperature.
The principle is everywhere acknowledged
and acted upon

;
as we may see in the univer-

sal employment of the fan to produce an
artificial draft where no natural one exists.

Perhaps not one in twenty have ever reasoned
upon the philosophy of the thing, but have
learned from experience that the quickest

way of cooling off is to use a fan ; in other

words, to produce a draft. The reason is

obvious. Evaporation always reduces the

temperature; and a current of air is the

strongest promoter of natural evaporation.

In addition to this there is an absorption of

a certain amount of caloric from our bodies

by the surrounding atmosphere, which is so

much increased by a constant change of sur-

foce. If any doubt the truth, let them apply

the test of experience, and we will guarantee
that in future their rooms and churches will

be well ventilated.

To produce the most perfect draft, the

supply of air must be drawn from the base-

ment and lower windows. The best exit is

furnished by an elevated ventilator upon the

top of the roof directly over a large opening

in the ceiling of the church. If these two
are connected hya. funnel, so much the better.

The ventilator should be so arranged as to

be closed in severe weather, and opened at

pleasure on dilferent sides to suit the direc-

tion of the wind. These moreover should be
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adapted to the capacity of the building. Oa
this point frequent and flagrant errors are

committed. A ventilating arrangement ad-

mirably adapted for a small sized room of

two thousand cubic feet, is not unfrequently

applied to a large building containing per-

haps two hundred and fifty thousand cubic

feet of air, the whole of which requires to be

changed. This change of air is absolutely

necessary independent of any other consider-

ation, to carry off the inhaled and vitiated

atmosphere which is a very poison to the

lungs.

Perhaps there is no subject of greater im-

portance to comfort and health, and yet none

so much misunderstood and neglected. We
have directions and cautions innumerable

upon what to eat, and what to wear, yet

seldom bestow a thought upon what we
breathe. Persons refuse to drink of water

but little impregnated with impurity, and
which foreign matter the system may easily

throw oif ; but at the same time are willing

to breathe the most impure and unhealthy
air imaginable, such as is produced by the

respiration of a large number of people with-

out sufficient ventilation. Perhaps a large

amount ofthe drowsiness incidental to church-

goers is justly attributable to an imperfect

ventilation of the room. Let any one care-

fully observe a congregation assembled in

such a building, all at first bright and at-

tentive. As the services proceed a lagging

of interest may be observed. Upon closer

examination we may discover a bluishness

about the eyes of many ; the venous blood
has become surcharged in the vessels from
want of the necessary vitality being imparted
to it by the respiration of the lungs and un-
less the system is very active, drowsiness and
actual sleep must soon ensue, since nature is

suffering. The poor minister too is influenced

from the same cause
;

gradually loses his

energy, and would perhaps, fain be, with many
of his hearers, in ths oblivious world of sleep.

The same cause followed by the same effect

recurring on successive Sabbaths and the

dear pastor is soon voted by unanimous con-
sent to be intolerably dull. Dissensions of

all kinds arise ; bad blood has been literally

as well as figuratively generated, and all for

want of a little fresh air. Shame it is that

we should be thus deprived of Heaven's freest

gift, that gift

" Profuse of blisg and pregnant with delight

!

Eternal pleasures in thy presence reign.

Thou mak'st the gloomy face of nature gay,
Givest beauty to the sun, and pleasure to the day."

Our Contributors.—We owe many thanks
to those of our friends who have occasionally
or constantly sustained us by the efforts of

their pens. All such we will ever hold in

kindly remembrance, and hereby tender them
our public acknowledgments. The interest

and attractiveness of our " Journal" is of

course in a direct ratio to the number of its

contributors. Let none wait for a special

invitation. The " Journal" belongs to the

church, and we expect the church to sustain

it. All who can either instruct or amuse,
whether clerical or lay are welcome to its

columns. We are proud of the number and
talent of those who have hitherto assisted us

;

and we confidently look in the future to a

steady and regular increase in this all im-
portant corps.

How Raw Americans Get A long in Paris.—
An American at Paris went to a restaurant

to get his dinner. Unacquainted with the'

French language, yet unwilling to show his

ignorance, he pointed to the first line on the

bill of fare, and the polite waiter brought
him a plate of fragrant beef-soup. This was
very well, and when it was dispatched he
pointed to the second line. The waiter under-

stood him perfectly, and brought his veget-

able soup. " Rather more soup than I want,"

thought he, " but it is Paris fashion." He
duly pointed to the third line, and a plate of

tapioca broth was brought him ; again to the

fourth, and was furnished with a bowl of

preparation of arrow-root. He tried the fifth

line, and was supplied with some gruel kept
for invalids. The by-standers now supposed
that they saw an unfortunate individual who
had lost all his teeth, and our friend, de-

termined to get as far from the soup as pos-

'

sible, pointed in despair to the last line on
the bill of fare. The intelligent waiter, who
saw at once what he wanted, politely handed
him—a bunch of tooth-picks. This was too

much ; our countryman paid his bill and
incontinently left.

The Papacy Triumphant. Our New York
correspondent, says the Colonial Presbyterian,

states that Mr. Cass, our minister at Rome,
has resigned, and will probably be succeeded

by some one to whom the Pope is not under
obligations. Mr. Cass rendered important

services to the Pope during the Revolution in

Rome, and by way of acknowledgment he has

been allowed certain favors, among which is

that ofholding Protestant service in the Amer-
ican consulate. But it has probably been
inconvenient for the Pope to rest under such

obligations, and the fact that Protestantism

is preached within the very walls of the Holy

City has horrified devout Papists, who have

compassed the removal of Mr. Cass, as the

most feasible way of abating the nuisance.

* * * With Mr. Cass goes the Protestant

chapel at Rome.

—

Boston Rec.
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Uniformity op Faith.—I am suspicious of

that church whose members are one in their

beliefs and opinions. When a tree is dead it

will lie any way; alive it will have its own
growth. When men's deadness is in the

church, and their life elsewhere, all will be

alike. They can be cut and polished anyway.

When they are alive they are like a tropical

forest—some shooting up like the mahogany
tree ; some spreading like the vine ; some
darkling like the shrub ; some lying, herblike,

on the ground ; but all obeying their own laws

of growth—a common law of growth variously

expressed in each—and so contributing to the

richness and beauty of the wood.

—

Henry
Ward Beecher's Life Thoughts.

Prof. Agassiz announced at the recent

'Harvard commencement that he regarded

himself "no longer a European" (uponwliich

the whole company rose and cheered,) saying

that he designed to remain in America, if for

no other reason, to show the world that

learning here could be free from the trammels
of routine, as our forefathers made our govern-

ment free from the interference of all external

power.

Eating Horse-Flesh.—A Hanover paper
tells the world that the " silly prejudice

against horse flesh" has altogether vanished
in Denmark and northern German}-, and that

in the city of Hanover alone, in the course of

Whitsun-week, about 2,000 pounds of horse-

flesh were consumed. The number of horses

slaughtered for eating in that city is between
' 200 and 300 a-year.

The City of Canton.—The whole circuit of

the walled city of Canton is just six miles. The
mass of habitations are about fifteen feet high,

and contain three rooms ; they have one en-

trance, closed by a bamboo screen. Some of

the shops have a low upper story, and the

house, roof ana terrace, altogether may rise

twenty-five feet from the street.

The students at Dartmouth College have
presented to their venerable President, Dr.

Lord, a full sized marble statue of himself,

executed by Ball Hughes. The statue is de-

posited in the College for safe keeping, and is

said to be a beautiful piece of art, and very
life like.

An examination of a list of 213 modern
painters revealed that they live an average
life of GU A'ears. The names of 231 " emin-
ent sculptors, painters, architects and engi-

neers," shows an average life of G4 years.

In Griswold's " Poets ofAmerica," the average
age of those who have died is not quite 47.

The Journal learns from a correspondent,

that an old gentleman in Somerville, who is

87 years of age, and has been a tobacco smo-
ker for sixty-five years, has come to the deter-

mination to abandon the habit, and has found
his general health benefited by the change.

Let his example be imitated by all slaves to

the weed.

Dr. Samuel F. Green has returned to New
York from India, after an absence of eleven

years, during which time he has been con-

nected with missions and engaged in the

establishment of a school for the instruction

of natives in medicine, and in the preparation

of books, in the same language, on medical
subjects.

Alligators.—The enormous overflow of

waters " down South" has given the alliga-

tors a widely extended territory. The New
Orleans (La.) Picayune states that on one
plantation over 200 of these amphibious mon-
sters have been killed.

Revivals in Colleges.—Since the last

Thursday in February, revivals have been
enjoyed in more than twenty colleges and
academies in our land, which have resulted,

as far as has been reported, in more than
five hundred hopeful conversions.

A New Lutheran Synod.—Anew Lutheran
Synod has recently been formed in Minnesota
on the basis of the unaltered Augsburg Con-
fession, of which the venerable Rev. C. F.

Heyer, for many years a missionary in Asia,

is president.

Altering the Text.—A correspondent of

the Christian Advocate and Journal^ writing

from Rome, says that the inscription on a
church in that city, taken from Hebrews iv. 16

has been changed so as to read, " Let us come
boldly unto the throne of the Virgin Mary,
that we may obtain mercy, and find grace to

help in time of need."

The Philadelphia Tent.—The preaching
in the Union Tent of the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association of Philadelphia, has been
sustained every evening not rainy, since the

first of Maj-, making fifty-three sermons by
ministers of eleven difi"erent denominations
and attended by 51,000 persons ; an average

of nearly 1,000 daily. Sermons are some-
times preached in foreign languages.

EDITORIAL BOOK-TABLE,
In consequence of the absence from town

of our book critic, the usual notices of new
woi-ks will be deferred until the succeeding

number.
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LAKE GERS.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF MAD.

TOPFFER.

THE route from Sixt to the valley of the

Arva, leads across a chain of high

mountains which stretches between Clure

and Sallenche. This passage is but little

known or traveled except by smugglers

who abound in this neighborhood. These

bold fellows procure their supplies at Mar-

tigny in Valois, sometimes carrying enor-

mous loads across almost inaccessible sum-

mits and descending into the interior val-

leys of Savoy, notwithstanding the custom

house officers keep strict watch along the

frontiers of the country. These custom

house officers wear a particular uniform,

and almost always have dirty hands, and

a pipe in their mouth. Seated in the sun,

they spend their time in idleness until a

carriage chances to pass by, which is not

allowed to proceed until they are satisfied

it contains no contraband goods. In virtue

of their office they open trunks, rummaging
with their dirty hands amongst white linen

garments, silken robes and pocket handker-

chiefs
;
(it has always appeared strange to

me that the government pays them for ex-

ercising this authority.)

The smugglers in this region of country

are armed to the teeth, and would not

hesitate to put a ball through any of these

government officers who dared to walk along

the roads they have reserved for them-

selves. Luckily, these custom house offi-
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cers are aware of this fact, and either do
not walk about at all or take good care to

walk elsewhere.

Custom houses and smuggled goods con-

stitute two great ulcers upon European
morals. The lines of custom hovises which
encircle a country are but a girdle of vice

and licentiousness. These smuggling ex-

peditions too, are admirable schools of rob-

bery and crime which annually send forth

good scholars that subsequently society

must support at its own expense in ita

various prisons and work houses.

I have often had business with these

custom house officers. My shirts have had

the honor to be handled by government

officers on the frontiers of nearly every

country in Europe. Apropos of shirts, I

will relate a little incident. I was on my
way to Lyons ; at Belgrade they examined

our trunks and demanded also to search

our persons to see that we had no watches

concealed, for Geneva is not very far from

thence. I submitted with a good grace to

the operation, but an English officer who
formed one of our party quietly drew his

sword and declared that he would cut in

two the first man that dared attempt to

search him. This caused great excitement.

The custom house officers only asked to

obey their regulation, but they were intim-

idated by this gallant officer of Waterloo

with his cutlass of fine steel. However,

the chief repeated the order authoritative-

ly, " Search this man !" But the other re-

plied with increasing fury, " Come on ! and
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I will cut in two the first man and also the

second, yes, and even the third, that dare

attempt to search me !" By the third he

meant the chief himself.

Thino;s might have ended somewhat

tragically so great was the wrath of the

worthy officer, when I thought I had better

interfere. "But sir," said I, "you might

remove your garments yourself and hand

them to the officers and they can then carry

out their orders without sacrificing your

dignity in the least." I had hardly spoken

before the Englishman, acquiescing in the

proposition, took ofi" his clothes hastily,

throwing them in a pile before the astonish-

ed officers ; and I shall never forget the

manner in which he threw his shirt over

the chief's head, exclaiming, " There, take

it, wretch, take it
!"

I have but seldom had business with the

smugglers, yet I had something to do with

them on the day that I passed alone from

Sixt to Sallenche across the mountains of

which I spoke. The route had been fully

described to me : an hour before reaching

the summit I should pass along the edge of

a little lake called the Lake of Gers, thence

following a ledge of rocks which crosses a

huge glacier, I should descend along the

forests that fringe the cascade of Arpenas,

on the side towards Sallenche. After climb-

ing three hours up a steep ascent, I dis-

covered the little lake. It was a mere pond

shut in by green banks which are reflect-

ed in heavy shadows in the water. The

water was so clear that I could readily per-

ceive the various mosses and plants that

covered the bottom of the pond like a car-

pet. I seated myself on the edge of the

lake, and like Narcissus, looked at myself

in the water. Whilst doing so, I regaled

myself with the wing of chicken that I had

brought, and I can assure you the pleasure

of beholding my own face did not so much

entrance me that I failed not to eat all my
lunch. Besides myself, I saw also in the

lake the reflection of the adjacent ridges,

the neighboring forests and everything

around me, even two crows flying high in

the air, appeared in this mirror as if flying

far down in the depths of the water. "Whilst

I thus amused myself, a head of a man or

woman or beast, at least something having

life, appeared to move on the brow of the

mountain before me!—the very hill that

I was to climb. I raised myself suddenly

to examine the object istelf but I could

see nothing, so that, attributing this

phenomena to some undulation on the

surface of the water, I resumed my route

fully persuaded that I was entirely alone in

all that region of country. However, know-

ing that I had seen something, I stopped

from time to time to look on one side and

the other, and when I was near the place

where I thought I had seen the head, I

made the circuit of several rocks and re-

doubled my watchfulness. I had been

told before starting an incident that oc-

curred on the road that I was then cross-

ing, and which I will here relate :

Eighteen smugglers, each loaded with a

sack of powder from Berne, were crossing

the mountain. The last one of the party

noticed that his sack grew gradually light-

er, and he would have been disposed to con-

gratulate himself on this event had he not

discovered that the diminution in weight

was made at the expense of his load. It

was too true,—a long train of powder might

be seen all along the path he had followed.

This was a loss in itself, but what was of

greater importance, it was a trace that

would have betrayed the course the party

had taken and compromised their safety ;

therefore he cried out "Halt!" at which

si2:nal the seventeen others seated them-

selves on their sacks to take a drink of

brandy and to wipe the perspiration from

their brow.

During the halt, the other retraced his

steps to the beginning of the train of pow-

der. He reached it in about two hours

and in order to obliterate all trace of the

powder, he lighted it with his pipe. Two

minutes after ho heard a tremendous ex-

plosion, which, reverberating against the

sides of the mountain, rolling along the

valleys and rising again through the gorges

occasioned him great surprise. It was
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nothing more than the seventeen sacks

•which being connected with the train, ex-

ploded, hurling high in the air, the seven-

teen heads of families seated on them.

I had become quite warm in the exercise

of walking ; at this elevation, however, the

heat is always moderated by a fine, cool

breeze, besides the beauty of the scene

stretched out beneath the eye captivated

my soul and caused me to forget the petty

inconveniences that under other circum-

stances, appeared sometimes intolerable.

Turning around, I saw quite near me the

frozen summit of Mount Buet. I thought

I saw also, not very far off, something

which dodged behind the last fir tree that

I had passed. I began to imagine that this

might perhaps be the feet belonging to the

head that I had seen, so that I continued

my walk with greater caution. Unfortu-

nately I was by nature exceedingly timid.

The idea that in a duel one is compelled to

look at the point of a sword directly in front

of his right eye, has compelled me ever to

exercise great prudence notwithstanding

my natural disposition is quick to take of-

fence and blunted my susceptibility al-

though my pride is impatient of control. But

I reflected that this might be even worse

than a duel, it might prove to be an attack

upon my purse or my person, or perhaps

both at once, which would be a dreadful

catastrophe, more especially as there would

be no one left to tell the tale. When this

idea shot through my mind I could think

of nothing else, and it influenced me so,

that I determined to hide myself amongst

the rocks to observe from thence what was

going on behind me.

I watched for about half an hour, when
an ill-looking fellow ventured out from

behind the fir trees. He looked a longtime

in the direction of the rocks amongst which

I was concealed, then suddenly struck his

hands together twice. At this signal two

other men made their appearance, and

taking a heavy sack upon their shoulders,

they all proceeded quietly on their way,

smoking their pipes which they had re-

lighted. They soon reached the spot where

I was watching them crouched on the

ground, and there they seated themselves

on their sack, precisely as the seventeen

had done in the story, and as good luck

would have it, they turned their backs to

me.

I had ample time to make my observa-

tions ; these men were well armed, they

had amongstthem a carbine and two pistols,

without taking into account the large sack

which my imagination did not fail to fill

with powder from Berne, and I shuddered

already at the idea of a train, when one of

them rising up, laid his lighted pipe on

the sack, at this sight I commended my
soul to God and awaited the explosion,

squeezing myself close against the rock on

whose shelter I relied just enough to pre-

vent my crying out with terror.

The man who had got up climbed a little

eminence that overlooked the road they

were about to travel, then turning to his

companions said, " I cannot see him."
" All the same," said the other, " this r.as-

cal will be the means of exposing us," and
" I will lay a wager," interrupted the third.

" that this is the reason why he hurried on

before, he is a custom house oflicer in dis-

guise, I "tell you. He stepped as if to

smell around, and looked about every-

where, ah ! if we could only have killed

him he would never have been seen or

heard from in this snug little corner.

' Dead men tell no tales.'
"

" That was the way we managed Gas-

pard, he never came back," replied the

second who had spoken, " see here just at

the bottom of this glen is the place where

his body was thrown. His case was soon

disposed of. Whilst one held him. Lamecho

tied him to a tree, and Peter put a ball

through his temples, so that we had scarce-

ly time to cry out, ' Gaspard, say your

prayers.'" A frightful lauo;h followed these

terrible words, when the same man that

had got up gave the signal to march.
" Zounds !" cried he as he caught a glimpse

of me, "we have caught the bird in its

nest,—here is our gentleman." At these

words the two others jumped up, and I
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saw or thought I saw at immense number
of pistols leveled at my head.

" Gentlemen," said I, " Gentlemen I

—

you are deceived—permit me, I beg of you

to lower your weapons. Gentlemen, I am
the most innocent man in the world, (they

knit their brows,) I beg of you to lower

your pistols which might go off accidental-

ly—I am a literary man, quite a stranger

to custom house officers,—a married man,

the father of a family,—take down your

arms I entreat you, they keep me from

collecting my ideas. Please continue your

road without troubling yourselves about

me. I despise revenue officers, but I take

great interest in your dangerous business.

You are honest men who carry abundance

to the victims of oppression. I have the

honor, gentlemen, to salute you with pro-

found respect." " You are here as a spy !"

said the most wicked of the three in the

tones of Cartouche.
" Not at all, not at all ! I am here for"

—

" To watch and report us. We know
you. We saw you down below prying

around, looking"

—

" At the beautiful prospect, my dear sirs,

nothing else."

" The beautiful prospect ? But tell me
did you crouch down into this corner to

collect herbs ? You are engaged in a bad

business. These mountains are ours. Bad
luck to whoever comes here to scent us.

Say your prayers."

He raised his pistol and I threw myself

on the ground ; the two others then stepped

up between us and a few words in a low

voice were exchanged between the three

at the end of which, one of them placing

his load on my shoulder, without any cere-

mony, cried out, " Move on." Thus I found

myself part and parcel of a smuggling ex-

pedition, it was the first time in my life,

and I will take good care it shall be the

last.

It appeared that my fate was to be de-

cided in some secret council, for these men
did not coucei'n themselves any further

about me, they walked on in silence carry-

ing by turns the two remaining loads. I

continued to renew my asseverations of in-

nocence, but they put little faith in all my
assurances ; they were unable to satisfy

themselves why I had walked with so

much care and looked all around me when
I supposed I was entirely alone. I explain-

ed the mystery by telling them of the ap-

parition I had seen whilst looking into the

little lake. " It is all the same," said the

ill-favored one, " you might inform on us,

march on, we will soon be in the forest,

there we will settle your hash."

You may readily judge with what sad

forebodings I heard these words, and

during the half hour that it required to

reach the neighboring forest, I had ample

time to imagine the anguish of mind that

a culprit suffers on his way to the scaffold.

He is indeed an object deserving of pity.

I had still two things in my favor, my in-

nocence, and the probability of meeting

someone,without counting that of throwing

myself and my load into a deep ravine that

opened upon the right. The first of these

chances did not present itself, the others I

did not wish to adopt, so that we arrived

at the forest without interruption. There

these men took off my load, tied me to a

huge larch tree, and instead of blowing

my brains out as they had done Gaspard,

they said to me, "We must have twenty

four hours for safety, we hope you will

enjoy yourself and to-morrow when we re-

turn we will release you ;" after which

they took up their load and left me. I

thought that nature had never before ap-

peared to me so beautiful and glorious as

at that moment. It was singulai", but the

larch tree did not annoy me ; twenty-four

hours appeared but as a moment. These

men were very clever fellows, a little rough

it is true, but otherwise good hearted and

kind. My life was really saved ! for some

minutes an intense joy succeeded to my
previous anguish, so that I was in a mea-

sure overcome, and when I came to myself

tears rolled down my face. I do not wish

to burden the narrative with a recital of

the emotions that agitated my heart, yet

why need I conceal the fact that hardly
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did I feel my safety than I returned thanks

to God with all the strength of my soul

;

and the tears that flowed so readily were

tears of love and gratitude to Him in whose

hand our breath is. I blessed him a thou-

sand times, and the first feeling that suc-

ceeded these emotions was that of the joy

I should experience after such great dis-

tress, when I was again safe in the bosom
of my family. I was so impatient to go and

throw myself into their arms, that for the

first time I was made aware of the incon-

veniences of having a larch tree fastened

to my body.

It was two o'clock in the afternoon, I had
only twenty-three hours to wait. The place

in which I was was wild, all covered with

snow, and rarely, if ever frequented by
travelers. Moreover a person had appear-

ed shortly after my persecutors had left

me, but so great was my respect for them

thinking they might not be far off, that I

had begged him not to set me free not even

to approach. However about four o'clock

my reverence for them had decreased in

the direct ratio of the square of the dis-

tance, and at the same time the tree began

to hurt my back terribly. I then ardent-

ly wished for some one to cut my cords or

even the rat in the fable, when I saw a

half-witted fellow approaching. He was

very singularly dressed,—he had on a hat

full of holes, and breeches, but no stock-

ings, and under his nose a sort of black

streak, proving the immoderate use of to-

bacco, which' was doubtless contraband.

" Halloa ! ho ! to the rescue ! my brave fel-

low," cried I, but instead of coming to my
relief, he stopped short and took an enor-

mous pinch of snuff.

The peasant of Savoy is more prudent

than cunning, he is never in a hurry, he

stretches out his arm only when he sees

his way clear and never mingles in any

matter which may occasion him trouble

with the authorities or difficulty with his

neighbors or bring him into confl'ict with

the king's troops, in other respects he is the

best man in the world, as I proved on this

occasion.

This simpleton was the cleverest fellow

in the world, but to find a man fastened to

a tree did not appear so clear to him.

This might perhaps be by direction of the

authorities, or by some one or some thing.

Therefore instead of approaching me, he

examined me narrowly.

At length, " You seem to be having a

good time"—said he smiling roguishly and
as if I had come there for the pleasure of

a walk—" a very good time I"

" Come set me free instead of talking

about the pleasant time, it is no doubt very

amusing to you !"

" You will be set free soon enough.

Have you been there long?" "About three

hours,—Come, to the work !"

He took two steps. "Is it any thing

wicked that you have been doing."

"I will tell you all about it—let me go

first."

He then took three more steps and I

thought that at length my troubles were

at an end when he began to inquire in a

low voice, and with an air of mystery,

" Tell me, have you seen any smugglersV
" Yes, you have guessed right. These

rascals have tied me in these woods that

I might remain until they pass by again

to-morrow."

These words produced an astonishing

effect upon the simpleton, he recoiled with

fright and appeared to be transfixed to the

spot. Then not being able to restrain my
wrath I insulted him, and treated him as

the most despicable fellow that has or

rather has not a human face. As for him

without being moved by my reproaches,

" We will see about it," muttered he, as

he crept quietly away, " you will be set

free soon enough," then redoubling his

speed he disappeared in a turn of the path

whilst I accompanied him with maledic-

tions.

I did not know what to think or do. My
emotion was aggravated by what I had

said to this man, who might, perhaps, ex-

pose me to the smugglers, if indeed he

was not himself attached to the band.

Thus my mind began to be very gloomy,
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and had it not been for the gambols of

two squirrels, which somewhat diverted

me, I would have been exceedingly un-

happy. These playful, though timid lit-

tle animals, thinking themselves alone in

the woods frolicked about with that perfect

freedom and grace of motion that knows

no fear and pursuing each other from tree

to tree they surprised me by their agility

and the rapidity of their movements. As
I formed part of the larch tree to which I

\vas attached, one of them boldly ran the

whole length of my body in order to reach a

neighboring tree up which the other follow-

ed him from branch to branch to the very

top. All at once they remained perfectly

motionless as if by one accord which made

me think that from their high perch they

saw some one approaching.

And I was not deceived. A large fat

man soon appeared, followed by the simple-

ton. He had three chins, a face like the

full moon, with a very small eye and wore

a coat with a long tail and a three cornered

hat. As soon as he perceived me—he

began to examine me closely. " Who are

you," I asked him.

" I am the magistrate of this district,"

he replied, without advancing a step.

" Well, sir, I beseech you to set me free

or make that fellow unloose me who stands

there at your side taking snujBF."

" We will deliver you soon enough !"

answered both of them at once. " Tell us a

little about your business,"—added the

syndic.

Taught by experience, I determined not

to whisper a word about smugglers. " My
story is very simple ; I have been attacked

and robbed by highwaymen, who have fas-

tened me to this tree, and 1 demand to be

released at once."

" Ah ! is that it," said the syndic,—" did

you say highwaymen ?"

"Yes, highwaymen. I was crossing the

mountain with a mule which cai'ried my
valise. They have robbed me and carried

off both the mule and my baggage."

"Ah! that is it!"

" Yes, certainly, that is it ! and now as

you have been informed, come here and set

me free without delay, come."
" So, that is it !" he repeated instead of

advancing. "Let us see, the writings will

cost considerable."

" Let me go I tell you, what do you
suppose I want with writings."

" AVhy don't you see,—it is necessary to

reduce this to writing for the purposes of

justice."

"You can put it in writing afterwards,

let me go now."
" It is not possible my dear sir,—I should

be doing wrong, we must get your testi-

mony first and then release you after-

wards. I will go and get witnesses, for I

must have two signatures to the document.

It will take some little time to get them,

you understand, and then to pay their

expenses, butofcourseyou have themeans."

Then turning to the simpleton, "Go down
to Pernetta's, she will tell you where her

husband the notary is, hunt him up and
send him here ; after which go over to

St. Martin where you will find Benaiton,

the church warden, who is sure to be there,

tell him to come up also and let the notary

bring with him his writing desk and some

paper bearing the official stamp. Go my
son, make haste ; with honest people we
can make a bargain afterwards and loose

nothing by it. Go, and passing by Yalois,

stop and tell John Mark that his mare has

the glanders and they are going to apply

caustic, but that she will probably be well

by fall. Go."
" I wish he was in Jericho, and John

Mark and his mare and you with him, you

stupid fellow, without feeling or humanity,

but hold—let me go and I will give you

each a louis d'or."

At this proposal the simpleton who had

already started, stopped short, opening

his eyes wide. But the magistrate replied,

" you will have to pay for the writings and

all the expenses, and afterwards furnish

money to drink j^our health all round, this

is right enough, but to attempt to bribe us

in advance, you might put louis d'or upon

louis d'or and it would accomplish nothing.
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Do you not know that the office of syndic

has descended from father to son from the

time of Antoine Baptiste to my ancestor,

and before we would accept a bribe the

Avoa shall go dry. " Go thou," said he

to the simpleton. " Have patience,"—added

he as he was about to leave me—" I am
going to bring you half a pint of red

wine, that will serve to strengthen yqu."

The unfortunate but praiseworthy hon-

esty of this man was equaled only by his

reverence for forms. I was left alone

again, and this time felt very certain that

I would not be released before the next

day. I therefore strove to accustom my-

self to this idea. Fortunately the evening

was mild, and the air deliciously calm.

The sun, already on the decline, threw his

rays horizontally into the forest, and the

trunks of the huge trees were thrown in

long shadows upon the mossy ground, all

alight with warm and glowing tin,ts. Cer-

tain buzzards that I had seen overhead

had disappeared ; a company of crows

seeking their nightly roost flew croaking

across the valley of the Avoa ; and the hill

tops, as the light faded from them, seemed

to pass from the activity of life to the si-

lence of sleep. This evening quiet, when
nature enveloped in shadows is lulled to

sleep in the arms of night, exerts over the

soul a secret power which causes all grief

and sorrow to be forgotten in the charm
of a sweet melancholy. Notwithstanding

the unpleasantness of my situation these

feelings did not escape me. My heart

gently stirred within me, went back through

the hours of this eventful day, and re-

membering the distress of the morning, it

relished more keenly the tranquillity of the

evening, coupled with the hope of a deliver-

ance although not immediate, at least cer-

tain, and comparatively near at hand.

With the last rays of the setting sun,

however, I saw approaching a group of men,

women and children, almost an entire vil-

lage. These persons coming between me
and the sun, formed moving profiles on the

transparent foliage of the smaller larch

trees, so that I did not at first recognize

amongst them the magistrate and his half

pint. He was there, however, and beside

him the curate, who also had heard the

news of my adventure. The visit of this

curate filled me with hope and I sought to

take advantage of all the Christian virtues

I might find in him, in order to effect my
deliverance.

This curate was very old and infirm and
walked slowly.

" So ho !" said he when he sawme, " these

rascals have cruelly tied you, sir. You
have my sympathy."

The frank, open manner of the good old

man filled me with joy. " It is an outrage,

certainly,"—replied I,
—" but you will ex-

cuse me since on their account I am not able

eitlier to bow or take off my hat. Let me
beg to have a few words with you in pri-

vate."

" It seems to me it is more important to

let you go first," replied he, " and then you
can converse with me with more satisfac-

ion. Come, Antoine," said he to the

magistrate, "set to work and cut these

cords—it cannot be done too soon."

I was overwhelmed with emotions of

heartfelt thankfulness. Antoine havins;

drawn his knife froni his pocket was about

to cut my cords when the simpleton who
wanted the cord and who was anxious to

secure it whole, snatched the knife and
went right at the knot which he untied in

a few moments. Hardly had I been set

free than I stretched out my hand to the

curate, and in the first emotions of joy I

bowed on both knees before him. But 1

immediately felt a sharp pain all through

my body and incapable of moving my tired

limbs I was compelled to sit down on the

grass. Then Antoine approached with
the half pint, whilst the curate sent one

of his parishioners to bring his mule for

my use. These orders being given, " Now,"
said he, " I am ready to listen to you,"
and the whole village, women, youngsters
priests, magistrates and church warden
made a circle around me. The sun was
just setting.

I related my story in all its details. The
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atrocious circumstances attending the

death of Gaspard filled these good men
with horror, and when I repeated the oath

that had provoked a laugh from the smug-

glers, " Gaspard, say your prayers/' the

whole company, curate and parishioners

made the sign of the cross simultaneously.

I finished my recital without forgetting

to mention the extreme prudence of the

simpleton or the ridiculous scruples of the

magistrate. And when I was through,
" It is well," said the old curate ; then ad-

dressing his parishioners, " Listen to me

!

you are afraid and tremble before these

rascals, and now you see why they dare to

act as they do, knaves who thus attack

brave men, and what is worse is, that many
grow rich by their abominable trade.

"You may readily see now, Andre, where

this excessive use of tobacco and the en-

couragement of its trade will lead. Your
nose is gorged with it whilst you wear no

stockings, it is bad enough to have no

stockings, but to buy this tobacco from the

smugglers is dreadful, and yet to avoid

getting into a sci'ape with them you are

afraid to aid a man in trouble as every

Christian should. But do you know Andre,

these brigands shall suffer all the pangs of

purgatory, and I cannot vouch for those

that encourage them. Take my advice,

my child, use less tobacco and buy it

of the proper authorities. As for An-

toine he thought he was doing right,

and what is better he has done right, it is

the law that ties his hands and not his

own inclinations." The good curate in

saying these words slapped Antoine

familiarly on the shoulder, who, proud of

this approval of his prudent and disinter-

ested conduct given before the whole vil-

lage, straightened himself up holding his

half pint in one hand and his three corner-

ed hat in the other.

During this harangue the mule arrived.

I was assisted to mount and I could at

length bid adieu to the larch tree.

The picturesque procession descended

the mountain in the clear twilight. The

syndic holding the bridle, whilst the good

curatewalked besideme,and behindfollow-

ed the villagers sometimes scattered over

the mossy carpets of the woods, sometimes

collected together in the bottom of a ravine

and again descending in a long column
the crooked path of the narrow highway.

In half an hour we reached some open

pasture grounds from whence we could

distinguish the other side of the valley of

the Avoa already buried in profound

obscurity, and at a little distance from ua

some signs of cultivation, beech trees, and
the pointed arrow of a dilapidated belfry.

Here was the village. As soon as we
entered it, "Good evening to you all,"

said the curate to his people. " As for

you, sir, I can give you a bed and some
supper, it is fast day but I noticed above

that you were not a catholic so we will

give you the best we have. Martha !"

cried he, as we approached his humble

home, " get a chicken ready as soon as you

can, and give me the key of the cellar."-

I supped alone with this excellent man,

who fasted whilst I devoured the chicken.

After we had finished a bottle of old wine

that he had opened to do me honor, I bade

my host good night, in order to seek that

rest I so much needed.

The next day I descended to Maglan.

I had designed to visit Chamouni but after

so rude an adventure I felt no disposition

to remain in the country, and therefore

turned my back upon the mountains and

hastened home by the shortest route.

L. L. H.

There is a perversity in human nature

which makes us relax our efibrts at the

moment when they might be rewarded

with the most splendid success.

If good deeds are at first unworthily re-

ceived, they are afterwards more properly

appreciated.

Every time we peruse the Bible, in a

proper frame of mind, it discloses new at-

traction.
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THE CALENDAR, CIVIL AND ECCLE-

SIASTICAL.

WE wish to direct attention to those

divisions of the calendar, that ^the

necessities of civil life have formed, with

the assistance of Astronomical Science, and

also those periods, with the laws for their

determination, which religion has set apart

for holy services. We trust the subject

may not seem too commonplace for close

and careful examination. It often hap-

pens, that a common subject may be very

little understood, because our attention

has never been directed to it.

The Jews, as the pages of both Old and

New Testament clearly show, the Chinese,

the Italians and the ancient Athenians be-

gan their day at the setting of the sun.

One can well understand how a simple

people devoted to agricultural pursuits, not

given to the study and cultivation of sci-

ence, would naturally select as the com-

mencement of their civil day, either the

rising or setting of that bright orb, whose

beams were to give light to their path and

to infuse genial warmth throughout the

animal and vegetable kingdoms. These two

events in the histoi-y of the day were re-

garded as the great facts of the natural

world, to which both the activity and liv-

ing energy of all that possessed life were

due, since the rising of the sun was the

great stimulus to action and, when weary

of continual exertion, the darkness, its set-

ting produced, allowed of rest and refresh-

ing repose to the animal world. There is

thus a reason arising from man's relations

to nature for the adoption of this notation.

It also explains the reason for the form of

expression which Moses employs to denote

the first days of Creation, —" the evening

and the morning were the first day." A
writer of the present day would say, " the

morning and the evening," instead of em-

ploying the old form which sprang from

the mode of reckoning time in use with

the Jews.

Whatever period may be adopted for

the commencement of the civil day, it

must be determined by the aid of the hea-

venly bodies, and thus by a bond of ne-

cessary union we are bound to the plan-

ets and stars that shine in immensity of

space,—bound by such a harmonious rela-

tion that all our daily duties are regulated

by them, while their inhabitants are in

similar manner indebted to our planet and

its kindred, for the arrangement and con-

trol of their daily avocations. And though

our most ingeniously contrived and artis-

tically finished chronometers may rendei:

our divisions of the time, which intervenes

between the fixed periods given by astro-

nomical observations, somevrhat accurate

and reliable, yet we are obliged continually

to alter them by the great regulators which

the Eternal has established in the skies.

As our American orator* so beautifully

expressed the idea in his oration on Astro-

nomy—"for all the kindreds and tribes

and tongues of men,—each upon their own
meridian—the eternal sun strikes twelve at

noon, and the glorious constellation's, far

up in the everlasting belfries of the skies,

chime twelve at midnight ; twelve for the

pale studentover his flickeringlamp, twelve

amid the flaming wonders of Orion's belt,

if he crosses the meridan at that fated

hour ;—twelve by the weary couch of lan-

guishing humanity ;—twelve in the star-

paved courts of the Empyrean ;—twelve

for the heaving tides of the ocean ;—twelve

for the weary arm of labor ; twelve for the

toiling brain ; twelve for the watching, wa-

king, broken heart ; twelve for the meteor

which blazes for a moment and expires;

twelve for the comet whose period is meas-

ured by centuries ; twelve for every sub-

stantial, for every imaginary thing, which

exists in the sense, the intellect, or the

fancy, and which the speech or thought of

man, at the given meridian, refers to the

lapse of time."

The year means the number of days that

are required by the sun in its apparent

movements, before it returns to the same

position on the ecliptic, whether this posi-

tion be at the summer or winter solstices,

* Everett's Discourse on the Uses of Astronomy.
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the autumnal or spring equinoxes. It is

not composed of an even number of solar

days, but consists of three hundred and

sixty-five days and a fraction under six

hours. The difficulties which this fraction

has created for astronomers and chronolo-

gists in past history, as well as the plans

proposed to avoid further trouble about it,

will be considered directly.

The year is divided into Seasons, which

divisions, although not employed as legal,

y,et ai'e in use, with all mankind. These

are also determined by the relation of the

Earth to the Sun, so that the Record in the

first chapter ©f Genesis concerning the

fourth day of Creation, can be literally

interpreted, and the lights which were then

established in the firmament have been not

only "for signs," but also "for seasons,

and for days, and years."

It would be profitable to examine close-

ly the nature of the efi"ects which the Sun

produces during the four seasons of tlfe

year,—to see how the scenes of nature are

changed as though by magic power,—to

watch the gradual disappearance of snow

and ice at the determination of winter,

—

the gentle metamorphosis of rough and

craggy ice-bergs into streams that glide

down the hillside and make glad the ver-

dure of the plain,—to pluck the floral beau-

ties which cover the meadow,—to view,

with thankful heart to the All-wise and

Omnipotent God, the fields Avith their rich

return for home labor as the evening winds

may blow across the summits of the wav-

. ing grain,— or to join in the exultant shout

of thankfulness that the devout heart pours

forth in the song of harvest home. The

seasons are so many periods for attracting

man's attention to the wonders of Creation

and the greatness of the Creator, that they

form an unending theme for the philoso-

pher and the poet. The harmony tliat ex-

ists throughout all portions of creation is

here shown in its most wonderful form.

Nothing is discordant. The Master's hand

has combined all in the Avondrous notes

which are poured forth, by his creation, as

tribute to the Creator's power. The sea-

sons follow as regular developments of each

other.

The childhood of Spring, bright and glee-

some, is but the bud which Avill develop

into the glorious maturity of Summer,
destined also in time to become the matron-

ly autumn, and to totter, in the decrepi-

tude and cheerlessness of old age, as chill-

ing winter to the tomb. But the end is

not yet,—no! the regulations of Omnipo-

tence have assigned to the seasons the

duty of continually rehearsing their parts

so long as the earth is subject to the laws

of time, and thus while the earth is bearing

fruit to man, is supplying his wants and

providing for his comforts, it is ever preach-

ing to him that all things are bound to

decay, and that the end of natural life is

inevitable death.

We have now to consider as the next

division of time, one which, though en-

forced by civil authority, yet has its origin

not in national causes, but in the religious

feelings of man. The week indicates "a
regular succession of days of labor and

rest." It is a division of time not found

among all nations, but has existed from the

earliest periods among the Chinese, Jews,

Egyptians, Chaldeans and Arabians. We
shall, see on examining the etymology of

the English names of the days of the week,

as well as those employed to designate the

latter by the French, that they are associ-

ated in some very intimate way with the

names of the Grecian and Roman deities,

or with those of the Northmen ;—the En-

glish being derived from Saxon and the

French from the Classic mythology. Sun-

day is the day of the Sun ; Monday that of

the Moon ; Tuesday that of Tuisco, a deity

corresponding to Mars ; Wednesday that of

Wodin or Odin—the Alfadur or AU-fother,

who regulated the season by the creation

of the sun and moon, and along with Vili

and Ve—the other two gods, who were

formed in the beginning,—created man,

Odin granting him life and soul, Vili rea-

son and motion, and Ve the senses and

speech ; Thursday is the day of Thor—the

god of thuuder ; Friday that of Frigga the
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wife of Odin ; and Saturday the day of Sa-

turn. We observe then of the seven da^-s

that their names are the same with those

of the seven planets known to the ancients,

viz : the Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury,

Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. The etymolo-

gy of the namesjustifies the conclusion that

they were given for astronomical reasons,

and thus the week contains " traces of some

ancient astronomical system," which is not

clearly understood at the present day.

Various explanations have been given of

the peculiar nature of this ancient astron-

omy, but none seem satisfactory. Arago

advances the idea also' that special virtues

were attributed to the number seven by the

ancients, and that "no one would have

dared in Egypt, Greece or Rome to an-

nounce the existence of more than seven

planets, as it would have been an infringe-

ment on the prerogatives of the number

seven which would have entitled him to the

maledictious of religion, and the punish-

ment would have been death." The first

day of the week is necessarily to be deter-

mined by ancient observances. The Jews,

who give us the fullest records of the early

establishment of the division of time, cele-

brated, in accordance with the fourth

commandment delivered to Moses on Mount
Sinai, that day as peculiarly sacred on

which God ^'rested," after the works of

creation had been accomplished, and espe-

cially blessed and sanctified. This is called

the seventh day in the second chapter of

Genesis, and the Sabbath day in the twen-

tieth chapter of Exodus, and is still celebra-

ted by the Jews, as it has always been, on

Saturday. From this we observe the right

that Sunday has to be called the first day of

the week.

The division of the week has never been

rejected by any nation that has once adop-

ted it, with a single exception—that of

France. In 1793, when the misnamed Re-

publican party held the power over that

fair land, Infidelity had become so widely

diffused that the traces even of religious

customs could not be retained. A general

destruction, of all that savored of an ac-

knowledgment of religion or its rites, was
effected amid bacchanalian orgies and Sa-

tanic revelry. The week with its one day,

nominally at least, devoted to the service

of the great Ruler of the earth, could not

be permitted to remain. The very name
of that day—DImanche—a corruption of

dies Dominica, the Lord's Day, would be a
continual rebuke to the vice and crime of

the government. Hence, the week must
be abolished, and in its stead a period of

ten days, called a decade, established. For
a period of thirteen years this arrangement

was carried out, and the outrage upon the

express command of the great Jehovah
perpetrated by a government steeped in

the filthiest vices and the grossest profa-

nation of religion and its laws. But " man
proposes and God disposes,"—the decade

of the godless man of science—of the blas-

pheming infidel, has been rejected from the

the records of history ; and the week with

its regular days devoted to labor and toil,

and its one day consecrated to the service

of God, has again been restored, even in

France, as a regular division of time.

The week was due to religious authority;

by this it was established, and hence the

necessity of its preservation, and its im-

portance, as a division of time, is as great

as though it had been regularly derived

from astronomical laws. Days and years

are produced by the phenomena which
these laws exhibit,—they follow each other

with unfaltering regularity, and form an
unbroken series extending from the primal

creative fiat
—"Let there be light"—down

to our own time. Each one has first existed

as^a possibility in the. future, then as an

actuality in the present, abounding in its

human sorrows and human joys, and finally

has been reckoned among the things of the

past—adding one to the number of the

spectral column whose grim ranks consti-

tute the skeleton of history. The week,

however, has been appointed by God him-

self, not as the effect of any preordained

laws, or as a consequence of their opera-

tion, but by special and direct command.
Hence, it claims our special veneration,

—
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our due acknowledgment. Violate we
may the great law of nature that "day is

the time for work," and night that of rest,

and the consequences will merely be an

exhaustion of vital energies, and a complete

undermining of the constitution. We may
disrespect the year, with its sequences of

seasons, may sow the grain in summer, or

in the midst of winter, may clothe oursel-

ves in the thin apparel of July and en-

deavor to breast the storms of December,

and the consequences will only be bodily

want and suffering. But if we violate the

week, a higher punishment awaits us. We
have violated that which was solemnly es-

tablished amid the most impressive mani-

festations of Omnipotent power, and have

boldly claimed the right to use that which

He declared was " the Sabbath of the Lord

thy God." The punishment for this is great-

er and more enduring than that for the vio-

lation of the day and the year. In the latter

case, the consequences are confined to time,

—^in the former, they extend through the

boundless limits of eternity—the immense
ocean in which time floats like a small

bubble of foam, sparkling for a while in the

colors that its own walls have produced by

the decomposition of the pure light that

has visited them from the Eternal Sun, and

then swallowed up in the great waves with-

out a trace left behind.

Months were doubtless first adopted as

a matter of convenience. The memory
would find it very inconvenient to recollect

particular circumstances, if the three divi-

sions considered, were the only means of

expressing intervals of time. It was desi-

rable that the weeks should be grouped
together and a name be given to such

groups. In addition to this, however, we
have some reason to believe that they were
originally constructed in accordance with

the movements of the moon, and that the

period of time required for its changes

constituted a month. This idea is sustain-

ed by the etymology of our word month,

which is derived from the Saxon monath,

and it from mona, the moon. In like man-
ner the words employed in other languages

for month are derived from the word used to

indicate the moon. The time required for a

complete revolution of the moon from one

point in theheavens tothesamepoint again,

or that consumed between any two full

moons, or new moons, constitutes a lunar

month. This forms a period of about twenty-

nine and a half days. In common parlance

four weeks are considered as making a lunar

month, so that the year, if this were true,

would consist of thirteen lunar months.

The revolution of the moon soon ceased

to regulate the months of the year. A di-

vision into lunar months might have been

found inconvenient, and it certainly must

have been unmanageable as the Italian

method of reckoning time from sunset. Had
the moon performed its revolution in an even

number of days, there would have been no

difficulty about it, but as there was a frac-

tional portion of a day in the time employed,

the lunar period was unsuited for civil pur-

poses.

The Egyptians adopted a plan for divid-

ing the year, which was evidently based

upon the idea involved in the lunar periods.

The month consisted of thirty days. Twelve

months formed the year, but there was
always added five coinpUmentary days to

the last month, before the reckoning began

with the New Year. This would give three

hundred and sixty-five days to the year.

The Egyptians called the months Thoth,

Paophi, Athyr, Choeac, Tybi, Mechir,

Phamenoth, Pharmouti, Pachon, Payni,

Epiphi, Mesori. The complimentary days

are called Nisi, for the common year, and

Kebus for the intercalary by the modern

Cophts. A system, very similar to this

Egyptian system, was introduced into the

French Republican Calendar of 1793,

—

that is the division of the year into twelve

months of thirty days, Avith five or six com-

plimentary days, which were called, in

consequence of their Revolutionary origin,

sansculloiides.

The Greeks divided the year into twelve

months, which were alternately ofthirty and

twenty-nine days, and the deficiency was

made up by an intercalary month. Their
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months were divided into three decades, and

the days these contained were numbered

from one up to ten. The months always be-

gan with the end of one moon and the be-

ginning of the other. Theresas, however,

no general system adopted throughout

Greece, and diiferent States employed

months of different length.

To the Roman system of dividing the

year our attention is particularly invited,

since the names of our months have mostly

been derived from theirs. The Roman
Calendar first consisted of ten months, and

the year began with what is our third

month. This was called Mars, after the

god of war, from whom Romulus was as-

serted to have descended. The second

month received the name of April from the

the verb aperire, to open or unfold, as the

earth was then unlocked from the severity

of winter, and softened by the warming
rays of the sun and melting showers, the

buds began to appear and prepare the way
for vernal flowers. The third was dedica-

ted to Maia, the daughter of Atlas and

Pleione, who was the mother of Mercury,

and eventually one of the stars constituting

the constellation known as the Pleiades.

The fourth was consecrated to Juno—the

wife of Jupiter and the Queen of Heaven.
The remaining sis months of the Roman
year, as established by Romulus, received

their names from their numerical position,

and were called Qumtilis, Sextilis, Septem-

ber, October, November, and December.
The additional months added by Numa,
were called January, from Janus, who
presided over the gates of heaven, and
hence this month was then employed as the

commencement of the year, and February
from the wordfehrua, signifying sacrifices

for the spirits of the dead, which were

offered during this month. We have pre-

served all these names, excepting Quintilis

and Sextilis. As Julius Csesar was born
in the month Quintilis, its name was
changed to that of July, and the name of

August was given to the month Sextilis,

in honor of Octavius Augustus, who became
a consul during that month.

The Roman months were divided into

three unequal periods, the first days of

which were known as Calends, Nones and
Ides. The Calends occurred on the first

day of the month, the Nones on the 5th or

7th, and the Ides on the 13th or 15th. The
days between these dates were character-

ized by their distance from the next festival,

so that the days of the month after the Ides,

would be called so many days before the

Calends of the next month, those after the

Calends so many days before the Nones,

and those after the Nones so many before

the Ides. The whole year consisted of but

three hundred and fifty-five days, and in

order to make the correction necessary on
account of the inadequacy of this number
of days to complete the period consumed
in the revolution of the earth around the

sun, an intercalary or supplementary month
was added every two years.* This was
called Mercedonius, and was inserted be-

tween the 23rd and 24th of February. This

addition was made in order that the civil

and the astronomical year might com-

mence on the same day, at least every other

year. The month Mercedonius some years

was longer than others, in order to bring

about this agreement, and the determina-

tion of its length was left to the High-
priests. This power gave rise to great cor-

ruption, as it rendered its possessors able to

shorten the period of office for their enemies
and lengthen it for their friends. Con-
fusion of the most annoying character

invaded the chronologic reckoning of the

Romans, until we are told that theautumnal
festivals were celebrated in the spring and
those of summer in the middle of winter.

This state of affairs attracted the atten-

tion of Julius Ctesar and the result was the

Julian reformation of the Calendar. It was
accomplished with the aid of the Egyptian
astronomer Sosigenes. The first object

was to have an intercalation for the defici-

ency of the civil when compared with the

astronomical year, which should be regular

and free from alteration, and the next was
to compensate for the fractional portion of

* Arago, Astronom.ie Populaire, iv., 665.
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the day which was appended to the three

hundred and sixty-five days in order to

make up the astronomical year. This

latter object was accomplished by giving

the civil year a definite number of days,

omitting the fraction, and adding one day

every four years to the number contained

in the year in order to make up for the

omission. The ordinary year would con-

tain three hundred and sixty-five days,

while every fourth year would have three

hundred and sixty-six. The month Mer-

cedonius was rejected and the days were

apportioned out through the other months

of the year, just as we have them at present

in use over the whole globe, wherever

civilized man dwells. The intercalated

day was added to February, which has

every fourth year twenty-nine instead of

twenty-eight days ; and instead of counting

it as a separate day, Ctesar adopted the

plan of reckoning the 24th of the month
twice, and as this day was called sexto-

calendas, the repetition of it received the

name of bissexto-calendas, or simply dies

bissextus, whence our own name, given to

the year of three hundred and sixty-six

days

—

bissextile. This Julian reformation

took place forty-five years before the Chris-

tian Era. Owing to the imperfect manner
that the bissextile day was employed,

Augustas bad the Calendar again corrected,

thirty-six years after the date of the Julian

reformation.

The whole Julian reformation was bas-

ed upon the idea that the revolution of the

earth around the sun was accomplished in

three hundred and sixty-five days and six

hours, whereas in fact it occupies but three

hundred and , sixty-five days, five hours,

forty-eight minutes, fort^'-nine and seven

tenths seconds. The Julian Calendar

could be employed for a number of years

without any great Inconvenience, but as

the mean length of its year difi'ers from the

astronomical year, a period must eventually

arrive when there would be important

differences between the two, and the sea-

sons, according to the Calendar, would be

very different from those which were occur-

ring in fact. The council of Nice, in 325,

adopted a plan in order to determine the

festival of Easter, based upon the suppo-

sition that the vernal equinox would take

place alwaj's on the 21st of March. But
if the civil year is considered as being three

hundred and sixty-five and one fourth days

long, then, in consequence of the greater

length of this period, the following error

would arise, the equinox would fall a frac-

tion of a day earlier than the Calendar

would call for it. This difference, though

small, would be increased with each year

until it would at length be days instead of

minutes. While the Calendar would lead

us to expect it on the 21st of March, it

would take place on the 20th, 19th 18th,

&c. As we shall find hereafter, Easter is

regulated by the period of the Vernal

Equinox, and these differences between its

real appearance and the time claimed for

it in the Calendar, turned the attention of

the church to the necessity of a new reform

of the latter. This reform was accom-

plished under the authority and direction

of Pope Gregory XIII. in the year 1582.

In the 1257 years that had elapsed since

the Council of Nice, the Julian year had

gained ten days on the astronomical year,

and in 1582 the Vernal Equinox fell on

the 11th of March instead of the 21st.

The Council of Trent had recommended

that some means be adopted to rectif}^ this

error. The Pope ordered that the day af-

ter the 4th of October, instead of being

called the 5th, should be called the 15th.

This reform was not considered as com-

plete, however, until there should be some
law established for preventing the same
difficulty hereafter, and to make such a

law, an edict was promulged that in every

four hundred years there should be only

ninety-seven bissextile years, instead of

one hundred, which the Julian Calendar

allowed. This would cut off three da3'S

from every four hundred years, giving a

mean length to the year somewhat longer

than the astronomical year, but so little

differing that there would bo a gain of one

day only in four thousand years.
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The rule for bissextile years is that every

year divisible by four is entitled to the extra

day appended to February, but that those

years which terminate as 1500, 1600, 1700,

1800, &G., and which are really divisible

by four, must be divisible first by one

hundred and then by four, in order to be

considered bissextile. In this way in the

space of four hundred years, three years

which would be bissextile according to the

Julian Calendai", will remain common,

that is, will contain but three hundred

and sixty-five daj's, and thus, in every one

hundred bissextile years, according to the

Julian Calendar, there is retained but

ninety-seven, according to the Gregorian.

In the year 1700, the difference of dates

between the two Calendars became equal

to eleven days, and in 1800 to twelve days.

The dates, according to the Julian reckon-

ing, are now known as " the old style,"

and those according to the Gregorian as

the new style. The Julian system is still

employed in Russia, and consequently there

is a difference of twelve days between the

dates of events as recorded by the Rus-

sians and by other nations.

There was great objections at first in

Protestant countries to the adoption of the

Gregorian changes in the Calendar. The

great religious movements of the daywhich

had resulted in a denial of papal suprem-

acy by a portion of the Western Church,

and a rejection of the customs and usages

that were peculiar to the Church of Rome,

—these were but little calculated to admit

any agreement on the part of either Ro-

man Catholic or Protestant on subjects

religious or scientific. The sturdy Protes-

tant declared that he would rather not

agree with the sun than agree with the

court of Rome, and therefore hesitated a

long time about adopting the Gregorian

changes. The decree of the Pope estab-

lished the Gregorian Calendar on October

5-15, 1582. It was adopted in France,

December 10-20, 1582; in the Catholic

kingdoms of Germany in 1584, and the

Protestant in February 19-March 1, 1600;

in Poland in 1586 ; and in England Sep-

tember 3-14, 1752.

"VVe have thus traced the history of our

civil year, from its first establishment by
Romulus, down to the changes which were

instituted by Gregory XIII, under the

advice of Lilio. It will be seen that cen-

turies elapsed before science succeeded in

defining not only the Calendar for any fixed

year, but in obtaining the law of the varia-

tions of the Julian from the Astronomical

year. It would be an error if we were to

conclude that the civil year always com-

menced with the first of January. Arago

gives five different periods which were or

are employed by different modern nations

as the beginning of the business year.

The birth day of Christ, December 25th,

was celebrated as the beginning of the year

in France during the reign of Charlemagne.

In the same country, about the year 755,

the first of March was selected as the com-

mencement of the civil year; and during

the 12th and 13th centuries, Easter day,

notwithstanding it is movable between the

22nd of March and the 25th of April, was

used by some of the French. Up to 1752

In England, the year began with the festival

of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary,

which was celebrated March 25th. During

the year 1751, Parliament determined that

1752 should be considered as commencing

with the first of January. In this way,

1751, really consisted of but nine months,

and the ignorant populace are said to have

vented their indignation upon the authors

of the bill, pursuing Lord Chesterfield with

the cry " give us back our three months."

The first of January was retaken as the

beginning of the year by the Germans in

1500. It is now adopted by nearly all

nations excepting the Russians, where the

commencement of the year corresponds with

our thirteenth of January.

A few words on the subject of ei-as.

It is necessary to have some fixed point in

the history of the past from which we can

reckon the dates of events. In the years

we have months, in these Aveeks, and in

these again, days, and thus we are enabled
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readily to fix the date of an event that may
have happened during either of these

periods. We want something of the kind

vrhen we have to fix the particular year of

an event, and this is furnished by the era.

The two eras adopted by Christian na-

tions have been the date of the creation of

the world, and that of the birth of our Sa-

viour. All events are referred to these

two great facts. They constitute the Era

of the world, and the Christian Era. The

era of the world was proposed early in the

history of the Christian church, probably

as early as the days of the Apostles. This

era is called anno mundi, and abbreviated

by the use of the initials A. M. The years

are estimated from the beginning in regu-

lar order up to the Christian era.

We find the birth of Christ was not taken

as the initial point ofa new notation ofyears

until the sixth century. The Christian

Church had no Era different from those

employed by the non-christian communi-
ties, and we may conclude, that the Era

of the world was used, or the Olympic Era

which dates 776 years B. C, or of the

foundation of Rome, known as Anno TJrhis

Conditae, which dated 753 years B. C,
and was represented by the letters A. U. C.

In the year 532 of our Era, a Roman monk,
Dionysius Exiguus, proposed that the birth

of the Saviour should be adopted as the

point of time to which all events belonging

to the Christian portion of History should

be referred. His calculation placed this

event on the 25th of December, in the

753rd year after the building of Rome, and

accordingly the 754th year was called the

first of the new Era,—taking, however, the

first of January, seven days after the sup-

posed Anniversary of the event, as the

beginning of the year. Any event in this

Era is said to have happened in the year

of our Lord, and is designated by adding

the letters A. D., (abbreviations of the

words Anno Domini) to the number of years

after the birth of Christ. In this way the

nominal Chi'istian world, whether recog-

nizing fully the doctrines of the Christian

religion, or possessing full belief in the idea

of the divinity of Jesus Christ, are uncon-

sciously, in their modes of reckoning time,

bearing witness to His birth as the grandest

incident found on the pages of the world's

history. Men, whose undevout lips were

never moved in prayer, or whose hardened

hearts never beat in sympathy with a re-

ligious idea, thus inarticulately join in

rendering homage, all involuntary though

it be, to the central fact of the world's his-

tory,—the wondrous basis of the Christian's

hope and the Christian's trust.

Months being arbitrary divisions of the

year depended entirely on the correctness

of the determination of the latter for their

value. But weeks were established by

especial command of the Almighty, and

depended alone upon the preservation of

the seventh day, however accurately or

inaccurately its length might be determined

by man, free from all labor or work.

The civil year is devoted to the worldly

business of man. Saving alone fifty-two

days—the Sundays—all the year is devoted

to the search of such things as will contri-

bute to his wants, comforts or luxuries.

The requirements of the body are food and

raiment, and these constitute all that are

supplied by the labors of most men. The
want of the mind is knowledge, not only

that it shall be able to aid the body in gain-

ing victories over material objects, but that

it can investigate the nature of substances

immaterial and eternal. This want as im-

peratively clamors for man's attention dur-

ing the civil year as the necessities of the

body which perishes, and he who neglects

its call, lowers himself to the condition

of a mere animal. But yet a higher want

is experienced by his soul, which can only

be satisfied by food that Omnipotence has

placed within its reach, and this want is

the highest of all, so that whatever may
be the occupations of the civil year, it

must not be neglected. The business of

man consists, therefore, in providing for

the spiritual, mental and bodily wants of

himself and those constituting his family.

One day, out of the seven constituting the

week, was reserved by God in commemo-
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ration of His sovereignty, and is specially

to be devoted to the first of these three

classes of wants, although it must also oc-

cupy a portion of time during the other

six days. This day was originally fixed

on the seventh day of the week, but, " it

was changed by the Lord of the Sabbath,

from the seventh to the Jirst day of the

week, that it might be, till the end of time,

a memorial of his resurrection from the

dead ; while, being still unaltered in its

essential nature, it should continue to an-

swer also, as before, all the purposes of

its original institution."

HUMBOLDT,

BESIDES the regular members of the

University, there are in Berlin quite a

number of celebrated scholars and authors

who move in the professional circles, and

belong to the Academy of Sciences, which

adjoins the University buildings. Of these,

I need only mention Alexander Von Plum-

boldt, the world-renowned patriarch of

Natural Sciences the intellectual mirror of

the physical cosmos, the living wonder of

the age. In his eighty-seventh year—for

he was born in 1769, the same year with

Napoleon and Wellington, and within a

few months of the elder Schleiermacher,

and the young Hegel—he stills speaks and

writes with the freshness of youth and the

vigor of manhood, and seems to defy the

wasting power of time upon the mortal

frame. He never was married but to

science. He talks with the same rapidity

and fullness of information as ever, reads

and answers some four thousand letters

annually ; dines almost daily with the King

of Prussia, and conforms, contrary to the

wishes of his royal friend, to the duties of

chamberlain in his turn, refusing the in-

dulgence of a chair ; he is incessant in po-

lite attention to friends and distinguished

strangers during the day, and spends the

half of the night in severe scientific labor,

allowing his body only a few hours of rest.

What a melancholy reflection that such

a master of all the mysteries of nature, the
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daily companion of a pious king, and in a
moral view, a kind-hearted, benevolent,

and amiable gentleman of the highest

finish, should, like Germany's greatest poet,

Goethe, content himselfwith the wonders of

nature, without rising to nature's God, and
remain indifi"erent to the greater mysteries

of grace. I may do him injustice, but I

cannot remember now to have read even

the name of God—not to speak of Christ

—in the three volumes so far published of

his Cosmos except in an approved quotation

from a lost work of the heathen Aristotle,

as preserved by the heathen Cicero, {de na-

tura Deorum, ii, 37.) We mean the sublime

passage that puts to shame many a nomi-
nally Christian philosopher: "Nobly does

Aristotle observe, that if there were beings

who had always lived under ground, in

convenient, nay, magnificent dwellings,

adorned with statues and pictures and
everything that belongs to prosperous life;

if, then, these beings should be told of the

being and power of the gods, and should

come up through open fissures from their

secret abodes to the places which we in-

habit ; if they should suddenly behold the

starry heavens, the changing moon, the

rising and setting of the stars, and their

eternally ordained and unchangeable cour-

ses, they would exclaim with truth : There

are gods and such great things are their

works."

How much is it to be desired that this

truly remarkable man, before closing his

unrivalled scientific career, should bow
down in child-like adoration and faith be-

fore the one and true God, whose living

presence alone gives strength, order and

beauty to the woi'ks of his hand, and whose

glory shines from the starry heavens above

us, from the solid earth beneath us, and
from the rational will within us, from the

book of nature, and the book of history;

but brighest of all, from the Book of books,

and the face of his only begotten Son full of

grace and truth.

—

Schqff's Germany.

Minds, as well as countenances, were made

to differ.
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RUINS OF ANCIENT TYRE.

THE first sovereign of Tyre was Abical,

B. C. 1050, ayHo was cotemporary

with David. His son and successor, Hiram,

was united in bonds of the strictest friend-

ship with the great Jewisli King and his

son Solomon. During his reign all Phoe-

nicia was brought into subjection by Tyre.

Of the successors of Hiram, Ethbaal I,

deserves notice as the father of Jezebel,

wife of Ahab. Pygmalian, brother of

Elissa, or Dido, whose murder of Acerbus
led to the settlement of Carthage, B. C.

900, was celebrated for his covetousness

and cruelty. The Tyrians exercised their

power over the neighboring cities with

such severity, that they revolted, and apply-

ing to the Assyrians for relief, occasioned

the conquest of Nebuchadnezzar. On the

fall of Babylon, the cities of Phoenicia

submitted to Cyrus. Tyre again became
independent, and supplied the strength of

the Persian naval power. After being

taken by Alexander of Macedon, B. C.

332, it sunk into hopeless decay.

In the 26th, 27th, and 28th chapters of

Ezekiel written 588 years before the time

of our Saviour, may be found a great

number of extremely interesting particulars

respecting Tyre. Here is the prophecy

of the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar, men-

tioned above. Here also is our account of the

riches and commerce of the city, as well as

an enumeration of the different commodities

in which the Tyrians trafficked and the

countries from which they were brought.

The reader will not fail to be struck with

the comparisons of all the glory and splen-

dor of ancient Tyre with its present deso-

lation. It is now literally, in the words of

the prophet " a place for the spreading of

nets in the midst of the sea," a few poor

fishermen using the insular portion of the

city for that purpose. It should not be

forgotten that ancient Tyre was as remark-

able for its wickedness as for its wealth

and commerce. Its religion was a gross

idolatry attended with the most abominable

licentiousness and cruelty.
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VOICE OF THE AUTUMN WINDS.
The Autumn wind went sighing past,

Above, the skies were overcast

;

Deep shades of night lay thick around

As I listened to the mournful sound.

I listened as the clouds passed by,

Black cars of night across the sky,

Upon the airy tracks of heaven.

By howling blast and tempest driven.

A sadness filled me at the sight.

My spirit drank the gloom of night

;

And as I thought that such a scpne

Would tempt the ghosts—ghosts pale and lean,

Or demons from the angry waves
"Which roll through dark infernal caves,

To leave awhile their wonted haunts,

And join the wild winds in their chants

—

I heard the spirit of the blast.

In piercing accent speak at last

;

And these the words it uttered then.

Far from the quiet homes of men :

—

"The spring has gone with its sunny hours,

The birds have fled from the summer bowers

—

The verdure no more on the hills is seen

—

The valleys no longer are robed in green

—

The roses have drooped, and their lovely heads
Lie withered and wasting on earthy beds

;

And the pleasant flowers of every hue
No more delight the wanderer's view

;

The foliage from the trees is torn,

And leafless now th^y sigh forlorn;

All, all is drear and the clouds of night

Obscure its queen from our anxious sight,

—

Why then shonld I here any longer stay

When the beauties of earth are passing away.

'
' I once fanned the leaves and kissed the flowers,

Embraced the trees and cheered the bowers

—

I carried earth's fragrance on my wings
And sweetly smiled on beautifal things

;

The songs of the merry birds I bore,

Innocent birds that sing no more

;

I cheered the maiden so rosy and fair,

And stirred the white locks of the old man'shair.

As sleeping he sat in the cottage door

And dreamed of the sunny days of yore.

" 1 once was a balmy, gentle breeze,

And musical too as I passed through the trees

—

The leaves were the strings on which I played

When nature in beauty and grace was arrayed
;

But now through the leafless branches I moan,
And my voice has assumed a loss musical tone

;

I sigh through the branches and howl o'er the plain

For objects ot beauty lie withered and slain.

And many dislike the sound of my voice

Who once at its murmur were wont to rejoice,

Nor think that the blast now mournfully sighing

Is the zephyrbut mourning the dead and the dying.

" But away I'll go to distant bowers

Where verdure smiles, and fairy flowers
;

Nor longer stay in this dreary clime

But will hasten to greet the blossoming lime

;

Through orange field and spicy grove.

In joy and gladness I soon will rove.

Where suns are bright, and always shine

With glory resplendent and divine.

There, there will I go—will cross the seas

A gentle, refreshing, cooling breeze

;

I'll kiss the waters—ascend the hills

Rush through the valleys—salute the rills

—

Will wander through beauty profuse and rare

And play with the locks of the mountain's hair.

I'll enter the cottage, refresh the faint.

And cool the brow of the dying saint

—

The breath of heaven I'll always roam.

The sky my limit, the earth my home.
No longer I'll mourn for the beauteous dead.

No more will I sigh for brightness fled
;

But away I go to some genial clime

Where nature rejoices in glad spring time."

This said, the blast went rushing by,

No more I heard its mournful cry
;

Away it went o'er rolling seas

To roam calm groves, a gentle breeze.

William Hull.
Hartwick Seminary, Oct. 1858.

Parallel Qualities or the Sexes.—
There is an admirable partition of qualities

between the sexes, which the Author of

being has distributed to each, with a wis-

dom that challenges our unbounded admi-

ration.

Man is strong—woman is beautiful.

Man is daring and confident—woman is

diffident and unassuming.

Man is great in action—woman in suf-

fering.

Man shines abroad—woman at home.

Man talks to convince—woman to per-

suade and please.

Man has a rugged heart—woman a soft

and tender one.

Man prevents misery—woman relieves it.

Man has science—woman taste.

Man has judgment—woman sensibility.

Man is a being of justice—woman an

angel of mercy.

" ^Tis education forms the common
mind." And it is mind which governs

individuals and nations.

The tables of the law were engraved on

stone, but the sentiments of grace are writ-

ten on the heart.
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"HE DIED YOUNG."

BY DORA E. RICHARDS.

weak, blind weepers ! earthward gazing,

How is it In the mourner's bitter tongue,

The " it is well" and " trust" erasing,

Our chiefest lamentation, " he died young ;"

And always naming him as "poor,"

Who had rich treasures so secure ?

He died, but just as buds in spring time

Expand to roses in the month of June.

No need of tears for him in yon clime.

Whose summer glory could not come too soon ;

The glory that shall know no end,

Nor any autumn for my friend.

He died, as doth the pearly dawning.

Its life blood flowing into mighty morn.

No need to fear the gray eve's warning.

Nor any chill night, sobbing, tempest worn,

For him—because, oh joy ! his day

Is never more to wane away.

He did not die, I do miscall it.

But laid his clayey rags and crosses down

;

His mortal sleeps, naught can befall it

;

His beautiful immortal wears a crown.

And know we not his soul is rife

Of bliss on bliss, of life on life ?

Too young ! too young ! I dare not say it,

I dare not ask my God, "What doest thou?"

Unerring wisdom, ivorms would weigh it,

I wait not till I see, I trust it now.

Because, He knows my human path,

And sends sweet love in seeming wrath.

Our friend had known no years of fading,

No silver threads amidst the raven hair,

Nor wouniled hope the dear eyes shading,

Nor bitter strife, nor any weary care

;

God loved and so he wanted him.

To sweeter make the angel's hymn.

O friends ! how is it that ye keep him

Shut up and hidden 'neath the grave-yard stone ?

Look up, and througli the blue skies seek him

;

He is not dead, no ! he is only gone

A little sooner than the rest,

To be at home. God thought it best.

If there be any call for weeping.

Or any miserere to be sung.

It is not o'er our loved clay's sleeping,

But o'er the heart's tomb, there we write, "died

young!"

Alas ! there is no keener death.

So ev'ry sorrow murmur saith.

Ah, fond ones! think of his completeness,

As Prince and Son of the eternal God

;

His lovely purity, his sweetness.

The dust, our brother, (for with us he trod

This toilsome way.) Could it be sung

Of him, he died, or died too young?

THE GREAT TEMPLE OF DIANA
AT EPHESUS.
(See Frontispiece.)

EPHESUS, the famous ancient city of

Asia Minor, was situated on the

banks of the Cayster, near the mouth of

the Gulf of Scala Novo, thirty five miles

from Smyrna. Its remains comprise a

magnificent theatre, a stadium 687 feet in

length, ancient walls and towers of the

Greek, Roman and Byzantine periods, and

in a marshy tract the traces of a vast edifice

apparently the celebrated temple of Diana.

This temple called Artemisious, was famous

throughout Greece. It was 425 feet long,

and 200 broad, and was adorned with one

hundred and twenty seven pillars, each sixty

feet high. It was destroyed by Erostratus,

B. C. 356 ; but subsequently rebuilt with

great splendor.

Ephesus was anciently the capital, and

one of the twelve cities of Ionia, and had

one of the seven Christian Churches found-

ed by the apostles. Subsequently a Ma-
hommedan city was erected out of the ruins

of the former, but it has also fallen into

decay. Only a few scattered villages now
remain, of which the principal is Agasoo-

look, and the sea has retired and left its

ancient port a desolate marsh. Thus fades

the glory of man's noblest works. To-day

the wonder of the world; to-morrow a

desolate ruin.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE STORM.

I
KNOW of nothing that can exceed in

sublimity a thunder storm in the

mountains. Having never been to sea, I

can form no vivid conception of the waves

that run mountain high ; of the sea lashed

to foam ; and of the howling of the fierce

winds that tear into shreds the flapping

sails and threaten to wrench asunder the

creaking masts.

But I have been awed to silence before

the power of Jehovah, as manifested in a

storm on land, and have contrasted my
own puny insignificance with the power
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that caused the everlasting hills to shake

to their very foundations. At such a mo-

ment a voice is heard, louder than the roar

of the elements, saying, "Be still and know

that I am God." .

Only a few weeks ago I witnessed such

a scene. From early morning the storm

king had sent forth his heralds ; and the

noise of occasional thunder together with

the gradually accumulating clouds beto-

kened the approach of the storm itself.

Suddenly the dusky outriders marshaled

their hosts for battle ; the overhanging

clouds scowled more fiercely ; ever and

anon, the impending gloom was lighted up

by a vivid flash of lightning, as if a sabre

cut had separated the combatants ; and

the report of heaven's artillery thundered

through the valley, leaping from peak to

peak of the adjacent mountains, and send-

ing back its deep reverberations as it fol-

lowed the fiery track of the lightning's

glare. Flash after flash now followed each

other in quick succession, and the mutter-

ing thunder became almost incessant,

whilst the rains poured down in torrents.

Volley after volley poured through the

valley ; and as I stood under a frail shel-

ter, in the very midst of the warring ele-

ments, I had ample opportunity to observe

the changing clouds, as squadron after

squadron came rolling up, expending their

fury over the very spot, and passing on

amidst the muttering wrath of the fierce

combatants. Suddenly a flash more vivid

than any that had preceded it, almost

stunned me with its unwonted glare ; and

the instantaneous thunder, with a split-

ting, tearing crash, seemed as if it would

rend the very mountain asunder. The
lightning had struck the mountain ovei'-

head and shivered to splinters a massive

tree, that had towered there for centuries.

But the storm gradually passed by, the

rain ceased, the sun came out in beauty,

and all nature adrip sparkled as if stud-

ded with gems.

When the storm had passed, we climbed

the mountain to witness the effect. The

tree that had felt the lightning stroke was

the largest there. Though more than

three feet in diameter, it had been split

from top to bottom and torn into shreds

by the almighty power of God, who thus

evinced his might to teach poor feeble man
the folly of striving with his Maker, who

by a word calls the lightning to his aid,

and makes the hurricane to do his bidding.

That same God is one day to be our

Judge. What guilty sinner can then

withstand the fierceness of his anger, as a

glance, finer than the lightning flash, ac-

companies the edict, " Depart from me ye

cursed."

But how happy, even in that hour, shall

he be who is sheltered beneath the arms

of a loving Saviour. L. L. H.

A FEW LESSONS IN MUSIC,

Together with the necessary definitions designed

chiefly for beginners.

LESSON II.

HAVING in the previous lesson de-

scribed the staff ?bn.A. shown of what

it is composed, it is necessary to lean upon

it a little longer to understand its peculiari-

ties. Many persons get their entire sup-

port by the staff, as for instance that large

class of music teachers who are to be found

in everycommunity. Sofar for introduction.

The class will now come to order.

It is impossible for one person to sing

two or more notes at the same time. They

must be sung at intervals, and therefore the

distances marked by the lines and spaces

are termed intervals.

The notes are designated by the first

seven letters of the alphabet viz : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, so arranged upon the staff that

the letters designating the space shall spell

FACE, to imply that like good soldiers you

should always /ace the music.

Seven letters only are used. 1. Because

there are only seven primitive sounds the

eighth being the same in nature with the

first, only higher and consequently finer

;

and 2, because 7 has from time immemo-

rial been a lucky number.

These letters are locked to the particular
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line or space they designate by a character

termed clef (the Prench for key) so that

they can never alter their position ; where-

as the syllables by which also the notes are

known change their places frequently.

There are two clefs commonly employed.

The Bass or F. Clef is perched on the sec-

ond line from the tog. The Treble or Gr.

Clef on the second line from the bottom.

They thus overlook the whole scale, acting

the part ofa counterfeit detector by examin-

ing each note before it goes into circu-

lation.

The characters used to represent musical

sounds are called notes and are of various

dimensions in order to make change read-

ily ; thus whole, half, quarter, eighth and

sixteenth, corresponding to the old Spanish

currency. In harmony too, as in other money,

two eighths make a quarter, two quarters

a half, &c. These notes are known by

certain names, thus do, re, mi, fa, sol, la ,si,

do, the reason whereof ensuetb.

1. Do, is the first because the learner's

ideas are crude and undeveloped—hence

very much like unbaked bread or dough,

which when made is set to rise, so do is

placed low in the scale being set to rise

gradually from one note to the other.

2. Re. (ra.) Because when this interval

is reached the first ray of light breaks in

upon the mind.

3. Mi. (me.) So called because the stu-

dent having gained this point begins to

feel of some consequence and in his self

inflation exclaims "this is me!"
4. Fa. Because it often happens that

the scholar does not know as much as he

imagined and trying in vain to make him
familiar with this sound the teacher cries

out in disgust " Foh !"

5. Sol. (meaning sun.) For whereas be-

fore all was dim and obscure, now sunshine

seems to light up the chamber of thought.

This word is also derived from soZms—alone,

because each one must surmount the diffi-

culties for himself as if he were the sole

performer.

6. La. An exclamation of surprise much
used by ladies and generally implying

pleasure at some unexpected success ; thus

when the sixth sound is mastered the

scholar very naturally exclaims la! in

pleased surprise.

7. Si. (se.) Because now the student

begins to see his w-iy through the scale

and loohs back upon the difficulties he

has surmounted.

8. Do. This sound is the same as the first,

as before explained, except that having

been set to rise, the dough is an octave

higher and of course lighter and purer.

As a necessary consequence this Do is al-

ways made at the top of the voice, and is

much used by catfish women and venders

of huckleberries in large cities.

The entire combination of notes and

characters is called a scale. A thorough

acquaintance Avith it often proves to be a

scaly business, but having once scaled the

entire range of notes and reached the top-

most rail all difficulties vanish.

A rest is a character used to designate a

pause in the music ; this is to enable the

performer to take breath, and to recruit

generally. These are very necessary after

each strain lest the peace (piece) agreed

upon be brought to an untimely end (as a

pieceof bread and molasses in the hands ofa
hungry urchin.) Rests are of longer or short-

er duration according to the rapidity of the

music, the numb"er of notes to be taken up
in a given time, (which brokers will under-

stand) or the number of strains to which

the piece is subject. Let us rest here, we
will have the rest next time. The class is

dismissed. * *

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

AN UNFORTUNATE MAN.
BY JOE, THE JERSEY MUTE.

1WAS a thoughtless boy, full of mis-

chief and frolic, running over with

fun, and entirely exempt from the "blues."

I lived in a large town, exposed to the

dangei's and temptations offered to a reck-

less mind. I became acquainted with the

editor of a weekly paper printed in the

town ; and found him to be handsome, and
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•what better entitled him to the respect of

the wise and good, amiable. He was about

forty years of age, with grey hair, tall,

slim in figure, and of feeble health, and he

was unmarried. His father had been dead

several years, and his mother still lived,

being well advanced in years. He had

one glaring fault, that of being addicted

to intemperance. He had contracted this

debasing habit at the tender age of eigh-

teen years, and had been imprisoned about

thirty times on account of his debauchery.

He came one day into my ofiBce in a state

of excitement, and shaking my hand, asked

my health in his usual careless manner.

"I'm well, sir," replied I. "Glad to

hear it, my young friend," said he, rub-

bing the palm of my hand with his. "It's

a fine day. I've been drinking too freely

—sorry for it." I laughed and said, " A
little brandy does good, I reckon." The

editor, miserable, fallen wreck of humanity

as he was, looked serious, and dealt out a

wholesome piece of advice to me in the

following language :
" My young friend,

let me advise you never to taste wine. I

am ruined forever. I first tasted, then

hesitated, and soon afterwards drowned

my scruples in the first glass when I was

only eighteen years old. I have many
times promised to be a man again, but the

temptation proves too powerful, and I ex-

pect to continue as I commenced. The
period of youth, I am convinced, is the

best for self-denial ; so you ought to culti-

vate virtue while you are young. What
inestimable blessings I have found a sound

body, cheerful mind and contented heart

to be ! I suJSfer both in body and mind,

and often wish to die. I was once happy
and strong like you, but, alas ! my strength

and happiness are gone. for the happi-

ness, the strength of youth ! My dear fa-

ther died, invoking the blessing of heaven

upon my head. I cannot think of his dy-

ing prayer without a feeling of sadness,

but it is not in my power to break ofi"

drinking. Now, my dear young friend,

give me your word that you will never

touch the poison."

On another occasion, I called on the edi-

tor, and inquired if he ever expected to

get married. " No sir," he answered, " I

cannot marry anyone of the girls in town,

because they are aware ofmy imj^erfections.

Think you that a virtuous girl would forfeit

her reputation by selling herself to a mis-

erable drunkard like me? I once had
some thought of marrying a beautiful and

intelligent lady, but now the chances are

against me,—but I don't care. My dear

young friend, I hope that you will be

blessed with an amiable wife. If you ab-

stain from hurtful pleasures, and among
them drinking, joy and happiness Avill

most certainly attend you. But above all

things, avoid evil company, for it has

brought me to my present condition. Fare-

well, my dear friend."

I watched my unfortunate friend as he

walked sadly ofi". Several months after-

wards I heard from a friend that the edi-

tor's case was past redemption, and that

he was daily expected to meet with a vio-

lent death. The paper which he conducted,

had passed into the hands of a temperance

man. Since then I have heard that my
amiable, though unfortunate friend sleeps

the sleep that knows no waking. Eequies-

cat in pace.

SELF-CONTROL.
" Be calm, be firm, be true, and then

The future will be thine."

THERE are few individuals who, on a re-

view of their conduct for a few weeks,

or even a few days, do not discover that they

have committed serious mistakes. We are

all, more or less, the creatures of circum-

stances, and even those who fancy that they

have become thoroughly familiar with the

policy of self-government, and are thus able

to command and control themselves, ever

and anon discover that they have been

guilty of some error of omission or commis-

sion. It is diflScult, nay, it is impossible,

to keep constant watch and guard upon

our lips, our impulses, our feelings and our

actions. And if we were able to do so, we
should become so cold, artificial, and me-
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chanical, that the more generous features

of our heart and disposition would be com-

pletely neutralized. Nevertheless, some

system of restraint is absolutely essential,

and it cannot be inculcated and practised

too soon. There is not an individual in the

whole family of man, who can look back

upon his past life, without discovering

many delinquencies, moral, social and do-

mestic. These, too, in most cases, were

errors of haste or of passion, and yet they

embittered the mind and heart, not only

for hours but for years. What, then,

should be our rule and policy ? How then

should we so deport ourselves as to avoid

offence to others and annoyance to our-

selves? These questions cannot be answer

ed very readily ; and yet their importance

must be apparent to every intelligent and

reflecting mind. One thing at least we
may do. We may institute a course of

self-examination, and thus ascertain, if pos-

sible, our tendencies, inclinations and in-

firmities, for all have more or less of these.

Let us once discover and admit these

defects of character—let us, in short, be-

come acquainted with ourselves, and then

we may with the more confidence of suc-

cess, attempt to check, restrain and control.

The errors of impulse, of passion, and of

prejudice are of almost hourly occurrence.

We not only forget ourselves, but what is

due to others. If, moreover, every indi-

vidual would decide upon and keep con-

stantly in view, some particular line of

social policy and moral duty, many anxie-

ties and difficulties would be avoided. But
the world moves on so rapidly, the hum of

trade is so constant, and the objects in

pursuit are so numerous, that we have no

time to pause and think, or at least we
fancy so. How difficult, indeed, is the task

of saying no, even when such a course is

enjoined as a duty. And how often do we
say yes, in an hour of excitement and temp-

tation, when we should hesitate and keep

silent. This is the case more or less with

all. How easy, moreover, is it to promise,

without having the ability, or even the

disposition to perform.—Or, we may be

honest and sincere at the time, and yet

reflection or circumstances may show that

we over-estimated our resources, or de-

ceived ourselves. Sir Edward Bulwer, in

the course of an address which he delivered

some time since, as Lord Director of the

University of Glasgow, gave some excellent

advice. "Never," said he, "afi"ect to be

other than you are, either richer or wiser.

Never be ashamed to say, ' I do not know.'

Men will then believe you when you when
you say, " I do know." Never be un-

willing to say, whether as applied to time

or money, 'I cannot afford it; I cannot

aff'ord to waste an hour in the idleness to

which you invite me ; I cannot aff'ord the

guinea you ask me to throw away.' Once

establish yourself and your conduct in life,

as what they really are, and your foot is on

the solid ground, whether for the gradual

step onward, or for the sudden spring over a

precipice. From these maxims another

may be deduced. Learn to say no with

decision, and yes with caution

—

no with

decision, when it resists temptation, and

yes with caution, whenever it implies a

promise. A promise once given is a bond

inviolable. A man is already of conse-

quence in the world, when it is known that

he can be relied upon. How frequently

do we see in life, a person preferred to a

long list of applicants for some important

charge, calculated to lift him at once into

station and fortune, merely because he has

this reputation—that when he says he knows

a thing, he knoios it ; and tvhen he says he

will do a thing he will do it." The above

is at once brief, comprehensive, forcible

and emphatic. We have rarely met with

an equal amount of sterling advice within

such narrow limits, and if every reader

would give the quotation a place in his

memory or memorandum book, with the

purpose of referring to it from time to time,

as he pursues his way along the devious

paths of life, the result could not but be

salutary. But in all cases, and under all

circumstances, we should remember that

we are weak, infirm, and fallible beings,

and that our best efforts will prove feeble
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and inefficient, unless -we constantly feel

and appreciate our dependence upon Divine

\ Providence.

THE OCEAN.
"IGHT on the glassy deep, calm, bril-

liant night, as stars gleam clear in

leaven, and are brightly reflected from

Clean's azure surface ! Pleasant is the

m)an of the moon-silvered billows, as they

qvietly ripple against yon sloping bank,

sirring a low, sweet song, melancholy and

dine-like. Winged zephyrs softly sweep

on,ynd join their plaintive voice to that of

mu^uuring waves. We may gaze on thee

now'jthou world-encircling Sea, half re-

alizi.g the imagination that in thy crystal

grotts mermaids deck their flowing hair

with pearls, and Naiads sport listening to

the misic yielded by that lyre of the ocean

cave, fhich is fancifully said to cherish

sweet aemories of its home, and moan for

its bidi-place when borne afar. Where
are th_ terrors ? Thou art serene and
beautifl now.

Not ^, when, amidst the verdant West
India I^nds, a hurricane comes forth in

fearful j-andeur to vex the tumultuous

waters ! Suddenly, a loud hoarse rumble
of distan thunder rolls heavily along the

leaden hed deep. Swiftly rise swelling

waves, ol(iOcean's warrior horsemen, toss-

ing aloft teir snowy plumes of foam. The
storm-godipproaches in his majesty on a

black caryf flying clouds, and hollow

winds andivid flashes of keen sworded
lightning Irald his coming. Another
crashing b^^st of nearer and deafening

thunder.—l^en peal after peal, and shafts

of blazing, lenetrating lightning follow

each rendinj sound ! The scene grows
more awfuUysublime, and luridly glow
portentous sl^s. Like a human wail of

mournful agoij, now and again with terrif-

ic shrieks of liearthly power, the mighty
tempest bearshwn, with resistless rush,

the bending ^ves, and the lords of the

forest, uprooteUrom their native beds,

fall with their ^een honors prostrate in

the dust.

Ocean shouts yet louder, from afar, with

deep-toned voice, and horror holds man
mute amidst the strife of elements. In

such an hour he must know and feel his

insignificance. Rain, in great drops, at

first comes rattling down ; but, now, in

drenching streams, it pours without cessa-

tion from the gloomy heavens, and darkness

at noonday shrouds every object, except

when ruddy darts, with fiery keenness, a

moment reveal the wild commotion, and
show a stately ship, with shivered masts and
riven sails, flying inadly across the ocean,

whose relentless waves roll over and threat-

en to overwhelm her. On she speeds, and
never more does eye of man behold her! Is

she dashed against some projecting rock,

and her fragments scattered over the foam-

ing deep ? Does she go down at once to the

dismal caverns, unvisited by light and air,

or does she wander long, a sad wreck, to

which her hopeless crew cling and die

miserable and lingering deaths, through

exposure and famine ? Alas ! we know
not ! Her fate belongs only to conjecture,

and is among the secrets of the watery

world.

And now sunlight once more illumes

old Ocean's placid brow. Tranquil as an

infant's slumber, lie the waveless waters,

as though wearied and rejoicing in their

rest. A sail glides gaily past; another

succeeds. The hardy mariner already for-

gets yesterday's terror in to-day's calm

beauty, and his cheerful voice resounds

along the echoing main. His song was
learned in other lands. Of these he dreams,

and, as the breeze freshens, he blesses every

wave that bears him homeward—perhaps

to Spain's sunny hills, where peasants

dress their vines,—bleak Scotland's roman-

tic mountains and picturesque glens

—

England's cultured vales, where blooms the

bean field, and the garden smiles ; or

America, our own native soil, " the land

of the free, and the home of the brave."

Buoyant is the heart of man, strong in

adversity, brave in danger ; and bitter

must be the anguish, and appalling the

despair, which rob his firm soul of energy,
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and take away hope from his elastic spirit.

Be humble, frail child of the dust ! Age

and death await thee ! A little while,

and thou shalt lie down in " the narrow

house appointed for the living." Another

shall fill thy place, and there will be no

more memory of thee while these eternal

waters abide, till He who first sent them

abroad and set their bounds, descends to

our world,—when the heavens shall be

rolled together as a scroll, and the af-

frighted deep shall retire from the pres-

ence of its great Creator.

NEGLECT.

THERE is the same difi'erence between

diligence and neglect, that there is

between a garden properly cultivated and

the sluggard's field which fell under Solo-

mon's view when overgrown with nettles

and thorns. The one is clothed with

Ibeauty, the other is just the reverse.

Negligence is the rust of the soul that

corrodes through all her best resolutions.

"What nature made for use, for strength

and ornament, neglect alone converts to

trouble, weakness and deformity. We
need only sit still and disease will arise

from the mere want of exercise.

How fair soever the soul may be, yet

while connected with our fleshly nature, it

requires continual care and vigilance to

prevent its being soiled and discolored.

Take the weeders from the Floralium, and

a very little time will change it to a wilder-

ness, and turn that which was before a

recreation for men into a habitation for

vermin. Our life is a warfare, and we
ought not, while passing through it, to

sleep without a sentinel or march without

a scout. He who neglects either of these

precautions exposes himself to surprise

and to becoming a prey to the diligence

and perseverance of his adversary. The

mounds of life and virtue, as well as those

of pastures, will decay, and if we do not

repair them, all the beasts of the field will

enter and tear up every good thing which

grows within them. With the religious

and well-disposed, a slight deviation from

wisdom's laws will disturb the mind's fair

peace. We read that Macarius grieved much
his tranquil mind for only killing an ant.

Man is like a watch, if evening ani

morning he be not wound up with prayO"

and circumspection, he is unprofitable aid

false, or serves to mislead.

If the instrument be not truly set, it vill

be harsh and out of tune ; the diapaon

dies, when every string does not perfrm

its part. Surely, without an union toJod

we cannot be secure or well. Can h be

happy who from happiness is divided' To

be united to God we must be influnced

by his goodness and strive to imitae his

perfections. Diligence alone is a good

patrimony, but neglect will waste tie fiiir-

est fortune. One preserves and gthers
;

the other, like death, is the dissohtion of

all. The industrious bee, by her edulity

in summer, lives on honey all thewinter.

But the drone is not only cast at from

the hive, but beaten and punishet

We are born with faculties an powers

capable of almost any thing, sua at least

as would carry us farther than ca be easily

imagined ; but it is only the exerc*>e ofthose

powers which gives us ability ad skill in

any thing and leads us towardsjerfection.

What astonishing and incredole actions

are attributed to those who imuse the

world with pantomimic shows these feats,

extraordinary as they appearto the un-

practiced observer, are merer the result

of industry in men, whose bcies difi"er in

no wise from those who loo' upon these

exercises with amazement, ^s it is Avith

the body, so is it to a gref degree with

the mind, practice makes it'hat it is, and

most of those excellences w'ch are looked

on as natural endowment? are more apt

to be the product of exerci' in that parti-

cular department.

Natural disposition malead one to the

sea-shore if you please, Jut to success-

fully meet the waves whii dash madly at

your feet, strength is nt only requisite,

but repeated trials and (ustant use of the

oars are necessary to gaithat point of land

where pleasure, remuneition or duty calls.
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THE LION AND THE LAMB.
^' /^LD Ralph Isham" was the leading busi-

ly ness man of the village of Colchester.

He had an imperious temper, two hundred

weight of bone and muscle, and an overbear-

ing manner that usually carried everything

before it. Few men cared to cross his path

or dispute with him. Religion, which he

hated, seemed to cower in his presence like

the rest, and left his haughty fortress of self-

will unassailed. Young Mr. Trumbull of that

place, who was about departing as a mission-

ary, feeling anxious that something should be

done for the proud sinner, but hardly know-

ing what to do, asked me if I would venture

to approach him. Three times, he said, he

had undertaken it, and had gone as far as

his gate, yet never found courage to enter.

I readily undertook the service, and repaired

at once to his house. He opened the door

in person, at my knock, and seemed to await

my request. " Don't you know me, Mr. Is-

ham ?" " No, sir, I have no recollection of

you.

him.

' I had repeatedlj'- done business with

so I merely added, " M of B ."

"0, yes!" was the reply; "I remember

—

walk in." I walked in, took the offered chair,

and told hira what I had come for. His face

darkened with anger, as he answered : "You
have your opinion on that subject—I have

mine. I am willing to let other men enjoy

their opinion—and I mean to enjoy mine : I

allow no man to interfere with it."

Said I, "Mr. Isham, I know something

about you, that is not consistent with this

declaration. You are not a man who likes

to let others enjoy their own opinion. No

man in Colchester interferes with the opinion

and action of others, in politics, so boldly and

effectually as yourself. You like to have

men think and vote as t/ou think right, and

you make them do it, by every means in your

power. Now I have my opinion, as you say,

about the claims of religion, and I am anxious
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to urge it upon you." He rose abruptly, and

strode out of the room.

His wife had sat by, trembling like a leaf,

from the moment that I first broached the

forbidden topic. " 0, sir," said she, " you

must be very careful what you speak about

to my husband !" I told her I was not care-

ful. I intended to do him no harm, and was
not afraid he would do me any.

After a few minutes' absence, he returned,

and said to me—" I have concluded to hear

what you have to say. I don't let Colchester

people talk to me ; I know them too well.

Perhaps if you were one of my neighbors,'!

should not let you do it. But as you are

comparatively a stranger, I'll hear you."

I preached the Gospel to him as well as I

could. In the midst of my effort, the door-

bell rang, and in came Dr. M ,
an old

steady-going professor of religion, who aimed

to do nothing that was out of the way, or, as

some one remarked, that would be particularly

in the way. He sat right down between us,

and now, I thought, my work is frustrated.

Still, one chance was left—I would try to

bring the Doctor himself into the field. I ad-

dressed myselfto him, repeating the substance

of what I had advanced, and appealed to him

whether such was not his belief. " Certainly,"

he replied, "I believe that most heartily."

Turning short upon him, said the master of

the house, " You!—you believe that?" " Cer-

tainly," repeated the Doctor. " How long

have you believed it?" " Five-and-twenty

years, at least," was the reply. " Then why
did you never come here and tell me so, like

a man 1" thundered the imperious host. Dr.

M had very little answer to make, and I

seized the opportunity to proceed, with the

marked attention of both, appealing to the

Doctor for the truth of my positions, and

thereby bringing down upon him repeated

explosions of surprise and reproof from the

irascible old man. But his mood softened

as we conversed. The interview lasted an

hour and a half, and before we parted, Ralph

Isham asked me to pray with him 1 From
that hour he was another man. I was obliged

to return to my own village, but the next I

heard of iim was, that the man to whom
none dared speak of religion, had thrown open

his house to religious meetings, confessed his

past guilt and his present repentance to

his pastor, and solicited him to appoint

prayer-meetings at his house as often as he
thought proper. Never, as he afiBrmed, till

that evening, had he felt that there was a

power and a reality in the religion which we
profess. He lived but a short time after this,

giving evidence which imparted to his Chris-

ian friends a good hope through grace, that

he had indeed surrendered soul and spirit

humbly to the Lord.

—

Examiner.

THE STAR-PLANT AND THE CHILD-
STAR.

THERE is an old legend that the star-plant,

(Asterias) with its modest blue-and-

white flower, was so much a favorite of Apollo

that in token of his affection for it, he pluck-

ed its only blossom, and set it in the firma-

ment above. At first, the mother plant was

inconsolable ; she had watched its develop-

ment from the first appearance of the tiny

bud upon the stalk, till it had opened in quiet

beauty, a rare and precious flower ; and to

have it thus rudely plucked from her bosom,

in the dawn of its loveliness, was too much.

So she drooped her head towards the earth,

and desired to sink beneath its clods ; but

after a time the Day-God wooed her with his

glances, and partially beguiled her sorrow,

till she again lifted her saddened face heaven-

ward; and lo ! as the shadows of evening ad-

vanced, and the stars began to come forth from

their hiding-places, there came timidly among
them, a new and little star, which seemed, at

first, afraid to shine amid the glorious galaxy

around it. But its ray, though small, was

clear and steady, and as the star-plant gazed

upon this new-comer among the starry hosts,

a voice from above whispered to her, " This

is the blossom Avhich was plucked from thy

bosom to join its kindred on high, where it

shall shine forever." And as the mother

plant gazed tearfully into the blue depths

above, and saw her darling thus shining

among the heavenly hosts, she felt that it had

been taken from her in love, and her heart

was comforted.

But after a time, white fleecy clouds fleck-

ed the blue sky, and came between her and

the child-star, so that she could no longer see
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its light ; then her distress returned, and a

new agony overwhelmed her spirit. " I am
of the earth, earthly," she said, " and fair as

was my little blossom, it had too much of the

earth-taint to dwell among the pure stars,

and so it is cast down to earth, and perished.

Ah ! me ! Ah ! me ! why was it plucked from

my bosom ?" "While thus she bemoaned her-

self, Apollo, who had listened to her plaint,

drew nigh, in the guise of a zephyr, and thus

rebuked the mother's unbelief: " Know," he

said, "that thy blossom still shines above;

for in transplanting it to the firmament, I

purified it from all its earthly particles, and

it shall shine for ever, with still unceasing

light, among the glittering hosts on high.

Clouds may come between thee and it, as

between thee and me, but far beyond and

above the clouds it shines on for ever. And
thou, too, if thou lookest cheerfully heaven-

ward, shall one day join that starr}"^ host,

when no cloud shall overshadow thee, or ob-

scure from thy vision the child-star that thou

lOVest." BlERRE.

« • • • »

Cbitorial ^^^li-^Mt.

Bengel's Gnomon on the New Testament.
By John Albert Bengel. Now first trans-

lated into English, with original notes, ex-

planatory and illustrative. Revised and
Edited by Rev. A. R. Fausset, M. A., of

Trinity College, Dublin. 5 vols, 8vo. Smith,

English & Co., Philadelphia.

The original of tliis work has been before

the world for more than a hundred years, and
it still retains its high authority among exe-

getical writers. It is justly styled a classic-

exposition of the New Testament. It is un-
rivaled for its conciseness, suggestiveness,

and perspicuity. " He condenses more mat-
ter into a line, than can be extracted from
pages of other writers." We may well, as

Lutherans, be proud of such an expounder of

the New Testament. The following extract

from a notice of this work in the " Bibliotheca

Sacra," is highly commendatory.
" It is a thesaurus of terse, pithy, luminous,

and sometimes- admirable expositions of the

words and phrases in the New Testament. It

is in fact a ' Gnomon,' a 'Pointer,' an ' Indi-

cator.' as on a sun dial, of the meaning of the

Evangelists and Apostles. It has been an
invaluable aid to the commentators of more
recent times ; and we are happy to s-ee that

all our clergymen may now have access, in

their mother tongue, to the work which has
already instructed them through the medium
of critics, familiar with the original of this

most suggestive Index. The translators

have performed their work with much pains-

taking, and have rendered an important ser-

vice to many American scholars, who are

interested in critical and theological investi-

gations.

The Baptist System Examined. A Review
of Dr. Fuller and others on " Baptism and
Terms of Communion." By Rev. J. A.
Seiss, a. M.

This is an able discussion of the whole
subject of Baptism. It comes before the pub-
lic, in its new and improved form, at a time
when such an exhibition is imperatively de-

manded. Many of our people need confirma-
tion in the teachings of our church and the

Bible on the important doctrinal points in-

volved in this discussion. The bold assump-
tions of Dr. Fuller, and men of kindred spirit,

have unsettled some weak consciences, and
it is time that such arrogant pretensions

should be manfully rebuked in a Christian

spirit. The claim to infallibility in the inter-

pretation of God's word, which is essentially

inherent in the system, by which thousands
of God's people are excluded from the Holy
Supper, is as arrogant an assumption as the

claims of Papal infallibility. This charge was
made by Robert Hall himself against those of

his own church who contended for close

communion.
This book, in beauty of style, clearness of

thought and logical conclusions is the best

thing we have yet seen from Brother Seiss.

He will justly receive the grateful tribute of

the whole church for his timely and noble

service. And we do hope that all who have

any difficulty on the questions involved in

this discussion, will at once get this book.

Sermoms, Preached at Trinity Chapel, Brigh-

ton. By the late Rev. F. W. Robertson, M,

A. First Series. From the Third Lon-
don Edition. Boston, Ticknor & Fields.
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We are so often called to speak of books
of this class that we feel little disposition to

say much about them. But it is not often

we meet with a volume like the one now be-

fore us. The sermons of Robertson are alto-

gether out of the common style. They are the

productions of sanctified genius; the strong,

free, and beautiful utterances of a great and
cultivated mind. We have originality with-

out extravagance, a discriminating analysis

without tediousness. and piety without cant

or conventionalism. We can truly say with
the Editor of the North American Review that

"they are among the most suggestive dis-

courses we have ever read."

A Brief Memoir op Rev. P. F. Mater, D. D.

" The memory of the just is blessed." This

is an affectionate tribute to the memory
and works of the late Pastor of St. John's

Lutheran Church, Philadelphia.

Not only to the congregation and to the

community in which he lived and labored,

but to the Church generally, will this affection-

ate memorial, be a most acceptable offering.

The memory of such men should be cherished
by the whole church. Dr. Mayer devoted his

eminent gifts—his whole life— to the good of
man and the glory of God. His name and
works and example he has left as the legacy
of the church. '•' The righteous shall be held
in everlasting remembrance." This pamphlet
may be had at the Lutheran Publication

House.

Admonitions of a Friend to Youth. By Dr.
S. C. Kapfp. Philadelphia, Schccfer &
Koradi.

This is the work of a devoted minister of

Christ in Germany. It breathes the spirit of

evangelical piety ; and is an earnest appeal to

the young and their teachers upon topics of

vast importance to youth. And yet it is a

book, which we should feel some hesitancy

in placing indiscriminately in the hands of

the young. If the work is used only by judi-

cious parents and teachers, its suggestions

and solemn admonitions may be of incalcula-

ble utility. But beyond this, its circulation

seems to us of questionable expediency.

« *>>>

Cljiirtlj liitdlipnce.

The more voluminous historians of the

Church have a certain department of investi-

gation which they have agreed to call, " Chris-

tian Cultus." JBy this we understand the

usages and ceremonies commonly adopted

among Christians on the occasions of public

worship ; and whilst waiting upon any of the

ordinances of the Gospel. One result of these

investigations is, that we are able to ascertain

with sufficient accuracy what was the pre-

vailing posture of the body in the time of

prayer, amongst early Christians.

Neander, in his account of the times of Ori-

gen, who lived in the fourth century, relates,

that upon the days consecrated to the memory
of the risen Saviour, that is the Sabbaths, it

was the universal custom to stand erect in

prayer, thus, at once symbolizing the resur-

rection of the Lord, and typifying the res-

urrection of those who should welcome him
in his second appearing. On all other oc-

casions however, prayer was offered in a kneel-

ing posture. In that age indeed, through the

growing influence of Monachism, forms and
ceremonies were brought in like a flood. But
the testimony of Christian consciousness in

all ages has been such, that these two postures,

kneeling and standing, has been universally

approved of, as most appropriate for the offer-

ing of prayer. At the present day, however,
we are fast verging on towards a change, and
if the tide continues to flow as it has been
setting in, the historian whose duty it shall

be to record the " Cultus" of the present age,

will have to state that standi7ig and kneeling

are the rare exceptions, whilst sitimg, if not
loutiging, is the general rule.

It is indeed a phenomenon, a singular phe-
nomenon of our own times, that with revivals

wide-spread, and in many cases, we will say,

genuine, with astonishing enterprise in the

erection and adornment of churches, with
wonderful zeal for the increase of congrega-

tions, of Sunday-schools, and the advancement
of every external work of charity, there should

still be such striking indications in the places

of public worship, that personal devotion, the

homage of the individual heart is v»-anting.

Old age and constitutional infirmities have
always been acknowledged as sufficient to

justify the adoption of a sitting or even a re-

clining posture in prayer. It is also admitted

that the external position is of no consequence,

if the heart be devout and sincere. But when
youth and health and manliness and vigor,

with one consent maintain a position of un-

disturbed and immovable ease and sluggish-

ness, during the offering of prayer to the
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Searcher of hearts, the impression is irresis-

tible that they do not either devoutly nor

sincerely participate in the exercise.

We have heard two reasons assigned for

the prevalence of this innovation—one, the

contracted pews that characterize modern
churches, the other the expanded attire of the

majority of the worshippers. There is some
force in each of them, and both together, we
doubt not, are suilicient to satisfy thousands
that they can offer their devotions with per-

fect propriety under the circumstances upon
their seats. But for an explanation of the

evil, we would go further, and inquire whether
there may not be something radically wrong
in our Christian life and consciousness, out

of which it springs ? The Christian assemblies

of the present day are not strictly nor gene-

rally regarded as occasions for prayer and
devotion. The sermon and the singing, what
proceeds from the pulpit and the choir, these

are the only matters of interest and attrac-

tion. As the week is about to close, the

secular papers grow luminous with adver-

tisements of taking subjects and popular

preachers for the pulpit on the following

Lord's day. As the week opens they are loud

and eloquent in proclaiming the praises of

the favorite orators of influential congrega-

tions. The execution of the choir is desired

even by the people themselves to be such as

to command a large share of admiration ; and
so on the Sabbath-day holy assemblies are

held for the purpose of being carried away
by the fascinations of some golden-mouthed
orator in front, or of some silvery-voiced

choristers behind. This tone having been
given by some few churches in our larger

cities, who have filled the land with the fame
of their Sabbath refreshments, others of more
staid principles have been compelled, in a
measure, to chime in, lest they might lose

ground, and so it has been developiug itself

insensibly, yet more and more, as an essential

element of the Christian life of the present day.

This being the case in the assemblies of

Christians, who gather together sincerely and
honestly to discharge their duties as members
or friends of the church, the offering of de-

vout personal prayer to God, is not felt to be

the business of the hour. The prayer offered

by the officiating pastor is allowed, as giving

variety to the exercises, as affording an easy

transition from one thing to the other ; but

in the act itself, the people present are not

expected to take any personal interest. By a
respectful hearing and an admiring attention,

they do all that can be asked of them ; and
during the oifering of the prayer, which is

none of their concern, what reason could be

givea for subjecting themselves to the incon-

venience of standing erect or of falling upon
their knees ?

We have seen a specimen of this " cultus,"

even in a meeting of evangelical pastors, rep-

resentatives of different denominations, gath-

ered together especially for prayer, where
neither infirmity nor old age, could possibly

have been used as an excuse for the mainte-

nance of an undevout attitude.

This is intelligence respecting a fashion that

is unhappily growing in the church.

.« •» >

^bitffrial ST^iscdlan^.

Local History.—There is often much inter-

est in local history, and to us it has frequently

been a matter of surprise, that more pains

are not taken to gather up the facts as associ-

ated with particular places, and present them
to the public in a permanent and tangible form.

In this way an important service would be

rendered to the present as well as to future

generations. There are few towns in our

country of any age or size, with which there

are not some reminiscences associated of more
or less interest, and these should be put into

a shape that will insure their permanency.
These thoughts were suggested to us, by

finding in an exchange, an extract from a

letter published in a city paper, having refer-

ence to Norristown, Montgomery county. Pa.,

a place in which we naturally feel more than
usual interest. The extract is as follows

:

"In the days of 1776, the spot on which
Norristown now stands was owned and culti-

vated by an individual named John Bull. It

is not, however, to be supposed that because

of the name he bore he was a friend to the

John Bull across the Atlantic. On the contrary,

he was a staunch Whig, as is attested by the

destruction of his barn by the British. It

was not until some time after the Revolution

that Norristown became a place ofimportance,

and we may say that it has only been within

the last ten years that the town has attained

a name and character abroad. Immediately

below the borough may be seen the place

where the Americans, under Washington, on

their way to Valley Forge, crossed the river

Schuylkill. Here also the earth was thrown
up to secure their protection against the

threatened attack of the British. Several
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years back a large twelve pounder was found

hidden in the ground, which was supposed by
many to have been put into its hiding-place

by the Americans whilst retreating, to pre-

vent its falling into the hands of the enemy.
" The little stone tavern, which sheltered

Washington on his march to Valley Forge,

still stands, and looks as strong as though it

were built but yesterday. The Washington
House, too, was the head-quarters of Governor
Mifflin during the Whisky Insurrection, and
I believe also that Washington stopped there

at one time. That large and neat two-story

stone building, with the large maple trees in

front, now occupied by Hon. Thomas P. Knox,
was once the residence of General Porter, of

Revolutionary fame. Here it was that our

ex-Governor, D. R. Porter, first saw the light

of -day. Where now stands that beautiful

and costly edifice, the Oakland Institute, lived

and died James Wilson, one of the immortal
signers of the Declaration of Independence.

" Surrounded as Norristown is by places

rendered famous by the events of '76, it pre-

sents unusual attractions to pei'sons who love

to visit places of this character. Immediately

to the east lies Whitemarsh, where once lay

the army of Washington, and where works
may be seen to this day that were thrown up
by the patriot army, to secure themselves

against a surprise from the enemy. Away to

the north, lies Skippack
;
and right in view,

with her hills high above us, is Valley Forge

—a spot which has obtained a more world-

wide reputation than any other connected

with the events of the Revolution. This

celebrated locality is connected with the most
gloomy period in the history of our country.

The sufferings our men endured had well nigh

driven them to despair ; but Washington un-

dismayed, held together, by his power and
influence, that little band of heroes, and soon

after achieved the independence of the nation.

The house which Washington made his head-

quarters still stands, and may be seen by all

those who wish so to do. The entrenchments

and forts erected by the army may be seen

to this day. How few there are who have
ever seen those hills ! Even in Norristown,

so near to this hallowed spot, there are hun-
dreds who have never visited this place—have
never seen it. And how many have seen

Whitemarsh or Skippack? or how many,
rather, know that these places are so intimately

connected with the scenes of the Revolu-

tion?"
The town here referred to, is the place of

our birth, and of our earliest years. We first

saw the light of day in the very house which
Col. Bull owned and in which he lived during

the Revolution. It was a tavern stand, with

a large open yard in front. The yard has

long since been covered over with fine houses.

and only a remnant of the old house remains;

incorporated in a back building attached to

one of the more recent improvements. One
of our last etforts at manual labor, prior to

transferring our residence from the place of

our nativity, was to assist in pulling down
the old walls of Col. Bull's barn, (which was
burnt by the British, but the wood-work in

which had been subsequently replaced,) to

make room for the erection of substantial

dwelling houses.

At the time of our earliest recollections of

Norristown, it was a comparatively small

place. It had then no house of public wor-
ship, and contained only a few hundred in-

habitants. All the churches now found there,

of which the Episcopal and Old School Pres-

byterian were the first erected, were built

within our memory. The place had grown
considerably before we transferred our resi-

dence elsewhere ; but has improved most
rapidly within the last ten or twelve years.

It now contains many fine churches, and
other costly public buildings ; and has a

population numbering some seven thousand
or more. Its appearance at present is more
like that of a city than of a simple inland

town. Where once were large fields, over

which we delighted to roam, are now wide
streets well paved and thickly built up with
fine houses. What has not time, filled up
with the labor of man, wrought in the course

of one generation? and who can tell, what
will be efTected in the course of another ?

—

German Reformed Messenger.

The First Communication with Europe by
the Oceanic Telegraph, was happily one not

only of peace—peace with the three hundred
millions of civilized Chinese, fond of cotton-

manufactured goods as well as of their na-

tive-grown silks, but also of the opening up
of that vast empire to the improvement which
must be the result of closer contact with

European civilization. The conditions of

peace are reported to be—first, the permanent
residence at the Chinese Court of an English

and a French representative, the establish-

ment of an increased number of free passports,

the free toleration of the Christian religion,

and the permission to trade with the interior.

The immense importance of these conces-

sions, guaranteed by the power of France and
England, Avho will enforce the conditions, is

hardly understood. The capacity to trade on
the part of the Chinese is very great, and in

this they are the equals of any other nation.

The consumption of American and English

manufactured goods must be greatly extended.

Growth in grace manifests itself by a sim-

plicity—that is, a greater naturalness of char-

acter.
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CHAKLES HENRY VON BOGA.TZKY.

BOGATZKY was one of the most pro-

ductive and popular devotional wri-

ters in the Evangelical church. He was

one of the so called Pietists of Halle, and

his autobiography, published by Dr. G. C.

Knapp, Plalle, 1801, is a valuable contri-

bution towards a better knowledge of the

latter period of Pietism, and presents a

very instructive picture of the inner and

outward life of the pious circles of that

day.

He was born on the seventh of September,

1690, at Jankowe, an estate belonging to

his parents, and located in the domain of

Militsh in lower Silesia. Soon after his

birth, his father entered the imperial army
;

and his education devolved wholly upon his

mother, (whose maiden name was Von
Kalkreut,) a pious and prayerful Christian,

who had ripened in the school of aflBiiction.

Her influence soon taught him a love for

prayer ; and as early as his eighth year he

felt impelled to pray in words of his own,

although, until that time, he had only

heard others repeat prayers which they had

committed to memory, or read them from

prayer-books. During his school-days,

which, from his eighth year, he spent away
from the paternal roof, in various noble

families and public schools, the oppressive

feeling of loneliness, and the numerous

temptations and trials which he was obliged

to endure amidst his companions, only

served to urge him to more frequent

TOL. III. NO. 11. 21

prayer ; and his own experience of the

manner in which God answers prayer, was
a source of great encouragement and com-
fort. An unfounded report, that his fa-

ther had become a Roman Catholic, and
intended to take charge of him, induced
his mother to send him, in great haste to

Saxony, in his fourteenth year. She hoped
to get him a situation as a page, in one of

the smaller courts ; and after several un-

successful applications succeeded in intro-

ducing him into the ducal court of Weis-

senfels. But even amidst the vain pleas-

ures of court-life he maintained his piety.

During a long and tedious illness, he read

the entire Bible, and finally resolved, to

serve God faithfully, and never to engage

in anything that the Bible looked upon as

sin. Against the temptations proceeding

from the other pages, whose wicked mode
of life he abhorred, he found refuge, in

prayer ; and at this time he also began to

compose hymns for his own edification,

especially putting the contents of his pray-

ers into this form.

A few years later his father summoned
him to Breslau, and ordered him to prepare

himself for entering the imperial army

;

but finally yielded to his son's earnest

prayer, not to make him a soldier contrary

to his own inclination. He had not selected

any particular course of life when he be-

came acquainted with count Henry XXIV.
of Reuss Kcestritz,, who induced him further

to prosecute his studies, promising to afi"ord

that pecuniary assistance, which the limited
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circumstances of his parents were unable

to supply.

Now twenty years of age, he diligently

labored a few years more, to supply the

deficiencies of his education, and then

entered the university of Jena, for the pur-

pose of studying law, at Easter, 1713.

Here, where the students lived in a very

wild and reckless manner, he lived in quiet

retirement, associating with a few con-

genial friends, in constant intercourse with

his God, and earnestly striving to build up

his inner life by faith. In this he was

greatly assisted by the sermons, and some

private lectures of Buddeus.

A few visits to Halle, which he was

induced to make by Count Reuss, who,

with many noble strangers, was in the

habit of seeking greater edification, by

attending the preaching of Augustus H.

Francke, on the great festivals of the

church, first brought him into contact with

the theologians of that place. He at first

approached them with feielings of great

prejudice, and with the earnest prayer,

that God would preserve him from all

error ; but he soon found himself greatly

drawn towards them. A few sermons and

devotional meetings of Francke, and especi-

ally a prayer, delivered by him at his de-

parture, made the deepest impression upon

our young friend, and prompted him to

form the resolution, "that he would pre-

sent himself entirely, as an off"ering to God,

and that he would follow Christ, without

being deterred by the sneers of the world."

Thus impressed, he took up his residence

in Halle, at Easter, 1715, and, in addition

to his legal studies, with the deepest inter-

est, attended the theological lectures, and

soon became intimately acquainted with

Francke, Anton, Freylinghausen, and

others belonging to the same circle.

But soon aftei*, the death of his mother

required his return to Silesia ; and at the

same time his father directed him to meet

him in Hungary, for the purpose of enter-

ing an imperial regiment as a cornet. His

humble prayers, to be permitted to prose-

cute his studies, were positively rejected by

his father who now cast him off entirely,

declaring, that he could hope for nothing

further at his hands. But the son comfort-

ed himselfwith the declaration of Scripture,

" When my father and mother forsake me,

then the Lord will take me up."

Amidst anxious thoughts of the future

before him, it appeared to him as if a voice

from God directed him to devote all his

attention to theology, for which he had

entertained a preference for a long time.

He hoped to find peace for his soul, in this

pursuit, because the theologian is per-

mitted to have daily converse with spirit-

ual and divine things. Full of joy, he

returned to Halle, in 1716, and studied

theology for two years longer, amidst much
prayer, and richly blessed in his inward,

spiritual life. " I found," he says, abun-

dant food for my soul, in every one of the

lectures. When I returned from one of

them, I knelt and prayed, and prepared

myself for those which were to follow

;

and thus all my days were exceedingly

rich and blessed, for I daily received a

deeper and clearer insight into the sweet

gospel, and the important doctrine of

justification by faith. Whereas I had

formerly only sought and found morality

and duty in the Bible, I now everywhere

found Christ and his sweet gospel.

By too close application, however, he

had greatly injured his health ; so that he

was obliged to leave Halle, in 1718, and

return to Silesia. He now began to realize,

that his bodily infirmities would pre-

vent him from taking charge of a congrega-

tion, although several offers of the kind

were made to him. But he now endeavored

to consecrate his gifts to the service of God,

in some other way ; to promote edification,

and to win souls for Christ, although he

could not fill the ministerial office. His

connection with many noble families of

Silesia, amongst whom he spent much of

his time, afforded him an opportunity to

exert a blessed influence upon many, as

their spiritual guide and instructor. Al-

though naturally of a very timid and diffi-

dent disposition, he did not hesitate, when
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encountering unbelievers and revilers in

his numerous journeys, to testify concern-

ing Christ, and to rebuke all frivolity. And
although he was frequently obliged to

endure insults on this account, he vras also

permitted to hear subsequently, that many

a grain of seed thus sown, had, after all,

brought forth good fruit.

For several years he resided in the

Silesian village of Glaucha, where the

pious minister Mishke had established an

Orphan asylum. He greatly assisted him

in this undertaking, devoting much of his

slender income to its support. Here he

also determined to marry, and in 1726

united himself to Eleanor v. Fels, his

mother's niece, with whom he had long

lived in intimate spiritual correspondence.

Their union was marked by numerous

outward deprivations and trials, but greatly

enriched by inward spiritual blessings,

and sanctified by united prayer. It was

early severed by her death, in 1734. She

left two sons, whose early education Avas

superintended by the father, but aferwards

through the kindness of benevolent friends,

they found a home in an educational insti-

tution.

After 1740, he resided at the ducal court

of Lealfeld, which was entirely devoted to

Pietism, in intimate and edifying com-

muning with the duke and duchess, who
honored him as their spiritual counsellor.

After the death of the duke he selected

Halle as his place of residence, in 1746,

where the younger Francke provided free

lodging for him at the Orphan house.

Here he spent the remainder of his life

in godly seclusion, engaged in the com-

position of devotional works, which he

henceforth regarded as the peculiar task

of his life. In addition to this he held

meetings for devotion, for the benefit of

the students, and maintained an edifying

intercourse with many young men, who
loved him as a father. He also frequently

visited numerous noble families, near and
far, at their own request, for the purpose

of consulting about the salvation of their

souls. Notwithstanding his bodily infii-m-

ities, he reached a good old age ; but his
.

declining years were greatly embittered

by the advent of a new generation, which

departed from the f\iith of the fathers, and

found more occasion for sneers and offence,

than edification in his writings. But his

spirit maintained its calm cheei-fulness;

and, amidst his increasing feebleness, his

eye was steadily fixed upon Him, to whose

service and glory he had devoted his whole

life. Joyfully looking unto Jesus, he fell

asleep in peace, June 15th, 1774, aged 84

years.

Bogatzky was not a man of splendid

talents, but he was a faithful steward of

those which God had given him, and his

zealous love of the Saviour made him a

highly successful laborer in the kingdom

of God. Even his opponents were compelled

to do justice to his earnest piety, and his

pure sentiments and motives. His dis-

position was candid, but gentle, full of

sympathy, cordial and exceedingly benevo-

lent. Although during his entire life, he

was in limited and frequently needy cir-

cumstances, he never thought of himself,

and often gave the last he had to the poor.

He received several valuable presents and

legacies, which, however, he appropriated

to poor students, the Orphan House, or to

some other religious object.

His works present a faithful reflection of

his character, and were prompted by the

experience of his inward life, and the wants

of his own soul, with the exception of those

which he wrote at the request of Christian

friends. He speaks of them in the follow-

ing terms :
" They were the fruit of the

prayers and supplications, and the numer-

ous trials, exercises and purifications of

many years. My own weakness and

tribulation prompted me to write many
of them, and the Lord permitted me to be

the first to enjoy them, and thereby

strengthened my faith.'' Although they

may be characterized by the somevrhat

confined and methodical piety of the

pietistic school, the decisiveness and depth

of faith, the deep earnestness, ever direct-

ing to the one thing n j :lful, and the wealth
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of spiritual experience, which everywhere

distinguish their contents, evidently drawn

from the living fountain of the word of

God, give them a lasting value in the eyes of

all who are earnestly seeking the salvation

of their souls ; and, consequently, in these

days of returning and reviving faith, many
desirous of fostering the spirit of true de-

votion, have gladly returned to them. The

most widely circulated and highly blessed

of all his works, is the " The Golden Treas-

ury of the children of God," (Giildene

Schatzkastlein der Kinder Gottes,) which

he prepared, while yet at the University,

for his own devotion, by collecting together

those passages of Scripture, which had

greatly awakened and comforted him. He
published it in Breslau, 1718, and the

Orphan House at Halle subsequently fre-

quently re-published it, in an enlarged

form. (The last edition was published in

1846. I .part 43rd edit., and II part 37th

edit.) His numerous other publications,

with the exception of the " Thoughts in

reference to the true Conversion of Man to

God," which he published during his resi-

dence at Saalfeld, did not appear until his

residence at Halle. Amongst those most

generally read, are the following : more
extended meditations upon the Golden

Treasury, entitled " Taegliches Hausbuch
der Kinder Gottes," first published, 1748,

2 parts, 5th edit. 1839-42 ;
" Der vertraute

Umgang einer glaubigen Seele mit Gott,"

1752 (re-published by Staudt, Stuttgart

1853;) "Die Betrachtungen iiber die

Menschwerdung, das Leben, das Leiden, die

Auferstehung, die Himmelfahrt Christi,"

1752-54 ;
" Die Betrachtungen iiber den

Katechismus," with the title ;
" Christ-

liche Hausschule," 1755 ;
" Derhohe Arti-

kelvon der Rechtfertigung und das grosse

Werk der Busse," 1758; "Beicht und
Communionbuch," 1759; "The Golden

Treasui-y arranged as a prayer-book 1771,"

3rd. edit. 1853. His most extensive work
is "Meditations upon the entire New Tes-

tament," 1755-61, 7 vols.

Bogatzky was also one of the most dis-

tinguished composers of religious hymns.

of the time in which he lived ; and many of

his hymns have long since been domesti-

cated in the delightful services of God's

house. Of his hymns too, it may be said,

in the fullest sense of the word, that they

are a faithful reflection of his inner life,

and the fruits of his spiritual experiences

and states. But while this constitutes their

attractive and edifying character, they, on

this account, frequently lack the objective

character of the church-hymn, and many
therefore, owing to their subjective tone,

are much better adapted for private devo-

tion, than for the use of the assembled

congregation. They are not so much dis-

tinguished by great elevation and richness

of thought, as for warmth and intensity of

feeling, earnestness and depth of spiritual

aspirations, and noble simplicity of ex-

pression ; although, owing to a fondness

for the types, illustrations and allusions of

the Old Testament, they frequently fail to

strike the vein of true popularity. They

were collected and published with the title:

"Uebung der Gottseligkeit in geistlichen

Liedern," at first in Halle 1749, and in-

creased to 411, in a third edit. 1771.

G. F. K.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

THE AGAVE OR AMERICAN ALOE.

DURING the past two or three weeks,

this remarkable specimen of the

floral world has been visited daily by the

lovers of nature, at Parkinson's Garden

where it was placed by its owner, Mr.

George H. Stuart. The timely blooming

of the plant prompted his benevolence to

adopt this method of collecting funds for

the benefit of the Young Men's Christian

Association. It was a very happy expe-

dient as no doubt can be entertained of its

success.

The leaves of the Agave, so unlike the

delicate, graceful foliage of common plants,

are of such gigantic dimensions, that it is

almost impossible to bend or produce any

impression upon them. They are ex-

tremely cumbrous, yet each leaf terminates

in a peculiarly beautiful curve giving the
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whole plant an air of majestic grandeur.

The lower part forming a broad pedestal

is all that can be seen from a distance,

the stem and blossoms being concealed by

a sort of covered platform. This is a

very necessary accommodation, affording

visitors what would otherwise be impossi-

ble, an excellent opportunity for minute

examination.

The stem rises from the centre of the

plant to a height of twenty feet. It is en-

tirely divested of branches and leaves un-

til within a short distance of the top,

where they project on all sides number-

ing seventeen. The extremity of each

exhibits a cluster of pale yellow flowers,

their fringed delicate texture contrasting

strongly with the massive arms by which

they are supported. The buds clustering

around the top of the stem have a fresh,

youthful appearance, the next row of

branches exhibits them in the glory of

full bloom and still lower they are ob-

served to be sensibly declining. A pecu-

liar odor, quite in harmony with the sin-

gularity of the plant, cannot be said to

burden the air with an aromatic sweetness.

One of the most singular characteristics

of the Agave, is the rapid growth of the

stem after its first appearance, which, al-

though in our climate many years elapse

before this takes place, can almost be seen

to grow. For instance, in the plant just

described, there was no sign of a stem un-

til the latter part of May ; it then shot up

so rapidly, growing two and three inches

in a day, that a measure was found neces-

sary to convince the incredulous.

The period of efflorescence concentrates

all vitality in its one brilliant display. In

consequence of this, the leaves and lower

branches, being withered and lifeless, are

incapable of sustaining the immense col-

umn surmounted by its flowering masses.

So to prevent an inglorious downfall,

wires have been carefully interwoven

among the branches, fastening them on all

sides to the platform, thus rescuing the en-

feebled monarch of his species from such

a disaster.

This Agave was transplanted from Mexi-

co to England many years ago ; while

there it passed from the possession of one

distinguished person to that of another,

not escaping the notice of Victoria herself.

Since its arrival in Philadelphia, it has

been transmitted from hand to hand with

a view to its ultimate blooming. It is

thought to be at least eighty years old_;

beyond that there is no exact record of

its age.

Large plantations of the Agave, scatter-

ed over the landscape and rearing their

lofty, golden-crowned heads to the skies,

give an additional charm to the scenery of

Mexico. Here in their native soil, eight

years is the general age when they begin

to bloom, it varies, however, in different

places. As our own climate is much cold-

er, they rarely send up their stems before

the lapse of one hundred years. From
this circumstance, it is often called the

Century Plant.

The native Mexicans do not cultivate it

merely for the sake of ornament ; a certain

juice extracted from incisions made in the

bark, affords, according to their taste, a

delicious beverage, called Pulque. An in-

toxicating brandy was also manufactured

from it, and exported to such an amount,

that the Spanish government at length in-

terfered, assigning as the cause, its liabili-

ty to injure their own trade. In many in-

stances the Agave is instrumental in sup-

plying the necessities of the Aztecs. It is

invaluable to them as the papyrus to the

Egyptians. The ancient Mexicans pre-

pared the fibres by different processes, ar-

ranging them in layers, upon which they

inscribed facts of particular historic in-

terest.

Baron Humboldt, while in Mexico, ob-

tained from the natives a few relics of

hieroglyphical inscriptions, traced upon

these leaves. Some of them were so thick

as to resemble pasteboard, while others re-

sembled Chinese paper. A kind of thread

is obtained from the fibres of the magney,

which naturalists prefer because it is not

liable to twist. The juice, which the
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Agave yields long before the blossoms ap-

pear, is so extremely acid that it is often

employed as a caustic. The prickles at

the extremity of the leaves are indispensa-

ble to the Indians, who use them as nails

and pins.

Presenting as the American Aloe does,

only one striking proof of a Creator's

hand moving over the vast flowery realm,

we are led to contemplate his goodness and

love, wafted down upon the warm sun-

shine, floating in the breath of flowers,

warbled by myriads of tiny songsters, thus

swelling with sweet melodies the praises

of their Heavenly Father. And should

not the hearts of intelligent beings bound

with gratitude, deep, sincere, overwhelm-

ing gratitude to Him who has crowned our

lives with every "good and perfect gift?"

Our path through this beautiful world

heavenward is strewn with countless vari-

eties of flowers, each bearing the Impress

of a Father's love ; and illumined by the

everlasting lights, revolving in the canopy

of heaven, which, if strictly followed, will

never fail to guide us to our eternal home.

Flora.
Sept. 17tli, 1858.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

SEEING THE QUEEN.

BY SCOTUS.

JUNE 26, 1857 was a lively day in Lon-

don. Hyde Park was to be the thea-

tre on which the honored and beloved

Sovereign of the British Isles, was to dis-

tribute the Victoria Cross, for valor, to

the soldiers and sailors who had distin-

guished themselves in the Crimean war.

It was a beautiful day for London and

warm as most summer days are. Early

taking an omnibus up Oxford street for

the Marble Arch, by which I entered the

Park, whose monstrous arms embrace some

five miles in extent, I found streams of

human beings already flowing in from

every side. At the eastern end a long

range of seat's and standing places were

erected for the benefit of the nobility and

gentry, and such as may have procured

tickets. Scores of policemen were guarding

these against the " profane rabble." At
each end, however, was a multitude of

old stands and benches to be had by any-

body who had the "shillings," and each

one warranted to afford " the best sight of

the Queen." But sorrow to those who
entrusted themselves to frail, wooden un-

derstanding, for many who went up for two

shillings, came down with a crash that

day.

For myself despising all such "helps,"

knowing that I stood higher than most

men, I worked my way round to where I

suspected the Queen would enter, that I

might get a good view of "Her gracious

Majesty," (as Englishmen say.) There I

stood packed in a crowd of some fifty

thousand people, Avatching for a head that

wore a crown, a sight never witnessed on

Columbia's soil. Around three sides of

the space which the Queen was to enter,

stood in glittering array about nine thou-

sand of Britain's choicest troops. There

were cavalry with their prancing steeds,

infantry, and men of the sea.

At the hour of ten, the voice of the

cannon was heard, and presently came the

royal procession, headed by a band of dis-

tinguished generals, among whom was the

Duke of Cambridge, the Queen's uncle.

Victoria rode in on horseback, between

Prince Albert her husband, and Prince

Frederick William, her prospective son-

in-law. Next came her eldest son, the

Prince of Wales and his brother, both in a

Highland Scotch dress, their usual habit,

and their sister, the " Princess Royal,"

(since married,) all on horseback. After

these came the youthful princesses in a

carriage. All the male attendants of the

royal company were arrayed in rich scar-

let liveries. The Queen and the Pi-incess

wore black hats and riding habits. She is

a woman about forty years of age, short,

rather " chunky," with a very florid coun-

tenance, that is pleasing and benignant,

but not handsome. I should have felt sad

to think Queen Victoria the most beautiful

woman in the world, as one might infer
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from the engravings of her. When I saw

her, I thought, " Give me rather the queen

of my heart, at home, beyond the sea."

The Queen sat in the presence of the

gazing multitude, and viewed her troops

as they marched past her, first with slow

and solemn tread, and then at full speed.

Standing in the crowd, overlooking those

around me, I became an object of envy

and remark, and by some means was re-

cognized as a " Yankee." A woman who

was wedged in behind me, once exclaimed,

" I might as well stand behind a church."

It is almost a wonder that some of dimin-

utive stature were not suffocated amid the

oppressiveness of the heat, and the com-

pressiveness of the crowd.

The military parade was imposing.

Many of the soldiers were men of noble ap-

pearance. I could, however, not help feel-

ing sad that all these thousands should thus

be withdrawn from the useful arts and

pursuits of life, and become a necessary

burden to their country while studying the

science of human butchery. Tears un-

bidden came into my eyes as I reflected

what these might accomplish if they all

were the true soldiers of King Jesus. The

bones of many of these are now bleaching

on the plains of rebellious India.

The prizes for valor having been dis-

tributed by the hand of the Queen, she

again rode out amid the deafening shouts

of loyalty from this vast concourse of her

subjects.

Musing over the fact that I had really

seen a live queen, I went my way.

EVERY ONE MUST ANSWER FOR
HIMSELF.

IN the dominions of a certain Eastern

king, there dwelt a rich man named

Horolus, who was notorious for his pro-

fligacy and wickedness. His friends and

relations implored him to alter his course

of conduct, but their prayers were in vain,

for he scoffed at them and still continued

to commit the most fearful crimes. The

complaints of his victims became so loud.

that they, at last, reached the ears of the

king, a severe, but just ruler, who had

Horolus immediately brought before him

to answer for his misdeeds, and sentenced

him to die. Horolus threw himself at the

king's feet and exclaimed, " Oh my prince,

I confess my crime ! but mine is not the

fault, for had not my associates led me
into sin I never would have committed the

crimes of which I am now accused."

The king listened to his excuse in si-

lence, and when Horolus had finished,

he ordered his officers to conduct him out

of the Judgment Hall into one of his State

Chambers. Here Horolus stayed for several

days, revelling in luxury, for he was at-

tended by the most obsequious servants

who performed his slightest wish.

He had persuaded himself that the king

had accepted his excuse, and would receive

him in his favor, and was considering how

he might further his enjoyment, when he

was suddenly interrupted by the entrance

of two officers, who informed him that the

king desired his presence. He followed

the officers to the Judgment Hall, but he

began to fear when he saw the king sur-

rounded by the principal men of the empire

looking grave and stern, but all his fears

vanished, when the king rose to receive

him with a friendly smile. The king ad-

dressed him thus, " Horolus, we have sent

for thee to decide a case which all the chief

men of my empire have in vain endeavor-

ed to do, and intend to bide by thy decision.''

A painting of rare beauty was brought

before Horolus, who started when he saw

it, for never had he seen life depicted so

faithfully.

Then the king said, " Not long since I

offered a prize to the artist who could

execute the best painting. The one before

us was decided to be the best, and the prize

was about to be awarded to the painter,

a youth who was yet receiving instructions

in his art, when his masters came forward

and exclaimed, ' Oh- prince! It is we who
should receive the prize, not our scholar

;

for did we not teach him how to do it?

Only for us, he would have known nothing
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about the art.' To which, now, Horolus,

will I give the prize V
Horolus replied without the least hesi-

tation, " Award the prize to the artist, for

his masters may have taught him the art,

but it was he who executed the picture."

The king seemed much pleased, and ex-

claimed, " Thy decision, oh Horolus, applies

as much to thee as to the poor artist, for

thy associates may have first taught thee

to sin, but it was thou who committed the

crimes, therefore suffer thy sentence, for

* every man must answer for himself.'"

Thus it is with us all, always too ready

to own what good we have done and al-

ways too anxious to implicate others in our

evil deeds. But to us has been given our

own souls to tajie care of, and it is we alone

who will be required to render an account

of them to our God.

Marianne.

A VISION OF THE NIGHT.

OWEET slumber weighed my eyelids

O down and mid visions of the night,

there came a sound of many mingled voices

falling softly on my ear.

" I listened, on the air there stole," the

same sweet strain, so clear, so pure, that

as its deepening cadence swept along I

knew that none but angels' voices could

breathe that song of melody. Clearer and

fuller grew the strain, while from afar a

glorious Spirit band joyously winged their

way along the "trackless ether of the

upper deep."

Anon, they touched their golden harps

and from the heavenly strings a thrilling

music rang,

" Which filled the air with melody,

That o'er my senses stole,

And hreathed love's holiest inSuence

Around my enraptured soul."

While wonderingly I mused upon the

theme, that angels could have found thus,

to have left the bowers of heaven, and o'er

earth's darkened plains pour forth their

thrilling measure, the heavenly wanderers

nearer came, and life, I found, the burden

of their song.

Oh ! not of life, as earthly ones would

sing, sang they ; for, from the Spirit land

they came, and there the restless cares of

life are gone—lost in calm repose. Not a

word was breathed upon the listening air

but spoke of love, ofjoy, of perfect peace,

of glory never ending.

Anxiety and care they knew not ; o'er

their souls had earth-clouds never cast their

lengthening shadows to dim the light that

shone " so purely from within." Life was
to them so beautiful, so free from poisonous

wounds of sin, that as the Spirit's song in

sweetest accents died away, a sound arose

from mortal lips, a murmur soft and low,

so full of plaintive sorrow that angels well

might weep. Upward upon the trembling

air 'twas borne, and lo ! the Spirit band
bowed their bright heads and listened to

the strain

:

Beings of brightness ! seraphs above!

List to our song with pitying love,

Fain would we pour forth all the deep woe
"Which fi-om the heart's rill sadly doth flow

;

Into your ears we'd breathe the sad tale,

Tale of earth's dimness, sorrow's cold gale.

Life is before us, dark to our eyes,

Fiercely its billows swell to the skies,

O'er the soul's windows sin hath o'erspread,

Shadows and darkness, Life's feeble thread

Trembles anew, when thoughts of the past,

O'er the frail spirit in warning are cast.

Thoughts of the hopes and visions so bright,

Visions of gladness ending in night.

Feebly hope's star throws its beams o'er the wave,

Life's but a wearisome march to the grave

;

Grief hath arisen ber door to unbar,

Lo ! the grim portal resting ajar

Sends from within a shadowy cloud,

Dismal and dark each hope to enshroud;

Slowly and sadly have the feet pressed

Life's weary pathway ; sighing for rest,

Wearily, wearily onward we've trod.

Dark though the way and dreary earth's sod.

Dreams of the beautiful, holy and true,

Bathing the soul with fancy's sweet dew,

Faded long since ; in sorrow dissolved,

Leaving the spirit in darkness involved.

Cold though reality's day to our frame,

Youth's joyous moments wo ne'er can regain.

Nought do we find of the beauty and love,

Peace and repose of your heaven above
;

Nought of the calmness do mortals enjoy,

Found within Paradise free from alloy.

Fain would we seek the dim shadowy land.

On its dark shores unfalt'riugly stand.

Spirits immortal, hovering on high,

Lend us thine aid, we falter, we die.
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Deep silence for a moment followed the

mortal's song, silence so still, that e'en the

feeblest throb of nature's pulse rose clearly

on the midnight air ; then softly stealing

from on high there floated forth a sound

"Like lyres and lutes and silvery flutes.

In sweet confusion blent."

'Twas the angels tuning their harps

above to answer the sad song. A moment
passed ; then sweetly gushing forth in

melody divine came voices soft and low,

so full of heavenly harmony, e'en now my
spirit thrills with joy at memory of the

sound

:

Would ye then seek the dim shadowy land ?

On its dark shores unfalt'ringly stand ?

Feebly surrender the conflict of life ?

Lay down your weapons, and flee from the strife.

Gird up your spirits faint children of earth,

Not for the pleasures, oh ! not for the mirth
;

Nor for the flowers that round ye are spread.

Were ye ordained life's pathway to tread
;

Else ye, and armed with love for the strife.

Go forth anew to the battle of life.

Strong in the strength of God, who above
Guardeth ye ever with watchful love.

Strike for the right, and nobly sustain

Earth's weary conflict 'till victory ye gain.

Falter no longer, look to the end,

When for your spirits Jesus shall send,

When from above your Father shall cry.

Welcome, my children, welcome on high.

There the pure sunshine of love shall e'er steal

Over your spirits earth's sorrows to heal

;

Green are the pastures, pure are the rills,

Issuing forth from the heavenly hills
;

Peace like a river shall fill each heart,

Peace, which the world can ne'er take nor impart.

Grief shall no longer her draperies spread.

Tears and temptations will ever have fled.

Never, oh never, shall faithlessness roll.

Like a dim cloud between God and the soul.

Look up then, trustfully, pilgrim so worn.

Look on more hopefully, to the bright morn.

When from above ye'll hear the glad cry.

Welcome, my children, welcome on high.

Softly fell the light of Heaven around

the angel band, when like the last faint

touch of harp or lute their closing words

floated away on the ambient air. Methought

the light, the lovely golden light, was sent

to lure them home. I watched their heaven-

ward flight, and while the pearly gates

were swinging back, I woke and found

'twas but a dream. No angel o'er me bent,

no seraph voice was heard by creature

ear, yet sweetly lingering round my soul

the song of life remained, e'er thrilled upon
my listening ear, and raised my hopes

above.

Fannie R.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

QUIT YOU LIKE MEN.
" Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like mea
be strong."—!. Cor. xvi. 13.

Quit you like men,

Soldiers of Christ
;

Ne'er from your post

Be ye enticed

;

Soldier-like watch.

While the night last

;

True in the faith,

Ever stand fast.

Stand ready girt.

With armor bright
;

Ne'er from the strife

Turn ye in flight

;

Though often tried.

Onward again

;

Look to your Lord

;

Quit you like men.

Others may strive

Conquests to gain.

Which at the last

Must appear vain

;

Ye have an aim
Higher by far

;

Reaching beyond

Sun, moon and stars.

Christians, be strong

;

Fight the good fight

;

Fly not by day,

Sleep not by night

;

Think of the crown

Ye shall obtain
;

Honor your Lord

;

Quit you like men.

M. Sbeeleiqb.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

A FEW LESSONS IN MUSIC,

Designed chiefly for beginners.

LESSON III. [and last.)

IN closing this series of lessons I desire

to call your attention to time. Eternity is

of first importance, but it is also necessary

to attend to things of time. In music, time

is the rapidity with which a piece is sung

or performed, and when several persons

are singing in company, great care is re-

quisite that all the parts may be harmoni-

ous and discord prevented.

In order to get the time correct it is often
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necessary to heat it. It is generally beat-

en with the hand, especially when practic-

ing on dough, (do,) but the teacher will

often have occasion to use a rod.

N. B. A rod either in the hands of a

parent or judicious teacher is apt to make

good music—in one case it is rather in

quantity, in the other in quality.

The time should always be announced

at the commencement of a piece of music,

and hence has arisen that familiar express-

ion as of a teacher addressing his scholars

—" Take your time. Miss Lucy,"—" Take

your time. Miss Long."

There are various contrivances for keep-

ing time, as clocks, watches, &c. : in their

case too, time is kept by the motion of the

hand, and as the hand moves fast or slow,

the time is hastened or retarded.

Time is divided into measures. The

number of beats in a measure varies from

two to six according to the size of the heats,

for some heets grow much larger than

others, as every one knows who has gone

to market.

The measures are separated by a bar,

as stated in a former lesson, forming, with

the lines and space, a kind of fence, which

I hope no one will take offence at.

The close of the piece is marked by a

double bar, as e\erj peace should be ended

so as to prevent any further action on

either side.

Buglers and other performers of martial

music are very apt to continue their hlows,

unless stopped by a double bar.

The height to which a piece of music

will go, depends upon the 2iitch it receives,

the pitch is given by a little instrument

called a fork, and is necessarily a pitch

fork.

Notes vary much both in tone and

length
;

you must be careful to guard

against counterfeits. We judge notes in

music as we do hot corn, by the ear, whilst

spurious notes, circulating as currency, are

distinguished only by the eye. There are

altered notes, too, in music, and it requires,

careful examination to distinguish them.

In the study ahd practice of music you

will become acquainted with a great many
different characters, some of them are

sharp enough ; others you will discover to

be YerJ flat, and a few are born naturals

:

these last are poor simple hearted fellows

who are a good deal imposed upon some-

times, and only introduced on special oc-

casions. The sharps are so puffed up with

their own consequence that they swell up
half a note, whilst theflats are just as much
down in the mouth all the time.

Perhaps the most aristocratic of all ia

major scale, he certainly makes the most

noise and by far the largest part of music

of all kinds is sung by him. There is

major key also, a first cousin of his, and

the two are almost inseparable. Each of

these fellows has a younger brother not yet

of age, and consequently called minor

scale and minor key.

Their voices are lower and more musical

than the major's, which is better adapted to

military movements and command, whilst

their's are expressive of deep sorrow and

melancholy, and are therefore better adapt-

ed to funerals.

There is one other character, and only

one to which I need advert, and that is the

" stoell." This is to be met with not only

in music books, but also in mid ocean, as

well as on Chestnut Street or Broadway.

In music it expresses a gradual rising of

the voice from a very low tone to a loud

full note, and then a gentle decrease in

sound—just as in the waves of old ocean,

a gentle ripple is the precursor of a vast

swelling billow, which rises gradually high-

er and higher, until its reaches its utmost

size ; then subsiding, it sinks with a low

murmur, and dies away in sighs upon the

shore.

The Broadway " swell," differs from

either of these in the fact that he is less

useful ; he too commences very low, so low

that nobody ever heard of him, until he is

left a small sum of money by some industri-

ous, hard working ant (aunt ;) on this he

splurges until he receives another install-

ment from an unlocked for source which

puts him in possession of eye glasses, patent
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leathers and the necessary •wherewithal to

eat, drink, and be merry, but having reached

the topmost wave of fashion, the swell at

length subsides and leaves him penniless

deserted by friends, an airy nothing on the

shores of time.

There are but few other things to be

mentioned, amongst them are the pause.

Paws are something to hold on with. "When

a note is to be prolonged the chai'acter

designating a pause is placed over it, as if

you were to say to an intelligent canine

—

"here is something bone," (bon, as the

French say,) he would immediately pause

and put his paws on it.

Then, too, there is a " tie," by which

several notes are joined together under one

sound, just like the matrimonial tie which

unites two persons of different names and

natures into one, and they twain become

one flesh. Thus in practicing the seventh

and fourth notes tied together, you will

soon be able to see far, (si, fa,) into music
;

in the use of the seventh and third you will

be able to see me, (si, mi,) without a tele-

scope or a light, though I may be a thou-

sand miles off and darkness all around

you. This is a result which philosophers

have not before discovered.

Then again the term forte, which means
strong or loud, is much used in singing. A
piece may be sung too forte, when sung

so loud as to put the performer out of

breath, just as a very rapid horse is said

to go at a two-forty pace when he comes

up to the stand all panting with the un-

wonted exercise, having done his mile in

less than three minutes.

This ends our course. I thank you for

your attention, and as we have wound up
our lessons in music you may run down
until a new spring comes. Don't get in

the dirt, but keep your hands and face
clean, and let your icorJcs too, be made
manifest.

Now be careful not to lose the key nor

let your hands go wrong so that you begin

to strike, but especially let me warn you
never, never, to go on tick. * -K-

A HIDEOUS MONSTER.

THERE exists in French society, remarks

the author of Monte Leone, and we
may add that it is by no means limited to

French society, a hideous monster known
to all, though no one disturbs it. Its rav-

ages are great, almost incalculable. It

saps reputations, poisons, dishonors and

defiles the splendor of the most estimable

form.

This minotaurus, which devours so many
innocent persons, is especially fearful, be-

cause the blows are terrible. It presents

itself under the mildest and gentlest forms,

and is received everywhere in the city.

"We find it in our rooms, in the interior of

our families, in the palaces of the opulent,

and the garrets of the poor. It has no

name, being a mere figure of speech, a very

word. It is composed of but one phrase,

and is called

—

They say.

"Do you know such a one?" is often

asked, and the person is pointed out.

"No ; but they say his morals are very

bad. He has had strange adventures and
his family is very unhappy."

"Are you sure ?"

" No, I know nothing about it. But
they say so."

"Do not trust that gentleman who has

such credit, and is thought so rich. Be
on your guard—

"

" Bah ! his fortune is immense ; see what
an establishment he has."

" Yes ! But they say he is very much in-

volved."

" Do you know that fact ?"

This they say is heard in every relation

of life. It is deadly mortal, and not to be

grasped. It goes hither and thither, strikes

and kills manly honor, female virtue, with-

out either sex being ever conscious of the

injury done. Each as he reads these lines

will remember cases illustrating the truth

of what we say.

Entire Application.—Little can be

done well to which the whole mind is not

applied.
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RUINS OF THE ROMAN FORUM.

THE FORUM AT ROME.
(See Frontispiece.)

WE present our readers in this number
with a view of the Forum at Rome

as it would appear if restored to its ancient

state. The term Forum among the Romans
was used to signify any open place where

the market and courts of justice were held.

The Forum Eomanumwas a splendid place,

which served for a public walk, and was

called on account of its size, forum mag-

num. As the population of Rome increased,

various spots were selected for markets

and the courts of justice. The number of

these places was finally increased to seven-

teen. The great Roman forum which was

bounded on the north by Mount Palatine,

and on the northwest by theCapitoline Hill,

and which was called The Forum by way of

eminence, was destined by Romulus for the

assemblies of the people. Tarquinius

Prisons surrounded it with porticos, by

which means the people were protected

against the weather. In these buildings,

stagings were raised, from which plays

represented in the market place were seen,

before the erection of theatres.

The forum was afterwards adorned with

such an immense number of statues,

brought thither from Greece, that it became

necessary to remove many of them.

This place, once adorned with the most

beautiful palaces, and the most splendid

buildings is now called campo vaccina,

(field of cattle.) It is almost a waste, but

is yet covered with numerous relics of its

former splendor.

THE REFLECTED BLESSING.
Translated from "Le Semeur Canadien."

BY MRS. S. E. PHELPS.

U TTOU wish therefore to deprive your-

X self of all comfort for the pleasure

of adding to the profits of a rich mer-

chant ?"

Thus spoke with a severe and dry tone,

the relative of a poor widow, to whom
nothing remained on the earth, but a dear

child, and in the heaven her God and her

Saviour, in whom she had put all her hope,

and from whom she expected all deliver-

ance and all consolation.

"Perhaps it is easy for you to judge
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thus," replied the widow with a calm firm-

ness ; "as for me, the thought that I ef-

face, slowly, but surely, the last stain that

can rest on the memory of my husband,

is the first and the greatest of comforts.

M. Miner is the only one of his creditors

whose account is not settled; and if it please

God, it shall be paid to the last crown."

" Heroic sentiments \" cried the kins-

woman with irony, going out of the cham-

ber.

"I have it! I have it finally !" cried a

silvery voice ; and at the same time a sweet

figure, brilliant with youth and joy, came

to throw herself at the knees of the widow

seated in her easy chair, and to dissipate

the sombre cloud of sadness that oppressed

her heart.

" See, mamma, ten crowns ! they are

mine, all mine ! With the ten others it

makes twenty, a pretty little sum to give

to M. Miner \"

Great tears trembled on the eyelids of

the widow, and ran down her pale cheek.

But at the same moment a melancholy

thought froze her heart. " Shall this be

therefore the price of thy life, oh my preci-

ous child?" thought she to herself. " Shall

this be the worm that shall eat the heart

of my beautiful flower ? Must I therefore

deliver thee to this overwhelming toil?

Shalt thou be the victim laid on the altar

of duty ? My God ! my God ! dost thou re-

quire of me this sacrificeV
Eva was kneeling before her mother,

supporting herself on her with the close-

ness of a tender, filial love. After having

contemplated some moments the brilliant

pieces of gold, she lifted her eyes to the

face of her mother and saw anguish and

sorrow contracting her features.

" Do not be so grave, mamma. See, I

was thinking with comfort of all that we
should be able to buy with that money.

How fine it will be ? A good wai-m room

for you ; a pretty velvet cover for your old

easy chair all worn out now, a little piece

of carpet near your bed that your feet do

not freeze on the cold floor ; a new bonnet,

and then some coal, some tea, some sugar

and a quantity of little comfortable things.

But it is fair," added she, rising and throw-

ing back the beautiful brown curls that

covered her forehead, " it is fair, perhaps,

that one of these days I shall write a book
that will render us rich

; you shall have

your carriage, dear mamma, and those who
despise us because of our poverty, shall

then be very happy if we pay them atten-

tion. But no pleasantry and no romance,"

she said gravely, " inexorable reality says

to me that I ought to go directly to

Madison Street, see M. Miner, give him
these twenty crowns, take a receipt and
return to read and sing to my dear mother."

And now Eva was going with a light

step through the long, straight streets that

conducted her to a place resplendent with

magnificent palaces. Everywhere the mar-

ble of those opulent dwellings reflected

the sun's rays. The timid steps of the

young girl pressed on a large balustrade

and crossed a portal of rich architecture.

" Monsieur does not receive," said a

servant richly clothed, throwing a patron-

izing look on the young girl. But soon

sweetened perhaps by her air of infantile

simplicity, won by her supplicant looks,

he felt no strength to send her away. She
was therefore admitted into the sumptuous
dwelling of the rich man.

She set her foot lightly on the soft carpet

of the anti-chamber. The staircase was
ornamented with statues of marble and of

bronze ; and the saloon into which Eva was
introduced, appeared to the young girl of

so dazzling a luxury, that she was not

able to persuade herself that such apart-

ments could be inhabited.

" To what do I owe the pleasure of your

visit. Mademoiselle ?" said, with an affable

tone, the master of the house, who came to

see her. M. Miner was a large, handsome

man, in the flower of his age ; his manners

so full of distinction, had at first intimi-

dated the young girl, who was a little re-

assured by the benevolent tone of his

question.

" My father is dead. Monsieur, leaving

us debts due your house," responded Eva,
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blushing, with a trembling voice. " By

means of economy and of labor, we have

paid, my mother and myself, all these

debts except yours. If you will have the

goodness to receive the whole of ycur ac-

count by little sums, (I regret that they

have to be so little, Monsieur,) we hope

that in a few years we shall be able to pay

you entirely ; and we shall realize the wish

of my dying father not to have wronged

any person. My father," added she after

a moment of silence, and in a voice tremb-

ling with emotion at the recollection ;
" my

father has been so unfortunate ! With

health broken down during many years, he

was so conscientious, that, if God had pre-

served him, he would have paid the last

penny. He would sooner have reduced

himself and his family to beggary, than to

endure the idea of making one of those lose

who had reposed confidence in him."

M. Miner remained seated with a pensive

air, his eyes fixed on the childish figure

that he had before him. After a moment

of silence he arose, saying

—

*' I knew M., your father—I regretted

his death. His was a noble heart, a noble

heart," added he, stopping to think at the

remembrance. " But, my dear child, have

you the means ? do you not put yourself

to pain to make these payments ?"

" It compels me to work. Monsieur," re-

sponding Eva, blushing slightly, "but no

labor is painful when I think of my father,

such a father, whose memory we wish to

save from dishonor."

Eva pronounced these last words with a

tearful voice. The rich man turned aside

an instant to conceal from Eva his own
emotion. Eva timidly advanced her hand

to give her pieces of gold ; M. Miner re-

ceived them and went out hastily from the

chamber, praying Eva to sit down a mo-

ment.

He reappeared soon, giving Eva a sealed

billet. "Behold the receipt," said he to

her. " And permit me to add that the

mother of such a child ought to be very

happy. All the debt of M., your father,

that I find in my books, amounts to 5,000

francs. You will see in this billet the

arrangements that I have made for the

payment. I hope that madame, your mother,

will be satisfied."

Eva took leave, her heart lighter than

when she entered, and her cheeks a little

burning because of the praise she had

heard. M. Miner had spoken in a tone so

sweet, so paternal, that he is not capable,

thought she, ofmaking conditions too hard,

and there will be pleasure in paying a

creditor so good and so patient.

With the rapidity of the hind, the young

girl regained her dwelling ; and at the

knees of her mother, panting, such was

her impatience to know all, she opened

the letter. marvelous ! It contained a

bank-note that the child held up with the

end of her fingers, and showed to her

mother, without saying a word, and with-

out even thinking to assure herself what

was its value.

" Two hundred and fifty francs !" cried

she finally. "What does that say? Read

the letter, mamma, read the letter."

" It is a receipt in full," responded the

widow, melting into tears. " 0, my child,

the debt of jour father exists no more!

Excellent man, generous man ! May God,

pour on him the treasures of grace and of

blessing! From the bottom of a heart

always moved with gratitude, while I

breathe I will ask of my heavenly Father

to bless him and his family. Lord ! may
he be one day among the number of those

that shall be received into the eternal

tabernacles. But as for us, what shall we
say to him ? how shall we testify to him

our gratitude ?"

"Mamma," said Eva, smiling through

her tears of joy, " I have felt that he was
an angel of goodness. 0, they do wrong
who say that all the rich have a hard heart.

Mamma, is it possible that we can be so

rich ? and no more debts weighing on the

memory of my father ! Let us love and

vener.ate this generous benefactor !"

" He has drawn two hearts to him for-

ever," murmured the poor widow, wiping

her eyes.
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"My dream is accomplished, mamma

—

we shall have coal, a good fire, some tea,

sugar, carpet, a little luxury for you, and,

with time, some books for me."

The evening of that day, a good fire

shining on the hearth, gave to that little

chamber an air of frugal comfort. Eva,

seated near the live coal that illumined her

pure forehead, meditated a touching letter

of thanks for the excellent M. Miner. The

face of the widow saddened no more by

the weight of her inquietude, was illumined

by a placid smile, and each thought of her

heart was a prayer for the rich man.

In a saloon very dififerent from the

dwelling of the widow, a fire sparkled

also this evening in the chimney, and re-

flected itself all around in the polish of

rich furniture. The noble M. Miner was

seated near the fire, surrounded by his

family.

" Papa, what is it that gives you such

a happy air to-day?" demanded a .fine

young girl, passing her little white hand

in the thick brown hair of her father.

" Does that mean that I have not always

a happy air, my little Lina?"
" No, but to-day I saw you smile with

your eyes almost shut," and the radiant

face of the child seemed a reflection of that

of her father. "I think that something

very agreeable has happened to you to-day.

What was it ?"

" Dost thou desire very much to know
what renders thy father happy ? Behold

my Bible, open at the twentieth chapter

of the Book of Acts, read attentively the

thirty-fifth verse."

The child opened reverently the holy

book, and after having again consulted her

father in regard to it, she reads, " Re-

member the words of the Lord Jesus, how
he said, It is more blessed to give than to

receive."

"Ah! I comprehend," said the
_
child,

laying her red cheek on the hand of her

father, "you have given alms to some poor

mendicant, as you did last week, and he

said to you, ' God bless you !' and it is

that that renders you happy."

The father replied not, but he repeated

to himself, in a low voice, with a penetrat-

ing tone—" It is more blessed to give than

to receive."—Mother's Journal.

THE RAVEN KRAPPENHANS.
FROM THE GERMAN.

UNDER the Polish king Stanislaus, in

a village not far from Warsaw, lived

a peasant of German extraction, with a

large family. Dobry—so he was called

—

had to put up with many privations ; but

he and his family were happy and content-

ed, for they enjoyed health and peace under

their thatched roof. This peace the good

people drew from the word of God. It is

true Dobry had nothing left after paying

taxes to the government, and providing the

bare necessaries of life, and to enable him
to do this the harvest must have been good,

he must have sold a pair of oxen, and dis-

posed of his horses at a fair price. But
his father and grand-father had done the

same before him, and Dobry had a content-

ed mind, and could rejoice where others

would have murmured. Domestic peace
^

was a rich compensation to him for many
privations.

There belonged to his family a particular

guest, whose arrival was always eagerly

looked for with the first fall of snow. It

was an old raven, which Dobry 's grand-

father had taken from the nest, tamed, and

afterwards restored to liberty. The bird

had preserved such an attachment for this

house, that when there was nothing more

to be found out-of-doors, it took up its

winter quarters there. There were all

sorts of things for his beak, scraps from the

kitchen, crumbs, the remains of vegetables,

and bones from which he picked many a

dainty bit. He allowed his friends to stroke

and caress him, and always flew into the

room the moment the door or window was

opened. He then walked about as ravens

do, gravely and solemnly over the tables

and benches, and sometimes perched him-

self upon heads and shoulders.
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It may be believed that Krappenhans,

so they called him, was a favorite guest,

and a true vrinter friend. But this family

friend.was to make many experiences at

Dobry's house. It happened there, as it

now does in many families, sorrow of all

kinds came ; Dobry's fields were laid waste

by hailstorms, the harvest yielded scarcely

the fourth of its former produce, the bees

gave poor spoils, and in autumn the best

cow died. This disturbed the little house-

hold. Dobry sold a piece of land to pay

the most necessary expenses, but still had

to incur debts without the immediate

prospect of being able to pay them. He
had to do, however, with a hard-hearted

creditor, who said to the lump of gold,

" Thou art my consolation." He demand-

ed heavy interest, and had, indeed, only

lent the money in order soon to possess

himself of the poor man's little property.

The next year brought, alas ! no help, but

only failure of crops. As winter now ap-

proached, the miser pressed for payment.

The last term which he had set had already

arrived. Dubry besought patience till the

following spring, when he hoped to be able

to dispose of his little estate better, and

then emigrate to the new Russian colonies.

This delay, however, he would not grant

;

and, accordingly, one wintry day he enter-

ed Dobry's house with the officers of jus-

tice, and took away the last cow, his fire-

wood, and the beds of the parents and chil-

dren ; at the same time threatening him
that if he did not pay in fourteen days, he

would return, throw him into prison, and
sell the remainder of his goods.

It can scarcely be imagined what distress

filled the peaceful cottage all at once. Do-

bry had no wood, and no money to buy
bread, with the dreadful prospect of being

obliged to leave his cottage in the middle

of the severe winter, and go begging with

his wife and children. The cold was so

severe that he cut up the wooden bench

and threw it into the stove, to be preserved

from being frozen, for it was too late to

fetch dry wood from the forest ; and Dobry
did not belong to those who steal their

wood in the night, and brand their con-

sciences at the same time. The snow was
deep. Then one of the children remember-

ed old Krappenhans, who would probably

be there again next morning.

"Ah," said the mother, "he will come
in vain, for we have nothing to give him."

" But the children thought they could

beg a few scraps from a neighbor which
he did not want, and which the hungry
guest would relish capitally. The father

encouraged them in this hope, glad to see

them cheered with such thoughts during

the sorrowful evening. Scarcely had the

day dawned, when the children sprang

from their miserable straw beds, and open-

ed the icy windows, to see if Krappenhans
was there. And there, indeed, sat the

venerable old bird, on the great nut tree

before the cottage, and flew immediately to

the window-sill to greet his little friends by
croaking and flapping his wings. They
screamed with joy, and awakened the

parents with the cry that Hans was there !

Dobry also was glad.

" Come in," he said, going to the window
and stroking him ;

" you find us Aery much
changed, and you no more see such friend-

ly faces as formerly ; but we all love you
as much as ever, and as long as we have a
morsel of bread you shall share it. Come
in old comrade, you remember better days

gone by ; they will, perhaps, never come
again, and who knows if he who occupies

this cottage after us will give you anything?

Who knows where we ourselves shall find

food and shelter when we wander hungry
and forsaken ?"

At these words the wife and children

sobbed, and tears stood in Dobry's eyes.

The raven appeared almost to feel some-
thing of the distress of the family ; he look-

ed at them wonderingly, and seemed as if

he would like to know what made them all

so sad. He flew through the window, and
perching on the table, looked round the

room, and found indeed a lamentable

change. So many things were gone ; and
his surprise at this was evident, for he

I

croaked in a pitiable manner. He eat but
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little of the bread which the children gave

him ; and seeing that he wished to leave

them, they opened the window, and he

quickly flew away. He was not seen for

many days, and the children said, " He
did not like to be with us, for he did not

seem at all pleased, and ate very little."

The day appointed by the hard-hearted

creditor for his return approached nearer

and nearer. In vain did Dobry try to touch

his heart and obtain a respite. In vain

he sought for another home. The time

drew to an end ; the winter became daily

more severe ; the snow deeper ; bread dear-

er ; and Dobry found cold, unsympathiz-

ing hearts among his fellow creatures.

Still he continued to pray, and admonished

his family to do so. A very hard trial of

faith had indeed fallen upon this poor

family ; and even if their faith became
very weak, they must not be judged too

hardly. Nevertheless, they held fast to

the word of God, read the old promises, and

were strengthened.

One evening Dobry had come back with

a heavy heart from his creditor, whom he

had vainly tried to soften. "Mary," said

he, sorrowfully, to his wife, "it is all of

no use ; the unmerciful man keeps to his

resolution. Eight days he will still wait,

and no longer; then we must leave our

home. I shall perhaps, go into prison,

and you and the children into the wide

world. Make bread wallets for yourself

and the seven little ones, and prepare for

beggary. I can no longer help you."

With these words, he threw himself into

a corner, and concealed his weeping eyes.

Wife and children sobbed with him, and

begged him to flee the next morning, that

he might not be taken from them. Prayer

now came to their aid. They all fell on

their knees, and commended themselves

in supplication to the great God—the all

powerful helper in need : then Dobry com-

menced singing old Paul Gerhard's com-

forting hymn

;

"Commit thou all thy griefs

And ways into his hands,

To his sure truth and tender care,

Who earth and heaven commands."

VOL. III. NO. 11. 22

This verse especially comforted them :

—

" Give to the winds thy fears,

Hope and be undismayed

;

God hears thy sighs, and counts thy tears
;

God shall lift up thy head."

While the family were singing,—hark

!

there is a tap at the window. " It is the

creditor," thought they, " who has altered

his mind, and has come to take our father

at once to prison."

The knock being repeated louder, one of

the children went to the window ; when lo !

there stood Krappenhans, who came joy-

fully into the room.

"What has he got in his beak?" said

the children, "that glitters so beauti-

fully?"

He flew up to Dobry, put the shining

thing in his hand, croaked, and rubbed his

beak on Dobry's knees. The latter was
not a little astonished on seeing a gold

ring in his hand, set with precious stones,

which almost dazzled his eyes with their

brilliancy. All crowded round to look at

the ring. Not one of them had any idea

of its great value ; but Dobry embraced his

wife with joy, and cried—" There is help,

Mary, God be praised." He thought the

ring might, perhaps, be worth one hundred

dollars ; and mother and children all re-

joiced. They stroked and caressed the

faithful raven, who shared in their joy.

"But, Krappenhans," said the father to

the raven, who was proudly' strutting

about the table, " from whom have you

stolen this ring ? You have certainly

taken it away secretly from some place,

and you bring me something which I can-

not keep with a good conscience."

The raven could not reply, it is true, to

this question, but said " croak, croak," and

seemed amazingly pleased at its clever

performance.

"Yes, yes," said the father, "we know

you, clever gentleman, pretty well. You

are not over particular about honesty, and

when anything takes your fancy, you don't

first ask the owner's leave. Nobody has

certainly maide you a present of this ring,
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and though you have found it, it does not

belong to you or me."
" Mary," said Dobry, turning to his wife,

" we must give this ring back to whom it

belongs. We shall not be assisted by do-

ing wrong. If God sends us good fortune

by the raven it will remain with us if we
are honest ; but if the devil sends it us as

a temptation, it shall not succeed."

Mary sighed, but found her husband's

words so true, that she must agree with

him. Still she believed that when the

owner of the ring was found, they would

receive a reward, which would improve

their miserable circumstances.

" Certainly," replied Dobry, " this ring

will be a fortunate thing for us, but only

if we remain honest."

In talking, the evening passed. They

let the raven out at the window, and the

children went to bed. Dobry, however,

could not close his eyes. Scarcely had the

day begun to break when he went to his

worthy clergyman, related the story of the

ring, and told him his intention to restore

it when he could find the owner ; but he

did not know how to set about it. The

clergyman, astonished at the story, and

pleased with the honesty of the man, whose

poverty he so well knew, took the ring in

hand. How much more astonished was he,

when he saw upon it the crown and the

arms of the king.

The clergyman immediately gave a true

and full account of the whole to the prince,

arid the next morning a royal carriage

rolled into the village to fetch him and Do-

bry to the palace. How delighted the chil-

dren were when they saw their father enter

the beautiful carriage, and drive away

with the four white horses. Dobry, how-

ever, was somewhat anxious at the ap-

proaching interview ; but the king's cham-

berlain, who was in the carriage with him,

cheered him by saying how pleased his

majesty had been with the story, and that

he might expect some great favor.

They reached the palace, and were re-

ceived most graciously by the king Stanis-

laus. Dobry now took fresh courage, and

related all the particulars with great

minuteness. Some of the courtiers re-

membered having seen a raven hovering

near the palace, and the king recollected

having opened the window of his cabinet

on that particular evening to let in the

fresh air.

But what happened to Dobry ? A year

after this event there stood a beautiful new
house in the place of his old miserable

hovel. Fields and meadows surrounded it,

good cattle filled the outhouses, and Dobry

was one of the wealthiest peasants of the

land. But the best of all was that his

good fortune did not dazzle him ; he kept

in the fear of God, led a godly life, and re-

lieved the wants and necessities of the

poor around him, till he died in a good old

age, followed to the grave by his children

and children's children. The yearly re-

turn of old Krappenhaus was long cele-

brated by them.

Now, my dear reader, how do you like

my story ? Don't you see that God can

help now by means of ravens as in the

time of Elijah ? Perhaps you shake your

head sorrowfully, and say, " I, too, have

known want, and God has never sent his

ravens to feed me." Ah ! look at the story

nearer, and compare yourself with Dobry.

Have you his faith? But God has other

messengers besides ravens ; only believe
;

be constant in prayer; in time of distress

still cleave to God in faith, and there shall

stand by you, if not a raven, an angel of

God ready to aid you.

We give below a communication on the

subject of practical " Religion," from a

deaf mute who is a teacher in one of the

Institutions of our city.

The peculiar style and short concise

sentences will jstrike the reader at once.

Every thought is forcibly and well express-

ed, in language both simple and clear, and

differs very much from the diftuse and

rambling style of other writers. The

surprising accuracy of orthography towhich

this unfortunate, (might we not rather say
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fortunate,) class attain, is accounted for by

the fact of their having to spell out, letter

after letter, by the fingers. They know
nothing of the sound of letters in combina-

tion and therefore are not led into the mis-

takes that puzzle foreigners and children

in acquiring our language, where the same

combination of letter may be pronounced

in five or six difierent ways. We have

seen many articles written by deaf mutes.

In all, the idea is made prominent, the

wording of it being a secondary matter

;

this however, is the best we have seen, and

we give it entire without even the slightest

alteration in spelling or punctuation.

—

Eds.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

RELIGION IN DEAF MUTES.
BY JOE, THE JERSEY MUTE.

THERE was a time when many persons

rah away in terror from the deaf and

dumb who chanced to come in his way.

His face was pale, perhaps deadly pale

;

his heart trembled with feaa*, nay, he

trembled at everyjoint, as if he were seized

with a palsy of fear, and he went from

house to house, informing his neighbors

that he had seen a set of people possessed

with devils. I recollect seeing a hearing

boy about ten years of age, running through

the streets as if Old . Nick was after him,

as soon as he saw a deaf boy. A mute
gentleman was walking down Pine street,

when he was met by a stranger, who spoke

to him. The mute, supposing that he wish-

ed to know the name of the street, tried,

by means of gestures, to make known to

him the name of the street. The stranger

instantly raised his cane up, and walked
backwards as fast as his legs could carry

him, brandishing his cane the while. An-
other mute called at a store to make a pur-

chase, and asked the price of something

he wanted. The storekeeper held up both

hands, his eyes glaring with terror, and
bade him begone. This mute was a teacher

in a deaf and dumb institution. The store-

keeper probably thought that the deaf and
dumb were a race of demons.

The fact is, the deaf and dumb are neither

worse nor better than others who have
their hearing. Those mutes who profess

religion, experience the same spiritual

perplexities, fears and doubts, which em-

barrass others who hear and speak, and, in

a word, feel just as they do. Many hear-

ing persons wander away from that God

whom they once promised to serve. Many
mutes do the same thirig. Many hearing

persons follow on in the exact steps of

Christ, neither moving to the right hand
nor to the left. And so do many mutes.

Indeed all classes of people have many
vices and many virtues. One mute is a

devout Christian ; and another is a great sin-

ner.

A mute man united himself into the

church of his own choice, and manifested

a great desire to open a Sabbath-school for

mute children of color. He wrote a circu-

lar, went to a printer, and desired him

to print the circular. The printer read it,

and made several suggestions orso object-

ionable a kind, as to induce him to with-

draw the circular. It has never been

printed. I have on hand a copy of this

circular, and have read it over and over

again. It is couched in plain and easy

language. It is as follows :

" A Sunday-school for Deaf and Dumb
CHILDREN.

"It painsmy heart to see several deaf and

dumb children of color, destitute of the

means of receiving instruction concerning

the things of eternity. As servants of

God, we are in duty bound to teach the

truths of Christianity to these children of

silence. Ought we who are well informed

on the subject of religion, to suffer the

black mutes around us to perish, for lack

of vision ? No ! on us, then, devolves the

duty of teaching them the way of salvation.

The concerns of their immortal souls are

little thought of even by the most zealous

professors of religion, who appear to con-

sider them as incapable of understanding

the things of God. Among the Germans

and Irish in this city, I hav? seen a goo'd

many mute men and women ignorant of
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that God whom we are privileged to wor-

ship. I have procured a Sunday-school

in the office of , at No. 64 street,

for the instruction of mutes of all colors,

as are without the means of education. I

propose to teach them all the letters of the

alphabet first, and after they have com-

mitted them to memory, to teach them the

name of God, and many words relating to

religion. I beseech all who may read this

circular, if they know the uneducated mute

of whatever color, to get them to come to

the Sunday-school in the office of .

This school will be opened at half past

two o'clock in the afternoon next Sunday."

This circular is an important one ; re-

plete with good sense, and cannot fail to

Avarm the Christian's soul into a new and

truer sphere of action. The writer strikes

out a new path, perhaps untrodden. Who
will take measures to establish a school

for the intellectual and religious education

of the neglected children to whom the

circular refers? Will they be suifered to

go to the grave entirely ignorant of the

way of salvation? Will they be forever de-

nied the bessings of an intellectual and

religious education which are so lavishly be-

stowed on Avhite mutes ? To neglect their

immortal souls is to murder them. We,

who neglect to point out to our colored

fellow-creatures the Lamb which taketh

away our iniquities, are worse than Cain.

I have heard talk of a black man in

Cincinnati, Ohio, both deaf and dumb, who

followed the printing business. A friend

of mine, who used to work with him, spoke

of him as possessing a considerable stock

of general knowledge.

A mute gentleman, whose wife is also

deaf, performs family prayer every morn-

ing, and I believe evening too. This is

done in the language of signs. He is known

to have been a mocker of piety before his

conversion. Another mute who was my
class-mate, is a member of a Christian

church, and a sexton. He is beloved and

much esteemed by all who know him. He

delights to converse with his friends on

religious subjects, and is scrupulously

punctual in his attendance upon the mean^

of grace.

Another mute, young as he is, often ex-

horts with effect. He has been instrumental

in converting several persons, on whose

ears the words of the preacher had hitherto

fallen unheeded. When he exhorted them

to embrace Christianity, they were so much

effected by the eloquent simplicity of his

gestures, that they could not resist his

exhortations, and joined a church.

Not long since I paid a visit to an aged

mute lady whom I used to see when I was

a little boy in the deaf and dumb Institute.

She has lost much of the gaiety of fresh

youth, but not a particle of spiritual ardor.

She talks like one long acquainted with

the truths of Christianity, I well remember

how fresh she looked when she washed my
little neck on a Saturday afternoon after

school was dismissed. Now her counte-

nance is remarkably placid, and seems, as it

were, to tell a tale of her successful battles

with the wicked one during the course of

her long journey. To me, a gray-headed

deaf woman, tottering on the brink of the

grave, is a very interesting spectacle. The

lady alluded to, spoke to me about the

great change which she is approaching,

with singular composure.

A niute gentleman, who worships in a

Christian church in virtue of the profession

he has made of religion, has a wife, also

deaf, who, though not a member of the

church militant, pays particular attention

to the obligations of religion. She prays

night and morning, not suffering sickness

or anything else to interfere with this

communion of soul with him who says,

" Ask, aiid it shall be given thee." She

loves her spouse with all her heart ; but,

on being asked the other day which she

loved most, God or her partner, she answer-

ed that she hoped she loved God more than

her husband. Since we must die as a

penalty for the sins of our first parents, no

good whatever will result from our earthly

attachments in which the promise of life

eternal is treated as a secondary consider-

ation. The wife referred to, places her
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hope on meeting her husband in heavea if

it pleases God to separate by a stroke of

death the two hearts united on earth. If

her husband is sick, or in trouble, she falls

on her knees, and prays to God to deal

kindly with him. She feels her depend-

ance upon her Heavenly Father, and goes

to Him whenever occasion requires, to lay

her case before Him. She makes no hesi-

tation in communingwitli Him ; she feels at

home in His unseen presence. All this,

indeed, seems as if she had a conscience

void of offence towards God and man.

ANIMAL HEAT.

ADVENTUROUS mariners navigate

their barks among the ice-bergs of

the polar regions, to procure the valuable

stores of the whale, the seal, and the walrus,

which they seize upon as spoils, to be

transported to marts of commerce for dis-

tribution, for the purpose of being burnt

as fuel in lamps, instead of in the lungs, for

which purpose it was originally designed.

Men eagerly strip off the prized furs and

down from the seal, from the eider duck, and

from other animals, whose breasts, exposed

to submersion in icy water, and to keen

wintry winds, require these non-conduct-

ing coverings to sustain the animal heat.

These prized spoils of soft furs and down,

are appropriated as a covering to sustain

the same genial warmth within the glow-

ing bosom of the civilized belle.

In the colder bosom of an Esquimaux
belle, residing in a crystal palace, and be-

neath a dome built of blocks of ice, not

only are these soft external appliances of

robes of fur necessary for sustaining a ge-

nial glow of life's warm current, but also

the most extraordinary combustion in her

lungs of fat and oily food. One of these

belles, according to Captain Parry's nar-

rative of his voyage to the Arctic regions,

sipped the oil from an extinguished lamp,

and received a tallow candle as an accept-

able bon-bon, the courteous captain kindly

enjoining upon her by signs, suiting the

action to the word, not to choke herself

by attempting to swallow the wick.

It thus appears that what is scarcely

adequate to serve as fuel for developing

warmth and powers in the bodies of human
beings dwelling in the Arctic regions,

would overheat the bodies of the same in-

dividuals when transported to warm tropi-

cal climates, and speedily induce fatal

inflammatory disorders.

To the ignorance of this fact, are ascri-

bed the deaths of myriads of voyagers

from cold to warm climates.

On the contrary, voyagers from sultry

climes to cold regions require more com-

bustion in their lungs, to sustain the aver-

age temperature of blood heat. Indeed,

the sensation of a waning warmth is so

immediately attendant on a waning sup-

ply of food, that the terms " cold" and
" hunger" have become associated toge-

ther; and the phrase "starving with cold,"

has become introduced into popular par-

lance.

As there is a greater tendency to an
excess of animal heat in warm climates,

this pernicious result is provided against,

by the process of cooling by the continual

evaporation of perspired water from the

surface of the body. The continual com-

bustion going on in the lungs, and this

continual evaporation of perspired mois-

ture, produces the result of a delicate bal-

ance of temperature, which is uniformly

maintained within a range of one or two

degrees of the thermometer, as is commonly
designated on the scale of the thermometer

by the term "blood heat."

Whenever this delicate balance of the

body is not maintained, and an excessive

excitation occurs by a quickened pulsa-

tion, and diminished evaporation, the phe-

nomenon of excessive heat of " fever," is

manifest.

In cases of fever, the rapid wasting

away of the patient's body is an effect re-

sulting from the combustion of the fatty

matter, whereby the extraordinary heat of

fevers is sustained. As fevers are usually

attended with a checked perspiration and

dry surface of the skin, there is reason for

believing that a reversed action of the
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functions of the pores is induced, whereby

the air combines with the blood directly

through the thin membrane, covering the

external surface of the body, instead of be-

ing confined to the thin membrane lining

the interior of the lungs.

The remarkable stimulating excitation

of alcohol in the human system, is probably

ascribable to the rapid decomposition, or

burning of this substance in the lungs.

Alcohol is a vegetable formation, artificial-

ly arrested during the process of fermenta-

tion, in its half-way recoil from one con-

dition to another. This highly stimulating

fluid exhibits a grouping of elements, con-

stituting an intermediate stage between

food and fuel. This pernicious compound,

instead of undergoing a protracted process

of digestion, appears to become speedily

assimilated as a sudden and excessive sup-

ply of combustible fuel to be burnt in the

lungs, causing extraordinary developments

of heat and of animal power, and a quick-

ened pulsation, which surcharges the arte-

ries of the brain, and deranges the functions

of this organ.

ELECTRICITY.
" Let down our golden, everlasting chain

Whose strong embrace holds heaven, and earth, and

main."

THE phenomena of flashes of lightning,

sometimes appearing like the glit-

tering links of a dazzling chain suspend-

ed from imminent black thunder-clouds

in the sky, have attracted the attention of

mankind from the earliest records of his-

tory. Lightning was once regarded with

religious awe and reverence by unen-

lightened people, and was considered as

an immediate revelation of the power of

the king of the heathen gods. Jupiter is

usually represented in ancient mythology

as seated on clouds, and brandishing

thunderbolts in his right hand. As beau-

tifully observed by a French philosopher,

it remained for our illustrious country-

man, Franklin, " to wrest the thunder-

bolts from heaven, as well as the sceptre

from tyrants," and to reduce the light-

ning to a plaything to be experimented

upon in the hands of scientific men.

The gradual progress of discovery has

recently imparted the greatest interest to

the study of the modes of propagating me-

chanical force through the medium of

electric matter, with extreme rapidity, to

remote distances, as practised in the now
common use of electro-motive power for

telegraphic purposes, and for accomplish-

ing processes of electro-metallurgy. The
recently discovered motive powers of

electro-magnetic machines have also added

fresh interest to the study of this new
branch of science.

The recent progress of the science has

invested the once deemed fanciful imagin-

ings of the ever admirable Greek poet,

Homer, with the appearance of a philoso-

phical truth, demonstrating the fact that

electric action, as propagated from the

sun, does really constitute the

'
' Everlasting chain,

Whose strong embrace holds heaven, and earth, and
main."

The direct electric action of the sun ad-

mits of being concentrated by convex

lenses and concave mirrors upon the focus

of a steam boiler containing water, as it is

narrated in history that Archimedes at-

tempted to set fire to a hostile fleet in the

harbor of Syracuse.

The usual mode of reducing the mole-

cules of water from their natural condi-

tions to the temporary, constrained condi-

tion of steam, is by means of the combus-

tion of fuel, instead of the awkward expe-

dient of employing the immediate electric

action of the sun. The use of fuel is,

philosophically speaking, only a more

ready and convenient employment of the

same electric action of the sun in an indi-

rect form ; for wood, peat, and mineral

coal, constituting fuel, truly represents

groupings of atoms reduced by the elec-

tric action of the sun on the organs of

plants from their natural conditions, float-

ing in the atmosphere, to solid, constrained

conditions of organic formations. On the

recoil of these groupings of atoms from
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the constrained static co'nditions of fuel

during the process of combustion, as on

the recoil of the vapory thunder-clouds,

the original electric action impressed upon

these atoms through the mechanism of the

organs of living plants on the sunny hill-

side, again becomes propagated therefrom

to the molecules of water in the boiler.

Every steam-boiler, with this simple ex-

planation, becomes recognized in its true

character, as a real electrical machine. In-

deed small steam-boilers have recently

been introduced into the lecture-room, as

the most effective kind of electrical ma-

chines, one of these steam-boilers having

proved adequate to exciting "sevenfold

more electricity than has been excited by

the most powerful frictional electrical ma-

chine that has ever yet been constructed."

It is only necessary to open a stopcock

to allow the vapory molecules of water to

issue in the form of a jet of steam into the

open air, and thus suddenly to pass from

their constrained condition, into drops of

water, in humble mimicry of the condens-

ing vapors of thunder-clouds, when simi-

lar electric flashes are developed with suf-

ficient intensity to dart in vivid corusca-

tions, through a space of nearly two feet

of air toward adjacent bodies.

The boiler becomes electrically excited,

and also any adjacent insulated bodies

against which the jets of steam escaping

from any boiler of a steam-engine, working

with a pressure of sixty or seventy

pounds on the square inch, while the ope-

rator stands on a board resting on strong

glass bottles, electric sparks may be drawn

from all parts of his body, by persons

standing on the ground, and applying

their fingers to touch him. Even the in-

sulation of the folds of a warm dry silk

handkerchief, wrapped around a pointed

wire held in the hand, is sufficient to ex-

hibit electric sparks.

This very interesting discovery of the

propagation of electro-dynamic action

from a steam-boiler, was accidentally

made a few years ago by an engineer,

when insulated on a ladder, with one

hand partly exposed to the jet of steam
escaping from a leak in a steam-boiler,

when with the other hand he attempted

to adjust the safety valve. An electrical

shock followed every attempt to touch the

metallic connections with the boiler. This

fact astonished him, and led to further in-

vestigations, which have disclosed the

wonder-working agency of steam as being

due to electric action.

OPINIONS.

A
GREAT portion of the opinions of

mankind are notoriously propagated

by transmission from one generation to

another, without any possible option on

the part of those into whose mind they are

instilled. A child regards as true what-

ever his teachers choose to inculcate, and
whatever he discovers to be believed by
those around him. His creed is thus in-

sensibly formed, and he will continue in

after life to believe the same things, with-

out any proof, provided his knowledge and
experience do not happen to infringe upon
their falsehood. Mere installation is suf-

ficient to make him believe any proposi-

tion, although he should be utterly igno-

rant of the foundation on which it rests, or

the evidence by which it is supported. It

may create in his mind a belief of the most

palpable absurdities ; things, as it appears

to others, not only contradicted by his

reason, but at variance with the testimony

of his senses ; and in the boundless region

which the senses do not reach, there is no-

thing too preposterous to be palmed on his

credulity. The religious opinions of the

majority of mankind are necessarily ac-

quired in this way ; from the nature of the

case they cannot be otherwise than deriva-

tive, and they are as firmly believed, with-

out the least particle of evidence, as the

theorems of Euclid by those who under-

stand the demonstrations.

A well-instructed people alone can be

a permanently free people. Good instruc-

tion is better than riches.

—

Penn.
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NEVER TOO LATE.

SOME persons, whose minds have not

been properly cultivated in early life,

are, in more advanced age, discouraged from

attempting to supply the defect by the

notion that the susceptibility of culture is

very much impaired, if not altogether lost,

and the povrer of deriving pleasure from

such sources infinitely less than in youth.

No doubt the faculties have wasted for the

want of being employed ; but it is equally

certain that the period of life must be very

far advanced indeed at which they may not

be quickened to use and polished to bright-

ness ; and, for the enjoyment, we shall quote

Dugald Stewart, who, in one of his essays,

says,
—" In such men, what an accession

is gained to their most refined pleasures !

What enchantments are added to their

most ordinary perceptions? The mind

awakening, as if from a trance, to a new

existence, becomes habituated to the most

interesting aspects of life and nature—the

intellectual eve is ' cleared of its film,'

and things the most familiar and unnoticed

disclose charms invisible before. The

same objects and events, which were late-

ly beheld with indifiFerence, occupy now

all the capacities and powers of the soul

;

the contrast between the present and the

past serving only to enhance and to endear

so unlocked for an acquisition. What
Gray has so finely said of the pleasure

of vicissitude, conveys but a faint image

of what is experienced by the man who,

after having lost in humble occupations

and unprofitable amusements his earliest

and most precious years, is thus introduced

at last to a new heaven and a new earth :

—

' The meanest floweret of the vale,

The simplest note that swells the

The common sun, the air, the skies,

To him are opening Paradise.' "

THE LEVER THAT MOVES THE
WORLD.

THE whole philosophy of human con-

duct and character can be reduced

to a very few simple ideas. Thought pro-

duces feeling ; '^feeling, volition ; volition.

action ; and action consists of talking and

doing. All, therefore, in a human charac-

ter, depends upon thought. But the soul

is born without a thought, and all moral

or immoral thought is communicated, by

means of the tongue. Here, then, in this

little member you have the lever that

moves the world. The lives of all men
correspond with their general language

;

hence you can see the character of a peo-

ple through their speech better than

through any other medium. We read

Greece and Rome in their mother tongue
;

and were the English, the French, and the

Germans to be swept from the earth, yet,

if their language remained, other nations

would have a distinct idea of their science,

philosophy, history, biography, politics,

trade, liberty, morality and religion. We
may, therefore, assert that talking is every

thing to man. Strike him dumb, and

close his ears, and you most effectually

stop the progress of truth. The building

of Babel which was so well understood by

all the architects, masons, carpenters, and

laborers, could not go on after the confu-

sion of tongues. Plans, spades, hammers,

trowels, ladders, bricks, mortar, &c., were

of no use when the speech of the people

became unintelligible. Language, then, is

the most powerful agent in our world.

MY MOTHER.

It has been truly said, " The first being

that rushes to the recollection of a soldier

or a sailor, in his heart's difficulty, is his

mother. She clings to his memory and

affection in the midst of all the forgetful-

ness and hardihood induced by a roving

life. The last message he leaves is for

her ; his last whisper breathes her name.

The mother as she instills the lessons of

piety and filial obligation into the heart of

her infant son, should always feel that her

labor is not in vain. She may drop into

the grave, but she has left behind her in-

fluences that will work for her. The bow

is broken, but the arrow is sped and will

do its office."
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|0m^ CirtU.

FRANK AND THE GRAPES.
*^ /^AN'T I have some of those grapes, fath-

v^ er ?" Frank stood on the piazza and

pointed to the fine, large clusters which grew

over a neighboring trellis, and hung tempt-

ingly almost within his reach.

" No, my son, they belong to Mrs. F .

She did not plant them for her neighbors,

but for herself."

" We might have a few, father."

"But they do not belong to us, my son.

Shall we take what is not ours ?"

" She won't know it ; she can't see us,

father ;" and Frank stood on tip-toe, and

stretched his neck, to see if they came with-

in the range of any of the windows of the

next house. Satisfied upon this point, he

turned away—"Please do get me some,

father," he said beseechingly.

Mr. Townsend look steadily and earnestly

at Frank. Then, taking him by both hands,

he said impressively :
" And is there no one

else who can see you, my son ? and whose

commandment you would break by so

doing?"

Frank bent his head, and a deep flush of

shame overspread his face. His eye sunk be-

neath his father's earnest, troubled look.

" My son, you have forgotten. You shrink

before the gaze of your earthly father ; how,

then, will you meet that of God? Remem-

ber, there is an eye that neither slumbers nor

sleeps : and that you cannot escape. If you

could ascend into the heavens, it is there

:

and down into the depths, it is there also.

That eye has mercifully watched over you

through all the five years of your little life,

and it looks upon you at this moment. It

sees you now, and understands the thoughts

of your heart."

He paused for a moment, and the boy

buried his face in his father's bosom.

" Do you remember, Frank, last Sunday I

taught you the commandments. You re-

peated them after me. One of them was this

—
' Thou shall not steal !' "
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"Oh, father!"—Frank burst into tears

—

" I did not mean to steal !"

"I do not think you did, my son. But
you could not have taken what did not be-

long to you without stealing. Now let me
tell you more about that commandment, and
when you are older, you shall read it for

yourself in the Bible. It was delivered to

Moses, thousands of years ago, upon Mount
Sinai, mid thunderings and earthquakes and
fearful signs. The people were not permit-

ted to approach, but stood afar off, and be-

held the smoke ascending, and the lightnings,

and listened to the sound of the trumpet.

They trembled with fear, for God himself de-

scended upon the mountain in fire. And the

finger of God wrote that commandment upon a

table of stone. Now, my son, do you think

that you can break it, and not offend Him ?"

Frank wept upon his father's bosom, but

could not speak.

" Now kiss me, my son. You are grieved,

and God will forgive you. I am sure that

you will never forget this : never forget,

when you are tempted, that though no earth-

ly eye may see you, there is One who will

punish his disobedient, and bless his obedient

children. Love him with all your heart;

and " perfect love will cast out fear."

—

New
York Observer.

" I WILL TRY."

THERE is a society in London known as

the Society of Arts. Its object is the

encouragement of talent in the various de-

partments of art. Prizes are awarded by the

Society, sometimes to painters for their pic-

tures, and sometimes to humbler artisans for

improvements in weaving, or in the manu-

facture of bonnets, lace, or artificial flowers.

More than half a century ago, a little fel-

low named William Ross, not twelve years of

age, was talking with his mother about an

exhibition of painting at the Society's rooms.

William was very fond of paintings, and

could himself draw and color with remark-

able skill. "Look you, William, said his

mother ; I saw some paintings in the exhibi-

tion which did not seem to me half as good

as some of yours."

" Do you really think so, mother ?" asked

he.

" I am sure of it," she replied. " I saw
some paintings inferior, both in color and
drawing, to some that are hanging in your
little chamber."

William knew that his mother was no flat-

terer, and he said, " I have a mind to ask

permission to hang one or two of my paint-

ings on the walls at the next exhibition."

" Why not try for one of the prizes ?" ask-

ed his mother.

"
! mother dear, do you think I should

stand any chance of success ?"

" Nothing venture, nothing have," said his

mother. " You can but try."

" And I will try, mother dear," said Wil-

liam. " I have a historical subject in my
head, out of which I think I can make a
picture."

"What is it, William?"

"The death of Wat Tyler. You have

heard of him? he led a mob in the time of

Richard the Second. Having behaved inso-

lently before the king at Smithfield, Tyler

was struck down by Walworth, Mayor of

London, and then dispatched by the king's

attendants."

" It is a bold subject, William, but I will

say nothing to deter you from trying it."

" If I fail, mother, where will be the harm?

I can try again."

" To be sure, you can, William ! So we
will not be disappointed should you not suc-

ceed in winning the silver palette, offered by

the Society for the best historical painting."

Without more ado, little William went to

work. He first acquainted himself with the

various costumes of the year 1381, he learned

how the king and the noblemen used to dress,

and what sort of clothes were worn by the

poor people and laborers, to which class Wat
Tyler belonged. He also learned what sort of

weapons were carried in those days.

After having given some time to the study

of these things, he acquainted himself

thoroughly with the historical incidents at-

tending the death of the bold rioter. He

grouped, in imagination, the persons who

were present at the scene—the king and his

attendants, Walworth, the Mayor, Wat Tyler

himself, and in the background some of his

ruffianly companions.

The difficulty now was to select that period
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of the action best fitted for a picture, and to

group the figures in attitudes" the most nat-

ural and expressive. Many times did little

William make a sketch of the scene on paper,

and then obliterate it, dissatisfied with his

work. At times he almost despaired of ac-

complishing anything that should do justice

to the conception in his mind. But after

many trials and many failures, he completed

a sketch wMch he decided to transfer to can-

vass.

He now labored diligently at his task, and

took every opportunity to improve himself in

a knowledge of colors and their effects. At

length the day for handing in his picture ar-

rived. He then had to wait a month before

there was any decision as to its merits. On
the day appointed for the announcement of

the decision, many persons of distinction

were present, including ladies. The meeting

was presided over by the Duke of Norfolk.

William's mother was present, of course.

She sat waiting the result, with a beating

heart. What a proud mother she was, when,

after the transaction of some uninteresting

business, it was announced that the prize of

a silver palette for the best historical picture

was awarded to the painter of the piece en-

titled, " The Death of Wat Tyler."

When it was found that little William Ross

was the successful artist, the applause of the

audience broke forth with enthusiasm. To

see such a little fellow gain a prize over

competitors of mature age, was a novelty and

surprise. William was summoned with his

picture, to the duke's chair, and there he re-

ceived such counsel and encouragement as

were of great service to him in his future ca-

reer. He is now Sir William Ross, minia-

ture painter to the Queen, having risen to

fortune and to fame, by carrying out, with

determination and perseverance, his simple

promise to his mother, of " I will try."

Sargent's School Monthly.

A MIGHTY CURE-ALL.

SEVERAL gentlemen were talking one

evening at the house of a friend, when

one of them exclaimed, " Ah ! depend upon

it, a soft answer is a mighty cure-all." At

this stage of the conversation, a boj' who sat

behind a table, began to listen, and repeated,

as he thought, quite to himself, " a soft an-

swer is a mighty cure-all." " Yes, that's it,"

cried the gentleman, starting and turning

round ;
" yes, that's it ; don't you think so,

my lad ?" The boy blushed a little at find-

ing himself so unexpectedly addressed, but

answered, " I don't know that I understand

you, sir,"

" Well, I'll explain then," said the gentle-

man, wheeling round in his chair
;

" for it is

a principle you ought to understand and act

upon ; besides, it is the principle which is

going to conquer the world."

The boy looked more puzzled than ever,

and thought he should like to know some-

thing that was equal to Alexander himself.

" I might as well explain," said he, " by

telling you about the first time it conquered

me. My father was an officer, and his no-

tion was to settle every thing by fighting ; if

a boy ever gave me a saucy word, it was,

' Fight 'em, Charley, fight 'em 1'

" By-and-by I was sent to the famous

school, and it so happened that my seat was

next to a lad named Tom Tucker. When I

found he lived in a small house behind the

academy, I began to strut a little, and talk

about what my father was ; but as he was a

capital scholar, very much thought of by

the boys, we were soon on pretty good terms

;

and so it went on for some time. After a

while some fellows of my stamp, and I with

the rest, got into a difficulty with one of the

ushers, and somehow or other we got the

notion that Tom Tucker was at the bottom

of it.

'"Tom Tucker! who is he? I cried an-

grily. I'll let him know who I am ;' and I

went in a passion to Tom, and thundered,

' I'll teach you to talk about me in this way ;'

but he never winced, or seemed in the least

frightened, but stood still, looking at me as

mute as a lamb. ' Charley,' he said, ' you

may strike me as much as you please—I tell

you I shan't strike back again ; fighting is a

poor way to settle difficulties. I'm thinking

when you are Charles Everett, I'll talk to

you.'

" Oh, what an answer was that ! How it

cowed me down I So firm, and yet so mild

!

I felt there was no fun in having the fight all

on one side. I was ashamed of myself, my
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temper, and everything about me. I longed

to get out of his sight, I saw what a poor

foolish way my way of doing things was. I

felt that Tom had completely got the better

of me ; that there was power in his princi-

ples superior to any thing I had ever seen

before ; and from that hour Tom Tucker had

an influence over me which nobody ever had
before or since; it has been for good, too.

That, you see, is the power, the moral power
of a soft answer.

" I have been about the world a great deal

since then, and I believe," said the gentle-

man, " that nearly all, if not all, the quarrels

which arise among men, women or children,

in families, neighborhoods, or even nations,

can be cured by the mighty moral power of

a soft answer ; for' the Scripture, has it ' A
soft answer turneth away wrath.'

"

OUR LIFE TIME.

MAN lives seventy years. The first thirty

are his human years, and pass swiftly

by ; he is then healthy and happy ; he labors

cheerfully, and rejoices in his existence. The
eighteen years of the ass come next, and

burthen upon burthen is heaped upon him
;

he carries the corn that is to feed others, and

blows and kicks are the wages of his faithful

services. The twelve years of the dog follow,

and he loses his teeth, and lies in a corner

and growls. When these are gone, the ape's

ten years form the conclusion. Then man,

weak and silly, becomes the sport of children.

^bitorial l00li-CaHe,

The Heavenly Balm and the Divine Physi-
cian ; The Threefold Life of Man ; in

what a True Christian Life consists. By
Casper Schwenkfeld. Translated by F. R.

Anspach, D. D. Baltimore : Published by
Abraham Hydrick. 1858.

Schwenkfeld, a Silesian Knight, and coun-
sellor to the Duke of Lignitz, gave Luther a

good deal of trouble. His purity of life, and
earnest endeavors to promote piety among
the people, won for him the esteem and friend-

ship of many learned and pious men, both in

the Lutheran and Helvetic churches. What-
ever may be said commendatoiy of his piety,

he was certainly very defective in judgment
and common prudence. There was manifest-

ly in his mental constitution a propensity to

fanaticism. His views of the eucharist were
singular. He maintained that the words of

Christ, " This is my body," should be invert-

ed and understood thus :
" My body is this,

i. e., such as this bread, which is broken and
consumed ; a true and real food, which nour-

ishes, satisfies and delights the soul." The
deluded man, imagined that he was divinely

commissioned to propagate his peculiar doc-

trines. His ideas of the Divine word and the

humanity of Christ—were so obscure and
confused, that it is difiicult to know what he
really did believe, on these points. He was,
perhaps, a very pious man, but surely a man,
of such undefined notions, and mental confu-

sion, on fundamental Christian doctrines, is

not the man, to write books, for the enlight-

enment of the world.

In regard to this work on practical piety,

we are not prepared to speak, as we have not

had time to read it through. But we have
confidence in thejudgment ofbrother Anspach,
and believe he would not have translated the

work, unless in his view, it would be promo-
tive of Christian edification—and subserve

the interests of personal piety. But we must
say in all honesty, that if brother Anspach
had written a work himself, on the topics of

this book, we could more heartily commend
it to the Christian community. He is emi-

nently qualified to enrich the church, with

such literature from his own mind and heart,

in a style beautiful and attractive ; and we
wonder that he would take the time and
patience, to turn the clumsy German of

Schwenkfeld into readable English. One
thing is evidenced by this book, viz. : that
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brother Anspach, is as competent a transla-

tor, as he has proved himself an original and
a finished writer.

Sermons to the Churches. By Francis
"Wayland. New York : Sheldon, Blake-

man & Co.

Dr. Wayland, has for many years, occupied

the most responsible position in the Baptist

church. He is known in all the churches, as

a man of distinguished ability, eminent as a

scholar and Christian minister. His varied

contributions to the literature of our daj^,

place him among the first authors of our

country. These sermons are designed to

urge upon Christians the duty of personal

efibrt for the conversion of men, and a more
consistent and uncompromising profession of

religion. They are addressed to Christians of

every name, and are therefore properly deno-

minated, " Sermons to the Churches." These
sermons are clear, logical, evangelical, earn-

est appeals to Christians, to aspire to higher

attainments in the divine life, and to conse-

crate their sanctified energies to the great

work, of saving souls. This volume of ser-

mons is peculiarly adapted, to the present

times of religious awakening, and Christian

effort for the extension of the Redeemer's
kingdom.

Memoir of Rev. David Tappan Stoddard,
Missionary to the Nestorians. By Rev. J.

P. Thompson, D. D., Pastor of Broadway
Tabernacle, N. Y.

No one can question the utility of Christian

Biography. Perhaps as many have been
awakened to the great concerns of salvation,

by the written lives of those eminent for piety,

as from books of devotion and printed ser-

mons. And how many Christians are in-

debted to works of biography for the con-
firmation and stability of their spiritual life.

Dr. Tholuck in the " Soniag's Bibliothek,"

says:—"The biography of the Missionary
Martyn—the man who, even among the Per-

sian Mohammedans, was known only as the

holy—opened in my own life a new era of re-

ligious progress." And Martyn himself was
fixed in his purpose to devote his life to mis-
sions, by reading the life and labors of David
Brainerd, the holy Apostle to the North Amer-
ican Indians. This memoir of Stoddard, who
spent his life among the Nestorians in labors

of love—will take its place among the class-

ics of Christian biography. It abounds with
thrilling incidents. It gives one a higher and
intenser spiritual life. It inspires the soul

with new impulses of devotion, and we rise

from its perusal, with renewed purposes of

devotion to the great work of bringing souls

to Jesus. The literary execution of the work,

bears the impress of Dr. Thompson's grace-
ful style and vigorous thought. We heartily

commend this llemoir to the whole Christian

community.

Practical Sermons. By Nathaniel W. Tay-
lor. New York : Published by Clark, Aus-
tin & Smith.

Dr. Taylor has been so long before the

church, as the leader of a certain school of

New England Theology, that he needs no in-

troduction to the Christian public. To thous-

ands of ministers he is more intimately and
favorably known as the professor of Didactic

Theology in Yale College. His lectures on
mental and moral philosophy, which we ob-

tained some years ago, in manuscript, and
which we understand will soon be published,

will give him a name and place, among the

most distinguished American scholars and
theologians. The publishers tell us, that

these sermons, were the productions of his

youth, before he had attained the full matur-
ity of his intellectual powers ; and in their

adaptation to the pulpit, are characterized by
a rhetorical style, in striking contrast with

the precision of language and exactness of

statement, which so marked his lectures.

They represent him as the pastor, rather than

the professor. They are model sermons.

Every minister should possess this volume.

In and Around Stamboul. By Mrs. Edmund
Hornby. Philadelphia : James Challen &
Sons.

This is a book full of information, con-

cerning places, customs, &c., in the East

—

and the special localities indicated by the

title. It cannot fail to instruct and please

the young. We hope it will be as popular,

as it deserves to be. /
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The Black Gown.—We have heard of a

case in which, as the result of a clergyman's

preaching in a black gown, he was politely

requested by the vestry of the congregation,

to do so no more. It is of no consequence

that our intelligence should be so particular

as to specify names and places. It is suffi-

cient to state, that the cry of " popery" was
raised and the gown was tabooed forthwith.

Such a result would scarcely have followed

among a people properly enlightened upon

the subject. Whatever reasonable objections

might have been urged against the use of the

attire in this particular case, or indeed in any

case, the cry of " Brahminism" or of " Abor-

iginal Americanism" would be as appropriate

and logical as the cry of " Romanism 1" Let

us hope that with the growing intelligence of

this nineteenth century, mankind will gradu-

ally learn more and more to distinguish be-

tween things that differ. Time was when the

appearance of a comet agitated the nations

with fearful terrors and alarms. They were

of course, times of great ignorance. But we
look upon the glorious comet of the present

season, as it spreads out its long mysterious

stream of light above us, and we neither feel

nor perhaps even hear of the violent agita-

tions of alarm. The unsophisticated gaze

upon it with wonder and delight, whilst the

intelligent and the devout, perhaps, are mov-

ed to say with deeper feeling, " the heavens

declare the glory of God, and the firmament

showeth forth his handy work." All see, that

they are but the fears of ignorance that would

anticipate any necessary connection between

the appearance of a comet and great earthly

calamities. Many years ago, there appeared

in Germany immense swarms of locusts,

upon the wings of which the curious or rather

the superstitious imagined they could dis-

tinctly trace the letters B. E. S. ; and it was

not long before an interpretation was given

to these initials, alarming of course. " Be-

deutet Erschrecklichc Schlachten," said some, in

the plain speech of the country ;
" Bella Erunt

Sceva" said others in more pretentious Latin
;

and whatever may have been the history of

the following times, what can we do at this

day, but smile at the conceit, that locusts

should be able to speak either German or

Latin ; and especially, that they should fore-

tell what is to come? So the progress of

science and the spread of intelligence will at

last divest even the black gown of all its

imaginary fearfulness and reputed Romanism

;

and accord to it, its own peculiar place
among the decencies and proprieties of the
sacred desk.

" The Gustav Adolph Verein," is vigorous-
ly prosecuting its noble work among the poor
Protestants, especially in the papal countries

of Europe. The agents of this society show
a zeal and an enterprise not unworthy of the

holy cause in which they are engaged. Some-
times in a dense Catholic population, where
Protestant rites have never been celebrated,

and where Protestant privileges have found a
refuge only in the dwellings of a few isolated

families, there is a commotion, the securing
of a piece of ground in some eligible spot,

the running up of a neat church, the appear-
ance of a devout and active pastor, the lost

and oppressed sheep are hunted up, andyoung
and old are gathered together to hear and to

be fed by the word of the Lord. So Zion is

lengthening her cords and strengthening her

stakes, breaking forth on the right hand and
on the left.

With sorrowful hearts we must report our
loss in the unexpected removal to a better

world of one of our own beloved brethren and
pastors, the Rev. J. Weinmann, of the city of

Baltimore. He was upon the steamer Aus-
tria, upon his return to his family and con-
gregation, and his name appears among the

lost. Having attended the meeting of the Sy-
nod of Pennsylvania in Easton, last June, he
directed his course at once towards his na-

tive land, that he might once more see his

ifiother's face, and by his affectionate minis-

try contribute to the comfort of her declining

years. After a short sojourn, he turned him-
self towards the West once more—and na-

tions are appalled at the news of the calam-
ity in which he met his death. We knew
brother Weinmann, and as we reflect upon
the gentleness and meekness of his spirit, his

good sound sense, his devotion to his work
as a minister of reconciliation, his solicitude

for souls and his love for the Saviour, our
hearts deplore his death with no ordinary

grief. For his family so sadly, so deeply af-

flicted, let us pray.—"A friend of the widow,
a father of the fatherless, is God in his holy

habitation."

" An " Observer," in speaking in a popular
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city paper, about the Synod of East Pennsyl-
vania, says among other considerable gener-

alities, " It is a fact peculiar to this body, that

its clerical members are all either young men
or not past the meridian of life." The con-
nection may indicate, that this is intended to

add so much to their praise. We should in-

fer that the author of this communication is

himself decidedly a young man, and that he

will have to grow somewhat older, before he
discovers that there is anything honorable in

age, or that years may teach wisdom. But
" Observers" do sometimes make strange work
with Synods, or at least they often attempt
it. So may the Lord always preserve in our
Synods some aged and venerable men, at

least a few who are past the meridian of
life.

< • • » »

^bitorial P^istdhng.

The Scenes of the "Austria."—The terri-

ble scenes that occurred on board and around
the Austria during the recent conflagration,

have only been partially described. Enough,
however, has been told to render the catas-

trophe one of the most painful and appalling

that ever took place on the ocean. There are

few who have read the details as given by Mr.

Brews, Mr. Vezin, Mr. Berry, and others of the

rescued,who have not found their minds revert-

ing again and again to the fearful incidents, and
their hearts sympathizing deeply and keenly
with the sufferers. The two young sisters who
embraced, clasped and kissed each other, and
then sprang into the sea, exhibited an instance

as well of devoted affection as of moral hero-

ism that has few parallels in history. They
were compelled to choose between two awful
deaths—one by fire and one by water—and
resolving to die together as they had lived

together, they doubtless made a last appeal
to the Almighty, and then took the final

plunge. The steward and the stewardess,

both young Germans and lovers, probably
betrothed and the wedding-day fixed, also

took a last and a long embrace, wound their

arms about the bodies of each other, uttered

a few fond words; and imitated the example
of the gentle sisters. They were seen for a

moment, still united, upon the bosom of the

ocean, and then they sank never to rise, but
in a condition of immortality. But perhaps
the most touching scene was that of the Hun-
garian gentleman who, when satisfied that
all was lost, gathered his wife and children
around him, calmly described the fearful po-
sition in which they were placed, and then
induced them, one by one, the wife leading
the way, to rush into a watery grave. Child
after child followed the fearful example, and
then, when all had gone but the father and
the infant that hung upon his bosom, he also

committed his soul to the God who gave it,

and soon sank beneath the remorseless sea!

The feelings, the emotions of that father and
his family, can never be realized by any liv-

ing human being. The incident, every thing
considered, was one of moral sublimity, and
the annals of the world may be investigated

to find its superior. But there were doubt-
less many other acts of devotion and fidelity,

even unto death, while we fear that not a few
instances occurred, in which cowardice and
selfishness triumphed over the higher and
holier principles of human nature, and life

was prolonged at the sacrifice of duty and of
principle. The exhausted husband who, as

he trembled between life and death, begged
Mr. Vezin to say that his last thought was
of the wife he loved, the partner of his affec-

tions, will, it is to be hoped, never be forgot-

ten by his bereaved widow. The father, too,

as he made a final and fruitless struggle

to get into one of the boats, and at the
same time said that he "was satisfied if his

boy was saved," exhibited a truly noble in-

stance of parental affection. But the calam-
ity, take it all in all, was most appalling. The
more we dwell upon the terrible details, and
ponder over the touching and thrilling inci-

dents, the more are we impressed with the

terror, the anguish, and the agony by which
the minds and the hearts of the wretched
victims must have been torn, before they
breathed their last. Some, doubtless, met a
speedy death, others struggled on in the

waves while the faintest hope remained.
Others again were suffocated in the cabins,

while not a few—and the thought is truly

awful—were consumed by a slow fire. But
let us draw a veil over the horrors of the

scene. And yet, that is impossible, for the

mind will wander to the open sea, the burn-
ing ship, the terrified and struggling pas-
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sengers, while their shrieks, groans, and
lamentations still seem to ring through the

imagination, and to sadden and subdue the

heart.

At the kecent Commencement of Gettys-

burg College, the honorary degree of A.M.
was conferred on the Revs. D. H. Focht and

D. Steck, and James Lynch, Esq. The de-

gree of D.D. was conferred on the Rev. A.

H. Lochman, of York, Rev. C. P. Krauth. jr.,

Pittsburg, and Rev. Geo. Diehl, Frederick, Md.

Scientific Paradoxes.—The water which
drowns us, a fluent stream, can be walked
upon as ice. The bullet, which, when fired

from a musket, carries death, will be harm-
less if ground to dust before being fired. The
crystalized part of the oil of roses so graceful

in its fragrance—a solid at ordinary tempera-

tures, though readily volatile—is a compound
substance, containing exactly the same ele-

ments, and in exactly the same proportions

as the gas with which we light our streets.

The tea which we daily drink, with benefit

and pleasure, produces palpitations, nervous

tremblings, and even paralysis, if taken in

excess
;
yet the peculiar organic agent called

theine, to which tea o\vb3 its qualities, may
be taken by itself (as theine, not tea) without

any appreciable effect. The water which will

allay our burning thirst, augments it when
congealed into snow; so that Captain Ross

declares the natives of the Arctic regions
" prefer enduring the utmost extremity of

thirst rather than attempt to remove it by
eating snow." Yet if the snow be melted, it

becomes drinkable water. Nevertheless, al-

though, if melted before entering the mouth,

it assuages thirst like other water, when melt-

ed in the mouth it has the opposite effect. To
render this paradox more striking, we have

only to remember that ice, which melts more
slowly in the mouth, is very efficient in allay-

ing thirst.

—

Blackwood.

A Curious Hebrew publication has just

issued from the Berlin press—a Biography

of Alexander von Humboldt, written in the

ancient tongue and destined to extend the

knowledge of the life and scientific labors of

this celebrated man in the wide circle of the

Russo-Polish and Asiatic Jews. The full title

is: " Alexander von Humbolt; a Biograpical

Sketch, Dedicated to the Nestor of Wisdom
on his eighty-eighth Birthday, by S. Slomin-

ski." The author is a Russian Israelite, who
some years ago invented a clever calculating

machine, and drew upon himself at that time,

by his mathematical knowledge, the attention

of the celebrated astronomers Herren Bessel

and Jacoby, of Konigsburg.

A Novel Luxury.—The latest novelty from
Germany is a musical bed, which receives the

weary body, and immediately " laps it into

Elysium." It is an invention of a mechanic
in Bohemia, and is so constructed that by
means of hidden mechanism, a pressure upon
the bed causes a soft and gentle air of Auber
to be played, which continues to lull the

most wakeful to sleep. At the head is a
clock, the hand of which being placed at the

hour the sleeper wishes to rise, when the

time arrives, the bed plays a march of Spon-
toni, with drums and cymbals, and, in short,

with noise enough to rouse the seven sleepers.

A Swallow.—The swiftest rate of locomo-
tion, after the electric spark, light, sound, and
cannon balls, is ascertained to be the flight of

a swallow. One of these birds has been let

off at Ghent, and made its way to its nest,

at Antwerp, in twelve and a half minutes,

going at the rate of five kilometres a minute

( i. e. four and a half miles.)

Value of a Day of Sunshine.—One of our
readers, fond of profound investigation, took
pains on the last hot day, to study the census

reports of agricultural productions, and to cal-

culate therefrom the value to the country of

each warm growing day between seed-time

and harvest. He found it above $18,000,000
—and this is a low estimate.

In the Grecian navy there is just about one
ofBcer to every two-and- a-half men ; in the

army, which numbers nine thousand, all told,

there are no less than seventy generals! The
royal palace at Athens cost two millions of

dollars, for which the Greeks have an immense
ugly pile of Pentelic marble, as large as Buck-
ingham.

The Cherbourg Works, the completion of

which the French and English monarchs have
been celebrating, are marvels of engineei'ing

skill. The breakwater is 12,000 feet long-

between the arms which enclose Cherbourg
roads. At the bottom of the water (averaging

about 35 feet,) its base is 310 feet in breadth,

while it rises to the height of 22 feet above

low water mark, with a top-width of 103 feet.

The great basin will have capacity for con-

taining twenty ships of the line. Vast maga-
zines line the banks, and workshops of every

character for constructing and fitting out

ships of war. Every rock in the roadstead is

a fortress, and the breakwater bristles with

batteries. A great semi-circular fortress faces

the seas. The works are guarded by twenty

forts and redoubts, and an amount of cannon

never before united for the defence of one

place. Military engineers pronounce Cher-

bourg impregnable.
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FISHING-CORMORANT.

THERE is in China, a bird somewhat

inimical in its habits to th*e bird with

us, known as the king-fisher. This bird is

domesticated and becomes to the China-

man, a lucrative laborer, so much so, that

it is not unusual to find men, who depend

solely upon these birds for their support.

This bird is known as the fishing-cor-

morant, having a duck-like appearance,

and is conveyed from place to place, upon

a raft constructed of bamboo, which to-

gether with a paddle and a basket, consti

tute the fisherman's stock in trade. At
the call of the fisherman, the bird marches

to the spot designated upon the edge of the

raft, seemingly pleased to enter the water
;

he pauses a few moments, then suddenly

dives beneath the surface of the turbid

stream, seldom coming up without having

in his bill a fish. This his master trans-

i fers to his wicker-basket, and apparently

whispers some charmed words into his ear,

places the diver again upon the edge of

the raft.

Sometimes they are unsuccessful : and

frequently after remaining ten or fifteen

seconds groping about in search of fish,

they return to the raft unable to add to

their master's stock.

When the diver is successful, he receives

many caresses from the hand of his master,

as well as a liberal share of fish for his re-

ward : but not so, if, after several attempts,

he fails to bring a prize to the surface, for

he is then punished. He seems at a loss
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what to do. He turns himself around in

the water several times, keeping his dark

eyes fixed on his master's as if asking

permission to try it again. Suddenly his

master makes a motion with his hand, and

down he goes.

He comes up with quite a large fish,

struggling violently, as though surprised

at the unusual situation in which he has

found himself. He too is put into the

basket, the proud cormorant is once more

caressed, and then placed gently in the

centre of the raft instead of upon its edge

as formerly. He knows that his services,

are no longer needed for a time at least,

and with the stately step of a conqueror,

he moves to the rear, while the next in

turn advances to supply his place.

Their movements are regulated by a nod

or motion of the hand from their master.

Here we see one who is unsuccessful, he

sits a few moments perfectly motionless,

but, seeming suddenly to see a fish, he

drops into the water like a piece of lead,

and nothing more is seen of him for at

least fifteen seconds. Then he comes to

the surface with a spring that takes him

almost out of the water, but has no fish.

His actions now express his disappoint-

ment almost as plainly as words could do.

He evades his master, by sculling

about in a small circle with his bright,

unsteady glance fixed on him, at the immi-

nent risk of dislocating his neck. His

master points down with his finger, and

down goes the unsuccessful fisherman.
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Still no fish. Once more, and no success.

Now, he is taken back upon the raft,

slapped soundly on the head, and thrown

angrily down. He hastily paces for the

other end of the raft, stumbling heels over

head and looks very much ashamed of him-

self. Such is the course of training they

undergo, and then when " call-time," is

sounded, the master stands whip in hand,

prepared to punish the one, so unfortun-

ate as to bring up the rear, and hence it is

not difficult to comprehend the import of

that phrase so frequently heard in Canton,

^^ the last duck."

The Fishing-Cormorant belongs to a

genus of aquatic birds, of which there are

about fifteen varieties. The China bird is

of a blackish brown on the upper part of

its body, the lower parts are whitish spot-

ted with brown, and the throat is white.

They are extremely voracious, as their

name indicates, and generally while fish-

ing, a cord is fastened around the throat

to prevent them from swallowing the fish.

W.

For the Lutheran Home Jotirnal.

WHAT IS GENIUS?

A
DISTINGUISHED teacher and pres-

ident of a college, defined genius to

be, " the power of making efi'orts."

There seems to me to be a great want of

thought and reflection in the above aph-

orism, for if genius consists merely " in

the -power of making efforts," then, a pos-

teriori, the possession of this power, in-

sures to the possessor a right to be consid-

ered a genius, yet how many persons there

are who both can and have made the most

strenuous efforts all their lives, and yet

who could not lay claim to the possession

of the least spark of genius.

And again, how many true geniuses of

innate worth—diamonds in the rough

—

have come into the world, lived their

ephemeral life, and have passed quietly

away, without society being in the slight-

est degree aware of the intrinsic value of

the intellect which had moved so noiseless-

ly through it, simply, because it did not

possess " the power of making efforts," in

other words, was too indolent to make the

mental exertion requisite ; or perhaps

—

taking up the simile—the gem had been
left in its rocky bed, uncut, unpolished,

and therefore attracting no notice, appear-

ing only to the casual observer, as a dull,

lumpish mass, utterly unsusceptible of re-

finement. Or again ; it might by mere at-

trition, or by any other fortuitous occur-

rence, be freed from the dross and filth

which hide it, the sharp corners rounded,

and be rendered smooth and shapely, and
thus be enabled to shine forth in all its in-

nate lustre and beauty ; all this having

been accomplished without any effort or act

of volition ^eing put forth by any one, the

lapidary having had no hand in its refine-

ment, nor the gem-hunter in its invention.

Genius, is an abstract quality ; it is not

a property which may be acquired, other-

wise, that title could be conferred on an

Irish hod-carrier, or a horse, both of which
often possess the "power of making efforts"

in an eminent degree. No ! Genius is

innate, ])orn in or with us, our idea of

which, is almost synonymous with that of

the genius or demon of the ancients, which

Avas not only a good or evil spirit presiding

over human destiny, but which was a

divine essence or emanation—more partic-

ularly the Greek Sat^ttwu—which pervaded

those individuals who were supposed to be

the peculiar favorites of the gods. These

were not only permitted to do certain

things with impunity, but were also en-

dowed with peculiar gifts and privileges,

and hence, the personages thus gifted, ap-

peared to those who were not so highly

favored, as individuals in whom the

divine essence was apparent, as " viri in-

genii," in short, as Men of Genius, a title

which we now confer upon those, who by
their brilliant talents and intellectual en-

dowments, seem to be especially fitted to

occupy and adorn a high and refined grade

in the social scale.

The term genius, has been very much

abused and misapplied in recent times ; a

man acts in an eccentric manner and in-
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dulges in strauge vagaries, or writes or

speaks in a confused, rambling style, the

world instantly says, Oh ! he is a genius,

under which friendly shelter as a cloak, he

does and says many things, which if done

and said by another not so distinguished,

would entitle that one to lodgings in a

madhouse ; for genius, likec harity, covers

a multitude of sins.

The world is almost as full of these

" dabblers in prose and verse," as when

Pope wrote his "Dunciad" or Dryden his

" Mac-Flecknoe," and as many now as then

disgrace the very word genius, in having

it and their paltry names uttered in the

same breath, when they possess neither

reason nor imagination, for, genius is the

action of reason and imagination, their

joint action ; with one of these only, it can-

not exist, but the presence of both in the

right proportion, reveals the " divinus

afflatus" or essence. And yet, as has been

beautifully said—Genius is one, individ-

ual, indivisible ; like a star, it shines alone.

This would seem to be paradoxical, that

notwithstanding that two separate, dis-

tinct faculties are necess^ary for its very

existence, yet, genius is but a unit, ab-

sorbing and revolving in its profound sub-

tilty, its more tangible and apparent com-

ponents.

" Genius ! tliou gift of Heaven. ! thou light divine !

Amid what dangei-s art thou dooni'd to shine

!

Oft will the body's weakness check thy force,

Oft damp thy vigor, and impede thy course;

And trembling nerves compel thee to restrain

Thy noble efforts, to contend with pain
;

Or want, (sad guest!) will in thy presence come,

And breathe around her melancholy gloom
;

To life's low cares will thy proud thought confine.

And make her sufferings, her impatience, thine,

'

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

" JESUS OF NAZARETH PASSETH
BY."

THE weary god of day flings the " gol-

den arrows of sunset" across an

eastern city. The walls of Jericho cast

their lengthening shadows on the sandy

plain. The hum of busy voices is subsid-

ing and the calmness of the evening hour

steals over the landscape.

Beneath that lofty palm-tree, but a

short distance from the town, sits a poor,

blind beggar. Day after day, his cry for

aid is heard: day after day, it is unheeded.

Poor old man ! his sightless eyeballs roll

in vain to find a piercing ray of light di-

vine. Before him lies a scene of oriental

beauty—Jericho's walls and towers crown-

ed with a halo of golden light ; its inhabi-

tants flocking around its gates ; the noble

palms rearing their majestic heads to-

wards heaven's blue, unclouded dome ;—
but, he enjoys it not, to him no more

"returns

Day, or the sweet approach of even and morn,

Or sights of vernal bloom or summer's rose

Or flocks, or herds, or human fiiee divine
;

But cloud, instead, and ever-duriog dark

Surrounds him, from the cheerful ways of men
Cut off, and for the book of knowledge fair.

Presented with a universal blank

Of nature's works."

But hark ! what sounds break the deep-

ening stillness ; shouts rend the air, foot-

steps are heard over the beaten road ; the

tumult approaches, a vast multitude pass-

es, the blind man asks the meaning of the

assemblage, they tell him " Jesus of Nazar-

eth passeth by !"

Who is this Jesus of Nazareth ? Is he

the conqueror of the world? The hero of

a thousand battles ? Comes he in a

triumphal car, a crown of laurel on his

head, trumpets sounding before him, ban-

ners waving above him, swords glittering

around him, captives in chains of gold

following him and multitudes rending the

air with praises of his valor ? No, no !

Jesus, the son of David, is a meek and

lowly Nazarene; "despised and rejected

of men ; a man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief;" "he cometh meek, and sit-

ting upon an ass, upon a colt the foal of an

ass." The only crown he ever wore was

a crown of thorns.

The multitudes that surround him on

his way to Jericho, had received benefits

which the wealthiest and most powerful

earthly monarch could never have best./w-
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ed. He had restored sight to the blind

;

hearing to the deaf; renewed strength and

vigor to the halt and lame, causing them

to throw away the crutch and walk and

leap with overflowing joy. He had blessed

their sick with health, and snatched their

dead from the yawning sepulchre—the

damp, dark vault—the dominions of relent-

less death. All this, and more was given,

unasked, "without money and without

price," and was it not sufficient to cause

the very stones to cry aloud, "Hosanna \"

On they pass, with the blessed Saviour

in their midst. His name and deeds are

not wholly unknown to the blind man, for,

in a voice that rises above the tumult, he

cries, "Jesus, thou son of David, have

mercy upon me." Who ever called thus

in vain? That gracious ear is always

ready to listen when sinners cry. He
turns and says, "What wilt thou that I

shall do unto thee." Oh! blessing-fraught

question! Oh! faith-born answer, "Lord,

that I may receive my sight."

Sinner, blind and wretched, groping

along life's thorny way ; wanting " sight,

riches, healing of the mind ;" seeking rest

and finding none; "Jesus of Nazareth

passeth by." Call aloud, fear not though

they rebuke thee ; call louder than before,

he will hear, for hath he not said, " Ask,

and ye shall receive?" He will open

thine eyes to see his wondrous mysteries

;

he will bind up thy broken heart ; he will

bestow riches and honors the world can

never give ; and in him thou shalt find rest

for thy weary soul.

Mother, who mournest thy first-born,

check those gushing tears, "Jesus of

Nazareth passeth by." Thy child heard

his voice, and left this cold and hollow

world, to join the flock of the good Shep-

herd, which roams in heavenly pastures.

Call on that kind Master, and He will

send thee aid to bear this affliction, with

meekness and patience.

Reader, listen with this blind man ; ask

with him, " what is meant ?" then call

aloud in earnest faith, nothing wavering,

"Lord, that I may receive my sight." Oh!

let me beseech you not to neglect such

great mercies, such loving kindnesses.

If you do not, you will ever bless the day

on which you heard, that "Jesus of Naza-

reth passeth by." miss a. v. r.

For the Lutheran Home Journal.

FICTION READING IS PERNICIOUS.

FICTIONS are exaggerations of real

life, in highly wrought descriptions,

clothing ordinary occurrences and person-

ages in an atmosphere more than earthly,

narrating in language beyond truth or

nature, the exploits of heroes, conquerors,

lovers, often smoothing over the deformi-

ties of vice, showing it as excusable or even

amiable and lovely, and often debasing

virtue by holding it up to ridicule and

scorn.

We need only judge by the fruits. If

the effect of the cultivation of a certain

plant, were wide-spread disease and death,

the plant should not be cultivated ; if by

the sale of intoxicating liquor, disease,

poverty, death, are produced, and not the

slightest benefit, the sale should immedi-

ately be stopped.

So, if fictional writings produce to us,

evil greater than any good they can ac-

complish, we should immediately cease

reading them. " For to him that knoweth to

do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin."

The first argument we present is this.

Just as the use of intoxicating liquors

creates an appetite of the body, which can

only be gratified by liquor ; so, reading of

fiction produces an appetite of the mind,

which can only be appeased by highly

colored and exaggerated writings. This

is a law universal, and not confined to

drinking and fiction reading. If you read

your Bible much, the more you will like

to read it. If you accustom yourself to a

certain posture, your body will naturally

assume that posture. If then, fictions

produce evil, the appetite for them should

be checked and destroyed. Now, no one

will say that fictions are the most beneficial

reading. Many other provinces of litera-

ture, might be named, any one of which
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is far more instructive and useful. By any

of these the taste for reading may be grati-

fied, and good received at the same time.

But in the gratification of the appetite for

fiction, time is continually taken from

other occupations of more benefit to us and

to the community.

Another argument is, that by fiction

reading, a distaste is engendered for works

of a scientific or religious character.

After the perusal of a novel or some tale

of romance, no one can sit readily down to

the profound consideration of a problem of

mathematics, any deep question in science,

or a truth of the Scripture. By the con-

tinual excitement indispensable to make
fiction interesting, the mind lives in an

atmosphere that is not natural, and amid

scenes forced and different from those of

every day life ; and the habit once formed,

it is hard to bring the mind back to the

sober realities of life.

In fictions, particularly novels, virtue is

often held up to ridicule, and vice is shown

to be lovely. Thus pernicious views are

presented as to the beauty of virtue and

deformity of vice. Anything that will do

this is certainly pernicious.

Again, criminals and villains get their

morals principally from novels and litera-

ture of a kindred character. We find no

Bible in their haunts of iniquity, they take

no pleasure in reading the lives of great

and good men, but a vicious taste encour-

aged by education, leads them to tales of

intrigue and scenes of blood, from a peru-

sal of which, their character for evil be-

comes fixed.

A remark has been made that the

morality of a people may be judged by its

literature. Among the families who habit-

ually read novels, the morality is not of

the highest type.

Works of fiction present unnatural views

of life, and by creating longings which can

never be satisfied, make distasteful all

that is pure and holy. The writer of

fiction has his own standard of a man and

presents a model for imitation unlike

that of the Bible. " Be ye holy, for I am

holy," and " Be ye perfect, even as your

Father which is in heaven is perfect."

What reader of fiction can rise from his

book and go to the house of God to a social

prayer-meeting, or into his closet and en-

joy close communion with God? The very

idea would be distasteful ; and yet this is

an efi'ect of fiction reading.

We have the testimony of the great and

good against it. What man, great in any

calling, spent his time over fictions? Did

Washington, or Clay, or Webster, did Sir

Robert Peel, or Wilberforce, read such

books ? What clergyman has not deplored

the evil efi'ects of fiction reading? None
ever became great because they made
fiction their chief study. But here it may
be said, was not Sir Walter Scott great?

He was the Prince of Novelists, and he be-

came renowned by his writings. But that

which is truth is not fiction. Sir Walter

Scott professed to wx'ite novels founded on

fact. As far, therefore, as they contain

mere fiict, they are history. As for any-

thing else, the definition of fiction in the

dictionary is " falsehood." Sir Walter

Scott was great, and so is Charles Dickens

now. But as far as their works are mis-

representations, they do the work of the

evil one. Satan loves a shining victim.

Great as Scott was, great as was the num-
ber of his volumes, great as is Dickens,

and great as is the number of his writings,

onepo or writer, John Bunyan, has done

more good by a single work, " The Pil-

grim's Progress," than they both.

It is vain to say, " I am safe ; I can read

what I please and be unharmed. No one

knows how far he can go with safety. It

is just as in drinking. I never knew a

drinker or tobacco-chewer who did not be-

lieve that he could stop when he wished.

But how few can. In reading novels, the

beginning is by light novels as they are

called, or those more in the style of a

story. The reader would not think of

reading one of Sue's or Sands' novels. But

gradually, the taste is formed, the habit

becomes settled ; and if a light novel is not

at hand, no hesitation is felt in taking up
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one that is more openly shameful. Thence

the course downward is very easy.

But it is objected. Fiction must be

beneficial, for some of the noblest minds

have been engaged in its production. But

is this argument worth anything? What
if the greatest men were to resort to lying,

cheating and stealing, would their practice

justify these acts? Consider how many
souls might have been saved had these

great writers spent their strength on

treatises on things heavenly and divine,

and passed their time in the zealous service

of Christ, instead of writing works of at

best very doubtful tendency.

Again, it is urged that the voice of the

people is for fiction ; and say the advocates

of it, " vox populi, vox Dei," the voice of

the people is the voice of God. A heathen

uttered this sentiment : is it true ? Imme-
diately after the Deluge, the voice of the

people was that the Tower of Babel was to

be built. Was it the voice of God ? At
Mount Sinai, immediately after God had
audibly said, " Thou shalt have no other

gods before me," the voice of the people

was to have Aaron make a golden calf.

Does God contradict himself? Was it the

voice of God ?
' The voice of the Jews, in

the time of Christ, the Son of God, was
" Crucify him, Crucify him ;" was this the

voice of God ? No ! The voice of the people

is not always the voice of God. An Irish-

man contending for theatres in the same
manner, acknowledged this when he said,

"Theatres must be beneficial, for we have

in their favor, the king of England, the

king of Spain, and all the kings and no-

bility besides ; and you poor devils have

nobody on your side except God Almighty !"

But it is said that our blessed Saviour

used fiction in his parables. Our Saviour

in his parables employed as figures, scenes

of every day life, he did not exaggerate,

but all was perfect truth. This is not

fiction. The minds of men are naturally

so dull that they could not at all under-

stand heavenly things unless figures were

used to illustrate their sublime truths.

But to conclude ; we know that fiction

draws o£f the mind from the great work of

life. If man dies not as the beasts, if he

lives forever, then every work which di-

vei'ts from the great object of life, which is

to prepare for the life to come, is perni-

cious. We have but a short time to live

and fiction reading is not the best way of

employing it.

These are the plain and simple argu-

ments against the habit of novel reading.

Examine them carefully and resolve to use

all your influence against the cultivation

of this habit in yourself and others.

E. P. C.

SHOPPING EXPEDITION.*

THE Bazaars of no Oriental City are com-

parable to those of Damascus, a city

which is so beautiful in every respect, that

Mohammed dared not look upon it, fearing

that he should find so entrancing an earth-

ly paradise as entirely to rob him of any
desire to reach that of the skies. But
Damascus is not Jerusalem, and as every-

body likes to know how one goes shopping

in Jerusalem, I shall not withhold a

description of its bazaars because of their

small share of attractiveness. Jerusalem

being a spot of so much attraction to every

nation under heaven, we here see every

variety of costume, making the bazaars a

continual carnival. One moment you are

greeted with a garb betokening the high-

est civilization, and the next, with the

coarse camel's hair garment of a Bedouin

from the burning sands of the desert. At
one step you meet the black silk wrappings

of the Egyptian woman, and the next,

the ghostly white robes of her Syrian

sister. But nothing can compare, in rich-

ness and beauty, with the flowing robes

and full white turban of her lord and

master. The wayfaring man wears a

girdle which is so arranged that one end

answers the purpose of a bag, in which he

carries his money, valuables, and other

small articles ; and in his bosom may be

* The engravings and matter of this article are from

the recently issued work "Hadji in Syria," for sale at

the Lutheran Publication House.
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GROUP IN THE BAZAARS.

found his balances, which every Oriental

carries at all times, with which the coin is

weighed and by which its value is deter-

mined, and if accompanied by his wife and

children, you will be reminded of the

.words of Isaiah :
" They shall bring their

sons in their ai'ms, and their daughters

shall be carried on their shoulders." The

woman occasionally carries her child on

her shoulders, with a water-skin on her

back. Along the dark and narrow alleys

rather than streets we groped our way,

now retreating within a door at the ap-

proach of the towering camel, and now
hastily stepping out of the way of a string

of donkey's trudging along under a load of

brush of gigantic dimensions. This is in-

tended for fuel, and reminds one of the ex-

pression used by our Saviour :
" The grass

which to day is, and to-morrow is cast into

the oven," a passage which greatly per-

plexes those living in a country whose

wide spread forests afford abundance of

material for fuel. But in the Holy Land,

which is so scantily supplied with trees,

the passage is perfectly applicable, for in

the absence of wood, necessity compels the

people to burn brush, roots, dried grasses

and weeds of all kinds, so plentifully grow-

ing in the fields ; and immense donkey-

loads are daily brought to the city for this

purpose.

There is a ditch in the centre of most of

the streets, but there are no side-walks and

no pavements, for the unevenly laid stones

do not deserve the name ; nor are there any

lamp-posts. At night you see here and

there the dim flickering of a little earthen

lamp of olive oil beside a reclining figure

of a man, who lies sleeping upon a raised

platform in front of his bazaar ; and this

is the only light one enjoys in a nocturnal

walk through the city. Hence the neces-

sity of carrying our own lamp, a necessity
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which is still farther enforced by the regu-

lation inflicting fine and imprisonment

upon all who are caught in the street with-

out a light after an early hour. Thus

Jerusalem wears an air of gloom and

misery, and its inhabitants move about in

keeping with the wretchedness of the

streets and houses. It is impossible to

discern a glad face among them, and the

camels carefully plant their feet, noise-

lessly pursuing their way as if intuitively

afraid of breaking the silent gloom. Sud-

denly, however, we enter a street where

the people move more briskly, the camels

are hurried along by loud threats from

their drivers, and the shopmen still more

loudly proclaim the merits of their wares.

Country women are seated on the sides of

the streets with baskets of fruits and

vegetables. The shops of the dry goods

venders are nothing more than rows of

small platforms, four or five feet square,

with shelves arranged around them on

which the goods are placed. The purcha-

ser stands in the street, while the mer-

chant indolently reclines on a rug spread

over the platform. With utter indifference

he lays aside his narghileh, and at first

seems very careless whether we buy or

not ; but presently launches into great

volubility on the excellence of his fabrics.

Oriental bazaars have not the least pre-

tensions to taste, but often make a great

display of rich embroidered goods. A
white handkerchief is unfolded, which al-

though embroidered in gold, is of the

coarsest cotton, and tears in the opening.

Speaking of taste reminds me that, among

other purchases of one of my companions,

was a spool of white cotton, with which she

intended making up her robe of black silk.

Huge piles of slippers are tumbled from

the shelves,—some of the plain yellow

morocco without ornament, and others

with embroidery and rosettes of pearls en-

closing colored stones ;—embroidered jack-

ets of purple,—cotton velvet worked with

tinsel and bright silks, or gold and silk

braid;—caps of scarlet cloth with high

raised g6ld work, and tassels half a yard

in length,—strip«d silk sashes from Damas-

cus,—napkins perfumed with otto of rose,

and embroidered in the corners,—ready

made trowsers, and red Fez caps without

seam.

Calicoes are not only rare, but almost

worthless, and their prices nearly as high

as those of silks. Further on is a fancy

shop, with sparkling cut glass narghilehs,

and little coffee-cup stands of richly em-

bossed silver,—Mohammed's prohibition

of silver to the contrary notwithstanding.

For these they charge a hundred piastres,

or, five dollars. Other trinkets of hareem

use are here displayed ; and nest is the

drug bazaar, where all kinds of spices,

drugs and perfumes, are sold. Otto of

roses, as well as rose water, made from

the roses of Wady el Werd, (valley of

roses,) can be bought at a marvelously

low price. Further on, the respectable

Armenian is seen manufacturing small

trinkets and trifles with his scanty supply

of instruments ; and those, of the rudest

manufacture. With them, however, he

forms a ring, or sets an amulet, with won-

derful skill. Interspersed among those

are shops where bushels of beads are dis-

played, made of camel's bone, amber, san-

dal, and olive wood ; then there are amu-

lets, blood stones from India, and trinkets

in pearl, made by the Bethlehemites, in

imitation of the Church of the Holy Sepul-

chre, and a long catalogue of saints which

are in great requisition among the devout

pilgrims. Here and there a man may be

seen standing by a small earthen furnace

of embers, across which he throws wires

strung with small pieces of mutton—a very

popular dish.

The bazaar is densely crowded with

shrouded women and pilgrims from all

parts of the world, and the air resounds

with the screams of the camel and don-

key drivers. " Rooh, dahrac, woojac," they

cry—"stand aside, your back, your face,"

which, united to the babel of languages,

and the fierce gesticulation, characteristic

of Orientals, presents a scene of noise and

confusion completely bewildering. Add to
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WOMAN WITH WATER SKIN—TURKISH SOLDIER ARAB SPINNING.

this the braying of donkeys, the growling

of camels, the clattering of horses' hoofs on

the uneven stones, one's care to avoid, at

every step, the accumulated heaps of filth

and debris, and the hot rays of the sun

piercing through the ragged mattings over-

head, and the reader may be content with

the picture without wishing to participate

in the reality.

One of the most attractive features of

Oriental country life is the vivid, everyday

reproduction of scriptural incidents.

How many passages are to be found in

which allusion is made to skin bottles,

which formed our most indispensable

article of furniture. The use of these

still prevails extensively throughout the

East, and although earthen jugs are also

used, the former are greatly preferred,

and much more common. They are made

of the skin of a goat or a sheep, and are

so slightly mutilated by preparation for

use, that they retain almost the exact shape

of the animal from which they were made.

They are hung on the back of a donkey,

or more frequently a woman, and having

been filled with water, thousands are car-

ried daily to the city. Abraham provided

Hagar with a bottle of water on sending

her to the desert ; but, properly rendered,

might it not be water skin ? They are

sometimes regularly tanned into leather.

This was no doubt the material of the

wine-bottles of the Gibeonitish spies who
" did work wilily, and went and made as

if they had been embassadors, and took

old sacks upon their asses, and wine-bottles

old and rent, bound up." These bottles,

from constant use, become rent, and when
mended and patched give full proof ^of

good service and an ancient date. Hence,

to put new wine in these old bottles would
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be utter folly, for the process of ferment-

ation would cause them to " break

through," which would not be the case

while new and flexible.

Our camping-ground being very near

the well that supplies the village with

water, I often meet the village maidens

there, who repaired thither to fill their

jugs. Their usual time for drawing water

is just before nightfall, and the office is

always performed by the women, as in the

days of the Patriarchs ; for we read that

Eleazar, whom Abraham had sent to ob-

tain a wife for Isaac, made his camels to

kneel down without the city by a well of

water at the time of the evening, even the

time that women go out to draw water.

And Rebekah, the very maiden whom he

sought, "came out with her pitcher upon

her shoulder, and she went down to the

well and filled her pitcher and came up."

How often have I called upon fancy to

imagine the retreating form of a Fellahah,

with a vessel on her head or shoulder, and

decorated with bracelets and ear-rings, to

be the veritable Rebekah of old

!

A stone trough is generally placed near

the well, from which cattle are watered,

and around it a flock of goats or sheep is

usually gathered, as in the days of Jacob,

who beheld a well in the field, and "three

flocks of sheep lying by it." And in

another particular they agree with the

wells of the days of the Patriarchs, in

having the mouth covered with a large

stone ofgreat weight, requiring the strength

of two men sometimes to move it. The

usual method of drawing water is with a

jug or leathern bucket, let down by a rope

tied to its mouth ; and when the well has

been long in use, deep incisions are made

by the rope in the topmost lining stones.

This method was no doubt referred to by

the woman at the well of Samaria, when

she said, " The well is deep, and I have

nothing to draw with." It is also seen

from Genesis xxix. 8, that the present

manner of covering the well is the same as

that which made it necessary for Rachel

to require the greater strength of Jacob

to roll the stone away, when she came to

water the flocks of her father.

THE TOMB OF RACHEL.

The tomb of Rachel is another spot held

by them in great veneration ; and I envy

neither the head nor the heart of the

stranger who can pass from Jerusalem to

Bethlehem, without deviating a few hun-

dred yards from the stony path, to muse
awhile, and perhaps drop a tear at the

tomb of the ill-fated but "beautiful and

well-favored" Rachel. The pillar set upon

her grave, thirty-five long centuries and a

generation ago, has long since crumbled in-

to dust, or, more probably, been chipped

into fragmentary amulets ; but the vener-

ated spot is still marked, and no doubt

correctly indicated by a picturesque mau-
soleum, containing two rooms, the inner-

most of which is the consecrated sanctum

where her idolized remains lie interred be-

neath a rude oblong tomb of plastered

stones, four or five feet in height ; Eph-

rath, or Ephratah, being but a mile or two

distant ; for " she was buried in the way
to Ephrath, which is Bethlehem ;" " and

there was but a little way to go to Eph-

rath." Ramah, in the Hebrew, means an

eminence, and it was doubtless on the top

of the intervening hill in the coasts of

Bethlehem, and not at Ramley, near Joppa,

as Charlotte Elizabeth imagines, (in that

admirable production of her pen, "Judah's

Lion,") that a "voice- was heard," lamen-

tations and bitter weeping, "Rachel weep-

ing for her children, refusing to bo com-

foi'ted because they were not."

How touchingly is the traveler reminded

of that soul-rending cry, in passing this

cherished monument of the mother of mil-

lions of the noblest race on earth, where,

beneath its dome and around its walls,

he hears the plaintive wailings of the

daughters of this revered "mother in

Israel." But they weep not for the heca-

tombs of innocent infants, sacrificed in the

vain attempt of Herod the Great, (monster

of cruelty) to destroy the infant Messiah
;
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for that event they profess to disbelieve.

They are weeping for their own state of

hopeless degradation, and the misery that

has come upon them. Well did our ador-

able Redeemer say to certain devoted

females, who had ministered to him of

their substance, and, faithful to the bitter

end, sorrowfully followed Him to Golgotha,

"Weep not for me, but weep for your-

selves and your children." Oh ! the un-

told miseries that have come upon the de-

graded daughter of Zion ! Fountainless

indeed must be the eye that can witness

the harrowing anguish of mind and con-

tortion of body manifested around this

tomb, and shed no tear. Harder than the

nether mill-stone, and " deaf to pity's soul-

subduing cry," that bosom that can re-

main unmoved amid such a scene of wail-

ing, lamentation, and despair.

CHRISTMAS.
" Its joyous scenes, its hallowed dreams,

May we forget them never

;

Oh ! may they live within our hearts,

A source of bliss for ever."

CHRISTMAS has been eloquently des-

cribed as the holiday of the heart.

It is so with many, and it should, as far as

possible, be made so with all. The pil-

grimage of life is full of difficulties and

anxieties, and shoals and quicksands beset

us on all sides. The wisest, the most

prudent, the nicely watchful and the care-

fully cautious, cannot always guard against

them. Sickness, misfortune, and death

are constantly around us. Turn whichever

way we may, and one of these is sure to be

seen. If not the sufferers or victims our-

selves, we nevertheless feel by sympathy

for others, especially if they be relatives

or friends. And thus it is that life, in its

best condition, is constantly varied and

chequered. Joy and sunshine may beam

and brighten to-day, while storm and

tempest may lower and threaten to-morrow.

Prosperity may cheer and stimulate one

year, and adversity oppress and retard the

next. Alas ! for the changes that have taken

place within the last twelve months, and

for the worse ! How many who, but the

other day, were among the merchant

princes of the land, who had toiled on for

half a century, and become, as they sup-

posed, beyond the reach of difficulties, have

been prostrated as by a sudden blow, and

are even now struggling with all their

energies and strength to recover. Let

them continue to struggle. It is the only
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way. The houi- to test character, integ-

rity and perseverance, has for them arrived,

and although the present may seem dark

and angry, let them hold fast to that which

is good, resist and defy the subtle whisper-

ings of fraud and dishonesty, and in the

end all will be well. But, on an occasion

like the present, we should endeavor to

drive away the gloom from the brows of

the unfortunate, and to dispel for the time

at least, the misgivings and forebodings

that are f?o apt to crowd upon the minds of

the dispirited and disconsolate. Thei-e is,

indeed, a time for all things, and this is

eminently the season for social festivity.

It has been so for ages, and it will con-

tinue to be for centuries to come. It is

well for man to pause occasionally, and

throw by the implements of toil. The

human mind and the human heart, alike

require rest and relaxation. It is true that

the curse imposed upon our first parents

is still felt, and that we are all compelled,

more or less, to eat bread by the sweat of

the brow. Still, there are green spots on

the wayside of life, little havens where

the sunshine is seen and felt, home festivals

in which the old and the young, the grave

and the gay, may interchange thoughts,

feelings and associations, and contribute to

the happiness of each other. The Christ-

mas festival is emphatically a season of

this kind. It forms one of the white,

bright spots on the calendar of time, and

it should never be permitted to pass by
without the performance of some kindly,

generous, friendly, and benevolent act.

Let no one suppose that he or she can do

nothing—that the ability and means are

not at hand. The humblest, the poorest,

may in a degree, promote the happiness

of some fellow creature in a similar or

worse condition, if the disposition only be

felt and exercised. The rich, however, at

such a season, are in the enjoyment of a

high privilege, for they possess the power

of pouring oil into many a wound, and of

cheering with the rosy light of content-

ment and of plenty, the abodes of the

humble, the deserving, and the poor. Let

us hope that they appreciate their responsi-

bilities under the circumstances. But
what of Christmas in the olden time ? Sir

Walter Scott says :

—

" 'Twas Christmas told the merriest tale,

'Twas Christmas broached the mightiest ale,

A Christmas gambol oft could eheer,

A poor mau's heart through half the year."

According to a faithful chronicler, years

and years ago, aye, even in the third cen-

tury, the Christmas Holiday was celebrated

in various ways by various classes of

people. The house decorated with " bright

holly" and " sacred mistletoe," and can-

dles of an enormous size were then lighted,

which were called Christmas candles ; an

enormous log, called the Yule Clog, or

Christmas block, was laid upon the fire,

and mass was performed at midnight in

churches. Carols were sung in the course

of the night, but more generally on the

morning of Christmas Day. A collection

of " Christmasse Carolles," was printed

by Wynkyn-de-Worde, in 1521 ; and at

that time there were great doings in the

halls of the inns of court—a soused boar's

head was carried to the principal table in

the hall with much solemnity as the first

dish on Christmas Day, and during the

time of serving a carol was sung."

It was customary for the rich and poor

at this festive season to meet on terms of

equality. A few dishes at table regularly

appeared ; above all, plum-pudding and

mince-pies. In every nobleman's hall a

boar's head was ushered in by minstrelsy,

as in the inns of court. A branch of

mistletoe was. hung up and the young men
were allowed to kiss every maiden whom
they could inveigle under it. A person was

generally elected Lord of Misrule, who
took the lead in all the extravagant sports.

Stow says, "At the feast of Christmas

there was at the King's house, wherever

he lodged, a Lord of Misrule, or Master of

Merry Disports, and the like had ye in

the house of every nobleman of honor or

good worship, were he spiritual or tem-

poral. The Mayor of London and either
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of the Sheriffes had their several Lords

of Misrule, ever contending, without quar-

rel or offence, who should make the rarest

pastime to delight the beholders."

The same writer gives us an account of

a remarkable Mummery, (which was a

favorite sport at this season,) made in the

year 1337, by the citizens of London for

"disport" of the Young Prince Richard,

son to the Black Prince. " On the Sun-

day before Candlemas," he says, " in the

night, 130 citizens, disguised and well

horsed in a Mummerie, with sounds of

trumpets, sackbuts, cornets, and other

minstrels, and innumerable torch lights of

waxe, rode to Kennington, beside Lam-
beth, where the young Prince remained

with his Mother. In the first rank did

ride 48 in the likeness and habitof esquires,

two and two together, clothed in red coats,

and gowns of sandall, with comely visors

on their faces. After them came 48

knights in the same livery. Then followed

one richly arrayed like an emperor, and

after him, some distance, one stately tyred

like a Pope, whom followed by 24 cardi-

nals, and after them, eight or ten with

black visors, not amiable, as if they had

been legatees from some forrain princes.

These maskers after they had entered the

manor of Kennington, alighted from their

horses and entered the hall, on foot, which

done, the Prince, his Mother, and the lords

came out of the chamber into the hall,

whom the Mummers did salute ; showing,

by placing a paire of dice upon the table,

their desire to play with the young Prince

which they so handled, that the Prince did

alwaies winne when he cast them. Then

the Mummers set to the Prince three

jewels, one after another, which were a

boule of gold, a cup of gold, and a ring of

gold, which the Prince wonne at three

casts. Then they set to the Prince's

Mother, the Duke, the Earles, and other

lords, to every one a ring of gold, which

they did also win. After which they were

feasted, and the music sounded, the Prince

and lords danced on the one part with the

Mummers, which did also dance, which

jollitie being ended, they were again made
to drink, and departed as they came."

" The like," he continues, " was to King
Henry the Fourth, in the second year of

his reign, hee then keeping his Christmasse

at Eltham, twelve aldermen of London,

and their sonnes rode a mumming, and had
great thanks."

It will thus be seen, that the festival is

ancient, and that in all ages it has been

characterized by joyous gambols, kindly

feelings and abundant cheer. May the

good custom continue ! May families

gather together in the social hall, around

the domestic hearth, and by every little

courtesy, endeavor to strengthen the ties

of friendship and good-will ! May hus-

bands remember their wives with tender-

ness and affection—and wives not prove

unmindful of the cares, anxieties and at-

tentions of their husbands ! May appro-

priate gifts and testimonials pass from

hand to hand, and many a gentle and

loving heart discover, that its generous

truth and unwavering fidelity, are recog-

nized and appreciated ! In brief let the

day be devoted to duty as well as pleas-

ure, to imparting and diffusing, as well as

receiving and enjoying. This world in a

general sense is cold and selfish ; buS sure-

ly, during the Christmas festivities, we
should endeavor to do something for each

other, and especially the unfortunate, the

sorrowing, the suffering and the needy.

Then, indeed, we may turn to Christmas

in the time to come, satisfied that we have

recognized its obligations, participated in

its enjoyments, and at the same time, dis-

charged our duty.

LIZZY'S REWARD.
BY FLORENCE FIELDING.

a f\I{, dear! what shall I do this long
0'

day ? I wish I had gone with papa

and mamma I Only eight o'clock ! and they

wont be home till five—oh dear! what

shall I do ?" and the speaker arose from

the large arm chair into which she had

thrown herself, and commenced pacing

the room impatiently.
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"Oh ! I know what I'll do ; I'll gather

some flowers for mother's room, she loves

flowers so much, but that wont take long,

and then what shall I do ?" and Lizzy sigh-

ed in despair. Long she sat impatiently

patting the carpet with her foot, and all

the time thinking how hard it was that she

must stay at home, while Mettie and little

Irwin were allowed to go, and she was half

angry because it had been so arranged.

Not but what there was enough to occupy

her until her mother's return. There was
her arithmetic lesson, and the apron to

finish for her little brother, besides a hand-

kerchief, which she had been very desirous

to hem for her father, and present to him.

But all these things were forgotten now,

and in her impatience, she thought what a

pity she had not been either the eldest or

youngest, then she would not always have

to give up to them ; and finally came to

the conclusion, that to be a middle one in

a family, one must necessarily become a

martyr, and she supposed she might as

well be resigned.

Just then, she heard the sharp cries of

an infant from the kitchen, and immedi-

ately ran down to see what was the matter.

There she found a poor woman, whom her

mother occasionally hired to assist in the

kitchen, trying to soothe a little puny
child, who had just fallen from a chair, in

which it had been tied beside its mother's

tub.

" Poor little fellow," said Lizzy, " how
pale he looks—is he much hurt ?"

" Not much. Miss Lizzy, but he's been
sick, and every thing frets him easy. There
now, you must be quiet till I get these

clothes washed ;" and she placed him in

the chair again, and gave him a spoon to

play with. But the spoon failed to please

the tired little fellow, and he only scream-

ed the more.

With a disheartened look, the mother
took him up and tried to soothe him.

" Let me take him," said Lizzy, " per-

haps I can amuse him, or get him to sleep,

poor little fellow, he looks tired and sleepy,"

and she took the child from the weary

arms of its mother, who with a sigh of re-

lief, turned again to her tub.

Lizzy laid the little one tenderly in her

arms and gently rocked it, and with sooth-

ing lullabies, hushed its cries, until it was
sleeping sweetly.

" Oh, how kind you are ; now I can
finish an hour earliei", and go home to poor

Susan," said the grateful mother.

" What's the matter with Susan, is she

sick ?" asked Lizzy.

" Law, yes. Miss Lizzy, 'tis the con-

sumption she's got, the doctors say. She's

been sick this long time. But I'll soon be

through with my washing, and then I can

go home to her."

When the poor woman was ready to

start, Lizzy slipped a little package into

her hand. " There, buy something nice

for Susan," she said.

" Why, it's money, dear child, I fear

your mother "

" No, mother wont care ; she gave it to

me, to do what I liked with it." If Lizzy

could have seen the poor invalid, who an

hour after had partaken so eagei-ly of the

tempting grapes and sweet oranges, she

would have felt amply repaid for her self-

denial.

When Lizzy returned to the parlor, it

was half past eleven ; she would have

plenty of time to learn her lesson before

dinner, and then she would sew. Just as

the dinner bell rung, she triumphantly

performed the last example in her lesson.

At three o'clock, she had finished her sew-

ing, and after clearing out her drawers,

and arranging her room in perfect order,

she went into the kitchen, to chat with

Rachel, the good natured cook. Here she

found Rachel with her arms bandaged,

taking on dreadfully, hovering over the

cooking stove.

" What's the matter, Rachel ?" inquired

Lizzy, in alarm.

" Oh, it's one of my rheumatisms again.

Oh, dear! how the supper's to be got I

don't know," and she commenced bathing

her arm in hot vinegar, which stood in a

basin upon the stove.
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Lizzy brought a large arm chair from

the diuing-room, and a warm -woolen

shawl from the closet, and after wrapping

the shawl around Rachel, she bade her to

sit in the easy chair, and give her direc-

tions about the supper, and she would get it.

" Bless me ! you get supper! But how
nicely I feel—I shall be able to be about

again myself soon."

" No, you shall sit there and tell me
what to do, and you shall see what a nice

little cook I can be. There now, you look

as comfortable as can be," and she gave

another tuck to the shawl.

" Why, it's enough to cure one to see

you work so handy, Miss Lizzy." Lizzy

laughed, and said she guessed she could

beat her.

Precisely at five o'clock, and just as the

carriage wheels were heard, Lizzy had

finished her supper, and she bounded away

to greet her father and mother, and brother

and sister.

There were no flowers gathered for

mother's room that day, but as Lizzy

sought her pillow at night, her happy,

innocent brow was wreathed with those

brighter, more unfading, even the flowers

of peace, and an approving conscience.

Can any of my young readers discover

"Lizzy's reward?"

—

Mother's Journal.

JOHN LEAKE AND THE PAIL OF
WATER.

JOHN Leake lived in the neighborhood

of Mr. Curtis's Connecticut home.

Order was not Leake's first law, nor his

last. Though he was a good-natured,

easy-tempered, obliging man, there was

no one whom his neighbors so much dread-

ed seeing approach their homes. " There

comes Leake to borrow something," they

would say, and hoe, hammer, or rake, were

grudgingly lent, for they were certain that

Leake would lose or forget the articles, or

at best, return it minus a handle. A story

went the rounds that Leake's next neigh-

bor, out of patience, said to him, "yes,

take the hoe ; but you must use it only in

my corn field."

Time went on, and Leake's afiairs ran

down, as slack men's will, and he decided

to pull up stakes and move to Vermont,

then a tract of unsettled and productive

land, and called the " New State." Leake's

Connecticut friends gathered about the

great wagon in which his battered house-

hold goods and his wife and children were

packed, and sorry they were, at the last,

to part with him ; they now forgot his teas-

ing faults, and felt only that he was a

cheerful, kind hearted fellow.

Rustic tokens of good-will were ofi'ered

at parting. The best of these was a bright

new axe, with a strong helve, on which

the giver's name and John's were both

carved and painted, and tied together with

a true lover's knot—an odd flourish for an

axe helve. " Take care of this, John," said

Uncle Ben, the giver, " and it will be better

than gold to you in the new State." The

axe fulfilled its mission ; it did prove of

more value to Leake than a world full of

gold.

" No ofi"ence, John," said another neigh-

bor, taking a card from his pocket ; "here

is something that, if you will tack it up

over your fire-place and take heed to it,

will be sure to make you a forehanded

man in the new State." Leake looked at

the writing on the card. It was the good

old household rule :
" A time for every-

thing and everything in its time ; a place

for everything and everything in its place."

Leake read it aloud, and then the good-

natured fellow said, chuckling, " Thank'e,

neighbor ; it's a pretty smart rod, but it

shan't fall on a fool's back. I'll take care

of it :" and he deposited it in the crown of

his hat, his usual place of safe-keeping.

" There it goes," said the giver to one of

the bystanders ;
" that's the last of it.

Poor Leake ! You can't teach an old dog

new tricks."

When the movers halted that day for

their nooning, the very first time John

took his hat ofi" he dropped out the

card without perceiving it. His son, Ly-
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man Leake, did see it. Lyman, a lad ten

or eleven, was the very opposite of his

father, made so, probably, by the same in-

fluence that makes the " light-heeled

daughter of the heavy-heeled mother."

Some parents are examples ; some, alas !

are beacons. Lyman picked up the card,

and probably thinking, " Father will never

miss it, and never, never take care of it,"

he slipped it into his own little leathern

purse, which had also been given to him

for a parting token.

Lyman was to learn, by a hard experi-

ence, the worth of the words written on

that card. A due observance of them

through a life time would give a large

figure in money results, besides a world of

comfort.

The little family arrived, after some mis-

haps (to be expected,) such as loosing their

whip, leaving their halters and their water-

pail at a brook, &c., at their lodge in a

vast wilderness. But in two years they

got well ahead, in spite of Leake's destruc-

tive and obstructive habits, for he was a

hard working fellow. Fields were cleared

and tilled around him ; he had built a

small framed house adjoining the log hut

;

neighbors had come in at no great distance,

and a village was growing up not far from

him.

In spite of good advice, he had connect-

ed a wood-house and stable with his house.
—" Take care, Leake," said a friend to

him ; "it needs a careful man to build so.

A fire in winter up in this cold country is

something dreadful ; it's like gunpowder

—

a flash, and all is gone."

" Oh, never fear," said Leake ;
" I have

had my portion of ill fortune in this world

;

my luck has turned.''

It was during the third winter of the

Leakes' residence in their new home that,

just at the close of a short winter's day,

the merry tinkling ofsleigh-bells was heard,

and the creaking of the runners on the

hard frozen snow, and a little cutter (a

single sleigh) stopped at Leake's. It was
expected, the door opened, and shouts of

joy followed, and glad greetings of " uncle,"

and aunt," and " cousins." " Uncle Ben,"

and his family had come from Connecticut

to make a long promised visit. When
supper was euded, the card bearing the

domestic axiom caught Uncle Ben's eye.

It was nailed to the wall over the mantel-

piece. " I declare !" he exclaimed ;
" well,

I never expected to see that bit of paste-

board again. I give you a credit-mark

for preserving that, John." "You must

give that credit-mark to Lyman, brother
;

he preserved the card ; but you may give

me one for teaching him care." Uncle

Ben smiled. "Yes," he said, "you have

taught him, John, but wrong end foremost

—wrong end foremost."

The evening passed off delightfully. The

unstinted fire of a new country burned

brightly. A basket of fine apples from

the old " home-orchard in Connecticut,"

was unpacked, and nuts were cracked V
and eaten. The elders talked about old

times. Leake gave the history of his toils

on his new farm, and his successes. He
told (he had some right to boast, for he

had worked diligently,) how much land he

had cleared, what crops he had raised, and

concluded with, " My barn is full ; I have

plenty of wheat, and corn, and oats in the

loft over my wood-house ; and pork in my
cellar ; and my wife has taken care of the

trinkets—butter, and apple-sauce, and

pickles, and the like," and he ended his

boast of rural riches with saying, " I guess

Ben, my old neighbors could not twit me
now."

" Your old neighbors, John, always knew
you for an honest man ; it was only your

careless ways, your want of order, that

troubled us. You know I used to tell you

that if 3^ou put ever so much meal into a

bag with a hole in it, it would run away."

Yes, yes, I know ; and just so Lyman
talks now. Among you, you put an old

head on his young shoulders." And thus

the elders talked, and the youngsters had

their pleasure ; the visitors telling the

wonders of jugglers, and wax work shows,

and delights incident to their down country

advanced civilization : and the " new State"
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cliildren relating adventures with bears

and wild-cats, and their own personal con-

cerns with taming squirrels and catching

rabbits, and, finally, the evening closed

with a game of " forfeits," in Avhich Ly-

man, having been sentenced to the com-

mon penalty of " bowing to the prettiest,

kneeling to the wittiest and kissing the

one he loved best," declared that all

these dues were to his cousin Sally. His

cousin Sally protested and resisted ; the

girls all joined her, and, after a laughing

scramble together, Lyman's oldest sister

caught up a candle, called " cousin Sally"

to follow her, and they made good their

escape to the bed-room, and bolted Lyman
out. Lyman retreated ; the evening was

far advanced, and the Leakes and their

guests separated for the night, but not till

after Lyman performed a duty that had

been postponed by his uncle's arrival.

While his mother, " on hospitable

thoughts intent," was preparing her little

affairs for the morning's breakfast, Lyman
went to the wood-house to split kindlings

for the morning'^ fires ; and, having finish-

ed, he could not resist the temptation of

showing his well-preserved axe to his

Uncle Ben. " The boy is a fool about that

axe," said his father ;
" if it was made of

a wedge of gold he could not be more

choice of it; he even hides it away from

me that gave it to him." Lyman looked

at his uncle with a quiet smile. " Come,

come, Lyman," said his father, "there's

reason in the roasting of eggs ; throw your

axe in here for to-night." He opened the

door of a little closet next the fire place.

" Don't go clear back to the wood-house

this cold night." " A place for everything,

and everything in its place," replied Ly-

man, and the axe was returned to the wood

house. "Now that's what I call super-

stitious," said the father, while he took

from the open closet a splinter-broom to

sweep up the wide spread coals of the fire

he had just raked.—Just as he was finish-

ing, his wife called to him from the kitchen,

and, hastily throwing the broom into the

closet, he went to her.
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"John," she said, "There's no water in

the house."

" Well, what of that ?"

" Why, you know, I never like to go to

bed without a pail of water at hand."

"I know that is one of your supersti-

tions." John Leake, in spite of all his ex-

perience, persisted in looking upon the

provisions of foresight as " superstitions."

" Let it go, just for this one night, wife
;

it's dark and biting cold, and the way up

to the well all shod with glare ice."

" 'Tis bad," said his wife, meekly, and

urged no more : but as she looked wistfully

at the empty pail, she thought, if they

should chance to want water in the night,

it would not be any better getting it, and

an anxious sigh escaped her. " Coming

events" do sometimes seem to " cast their

shadows before."

The family were soon all in bed, and in

their first sleep, the profoundest of the

night ; but there is no sleep from which a

mother cannot be awakened by a restless

child, and about one o'clock Mrs. Leake

was roused from her's by the nestling of

her baby. She instantly wakened her

husband with, "John do get up and see

where this smoke comes from ; the room

is full of it." Their bed-room was off the

sitting-room ; the door was open into it,

and the moment Leake raised his head he

saw a bright light shining through the

crevices of the closet-door into which he

had thrown the splinter-broom.

Some small coals had adhered to the

broom when John swept the hearth, but,

shut in the closet with very little air, they

had been slow in kindling, but now they

kindled thoroughly, and when Leake

sprang to the closet-door and opened it the

broom was in a lighted blaze, and the

heated partition had taken fire. John

seized the broom and threw it in the fire-

place, and at that moment the fire had

made so little progress that a single pail

of water at hand would have extinguished

it.

"Oh, the pail of water!" shrieked Mrs.

Leake. Leake thought with anguish of
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the empty pail, rushed to the kitchen for

it, and rushed to the well. The ground

was descending to the house, and, as he

said " slippery as glass," and Leake fell.

Again he let the bucket down to the deep

well and filled his pail, and reached the

house with it, but the air had rushed in

through the open door and blew up the

fire like a furnace bellows. It would not

now have felt twenty pails of water. The
smoke filled the whole house, and the.

crackling of the fire and the outcries of

John and his wife had awakened the whole

family, who now came out—all excepting

the two girls, who had bolted themselves

into the little bed-room, had talked to-

gether late into the night, and were now
sleeping on in spite of all the mischief,

danger, and misery about them. Lyman
rushed through an outer room filled to

sufibcation with smoke, and shrieked,

"Anne! Sally! fire! fire!" There was

no answer. In vain he banged against

the door ; it was too securely bolted. Quick

as thought, he sprang to a window com-

municating with the wood-house, passed

through it, and in a moment returned with

his axe. The smoke had become fire—the

room was blazing. But, with Heaven's

help and blessing (he said he could not

—

he could not possibly have done it alone,)

in a breath the door was battered down,

and in another breath the girls jumped
from the window unharmed, followed by

Lyman.
The rapid consumption of a wooden-

house in the country, in a cold, gusty

night, can scarcely be conceived of by

those who have not witnessed it. There

was but just time to extricate the horses

and cattle from the stable when that, as

well as the house and wood house, was
enveloped in flames. All, as Leake's

neighbor had forwarned him, went to-

gether, and in one mass of ashes lay the

labor of many months—the dear old furni-

ture of the Connecticut home, all the chil-

dren's pretty things, fond memorials, and

precious keepsakes that no toil, no art, no

kindness could make to them. " And all

this dreadful loss, for the want of a pail

of water in the right place. And life

saved by the axe being in the ' right place,'

instead of having been thrown into the

closet, as Leake proposed, beside the

broom by the careless use of which all

the harm was done."

—

Memoir of Joseph

Curtis.

THE PARTING YEAR.
Farewell ! I go to that shadowy land,

Where my fathers slumber—a mighty band
;

I go to the years that have passed away,
To the ages that sleep in their silent decay,

To the buried joys, to the hopes and the fears,

That have smiled on, or darkened, the vanish'd years.

I go, and farewell to thee, dreary earth,

There's a cloud on thy joy, there's a tear in thy mirth
;

For transient and faint is thy sunniest day.

And thy visions of gladness will fade away.

And the song, and the dance, and the festal, are o'er,

And the harp's wild music is heard no more.

Farewell ! since I smiled in ray infancy's bloom,

A thousand have gone to the silent tomb
;

A father weeps o'er his cherished son.

And a mother laments o'er her nursling gone

;

The sailor-boy sleeps in the briny wave,

And the soldier has found an early grave.

Farewell ! farewell ! for the summer hours

Have faded away like the dewy flowers

;

The bii-d has flown to a warmer clime
;

The bee has forgotten her favorite thyme.

The winter Is here, with his snow-wreathed brow

—

Farewell ! I may not abide with ye now.

Mortals, I go to that shadowy land

Where my fathers slumber—a mighty band
;

! ever remember, to you must come

The fatal hour that will seal your doom
;

Then seek that bright world where the augels dwell

—

Where years have no ending—Farewell ! farewell!

TEA.
BY J. L. BAKER.

THE news from abroad is that England

has made an attack upon Canton.

Such an event can hardly fail to enhance

the price of that cherished companion of

our evening meal, which so tends to raise

and exhilarate our spirits, to open the

flood gates of conversation and wit, and to

change us from dull, inanimate bodies, in-

to gay, lively souls, to brighten the intel-

lect and to warm the affections. What

would become of the world, at least of the

female and most valuable part of it, with-
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out this Chinese beverage, which keeps us

from sinking into listlessness and despair?

We read of the inspiration of the gin bot-

tle ; but what is that to the inspiration of

the tea-pot? The one intoxicates and de-

stroys, while the other enlivens, cheers,

and prolongs our lives. The grand ob-

jection to this pleasant beverage is that it

is accused of being a great promoter of

scandal, a deadly foe to reputation, a de-

tractor from our fame, and a destroyer of

our good name. If such is really the case,

as some people would persuade us, then

we may congratulate ourselves, as tea goes

up, scandal goes down. Some good, after

all, may come out of this war in China.

Reputations will rise with the rise of tea,

and we may calculate the value of our

good names by the last price current from

Canton and Hong Kong.

The story is told of a party, who, being

the fortunate possessor of a pound of tea,

at the time of its first introduction into

Boston, made an excursion to Salem for the

purpose of having a good time with the

new found luxury. The landlady who re-

ceived them, had never seen nor heard of

this wonderful Chinese plant; but, being

naturally unwilling to confess her igno-

rance, readily undertook to prepare it for

her guests. After waiting an hour or

more, they began to grow impatient, when
lo ! the fragrant herb was brought in,

served up in a platter, with a large piece

of salt pork floating in the centre of the

"greens." Since that time we have all

learned to make, as well as to drink tea,

and to appreciate its invigorating as well

as exhilarating qualities. It is no longer

a stranger, but our daily companion.

Sancho said he blessed the man who in-

vented sleep. We bless the man who in-

vented tea ; and, rather than give it up,

will risk even our name, fame and reputa-

tion. A cup of tea refreshes both mind
and body. We forget in its delightful

aroma the cares and perplexities we have

left behind us. It is associated with our

domestic joys, our social affections, and all

the endearments of home. When "tea is

ready," we lose sight of all troubles, and
throw off the heavy load of business and
labor.

The Chinese are a wonderful people. In

China the extremes of civilization and
barbarism meet and join hands. The
highest perfection in the arts is joined to

the rudest implements of mechanical and

agricultural labor. The highest intellect-

ual cultivation is offset by the most de-

basing sensualism. With all their gods, it

is admitted that they are almost entirely

without religious sentiment, while they

seem devoid also of common feelings of

humanity. Cowardly in war, and furnish-

ed with the rudest weapons of defence and

attack, they are cruel and blood-thirsty in

their punishments beyond all example in

the history of nations. With a population

of four hundred millions of souls, human
life is deemed of no more importance than

that of the rats, which form a portion of

their food ; and dead bodies are seen lying

about for days, unburied and unregarded.

They seem to be a race set apart and dis-

tinguished from all the rest of the human
family. We find it difficult to believe that

they are really human, exhibiting as they

do such strange contradictions and such a

devilish refinement of cruelty in their

criminal code. A nation combining the

lowest forms of barbarism with the high-

est forms of civilization, disgusts us far

more than the most degraded life of un-

civilized and barbarous nations. We pity

the ignorance and superstition of the native

African or South Sea cannibal, and recog-

nize in them a common but degraded

nature ; but a Chinaman excites our dis-

gust and abhorrence. We lose sight of his

wonderful fabrics and works of art in the

spectacle of a cruel and brutal nature, des-

titute of reverence alike for God and for

man.

If ever a case was presented which war-

ranted the forcible interference of foreign

and Christian powers, it is that of China.

If England and France could effect a per-

manent lodgment in the Chinese empire,

forcibly open the door for the introduction
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of humane and Christian sentiments, and

with a strong hand abolish the horrible

cruelties that pervade the whole empire,

we can hardly say that they would not be

warranted in doing so. The Chinese may

justly be regarded as "outside barba-

rians," and outlaws of the human race.

To compel them to respect the common

rights of humanity, may be the duty of the

civilized and Christian world.

Bayard Taylor, the well known traveler,

thus speaks of the morality of the Chinese

:

" It is my deliberate opinion that the

Chinese are morally the most debased

people on the face of the earth. Forms of

vice which in other countries are barely

named, are in China so common that they

excite no comment among the nation.

They constitute the surface level, and be-

low them are deeps on deeps of depravity,

so shocking and horrible that their charac-

ter cannot even be hinted. There are

some dark shadows in human nature

which we naturally shrink from penetrat-

ing, and I made no attempt to collect in-

formation of this kind ; but there were

enough in the things which I could not

avoid seeing and hearing—Avhich are

brought almost daily to the notice of every

foreign resident—to inspire me with a

powerful aversion to the Chinese race.

Their touch is pollution, and, harsh as the

opinion may seem, justice to our own race

demands that they should not be allowed to

settle on our soil.

Such are the people from whom come

our silks, our chinaware, and our tea.

"While we speculate on the designs of Eng-

land and France, merchants speculate on

the rise of this eastern luxury. "We might

gladly give up our tea for years to come,

if something could be done towards the re-

generation of China. Our lives are not,

after all, dependent on tea ; and, if the

croakers are to be believed, our reputations

are better off without it. If it becomes

dearer, we must avoid the excess of Dr.

Johnson, and reduce ourselves to a sort of

Maine law standard. "We must husband

our resources, and exercise some of that

self-denial that distinguished the Indians

of old, when they turned Boston harbor in-

to one great tea-pot. The sea was cold,

and the tea must have been bul poorly

steeped, though it may have answered for

the fish, unaccustomed to such luxuries
;

but the patriotism of the Indians was boil-

ing hot. They could give up their tea if

necessary, but could never consent to give

up a principle. Taxation and representa-

tion they thought should go together, and

be, like the union and liberty of later days,

" one and inseparable."

THE "WONDROUS BIRTH.

IT is midnight. The moon shines bright-

ly on the plains of Bethlehem. The
stars—those myriad eyes of night—beam
with unwonted lustre. The inhabitants of

David's city, having ended their day's toil,

are fast locked in the embraces of sleep,

while their thoughts are wandering in the

land of dreams. But in the green pastures

that skirt the neighborhood may be seen

groups of persons stretched upon the

ground, in a state of perfect T^akefulness.

"Who are these watchers ? They are not

nobles, nor princes, holding a secret con-

clave about afitxirs of State. No, they are

simple-minded shepherds, keeping watch

over their flocks by night. But behold!

an illustrious stranger approaches. He is

clothed with illuminated garments. Now,

as he draws nearer, he is distinctly seen by

the shepherds. Surely this is one of the

sons of God, for never did man of mortal

mould bear the aspect of so much goodness

and majesty ! IIow his eyes beam with

benevolence, love and pleasure ! What
wisdom is imprinted on his expansive

brows ! He is the herald of the skies.

happy shepherds, but trembling in the

midst of their happiness ! The glory of the

Lord shines round about them. How
should they feel—how do they feel, under

these unwonted circumstances? They are

sore afraid.

But mark ! the celestial visitant has

come from heaven, with an important mes-

sage, and is intent on its delivery. He is
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the bearer, from the upper realms, ofjoy-

ful tidings to men of all stations—the

humble as well as the most exalted, and

most joyful to the most humble—to those

who watch, toil-worn and heart-smitten,

while others sleep. He speaks, and it is

in tones of gentleness, calculated to dissi-

pate their apprehensions, and fill them

with wonder, love, and joy. "Fear not,"

he exclaims, " for behold, I bring you good

tidings of great joy, which shall be unto

all people ; for unto you is born this day, in

the city of David, a Saviour, who is Christ,

the Lord I"

" And, suddenly, there was with the

angel a multitude of the heavenly host,

praising God and saying, 'Glory to God in

the highest! on earth peace! and goodwill

towards men !'

"

Never before had such music fallen on

mortal ears. It was the anthem of the

skies, chaunting, in immortal strains, the

glory of God and the happiness of man, as

now accomplished by the Saviour's birth
;

and the shepherds heard it, and it sank

down into their heart of hearts, in living

music, whose celestial tones never faded

from their memory. In haste, they went

to Bethlehem to find the child, and when
the}' had found it, and Joseph and Mary,

we are told, they looked at it! What were

their thoughts on looking at it, we can

rather imagine than describe. But when
they had seen it, they could no longer hold

their peace. What they had lately seen

and heard ; the visit of the illustrious

angel ; what he had said ; the vision of the

heavenly host, and their glorious anthem

of praise, were all repeated, over and over

again, in the ears of wondering listeners,

and excited the profoundest astonishment

in all those who heard the thrilling and

unaffected narrative.

Nature is made up with harmonious oppo-

sites.

Sunshine and rain tend to perfect vegeta-

tion.

Adversity overcome, is the highest glory
;

and willingly undergone, the greatest virtue.

24*

"STAND UP FOR JESUS."
Soldiers of the Etei-nal King,

Speed tlie watchword ! give it wing

!

Let it through the churches ring

!

Write it on the temple's spine,

Utter it with tongues of fire,

Sire to son and son to sireJ

Label it on every door!

Place it high the pulpit o'er

—

Let it stand for evermore !

Blazon it in mansion-halls

—

Pencil it on prison walls

—

Bear and dare as duty calls!

Place it on the chisel'd stone,

Where the mourner weeps alone;

Grave it on the monaix;h's throne

!

Let the press, whose wheels of might

Roll for reason and for right,

Flash it ou the nation's sight!

Let the world and martyrs frown !

Ye shall conquer, though cast down

;

Bear the cross, and take the crown J

Friends of right and foes of wrong,

Though iniquity be strong,

Stand tlie battle fierce and long!

What though on tie field of strife.

With disasters darkly rife,

Ye may fall in midst of life!

Bear the watchword; give it wing,

Till we with the sainted Tyng
Heaven's eternal triumph sing.

Orange, N. J. J. H.

OLD WINTER IS COMING.
Old Winter is coming, old Winter so drear.

His heralds, unwelcome, proclaim he is near
;

There's a wail on the blast, there are voices that say,

" The spirit of Summer is passing away."

Sweet evening, the palm of thy breezes is over,

And bleak is the blast, on mountain and moor
;

There's shadow and gloom in the depths of the dell,

And the trees of the forest are moaning farewell.

Old Winter is coming, once more to rejoice

In his robings of snow, and his trappings of ice

—

The dreariest of despots, who bends to his sway
Sweet sister of Summer, the beautiful day.

Dear evening, with thee no more on the green.

In joyance of sport are the villagers seen
;

And the music of childhood, in gambols no more,

Is born on the breeze from the cottager's door.

All silent and chill, not a bird on the bough
Is heard forth to warble his vesper hymn now:

Not a caw from the rook, as he wingeth his flight

O'er meads where are creeping the shadows of night.

Old Winter is coming, old winter so drear.

His heralds, unwelcome, proclaim he is near;

There's a wail on the blast, there are voices that say
" The spirit of Summer is passing away."
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THE LARK AND THE CATERPILLAR.

A LESSON OF FAITH.

" If a man die, shall he live again ? All the days of

my appointed time will I wait, till my change come."
—Job xvi. 14.

^ ^
"I"

et me hire you as a nurse for my poor

I i children," said a butterfly to a quiet

caterpillar, who was strolling along a cabbage

leaf in her odd lumbering way. " See these

little eggs," continued the butterfly; "I don't

know how long it will be before they come
to life, and I feel very sick and poorly and if

I should die, who will take care of my baby
butterflies when I am gone ? Will you, kind,

mild, green caterpillar ? But you must mind
what you give them to eat, caterpillar ! they

cannot, of course, live on your rough food.

You must give them early dew, and honey

from the flowers ; and you must let them fly

about only a little way at first, for of course

one can't expect them to use their wings prop-

erly all at once. Dear me ! it is a sad pity

you cannot fly yourself. But I have no time

to look for a another nurse now, so you will

do your best, I hope. Dear 1 Dear ! I cannot

think what made me come and lay my eggs

on a cabbage leaf! What a place for young

butterflies to be born upon 1 Still, you will

be kind, will you not, to the poor little ones?

Here, take this gold dust from my wings as a

reward. Oh, how dizzy I am ! Caterpillar

!

you will remember about the food !

And with these words the butterfly closed

her eyes and died ; and the green caterpillar,

who had not the opportunity of even saying

yes or no to the request, was left standing alone

by the side of the butterfly's eggs.

" A pretty nurse she has chosen indeed,

poor lady !" exclaimed she, " and a pretty

business I have in hand ! Why, her senses

must have left her, or she never would have

asked a poor crawling creature like me to

bring up her dainty little ones. Much they'll

mind me, truly, when they feel the gay wings

on their backs, and can fly away out ofmy sight

whenever they choose 1 Ah ! how silly some
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poor people are, in spite of their painted

clothes and the gold dust on their wings 1"

However, the poor butterfly was dead, and

there lay the eggs on the cabbage leaf, and

the green caterpillar had a kind heart, so she

resolved to do her best. But she got no sleep

that night, she was so very anxious. She

made her back quite ache with walking all

that night long around her young charges, for

fear any harm should happen to them ; and in

the morning says she to herself, " Two heads

are better than one. I will consult some wise

animal upon the matter, and get advice. How
should a poor crawling creature like me know
what to do without asking my betters?"

But still there was a difficulty. Whom
should the caterpillar consult? There was

the shaggy dog who sometimes came into the

garden. But he was so rough ! he would

most likely whisk all the eggs off the cabbage

leafwith one brush of his tail, if she called him

near to talk to her, and then she would never

forgive herself. There was the tom cat, to be

sure, who would sit at the foot of the apple

tree, basking himself and warming his fur in

the sunshine ; but he was so selfish and indif-

ferent ! there was no hope of his giving himself

the trouble to think about the butterfly's

eggs.

" I wonder which is the wisest of all the

animals I know," sighed the caterpillar in

great distress ; and then she thought, and

thought, till at last she thought of the lark

and she fancied that because he went up so

high, and nobody knew where he went to, he

must be very clever and know a great deal, for

to go up very high (which she could never do)

was the caterpillar's idea of perfect glory.

Now in the neighboring cornfield there lived

a lark, and the caterpillar sent a message to

him to beg him to come and talk to her ; and

when he came she told him all her difficulties,

and asked him what she was to do to feed

and rear the little creatures so different from

herself.

" Perhaps you will be able to inquire and
hear something about it next time you go up

high," observed the caterpillar timidly.

The lark said, "Perhaps he should," but

he did not satisfy her curiosity any further.

Soon afterwards, however, he went singing

upwards into the bright blue sky! By de-

grees his voice died away in the distance, till

the green caterpillar could not hear a sound.

It is nothing to say she could not see him,

for, poor thing ! she never could see far at

any time, and had a difficulty in looking up-

wards at all, even when she reared herself up

most carefully, which she did now ; but it

was of no use, so she dropped upon her legs

again, and resumed her walk round the but-

terfly's eggs, mumbling a bit of the cabbage

leaf now and then as she moved along.

" What a time the lark has gone 1" she

cried at last. " I wonder where he is just

now ! I would give all my legs to know ! He

must have flown up higher than usual this

time I think ! How I should like to know
where it is that he goes to, and what it is that

he hears in that curious blue sky ! He always

sings in going up and coming down, but he

never lets any secret out. He is very, very

close 1"

And the green caterpillar took another turn

round the butterfly's eggs.

At last the lark's voice began to be heard

again. The caterpillar almost jumped for

joy, and it was not long before she saw her

friend descending and hovering over the cab-

bage bed.

"News, news, glorious news, friend cater-

pillar !" sung the lark ; but the worst of it is,

you won't believe me !"

" I believe everything I am told," observed

the caterpillar hastily.

"Well, then, first of all, I will tell what

these little creatures are to eat," and the lark

nodded his beak towards the eggs. " What

do you think it is to be ? Guess !"

"Dew, and the honey out of flowers, I am
afraid," said the caterpillar.

" No such thing, old lady 1 Something that

you can get at quite easily."

" I can get at nothing quite easily but cab-

bage leaves," murmured the caterpillar in

distress.

" Excellent, my good friend," cried the lark,

exultingly ;
" you have found it out. You are

to feed them with cabbage leaves."

" JVever !" said the caterpillar indignantly

"It was their dying mother's last request that

I should do no such thing."

" Their dying mother knew nothing about

the matter," persisted the lark; "but why do
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you ask me and then disbelieve what I say ?

You have neither faith nor trust."

" Oh, I believe everything I am told," said

the caterpillar.

"Nay, but you do not," replied the lark.

"You won't even believe me about the food,

and yet that is but a beginning of what I

have to tell you. Why, caterpillar, what do

you think those little eggs will turn out to

be ?"

" Butterflies, to be sure," said the cater-

pillar.

" Caterpillars !" sung the lark, " and you'll

find it out in time ;" and the lark flew away,

for he did not want to stay and contest the

point with his friend.

" I thought the lark had been wise and

kind," observed the mild green caterpillar,

once more beginning to walk round the eggs,

" but I find that he is foolish and saucy in-

tead. Perhaps he went up too high this time.

And it's a pity when people who soar so high

are silly and rude nevertheless ! Dear ! I still

wonder whom he sees, and what he does up

yonder."

" I would tell you, if you would believe

me," sung the lark, descending once more.

" I believe everything I am told," reiterated

the caterpillar, with as grave a face as if it

were fact.

" Then I'll tell you something else," cried

the lark ;
" for the best of my news remains

behind. You will one day be a butterfly your-

self.

" Wretched bird !" exclaimed the caterpillar,

"you jest with my inferiority—now you are

cruel as well as foolish. Go away ! I will ask

your advice no more."

"I told you you would not believe me,"

cried the lark, nettled in his turn.

" I believe everything I am told," persisted

the caterpillar; "that is"—and she hesitated
—" everything that is reasonable to believe.

But to tell me that butterfly's eggs are cater-

pillars and that caterpillars leave off crawling

and get wings, and become butterflies 1—Lark

!

you aretoo wise to believe such nonsense your-

self, for you know it is impossible."

" I know no such thing," said the lark

warmly. " Whether I hover over the corn-

fields of earth, or go up into the depth of the

sky, I see so many wonderful things, I know

no reason why there should not be more.

caterpillar, it is because you never get beyond
your cabbage leaf that you call anything im-

possible."

" Nonsense !" shouted the caterpillar, " I

know what's possible and what's not possible,

according to my experience and capacity, as

well as you do. Look at my long green body,

and these endless legs, and then talk to me
about having wings and a painted feathery

coat ! Fool !"—

" And fool you ! you would-be wise cater-

pillar," cried the indignant lark. "Fool, to

attempt to reason about what you cannot

understand. Do you not hear how my song

swells with rejoicing as I soar upwards to the

mysterous wonder-world above? cater-

pillar! what comes to you from thence re-

ceive, as I do, upon trust."

" That is what you call"

"Faith,^' interrupted the lark. •

" How am I to learn faith ?" asked the

caterpillar.

At that moment she felt something at her

side. She looked around—eight or ten little

green caterpillars were moving about, and

had already made a show of a hole in the

cabbage leaf. They had broken from the

butterfly's eggs

!

Shame and amazement filled our green

friend's heart, but joy soon followed
; for, as

the first wonder was possible, the second

might be so too, " Teach me your lesson,

lark!" she would say; and the lark sung to

her of the wonders of the earth below, and of

the heaven above. And the caterpillar talked

all the rest of her life to her relations of the

time when she should be a butterfly.

But none of them believed her. She never-

theless had learned the lark's lesson of faith,

and when she was going into her chrysalis

grave she said, " I shall be a butterfly some

day."

But her relations thought her head was

wandering, and they said, " Poor thing!"

And when she was a butterfly, and was

going to die again, she said, " I have known

many wonders—I have faith—I can trust

even now for what shall come next I"

—

Scot-

tish Ecclesiastical Journal.

The heart has its voice and language.
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A GOOD EXCUSE.
•' TAMES, you must go to bed early to-

t) night," said Mrs. Martin, " the horses

have not returned you know, and we shall be

obliged to walk to church to-morrow. So

you must go to bed and get restored thorough-

ly."

Thus admonished, James retired at an

early hour. He was not pleased with the

prospect of walking to church. The weather

was warm, the road dusty, and the distance

over two miles. He lay awake for some time

trying to think of some good excuse for stay-

ing at home on the morrow. Might he not

have a headache? It was certainly possible,

but not probable. The temptation to a false-

hood was very slight : for James was a boy of

truth. He must have a good excuse or none,

and no good excuse was forthcoming. So he

composed himself to slumber, forgetting in

his anxiety about the morrow to say his cus-

tomary prayer.

James awoke pretty early in the morning,

and saw the rain drops standing on the win-

dow panes. He looked again, and was satis-

fied that it was raining. He rose and looked

at the vane Avhich was on the barn, and saw

that the wind was in the right direction for

a rainy day. He returned to his bed in a

very complacent state of mind. He was glad

that it rained. Not that a rainy day was a

thing in itself pleasant to him. So far from

it, if it came on a week-day, and especially

on a holiday, it was apt to put his face in " a

bad shape."

When James left his chamber and joined

the family who were assembled for prayer,

he put on a look of regret, and said, " There

will be no going to meeting to-day."

After breakfast, he went frequently to the

door to see, as he said, whether there was

any prospect of fair weather. Nine o'clock

came, and no sign of a clear sky. James

then apparently gave it up in despair. He
took his Bible and sat down, and fixed his

eyes on the leaves, but his thoughts were on

the themes which had but little connection

with those pages. After awhile his mother

observed him, and said, " James, you do not

appear to be reading.,'

" I was not reading just then, I was think-

ing."

" Were you thinking about what you have

been reading ?"

" Yes, ma'am—no, ma'am, not just that

minute."

By the tone and manner he designed to

make the impression that he had been think-

ing about what he had read, though just at

that moment his thoughts had wandered to

another subject.

He now turned his eye upon the open page,

and the first sentence which met his eye was
this—" Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees,

which is hypocrisy." The word hypocrisy

struck his mind with great force. He stop-

ped reading, but kept his eye fixed on the

word hypocrisy. If he did not think on what
he read, yet what he had read gave direction

to his thoughts. It occurred to him that he

had been playing the hypocrite from the time

that he left his chamber that morning. He
had pretended that he was sorry that it rain-

ed, when in reality he was glad. He had
pretended that he was anxious to go to meet-

ing, while in reality he was afraid the rain

might cease in time for him to go. He had

pretended he had been reading the Bible, and

had been thinking on what he had read, when

such was not the fact. He saw that he had

been a hypocrite, and in relation to subjects

connected with serious and religious things.

His heart smote him : he began to feel the

pains of a guilty conscience. His counte-

nance gave some indication of his pain. His

mother observed it, and asked him what was

the matter.

" Nothing," said he, " only I don't feel very

well," and he arose and went to his chamber.

He was soon followed by his anxious

mother, who found him sitting with his face

buried in his hands.

" Are you sick, James ? Where do you feel

bad?"
" Here," said James, laying his hand on his

heart, and bursting into tears.

His mother sat down by his side, took his

hand in hers, and affectionately bade him tell

her his troubles. After he became somewhat

calm, he made a full confession of all his sins

of hypocrisy which he had that day commit-

ted, and asked her to pray to God to forgive

him.

Perhaps the reader may have been guilty
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of similar acts of hypocrisy If so, has he re-

pented of them, and entreated God to forgive

him ? Hypocrisy is an odious sin in the sight

of God. It is a sin perfectly known to him.

You can deceive men, but you cannot deceive

God. The hypocrisy of the heart which may
show itself by the most insignificant act is as

clearly known by him, as is the most deliber-

ately planned system of deception. Beware

of hypocrisy.

—

N. Y. Observer,

^\nt\ Inttllig^nc^

The temporary disturbance of the otherwise

smooth current of Synodical affairs in the

State of Maryland, suggests the propriety of

furnishing some little information upon
Synodical relations in general.

The Synod of Maryland, according to the

provisions of its constitution covers the whole
state. A year or more ago, some few of its

members applied to the Synod whilst in ses-

sion, for authority to organize another body,

to be called the Melancthon Synod. Alter

some delay and opposition the requisite

authority was granted. After the lapse of

a year however, the sober second thought of

the original Synod of Maryland prevailed.

The brethren discovered, that by contributing

in any degree towards the erection of a new
Synod within the limits of the state, they had
arrayed themselves in direct conflict with

their charter. They have now wisely con-

cluded, if possible to retrace their steps, and
so have called a conference of the two Synods
in the city of Frederick, on the third Monday
of November. The amicable adjustment of

this question among themselves, one way or

the other, will be hailed with joy, especially

by all who expect to be present at the meet-
ing of the General Synod in the year 1859.

The Synods of Pennsylvania, we had al-

most said, their name is Legion ! But al-

though they are so many, yet they all have a

good spirit, each one is zealously performing
its own work in its own way. First and fore-

most in point of numbers as well as time,

comes the " Mother of Synods" the Synod of

Pennsylvania, now in the one hundred and
sixteenth year of its activity. Until about the

year 1823 it covered the whole state of Penn-
sylvania, and indeed extended its ministry

all over the far West. Since that time how-
ever, though professedly confined to that

portion of the state which lies East of the

Susquehanna it still retains its ancient title,

the Synod of Pennsylvania and adjacent states.

Its prevailing character is German, with a

very decided and increasing English element

;

and with a very faithful conformity to the

Lutheran spirit, its efforts and influence are
annually increasing in the cause of missions
and of education.

About the year 1823 the Synod of West
Pennsylvania was organized, and claimed as

its field, all that portion of the state which
lies West of the Susquehanna. Still one in

spirit, upon the whole the mother and the
daughter could live and labor harmoniously
for years together, and until 1842, there was
nothing occurring, either in the East or in

the West, to disturb their peace or to divide

their forces.

In the year 1842 the Synod of East Penn-
sylvania was organized. Its field of operations

is exactly that which has always been occu-
pied by the original Synod itself; and this

fact would intimate, that this new movement
must have been in direct opposition to the

advice and expressed will of the Synod of

Pennsylvania. Such was indeed the case.

But a few years were sufiicient to smooth
down the asperities, and now far a long time

the two bodies have been co-operating with

as good understanding and as much harmony
as the circumstances of the case render possi-

ble. This Synod of East Pennsylvania it is

said, " is composed of young men—none
passed the meridian of life," but they are not

likely to be betrayed into any of the extrava-

gences of youth—they may be young, but

they are active, intelligent, devoted to their

church, eloquent and as a body zealous to an
exemplary degree in good works.
We pass now to the West of the Susque-

hanna, the portion of the state occupied, from
the time of its formation, by the Synod of

West Pennsylvania. " Time passes and much
change doth bring." Behold here four Synods,
all in full operation, three of them claiming

a very considerable extent of territory, and
narrowing down the once strong and influ-

ential Synod of West Pennsylvania to the

contracted portion of about four contiguous

counties. These three are the Pittsburg Synod
occupying the Western counties of the state

—

the Allegheny Synod upon and near our loftiest
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range of mountains, and the Central Synod

somewhere about the Susquehanna. Whilst

we supply this intelligence we are not called

upon to express our judgment in regard to the

merits of the case. Yet we cannot refrain

from expressing our sympathy for the ap-

parently sad fortunes of the Synod of West
Pennsjdvania. Perhaps indeed our sympathy
may be wholly gratuitous ; but the repeated

depletions she has suffered within the space

of thirty years, have reduced her once magnifi-

cent territory to about the smallest Synodical

dimensions in the state. Yet her zealous and
enterprising spirit still continues, and her

history upon her more limited sphere may be

more illustrious than it ever might be per-

haps with the whole of her ancient domain
around her. So to sum up the whole, we
have six Synods in Pennsylvania.

The intelligence from China is in the high-

est degree important. The churches of

America and England have been praying for

twenty years, that China might be opened to

their missions, and the answer has come.
That great empire has made treaties with the

United States, Russia, England and France
severally ; an article in each of these

treaties provides for the free admission of

the teachers and professors of the Christian

Religion; for their protection and that of

their converts from molestation. Now let

the missionary spirit awake, let means and
men of prcJper spirit be forthcoming. Whilst
the Ambassadors of earthly kingdoms have
nobly opened the way, let the Ambassadors
of the King of kings press forward to occupy
the field, to sow the seed, to reap the glorious

harvest. The Chinese, as an eye-witness

testifies, are ignorant, idolatrous and corrupt

to a degree that is awful to contemplate. Let

them have the Gospel, and many of them
shall soon be washed and sanctified and justi-

fied in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ and
by the Spirit of our God.

^bitcriHl P^isttllang;

End of the Old Year.—We personify Time,

and place upon his shoulders our own re-

sponsibilities. Time, in the mythology of

ancient nations, is represented as clad with

wings, and armed with a destroying scythe.

Not only does he sweep from the scale of

being, individuals whose breath is in their

nostrils—the creatures of a day, whose brittle

thread of life, if not suddenly snapped asun-
der by accident, is soon evolved,—three-

score years and ten being the allotted terra of

their existence ; but Time, the destroyer, ob-
literates nations, as well as individuals, from
the annals of being. Slowly, silently, his

work goes on. Alike indifferent to the roses

of youth, to the laurels of manhood, to the

ripened wisdom of age, this ruthless harvest-
er in the fields of life moves on with unspar-
ing hand, and none knoweth the hour of his

coming. The cherub infant, with its pure
smile and dawning intelligence, goes down
to the chambers of the grave, so sweet, so in-

nocent, that its very presence difi'uses an at-

mosphere of gladness around it, like the per-
fume of an opening rose. The intrepid youth,
garlanded with fame, high in hope, bidding
fair for the race of life, is suddenly laid on the
awe-inspiring bier, enveloped in its funeral
gloom, consigned to the memories of the past.

The prudent, the wise, the reverend head

falls, like the aged oak, which has braved a
hundred years the war of conflicting elements.

They go hence and are no more seen. The
places that knew them once, know them no
more forever

!

Nations, like individuals, feel the rude and
overpowering shock of the hoary destroyer.

Has he not wrapped his dark mantle about
the glories of ancient Egypt, whose love

lives but in tradition—whose grandeur the

solid pyramid yet attests? Where is the

Persian temple ? Where the luxury of Arta-

xerxes—the pomp of Darius—the kingly maj-

esty of Cyrus? Buried beneath the surges of

Time's dark tide. They roll over the splen-

dors of polished Greece, beloved by the

scholar, so high in its chivalry, so winning in

its enthusiasm, so attractive in its imagina-

tive beauty, that the spell of its recorded his-

tory surrounds us yet, like the echoes of

music passed away, like the tracery of a

beautiful dream on the tablets of the soul,

How destructive the blighting footprints of

Time, in his march over the Seven-Hilled

city! Rome, the wonderful—(vainly called

the eternal!) has mouldered beneath his rest-

less inroads—now echoing to the song of the

minstrel, and grown feeble to effeminacy

—

the assured tread of laurel-crowned conquer-

ors giving place to the masker's gala-dance
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—the bigot's superstition-guarded authority

usurping the blood bought dominion of the

warlike Csesars

!

Time's a hand-breadth,—'tis a tale,

'Tis a vessel uader sail,

'Tis an eagle in its way.
Darting down upon its prey,
Mocking the pursuing sight

!

Like the rainbow o'er the heaven,
Like the ilitting lines of even,
'Tis a bubble, 'tis a sigh

—

Be prepared, man, to die. ,

The old year is dead. It rests from its la-

bors, and its works, with dirges and peans fol-

lowing it to its mausoleum. It has gone,
with all its triumphs and all its defeats. God
bless it, and make the next year a better one.

December, 1858.—Another year has sped
its onward course, and finds us hastening to

its close. It has been a year of varied plea-

sures, of varied griefs, and, we trust, of varied

lessons well learned. Dear reader, twelve
times during its changing months have we
visited your fireside, to receive your greeting

for the ''Home Journal." Have these visits

been all in vain ? Have you turned your
backs upon us, and refused the cordial wel-
come? Thank God! in many, many homes,
we have good reason to know that such was
not the case, but that our monthly "Journal"
is a welcome guest in many a family circle.

The voice of approbation, the regard substan-
tially expressed, has been frequently tendered.
We are now stronger than we ever stood.

Let none suppose that we are given to boast-
ing. Far from it. But we do feel, neverthe-
less, some honest, manly pride, in surveying
our growth during the past year. To those
who have thus nobly assisted us, we would
here return our sincere and heartfelt thanks.

There is, however, no rose without its

thorn. Indeed, editorial chairs are prover-
bial for lacking the roses, yet being well sup-
plied with thorns. Certain it is, there is one
class whom we must be allowed to exclude
from our general thanksgiving. When we
examine our books we find a list of names
whose legal owners are surely lacking in the
cranial development of memory. Repeated
reminders have, at any rate, failed to find it,

but have readily -eached an opposite one of
obstinacy. We lind these gentlemen respec-
tively one, I .ro, three, four, even five years in

arrears I They seem to think they are very
magnanimous in thus patronizing (?) our en-
terprise. From all such patrons deliver us !

We feel half inclined to give these generous
individuals the additional advantage ofa spec-
ial public advertisement. They would, per-

haps, be delighted to acquaint the world with
their worthy names. At all events their

claims shall not be unnoticed ; and may their

number speedily diminish.

In commencing the labors of a new year,
we confidently rely upon the active co-opera-
tion of our friends. Let none imagine that
because we have increased during the past,
we have thereby grown independent of all

assistance. The youth may advance to
manhood, manhood to his prime, and still be
mutually dependent upon his fellow-man.
No, dear friends, we want your active, earn-
est assistance. We are glad to know our list

has materially increased, but it is yet far from
what it ought to be, far from what we fondly
hope it will soon be. Let each and every one
strive to send us, at the least, one additional
name wherewith to begin our new year. Now
is the most favorable time to subscribe. For
the little dollar that you furnish us we send
you a pleasing variety of useful and instruct-

ive matter, numerous illustrations, and sever-
al steel engravings. And, more than this,

we would supplant that light monthly litera-

ture, so widely prevalent, which is, at best, of
doubtful tendency. Give us your substantial
help

;
you, who can wield the mighty pen,

send your thoughts ; and, by the blessing of
God, we will make the " Lutheran Home
Journal" more worthy of your affection and
respect.

Payments to Agents.—We have, upon
several occasions, received letters from our
subscribers, complaining that their bills have
been sent them when they have already paid
their subscriptions to some third party. To
all such we would say, when you pay to any
of our authorized agents we hold ourselves re-

sponsible for the amount. When you pay, or

send, to any other individuals it cannot be
supposed we are to do the same. All such
payments are at the risk of the subscriber.

When there is no agent at hand, the safest

plan is to enclose in a letter, directed to the

Lutheran Home Journal, Philadelphia.

Notices op Discontinuance.—Subscribers

wishing to discontinue the Journal must seud

a written request before the close of the pres-

ent year. In doing so, be careful to state,

distinctly and legibly, your name, with the

full post-office address. It is not enougli to

say, "William Miller wishes to discontinue,

&c.,"—we may have twenty William Millers

on our list, in as many diflerent parts of the

land. Neither is it sufficient, merely to re-

turn the Journal ; we have no means of know-
ing where these come from. Either write

yourself, or get your postmaster to write.

Also, in requesting the address to be

changed, state the name of the former post-

office in addition to the new one. Attention

to these matters will save us much trouble,

and our subscribers much annoyance.














